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PREFACE

This book has taken nearly four years to bring to its present

form. During this period I have been prevented by the

somewhat exacting duties of teaching a large body of stu-

dents, as well as by the claims of other Hterary work, from

working continuously at the various problems connected

with a study of place names, excepting during vacations.

But for these causes this work might have been ready for

the press perhaps two years ago. On the other hand so

large a subject as the Place Names of Lancashire might

easily occupy the constant attention of a student for twenty

years, so numerous, varied, and difficult are the problems

which such an inquiry raises.

I have felt drawn in two opposite directions. On the one

hand was the temptation to continue adding illustrative

material from the enormous mass of early records which is

the glory and pride of this country, until the whole body
of documents had been practically exploited to their utmost

value, to search stiU further for early forms of Lancashire

names, and to work yet longer at the origin of many names

which are here left unexplained. On the other hand was

the feeling that, in a work of this kind, to strive after com-

pleteness and perfection beyond a certain point is to pursue

an alluring mirage which recedes further away as one thinks

one has reached it, and the thought that it is perhaps more

serviceable to knowledge to pubhsh what is, after all, a not

inconsiderable body of material, frankly confessing that many
problems are still unsolved, that many early forms of names

in other parts of England, which might have thrown light

upon the origin of those which are our immediate concern,

are still ungamered from the pages of the documents which

contain them, This latter view has prevailed, and I have
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preferred to publish what has been collected, as it is, rather

than hold it back until most of those to whom it may be

useful, or whom it may interest, ' have sunk into the grave,'

and until the writer himself has lost all interest in the work.

As regards the character and aim of the investigation,

little need be said here, and that chiefly of a negative

character. It may be stated at once that place names are

here considered as elements of language, and their develop-

ment as a purely linguistic problem. Thus the work is not

a topographical treatise, nor a guide-book, nor a gazetteer.

It is not concerned with the question whether the names

fit the places to which they are attached, nor whether they

ever did so. With the Unguistic evidence of the early forms

before me, as a starting-point, the endeavour has been to

determine the speech-elements of which each name is built

up, and to describe the development of the compounds

according to the known laws of sound change in the English

language, or according to recognised principles of analogy.

Here the task ends so far as this work is concerned. No
attempt has been made to attack any problems of an his-

torical, pohtical, or racial character ; no conclusions are

drawn as to the wanderings or distribution of races, as to

the identity of the holders of the personal names, which in

a large number of cases are built into the structure of local

nomenclature, or as to the size of the various manors and
their dependencies. These questions, and many others aUied

to them, must be left to those scholars whose inchnation, or,

better still, whose training, leads them into these fields of

research. It is possible that the facts here brought together

may be of some service to these special students in other

domains, should they honour this book with their attention.

A few words are perhaps necessary as to the selection of

the names which are specially dealt with in Pt. I. These

are limited almost entirely to such as were found in their

early forms in the numerous documents which Dr. Hirst and
I searched for Lancashire Place Names. It was not thought

desirable to swell the book, by discussing in detail names
of which no early forms were found, and whose origin must
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therefore always be a matter of speculation. On the other

hand, a large number of names not found in Pt. I. will be

found in the Usts in Pt. II. imder the Old English words

from which their elements appear to be derived.

A considerable number of early forms of a single name
are often included. The object of giving such copious

examples is partly to confirm remarkable forms from

several different documents, partly to illustrate, as far as

possible, the chronological development of the forms, partly

to show the variety of mediaeval spelhngs which express

precisely the same thing, and lastly to give students as

much material as possible for forming independent judg-

ments upon the problems discussed.

Great care has been taken to ensure accuracy as to the

actual forms given, the date of the document, and the

references to the document from which they are taken. It

is hoped that this has in the main been secured, but no one

who has experience in deaUng with a large number of forms

and references will be surprised to find some errors.

I now turn to the share which those whose names appear

on the title-page have severally taken in the work.

I wish most gratefully and cordially to bear testimony to

the devotion of my collaborator. Dr. Hirst, to the laborious

and tedious task of collecting and arranging material, as well

as to other aspects of the work. During two years Dr. Hirst

was Research Fellow in the University of Liverpool, and gave

practically his whole time to Lancashire Place Names.

During two more years Dr. Hirst most generously volun-

teered to continue to assist in the work, and gave his time

and labour for a great part of nearly every term to the

task.

The following are the main outlines of the work which

Dr. Hirst performed :

—

(1) He searched the following texts, and extracted early

forms of Lancashire Place Names : Whall. Ch., Furn. Ch.,

De Lacy Comp., Priory of Penwortham, Chartulary of

Lancaster, De Lacy Inq., Surveys of Wappentakes, of West

Derby, etc., Ducatus Lancastriae, Placita de quo Warranto,
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Abbreviatio Rotul. Originalium in Curia Scaccarii, Scaris-

brick Ch., Close RUs. (1227-34), Testa de Nevil, Lane, and

Chesh. Misc. vol. ii., Lay Subsidies (Mr. Farrer's transcript),

Rent Rll. of Sir John Towneley, Cal. Ch. D. of L.

(2) Dr. Hirst made a copious index of Mod. Lanes. Names

from the 1-inch Ordinance Survey Maps.

(3) Analysed a large number of the names into their com-

ponent parts, thus compiHng a large part of the list of

elements.

(4) Collected cognate forms of the elements in other

Germanic languages.

(5) Collected most of the definitions and accounts of dis-

tribution of the words forming the elements of Lanes. PI.

Ns., from the Dialect Dictionary.

(6) Found a large number of forms in 0. E. Charters to

illustrate the use of the elements in PI. Ns., etc., during

this period.

(7) Collected much illustrative material from D. B. and

other mediaeval documents.

(8) Collected Continental Names to illustrate use of

elements. (Much of this material has not been used, as the

identity of the elements was often uncertain.)

(9) Assisted greatly in compiling the Bibhography.

(10) Compiled nearly all the lists of Mod. Names contain-

ing the several elements, and arranged these under each

element in Pt. II.

In addition to this important share of work, Dr. Hirst's

geographical and topographical knowledge of Lancashire

enabled him to identify many early forms of names with

their Mod. equivalents. He has further contributed most

of the local pronunciations placed in square brackets after

the headings in Pt. I.

As regards my own share, I searched and abstracted all

the sources of Lanes. Names enumerated in the first section

of the Bibhography, which are not mentioned above under

Dr. Hirst's name, and I went through several of the latter

independently. I am further responsible for the plan of the

whole work, the arrangement of material throughout, and for
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the final selection of aU the material. I also wrote the entire

book as it now stands, including the Introduction, Phono-

logy, and every article on each name and element in

Pts. I. and II.

I identified aU the Personal Names, Enghsh and Norse,

which are recorded in the Ust on pp. 277-279 as forming the

first elements of Lanes. PI. Ns., and collected all the illus-

trative material and references concerning each in Pt. I.

I made a prehminary analysis of the PI. Ns. into their

elements other than Pers. Ns., and compiled a list of these

which, as has been said, was subsequently greatly added to

by Dr. Hirst.

Although a large number of points were naturally dis-

cussed by me with Dr. Hirst, by far the greater number of

views stated in the following pages were arrived at inde-

pendently of him, while I was writing up the various articles

during the vacations when no discussion could take place.

I have, therefore, used the pronoun of the first person in the

singular throughout the book, and must take entire responsi-

biUty for all the mistakes and errors of judgment which it

contains.

There are very few acknowledgments to make of personal

help from other scholars, apart from their works, which

will be mentioned separately. First and foremost thanks are

due to Mr. Farrer, Reader in Local History in the Univer-

sity of Liverpool, and Editor of the Victoria County History

of Lancashire, for much valuable advice, and for supplying

a skeleton Hst of sources before the work was begun, and

also for the generous loan of an unpublished transcript of

Lay Subsidies, made by him.

I have had the advantage of fairly frequent discussion of

many problems with my friend and former colleague, the

Rev. John Sephton, and I acknowledge the weight of his

sagacious and informed judgment on points in which we

differ, no less than on those where I had the happiness of

finding that his views agreed with mine.

I must express our gratitude to Dr. Sampson, the Lib-

rarian of the University of Liverpool, for his courtesy in
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affording us every facility in his power to use the volumes

of Rolls, Charters, and other important pubUcations which

are in the University Library. Professor Moorman of

Leeds has been so courteous as to place entirely at my dis-

posal the proofs of his valuable monograph on the Place

Names of the West Riding of Yorkshire. Unfortunately this

work was practically finished before his was in type. I

have acknowledged help from this source whenever I have

been able to make use of it. Finally, I am greatly in-

debted to my friend Mr. Sydney Armitage-Smith who most

generously supplied me with the complete text and index

of his forthcoming edition of John of Gaimt's Register.

From this work I have incorporated below several interest-

ing fourteenth century forms of names.

As regards pubhshed works, to which I owe special

acknowledgment, I must put first the splendid collections

of documents edited by Mr. Farrer. The Lancashire Fines,

Lancashire Inquests, and Lancashire Pipe RoU, to mention

no more, are bound to be the backbone of any investigation

into the history of Lancashire Place Names, and Mr. Farrer's

identifications were of the greatest help in starting the

work.

'The notes on the Crawford Charters, edited by Professor

Napier and Mr. Stevenson, have been of great service, and
I have quoted them frequently, as well as referring to the

Charters themselves. This volume contains the most
learned and legitimately ingenious work on English Place

Names that has yet been pubhshed.

Lastly, in the domain of Enghsh Place Names, my great

indebtedness must be expressed to the four monographs of

Professor Skeat, which have been drawn on largely for illus-

trative material and parallels. Dr. Zachrisson's original

and stimulating book came into my hands too late for me
to be able to make very much use of it. One may differ from

Dr. Zachrisson as to the amount of influence exercised

by Norman French on the actual forms of Place Names
apart from the spelUng, but few will underrate the aoute-

ness and freshness of many of his observations.
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Another book which would have been very useful, had it

appeared a couple of years earher, is Dr. Bjorkman's Old

Norse Personal Names in England. As it was, nearly all the

0. N. Pers. Ns. which have been recognised in Lanes. PI.

Ns. had already been discovered by the help of the works of

Rygh, before this volume appeared, but it was possible to

check the results with Dr. Bjorkman's, and to add from it

some additional information regarding the occurrence of

the names in England.

In the present volume, when the early forms shed no
hght upon the origin of a name, and when no reasonable

explanation of it was forthcoming, it seemed better to

leave it unexplained rather than hazard pure conjectures

devoid of any support from documentary cAridence. River

names are left, as a rule, severely alone. In conclusion, it

need only be said that an honest attempt has been made to

face the difficulties, though it is manifest that many still

remain to be cleared away. I hope the critics will devote

their energies to supplementing the shortcomings of the

book, and arriving at the truth where they think it has

here been missed.

The object of this investigation is to help break the ground,

and prepare the way for a fuller and better treatment of the

subject. In looking through the book one cannot conceal

from oneself that the results attained are out of all pro-

portion insignificant compared with the amount of labour

which has been expended.

HENRY CECIL WYLD.

Alvbscot, Oxfordshire, 1910.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

THE NATUBE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY OF PLACE NAMES

Names of Places, like Names of Persons, are as much elements

of language as any other words. Therefore the study of the

origin and development of Place Names is primarily a linguistic

study. As such it is clearly the business of the student of lan-

guage. This study has at all times proved an alluring one for

scholars of various training and bias. The topographer, the

geographer, the historian, and above all the antiquary, have
all tried their hands at the elucidation of the names of the persons

and localities with which their various studies made them
acquainted.

According to the bias of the special studies to which he is

addicted, one will explain Place Names entirely from the natural

features of the locahty, another by an appeal to history, another

by the Ught of local traditions, or the primitive remains of man's
activities which survive in the neighbourhood. A common
feature of what may be called amateur researches into the origin

of Place Names, is that the authors usually conceive that their

chief business is to explain why such and such a name was given

to a partictilar place. This is, indeed, an interesting branch of

investigation, but we must remember that the motives of men of

far-off ages are difficult to fathom, and that it is often as futile

to inquire why a place is named as it is, as to ask why the cases

in the Aryan languages received the various endings which they

possess.

After all, the first question surely is what is the earliest form
attainable of this or that name ? the next, can any meaning be

attached to the name ? and the next, how, and by what process

of change has the earliest form developed into the modem or

present-day form ? When these points are settled conclusively,

it Avill be time to speculate as to why the name was given to the

place.

The answers to the three questions which I have enumerated,

A
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and which I take to be of primary importance in any treatment

of the subject, can only be given after an appeal to the earUest

documents, an interpretation of their written forms, and the

apphcation of the known facts of linguistic development which

exist in the language of the people who gave the name, and

whose descendants continue, to this day, to use it.

In other words, the history of the names of places is part of

the history of the language of the country in which they occur.

The problems which arise in inquiries of this kind are, for the

most part, of a purely linguistic or ' philological ' nature.

When names were first given to places, or localities, fields,

hills, valleys, and so on, these names had a meaning. This

meaning has in many cases become obscured ; in others, it has

been retained, or at any rate the modern form has acquired a

meaning, although it may be different from that of the original

name.

Why has the meaning of so many Place Names become ob-

scured ? For one of two reasons, or by virtue of a combination

of both. In the first place it must be remembered that most

Place Names are compounds of at least two originally distinct

elements or words. This is not the direct reason for the obscur-

ing of the meaning, though it may be an indirect cause. Words
in combination with other words often develop differently from

the same words when uncompounded. For instance, the word
we spell housewife is pronounced ' huzzif ' (hazif). Here both

elements have been altered : the vowel in house, O. E. hus, has

been shortened before the consonants -sw-, and the vowel in

vnfe, O. E. wif has been shortened because it is unstressed or

unemphasised in the compound. In this case, it is true that the

spelling leaves no doubt as to the origin of the compound, in fact

the spelling has caused many people to pronounce the compound
as though it consisted of two independent words.

Precisely the same tendencies are observable in Place Names.
The vowels of the first elements are influenced by the combina-
tions of consonants which follow, and the vowels of the second
elements are altered by the absence of stress or emphasis, since

in all true compounds in English the first element is stressed, and
the second loses its stress, and therefore its independent form
and character. In such a name as Bradley, 0. E. Brddlceh, the
vowel of the first element was shortened before -dl-, that of the
second was shortened by being unstressed, hence the Modem
(brcedli) in the compound, compared with the independent
words broad, lea. The first reason then why the meaning of
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Place Names is not always apparent from their modem form,

is that certain combinative sound change^, as they are called, have
operated to alter the forms of the elements beyond recognition,

so that we can no longer identify them with the independent
words. (For definition of combinative change, see § 5 below ;

for examples of these in Lancashire Place Names, see §§ 7, 8,

9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.)

The next reason why a great number of Place Names have no
meaning for us is that one or both elements of which they are

composed have been lost, that is, are no longer in use as inde-

pendent words. The first element is often a proper name,
common perhaps among the Anglo-Saxons, or the old Scan-

dinavians, but no longer in use among modern English people.

The name Orimsargh represents the older Grimmes hcerh ; Grimm
being a common Norse man's name, and hcerh being an O. E. word
meaning ' high place,' ' grove,' ' temple.' An even more difficult

proper name for modern Englishmen to recognise is Grimkel,

earlier Grimketill, which is the first element in Cringlebarrow

(q. V. below).

Sound changes, combined with the perishing of the personal

names and elements in the above names, have obliterated the

original meaning. Even more remarkable, perhaps, is the

combination of obscuring factors seen in Osmotherley, from
Osmunderhldw, where the first element is a well-known personal

name, and the second a common 0. E. word, meaning ' hill,'

' funeral mound,' or in Arnside from Amulfeshedfod, ' head ' or
' peak ' of Arnulf, or in Cumeralgh from Gwnnhjorgirhalh, where
the first element is an O. N. female name, and the second a

very common ending in Place Names, which seems to have
various meanings, such as ' bay,' ' hollow place,' ' comer,'
' nook,' etc. See halh in Pt. II.

It is clear that in cases where the elements of names have been

so altered by the above-mentioned factors as to become unrecog-

nisable, the only way of arriving at them is to discover forms,

that is, spellings of the names, which represent the pronunciation

of a period earlier than the sound changes which obscure the

identity of the elements, or at any rate, forms sufficiently

primitive to permit of the reconstruction, with a considerable

amount of certainty, of more primitive forms still, in which the

elements are not obscured.
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CHAPTER II

METHODS OF THE INQtriEY

The most obvious preliminary step in the elucidation of a Place

Name is to collect all the early spellings available from the

various documents, and to arrange them in chronological order,

that is, according to the date at which the documents were

written in which the forms occur. But we soon find, when we
have collected—say a dozen forms of a name, as it is found in

documents written between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries

—

that we have, not only such variants in spelling as are merely
different ways of expressing the same form

—

e.g. Liverpul,

Liuerpul, Lyverpul, etc.—but spelliags which differ so greatly,

that there can be no doubt that entirely different forms and
pronunciations are intended. Thus side by side with the above
spellings of Liverpool, we find on the one hand Leverpul, etc., and
on the other Litherpul, etc. There can be no doubt in this case

that we have spellings which indicate at least three distinct

pronunciations of the same name. For the sake of clearness we
call these Types. For other examples of such, or similar variants,

or doublets, or types, the reader may look up most of the names
in -argh, Anglezark, Grimsargh, Kellamergh, etc., all of which have
forms in -arewe, side by side with those in -argh, etc., or such
names as Adgarley, Osmotherley, Cadishead, which have several

variants.

In cases of this kind a second arrangement is necessary, first

according to type, and then, within each type, according to date.

Of the various types shown in the mediaeval documents, only
one can be the ancestor of a given modern form of the name.
As a rule, we find that all the types save one are gradually
eliminated. Sometimes more than one pronunciation survives
to the present day, one form being official, and ' pohte,' the other
old-fashioned, or purely local. I shall have more to say later
on as to the value of the local pronunciation. The spelling
Leverpoole survived late into the seventeenth century, the
pronunciation ' Wartree ' (=wotri) survives to the present day
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side by side with ' Wavertree ' (=weivatri). In cases where

two pronunciations exist side by side, we are often able to find

the ancestors of each among the early forms of the name. Con-

versely, when we find among the early forms several types we
should be prepared to find, either among persons of different age,

as I have said, or in the locaUty itself as compared with outside,

that more than one of these mediaeval types have survived in the

pronunciation. It is important to draw attention to the neces-

sity of disentangling the mediaeval variants, because amateur

students of the subject are apt to confuse them, and to imagine

that the particular modem form which they happen to know,

often merely a spelling-pronunciation, is descended from all the

mediaeval forms, or else that those early spellings which differ

very widely from the modern form of the maps and gazetteers,

are ' corruptions ' or ' errors.' It is, of course, quite true, that

some of the early forms are due to the stupidity or ignorance

of the scribes, but this should not be assumed until it is shown
that such forms cannot be accounted for, taking every available

fact into consideration, in any other way.

THE KEASONS FOE THE DEVELOPMENT OF VARIANTS

Starting from the premise that as a rule the various types of

the same Place Name found in the mediaeval spellings are

genuine, that is that they represent real differences of pronun-

ciation, which could and did exist side by side, at the same time,

it is clearly our business, in dealing with the development of a
name to follow it as far as possible into all its various develop-

ments, and to endeavour to discover the reason for, and con-

ditions of every phase of development. Every occurrence in

the history of language has a reason, that is, it takes place under

certain definite conditions which are generally not past finding

out. Among the chief causes of variants of the same name are :

(1) the use of the same element with different case-endings

—

nominative and oblique cases
; (2) confusion of the second

element with another totally different element ; (3) analogy, or

the influence of one Place Name or a group of Place Names on
another, which had some resemblance to it or them

; (4) popular

etymology
; (5) influence of the independent words

; (6) co-exist-

ence of an English and Norse form of same name. A few remarks

to illustrate each of these points will be in place here.

(1) Influence of declensional endings.—The variants -(h)argh,

Xh)arewe above alluded to, and many others, are easily explainable

on this ground. The 0. E. nominative -hxrh becomes in M. E.
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(h)arh, and then simplv -ar, or -er in unstressed syllables. This

produces Mod. Engl, -ar, or -er (=»). On the other hand the

element was often used in the dative, the name being preceded

by the prepositions set or to, in which case 0. E. hserge becomes

M. E. -{h)arewe, or -{h)arwe, etc., which would give Mod. Engl.

-{h)arrow, as in ffarrow-on-the-Hill, or Peperharrow. In the

Lancashire names ending in this element, only the nominative

types appear to survive at the present day.

(2) Confusion of the unstressed element with another different

word,—I have given numerous examples below (§ 13), and need

not give any more here, but I may point out that the fact that

absence of stress shortens and obscures the second elements

tends to encourage this confusion.

(3) Influence of one name on another.—It seems improbable

that the various M. E. forms of luiverpool (q. v.) can be ex-

plained as merely phonetic variants of one original form. I am
inclined to attribute the Lither- forms to the influence of the name
Litherland. It is also possible that the vowel in the oldest form
Liver- is itself due to the influence of the O. E. -hli^, ' slope,'

' hill.' Cp. discussion below under Liverpool.

(4) Popular etymology.—There is a persistent tendency to

explain what we do not understand in language, by identifying

it with something else, the meaning of which is clear. Possibly

the Mod. form, Hardhorn (q. v.), from 0. E. Hordxrn, is the

result of this process. In O. E., eern was a well-known word, but
already in M. E. it had ceased to have any meaning. It has
apparently been identified here with 0. E. Jiyrn, M. E. hirn, hum,
etc., meaning ' corner,' ' nook,' etc. Inglewhite, earUer Ingel-

ihweit, Smithdown for earlier Smethedun, Smithhills for 8methe-
Jiyll, and Heghdyk (1565), earher Hedoc, are other examples.

(5) Influence of the independent words from which the elements
originally came.—When, in spite of the alteration of an element'
in a compound, through the action of combinative changes, the
original meaning is still discernible, or traditionally preserved,
and when the independent word with the same meaning still

survives, and is identified with the element in question, there
is a tendency for the independent word to influence the form of
the element. In the Place Name beginning with 0. E. brad-,
in which the vowel of this word undergoes shortening before a
following consonant—M. E. brad- —the meaning, and the relation-
ship to the independent M. E. brod, were still quite apparent

;

hence we find variants in which the first element is written, and
doubtless pronounced, with 5. The same process is observable,
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e.gr., in the M. E. forms of names beginning with 0. E. ac, ' oak,'

cp. Aighurth, Aughton, Ogden.

(6) Norse and English forms of a name.—Engl. Osmund-;
Norse, Asmund- (cp. sub Osmotherley) ; Norse, Kirk-heim, by the
side of Engl. Kirk-tem ; Norse Gairstang, Engl. Garatang ; Norse
ThurstMinesvf&tes, Engl. Thurstdn-, and, perhaps, Raysacre (Norse)

by the side of Rasaker (Mod. Roseacre) . The not infrequent inter-

change of the suffix -den (Engl.) with -dale in the early forms is

probably an example of the indifferent use of an Engl, and Norse
word meaning the same thing. The ending -dale may be English

(see discussion in Pt. II.), but -it is far more probably Norse in

Lancashire Place Names ; it is rare, if not unknown, in areas in

England, where there is no Norse influence, and it is one of the

commonest suffixes in the Scandinavian countries. Most of

the names ending in -dale have examples of -dene among their

early forms

—

Skelmaresden (1202), for more frequent Skelmares-

dale. See also under Ainsdale. Similarly Norse -skog (M. E.

-skoh, etc.) interchanges with Engl, -schawe, ' shaw' (0. E. sceaga).

The words are cognate and mean the same thing.

THE PEDIGREE OF NAMES

When we have got our forms classified, (a) according to type,

(6) according to the year in which they were written down, it

might be supposed that we should have a series of forms which
would show the gradual development of the name, from the

earUest form obtaiuable down to the latest ; that we should have
in fact a fairly complete pedigree of the name. Unfortunately this

is by no means the case. If the reader will glance through the

lists of names in Pt. I. below, he will find, that in almost every

case where there are a fair number of forms of a name, drawn from

documents covering a space of several centuries, we find, quite

early, a speUing which implies a great deviation from the original

and fullest form of the name, and then, considerably later, a

return to spellings which represent a comparatively primitive

stage of development. The meaning of this apparently strange

phenomenon is that an early scribe often puts down what is really

a very fair representation of the pronunciation of his day, while

all the time there is a traditional spelling, copied from documents,

much older than any we now possess, which is handed on from

one charter or other document to another. This may become

the official spelUng, and may continue in use down to the

present time.
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The early phonetic spellings are really lapses of the scribe,

who in a moment of forgetfulness omits to copy, and puts down
what he actually pronounces. These scribal lapses are of great

value in enabling us to fix the date before which certain changes

in the pronunciation must have occurred. K we find such a

spelling as Grimser in the twelfth century, it at once shows that

all the subsequent spellings which look so archaic {Grimesharege,

etc.), are bogus as representing contemporary pronunciation,

however valuable they may be in telhng us what the original

form of the name was. Thus, however rich be the store of early

forms which we possess of a given name, and however complete

our collection of spellings, ranging perhaps over a long period

of time, and confirmed by their occurrence in a goodly number

of documents, we see that the real pedigree of the name, or of

the various types of it, is not to be found in the imposing chrono-

logical lists which we are sometimes able to present. We have

to construct the real pedigree for ourselves. We do this by
considering carefully all the forms before us of each type, and then

by reconstructing the parent of each type, and its successive

stages of development. This is accomplished by applying the

known principles and facts of sound change in the English lan-

guage, facts and principles which have been estabhshed by a

study of the details of the history of the pronunciation of English

from all the available sources of information.

Thus the task of the historian of Place Names is twofold :

he must both identify the elements of which a name is composed,

and trace the development of each name as a whole.

HOW FAB. PLACE NAMES CAN BE TREATED LIKE OTHEK WORDS

Our experience leads us unhesitatingly to the conclusion that

to put Place Names in a category separate from the rest of the

language of the people by whom they are used is disastrous.

A general principle of modern linguistic method is that a
given sound tends to change, in the same dialect, at the same
time, in the same direction, under similar conditions. No
etymology arrived at by any other method than one which takes

this as an axiom is likely to be sound. What is true of other

elements of speech is true of the names of persons and places.

At the same time we admit, that from the earliest period, what
is known as analogy has a potent effect in altering the results of

pure phonetic change, or rather in substituting for forms de-

veloped according to the tendencies of phonetic change, other

forms, the result of an association, in the minds of the speakers.
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of words with other quite different words or groups of words.

This principle of analogy is rather more active in the case of the

names of Persons and Places than it is in that of other words.

This is natural when we consider the tendency to make names
mean something, the fact, already alluded to, that names being

compounds tend to become obscured and altered in their

form through the influence of combinative sound changes, that

the elements of which they originally consisted have often

become obsolete as independent words, and that some therefore

would be unintelhgible even if they had not been modified by
combinative change. There seems to be a universal, uncon-

scious desire to make one element at least of a name mean
something, even if that meaning have no apparent connection

with a place at all.

Thus, while we find that on the whole Place Names develop

according to the ordinary laws of sound change, we cannot shut

our eyes to the fact that analogy is a very important factor, and
one with.which we have to reckon in considering their history.

If it sometimes happens that sound changes take place in names,
which cannot be paralleled from the history of other words, it

must be remembered that, from the nature of the case, com-
binations of sounds may occur, and syllables may stand under
conditions of stress, in Names, which are not present in the ordin-

ary words of the language. The remarkable shortenings, contrac-

tions, and loss of whole syllables, of which I have given some
examples below (§ 14)), are probably examples of changes occur-

ring under peculiar distributions of quantity and stress, which

would be impossible in ordinary English words, other than names.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF PLACE NAMES

In the case of areas in connection with which large quantities

of genuine documents of the O. E. period exist, the identification

of the elements of Place Names with the independent words is

comparatively simple and certain. In the oldest documents,

most of the names which occur are perfectly transparent in origin

and meaning. In fact in many cases they have hardly reached

the stage of becoming full-blown compounds, or Place Names
in our sense. They are mere designations of particular fields,

ditches, brooks, trees, walls, wells, and so on. They are rather

phrases, or groups of independent words, than definite and per-

manent Place Names. Thus if the reader will turn to such a

collection of Charters as that in Kemble's Codex Diplomaticus,

from which copious examples are drawn in Pt. II. below, he will
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find such boundary indications as ' the old wall,' ' the withered

thorn,' ' the new enclosure,' 'the old ditch,' ' the old byres,' and

so on. These, and thousands of others, are place names in the

making. Under favourable conditions they become permanent

designations, not merely of the particular well, ditch, wall, thorn,

etc., but of whole localities. In the case of such an area as

Lancashire the case is very different. We have no really old docu-

ments to speak of, and the earliest, a few charters of the eleventh

century, are frequently the work of foreigners who found it

impossible to express in writing the sounds of a language with

which they were unfamiliar, sounds which they often could not

hear correctly, and which they possessed no means of expressing

in their alphabet, even if they had been able to hear them
properly. The identification of the elements, under these circum-

stances, is often very difficult. It is very desirable in such a

case to show that the element which we assume to have occurred

in a particular name, unless, of course, it be a very common
and unmistakable element in Place Names, actually is used in

England in such a way, and to illustrate the use by examples of

forms—regular Place Names, or boundary marks, etc., drawn
from genuine O. E. sources, which leave no doubt as to the

identity of the form in question. In the case where we assume

a personal name as an element in a Place Name, it is highly

desirable to show (1) that this name actually existed as a personal

name either in England or Norway ; (2) in the latter case that it

was in use in England at an early period (prior to the date of the

earliest document containing the name in Lancashire)
; (3) that

the name does occur in Place Names other than that in Lanca-

shire, and actually under investigation
; (4) granting these points

satisfactorily established, that it can and does assume the form,

in other documents, which it has assumed in Lancashire in the

Place Name in which we suppose it to exist. A good example

of complete identification is Grimketill or Grimkel with the

first element in Cringlebarrow (q. v.). Here we have not only

established points, 1, 2, 3, but have further shown documentary
evidence for every step in the change from Grimkel to Cringle.

[For a tabulated statement of some of the chief general principles

of method, see also § 4 in the Phonology below.]
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CHAPTER III

THE SOURCES OF LANCASHIRE PLACE NAMES AND THEIR

CHARACTER

The documents from which our early forms are derived are

enumerated at the beginning of this volume. In the foregoing

pages of this Introduction I have pointed out that the spellings

of the names in these early documents are of various nature and
differ considerably in value.

The spellings of the documents may be definitely classed under

three heads :

—

(1) Those based upon earlier documents, in which the spelling

is often but sUghtly, if at all, removed from that of the O. E.

period in character

;

(2) Those spellings which are attempts to represent the actual

pronunciation at the time the document was written
;

(3) Spellings which are those of foreign scribes attempting

to convey, in their own way, the pronunciations which they

heard from natives.

Nos. 1 and 2 may occur at any period, down to the time when
the spelling becomes fixed ; No. 3 occur chiefly during the

eleventh and twelfth centuries.

The best forms for the purpose of arriving at the original struc-

ture of a name are, of course, as a rule, those which have No, 1 type

of spelling ; in tracing the subsequent history of the form, No. 2

alone is valuable, though naturally No. 3 is useful, providedwe are

able to interpret our scribe's symbols correctly, and that we can
be sure that he has heard correctly. It very often happens
that the form of a name as it appears in the earliest document
we have, is by no means the most illuminative as to its origin.

The reason for this is, that we have practically no Lanca-
shire names recorded before the end of the eleventh century,

and that this is just the period of the foreign scribe. As a rule,

the foreign scribe is of little use in helping us to the original form
of the name, unless he has copied his form from an earlier docu-
ment. Too often, he has not done this, but has tried to put
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down the pronunciation which he thought he heard. Now a

foreigner who is imperfectly acquainted with EngKsh, in the first

place, rarely hears accurately, and even if he does, and if his

symbols enable us to understand what sounds he is trying to

express, the fact remains, that by the end of the eleventh century,

several combinative changes had already occurred in the native

pronunciation, so that even spellings which show the genuine

pronunciation of this period are unsatisfactory as guides to the

original form.

Later scribes, Englishmen, very often copy the spelling from

that of much earlier documents, though, as we have seen, they

also sometimes indulge in phonetic spelling.

It is remarkable that in quite late sixteenth and seventeenth

century documents, such as the Richmond Wills, the Preston

Guild Rolls, or the documents in Lane, and Chesh. Misc., we often

meet for the first time, a spelling which is apparently based upon

early documents, which carry on the tradition of what is prac-

tically an 0. E. spelling.

In some cases when these spellings are sufiiciently convincing,

I have not hesitated, failing other earher testimony, to assume

that we have a genuine primitive form, e.g. Gholbent for Mod.

Chowbent (see under this name in Pt. I.). It seems to me im-

probable, to say the least of it, that a late scribe should have

invented such a form as Gholbent, unless he had had something

to go upon, while, on the analogy of Molbrek, which becomes

Mowbrek, Chowbent (=M. E. Chu-) is just what we should

expect Gholbent to become.

These late wills are of value also, in many cases, as showing

what was the popular pronunciation of a name in the sixteenth

or seventeenth century. After reading through many hundreds

of the spellings in the four volumes of documents just mentioned,

I am convinced that they are very often attempts to record

genuine pronunciations of the period. The same is true of

the spelling of some of the late documents in the collection

known as the Ducatus Lancastriae.

An example of the kind of spelling here referred to is Carpmell
for Cartmell (1508). Assuming that a pronunciation with t

existed side by side with one which omitted this sound, the

assimilation of i to p through the influence of m is a perfectly

natural process, and I cannot doubt that the form records a
genuine pronunciation. I suppose that no one can undertake
a work on the lines of the present investigation, which involves

a survey of hundreds of documents of the most varied character,
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and of very different age, without becoming aware that Ught
on the origin of a name may come from the most unexpected
sources. Thus, wMle we naturally scrutinise the earliest docu-
ments with the utmost care, we cannot afford to disregard later

sources. We never know where we may find what we want,

and I venture to throw out the hint to subsequent students of

Place Names, that they should not scorn sixteenth and seven-

teenth century documents, that they should leave no document
which is accessible to them unexamined, but should patiently

wade through them all. The amateur is very apt to think that

an old document must be more valuable for his purpose than

a later one, but a httle experience of the sources mil soon un-

deceive him, unless he is incapable of learning. Perhaps when
he has found the same name occurring hundreds of times in

precisely the same form in thirteenth century chartularies, as

in modern maps—a common experience—his undiscriminating

enthusiasm for ' the oldest spellings ' will be a little damped,
and he gradually learns that genuine thirteenth century forms,

by which I mean spellings which reproduce, approximately, the

pronunciation of that period, are very frequently of no use at

all, for the simple reason that most of the principal sound changes,

those which substantially altered the whole fabric of a word,

had taken place by that time, as well as many new analogical

formations of the names. Our chief hope of the earliest docu-

ments which mention Lancashire Place Names is that the

spellings represent not the forms in use at the period when the

documents were written, but those of a much older period.

That is to say, that the really useful spellings in most of the old

Lancashire documents are, considered as representing the pronun-

ciation of the date of the documents themselves, sham spellings.

The scribes evidently had access to documents long antecedent

to the time when they wrote, documents which have now,

unfortunately, perished altogether.

These archaic spellings are handed on from century to century,

and some of them are, with very slight alterations, the official

spelling to-day. Others are found in the late documents which

I have cited, though modem usage has departed from them for

various reasons, sometimes merely through the whim of the

map-maker, or Ordnance Survey man, sometimes because it

(modem usage) has perpetuated a sixteenth or seventeenth

century attempt at phonetic spelling.

Thus the late documents must be searched carefully, (a) for

genuine archaic spellings, often to be found nowhere else
; (6)
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for genuine phonetic spellings which show the antiquity of the

modern type of pronunciation.

I cannot leave the question of the value of the sources of

Lancashire Place Names without a few remarks on the value

of Doomsday spellings.

This wonderful work, whose value to the historian it would

be impossible to overestimate, is frequently considerably over-

rated as a Unguistic guide by the amateur student of Place

Names. He is often apt to regard the Doomsday Book spellings

with a kind of superstitious reverence. To question the value

of these spelling is, for certain minds, to lay one's hand upon the

Ark of the Covenant, and to court the fate of Huz. Every-

thing that has been said about the work of foreign scribes apphes

with peculiar force to Doomsday Book. To use it with profit

one must be able (a) to recognise an archaic form, derived from

genuine 0. E. documents, when one sees it ; (6) to interpret with

accuracy the phonetic symbols of the scribe ; (c) to realise that

in a large number of cases we have the spelling of a foreigner

who is taking down, in his own spelling, names from a language

which he does not know, whose sounds he carmot pronounce,

and for some of which his alphabet has no proper symbols, even

if he could pronounce them. (The student of Place Names will

find Stolze's Lautlehre d. altenglischen Ortsnamen in Doomsday
Book very useful.)

In concluding this section of introductory observations, a few
words are due on the editing of the manuscripts of the various

documents which have been used for the work. We must not
forget that the editors were, I beheve, without exception,

devoted amateurs, who gave their time and trouble to the public

with no thought of gain.

In such cases, it is obviously open to any trained scholar who
is not satisfied with what has been done, to go and do the work
all over again for himself. This would mean, of course, that
such a work as the present would take as many decades to

accomphsh as we have been able to devote years to it. In other
words, while we might consult the MS. here and there to clear

up doubtful and very important points, any one undertaking
such work must, in the main, rely upon the editors of the
various texts with which he deals. In the present case, we
have depended entirely, with the exception of the facsimile of

Doomsday Book, upon printed materials. As a matter of fact
any one who knows something of M. E., and of the habits of M. E.
scribes, and who can compare the forms of one document with
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those of a dozen others, can exercise a very fair check upon the

editors.

Let me hasten to say that, with very few exceptions, the work
of editing Lancashire documents has heen done well and con-

scientiously. This merely means that on the whole we are safe

in assuming that we really have the actual spellings of the MSS.
before us in the published editions. There is one editor, who shall

be nameless here, who is sometimes guilty of the monstrous
error of ' correcting ' what he calls the ' corrupt ' spelling of the

scribes ; as if he knew a ' corrupt ' form when he saw it, or had
the knowledge to mend it, even supposing he could recognise it.

Apart from this man, who, let it be said, generally has the grace

to give the proper MS. spelling in a footnote, there are a few

cases in which the editors did not know enough to understand the

important phonetic distinction between the M. E. symbols g
and 5- The latter never appears in any of the documents as

printed, though it is hardly conceivable that it should never occur

in any of the MSS. This, however, is not a very serious point,

because we know, from various considerations, in which names
the souvd represented by the M. E. 5 must have occurred.

Again there are a few cases where one shrewdly suspects that

the editor mistook the 0. E. symbols p {= w) and p (= th) for p
and wrote the latter symbol.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PRINCIPLES OF NOMENCLATTTBE

Those who expect to find, in English Place Names, evidence

of keen poetic insight on the part of our forefathers, in the char-

acterisation of the aspects of localities, will be disappointed by the

truth. The physical features of the country, in so far as their

character is recorded in traditional names, are noted, as a rule,

only in the baldest and most general way. The names, when
interpreted, are, for the most part, exceedingly matter-of-fact

and unimaginative. They record obvious truisms, such as that

here is a hill, there a ditch, here a wood, there a homestead.

Beyond this, the names reveal that this hill is sharp, or pointed,

that this wood is broad, that that field is green, that such a valley

is deep, and that this homestead, or cot, or enclosure, belonged

to Eadburgh, or Wulfstan, or Grimketill.

To drop generalities and come to details, it will be convenient

for our present purpose to consider separately the character of

the first and second elements of our names.

The second, or final element is the important one, since it tells

us what natural or artificial feature, object or structure is actually

perpetuated in the name. The first element has a qualifying,

and particularising function, and tells us who the original owner
was, what was the nature of the vegetation, what animals
frequented the spot, what was its direction from some central

point, or some other distinguishing quality of the locality.

THE SECOND ELEMENTS

We may divide these into four main classes, which between
them will be found to cover, in a general way, most Place
Names.

(1) Geographical and topographical features.—These include such
elements as : -bottom, -breck, -brook, -cliff, -cop, -dale, -dene
-edge, -gill, -greave, -grove, -hawse, -low, -lench, -lith, -how, -holrn,

-head, -hop(e), -hill, -hurst, -ith (water), -min (river-mouth), -ness,
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-nook, -pool, -ridge, -shaw, -scar, -sccmgh (N. wood), -twisle, -with

(N. ' wood '), -vyray (N. ' corner '), -well, -wood, and many others.

(2) Divisions, or portions of land.

—

acre, -croft (perhaps should

go under 4 below), -ea (water-meadow), -ing, -ley, -lee, etc.,

-mead, -snape (pasture-land).

(3) Landmarks and artificial features.—These include -ber,

-barrow, -bergh (all from 0. E. berg), -brand (land cleared by.
burning), -dam, -ditch, -dyke, -hey (originally hedge, then that

which was hedged or enclosed), -rod or royd (clearing through

a forest), etc.

(4) Political and economical designations, under which I in-

clude Human settlements, dwellings, barns, sheds, and structures

generally.—The principal elements embodying these conceptions

are : berewick, -by, -cot, -fold, -ham, -hargh, -stath, -steth, -scale,

-seat (appears often as -shead, -side), -thorp, -thwaite, -ton, -wick,

-worth, -worthy.

THE FIBST ELEMENTS

(1) Personal Names.—A full Ust of the names which occur in the

Lancashire Place Names is given below (pp. 277-279). They
commonly occur before the elements in Class 4 above, but they

may, and do, occur also before those in any of the other classes.

A personal name as a prefix may imply ownership, residence, or it

may be commemorative, and designate a tomb, as when it stands

before such an element as -ber, -barrow, etc. It is not always

possible to be absolutely certain whether such prefixes as O. E.

earn-, or am-, Hrxfn and other names of birds and animals are

really Personal Names, or refer to the animals.

(2) Human Bank or Occupation.—^Under this heading we have
bishop-, pr{i)est-, king- (also N. konung-), ward-, wright-, and
(N.) kaupman-. What has been said above as to the im-

plication of Personal Names as a prefix, applies very largely to

this class also.

(3) Trees, crops, and vegetation.

(a) Trees :—ac-, etc (oak), acorn-, apple-, ash-, aspen-, birch-,

bor- (N. mountain ash), hasel-, hawthorn-, hollin- (holly), thorn-,

whin-, withy-.

(6) Crops :
—bere- (barley), big- (N. barley), corn-, grass-, haver-

(oats), wheat-, rye-.

(c) Other plants:—Bent-, bracken-, brier-, broom- (often as

brom-), gorse-, mallow-, ramp- (garlic), reed, rush-, rish-.

(4) Animals and birds.

—

Boar-, bull-, cat-, cock- (?), cuckoo-,

crow-, curlew, cow-, duck- (?) ened- (duck), earn- (eagle), fish-,

B
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goose, hawk- (?), hen- (?), ox, raven (?), ram- (?), rither- (cattle),

ros- (0. E. Aros=horse , wolf- (?). The names which I have
queried may be men's names. Otter- in Otterspool is ahnost cer-

tainly the personal name Ohthere, cp. sub. Otterspool in Pt. I.

(5) Colours.

—

Black-, bla- (blue), brown- (brun-), bright-, gray-,

green-, white- {whit-), red-.
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CHAPTER V

OUTLINES OF THE PHONOLOGY OF LANCASHmB PLACE NAMES

Phonetic Symbols used in this Book

VOWBLS.
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NOTES ON M. E. SPELLING

§ 1. For the benefit of those unacquainted with the ways of

M. E. scribes, a few remarks may be useful as to the value of the

symbols which they use.

§ 2. Vowels :—

(1) The sound of short u (u) is commonly expressed by o when

it occurs in the proximity of such letters as w, n, m, v. This is

purely graphic, to avoid the confusion of a number of strokes.

The suflBx -tun is almost always written -ton, but it must not be

supposed that this had any other sound than (tun). Enghsh

son is an example of this habit ; in M. E. it is sone, O. E. sunu.

Cp. also Wolstanesholm = O. E. Wulfstdn-, Worthesthorn (1202),

etc., but Wursthorn (1328).

(2) The sound of long u (u) is almost invariably written ou

as in hous, 0. E. hus. This sound (u) becomes the diphthong

(au) in Mod. Engl, (haus), but was (u) during the whole M. E.

period, being diphthongised about 1500. It must be borne in

mind, however, that in M. E. ou may stand for a diphthong (ou)

as in Houghton, in which case it represents a sound which in

Mod. Engl, has become (5). The Mod. forms are a test of

the value of M. E. ou ; Mod. (au) = M. E. (ix). Mod. (5)=
M. E. (ou).

(3) The M. E. symbol y when used for a vowel represents (i)

as a rule, and might equally well be written *. It never by any
chance has in M. E. the value which it had in O. E. that is that

of French u in lune.

(4) In the fourteenth century, and afterwards, ie is written by
some scribes for long tense e (e), to distinguish it from the slack

e (i), which was written either e or ea. The spelling ie occurs

in one form of Liverpool (q. v.), but as this is thirteenth century,

it is doubtful whether we are justified in considering this a case

in point.

§ 3. Consonants :

—

The various ways of writing the back and front consonants are

described below (§§ 14, 15). Among the other consonants we
may mention the following :

—

(1) The ' sh '-sound
( $ ) is commonly written sch, sh, and some-

times ss in M. E.

(2) Voiceless w {^) is usually written hu, hw, and later wh.
Northern and Midland scribes also very commonly write qu for

this sound. A few examples of this occur in our sources. Quiter
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well (1283) for Whitwdl, Quitantun (1259) for WUttington, Quite-

halhe (1292) for Whittle, Quitacre (1246) for WUtaker, etc.

(3) u and v are written indifferently for the sound of (v) as

in Liuerjml, Vlueston=^Ulvesfon, etc. In some cases it is

difficult to tell whether u has the value of a consonant (v),

or whether it is a vowel, w is occasionally written for wu, as

in Wlston (1292), Woolston, Wrdestorn (1202) for Worsthorne,

Wrdeston (1242) for Worston, etc. etc.

Doomsday writes vl- for uml- in Vluentone = Woolton.

PHONOLOGY

Sound Changes observable in the Place Names

§4. Before entering into such phonological details as the

present subject requires, it may be well to submit certain general

considerations. The following points summarise to some extent

the principles formulated in the preceding pages.

(1) We are dealing with the development of sounds, and not
primarily with spellings.

(2) Sounds change in every language, from age to age.

(3) SpeUing changes, to some extent, from age to age ; in

some cases to express changes of pronunciation, sometimes from
other causes.

(4) Spelling is of no interest or importance, in tracing the

development of the pronunciation of a word, unless it throws

some hght on pronunciation.

(5) Change of spelling does not always imply change of sound,

e.g. O. E. hus, and M. E. Iwus both had the same sound ; nor

does it follow that because the spelling is unaltered, the sound has

also remained the same, e.g. Mod. Engl, house, has a very different

vowel from M. E. hov^.

(6) Therefore the spelling of each age has to be interpreted

from the known habits of the particular age, in the use of symbols.

(7) We have to Judge how far a given spelling really represents

the pronunciation in vogue at the time the document was
written, and we must distinguish (a), spellings which express the

pronunciation of the age to which the document belongs, and

(6) spellings copied from earlier documents, which may represent

a pronunciation far older than the document in which such

spellings occur.

(8) When we find such a spelling as Orimesarge in Doomsday we
may perhaps assume, supposing we know what the scribe meant
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by the symbols which he uses, that it represents, approximately

the pronunciation of 1086 ; but when we find practically the

same spelling as late as 1351, we do not believe that it represents

the pronunciation of that date, because, about the same time we
find a spelling Orimser, which the scribe could hardly have in-

vented unless it reaUy meant something. Later on we again

find Orimsargh, etc., which indeed is the spelling to-day, but we
do not suppose that people in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries recurred to an older form of pronunciation one which in

fact they could not know. At the present time, no doubt, many
people pronounce the name of this place, as they would say, ' as

it is spelt, ^ but a pronunciation thus arrived at has no value or

interest, and is quite different from that which the scribes of the

eleventh and twelfth centuries intended to express when they

wrote this combination of letters.

§ 5. Isolative and combinative sound changes :

—

Isolative sound changes are those which take place in isolated

sounds, without any influence of other neighbouring sounds.

Thus O. E. a becomes M. E. 6, ham, horn because of a tendency,

the reason of which we do not know, to round this particular

vowel, about the middle of the twelfth century.

Combinative changes, on the other hand, occur under certain

definite conditions, which are either (a) the nature of preceding

or following sounds, or {&) the conditions, place, etc., of the

accent, or stress.

§ 6. M. E. Vowel Changes in stressed syllables :

—

The Isolative changes in the pronunciation of the English

vowels, which took place during the M. E. period, that call for

mention here, are very few.

(1)0. E. a<M. E. o:— hdm<hom, rad<rdd, 'road';
Rabi<Robi, Bradalxh<.Brodelei.

hld{w)<ld 'mound,' dc<6k(e), Ldngaford<L6ngeford, etc.

(The sound of this M. E. 6 like that of o in § 8, 1, c below was
approximately (3) as in Engl, saw.)

(2) O. E. y<i .—hrycy<rigge, hrycg<brigge, byrig<biri,
cyning, cyng, ' king '<king, hyll<hill.

(The sound of 0. E. y was that of French u in lune ; and that
of M. E. i, that of short i at the present time.)

(3) 0. E. «<M. E. e (e) :—hM-p<heth{e), ' heath,' (ge)mieru
<mere, ' boundary,' hsefod (late 0. E.)<heved, JUdburg-
from earlier Eadburg<Mburg-. See § 9 (1) on shorten-
ing of this e, and § 11 on the form Adburg.
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(The pronunciation of 0. E. se, was that of the vowel in Engl.

}mt, only long ; that in the M. E. e derived from it was
the sound of hmd, long, as in French tite. We use (e) for

this sound which must be distinguished from the other

M. E. e, which was pronounced like French i, and was raised

to its present sound (i) as early as the sixteenth century.

M. E. (e) on the other hand did not in most cases attain

its present sound, also (T) until fairly late in the eighteenth

century.)

§ 7. Combinative Vowel Changes

(1) O. E. -am<M- E. an :
—hldw, -lau, -law.

(With this cp. Id from hid according to § 6 (1) above. The
nom. O. E. hid normaUy lost the w which was retained in

obUque cases, hldwe, etc. M. E. forms in -lo{w}, etc.

represent the O. E. nom., those in -law the obUque cases.

The pronunciation of M. E. aw is that of a diphthong (au)

as in Mod. Germ, haus, etc.)

(2) 0. E. -ag, -aga<M.. E. aw, awe :
—sceaga<schawe, ' wood,

shaw,' sagu<sawe, dragan<drawen,.

(Cp. § 14 (2) below on treatment of 0. E. g itself in this

combination.)

(3) O. E. or early M. E. -ah< M. E. -auh :—lahter<

lauhter, Ahton<Au{g)h,ton, Clahton<Clau(g)hton.

(4) 0. E. -dlh<.auh :
—Halhton<Hau{g)hton.

(5) 0. E. -al- +consonant<aM :

—

Aldenschdh<Audenahaw,
Aldeley<Audley, Dalton<Dauton, Salford<Sauford,

etc.

(This au is a genuine diphthong=Germ. au in haus.)

(6) 0. E. or early M. E. -oA<M. E. ouh .—Hoktun<Hohtun<
Houghton, Brdctun<Brohtun<Brouhtun, Trohden<
Trouhden.

(For treatment of O. E. -M-<-ht, cp. § 16 below, h dis-

appears later, in pronunciation, leaving the diphthong

alone, Broutun, Trovden, etc. The mod. spellings are no
guide. For shortening of 0. E. broc-, Hok-, troh- before

t, cp. § 9 (1) below.

(7) 0. E. -ul, -oZ -|-consonant<OM, om)=(u) :

—

Molbrek<Mou-
brek, GholbenKChoubent.

(8) 0. E. eg, Mg, -xR, aK, or the same combinations if they

arose in early M. E. become the diphthongs ei, ai :
—

weg<wei, ' way,' grxg<grei, grai, msegden<.meiden,

Ah-tun<Aitun.
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(For the pronunciation of g and h, cp. § 15, (2 and 3)

below.)

(9) 0. E. -er-<-ar- .—Barlou»berehldw ;
Marsden>MerIc-

lesdene; Martholm>Merketholm. This -ar- becomes

-or- in a few names :

—

Chorley>Cherley, Chorlton>

Gherletun, Borwick> Benoick

.

§ 8. Lengthening of Original Short Vowels

(1) In open syllables, that is in words of more than one syllable,

in which only one consonant follows the vowel.

This process affects the vowels a, e, o.

(a) Lengthening of a :
—ddlas—dales, ' valleys.'

(6) Lengthening of e :

—

'here—here, ' barley,' mSre—mere,

' lake,'

(c) Lengthening of o :

—

hole—hole, hotel—hotel, cote—cote.

(M. E. a of this origin never catches up O. E. a, which was

already rounded to o before the lengthening of a took place,

e and 6 of this origin are ' slack ' vowels (e, 5) respectively,

identical in sound with e, o in § 6 (1 and 3) above.)

(2) Lengthening of vowels through loss of following consonant.

I is lost before certain consonants (cp. § 19 (6) below), but before

being lost a glide is developed between it and preceding vowel,

which is subsequently lengthened. This is the case with u.

In consideration of the examples in § 7 (4 and 5) above, the

process was probably that a parasitic glide -u was developed,

which combined with the already existing u and produced u.

Examples are:

—

Ul(f)thwaite<Uthwaite, Knulweslei<.Knuweslei,

Pulton<Puton. This u was often written ou or ow. Cp. § 2 (2)

above.

§ 9. Shortening of Original Long Vowels in Stressed Syllables

0. E. long vowels are shortened in M. E. before certain com-
binations of consonants. These shortenings are of the utmost
importance in the future history of words, since long vowels
undergo during the M. E. and Mod. periods, many changes from
which short vowels are immune.
The principal combinations are :

—

(1) Two stops -.—Edburgh- (cp. § 6 (3) ahoYe)<i:dburgh-,
Edgar-<Bdgar-, H6ktun<Hdktun (for later treatment
of this see §§ 16 below and 7(6) above).

(2) Stop-{-nasal, or I :
—Widness<Widness, JBrddlmh<Brddlei.

(3) Stop+open cons :

—

Bradsceaga<Brddschawe.
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(4) Open cons.+ stop:—Smelf>dun<Smeli>dun<Smeddun (later

Smeddon, ' Smithdoum'), Su\>tun<8u'^tun<8utton,)
Presttun<Prestun.

(5) l+open cons.:—Fulvmdu<Fulwude.
(6) Open cons.+open cons, or h :

—G6sford<Gdsford.
(The proof of these shortenings, which of course are not
shown in the spelling, lies partly in the later developments
of the vowels, partly in the facts of M. E. grammar, for

which the reader may consult such general works as

Sweet's Hist, of Engl. Sounds or Wyld's Hist. Study of

Mother Tongue, or as a special work, Morsbach's Mittel-

englische Grammatik. In cases where shortening has not
taken place, the earher forms had a flexionalvowel between
the two consonants, as in Broadly>Brddalxh, compared
with Bradley from Bradlxh. Again the independent word
may influence the form in the compound

—

Stoneleigh>

Stdnlceh, instead of Stanley, through influence of stone, etc).

§ 10. Doublets with i and e (e ?).

It is doubtful whether the alternation of vowels in the following

names can be explained on purely phonological grounds. In
some cases, at any rate, it is probably necessary to assume the

influence of other names.
In the M. E. period, and down to comparatively late we get

Liverpul—Leverpul, Litherland—Letherland, Lithum—Lethum,
Livesey—Levesey. See the various forms of these names in the

lists, and the discussion under each.

§ 11. Shifting of Stress in Diphthongs

The following forms are due to a shifting of stress f^om the

first to the second element of the 0. E. diphthongs. Eadgares

hli\> {Adgarley) < Eadgareshlif < AdgareshliT^, Eadhurgham-

(Abram) <Eadi)urgharn<.Adhurg}iam.

The initial a is then shortened according to § 9 (1) above.

12. Shortening of the Vowels of Unstressed Syllables

It is a regular habit of EngUsh speech to reduce all vowels in

unstressed syllables—long vowels become short, short vowels

often disappear altogether.

M. E. rod, ' clearing,' is shortened to -rod :
—Blackrod.

O. E. ham in the unstressed syllable of a compound is shortened

very early to Mm ; the shortening took place before the period

of rounding O. E. a. Cp. § 6 (1) above :

—

Edburgham, Heysham,
etc., etc.
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This early shortening of -Mm makes it indistinguishable from

0. E. -hamm (q. v. Pt. II.) in the unstressed position.

0. E. -tun<-tun, as is shown by the spelling -ton. Cp. § 2 (1)

above. Halton, Appelkm, etc., etc.

0. E. lgh-<le. Although the full form of this suffix—M. E.

-lei, or oblique -leghe—is usually written, this is due either to the

scribe's knowledge of the identity of the element with the inde-

pendent lei, or to the traditional spelling of the documents. On
the other hand we often find the spelling -le, especially in

Doomsday, where the foreign scribes probably did not know the

independent word, and merely put down what they heard. The
Doomsday spelling of Knowsley is Chenulueslei, it is true, but

here the whole form of the word leads one to believe that the

scribes had an older document before them. The same place is

written Knuvesle in 1199 (L. F.).

O. E. -hyll in the Mod. forms is constantly merely -le (1) as in

Brindle, or -ull, pronounced in the same way, as in Copull, Aspull,

etc. There can be Uttle doubt from the various spellings in M. E.

-{h)ul, al, {h)il, etc., that already in this period the vowel was so

indeterminate, that in the absence of a document from which

to copy, the scribe was puzzled how to express it.

A glance at the spelling of the second or unstressed elements

of the names in the lists will show the reader how vague the idea

of what the original vowel was had become. It is pretty safe

to assume, that when in the M. E. forms, the second element is

perfectly clear, and written, -hill, -halgh, -how, etc., the scribe

is not recording the pronunciation of the time, but copying from
older documents.

§ 13. Confusion of Second Elements due to Shortening

The result of the shortening of unstressed syllables, was, that

many originally distinct elements were levelled under one pro-

nunciation, and thence there arises confusion in the spelling of

the second elements. The scribe does not know what the original

form was, and evolves a form from his imagination. Thus it

sometimes happens that the element suggested by the Mod.
spelling is quite different from that which predominates in the

early spellings.

Examples of confusion and substitution of suffixes :

—

hliy and
-lei :
—Adgareslith—Adgarley ; -lei and -law (low)—Aemunderlaw

—Osmotherley, Kearsley (Mod. form)

—

Cherselawe in 1186 ; -well—wall, Aspenewell, 1247

—

Aspinwalle, 1275 (Mod. Aspinall),

Childewelle, 1111—Childewall, 1224:—Childewell, 14th c—Mod.
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Childwall; Tingwella, 1175

—

Thingewall, 1320; -halh—hieg—
haga—Stodale, 13th c.

—

Stodhagh (five examples), from 1255-1496
—Stodhaigh, 1190—^Mod. Stodday ;

—s+ hoh—schaw—s+ halh—
Hacunesho, 1199

—

Hacuneshawe, 1276

—

Hakinshall, 1245; -s-f

Mved (head)

—

side—Arnulvesheved—Arnside ; sete—side Berne-

sete-r-Barnside ; -sete s-\-head—Cadwalesete—Cadishead. The
reader may examine the various spelhngs of what is now spelt

Greenhalgh, if he wishes to see confusion between -hill hoh—
-Jialh.

The above examples may serve to warn the ignorant and

unwary, that to talk about the ' correct ' form of a place name
is rather foolish unless we define precisely what we mean by the

term, and explain why we should single out a given form from

the variety which oftens exists, and call it ' correct ' as against

the others.

A ' correct ' form of a name can only mean that form which is

actually in use at a given period. It appears from the early

documents, that at one and the same period more than one type

of the same name was often in use. In this case we can only

say, that if it be clearly estabHshed that two or even three distinct

types were really in use, then all are ' correct.' Now of the com-

peting types, as a rule, only one survives in actual use at the

present day. In some cases we write, or the map-makers write,

one type, whUe the inhabitants of the locaUty, preserving a

traditional pronunciation, use quite a different type. (On the

causes of the origin of variants of a name, apart from confusion

of suf&x, see pp. 5-7 ante.)

§ 14. The Loss of Syllables in Unstressed Positions

The following names show a rather remarkable loss of whole
syllables. It is difficult to formulate the precise law of these

elisions, but it will be observed that in each case the syllable

which is lost follows the initial syllable, that is the one which
has the chief stress, and is followed by a very weak, fiexional

syllable, which in its timi is followed by the second element of

the compound. Doubtless, the latter preserved a kind of secon-

dary stress so long as its connection or identity with the inde-

pendent word was recognised. In other words, the lost syllables

are in all cases those which have the weakest stress, the fiexional

syllables excepted.

An{g)lezark>Anl{af)esharh ; Ainsdale>Ain{ulf)esdale, Alt-

ham'>Al{ve)tham—jElfgeateshdm, Abram>Adb{u)r{gh)am, Arn-
side > Arn{ulfe)shed{od, Bispham > Bis{fio)pham, Cadishead <
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Cad{wall)essMte, Elswick>E{ih)eleswic, Furness>Fu{de)rness,

Hundersfkld > Hunnswor(thes}feld, Eellamergh > Kd(fgn)mes

-harh, Marsden>Merklesdene, Martholm>Merketholm, Orrell>

Otgrimeshill, Tarleton>Thor(va)ldertun.

The change to Knowsley from Kenulfeslmh may be ascribed

to the shifting of the stress ; Nibthwaite from the fuller

Thornebthwaite is probably not a phonetic change at all, but a

simple omission of a prefix.

In dealing with names which appear to have lost a syllable,

we must remember that personal names were often shortened in

O. E., the contracted forma being as it were, pet-names, or

famihar modes of appellation. Thus if a man's full name was

Wulfstan, he was often called Wulf, and the name of his habita-

tion might thus have two forms, let us say Wulfstanes cot, and

Wulfescot, the former would produce Mod. Engl. *Wooldencot, the

latter *Woolcot, Just as at the present time, we might say either

' William's place,' or ' Will's place.' There were a very large

number of O. E. personal names beginning with ^M-, but in

the majority of cases, even the M. E. forms in the Lancashire

documents, merely have Ethel-, as in Etheleswik above, and not

*Ethelwulfesivik, or *Ethdstdneswik, etc., although it is pretty

certain that the original personal name in its full form was

^Selstdn, JE^dumlf, M^elbald, or one of the other very common
compounds of this order.

In the case of such names as Ainsdale, we might assume that

they were derived from the short form Ain, or Mgin- were it not

for the fact that the full form appears in the early documents

—

Ainulfesdale, etc. In the case of Ainsworth, of which I have found
no early form *Ainulfesi(mrth, we may, I think safely assume that

such a full original form once existed, though whether the Mod.
form is derived from it by a process of phonetic shortening, or

from an origLaal short form *Mgineswurti, we are, of course

unable to say.

The Consonants

§ 14. Most consonantal changes which took place in M. E.
were of a combinative character. The chief of these, as exhibited

by the Lancashire Place Names will be set forth in due course.

It will be unnecessary to say much concerning the pronuncia-

tion of most of the M. E. consonants, as the symbols convey, even
to those who know nothing about the history of English pronun-
tiation, an approximate idea of the sounds. There are two
groups of consonantal sounds, however, that popularly and in-
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accurately known as the ' gutturals,' and that even more in-

accurately called ' palatals,' which require a few words of ex-

planation, as the M. E. and 0. E. symbols, for these sounds in-

variably convey an entirely wrong impression to the lay mind,

which is but natural.

(1) The Gutturals, or as they are more exactly called, the

Back Consonants, in O. E. were four in number, apart from the

nasal, and were expressed by the symbols, c, 3, and h.

c expressed a k- sound and needs no further comment. 3
stood for two back consonants, both voiced, a stop, and an open

consonant respectively. (1) The back-voiced stop (the sound of g
in go) was comparatively rare in O. E. It was, however, pro-

bably pronounced, whenever 3 is written initially, both before

back vowels, and before such consonants as r, I, n, by the

year 1000.

Thus gos, ' goose,' gar, ' spear,' glof, ' glove,' grces, ' grass,

were all pronounced in the late O. E. period with the same initial

consonant as at the present day. This sound remained unaltered

henceforth.

(2) On the other hand, when 3 occurs, written medially after

or before back vowels, as in la^u, ' law,' SM3M, ' sow,' /M30Z, ' fowl,'

' bird,' or finally as in plo^, ' plow,' it never, by any possibility,

is intended to express a back stop, but always a back open con-

sonant, that is a sound heard in a certain German pronunciation

of the word sage, etc.

This point is very important, because, unless it be known, the

subsequent development of 3 in this position is incomprehensible.

It was an open consonant, and it tended to be what is known as
' lip-modified,' that is, to be accompanied by slight Up protrusion,

with the result, that in M. E. it became a sound identical, or

nearly so, with Mod. Engl, w, and it is so written. Thus O. E.

la^u<M. E. lawe, O. E. sm3m<M. E. suwe, O. E. plo^es<M. E.

plowes, etc., O. E. har;^e<M. E. harwe, etc.

(3) There is a tendency for final 3 to be unvoiced, and written

h in late O. E., and in this case it was pronounced as a back open

voiceless consonant, which we shall discuss under h below. In

M. E. the bsick stop was early written with the new continental

symbol g, 3 being kept for another sound, as we shall see. There

is no difficulty about the voiced 0. E. g (stop), and the voiced O. E.

3 (open cons.).

(4) Some difficulty, however, may exist concerning the nature

and subsequent history of the voiceless h. This symbol re-
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presented, initially, a mere aspirate, as at the present day, in

late 0. E. Medially and finally, however, it represented a strong

hack open voiceless consonant, like -ch in Scotch loch, or German
ach ! This sound is variously represented in M. E. as h, as gh

(the best and commonest way), as ch, and even as c alone in the

combination -ct.

What happened to this 0. E. and M. E. h, the hack open voice-

less consonant ? (a) It became / as in Mod. Engl, laughter (lafta),

O. E. hlahtor, or in Lancashire Rufford, from Ruhford, or in the

popular (Mtgn) for Aughton, where the gh shows what the sound

once was ; (6) it formed a diphthong with the preceding vowel,

and disappeared, as in Houghton (ep. § 7(6) ) ;
(c) it disappeared,

leaving no trace at the present time as in Ditton from Dihton,

where the tt shows that the t was once really doubled in pronun-

ciation
; {d) finally, after an r, h was lost and left no trace, as

in Medlar from Midelhargh, and many names which end in -bergh,

as in Scaleber>Scaleberge, 1202, in none of which gh is pro-

nounced, although often written. O. E. h never normally

becomes a k- sound by isolative change.

§ 15. I pass now to the so-called ' palatals,' better called Front

Consonants

—

In O. E. there were four of these expressed by c, h, 3, and eg.

Thus 3, h, and c are ambiguous symbols in O. E., and represent

both back and front consonants. The pronunciation in any
given case is inferred from the origin of the word, and the other

sounds which occur in proximity, as well as from the Mod. pro-

nunciation. For the sake of convenience, it is now usual to dis-

tinguish the front from the back sounds by placing a dot over

the symbols when they represent the former

—

c, g, ft.

(1) c occurs in O. E. only before primitive front vowels :

—

ccester, ' city,' cele (sub.), ' cold,' cepan, ' buy,' etc. The sound of

c was in the O. E. period a voiceless front stop, that is a stop

formed with that part of the tongue—the middle—with which
Enghsh y, in year is formed. This sound developed early in

M. E., into the present ' ch-' sound, and is usually written ch by
the scribes, from the twelfth century onwards. Medially, this

sound was sometimes written -tch- from the fourteenth century
onwards, though not systematically. It should be observed that

during the whole O. E. period, and during the first M. E. period
(down to 1150 or thereabouts) this front sound is never written

ch, but only c. Thus when we find ch written in Doomsday, it

always implies a k- sound, as in Chenulueslei, Knowsley, Achetun,
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Awghton, where first eleinent=0. E. ac, if it expresses a stop at

all, and Tiever the ' cA-' sound as we now understand it, under
any circumstances. In 0. E. proper, ch always expresses a k-

sound. On the other hand Doomsday, and other documents
contemporary with it, write c alone, for this front stop, which
later on became the ' cA-' sound (tj).

(2) h, after and between front vowels, and after front vowels

before t, s represented a voiceless front open consonant in

0. E. as in niM, ' night,' briM, ' bright,' IxJi, ' field.' This

sound is written h, or sometimes, more rarely, ch in M. E. It

is usually voiced, and' becomes i, formiug a diphthong with the

preceding vowel as in -lei>lxJi (op. p. 23, § 7(8) ).

(3) O. E. 3 was a voiced front open consonant. It occurs in

O. E. before all original front vowels

—

%efan, ' give,' 3*/,
' if,'

^edr, 3«r, ' year,' etc. ; after front vowels

—

we^, ' way,' mS^,
' maiden,' etc. It is of various origin in 0. E., but that need

not now concern us. In M. E. it is by many scribes expressed

by a modified form, 5j of the 0. E. 3, but by others it is written

g, and is thus undistinguished from the back stop. None of the

printed sources of Lancashire Place Names use the symbol 5, but

all print g, though whether this is due to the scribes or to the

ignorance of the editors, I cannot say. As a rule, however, what-

ever symbol be used, there is no difficulty iu knowing where 3 is

the sound impHed. Later on, the M. E. scribes write y for this

sound, or often merely i. The early forms of the place name
Maghvll (q. v.) are a good illustration of the use of g when,

clearly, 5 is intended. The symbol 5 was often printed z by
early printers, and this survives to this day in the spelling of

such Scotch words and names as Mackenzie, Capercailzie, Dalziel,

Monzie^vasm), etc. After vowels, this sound usually forms a

diphthong in M. E.

(4) O. E. C3 was the symbol for a voiced front stop, which in

early M. E. became assibilated to the MaA. ' -dge-sound^ (dz),

as in bridge. This sound never occurs initially in pure English

words, though common in that position m words of French

origin, where it is spelt either g or j, e.g. gesture, joy. In Enghsh
words the sound is written in M. E. g, gg, and later dg.

As a result of these remarks, the reader must be prepared to

find amongst other surprises, that the spelling c in early docu-

ments=cA (tj), the spelling ch=k, the spelling g'=a stop, an

open cons, (back or front), and when back, possibly=«o, and

that the spelling gh=-& sound like that in Scotch loch, and perhaps

also if).
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COMBINATIVE TREATMENT OF CONSONANTS

The Combination -kt-<ht

§ 16. k in this combination underwent a change from a hack stop

to a hack-open consonant, written h. There can be little doubt

that this is a new M. E. change, since there is no trace of it either

in the earhest forms of many Lancashire Place Names, nor in

Place Names of other parts of the country, which appear in

genuine documents of the O. E. period, long anterior to the

Lancashire sources. It is rather curious, that this, one of the

oldest Germanic changes, which was also operative in the

earliest O. E. period, should recur in M. E., but the evidence of

the forms is, I think, conclusive. The chief cases in our lists

are : Broughton, O. E. Broctun, Houghton, earlier Hoctun (1241),

and Hoktun (1311), Aughton, O. E. dctun, Claughton>Claktun.

See the evidence for these assumed O. E. forms below in the

lists. For -ought, -aught-. Cp. § 7 (3 and 6).

§ 17. The -ht- thus produced appears to have been fronted, in

some cases, by the following -t-, and in this case the preceding

vowel if a is diphthongised to at. See § 7 (8) on diphthongisa-

tion, etc.

§ 18. If the h in Ahtun, etc., was not fronted, and most of the

words show double developments in their early forms, if it re-

mained a hack open consonant it either (a) developed u between
itself and the preceding vowel, thus forming the diphthong au,

etc. (cp. § 7(3)), or it was lip-modified, or ' labiahsed,' and subse-

quently became / ; cp. M. E. afton, etc., and the Mod. pro-

nunciation (seftn), etc. This development is exactly similar to

that of kmghter=(ldtba), etc., from 0. E. hlahter, etc.

The spelling brofte ' brought,' O. E. hrohte, occurs in La^a-
mon (MS. Otho, cxiii.) in 1205, and in Cursor Mundi (c. 1320)

fof-queTf>er=1i>oh-hweTper is found. Cp. Morris and Skeat, Speci-

mens of Early Engl., vol. ii. No. vii. 1. 69.

Loss of Consonants in Combination

§ 19. (1) (a) >, or th disappears after r when followed by a stop
in Arbury>Erthburgh, Norbreck, cp. Northhrek, 1292 to 1378

;

and when followed by an open consonant in Oascow>Garthscoh,
Oarswood, earlier Oartiswood>Garth-

;

(6) after a vowel when followed by a stop in

—

Leagram, earlier

Laythgrim, Habergham>Hayhergham ; BawcKff>Eouthcliff.
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(2) {a) f is lost medially before an open onsonant in

—

Lowicle

>Lofwik ; VUhwaite, preserved in a 1530 docunient> Vlfthwait ;
^

Inghwhite>*IngulfTpweit
; (6) before a nasal in.

—

Ulneswalton>

Ulfneswalton (1320) ;
(c) before a stop in

—

Inglebreck>Ingulf-{I)

(3) d is lost medially after I, when followed by another con-

sonant, in

—

Kelbrick>Keldbrek, Kellet>KeldUth, Golburn>Gold-

burn, GunneVs Fold>Gunnild(i)s-. [The treatment of Keldlith

is of an assimilative character. See § 20 below.]

(4) k is lost medially before another consonant in

—

Kirby>
Kirkby, Kirkdale, pronounced (kXtg), Gawthorpe >Gauk)pm-'p,

Hoivick>H6kwik (four forms of from 1096-1256), Croston perhaps

from *Cr6kston{1). Cp. late spelling Croxton.

(5) Other cases of loss of consonants, t has disappeared in

Prescot>Prestcot, Swarbrick>Swartbrek (13th c), note Carmd
(1187) by side of Kertmel (1187) ; d ot th in Warbreck>Warthe-

brek, BawcKff>I{outhcliff ; h in Almond's>Alhmund, Ditton>

Dihton>Dictun (cp. § 16) ; g^ in Ribby>Rigbi ; c (A;) in Gun-

liffe>Cunclif and Oxliff (sixteenth century spelling) >Oa;cZi^

;

I in Boysnope^Boylsnope ; n in Allethwaite>Alinthwaite, Elli-

sccdes>Alin8cales.

(6) Loss of I with consequences to preceding vowel.

The following names show loss of I, the preceding vowel being

modified (cp. § 7 (5) Audley>Alddei, Audenshaw>Aldenshagh,

Dauton (l202)>Dalton, which has restored the I from the spelling

in present-day usage ; the same restoration is seen in Salford,

cp. Sauford already 1168-69, and Salwick, cp. Sawick in seven-

teenth century ; Chowbent>Cholbent, Mowbrick (cp. Mole-

brecke, 1287, Moulebreke, 1328) ; note ' Powton '=(pTitan) given

in 1594 as alternative form for Pulton ; Owthwaite> Ulflhwaite,

Knowsley>Knulweslei ; Haughton>Halhtun.

Assimilation

§ 20. -ldl-<ll :—Eeldlith<Kdlith.

-tht-<tt

:

—Suthtun<8uttun.

-nb-<-mb-

:

—Fornbi<Formbi ; Gunber-<Gumber.

-mc-<-n6-, Mamchester<Manchester.

-mk-K-nk-, GrimUl-<Grinkil- (later Gringel- then Cringel-).

-gm-<mm-, Ammounderness>Agmunderne8S.

-7igp-<m/p-

:

—Wrangepul<Wram/pool.

-kl-<-tl-

:

—Astley>Askley>Askillceh, Artlebeck>Arklebek>

Arnkilbek, Hatlex>Haklaks.

1 'For SYxhaeqaenthJatOTyot VUhwaite see %S (2). It is possible the names

with Ingle- may be from Ingild-; see under these names below.

C
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Voicing before a following Voiced Consonant

§ 21. Sabden>Sapdene, Aigburth>Aikberth, Gringle->GrinlcU-,

Ogden>Okden, {krozbi)>Krosbi.

OTHEE CHANGES TS CONSONANTS OF A SPOKADIC OCCUBBENCB

Unvoicing of Initial G

§ 22. This has taken place in the following names :

—

Cumeralgh ; the first element of this is Ounher- ; Conder >
Gondouere ; Gringlebarrow > Grimkil- ; Cunliffe > GundecUff

;

Cunsamgh>Gunni-

.

T for Th (]?) initially

§ 23. Tarlescough, cp. Tharlescogh, 1189; Tarlelon>'i>orold-

Ifarold- ; Torrisholme, Toroldesham already in 1200 ; but cp.

Thoroldesholm in 1206. The Th- forms predominate in this name,

but T- occurs also in thirteenth and fourteenth century ; Torver,

cp. Thorwerghe, 1202 ; L. A. R. in 1246 has both T- and Th- ;

Turton=ThorMltun (?). Side by side with Thurstainewater, 1196,

Turstini watra occurs 1154-63, though the present-day form has

Th- ;
present-day Thingwall appears with Tiyig- in twelfth and

thirteenth centuries, by the side of Th-. I leave the Doomsday
spellings with T- for Th- out of account, as these are the spellings

of foreigners. From the above facts it appears that from the

twelfth century at any rate, there were two pronunciations of

these names in existence. Modem usage sometimes perpetuates

T-, sometimes Th- in the spelling.

Metathesis

§ 24. The precise chronology of this process is uncertain. It

certainly took place at an early period in 0. E., though later than

the process known as Fracture, since we find 0. E. grass, side by
side with gxrs, but no *gears, etc. It is probable that there was
an earlier process of metathesis than this in some dialects, and
it is pretty certain that there was a later one.

r- metathesis is the commonest form, though there is also a

process whereby -sc becomes -cs (written x), and pronounced
{hs). Examples :

—

Brunne by the side of Burne {Bourne),

Bronley (=brunlei) by the side of Burnlei (Burnley).

Interchange of -sc- and -cs- («).

Fixvnc=*Fics- *Fiks- by the side of Fiscioic {Fishwick).

Interchange of x and sc. Foschowes for Fox-.
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§ 25. Loss of Initial Consonants in Unstressed Syllables

h at the beginning of an unstressed syllable of a compound is

always lost in the natural course of development. It may still

be written through the influence of earlier documents, or it may
be restored in the spelling through the influence of the indepen-

dent word. The spelUng may affect the pronunciation, but this

is artificial, and does not represent a genuine phonetic retention.

In Place Names if the official spelling happens to preserve h, in

the second element, some speakers may make an effort to pro-

nounce it, but in cases where the mod. spelling gives no indication

of its original presence, the sound is gone for ever.

The commonest case is perhaps that of the suffix -ham, as in

Birmingham, etc., where even the most grotesquely ' careful

'

speaker would hardly venture to pronounce the aspirate.

In the following examples, the received modem spelling has

lost the h

:

—Aspull>Asphul (-hill), Boofle>Bot-hyll, Coppul,

>Copphul, Ballam>Balholm, Chisnall>Chesynhale (1385),

GUtheroe > CUderhou, Cowpe > Cu-hop, Medlar > Midelhargh,

Goosnargh>Gosanharh, Grim3argh>Grimesharh, Balderstone

>Baldheres-, etc., etc.

§ 26. Loss of Initial w- in the unstressed Element of Compounds

The remarks above upon the loss of h- apply also to w under

similar conditions. Examples where even the speUing omits it

are :

—

As^nall>AspeniBell, -wall, Adlington>jEiSelmn-, Irlam

>Irwdham, Holleth>Holoweth (this is a late form—1586—but

it is almost certainly genuine, that is based on an earlier docu-

ment, and points to Holh-m^(r), ' hollow wood.'

There are, of course, dozens of other names in which w is lost,

although still written

—

Bormck, Glodvdck (all the forms from

1216 to 1510 have Olothiche, etc.) ; (tjildwal) is probably the

received pronunciation of Ghildwall, but the local pronunciation

is the more ' correct ' (tjilda).

Unvoicing of Final Consonants

§ 27. Breightmet > Brihtmed, Whasshet > Hwassheved. (Just

over the Westm. border.)

§ 28. Developments of -ing- in Place Names

Professor Moorman in his Place Names of the W. Riding of

Yorkshire, pp. Ix-lxii, has an elaborate treatment of the various

origins of the syllable -ing- in Place Names, which I recommend

to the attention of all students of this subject.
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The only point I wish to deal with here is the development

of -ing- out of an earlier -en- or -in-, which may itself have

various origins.

(a) The commonest perhaps is 0. E. -an, M. E. -en the gen.

of a weak noun, usually a personal name. Examples are :

—

Addington from *Addantun, BumpUngton from *Dumelantun,

Pilkington from *Pilecantun, Tottington from Tottantun, etc., etc.

(6) The 0. E. adjectival suffix -en :
—HasUngden from *Hmslen

den, Withington from *Wi^en tun, HolUngworth from *Holen{a)

wury>.

(c) 0. E. suffix -mne

:

—Adlington from *JE^elii}ines tun,

^^elwinton, ^Minton, etc.

I do not regard this as a phonetic change in the ordinary

sense. The gen. -n- suffix is sometimes retained as such in M. E.

forms of names, e.g. Wagneia, 1127, etc., from *Wagan eg.. Mod.

Walney (q. v. below). In other cases it is lost altogether, e.g.

Padiham (1296), from *Paddan ham, and in (pinitn) the popular

form of the Family N. Pinnington. It is curious that Padingham

should occur in 1294, and again as late as 1305, showing

that in the same name two types can exist side by side. No
such form as Padin- or Paden-ham has been found of this

name, though Padintone (Staffs.) is found in Doomsday. On the

other hand the name Pilkington has all three forms

—

Pilkynton

(1190 and down to 1431), Pilketon (1292), and Pilkington at the

present day, though I have only one case of the last in the M. E.

period.

The -ing- forms must be due to some analogy, either that of

the patronymic -iwfir-, or that of ing in the sense of ' field.' This

whole question deserves a special investigation, as does likewise

the disappearance or retention of the gen. -s of personal names

which occur as the first elements in Place Names. (See further

examples of (a) and (c) in Skeat's Beds. PL Names, pp. 59, 60.)

§ 29. The Disappearance or Retention of -s in the first element

of Place Names

Why is it that in some cases a strong personal name when it

occurs as the first element of a Place Name loses the gen. suffix,

certainly as early as the twelfth century, while in others, this

suffix is preserved down to the present day ?

No one has yet formulated any satisfactory principle which

governs these cases. I hope this question will be make the

subject of an inquiry in the near future, but for the moment
it is desirable to say a few words on the subject.
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From a long acquaintance with the early forms of Place Names
I think the following negative principles are correct.

' (1) A personal name in the circumstances under consideration

may exchange a strong gen. suffix for a weak one, any time after

the beginning of the twelfth century, perhaps earher. The fate

of the new weak suffix is various, as described in § 28. A weak
gen. suffix may also be exchanged for one with -s.

(2) No inference can be drawn, in the sense that a given first

element is not a personal name, from the fact that it has no -s-

in twelfth-century forms, even though we might expect that

such a personal name would take this suffix in the gen. case.

(3) The existence of a gen. -s suffix in early forms does not
prove beyond doubt that the first element is a personal name,
e.g. in such a prefix as Hafoces-.

(4) (a) The absence of -s from the ending of the first element
is in many cases due to the substitution of a weak for a strong

noun in the suffix, and the subsequent loss of the nasal. (6) In
others the loss impKes that the separate identity of the first

element is lost—that the word has, in fact, become a true com-
pound, in which complete isolation of the first element, from
the independent word, in form, or meaning, or in both, has

taken place.

Quite apart from the combinative sound changes which alter

the form of the first element of a compound, this isolation is

natural in the case of a personal name which has become obsolete,

and has faded from recollection. If a name were of rare occur-

rence, this might happen very early. A name like Leofhere, for

instance, which was the first element in Liverpool, was never

common at any period. Of course, if the second element retains

its significance as does pul or pol, ' pool,' the first element is felt

as qualifying it in some way, and this at once becomes liable

to alteration by an attempt to make it mean something. In

such cases, the popular mind often seeks to explain the un-

intelligible element by connecting it with some other familiar

word, which the sound of the former may distantly suggest.
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LANCASHIRE PLACE NAMES IN

ALPHABETICAL ORDER
Spellings endosed m [ ] placed after a heading represent the Modern

local pronunciation of the name.

A
Abram

1190-99. Adburgham : Cockrsnd Ch., pp. 660-1 (passim to

1245, p. 665).

1212. Edburgham : Gt. Inq. L. Inq., p. 77.

1246. Adburgham : L. P., i. p. 98.

1303. Adburgham : L. F., i. p. 200.

1322. Adburgham : L. P., ii. p. 46.

1372. Abraham : L. F., ii. p. 183.

1405. Abburgham : L. F., iii. p. 67.

1481. Abraham : L. F., iii. p. 139.

The early forms point unmistakably to an 0. E. Eadburg ham
—the ' home ' or ' dweUing ' of Eadburg. The development of the

name has probably been partly normal, and then after a certain

point has been altered in popular speech through the fancied

connection with the name Abraham. (See ham in Pt. II.)

This O. E. woman's name is found also in D. B. ia the Essex

pi. n. Edburgeiun, 46&, 736, also spelt Edburghetun, 28, further

Adhurgetun in Cal. of Inq. Hen. m., p. 21, No. 92. The Oxford-

shire Adderbury contains this name. Mr. Alexander refers me
to the form Edburgberie, D. B., 1. 1546, and Eadburbiry Eynsham
Ch., 1. p. 5, 1239.

A curious parallel development is that of Babraham, D. B.

Badburgham. See Skeat, Cambs. PI. Names, p. 19. This form

also occurs in J. of Gaunt's Reg., pp. 23, 67, etc.

Accrington

1258. Akerynton : L. A. R., p. 121.

1277. Acrinton : L. P., i. p. 153.

1294. Akeringtone : De. Lac. Comp., pp. 1, 2.

1311. Akrinton : Cal. Ch. R., 315.

Addington (Carnfortli)

1311. Addington : De Lac. Inq., 22.

The tun of Adda. 0. E. Gen., Addan- becomes simply Adding-
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in compounds. (See tun.) See examples of Pers. N. Adda in

Searle. For change of Addan- to Adding- op. p. 35, § 28 above.

Adgarley

1212. Adgareslith: Gt. Inq. L. Inq., p. 83, also Testa de

NevU, 4066.

1246. Adkerlith : L. A. R., p. 100.

, , 2Q0 Of) /Adegarlith : Furness Ch., p. 515.
' lAdgerlith : Fumess Ch., pp. 515-17.

1372. Adgersley : J. of Gaunt's Reg., i. p. 280.

1616. Adgarley, Joh. Bancke of : Rich. Wills, p. 16.

1670. Agarley, Thos. Ashburner of : Rich. Wills, p. 8.

1672. Adgarlicke, Thos. Banckes of : Rich. Wills, p. 17.

(The form Eadgarlithe occurs in a copy of an earlier Oh.

made 1412. Fum. Ch., p. 73.)

There are, according to this Index, altogether five forms of

this name in -lith in the Furness Ch.

The early forms make it clear that the original name was

EadgareshliS, ' Edgar's slope, hill.' The modern name shows a

substitution of a difEerent element, 0. E. leak, Iceh, ' field,' for the

older and less familiar suffix. It is possible that the actual

pronunciation of -Mi^, became simply -li, in this unstressed

position, in which case we have a mere change of spelling, and

the natural identification of the second element with a well-

known ending of place names. See O. E. AZiS, and leah in Pt. II.

Agardsley (Staffs.) has the same origin as above name as regards

the first element. D. B. has Edgarislege. Cp. Duignan, Staffs.

PI. Ns.

Adlingtoa

1184-1190. Edeluinton: Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 510.

j202./Walter de Aldeventon:^ j, . ^g

I Adelventon:J ^

1246. Adelinton : E. A. R., p. 55 ; also Athelington, cp.

Index, but where in text ?

1254. Adelinton : L. Inq., p. 193.

1286. Edlington : E. Inq., p. 265.

;29MAdelingtone : {^^ ^^- ^o'^p.. 10.

1306.J
^ IDe Lac. Comp., 97.

1322. Adelyngton : E. F., ii. p. 48.

1431. Adeljmton : Feudal Aids, iii. p. 92.

The first and second forms seem to point to an original JE^el-

wines tun ' the tiin of ^Selwine.' Aldeventun is probably a mere
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scribal error for Addwentun, though it may arise from confusing

the first element with AMwine, cp. sub Avdenshaw. M. E.

Addwentun normally becomes Addintun, w being lost in un-

stressed syllables, -in- whatever its origin, when it occurs in the

middle of place names, usually becomes -ing-, on the analogy of

numerous names containing -ing-. (Cp. p. 35 above.) See tun in

Pt. n. jE^dudnes gemxru is found C. D., iii. p. 321 in a Ch. of

1001 (written imare here). For other Lanes, pi. n. which probably

contain ^^elivine, cp. Allethwaite and ElUscales below.

I note that Adlington in Chesh. has the same origin. Cp.

Adelvinton, Cal of Inq. Hen. iii., p. 31, No. 27.

Aigburth

1190-1206.-J c
rp. 554.

1212-1240. Uykeberh :]ckrsnd. Ch.,Jp. 556.

1232-56.
J [ [p. 556 (ibid.).

1190-1220. de Aikeberhe : Ckrsnd. Ch., p. 560.

1329. Aikebergh : Whal. Ch., T. v. xlviii. p. 265.

The first element, if it be not a pers. n. must be 0. N. eik, ' oak.'

(It cannot represent O. E. dc as Harrison says.) The voicing of

k to g before a following voiced consonant (6) is natural. The
Egl. prefix

—

dc- may have been used as well as the Norse, but

the above forms, and the Mod. name are from the Norse. The
second element was originally, evidently 0. E. beorh, ' hill ' or

' barrow.' The change of this to the Mod. -hurth is not due to

phonetic development, but is either (1) due to confusion of the

two elements -beorh and luurTc, a compromise between them ;

or (2), though this is much less likely, to the substitution for the

former, of the rare suffix -beorTf, on which see my remarks in

Pt. II. below. The agreement of the early spellings seem to

make it certain that -beorh and not -bemy was the original ending.

The meaning of Eikebeorh would be the ' hill, or barrow of the

oaks.' See under Ac, and 6eorA in Pt. H. Compare also the

early forms of Bilsbwgh below for interchange of iimrY and hurg.

Aighton
1102. Alton : Ch. ii., xv., L. P. R., p. 385.

1208. Acton : L. F., i. p. 34.

1235. Hacton : L. F., i. p. 60.

1292.1 A V.4. fPlac- Q- Warr., 3756.

1312.}^g^*°°=iL.F.,ii.p.lO.

1346. : Wap. Sur.s, p. 62.

1586. Aighton : Due. Lane, i. p. 53.

I am inclined to assume an O. E. dc tun, ' oak town,' and a
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development dctun<aMun<ahtun. The last form is capable of

several treatments. It might (a) develop into dftun, which would

give Mod. (aftn), or (b) a before -hf might be diphthongised to

auhtUn, which would become Mod. (otn), probably spelt Aughton

(cp. the pedigree of Aughton below) ; or (c) ahtun, by a fronting

of h before i might develop a diphthongised form with ai—aihtun

or aitun. This is what actually happened as the first form above,

of 1102 shows. M. E. aitun would develop into Mod. (etn) or

(eitn). The remaining three forms above, all represent the same

type (ahtun), the c spelling being probably traditional. This

type is represented in development (6) above. For change of

dctun to ah tun, cp. broc tun<Broughton and remarks under broc

in Pt. II., and at p. 32, § 16 above. It is possible that the old

forms spelt Ai- and the Mod. form may be from 0. N. Eik
' oak,' the others from the 0. E. word.

Ainsdale

1086. Einuluesdel : D. B., i. a. 35.

1199-1200. (de) Annovesdala : L. P. R., 46. p. 116.

1190-1206. Aynuluisdale Ckrsnd. Ch., p. 568 and passim, to

1279, p. 594.

1201-02. Ainolvesdale : L. P. R., 48, p. 149.

1206-07. Einouesdal : L. P. R., 53, p. 216.

1220-40. *Aynoluesdale, Adam de : (Kuerden. H. P. Meols.,

p. 10, note).

loflQTnlA ij 1 fL. P. R., Ch. v., XX. p. 433.
1268-79. |Aynuldale:|(.^^^^^

Ch., p. 594.

1309. Aynolfisdale : R. de (twice), Chorley Documents,
Hist. Soc. Lane, and Chesh, 1889, p. 215.

1324.
(Aynoluesdale :U

c. R.(P- f-^[Aynolesdale :

J (p. 127.

1329. Aynoldesdale : Whall. Ch., T. v. xliii. p. 265.

This name represents O. E. Eginulfesdml, ' the dale of Einulf,'

M. E. Einulfeadel (cp. from fr. D. B.). As Eginulf or Einulf
is a Norse name, it is probable that the second element is also

from Norse -dal, and not from the O. E. equivalent dml, but either

form might produce M. E. dak in the dat., etc.

For this shortening of the pers. n., cp. Eynesbury (Hants.),

which in T>. B. is Einulvesberie ; and for a quite different treat-

ment of it in a pi. n., cp. Yorks. Armtfwrpe, D. B. Einulu^storp

and Ernulues-. (cp. Index of K.'s Inq.). The name ^Einulf

occurs in Ch. No. 1257, Birch, iii. 541 (see Skeat, Hunts. PL Ns.,

p. 322), and in the form ^ignulf in a Manumission (Thorpe's

Diplomatar., p. 638). Cp. also next name.
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Ainsworth

1190-1216. Haineswrthe : Ckrsnd Ch., p. 733.

1244. Ainesworth : L. A. R., p. 175.

1284. de Haynesworth :") L. A. R., p. 181.

1285. de Aynesworth : jL. A. R., p. 206.

1292. Aynesworth : Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

The first element of this name was probably Eginulf, M. E.
Einulf, of which the first syllable Ein- was used as a famiUar
name. The place seems to have been named from this shorter

form, otherwise we should find *Ainuluemoorfh (cp. preceding
word). For second element see -vmr^ below. See early forms
of and remarks under Ainsdale above, and under Aintree.

Aintree

1244.-1 „ , fWhall. Ch., T. n. xxvi. p. 58.

1292.fy^^'-^lorigial. R., 73. b.

1296. Ayntre : L. F., i. 179 and 180.

1332. — : L. F., ii. p. 82.

Harrison remarks, ' There seems no reason to doubt that

Aintree (A.-S. an-treow) means simply " one tree." ' The one
reason which makes this not only doubtful, but quite impossible,

is that 0. E. a never by any chance becomes (e), spelt ai, as far

south as Lancashire. Whatever the first element may be, it is

absolutely certain that it has nothing to do with O. E. an. If

the name indeed mean ' one tree,' which is not a very convincing

suggestion, then it must be derived from 0. N. einn, ' one.' The
hundreds of charters in Codex Diplomaticus contain no name
beginning with an-. It is more probable that Ayyv- in this

name is a pers. n. in its shortened form. Cp. 0. E. Egnesham, now
Eynsham (pron. enjam), Oxon. Besides Aginulf (cp. Meyer,

Spr. d. Lombarden), 0. E. Egnulf, there are other Gmc. names in

Agin-, e.g. 0. H. G. Eginhart. As it stands, the name is simply
' Ain's tree.' Cp. early forms of Ainsdale and remarks there-

under, also Ainsworth.

AldclifF [oklif]

1094. Audecliuia : Ch. i. ii., L. R. R., p. 289. (Date

genuine ?)

? 13th c. Aldeclyve : Lane. Ch., p. 37.

Early 14th c. Aldeclyf : Lane. Ch., p. 458.

2nd half 14th c. Aldechffe : Fum. Ch., p. 225.

1496. Aldchff : L. F., in. i. p. 46.
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Apparently simply ' old cliff.' The Mod. form with aid-

instead of -oM- is due to shortening of a in O. E. did- before the

combination of cons, in the compound -Idcl-. For this to have

occurred we must assume an uninflected form of first element

—

0. E. dldclif. The form above of 1090 shows diphthonging of

-al- to au and disappearance of I. This form, though natural

at a later period, is hardly possible at so early a date, except as

an Anglo-Norm, pronunciation. The ch. may be a late copy.

The local pronunciation rather presupposes an early Mod. form

audclif. The spelling is traditional.

Alderbarrow (Nelson)

1184-1210. Alrebarwe: Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 731, ' aldertree

barrow.' Cp. alhr, and heorg, Pt. II.

Aldingham

1277. AldiQgham : L. A. R., p. 144.

1290. Aldyngham : L. P., i. p. 165.

1286.-J
(-Fum. Ch., 134.

1292.iAldinghamJpiac. Q. Warr., 370&.

1346.J [Wap. Sur.3, 74.

Probably the 'ham of Ealda'=0. E. *Ealdanham. This

pers. n. is recorded by Searle, and may be regarded either as

a nick-name, meaning ' the old one,' or as a contraction of such

a name as Ealdhelm, etc.

Alkincoats

1200-01. Altenecote, W. de (twice) : L. P. R., 47, p. 134.

1202-03. Altancotes : L. P. R., 49. p. 169.

1203-04. Altenecotes : L. P. R., 50, p. 178.

1294.1 ., , /De Lac. Comp., p. 4.

j2gg
JAlcancotes .|^^j ^^^^ /;

P^^.

^ ^^^

1302. Altancotes : L. Inq. p. 319.

1324-25. Alcencotes c L. C. R., p. 33.

1343. Alcancotes : Cal. Rotl. Pat., p. 144.

I think we must conclude from the evidence that the Alten-

forms are the more primitive. The first element looks like the

gen. sing, of a per. n. Alta, which Searle mentions as occurring

in several documents. For the second element, see cot, ' dwell-

ing,' etc., in Pt. II.

The change from Alien- to Alcen- is curious. Were it not for

the Mod. form, one might regard the Alcan- Alcen- forms above
as due to misreadings of c for t on the part of the editors.
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Alkington

1311. Alkrington : De Lac Inq., 19.

1313. Alkeryngton : L. P., ii. p. 16.

The tiin of Ealhhere. The -ing, as it so commonly does,

represents an old weak gen. in -an, M. E. -en.

The pers. n. Ealhhere is well established in 0. E.

AUerton

1086. Alretune : D. B., 1. a24.

•*^-1 Alreton:/^-
"'•' !•'«•

::}1309./
^"'"'""

• \Whal. C. B., Tit. v. xHii. p. 268.

1292. \ .,, . fPlac. Q. Warr., 379.

1320-46./
A^e'^to^ -

|wap. Sur.3, 42.

The ' tiin or enclosure of the alders,' 0. E. allra tun (gen. pi. of

first element). See alor.

AUethwaite in Cartmell

1237. Alithweit : L. A. R., p. 25.

1277. Alythwayt : L. A. R., p. 144.

1327. Alithwait : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 108.

1332. Alyntwait : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 101.

1334. Alinthwayt : L. F., ii. p. 93.

1596. AUithwhat:^ t, j r 1t>- i ttt.,, „„«
1620. AUeswhet : |

^^^^^^^ °* = ]^'^^- ^1"^' P" 223-

1661. AUithwait, Joh. Barrow of : Rich. Wills, p. 21.

The form Alinthwayt, though comparatively late, is the most
primitive, and points to 0. E. ^Ifmnes Tf>weit=^ the portion of

jElfwine.' See 'pweit in Pt. II. jElfmne is a well-known

0. E. pers. n. It occurs in a boundary

—

Mlfwines imdre in

a ch. of 1001, C. D., iii. p. 321, and also in same ch., p. 320,

Mlfwines hlipgeat.

Since writing the above, I have come to the conclusion that

M^elmne is more probable as the base of the first element. I

leave the above suggestion, however, because the M. E. forms

are not absolutely conclusive. If Mlfwine be the basis of first

element, we must assump such a development as JElfmne—
^l{t)win{e)—AUtit. See discussion of ^^elvdne under AlK-

thwaite above, under EUiscales below, also M. E. forms at latter

entry, of a name which undoubtedly did contain Mlfwine.

Almond's (Bilsb.)

Almond's Fold (Clitheroe)

These names doubtless preserve the O. E. pers. n. Ealhmund,
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Alhmund. The name Almanbury occurs in Nomina Villarum,

Klirkby's Inq., p. 351. This is the Mod. Yorks. Almondbury.

An eariier form occurs in Fum. Ch.—Wil de Alkmundbury, where

k is probably written for h. The pers. n. occurs in Northumb.

Genealogies, 22, O. E. T., in the form Alchmund. Nearly forty

persons of the name {Ealhmund), etc., are enumerated by Searle,

pp. 204-6.

*Alnor
1202. Alnor (' the stream that runs between A. and

Tunstall ') : L. P., i. p. 15.

Alston
(AUeston r"!

Alsston :Il. A. R., pp. 95, 87, 115.

Alneston:J

1313. Alston : L. F., ii. p. 14.

1373. Alston : L. F., ii. p. 187.

' The tun of Alia.

Altcar [sekar, olke]

l^Sl-Ultekar- j^^- F. i. p. 113.
1292./^"®^^'' • \Plac. Q. Warr., 383.

1293. Aldekar : Plac. Abbrev., p. 289.

I cannot explain the first element Alt-, unless it be the same
pers. n. which appears in the early forms of Alkincoats (q. v.).

The 1293 form may be due to a popular identification of the

first element with 0. E. eald, aid, ' old.' The second element

is apparently 0. N. Kjarr, ' copse wood '
(q. v., Pt. II.).

Altham
(Halvetham :"j

Eluetham : [l. A. R., pp. 24, 92.

Aluetham : J

1256. Alvetham : L. F., i. p. 129.

1308. Aluetham : L. F., ii. p. 1.

1346. Alvetham : Feudal Aids, iii. p. 88.

1380. Aluetham : L. F., iii. p. 10 ; also Whal. Ch. of same
period. Cp. pp. 202, 273, 290, etc.

1505. Altham : Due. Lane, i. p. 4.

' The homestead of .lElf^eat.' The 0. E. pers. n. Mfgeat is

recorded as occurring in a considerable number of documents

(cp. Searle). D. B. has the form Aluet as the name of a person

holding lands in Wilts, in the time of the Confessor, and the

form Aluiet occurs many times as the name of persons holding
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land at this period. Cp. Ellis, Inttod., ii. One of these held

land in Cambridgeshire, and is perhaps the man who gave his

name to Eltisley in that county, though Skeat cannot suggest

what pers. n. is there contained. Cp. Cambs. PI. Names, p. 63.

Altmarsh

1329. Altemersh : Whal Ch., v. xlii. p. 253.

? ' The marsh of Alta ' ? See Alkincoats and Altcar above.

," lAlvedene : De Lac. Comp., 5, 78.

Alvedene ? (Cowpe.)

1294.

1305.

This is probably the ' dean ' of ^Elfheah, a well-known 0. E.

pers. n. The M. E. form of this name was Alve'^'^e ; it is found

in D. B. in Ehieggescot, Mod. Alvescot, Oxon. It was Latinised

to Alfeggius, whence the artifical Mod. form Alphege. If there

had been a thirteenth century form eluedene, we might have

postulated 0. E. idfa as the first element, and interpreted the

name as ' the valley of the elves.' I fear such an etymology

can hardly be justified from the scanty material.

Amonderness

(1) 930. Agemundernes : C. D., ii. p. 169.

(2) 1086. Agemvndrenesse : D. B., 3016.

(3) 1094. In Agmundemesia : Ch. i. ii., L. P. R., p. 290

(Date genuine ?)

(4) (!) Magnum Demesia : Gt. Coucher Bk., vol. i. fol.

129. Quoted L. P. R., p. 291.

(5) 1177. Almundemesse : L. P. R., 24, p. 38.

(6) 1196. Amundemess : L. P., i. p. 2.

(7) 1246-48. Aumondemesse : L. Inq., p. 170.

(8) 1283. Ammundemesse : L. P., i. p. 160.

(9) 13th c. Aundrenesse : Lane. Ch., 145.

(10) 1389. Amondemesse : Whal. Ch., T. in. liii. p. 201.

The word is apparently ' the ness of Agmund.' This is an
0. N. pers. n. The r here is the ordinary 0. N. gen. sufEx.

Agmodesham (with the 0. E. gen. suffix -es) for Agmunder-

ham (Berks.) is found in a charter of King Edward of

1066 (C. D., iv. p. 178). The forms 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, and 10

are all one t3rpe. 5 is probably due to a scribal identi-

fication of the first element with the pers. n. Alhmund.

9 represents a contracted form Anderness, with diphthonging

of a before n, implying slight nasalisation. No. 4 looks very

D
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like a kind of monkish pun. Besides the anagram of the first

element, we have -dernesia treated as a separate word. This

may perhaps represent a Latinised form of O. E. ' derne,

' secret,' ' mysterious.' So that Magnwm Dernesia (!) might be

intended for ' the great mysterious region '
—

' the great Un-
known '

!

Ancoats

Before 1200. Einecote : L. I., i. p. 56.

1242-43. Hanekotes : L. I., i. p. 153.

1502. Ancotes : L. F., iii. p. 152.

Perhaps the ' cots ' or collection of dwellings—village—of Ani

(O. N.). Rygh (Gamle Pers. N., p. 7) cites Ani as a pers. n.

known in all the Scandinavian countries, and mentions, as

derived from it, such pi. n. as Aanevig, Aanebor, Aanestad, etc.

On the other h^jid, the spelling Eine- rather suggests a short

form of some name in Mge.n-. Cp. Ainsdnlt, Aintree above.

Note the following variants of a pi. n. very simUar to the

above: Thomas de Amcotes, 1371, Thomas Amcotes, 1372,

J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii. pp. 8, 13, etc. ; further, Ampcotes
(T. de), ibid. p. 92, 1372.

Anderton

1296. Anderton : Original. R., 976.

1300. Anderton : Original. R., 114.

1341. Andiston : Pr. Pen., 23.

Perhaps the tun of Andrew, but the first element may equally

well be the Scandinavian pers. n. Andres, or Andorr. Both of

these forms according to Rygh (Gamle Pers. N., pp. 6, 7, 13,

14) are derived from an earlier Arn)?drr, which became first

Arndorr and then Anddrr. From the former Rygh gives, though

doubtfully, the pi. n. Andersrod, etc., and from the latter

Andoorsole, Andersgaard, Andersland, etc. Even if this be the

origin of the name, it would almost inevitably be confused later

with the saint's name, Andrew. On this name, cp. Bardsley,

pp. 52, 53. The form Ariderewe is quoted as early as 1379,

while Andreu, Andre occur in 1273. If Anderton had originally

contaiaed the name of the saint in the first element, it would
more likely have been *Andreueton at the date of our earliest

reference above. Cp. Andreweson 1379, the earliest form of

Anderson cited by Bardsley, loo. cit. On the whole I consider

Arnydrr the more probable origin of our Ander-.
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Angerby

The ' by ' or ' dwelling of Arngeirr.' On this O. N. pers. n.

and its occurrence in England, cf. Bjorkman, O. N. Pers. N.
in Engl., p. 7. See also 6^r in Pt. 11.

Angerton Moss (B. in F.)

1337. Angercommose : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 171.

The first element is O. N. pers. n. Arngeirr. See preceding
name. It looks as if the editor of the Calendar cited above
had misread c for t, an easy mistake to make, as c and t are
written almost identically in fourteenth century MSS. See the
elements tiin and Moss in Pt. 11. The fourteenth century form
above quoted may record the assimilation of nm to mm.

Angerton

1299. Angerton : L. Inq., i. p. 302.

The ' tun of Arngeirr.' See preceding names.

Anglezark or Anlesargh

(1) 1202. Andelevesarewe : L. P., i. p. 11.

(2) 1212.*Milafosharh=Anlafosharh: Gt. Inq. L. Inq., p. 58.

(3) 1224. Anlauesargh : L. F., i. p. 45.

(4) 1247. fAnlawesarwe :"1t at. M^n^n
(5) 1268.{Anlauesarewe:}^- ^- ^^ PP" ^*' ^43.

(6) 1292. Analeshargh : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

(7) 1374. Aynsargh, R. de : J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii. p. 256.

(8) 1376. Anlasargh : L. F., ii. p. 190.

(9) 1380. Aynesargh : L. F., iii. p. 9.

No. 3 is the most primitive form, and leaves no doubt that the

name is from O. E. Anldfeshcerh, ' the temple, or high place of

Anldf.' The modem spelling is quite artificial, and the pro-

nunciation which is based upon it still more so. The natural

Mod. form would be (lendlzd). Nos. 1, 4, 5 show the oblique

case in the second element, as in the pi. n. Harrow ; 3, 6, 7, 8

are from the nom. The -k- in the Mod. spelling is perhaps due to

a misreading of -h. Phonetically the k is an impossible develop-

ment. No. 2 shows a bad scribal error in the first element,

but cp. Milafesharh, T. de N., 1046. See hearh, hxrh in Pt. II.

The above forms are definitely English and not O. N. The 0. N.
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form of the personal name is Oleifr, whence later Oldf. For
this 0. N. pers. n. and pi. ns. derived from it, cp. Rygh,
Gamle Pers. Ns., pp. 189, 190. Anldfestun occurs in a Charter

dated by Kemble ' about 970 ' (C. D., vi. p. 102).

Angram Green (Burnley)

1332. Angrum, Adam de : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 77.

Does this name represent Arngeir's horn or ham (' the field

of A ') ? For this pers. n., cp. Angerby, Angerton above, and for

the proposed second element cp. the early forms of the second

syllable of Oldham, and hamm in Pt. II.

Antley Gill

1305. Antelay : De Lac. Comp., 90, 108.

Appleton (near Prescot)

1251. Apelton : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 357.

1296. Apeltone : De. Lac. Comp., 49.

1323. Apelton : L. F., ii. p. 50.

1320-46. Appolton : Wap. Sur.i, 38.

The tun of the apple trees. See seppel and tun in Pt. II,

Appletree

1335. Appeltre : WhaU. Ch., T. v. p. 239.

Appletreehead

1301. Apeltreheued : L. Inq., p. 307.

The peak of the apple trees. See hedfod in Pt. II.

Appletreethwaite

1260. Appletruethewayt : L. Inq., p. 223.

1272. Appultrethwayte : Lane. Ch., p. 169.

The place, or division of the apple trees. See \>veit in Pt.

II. Cp. Appletreewick in Yorks.

Arbury (Winwick)

1246. Erthburgh : L. F., i. p. 105.

1332. Erbury : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 72.

1503. Erbury : Due. Lane, i. p. 11.

1512. Erbur : Due. Lane, i. p. 10.

1569. Arberye : Due. Lane, i. p. 11.
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The first element is apparently 0. E. erlf,
' ploughed land

'

(q. V. Pt. II.). The second is the common burg (q. v.).

Ardwick
1282. Atheriswyke : L. Inq., i. p. 245.

1502. Ardewyk : Duo. Lane, i. p. 14.

The first element in some pers. n. in M^el-. The interchange

of I and r is regarded by Zachrisson as due to Anglo-Norman
influence (A.-N. Influence on English Place Names, p, 142).

Z. notes the Somersetshire Atherstone (earlier Athel-), in which a
change similar to that in Atheriswyke above has taken place

(toe. cit. p. 111). It must, however, be remembered that M^elred,

appear as M^erred by assimilation in 0. E. itself. For the

second element, see O. E. wlc in Pt. II. below.

*Argarnieols (Birkdale)

1213-19. Argeremelis : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 583.

1249. Argarmil : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 6, No. 36.

The first element appears to be an English form of the 0. N.

pers. n. Arngeirr. Cp. Angerby, Anglston above. The second

element is perhaps 0. N. melr, ' sandhill ' (q. v. in Pt. II.).

Arkholme [seram.]

Type I.

1086. Ergune : D. B., 3016.

1227. Argun : Cal. CJh. RUs., i. p. 60.

1229. Argun : L. P., i. p. 56.

1279. Ergum : Cal. Ch. RUs., ii. p. 221.

1319. Erghum : L. P., ii. p. 32.

1372. Erghom, R. de : J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii. p. 33.

1437. Arrome : ^ Tp. 24.

150L Argham:
I t,_ l-^c i Jp-

"•
1508-09. Ergholme:f

^''''- ^^°''-' ''
|p. 12.

1529. Erholme : J Ip. 28.

1586. Arham, P. Barker of : Rich. Wills, p. 19.

1616. Argholme, J. Astwick of : Rich. Wills, p. 9.

1634. Arholm, WiU. Ewan of : Rich. Wills, p. 103.

1689-1702. Arholme.: Duo Lane, i. p. 38.

Type II.

1662. Arckholme, A. Barker of: Rich. Wills, p. 18.

1663. Archolme, J. Astwick of : Rich. Wills p. 9.

The first element is perhaps earh, ' arrow,' referring to the

shape of the land.
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The second element in the Mod. name is O. N. holmr (q. v. in

Pt. II.), ' a portion of land cut off by some boundary.' The early

spellings do not suggest this as original, however. They rather

point to 0. E. iMmm (q. v. Pt. II.). The popular pronunciation

is what we should expect either O. E. *earhholm{r) or *earhhamm

to develop into. The Mod. spelling is an absurdity, and must be

an attempt to explain the first element by some word which

should suggest some meaning. It appears, however, as early as

1663. See Type II. above.

Arley Hall (Blackrod)

The prefix Ar-, as we saw in the case of Arhury above, may
represent original (O. E.) cr}>-, ' plough land,' and the original

form of Arley may have been *erJ'?«A, simply ' ploughed field.'

On the other hand, Arley Kings (Worcs.) is written Erne in twelfth

century, and Upper Arley (Staffs.) is Earnleie in a Ch. dated 994

(though the form -leie shows it to have been copied much later),

and Ernlege in D. B. On Arley in Staffs, and Worcs., cp.

Duignan's PL Ns. of these counties ; cet Earnlege, C. D., iv.

p. 316, is Arley in Worces., according to Kemble. These spellings

point clearly to 0. E. earn, ' eagle,' as the origin of the first

element. On the analogy of such forms as above, Skeat (Herts

PI. Ns.) suggests earn also as the first element of Arbwry Banks
in Herts. On earn, see Pt. II. below. The word here is most
probably the name of the bird, and not a pers. n.

Arnside

1208. Amuluesheued : L. F., i. p. 39.

1246. Amolvesheued Dub. (Arnside Dub, now called Howes-
water, q. V.) : L. P., i. p. 108.

, „_ . fArnolvisheved t t i ««
1254-{Amolheved :}

^- ^^l" P" ^^Q-

1668. Amesyde, Chas. Wilson of : Rich. Wills, p. 314.

The first two forms make an original, 0. E. Arnulfeshedfod

certain. The Mod. form of first element seems to show that the

popular form of the name was based upon the shortened form

of the pers. n. Arnulf, otherwise we should have had Arnelsed,

Arnelside. The loss of ^ in the second unstressed element is

normal, and no doubt Arnside is a would-be learned expansion

of a popular (arnsed). See ^ea/otZ in Pt. II. The pers. n. in first

element might be either 0. N. or 0. E. See Rygh (Gamle
Pers. Navne., p. 14) on O. N. Arnulfr. The name occurs among
those of tenants in chief in D. B. Ernulf, Ernulfus, Ellis, Introd.,

ii. p. 108, and Arnul, ibid,
, p. 92.
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I note that Bjorkman, p. 9, thinks that the name Arnulf may
be partially Norse, I suppose on the strength of the loss of w in

the second syllable,but forms ]ikeA^ulf for eariier ^tdwulf occur

in 0. E. charters. See remarks on this name under Elston below.

Artie Beck (Caton)

1 21 5 fiO
[Arkelbec : Cockrsnd. Ch., pp. 826, 835.

1272. Arkelbek : Lane. Ch., p. 169.

Apparently=' the beck (q. v.) of Arketil,' or Arnketil, later

Arnkell. For change of -kl- to -tl-, see p. 33, § 20, above. The name
Amkell (O. N.) seems very rare, though it is mentioned by
Rygh (Gamle Pers. N., p. 7; and Norske Gaardn, i. p. 190) under
the form Anki. Even the form Arkel- is apparently more primi-

tive than any found recorded in Norway itself, but the full

form fortunately occurs in C. D., iv. p. 303

—

Mrnketel—and
Searle cites also the form Amcytel, a pure 0. E. form. The
Egl. family names Arkle, Arcoll, etc., are from this source. Cp.

Bardsley, p. 59. Archetel, practically the full form of the 0. N.
pers. n., occurs in D. B. as the name of a landholder at the time

of the survey, and the shorter forms. Archil Archel are very

frequent in the list of landholders. Cp. Ellis, Introd., pp. 40, 41.

Archil is also the name of an under-tenant in D. B. Cp. Ellis,

Introd., p. 289. The same pers. n., occurs in Arkilles-

garth (Yorks.), 1199, Call. Rotl. Ch., p. 11, and in Artilborowe

(Northampt.), Due. Lanes., i. p. 9, late fifteenth century ; also

Arkdsate (Yorks.), Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 34, No. 24, 1270 ; and in

following name below.

Artlethorn
1200-25. Arkilteme : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 1010.

1228. Arkillesthom : L. P., i. p. 58.

The ' thorn ' (q. v. in Pt. II.) of Arnkell. See Artie Beck.

Another example of the change -kl- to -tl- in the middle of an

0. N. pers. n. occurs in the Yorks. Thirtleby, which in

D. B. 526. is written Turchilebi, and in K.'s Inq. of Yorks.,

p. 74, Thorkelby, and contains the name yorketill. The earliest

form suggests O. N. tj'orn, ' pool,' as the second element, and

Farrer translates it ' tarn,' Cockrsnd. Ch., loc. cit. -tern may,

however, be written for 0. E. y>yrne, ' thorn-tree.'

Ashhursts' Hall (Wigan)
1305. Assenhirste : De Lac. Comp., 116.

1332. Asshhurst, R. de : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 8.

' Ash wood.' See msc, and hyrst in Pt. II. The 1305 form

contains the adjectival form. Cp. oaken, beechen, etc.
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Ashton

1086. Estun : D. B., 3016 and 332a.

1246. Aystone (A-in-Makerfield) : L. F., i. p. 1.

{Essheton :~1 ^ ^ oa^t

Esseton : L. F., i. p. 214.

1305. Assheton-under Lyme : L. F., i. p. 206.

1319. Essheton (near Lancaster) : L. F., ii. p. 38.

1335. Assheton : Whal. Ch., T. v. xxxii. a. p. 233.

Ash here is probably a pers. n. The word means, therefore,

' the tun of Ash.' See xsc and tun in Pt. II.

Ashworth

1236. Assewrth : L. F., i. p. 74.

1285. E. de Ascheworth : L. A. R., p. 206.

The ' homestead of Ash.' See xsc and vmrf in Pt. II.

Askam (in Furness)

1326. Ascum : Lane. Ch., p. 453.

1535. Askeham : Due. Lane, i. p. 30.

Probably the ' homestead of Ash.' See ham and xsc.

The 1326 form suggests a different explanation, however, for

the second element. It may possibly be an old dat. pi. sufi&x

preserved in the spelling, or it may be 0. E. homm, hamm, ' field,

meadow ' (q. v. in Pt. II.). In this case, Ash is the ash tree.

Aspinall

(1) 1244. Aspiwallesiche : Whall. Ch., T. iv., p. 163.

(2) 1247. H. de Aspenewell : L. A. R., p. 40.

(3) 1260. Aspenwelle : Scar. Ch., 13.

(4) c. 1275. Aspinwalle : Scar. Ch., 25.

Forms 2 and 3 mean the ' well ' or ' spring of the aspens.' It

is probable that 1 and 4 are also genuine forms, in use side by
side with the other form. The -wall forms have given rise to the

Mod. spelling. The loss of w in an unstressed syllable is normal.

See xs'p{en) and well in Pt. II.

AspuU (near Wigan) [ojspa]

(1) 1199-1222. Aspul : Cockrsnd Ch., p. 695.

(2) 1247. Apshull : L. A. R., p. 46.

(3) 1245-68. Aspul : Cockrsnd. Ch., pp. 896-97.

(4) 1284. Aspol : L. A. R., p. 188.

(5) l^»5-|Asepell:/L. A. R., p. 206.
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(6) 1292. Hasphulle : Plac. Q. Warr., 3726.

(7) 1317. Aspul : L. P., ii. p. 25.

(8) 1383. HasphuU : L. P., iii. p. 15.

There seems no doubt that the word means ' hill of the aspens,'

0. E. sepshyll, or xsphyll. No. 2 is probably based upon a much
earlier document than that in which it occurs. The omission

of the h in second syllable probably represents the genuine
pronunciation of the thirteenth century. Nos. 6 and 8 show the
initial h which characterises the Norman scribes' vagueness
regarding aspirates.

Astley

1247. Asteleg : L. A. R., p. 27.

1285. Astelegh : L. A. R., p. 199.

1292. Asteleye : L. P., i. p. 172.

1320-46. Astleye : Wap. Sur.i, 40.

Hasteleye : Testa de Nevil, p. 398.

The first element is the (Norse) pers. n. Anskell {-kill), whioh. be-

comes Ask{le), then^s^fe {op. Artie- for Arkle- above under ^rWe-

ftecA;),and the second is the famiharO.E.iteaA (q.v.Pt.IL). Askdl
is found in O. N., and is used in Norw. PL Ns. See Rygh (Gamle
Pers. Ns., p. 17), who gives the pi. n.

—

Askelrod, Askelrud, Askel-

srud, Askelaunet. The name Askyl Takes sune occurs as a signa-

tory of a ch. of 1060 (C. D., iv. p. 143). That the early form
of this pers. n. was Anshetill is proved by the precisely cognate

0. E. dscytel, which is found in Crawfurd Ch., v. 1. 26, p. 10, here

the name of a Bp. of Dorchester, as well as by the forms below.

The date of the ch. is 957. This O. E. form presupposes

*Ansketill. This form of the O. N. name was, moreover, pre-

served among the Normans. Bardsley quotes Anschetillus from

Line. Survey, anno 1109. The form Anketell still exists as a

surname. Bardsley is wrong, however, in identifying this name
with Arnketill, for which see under Artlebeck above. They are two
different names. Ans- is an old Gmc. word, meaning ' a divinity,'

and is found in O. E. form 6s, the name of a runic letter, in the

so-called Runic Poem, as an independent word ; also ia many
0. E. names

—

Osbeorn, Oslac, Osweald, etc. The name was well

established in England at the time of the Norman Conquest, as

is proved by the various forms which occur among the tenants

in chief in D. B. Oschetel and Oschil (Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 194)

seem to have been influenced, as regards the first element, by
the English form of the name, though the second element is the

Norse -kil, -ketill, as is seen from the spelling with ch ; Ansketillus
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(a very primitive form, latinised) (Ellis, p. 40), Anschil, Ana-

chillus (Ellis, p. 39) represent the pure Norse forms of this name

in a primitive shape, surviving probably from the early 'Danish'

invasions. AscMl, AscMllus (Ellis, ii. p. 42), and Aschil (Ellis,

i. 2366) seem to represent a later Norse form, due to the later

' Danish ' invasion. The latter forms are the basis of the name

we are considering. D. B. has further pi. ns. with this element

:

AachiUorp, 304, 2 (W. R. Yorks.) ; Aschilebi (W. R. Yorks.), 304&,

2996, 2 ; 306, 6, 2. Askelby (R. de) also occurs Pri. Dunelm, ii.

pp. 258, 259, and AscMlesmares (Yorks.), D. B., 299, 2. On the

pers. n. Askell, etc., see now Bjorkman, p. 16, etc., and under

Haslingden below.

Atherton

1258-59. De Atherton : L. A. R., p. 229.

1320. Athyrton : Wap. Sur.i, 36.

1340. Athirton : L. P., ii. p. 195.

If the L. Inq. forms are genuine, the first element appears to

be the 0. N. Atser, Asser, on which cp. Bjorkman (Nord. Pers.

Ns., p. 22). The other forms point to an 0. E. pers. n. begiiming

with ^^el-. For change of this to Ather- in M. E., cp. remarks

under Ardwick above. If Adser- was the original first element,

it is not unnatural that popular usage should have replaced it

by the more familiar Ather-.

Audenshaw

(1) 1190-1212./Aldenshade : l Ch.ni. vi., L. P. R., p. 329 (Sir

(2) \ Aldenesawe
:J

J. Byron's Blk. Bk.).

(3) 1240-59. Aldenshagh : Ch. vi. vi., L. P. R., p. 332

(Blk. Bk.).

(4) Aldwynschawe : cit. Farrer in footnote p. 322 of

Ii. P. R., ' in another MS.,' with no indica-

tion of date, etc.

(5) 1523. Aldewynshaw : Due. Lane, i. p. 23.

Perhaps ' Alder wood,' O. E. alden sceaga, so far as Nos. 1 to

3 go. No, 1 is a bad scribal spelling ; 2 represents in the second

element the M. E. form of 0. E. sceaga (with s for M. E. sh). No. 3

must represent 0. E. sceaga. The Mod spelling represents an

early Mod. Egl. diphthongisation of a before I. This early (au)

naturally becomes (5). Cp. p. 33, § 19(6) above.

On the other hand, Bardsley, in Engl, and Welsh Surnames,

Introd., p. 27, states that this name was once ' Aldmnshaw,'

but he gives no authority for this. The above M. E. forms
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might quite well represent O. E. Ealdwinessceaga, or Ealdmnes-
haga, and even, so far as this evidence goes, Bardsley's suggestion

maybe quite right. Whenwe come to No. (4) and to the sixteenth

century form, this seems conclusive, but it is rather strange to

find Aldwyn- so late, in the face of the more frequent early

forms without w. It is of course possible that the spelling is

based upon that of a document earUer than any of those above
quoted, and may represent the original form. Of course w had
long been lost in this position in the pronunciation, as the earlier

spellings of this very name show. D. B. still writes Aldvnn
for the 0. E. pers. n. Ealdmne. Cp. Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 14.

If (4) and (5) are genuine we must interpret the name as
' Aldwin's Wood.'

Audley (Blackburn)

1229. Audely : C. R., iii. 382.

Audley in Staffs, is earlier Aldi^elceJi, according to Duignan
(Staff. PI. Names, and Bardsley under Audley) ; though I have
found Alvithelegh for this place (Pat. Rlls. Hen. m. 1216-25,

p. 363). We are justified in assuming the possibility of a similar

origin for the same name in Lanes. This may represent an
earUer O. E. AldgyTp which is found in L. V. (cp. Miiller's Index).

If there were a river at this point one might suggest that

Duignan's and Bardsley's aldithe- may represent an O. E.

ealdhyTfe, 'old hythe,' or landing place. Cp. ad aldehithe in Craw-

furd Ch., xvi. 1. 22 p. 33 (ann. 1150)). The 0. E. Aldgy]>

(woman's) name survives in the D. B. forms Aldgid (Ellis, Introd.,

p. 13), ' uxor Grifin ' ; and Aldid, ' libera femina ' (Ellis, Introd.,

p. 14), both forms being names of landholders at the time of

the Survey. We have not enough material to be sure that

this pers. n. is really the first element in our Audley. It may
be a much simpler compound—simple aide Iseg, ' old field.'

Aughton (Ormskirk) [seftan]

(1) 1086. Achetun : D. B., 1, a, 7, 33.

(2) 1235. Acton : L. P., i. p. 64.

(3) 1282. Acton (three times), and Aghton (three times) :

L. P., i. p. 158.

(4) 1311. Aughton : De Lac. Inq., 17.

(5) 1316. Afton : Lane. Ch., p. 272.

(6) 1320-46. *Asshton (=A33hton ?) : Wap. Sur.i, 40.

(7) 1565. Aughton : Due. Lane, i. p. 43.

This name is apparently 0. E. dc tun (so also Harrison, p. 36).

Thus the name has the same origin as Aighton (q. v.). See the
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discussion under the former name. No. 5 is the forerunner of

the Mod. form in its popular local pronunciation. These /

spellings are comparatively rare in M. E., though the /-pro-

nunciation was well established. No. 6 is possibly a mis-reading

on the part of the editor, or it may be a scribal error. See dis-

cussion of the various types under Aighton above. Note that ch

in D. B. does not represent the sound of Mod. Egl. ch but of k.

Ayre (Green), Lancaster

1271-72. Eyre : Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. p. 462, C. 1912.

Ayside (Cartmel)

1272. Aykesheued : L. P., i. p. 156.

^^^9-
JEaslde

^*^''' ^^^ '']^^^- ^'"^' P- 21-

If the first form really refers to Ayside there is no difficulty. The
Yorks. Aysgarth, which appears as Aykescarth, K.'s Inq., p. 150,

is an exact parallel for the development of the first element,

and M. E. -heued is replaced by -side when preceded by the

Gen. -5 in Arnside. See early forms of the name above. Aik
which is O. N. may be either a pers. n. or may mean ' oak tree.'

Thus the name means either ' Aik's hill,' or ' the hill of the

oak trees.' See 0. E. hedfod in Pt. II. below. For another

possibility, cp. Eea (river) below.

B
Backbarrow (Hamlet near Cartmel)

1685-89. Backbarrow Mill : Due. Lane, i. p. 301.

Perhaps the first element preserves the M. E. bakke, ' a bat,'

in which case the name would mean ' bat haunted hill, or

barrow.' Cp. beorg in Pt. II.

Bailey

1247. M. de Baylegh : L. A. R., p. 52.

1262. BaUey : L. H. R., p. 238.

j-Bayley : L. F., i. p. 161.

1284.J Baldele
:|j^ ^ ^ ^^^

[Balegheyley ; J
• • •'

"•

1301. Bayleye : L. F., i. p. 198.

I can make no well-founded suggestion as to the first element.

The various forms point in different directions, and none are

very illuminative. See, however, the elements bali, balg and
bcel in Pt. II. I suppose the second element is 0. E. Iceh, ' field.'
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Bailrigg (Lancaster)

1277. J. de Ballrugg=? : L. A. R., p. 144.

/• Balerig -A rp. 284.

13th century. J Bulrig : ILanc. Ch.J p. 236.

[ Balrigh :J [pp. 300, verify p. 350.

1346. Balrig : Wap. Sur.^, 66.

1532. Balrig : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 93.

The early forms seem to indicate that the first element is the
0. E. pers. n. Basil, which is mentioned by Searle, however,
only as occurring in the local designation Bailies wmg. C. D.
No. 408. See also the various elements mentioned under
preceding name. The second element is Scandinavian hryggr,
' ridge ' or ' hill.' See under 0. E. hrycg in Pt. n.

Balderstone

1280. Baldreston : Whall. Ch., T. iii. Ivii. p. 123.

Lt. 13th. Balderston : Whall. Ch., T. m. Ixii. p. 123.

1305. Balderstone: DeLac. Comp.,p. 64.

1311. Baldwestone : De Lac. Inq., 18.

1346. Balerston : Wap. Sur.^, 84.

' The tun of Baldhere.' The pers. n. Bealdhere, Baldhere is

well estabhshed in O. E., see Searle, p. 85. Baldheresberg occurs

C. D., No. 92. Cf also Baldersby in Yorks., which in D. B. is

Baldrebi (31, 856).

Ballam (Lytham)
1190-94. Balhohn : Ch. 1 x., L. P. R., p. 346.

1332. Balghhohn : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 56.

The second element is O. N. }iolmr (q. v. in Pt. II.). M. E.

-holm, in the unstressed syllable has been levelled under the much
commoner ham or hamm (q. v.). The first element is doubtful,

but see remarks and suggestions under bali, balg, and bail in

Pt. II.

Balshaw (Roeburn)
1247. J. de Balsagh : L. A. R., p. 51.

1294. Balghschae : De Lac. Comp., p. 6.

1305. Balschaghe : De Lac Comp., p. 102.

1311. Balschagh : De Lac. Inq., p. 20.

1332. Balshagh : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 20.

The first element may be a pers. n. either O. E. Basil (see under

Bailrigg above) , or O. N. Baile. Cp. Bjorkman's 0. N. Pers. Ns. in

Engl., p. 25. On the other hand it may be one of the elements

suggested under the foregoing names in Bail- and Bal-. The
element *balg is perhaps the least unlikely. All these names are

very doubtful and of no particular interest, as their etymology
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is pure speculation, with not much to direct it in the early

forms. The second element is O. E. sceaga, ' wood ' (q. v.).

Bamford (Bury)

1228. Bamford : CI. R., iii. 68.

1282. Baumford : L. P., i. p. 157.

1284-1329. Bamford : Whall. Ch., T. iv., 36, p. 166.

Bampton in Oxfordshire appears as Beandun in A.-S. Chron.,

Parker MS., ann., 614, Plummer's Ed. i. p. 22. The first element

here and in the Lanes, name may be an O. E. pers. n. in Bean-, of

which Searle cites Beanstan from Beowulf (1. 524), and Beanhard

with no reference. This is not satisfactory. The first element

may be merely O. E. beam, ' tree ' (q. v. in Pt. IL). For ford, see

pt.n.

Bamfurlong (Wigan)

The following forms occur in Cockrsnd. Ch. of names which
though not referring to the above place may yet throw light

on the origin of the name :

—

A 1205-23 i^°^^^^^^°^^-] rp. 116.

\Bonkefurlong : i-Cockrsnd. Ch.,-^ p. 117.

1235-62. Bancfurlong: J [p. 123.

This name clearly means the ' furlong on the bank,' and such a

form as Bancfurlong might easily become Bamfurlong by a
change of nc (gk) to m, before a following /,

B. 1200-20. Benfurlong : -| ("p. 456.

1200-30.1 -o t 1
ICockrsnd. Ch.,-^ .^„

1200-68.}^^°^*"''^°°^=
J

>• *^^-

These forms point either to the pers. n. Bean, which appears

to occur in Beandun, an O. E. form of Bampton, Oxfordshire

(see remarks under Beam in Pt. IL), or 0. E. bean, ' bean,'
' vetch.'

Bamfurlong might equally well be derived from such a form
as Beanfurhng

Bardsea [badze]

1154-89. Berdeseia : Purn. Ch., 128.

1202. in Bardeseia (Lat. abl.) : L. P., i. p. 17.

Ante 1269. Berdesey : Purn. Ch., 443.

1292. Berdeseye : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1348. Berdeseye : L. P., ii. p. 126.

1410-11. Berdesey : L. P., iii. p. 69.

1532. Berdesay : L. and C. Misc., p. 94.

The first element may be the Scand. pers. n. Bar^i (cp. under
Beardwood below) ; or a shortened form of an 0. E. pers. n.
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such as Beardulf (cp. under Bmrdsall below), or again it may
be the 0. E. pers. n. Beorhred, q. v. in Pt. II. under *Beord (3),

p. 287. The eufifix is either O. E. ed, ' water-meadow,' or
'water,' or O. E. eg, 'island.' (For these words see the
various origins of -ey in Pt. II.)

Bare

?1094. Bar : Lane. Ch., p. 10.

Lt. 12th cent. Bar : Lane. Ch., p. 13.

1206. Bar : L. P., i. p. 25.

1262-63. Bare : Lane. Ch., p. 270.

Barlow (near Manchester)!S
1259-60. T. de Berlawe : L. A. R., p. 297. ,

1325. Barlawe : L. C. R., p. 162.

1326. Barlowe (twice) : L. C. R., p. 163-

1336. Basrlowe : L. P., ii. p. 99.

1409-10.) T, , 1t T. •••

1422.
^Barlawe : ^L. P., m. pp, 69 and 123.

' Barley mound,' 0. E. here hlcew. See each word in Pt. II.

Barnacre (township near Gars^on)

1523. Bemaker : Due. Lane, i. p. 23.

1587. Barnaker : Dut! Lane, i. p. 51.

1 ' Field with a barg m it.' But first element may, however,
be a pers. n., for wh=:ch see Barnside below.

Barncroft (Wray,)
1212-42. J^erecroft: Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 503.

1294 "1

1295
[5^''<'^o^* • ^6 I'S'C- Comp., pp. 12, 28.

The cm form suggests ' barley farm,' O. E. here croft. See
each W^d in Pt. II. The Mod. form, if genuine, and anything
moreAhan a fancy spelling, is due to association with barn,

q. v.:^ Pt. II. The old word here for barley is obsolete.

.^rnside (House on moors near Colne)
'*

1258. Bemesette : L. Inq., p. 217.

1301. Bemesete : Plac. Abbrev., p. 242.

The second element is pretty certainly O. E.* sMe, M. E. site,

' seat.' As to the first we are left to conjecture. It is probably

a short form of one of the numerous O. E. pers. n. beginning with

Beorh. The name on Beornwoldes sxtan occurs in a Ch. of

972, C. D., p. 79. Such a name would produce the M. E. form

above. Another 0. E. pers. n. is Beornwulf, which is found

in the old forms of the Staffs. Barlarton ; D. B. Bernulvestone.
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Cp. Duignan, Stafis. PI. Ns. Bernulfesmc occurs L. F., i. p. 58,

and has given Mod. Barlamc. Again Yorks. Barndby occurs

in Kirkby's Inquest (p. 136) as Barnalby, and in the Knts.'

Fees (p. 238) as Bernaldehy, which forms certainly point to the

name Beornwcdd.

We may perhaps conclude that the first element in Barnside

was either Beornwulf, or Beornwald.

Barrowford
1294. Barouforde : De Lac. Comp., p. 16.

From O. E. 6eorgre (loc), and ford, ' the ford by the barrow.'

See beorg, and ford in Pt. II.

Bartle
1256. Bartayl : L. F., i. p. 123.

Barton
1086. Bartun : D. B., 3016.

1192. Barton : Whall. Ch., T. n. vii. p. 39.

1329. Barton : Whail. Ch., T. v., xlii. p. 255.

1412. Bartona : Furn. Ch., p. 226.

' Barley enclosure.' See b&retun in Pt. II.

? Bastwell (Blackburn)
1288. Baddestwysel : Whall. CiJ., T. ill. xxxiv. p. 101.

1329. Battistwyssel : Whall. Ch., T- v. xlii. p. 263.

1322. Batestwysel : Original. RUs., 270.

1594. Bastwell : Due. Lane, i. p. 62. ^,

The early forms mean ' the twisel or riveSC fork of Badda.'

Cp. twisla in Pt. II. Bada and Badda are (T.vE. names, cp.

Searle, p. 78. Badan pyt and Baddan pil both ^ur in C. D.

This pers. n. is found in the Yorks. Badsworth, whiisji in D- B.

is Badesuurde, etc.

Baxenden (Blackburn)

1332. Bakestonden : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 79.

' The dene by the tun of Bacca.'

Bacca occurs in Liber Vitae (Sweet, 0. E. T., p. 158, 1. 174, etdO-

In a local designation the name occurs in Baccan geat, C. D.,

No. 1096 (cit. Searle). This is probably the first element in

Baxby (Yorks.) ; cp. Plac. Abbrev., p. 335. The D. B. form

of this pi. n. is Bachesbi (116, etc.), and K.'s Inq. has Baxeby

(p. 94). The change from a weak to a strong form of a name
is common enough. For the other elements of Baxenden, see

tun,, and denu in Pt. II. below.

There is a Baxton Moor in Derbyshire.
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Baycliff (Dalton)

12T> J^^Uccliue : L. Inq., i. p. 86.

\Belleclive : T. de Nevil, 406&.

Apparently a blend of French hd, ' beautiful,' and English

clif. Zachrisson, p. 13, cites early forms such as BeauxfieM for

Whitfield. So possibly here, the French word may translate

such an English word as fxger, or sden, ' beautiful.' Cp. Bell-

field below.

Beardsall Fold (Blakeley near Salford)

1295. Berdeshille : De Lac. Comp., 34.

1305. Berdeshul : De Lac. Comp., 77.

The first element is certainly a pers. n. either from an 0. E.

Bearda, which, however is not well established, or a shortened

form of O. E. Beardwulf (cp. Searle, p. 80), or from 0. N. Bar^i,

for which see next name. The Yorks. Bardsey appears in D. B.

as Berdese and in Plac. Abbrev., p. 278, xiii. Edw. i., as Berdes-

aye. The same vol. of Pleadings has Berdefeld (Essex), p. 329,

xi. Edw. n.

Beardwood (Blackburn)

1325. Berdeworthe (Blakebourne, etc.) : Cal. Inq. A. q. D.,

p. 277.

The first element is perhaps the Scand. (Isl.) pers. n. Bardi

{Bar^i), which occurs in D. B., Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 47. Cp.

Bjorkman, p. 25. For the second element see wory in Pt. II.

The old place has disappeared, though the first element remained

to designate a wood, which perhaps formed part of Bar^i's estate.

Beaumont
1230. J. 0. Bello Monte : CI. E,., iii. 446.

1292. De Bellomonte : Lane. Ch., p. 63.

1298. Beaumount : Lane. Ch., p. 334.

1316. Bealmont : Lane. Ch., p. 274.

„„ /Bello Monte : Fum. Ch., p. 140.

1345. Beumont : Furn. Ch., p. 141.

1379. Beaumont : Furn. Ch., p. 204.

A foreign (French) name= ' beautiful hUL' See bdlus and mont

in Pt. n. Strictly speaking, the M. E. bel- forms would produce

Mod. Belmont, the beu- forms Mod. Bewmont. The actual Mod.

pronunciation is no doubt derived from French beau. Cp. Belvoir

(biv9) from Belvedeire, Ch. i. xiii., L. P. R., p. 368, Belveire,

and Bevis from Bealfiz (cf. Rlls. Hen. in. 1227-1231, p. 190).

B
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Beechy:. (Head) from Belchef as compared with Beaulieu (bjuli.)

Both types are found of all these names in M. E. documents.

Becconsall Hesketh-with [beknsg]

(1) 1208. Bekaneshou : L. F., i. p. 32.

(2) 1212. Bekanoshow : Gt. Inq. L. Inq. p. 6.

(3) 1247. Bekanesho : L. A. R., p. 15.

(4) 1259. Beckeneshaue : L. A. R., p. 232.

(5) 1372. Bekaneshowe : L. F., ii. p. 184.

(6) 1393. Becanshowe : L. F., iii. p. 42.

(7) 1429-30. Becansawe : L. F., iii. p. 125.

From 0. E. beacnes hoh, or xt beacnes hoge, ' the hill of the

beacon,' Nos. 4 and 7 look as if there had been confusion of the

second element with M. E. shawe, 0. E. s'ceaga (q. v. Pt. II.).

The Mod. form is an innovation as regards the second element,

which has nothing to do with the original hoh, but is made on
the analogy of other names ending in -all from O. E. halh (q. v.

Pt. II.). All the above early forms are from an oblique case

—

0. E. -hoge, M. E. -howe, except perhaps No. 3.

Bedford (Manor of)

1296.jBedeford : L. F., i. p. 182.

1335.\ : L. F., ii. p. 96.

1320. Bedford : Wap. W. Der., 36.

1504-05. Bedforth : L. F., iii. p. 170.

There seems to be no reason against assuming that this name
has the same origin as that of the better known Bedford which
is discussed by Skeat (Beds. PI. Names, pp. 19-20). The first

element is simply the pers. n. Beda or Bxda, or Biedd,, which
are all mentioned by Searle, the latter, however, only occurring

in a local designation Bmdeswel. For the second element, see

ford in Pt. II.

Bellfield (Littleboro', Rochdale)

1332. Belefeld : L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 30.

Is this a mixture of French and English as in BayclifE (q. v.

above) ? Or is the first element 0. E. bsel, ' funeral pyre,'

(q. v. in Pt. II.) ?

Beswick
1327. Bexwyk, T. de : Lay Subs., Parrer MS., 32.

1360. Bexwik : L. F., ii. p. 165.

1530. Bexweke : Dun. Lane, i. p. 27.

' The place of Becc or Becca.'

The pers. n. Becca occurs in the 0. E. poem Widsi^ (1. 19),
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and Beccanford is found in C. D., No. 184 (cit. Searle). Bexidk
may stand for *Beccesmk, with a strong form of the pers. n.

The disappearance of k before another consonant as in *Bekswik

is common. Cp. § 4 of Introd. For second element, see wlc in

Pt. II.

Bethecar (Staveley)

I can offer no explanation of prefix, but cp. Bethleghton (1246),

L. P., i. p. 108 (three times). Apparently in Yealand.

The second element may be O.N. kjarr, ' copse ' (q. v. in

Pt. II.).

Bickershaw
?1209. Bicswahe : L. P., i. p. 29.

(' Between the place called and the ford of

Holecroft ').

1395. Bykersha[gh] : L. P., iii. p. 44.

' The wood by the beck or brook.'

The second element is sceaga, 'wood.' Cp. remarks on Bicker-

under next name.

Bickerstaffe Type I

c. 1200. Bikerstat : Scar. Ch., 6, p. 261.

1230. Bykstat : Ibid., 9, p. 262.

c. 1260. Berkerstat : Ibid., 14, p. 263.

c. 1280. Bekirstat : Ibid., 28, p. 268.

1282. Bykirstath : L. P., i. p. 159.

1292. Bykerstath : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1300. Bikersteth : Scar. Ch., 4, p. 260.

1306. Beckerstat : Ibid., 46, p. 274.

1312. Bikerstath : Cal. CI. RUs., 550.

1316. Bykerstath : Cal. CI. RUs., 332.

1320-46. Bykerstath : Wap. W. Der., 34.

1516. Bekerstath : Due. Lane, i. p. 19.

Type U.

1267. Bikerstaff : L. A. R., p. 242. (I owe this reference

to Mr. Sephton.)

1324. BykerstafE (G. de) : Plac. Abbrev., p. 343.

'Shore of the brook.' The first element can, I think, hardly be

anything but O. N. bekkjar. Gen. of bekkr, ' brook.' There is

thus a difficulty about the change of e to i already in the

earliest form. There may be some analogy at work, though I

cannot suggest what it is. No. (3), if genuine, looks like 0. N.
Bjarkar-, gen. of Bjork, ' birch-tree.' The second element seems
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a confusion between 0. N. stoSr, ' place,' and O. E. stcey, 'shore,'

'river bank.' The Mod. form, as is clearly proved by the above

material, has a bogus second element. The family name Bicker-

steth, as is often the case, preserves the genuine form more faith-

fully than the place which gives rise to it. Note the spelling

of 1300 which is still preserved by the fanuly.

A Bickerton exists in Yorks., which has a D. B. form Bickretone

(656).

Bigthwaite
1247. Bigetwayt : L. A. R., p. 103.

1323. Biggethwayt : L. P., ii. 57.

1325.\Bigthwait : I t n t? 1 1 q i

^

1325.|Biitwait: JL- C K, pp. 113-14.

' Barley thwaite.' See bygg (0. N.) and fveit (0. N.) in

Pt. II. below.

Billing'e

1247. Billing : L. A. R., p. 51.

1256. BulUng : L. F., i. p. 127.

1321.1 -D n IL- F., ii. p. 41.

1338.r""y^=|L.F.,ii.p.l08.
1356. BUlyngge : Rec. Rolls, p. 36.

1412. Billynch : Rec. Rolls, p. 36.

1422. BUlynge : L. F., iii. p. 81.

I am told that the name of this place is pronounced (bilind^).

In this case the second element is certainly O. E. *incg, ' field

'

(cp. ing in Pt. II.). The first element is the 0. E. pers. n.

Bill, which see in Searle. It occurs in several names in Lanes.

The 1356 form, and still more so that of 1412, points to a pro-

nunciation corresponding to that of the present day. I owe
these two references to Mr. H. Alexander.

Billington

1208. Bilinton : L. F., i. p. 36.

1259. Ellington : Whall Ch., T. m. Ixvi. p. 131.

1288. Bilyngton : WhaU. Ch., T. m. xlv. p. 111.
' The tiin of BUla.' This pers. n. is recorded by Searle in

the O. E. period, and he also notes its occurrence in C. D. in

the pi. n. Billancumb. It further occurs in Bilnor (Kt.), which
appears as Billanora in a Ch. of Edgar of 966, Thorpe's Diplo-

matar., p. 216. On the change of -an- to -ing-, cp. p. 35 above.

Bilsborough

1086. Bileuurde: D. B., 3016. (?).

1227. BiUesburg : L. F., i. p. 47.
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Hen. m. Ballisburg : Cal. Inq. of Hen. in. (undated),

p. 10, No. 41.

1256.^ /-L. F., i. p. 127.

I P. Q. W., 2756 and 379.

L. F., ii. p. 114.

.L. F., iii. p. 156.

The ' lurg of Bill.' Cp. hurg in Pt. II. and further the name
BilUnge above.

Birchall (Manchester)

1295. Birchehalgh : Whall. Ch., T. ii. xxxviii. p. 67.

1601-02. Biri^hall : Due. Lane, i. p. 69.

' The comer or nook of birches ' See preceding names,

and Judh in Pt. II.

Birchenlee (Nelson)

1202. Biricherelee : L. F., p. 15.

(Nr. Rainford ?).

1295. Byrchenleye : De Lac. Comp., p. 23.

' The field of birches.' See birce and Ixh in Pt. II.

Birchley (St. Helens)

1545. Birckeley : Due. Lane, i. p. 178.

Requires no explanation, and differs from preceding name
only inasmuch as the first element here is a noun and not an

adj. The form of 1545 would, of course, have given Mod.
Birkley. The -k- form must be explained as due to confusion

between 0. E. birce, and beorc, which had the same meaning.

In the latter the c was not fronted.

Birkdale

1305. Birkedale : De Lac. Comp., p. 107.

1311. Byrkedeale : De Lac. Inq., p. 22.

1540. Birkdale : Due. Lane, i. p. 30.

' Vale of birches.' See explanation of form birk instead of

birch under Birchley above.

'''Birkhead (in East Lanes. ?). Now lost.

1381. Byrkheved : L. F., iii. p. 11.

1513. Ricardus Birkheved : Due. Lane, i. p. 17.

1640. Birchenhead : Due. Lane, p. 98.

' Hill of birches.' See birce under preceding names, and in

Pt. II., and hedfod in Pt. II.
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Birtle

Type I.

1209. Bridestwisel : L. P., i. p. 30.

1285.

1292. Bridhistwisil : L. Inq., p. 275.

1298. Briddestwysel : Whall. Ch., T. v. xxi. p. 213.

1323-24. Briddestwesill : L. C. R., pp. 30, 31, 35.

1364. Briddestwisell : L. P., ii. p. 171.

1372. Bridcstwesel : (E. de) J. of Gaunt's Reg., i. p. 44.

1374. Britwesil (E. de) : J. of Gaunt's Reg., i. p. 88.

1391. Brittwishall : L. P., iii. p. 37.

1395. Brittwysell : L. P., iii. p. 45.

1397. Britwysill, de : Preston G. Rlls., p. 5.

1507-08. Britwisel : L. P., iii. p. 171.

1609. Birtwisill manor : Duo. Lane, p. 72.

Type II.

1311. Berdtwisell : De Lac. Inq., 14.

1434. Byrtwesill : L. P., iii. p. 127.

The second element is O. E. twisla, ' a fork,' which see in

Pt. II. I cannot give a reasonable explanation of the first

element. Prom Type I. it might be O. E. brid, ' a young bird,'

but this seems absurd. It may be a pers. n., but Searle gives

no very reliable authority for its use as such.

Bispbam

1086. Biscopham : D. B., 301&.

1094. Bischopeham : Ch. i. ii., L. P. R., p. 290.

1129.1 i3- I. fCh. III. i., L. P. R., p. 273.

jjgg I
Biscopham

:|j^ J, .pgg
1216-1317. Biscopham : Lane. Ch., pp. 14, 49.

' Bishop's house, or dwelling.' See remarks under Biscop,

Pt. II., and Mm. A similar contraction occurs apparently in

Bysthorpe in Lyndysey, Co. Lincoln (1433), Cat. Anc. Dds.
No. c. 817, p. 467.

Blackburn [blegbarn]

1086. Blackeburne : D. B., 2, a, 1.

1183-92. Blakburn : Whall. Ch., Tit. in. xlix. p. 117.

^^^^•iBlakeburne • -f^^^"- ^^^ T^*' ™- ^- P" '«•
1256./^^^^^''"™®

IL. P., i. p. 122.

1294. Blakburne : De Lac. Comp., p. 7.

' Black stream.' See 0. E. blxc and burna in Pt. II.
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Blackleach (Garstang)

1256. Blakelache : L. F., i. p. 123.

(' From Sallewykemoss along the B. to the turbary
of Englisshe-le.')

1332. Blakelache : Lane and Ches. Misc., ii. ii. p. 52.

1391. Adam de Blaklache : L. F., iii. p. 39.

1598-99. Blacklach : Due. Lane, i. p. 65.

' Black stream.' See Usee and Hsece in Pt. II.

Blackpool

1180-90. Blakepul : Ch. n. xiv., L. P. R., p. 377.

1661. Blacke pull, Joh. Bailey of : Rich. Wills, p. 14.

1674. Blackpool, Margaret Bamber of : Rich. Wills, p. 16.

Requires no interpretation. See hlmc and jnil in Pt. II. Note
that as is usual with early forms of words ending in 'pool, these

have the O. E. short 'pul and not pol.

Blackrod

1199. Blackeroade : Cal. Rot. Ch., p. 4. (Fol. ed.).

l9Qol fPlac. Q. Warr., 375b.
** iBlakerode :]l. F., i. p. 169.

1322.J [l. F., ii. p. 48.

1337. Blakerod : L. F., ii. p. 105.

' Black clearance ' (through a forest). See Blssc, and Rod in

Pt. II.

Blackstone Edge
1202. Blacstaneclohhum : L. F., i. p. 15.

This form seems to be a compound with 0. E. cloh, ' clough,'

(q. V.) with a dat. pi. sufBx.

Blawith

1341. Blawith : Fum. Ch., 271.

1522. Blawith : Due. Lane, i. p. 23,

' Blue wood.' See Bid and Vi^r in Pt. II.

Bleasdale

1228. Blesedale : WhaU. Ch., T. vi. ; Per. Lane. p. 371.

1540. Blesedale : Due. Lane, i. p. 112.

The ' valley of the blaze.' Referring perhaps to the fire used in

clearing the place of forest or scrub. See blsese and dml in Pt. II,
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Bleathwaite

c. 1400. Blytwait : Fum. Ch., 226.

First element=?. See Tpveit in Pt. II.

Blowick

=Blothe- wic ?

Cp. Bloihelay in T. de N., 3716. But see Farrer's note,

L. Inq., i. p. 128 :
' for Bloihelay (in the text) read 6lothwayt=

Glodwick.'

Blythe (Ormsk)

1366. Blythe : Lane and Chesh Misc., ii. p. 108.

Bold

1286.1
f^- ^' ^- P- ^^*-

1297. iBolde :] L. F., i. p. 183.

1301.

J

II. F., i. p. 196.

1332. Boulde : Lane and Chesh Misc., ii. ii. p. 14.

1320-46. Bulde : Wap. W. Der. Survey, 36.

1380."! -o ,J fL. F., iii. p. 8.

im.n^^'- lL.F.,iii.p.61.

1439. Bolde : L. F., iii. p. 105.

?1532. Boulde : Lane and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 14.

' The building,' ' palace.' O. E. bold. See this word, and
botl, Pt. II. Presumably this designation would be applied to

the principal building in a district ; then as the village or town-

ship grew up round this, the name was extended to the

whole collection of dwellings. Cp. in this connection the

extension of burg from the fortress itself to the settlement

round it.

(1.) Bolton (Urswick parish) in Furness [bautn]

1086. Bodeltone : 3016.

1227. Bowelton : L. F., i. p. 52.

1235. Bowolton : L. F., i. p. 67.

1304. Boulton : L. F., i. p. 204.

The D. B. form, a common M. E. spelling of this name, may
stand for a Norman scribe's pronunciation of an English botil

or bothil. See the spelling Bothelton, tinder next entry.

(2.) Bolton (le Moors)

19m ni
/Boulton : L. P. R., 47, p. 132.

''""'"
'iBothelton : L. P. R., 47, p. 130.
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1208. Bolton : L. P. E,., 55, p. 228.

1331. Bolton on the Mores : L. F., ii. p. 80.

1332. Gt. Boulton on the Moors : L. P., ii. p. 87.

The spelling Bothelton above may be compared with the

D. B. form of the preceding name. Presumably both Lanes.

Boltons have the same origin. D. B. writes Bodeltone for all

the Yorks. Boltons (see Index Locorum, I. to Kirkby's Inquest,

p. 492). I am not at all satisfied with the suggestions given

above under Bolton (1). One expects a pers. n. as the first

element of place in -ton. One might suggest the 0. E. Botvmlf

(Mod. Botolf) were it not that D. B. has this name clearly spelt

in Botulvesbrige (Botolfs Bridge, Hunts). The various spellings

of the two Lanes. Boltons are puzzling, and I can offer no sug-

gestion which is at all convincing.

Is it possible that the first element is the 0. N. female name
Bothild ? This name is mentioned by Rygh (Norske Gaardn,

i. p. 287), and also a pi. n. Botildurud. It occurs as the name
of a queen or abbess in Liber Vitae, O. E. T., p. 154, 1. 30, and
is also said by Searle to occur in D. B. as a woman's name in

Suffolk.

Booth ?

1295. J. de Bothe : De Lac. Comp., p. 21.

1500. Boothes (manor in Worsley) : Due. Lane, i. p. 12.

Bootle

1212.1 ^ ^, rot. Inq. L. Inq., p. 22.

1257.;^°*^^iL.Inq,p.203
1284. Botel : L. A. R., p. 184.

1324. BothuU : L. C. R., p. 79.

1320-46. Botell : Wap. W. Der. Survey, 34.

1327. BotuU: Lay Subs. Parrer MS., 9.

1396. Botyl : L. P., iii. p. 50.

1602. Bootell, Thos. : Preston G. RUs., p. 48.

' Building,' ' palace.' O. E. botl. This etymology must be

properly understood, as it would be impossible to assume that

Bootle, as generally pronounced, could be derived from O. E.

botl, without further explanation. The M. E. forms above pre-

suppose a late O. E. botel, which in M. E. would become botel, the

form represented above. This M. E. form could not possibly

develop into (butl) but would become (botl, boutl). The modem
pronunciation is doubtless based upon the spelling with oo.
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This, in its turn, is an ordinary way of expressing a long vowel

in M. E. On the other hand it is curious that no form Bootel is

found among the M. E. forms, and the forms BothuU, Botull point

to some compound with 0. E. hyll which appears as -hull in so

many names. I cannot agree with Harrison that the ety-

mology of this name ' offers no etymological difficulty.' If the

normal course of sound change be ignored, of course, many
difficulties disappear.

Berwick
Berwyk: "\Lanc. Ch., 159.

S" ^^*^
''JBerewyke : fLanc. Ch., 157 and 161.

1316. Berwicke : Wap. Lons., 82.

1522. Barwyk : Due. Lane, i. p. 64.

1597. Borwicke, Robt. Kytson of : Rich. Wills, p. 179.

;^jHBarwicke,Hv^^?r*'
f
JRi^h Wills, p. 179.

1623. J tAlice Kytson of : J

1670. Berwick, J. Kitson of : Rich. Wills, p. 177.

The early forms point unmistakably to here wic (q. v. Pt. II.),

but I am unable to account satisfactorily for the development

of e to o in the Mod. form. The development of -er- to -or- in

M. E. is normal. Possibly after the Up-consonant (6) there was
a tendency to round (a) in Early Mod. pronunciation, to (6),

especially before r. For a somewhat analogous development,

cp. pronunciation of war (w5).

Bottin

1235. Botnebek : L. F., i. p. 67.

? Botine : L. A. R.?

(Roll 1045, m. 2. Cit. Farrer, L. F., i. p. 95 n.)

,„._'[Boton (personal name) : L. F., ii. pp. 84 and 123.

1594. Botton, A. Bateson of : Rich. Wills, p. 23.

1605. Bottne Edm., Bateson of : Rich. Wills, p. 23.

If this name, as appears possible from the &?st form cited

above, was originally joiaed to the noun hek, it may be the O. E.

pers. n. Botmne of which Searle gives several examples.

Bouth
1337. Bouthe : Furn. Ch., p. 173.

1401. Bouthe : Furn. Ch., p. 205.

Bowerham
1196. Borgerha (twice) : L. F., i. p. 4 {-ha for -ham ?)

Also in Furn. Ch., p. 16 in document of 1196.
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Bowland [bolan]

Type I.

1102. Boelandam : (Lat. Aco.) Ch. i. xv., L. P. R., p. 382.

1294.1 fWhall. Ch., T. vi. (Gh. of Ed. i.), p. 378.

1322. 1 Bouland -J L. C. R., p. 63.

1324.J [l. C. R., pp. 65 and 66.

1587. BoUand Forest : Due. Lane, i. p. 158.

Bowstead Gates (Ulverston)

1606. Bostedyeat, Will. Lindoe of : Rich. Wills, p. 184.

Boysnape (Eccles)

1235. Bruneshop : L. P., i. pp. 62-3.

1277. Boylsnape : L. A. R., p. 144.

13th c
/^oyl^snape Whall. Ch., T. n. xxi. p. 51.

\Bolesnape : jwhall. Ch., T. n. xxxiii. p. 63.

1518. Bulsnape : Due. Lane., i. p. 16.

1528. Boylesnape : Due. Lane., i. p. 28.

I take Boylsnape to come from an earlier Bolsniep, hoi (0. N.)
= ' reclaimed land,' 'farm,' snsep (0. N.) 'pasture land.' See
hoi, and sna/pe in Pt. II. Bruneshop is of an entirely different

origin. The first element may be a pers. n. ; the second is

apparently 0. E. hop, ' comer,' ' secluded place.'

Bradford
1196. Bradeford : L. P., i. p. 6.

(Near Heaton Norris.)
' Broad ford.' See hrad and ford in Pt. II. 0. E. hrad has

undergone shortening of the vowel before the combination -df-.

Bradkirk
1235. Bredkyrk : L. P., i. p. 72.

1323. Bredekirk : L. C. R., p. 40.

1330. Bredekirk : L. P., ii. p. 78.

1 ^(\R
/Bridekirke : L. P., ii. p. 170.

'^^''\Bredkirk : L. P., ii. p. 181.

1421-22. Bredkirk : L. P., iii. p. 86.

' Broad,' ' spacious ' church. The early forms show a mutated
form of O. E. hrad hrwde-, M. E. hrede. Bride- must be a

scribal error, or may be due to an association with M. E. brld,

' bride.' Por shortening, cp. p. 24, § 9, and remarks in preceding

word. See brad, and kirk (under circe) in Pt. II.

Bradley
1305. Bradelay : De Lac. Comp., p. 74.

' Broadfield.' O. E. brad ledh (q. v. Pt. II.). See remarks on

first element in preceding words ; also those under Broadley.
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Bradshaw (Bolton)

Type I.

1218-19. H. de Bradeshahe : L. A. R., p. 256.

1256-57. Huctred de Bradeshawe : L. A. R., p. 292.

1295. Bradeschac : De Lac. Comp., p. 2.

1311. Bradeschagh : De Lac. Inq., 19.

1320-46. Bradschaghe : Wap. W. Der., 36.

1350. Bredeshagh : Feod. Mil., cit. Baines, iv. p. 758.

Type II.

1230-31. T. de Bradesseye : L. A. R., p. 271.

' Broadwood.' O. E. hrad sceaga (q. v. Pt. II.). Type II.,

which, however, does not concern us in dealing with the Mod.

form, must be due to confusing the suffix with 0. E. haga, and

substituting for this the variant hxge. See both forms in Pt. II.

Brakenthwaite
1189-91. Brakenesthweit : Ch. xi., L. P. R., p. 349.

'The thwaite where the bracken grows.' See Bracken and

Tpveit in Pt. II.

Brandwood
1329. Brendewood : Whall. Ch., T. v. xHi. p. 256.

1543. Brandwood : Due. Lane, i. p. 169.

1624. Brandwood : Due. Lane, i. p. 84.

' The wood that has been cleared by burning,' or ' the wood
in the clearing.' See brand, and vmdu, Pt. II.

Brathay

1157-63. Braiza : [' in Windermere '], Ch. ix. iv., L. P. R.,

p. 310.

1154-89. Brayza : Furn. Ch., p. 344.

1196. Braitha : Eum. Ch., p. 17.

' Broad enclosure ' ? The z of the first two forms is a Norman-
French spelling and expresses the sound of (ts), which is pro-

bably a Norman attempt at the English (Tp) sound.

The first element is perhaps the O. N. breitr, ' broad,' equiva-

lent to O. E. brad ; the second O. E. hasge, ' fenced in place
'

(q. V. in Pt. II.). The second element is, however, ambiguous in

the early forms.
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Breightmet [breitmet, braitmot, breikmat, bregmet]

Type I.

1256-57. Brigdmed : L. A. R., p. 292.

1257. Brihtmede : L. F., i. p. 131.

1506. Brightmede : L. F., iii. p. 161.

Type II.

1247. Brithsmete : L. A. R., p. 117.

1322. Brightmete : L. F., p. 193.

1323. Brightemet : L. C. R., p. 29.

1324. Brightmet : L. C. R., p. 33.

1325. Breghtmete : L. C. R., p. 160.

1327. Brightmete : C. del., Lay. Subs. Farrer MS., 25.

1 R4.9
/Brightmett : R. Banester de, Preston G. Rlls., p. 86.

\Bridgmett : R. Banester de, Preston G. Rlls., p. 107.

The Mod. form is due to Type II., and I can offer no explana-

tion of the unvoicing of the d of mied the element -met. Type I.

is apparently hriht msed, ' bright mead.' See beorht, briht, and
msed in Pt. 11.

A curious form Brekmeks occurs. Due. Lane, i. p. 18, in a

document of Henry vm.'s time. This may be Breightmet. With
this form of second element op. Beckermet in Guwh.

Bretherton

1292.1 T, ^x. X fPlac. Q. Warr, 3756..
j3^jJBretherton:|p^j^^^

j^q 22.

*Briartwistle

1311. Breretwisle : De Lac. Inq., 10.

The 'fork of a road (or river) beset with briars.' Cp. Briercli^

below, and see timsla in Pt. II. Due. Lane, i. p. 77, has Brere-

greve (Derbyshire), 1530.

? Brichscrach brunn
1199. Call. Roll. Oh., p. 11.

This name appears associated with Kelgmersberg.

There is a Lanes, pi. n. Killecrash, Cockerham.

BrierclifTe (Nelson)

1241-42. Brereclife : L. Inq., p. 156.

1251. BrereoHve : Call. Ch. Rlls., i. p. 357.

1296. Brereclif : Whall. Ch., T. v. xvi. p. 206.

1268. Brerecliue: L. A. R.; p. 201.

1274. Brereclive : D. L. Comp., p. 8.
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1292. Brerclive : Plac. Q. Warr., 3816.

1305. Brerecleve : D. Lac. Comp., p. 104.

0. E., brer and cUf (q. v. Pt. II.)

Brindle

(1) 1227. Brimhill : L. F., i. p. 48.

(2) 1228. BumehuU : Whall. Ch., T. vi. Per. Lane, p. 370.

(3) 1254. BrunhuU : L. F., i. p. 116.

(4) 1300. Bumhul : L. F., i. p. 189.

(5) 1356. Bumhull : L. F., ii. p. 153.

(6) 1359. BumehuU : F. F., ii. p. 161.

(7) 1371. BumhuUe : L. F., ii. p. 180.

1584. Briadle : Due. Lane., i. p. 56.

The form apparently means the hill with the 'burn' or stream.

The Mod. form of the first element represents an 0. E. bryn

(q. V. sub burna Pt. II.), only recorded in No. 1. above. The diaa,

parasitic development between n and I. The development of the

form must have been:—O. E. br^nhyU<brinhil{le)<brinille<Z

brinle<.brindle. Form 3 represents the un-mutated form -brun
;

2, 4, 5, 6, 7 are from the un-mutated, and un-metathesised form
-burna. All these pronunciations of the place once existed, all

have perished but one. See hyll in Pt. II., and cp. Bryning below.

Broadhead (Darwen)

c. 1220. Bradhevet : Scar. Ch., 7, p. 261.

1257. Bradeheved : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 474.

1295. Bradehevyd : De Lac. Comp., p. 2.

l^fifi
jBrodeheued : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., vol. ii. p. 113;

\also Brodheued, Alan del.

' Broad point, head, or hill.' See brad and hedfod in Pt. II.

Broadhurst (Wigan)

1532. Brodehurst : Exch. L. S., p. 31.

' Broadwood.' See brad and byrst in Pt. II.

Broadley

1228. Brodeleghbrok : Whall. Ch., T. vi.. Per. Lanes., p. 372.

This form has precisely the same origin as Bradley (q. v.).

The first element here is unshortened, which is due to the fact

that an inflected form was used, brdda, ledh, instead of the un-
jnfiected form brddleah, which gave Bradley. That this inflected

form is old is shown by the M. E. form with Erode-. In Bradley
the vowel was shortened earlier than the change of a to 6.
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Broadmeadow (Angertou Moss)

1235. Bradmedwe : L. P., i. p. 70.

Late 13th c. Brademedou : Pum. Ch., p. 339.

The M. E. type is from an uninflected form, as is shown by
brad, instead of hrod- (cp. preceding word). Of course brdda-

mdedwe, and bradmcedwe may well have existed side by side, or

the form of the first element may have been re-constructed in

modern times, on the analogy of the independent word.

Broadstreet

14th 0. Brettesstret : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixxxv. p. 318.

If the above be a genuine form, the Mod. name is a new creation

as regards the first element, which could not possibly have de-

veloped naturally out of Brettes-. The latter is perhaps a pers.

n. The Mod. name would correspond to 0. E. brdda street. See

both elements in Pt. II.

Brockholes

1227. Brochol : L. P., i. p. 53.

1249. Brochel : L. Inq., p. 177.

1252. Brocholes : L. Inq., p. 187.

1283-1300.1
Bj.o]jiioieg

.
fWhall. Ch., T. m. xliii. p. 110.

1319. J \L. P., ii. p. 35,

Perhaps from Broc, ' badger,' and Holh, ' hollow, or hole
'

(q. V. in Pt. II.). The first element may be either the name of

the animal, or it may be a shortened form of some 0. E. name
in Broc-, or broc itself. See remarks under Brocklehurst below,

and also under Broc in Pt. II.

Brocklehurst

1247. R. de Brockholhurst : L. A. R., p. 117.

1294. Brocholehurste : De Lac. Comp., p. 12.

Brockle- in this name would seem from the above spellings to

mean ' badger hole,' or it may be 0. E. broc holh, q. v. in Pt. II.

imder broc; see also preceding pi. n. On the other hand Napier

and Stevenson point out that Brocklesby (Lincohi) may be from

0. "E. Brocumlf (pers. n.), and that this is certainly the first

element in Broxstowe (Notts.) since the D. B. forms of this name
are Brocholveston, Brochelston, and Brolveston. See the note on

Brochmrdesham, Crawf. Ch., p. 70.

Por the second element see Hyrst, ' a wood,' in Pt. II. below.
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Bromiley
1366. Bronylegh : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 188.

' The field of broom ' (?) Cp. brom and Imh in Pt. II. The

early form, however, suggests rather a connection with 0. E.

burna, etc., ' burn' (q. v. Pt. II.).

Broughton
Type I.

1086. Broctun : D. B., 3016.

1196./Brocton (in Fumess) : L. F., i. p. 4.

1235.\Brocton (in Furness) : L. F., i. p. 60.

?1272. Broghtunbek : Fum. Ch., p. 378.

1256. Brecton (nr. Preston) : L. F., i. p. 119.

1292. Brughton : Plac. Q. Warr., 388&.

1303.1 -D 1,4- fL. P., i. p. 201.

1337. , ,
^™S'';°'' '

, Whall. Ch., T. vi. p. 373.

1378.J (^"^°''°'^''™"''Ul. P., iii. p. 6.

Type II.

' The town on or by the brook.' See Broc and tun in Pt. II.

For changes involved in loss of c, etc., cp. remarks above under

Aighton and Aughton, p. 32 § 16 above, and Pt. II. loc cit. Oxford-

shire Broughton appears as Brotune in D. B. The above D. B.

form must be copied from an older document. Forms in Type II.

are either the result of metathesis

—

Brohtun<Borhtun<Bortun,

or entirely different formations to start with

—

Burhtun. See

burh m Pt. II.

Bruch (near Poulton, W. Fearnhead, Warrington)

1219. Bruches : L. F., i. p. 43.

1304. Bruche : Original R., 1366.

1337. Bruch : L. P., ii. p. 103.

Brunscar

1228. Brunesgare : Ch. ii. xix., L. P. R., p. 421.

(Cp. Farrer's note, L. P. R., p. 423, in which he iden-

tifies this place with Mod. Broom Brow Wood.)

The early form looks as though it were Brunes gar., the gore,

or spear-shaped piece of land belonging to one Brun. On the

other hand the first element may mean ' brown,' and the second

be 0. N. sker, ' rock ' (q. v. in Pt. II.).
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Brunshaw [branjo]

1535-36. Briishay : Townley. Rnt. RIL, p. 7.

' Brown wood ?
' from 0. E. brun and sceaga. For forms of

shaw spelt shay, etc., cp. e.g. under Becconsall above and Grim-

shaw below. Or the first element may be Brun, ' stream.' Cp.

Burn, Burnden, and Burnely.

Bryning
1086. Brune : D. B., 3016.

1189-94. Briningker : Ch. i. x., L. P. R., p. 346.

1200-01. Birstaf brining : L. P. R., 47, p. 132.

1249. Burwad Bruning : Cal. Inq. of Hen. m., p. 34,

No. 143.

1252. Brunig : L. Inq., p. 190.

1320-46. Bryminge : Wap. Sur.2, 46.

1394. Bryning : L. P., p. 43.

' The field by the bryn or stream' ? See bryn under Burna, and
ing in Pt. II. Burwad Bruning above, looks as if the place was
originally called after a person named Burhweard, a name well

established in 0. E., and which occurs in several pi. ns. Cp. Bur-

wardesle (R. De.), Cal. Inq. of Hen. in., p. 5, No. 15, and Bur-

wardescote, Roll. Hund., i. p. 15, the modern Buscot in Berks.

*Buckle Brook
1240-59. Boukele Brok : Ch. vi. vi., L. P. R., p. 332.

[Blk. Bk. of Sir J. Byron.]

1272-1300. Buckel : Whall. Ch., T. iv. viii. p. 142.

Bulhalgh
1418. Bulhalgh : L. P., iii. p. 75.

' The bull's halh, or corner.' See halh in Pt. II.

Bulk
1292.1 ^ It

/I*lac. Q. Warr., 385.
1326./^"'^ • \Lanc. Ch., 450.

1588. Bulke maner : Due. Lane, i. p. 50.

*Burn or Bourne (near Thornton, Amoun. Cf. Burn Hall,

Fleetw.)

1283. Brunne in Ammondernesse : L. P., p. 160.

1685-89. Burne in villa de Thornton : Due. Lane, i. p. 38.

Cp. burna, etc. in Pt. II.

Burnden (Bolton)

1332. Brunden, H. de : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 45.

Either ' brown [from Brun, q, v.], dean, valley,' or the first

element may represent £?•««, 'stream' (q. v.), and cp. under
Burnley below.

F
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Burnley

1230. Brunleya : Eccles. de, Ch. RUs., i. p. 109.

1241-42. Bronley : L. Inq., p. 156.

1251. Branley : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 357.

1292. Brumley : Plac. Q. Warr., 3816.

1296.1 -pj , fWhall. Ch., T. v. xvi. p. 206.

1342./
^^^^a-y

• jwhall. Ch., T. v. xc. p. 325.

1298. Brunley : De Lac. Comp., p. 8 and passim.

1305. Bronelay : De Lac. Comp., p. 117.

' The field by the burn.' See Brun, and leuh in Pt. II. In
the spelUng Bron- o is merely a graphic expression of the it-

sound. Cp. p. 20 § 2(1) above. It is curious that the unmeta-
thesised form is so common in M. E., whereas the Mod. official

form shows metathesis. Cp. Burn, Burnden, Brunshaw above.

Burrow
1086. Borch : D. B., 3016.

1587. Burrowe : Due. Lane, i. p. 51.

Simply the burh or fortress, then the hamlet which sprang up
round it. See burh in Pt. II. Borch if from the nom., Burrowe
from oblique cases.

Burscough [bArska]

1189-96. Burscogh : Ch. i., xi., L. P. R., p. 349.

c. 1200. Burscough : Scar. Ch. 6, p. 261.

1235. Burescho : L. P., i. p. 60.

1247. Birscogh : L. A. R., p. 35.

1241. Burschehou : L. P., i. p. 84.

1260.1 B™„.„h:|«»g;;;;|,^

1283.J Burschou : [l. Inq., p. 259.

1286. Burscho : Cal. Ch. Rlls., ii. p. 330.

1296. Burschogh : Whall. Ch., T. v. xvi. p. 204.

1312. Burscogh : Call. CI. R., 494.

1320-40. Burschoghe : Wap. W. Der. Survey, 46.

1376. Burscogh : L. P., ii. p. 190.

Type II.

1292. Burskew : Plac. Q. Warr., 370,

1306. Burscow : Scar. Ch., 46, 274.

1535-43. Bruscow : Leland, v. p. 40.

' The wood by the burh or citadel or town.' See burh and
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skogr (0. N.) in Pt. II. In Type II. (1) we have apparently the

influence of English equivalent, M. E. schdwe, ' shaw,' in the
second element. II. (2) has the Scand. skogr, but the final w
shows that the form is derived from an inflected case.

Burtonhead (near Prescot)

1325. Burtonheued : L. C. R., p. 85.

1438. Burtonhed : L. F., iii. p. 103.

Presumably hurh-tun-heafod, that is the hill or peak by
the tun or farmstead near the fortified place or citadel.

Burtonwood

1228. Burtonwod : Whall. C!h., T. vi., Per. Lane, p. 372.

1270. Burtoneswod, Cal. Ch. Rlls., ii. p. 135.

1332. Burtunwode : L. F., ii. pp. 83 and 85.

1388. Burtonwode : L. F., iii. p. 32.

1459. Burton Wode : L. F., iii. p. 122.

See preceding name, and the elements there mentioned, and
vmdu in Pt. II.

Bury

1190. Bur : Whall. Ch., T. n. xviii. p. 49.

^2^^-{Biri:K^-^-'PP-^*'^*^-
1230.\ fWhall. Ch., T. ii. xxix. p. 60.

1271./^'^'^ • IWhall. Ch., T. ii. xv. p. 148.

?1292. Burgh : Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

1295. Bjrry : De Lac. Comp., p. 5.

' The citadel.' The Mod. form represents the 0. E. dat. sing.

See hurh in Pt. II.

Butterworth

1235. Buterwrth : L. F., i. p. 68.

1262. Butterworthe : L. F., i. p. 136.

1278. Botreworth : L. F., i. p. 154.

1288. Butterword : Whall. Ch., T. iv. xxx. p. 161.

1311. Butterworth : De Lac. Inq., 20.

Literally, ' butter farm,' referring no doubt to the dairy in-

dustry pursued there. 0. E. hutere and wory (q. v. in Pt. II.)

Byrom
1294. J. de Byrun : De Lac. Comp., p. 6.

1594. Byrom : Due. Lane, i. p. 62.
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' At the byres, or cowhouses.' Dat. pi. of O. E. hyre (q. v. in

Pt. II.). Jellinghaus, AngUa, xx. p. 274, quotes 0. E. to middel

byrum, from Birch. Ch., 2, 519.

c
Oadishead [kerised]

Type I.

(1) 1212. Cadwalesate : Gt. Inq. ; L. Inq., p. 66.

(2) rCadwaUisete : Whall. Ch., T. v. xlii. p. 254.

(3) 1329.1 Cadwalesate :\T. de N., 405.

(4) iCadwalsete : JT. de N., 409.

Type II.

1316-17. Caduelheued : Rnt. RU. of E. of Lanes, cit. Baines,

vol. i. p. 369.

1402. Cadwallesheved : Recog. RUs. p. 38.

1478 ? Cadewallesheued : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 337.
' The seat

—

sMe of Gadwalla.' No 2 is the best spelling, as

O. E. ie became e in M. E. Type II. shows variants with M. E.

heued, O. E. heafod. There would be little difference in the

fifteenth century pronunciation between -sete, and heued after

genitive in s, the second syllable of a compound, as both would
be shortened by absence of stress, and the latter would lose its

aspirate, -heued in Type II. is no doubt a mere etymological

spelling, which, as is so often the case, happens to be wrong.

The mod. spelling embodies the same etymological error.

Calder [kodar]

1294. Kelder : De Lac. Comp., 18.

1316. Caldra : Furn. Ch., ii. 638, 9.

1552-53 : Calder : Due. Lane, i. p. 272.

Cant Beck (Tunstall)

1202. Kant : L. F., i. p. 15.

Cantsfield
Type I.

1241. Cauncefeud : L. P., i. pp. 148-49.

1245.1

Cauncefeld : [L. F. ., i. p. 113.1252.

1269.

1292.;

Furn. Ch., p. 463.

Cauncefelde : iFum. Ch., p. 313.

Cauntefend : 1 T,i ^ ,„ „-
Cauntefeld:r^^°-Q-Warr.,374.

1332. Caunsfeld : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 96.
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Type II.

1202. Canceveld : L. F., i. p. 15.

1249.
J ^a^ceteide . |j,^^ ^^ ^ ^^g

1263-72. Cancefeld : Lane. Ch., 23.

1269. Canxfelde : Furn. Ch., p. 445.

Capernwray

(1) 1228. Coupenwra : Whall. Ch., T. vi., Per. Lane, p. 370.

(2) 1235. Copenewra : L. P., i. p. 71.

(3) 1246-48. Copmanwra : L. Inq., p. 169.

... 1263-72. \ „ fLanc. Ch., 27.
(*)

1319. J

Coupmanwra : [^ ^ „ ^ g^

(5) circa 1300. Coupmanwar : Lane. Ch., p. 150.

1508-09. Capanray : Due. Lane., i. p. 12.

(N.B.—The form Kowffemoneswra in Index of T.

de N. is an error, the text has Kowpmoneswra

[407]).

The ' merehant's corner.' See Kawpman and vrd (both Seand.)

in Pt. II. Nos. 3, 4, 5 are the best forms. 1 and 2 suggest
' market eomer,' which name may, of course, have been used

alongside of the other. Cp. Chipping and references there given

for the Enghsh equivalents of Kaupa, Kaupman -ma^r, etc. in

Lanes. PI. Names.
Copmanford, called also Coppingford occurs in Hunts., which

in D. B. was Copemaneford ; Ramsay Chartulary Copmanforde

(Skeat, Hunts. PL Ns., p. 326). Yorks. Gopmanthorpe is written

Coupmanthorp in K.'s Inq., p. 24, etc., and as Copmonistorp in

Plac. Abbrev., p. 97 (temp. Ric. i. or John). I note now that

Bjorkman has evidence that Copman was used as a pers. n., and
of its occurrence in Engl, documents (N. Pers. N. in England,

p. 86). The T. de N. form above rather points to the first element

being felt as such in this name.

Carleton

1086. Carlentun : D. B., 3016.

1292. Carlton : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

The first element is the O. N. pers. n. Karl, or as the D. B.

form indicates, for the weak form Karla, on which see Bjorkman

pp. 76, 77. The second element is O. E. tun (q. v. Pt. II.).
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Carnforth
1086. Chreneforde : D. B., 3116.

1301. Kemeford : L. P., i. p. 214.

1326. Kemeford : Original. RUs., 2316.

1346. Comford : Wap. Sur.2, 82.

1356. Camford : Pum. Ch., p. 371.

ioAa'lcorneford : Test, de Nev., 408.
loUv.J ''

The modem suffix -jorih is the Scand. equivalent of O. E. jord,

which appears in the early forms. See these elements in Pt. II.

I cannot explain the first element.

Oarr
1292. Kar : Whall. Ch., p. 118.

' The wood ' or ' swamp.' See 0. N. K'iarr in Pt. II.

Cartmel

C
Carmel :

]
TSi, p. 66.

1187.^ Kertmel : [ L. P. R., \ 34, p. 68.

1 Cartmel : j Uo, p. 75.

1201. Kermel : 1 ^ ^i, i co oeo
, ^Lanc. Ch., 152, 263.

1206. Kermell;

1208. Cartmell : L. F., i. p. 39.

1208. Kermel (three times) : Plac. Abbrev., p. 57.

1280.\„ , , /Scar. Ch., 30.

1292.J
^^^"^^^ '

\piac. Q. Warr. 3766.

1332. Kartmall : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 25.

1346. Kartmel : Wap. Sur.3, 52.

1372. Cartemelle, J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii. p. 140.

1508-09. Carpmell : Due. Lane, i. p. 10.

1535-43. Cartemaile : Leland, iv. p. 11.

The second element is 0. N. mdr, ' sandbank.' Cartmel is

situated on or amidst sandhills, and, according to Baines (Hist,

of Lanes., Ed. Croston, 1893, vol. v. p. 426), two guides were

appointed by the Prior at a very early date to conduct travellers

over the sands. The only suggestion I can make concerning

the first element is that it may be O. N. Kerti, ' candle or link,'

cp. the compound kerti-sveinn (Cleasby-Vigf.) ' link-boy.' It is

possible that the place may have been so named either because

there was a beacon light there, or because torches or links were

obtainable at that spot for the use of travellers ? The early

forms show some interesting sound changes, e.g., the loss of t

before m, in several cases, and in 1508, what is quite probably

a genuine pronunciation, an assimilation of f to p before m.
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Castleton (Rochdale)

1246. Castelton : L. A. R., pp. 74 and 76.

1295. Caselton : L. P., i. p. 179.

1311. Castleton : De Lac. Inq., 20.

Oatlow [ksetlg], J. H. H.

1242-43. Katlauhe : Scut, of Case, L. Inq., p. 150.

1305. Catlou (R. de) : De Lac. Comp., 83.

1313. Cattelawe : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixxviii. p. 313.

1317. Cattelowe : L. F., ii. p. 25.

' Cat's mound,' or ' hill,' for second element see hlBw, etc.

The first element is almost certainly a pers. n. ; the 0. N. is

Kati (cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. Names, p. 157), whence we have N.
Katte cross, Katterud : see also under Cattercdl below. One or

two 0. E. names of this kind are recorded by Searle

—

Catta,

which appears to be a form of Ceatta, and Catto. CatsMll in

Staffs, appears as CaMeslowe in the fourteenth century, and as
' Gatteslowe, alias Gatteshill ' in the fifteenth. Cp. Duignan, Staffs.

PI. Names, p. 34, who, as usual, refers to no documents. This

appears to be the same as Catlow. We have apparently the

O. E. pers. n. Gatt in the following :

—

ofer cattes fleot (C. D., v.

p. 334 (956)) ; at Gattesstoke in a M. E. version of a ch. of

-ffitSelstan's (C. D., v. p. 236) ; Gsetes^urne, Wulfric's Will, 1002

(C. D., vi. p. 148), and in the following, the weak form Gatta,

gen. Cattan, Gattanege (C. D., iii. p. 466). Of course, it is possible

that Catlow means not the ' burial mound of Catt,' but a hiU or

mound frequented by wild cats. Cp. imilfhlea'^u, ' wolf-haunted

slopes,' Beow., 1395. See also Gatt. in Pt. II.

Caton

1184-85. Caton : ) L. P. R., 31, p. 56 and passim.

1185-86. Catton :jL. P. R., 32, p. 60.

1233: Katton: L. F., i. p. 58.

Catterall [katara]

1086. Catrehala : D. B., 3016.

1206-30. Cateral : Cockrsnd Ch., p. 273.

1244. Katirhale : L. Inq., p. 159.

1272. Katreale : Cal. Anc. Dds., ii. p. 462, No. C. 1912.

1293. Caturhale : L. F., i. p. 176.

1305. Caterhale : L. P., i. p. 214.

1348. Caterall : Fum. Ch., p. 353.

1327-77. Caterale : Fum. Ch., p. 355.
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The early forms suggest kalh as the second element (q. v. in Pt.

II.). The first element is an 0. N. pers. n. (cp. Rygh, Gamle

Pers. Ns., 1291). There is a Norwegian pi. n. Katralen, of which

the old forms are Kattarhali, Kattehale (cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers.

Ns., i. p. 44). This is apparently identical with the Lanes, name.

The -r- in this case is the Norse gen. sing. See examples of the

0. E. name Gatt in pi. names under Catlow above. On the 0. N.

pers. n. Kati, cp. now also Bjorkman, N. Pers. Names, p. 78.

Cawood
1230. Cawude : 01. RUs., iii. 376.

1346. Kawode : Wap. Sur.3, 66.

1437. Cawod : Due. Lane, i. p. 24.

' Calf-wood ' ?

The first element might conceivably be a Norse pers. n., the full

form of which was Kaki, but which is shortened to Kaa. Rygh
(Gamle Pers. N., i. p. 362) gives Kadbol, older Kakdbole, and

Kaafell, p. 85, but remarks (0. N. Pers. Ns., p. 152) that Kaki

is rare. For second element see timdu in Pt. II. For loss of -k-

before following cons., cp. Gawthorpe from Gaukthorp. The D. B.,

Kirkby's Inquest, and Knts.' Fees forms of the Yorks. Cawood

throw no light, and I cannot find any record in English docu-

ments of the existence of the name Kaki applied to a person

in this country. Cakebould and Cakemore in Worcs., regarding

which Duignan can offer no suggestion, may possibly contain

the name. This is slight evidence to go upon.

A better known Norse pers. n. was Kalfr (Rygh, Gamle Pers.

Ns.,p. 152), and this name seems to occur in a goodmany Norse pi.

ns. I find no record in Searle of any such name in England in the

earliest period, but Robertus Caluus appears as an under-tenant

in D. B. at the formation of the survey in Cambr., and Willielmus

Calvus in the same capacity in Glos. (Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 300).

Of course these names may be the Latin word for ' bald.' The
name would certainly appear to have existed in England how-
ever, for the Yorks. Gawton occurs in D. B. as Galuetun (166, 846),

and in Kirkby's Inq. as Galveton. See Index to K.'s Inq., p. 497.

The same pers. n. is, perhaps, the first element of Yorks. Gaw-
tkorne, which appears in D. B., 56, 706 as Galtorn, and in K.'slnq.

as Galthorne. See Index loc. cit.

There is no difficulty whatever about the prefix cealf-, calf-

in itself in 0. E. pi. n. (for examples see this element in Pt. II.).

There are several names beginning thus in the 0. E. Oh., but
owing to the absence of evidence for this word as a man's name
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in the 0. E. period, we regard it in these cases as the name of

the animal. There is no valid reason why we should not assume
an early form *Gdlfewudu for Caivood, and regard it as meaning
' calf wood.' The word cealfhanggra, ' calf wood,' which occurs

in a Ch. of Edgar of 967 (C. D., iii. p. 14) is rather interesting in

this connection. Cp. also the names Cowpe, etc., below, which
contain cow- as the first element. The result of this discussion is

that the evidence is in favour of calf- as the first element rather

than Kaki ; and further it is more probable that in this case

the prefix refers to the animal. Compare with our difiiculties in

deciding whether we are dealing with the name of a man or an
animal, the discussion under Callow above, of the meaning of

its first element.

Chadderton

1190. Chaderton : Whall. Ch., T. ii. xviii. p. 49.

1278. Chadreton : L. P., i. p. 153.

1216-1307. Chaderton : T. de N., 3996.

1420. Chaderton : Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. p. 495, C. 2222.

Is the first element the pers. n. Ceadd (cp. two following names)
with the Norse gen. sufi&x -ar instead of the Engl, -es ?

Chadsworth (estate in township of Pendlebury)

1212. Chadeswrthe : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 68.

T. de N., 405b.

The ' worth ' or ' homestead ' of Chadd. See iimr}> in

Ft. n.

Chadwick

1329. Chadewyke : Whall. Ch., T. v. xiii., p. 160.

1369. Chadewyk : L. P., ii. pp. 175, 176.

The ' wick ' or abode of Chadd. See former word in Pt. II.

and examples of name Chadd under Chadsworth, and Chadderton.

The early forms above look like weak genitives (0. E. *Ceaddan-).

If so the double cons, of the original would prevent lengthening,

which we should have had in M. E. if the 0. E. had been *Geadan-.

Chaigeley

1437. Chawgeley : Due. Lane, i. p. 24.

1514. Chageley : Due. Lane, i. p. 18.

Ghappels (near Blackburn)

Chappies: T. deN., 4046.
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Charnock

(1) 1193-94. Chemock : L. P. R., p. 78.

(2) 1252. Chemhoc : L. Inq., p. 189.

1263-72. Chemoc, R. de : Lane. Ch., 23.

(3) 1324. rChemok :\L. P., ii. p. 57.

1424-25.\Chernok : jL. F., iii. p. 123.

If we may take No. 2 seriously, the name may mean the ' hook '

or ' comer ' or ' retreat ' of Charn—0. E. Cemn or Ceorn. See hoc

in Pt. II. The second element may, however, be 0. E. nok, ' nook

'

(q. v.). CmrTW, graf occurs in a Ch. of 959 (0. D., vi. p. 8), and

CearniTiga gemiere in one of 958 (C. D., v. p. 396). There is also

a pers. n. Ceorn found in Ceornei (C. D., i. p. 270), dated 821, now
Charney Basset in Berks. The above M. E. spelUng Chern might

represent O. E. Cemn, or Cemn, though it would be a more

normal representative of the latter.

Ohatburn

1241-42.1 j-L. Inq. : p. 156.

1292. VChattebum :\ Plac. Q. Warr, 3816.

1296. J I.WhaU. Ch., T, v. xvi. p. 205.

1383. Chatebom : Whall. Ch.; T. v. Ixxviii. p. 312.

The ' bum ' or stream of Ceat(t). See burna in Pt. II. and the

pers. n. discussed under Chethum below.

Cheesden

1624-65. Cheesden : Due. Lane., i. p. 89.

Chetham

1235. rChetham :)L. F., i. p. 59.

1231-61.\Chetham
:J
Whall. Ch., T. ii. xix. p. 50.

1312. Cheteham : L. F., ii. p. 9.

The ham of ceat{t)a or cet{t)a, Cetwuda, Ghetwood, Bucks, is

found C. D., ii. p. 292, ann. 949. Professor Skeat (Cambs. PI.

Ns,, p. 21) assumes *Gett as the first element in Chettisham,

and quotes Cettan treo from C. D., iii. p. 380, as illustrating the

weak form of this pers. n. The 1312 form is, perhaps, a genuine

weak gen. (0. E. ceafan), in which ease the pronunciation

[tjitam) is normal.

Chew
fCho:|L.F.,ii.p. 60.

^''''''•\Choo:jL.F.,ii.p.63.
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^i Childwall [njilda]

Type I.

1090. Kydewell : Lane. Ch., 9.

11th c. Cheldewell : Lane. Ch., 13.

1177. de Chillewelle : L. P. R., 24, p. 38.

Childewell : \T. de N., 408.

Childewelle :/T. de N., 3996.

1408. Childewell : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 196.

Type II.

1224. Childewal : L. P., i. p. 45.

1238. Chaldewall : L. P., i. p. 76.

1330. Childewalle : L. P., ii. p. 78.

1320-46. Childwall : Wap. Sur.s, 42.

The first element may possibly be O. E. did, ' child,' also used

as a title appHed to princes of the blood. As an example of this

word in a pi. n., cp. Childwick (Herts), from 0. E. Cildeswic

(Skeat, Herts. PI. Ns., p. 54), and Child's Wickkam (Glos.)

The second element is 0. E. weU, welle, ' spring ' (q. v. Pt. II.),

which as in the forms of Aspinall has been confused with 0. E.

weall. In this case the meaning of the name would be ' Prince's

spring.' The forms in Cheld-, chald are, however, against this.

What appears, however, to me a better solution of the first

element, is that suggested by Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 299,

who assumes an O. E. word *cild, celd, which does not appear

as an independent word, but which he finds in Bapchild (Kt.),

earUer Baccancelde (Birch Ch. ? J.'s reference is uniatelli-

gible to me), and in Cildebergas (Kt. Birch, 2, 18). This word
Jellinghaus takes to mean ' a sudden burst of water from a hill,'

and he connects it with O. N. Eelda, ' spriag ' (q. v. Pt. II.).

The form *cild would have to be explained as from *keldi-, and
*celd from *kelda-. This assumed element would square with

the child- and chdd- forms of our name. Chalde- of 1238 must,

I think, be influenced by the Anglian cdld, ' cold,' as regards its

vowel. If we accept the reality of cild, celd, we shall interpret

childwell as meaning ' the sudden-leaping spring,' or something

of the kind. The variations in both elements seem to show
that their meaning was very early forgotten. Harrison (Liver-

pool District PI. Ns. takes the first element to be 0. N. Kelda,

but omits to explain how the initial sound came to be fronted

in Enghsh.
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Chippendale

1102. in Cepndela : Ch. i. xv., L. P. R., p. 382.

?1230. Chepyngdale:

1241. Chypping[dale] : Plac. Abbrev., p. 110; Chyppindal:

ibid., p. 111.

1292. Chipindale : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1389. Chipyndale : L. P., iii. p. 35.

1396. Chypyndale : L. P., iii. p. 49.

See Napier and Stevenson's note on Chippenham from Cyppan-

ham, cited under cedp, etc., Pt. II. The above may be Cyppan

del, ' the dell of Cyppa ' ; see next word. Note in the earliest of

the above forms, the scribes use of c for ch- sound, before e.

Chipping

1313. Chipyn : L. P., ii. p. 14.

1327. Chepyn : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 106.

1342. Chypyne : L. P., ii. p. 115.

1377. Chepyn : L. P., iii. p. 2.

1605. Chepin, J. BaylifEe of : Rich. Wills., p. 25.

1664. Chipping, Bee of : Rich. Wills, p. 27.

This can hardly be a pers. n. because pers. ns. do not occur

uncompounded as pi. ns. as a rule ; also the form would

be difficult to account for. The Mod. form would suggest an
O. E. ' ceping,' ' market ' (q. v. Pt. IL), but the above fourteenth

century forms are against this. I must leave the matter un-

settled.

Chisnall

1325. Chisenale : L. C. R., p. 118.

1332. Chisenhale : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 48.

1385. Chesynhale : L. P., iii. p. 25.

1388. Chisenhale : L. P., iii. p. 31.

There is an element cis-, recognised by Middendorff (p. 27), in

0. E., which occurs in Gisburn. This M. identifies with 0. H. G.,

Mes, ' gravel,' ' shingle,' cognate with the longer 0. E. form
cis-il, ceos-ol, etc., which is the ordinary 0. B. word for ' gravel,'

etc. May we assume another form of this root *cisen, *cesen ?

If so the above name might =' gravel halh.' See halh in Pt. II.

There is, however, a pers. n. Cissa recorded by Searle as

occurring at least half a dozen times in 0. E. documents.

The compound Cissanham is also mentioned by him (C. D.,

658).
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373.

Chorley
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Claife

1337. Clayf : Fum. Ch., p. 173.

1401. Furn. Ch., p. 205.

Olaughton [klseftn]

Type I.

1086. Clactune : D. B., 301& (Amondemess).

1208. Clacton : L. F., i. p. 33 (Amondemess).

1230. Clacton : Lane. Ch., 164.

1311. Clackton : De Lac. Comp., 22 (Birkdale).

Type II.

1208. Clahton : L. F., i. p. 33 (Amondemess).

1230. Claghton, Rob. de : Lane. Ch., 154.

1287. Clagherton, Will de : Lane. Ch., 347.

1328.\™ , , JL. F., ii. p. 74 (Lonsdale).

1388.r^^S^*°'' IL. F., iv. p. 30 (Garstang).

1397. Claghton, H. de : Preston G. RUs., p. 3.

Type III.

1241. Clauton : L. F., i. p. 85 (Lonsdale).

Type IV.

Clatton : T. de N., 404.

Type V.

Ante 1372. Cloghtona : Fum. Ch., p. 225.

The ' tun of Clac," on which pers. n. see Bjorkman, p. 81.

There is, however, no evidence produced by B. for believing this

to be a Scand. name.

Clayton

1194-95. Cleiton : L. P. R., p. 90.

1202. Henry de Cleiton : L. F., p. 151.

1251.1 rWhall. Ch., T. in. vi. p. 77.

1284. [ Clayton : \ L. F., i. p. 162.

1422.J II. F., iii. p. 81.

The ' tiin ' on the elay. See Glmg and tun in Pt. II.

Clegg (Littleboro')

1271-79. Clegh : Whall. Ch., T. iv. xv. p. 148.

1272-1300. Cleg : Whall. Ch., T. iv. viii. p. 142.

1325. de Clegge : L. C. R., p. 149.

Cleveley

1687. Clevelee : Due. Lane, i. p. 302.

' The lee by the cliff ' ? The vowel in this pi. n. goes back to
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the 0. B. eo of the c?eo/-type, M. E. cUve-. See O. E. clifu, etc.,

in Pt. II.

Clifton

1185-86.^ [L. P. R., 32, p. 59.

1257. [clifton A L. F. , i. p. 130.

1290. J iwhall. Ch., T. i. xxv. p. 25.

1280. Clyfton : L. P., i. p. 157.

The ' tun ' on or by the cliff. See both words in Pt. II.

Clitheroe

1175-76. Chderhous : L. P. R., 22, p. 32.

1230. Cliderho : Gal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 109.

1235. Cliderhow : L. P., i. p. 59.

1251. Chderho : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 357.

1255. Clider how : L. P., i. p. 118.

1256. Clyderhow: L. P., i. p. 123.

1296. Childerhow : Orig. RUs., 97.

1311. Cliderow : L. P., ii. p. 6.

1318. CUderhowe : Lane. Ch., p. 495.

1361. Clyderhowe : J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii., p. 346.

1365. Oiderowe : L. P., ii. p. 170.

1441. Clytherawe : L. P., iii. p. 108.

The second element is the common hough, or how, 0. E. hoh

(q. V. Pt. II.). As to the first the only suggestion I can offer is

that it is related to 0. E. dud, ' a rock,' being a mutated form

—

O. E. *clyder-, ' rocky,' or something of the kind. There seems

to be no other pi. n. with this first element, though the un-

mutated dud appears in several pi. ns. :

—

to Cludesleghe in the

boundaries of a Ch. (C. D., iii. p. 410), and Chud End, the ter-

mination of the Biddulf Moor Hill range, Chesh. Miiller (Namen
d. Northumbr., Liber Vitae, p. 113) derives the first element in

the pers. n. Glyduini from a base *d'ijidi. The sufiSx in the form

Clytherawe may be due to confusion with O. E. haga (q. v.).

M. E. hawe.

Cliviger

1195-96. Clivercher : L. P., p. 2.

1258. Clyvicher : Cal. Inq. Hen. iii., p. 116, .No. 413.

1294. Clyvacher : Cal. CI. RUs., ii. p. 436.

1296. Clyuacher : WhaU. Ch., T. v. xvi., p. 206.

1311. Clineacre {n for u ?) : Cal. CI. RUs., p. 315.

The form of 1311 suggest the simple ' cliff acre,' but the earlier

forms as well as the Mod. form are dead against this.
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{near Oldham
nearLittleboro', three places

and Nelson

1332. Clogh, Robt. del : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 50.

'Valley.' 0. E., cZoA (q. v. Pt. IL). Mod. : (klaf) is from

the uninflected t3rpe.

Olougha [klefe Br.]

1228. Cloghou : Whall. Oh., T. vi., Per. Lane, p. 371.

1228. Clochehoc : Ch. n. xix., L. P. R., p. 421.

1311.) p, , /De Lac. Inq., 6.

1338./ ^ ^^
• twhall. Ch., T. v. xhx. p. 280.

' The hill by the valley.' The first element is that of preceding

name, the second 0. E. hoh (q. v. Pt. II.).

Clow Bridge (near Fleetwood)

1235. Clouwes : L. F., i. p. 70.

Clow is a form of dough, derived from the inflected forms of

the O. E. doh (q. v. in Pt. II.).

Cockden (Nelson)

1236-42. Kokerdene : Penworth. Ch. ii.

The first element may be a Norse pers. n. with the gen. suflSx.

I cannot, however, find any reference to such a N. name as

Kok, or Kok. The O. E. pers. n. Gocca occurs in the locality Coc-

canhurh, cited by Searle from C. D. : it occurs also ia ^tSelflsed's

Will (Thorpe's Diplomatar., p. 523, c. 972, Cochanfeld, Cockfidd,

Suff.). We might have assumed this pers. n. in Cockden, but for

the thirteenth century form. The prefix cock- is not uncommon
in pi. ns., but its meaning is doubtful. See remarks under *coc

in Pt. II. below. The second element is 0. E. denu, ' valley

'

(q. V. in Pt. II.).

Gockenshell (Barrow-in-Furness)

1370. Cokamscahs : Fum. Ch., p. 145.

' Cocca's hut.' The first element is apparently the gen. case

of the pers. n. Caeca (q. v. under Cockden). The original of

the second element is 0. E. scalu, ' shell,' then ' building,'

through the influence of 0. N. skdli. See scealu, scalu in

Pt. II.
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Cockerham

1086. Cocreha : D. B., 332a.

1206. Cokerheim : L. F., i. p. 20.

ante 1272. Kokerhame : Fum. Ch., p. 467.

1370. Cokyrham : L. F., ii. p. 185.

1373. Cokirhame : Fum. Ch., p. 169.

For the first element see remarks under Gockden. The second

is clearly 0. E. ham (q. v. in Pt. II.), as the Norse spelling heim

shows.

Oockersand

1213-15. Cocressand : L. P. R., 61, p. 249.

1236-42. Kokersond : Pr. Pen., 11.

lo^c r Cokersand : 1 T „ . ,„-

1246-{Kokersand:|^-^-''-P-l«^-

1262. Cokersaund : L. F., i. p. 135.

The first element is perhaps the gen. of an O. N. pers. n.,

Kok or Kok, as in Gockden and Cockerham (q. v.). See also sand

in Pt. II.

Cockleach (Ribchester)

1630. Cocklach : Due. Lane, i. p. 92.

Cp. also Cockelacke : Due. Lane, i. 61 (Yorks.), 1594.

The first element here is apparently the somewhat mysterious

*coc referred to in Pt. II. See the remarks and suggestions there

offered. If *coc can mean a narrow valley, etc., the Cockleach
' a stream running through a narrow valley.' See for second

element Isece in Pt. II.

Gockridge (Nelson)

Kokerig: T. de N., 397.

? ' Hill ridge.' Skeat mentions, under cock (of hay, etc.), Dan.

kok, ' heap,' Swed. koka, ' clod of earth,' and Icel. kokkr which is

explained by Cleasby-Vigf. as ' a lump,' e.g. in badly-stirred

porridge, in the throat and the like.' It is surely possible that

such a word as this, which is used for a heap of hay, might be ex-

tended in meaning to a mound or hillock of earth. This may be

the sense in several pi. ns., where the element occurs. Cp.

remarks of Napier and Stevenson on cocc, cited in Pt. II.

Cocksbotts Wood
1377-99. Cokeshoteslace : Fum. Ch., p. 403.

G
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Coldcoats
1258. Caldecotis : L. Inq., p. 213.

1298. Coldecotes : Whall. Ch., T. v. xxi.

1321. Caldecotes, H. de : L. F., ii. p. 40.

1332. Coldecotes : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 86.

Literally ' cold huts.' The first element has, perhaps, the same
force as in Cold Harbour, which meant, says Skeat, ' a wayside
refuge, where one could obtain shelter, but no fire or food

'

(Herts. PI. Names, p. 68). See 0. E. cot in Pt. II. There is a

Caidecote in Herts., which name Skeat takes to mean ' that the

original settler's cot was in a bleak situation ' (Herts PI. Ns.,

p. 19).

CoUoway Marsh (Morec.)

1332. CoUay : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 24. (Is this

the same place ?)

Colne [kaun]
1230. Cahia : Cal. Ch. Rlls., i. p. 109.

1251. Caune : Cal. Ch. Rlls., i. p. 357.

1327. Colli : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 106.

1332. Colne : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 85.

1443. Colne : Due. Lane, i. p. 2.

Colton
1332. Colton : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 91.

1337. Colton : Fum. Ch., p. 173.

' The tun of Kollr or Coll.' This name said by Bjorkman (p. 84)

to be 0. Swed., but as Col occurs in EngHsh coins and charters

from the middle of the ninth century, this pers. n. may surely

be English also.

Conder (River)

1228. Gondouere (three times) : Ch. n. xix., L. P. R., p. 421.

The second element appears to be O. E. ofer, ' bank of a river
'

(q. V. in Pt. II.). On the first element I can only surmise that
it may possibly be a greatly shortened form of Gunnhildr. Cp. the
old forms of and remarks on Cunliffe below. The o instead of u
is quite a normal M. E. spelling, especially in the neighbourhood
of n. See p. 20, § 2 (1) above.

Conishead
1180-4.1^ . , , |'Ch.i.,xii. ; L. P. R..P. 357
1235. P'™g^^^^"^'i={L.F.,i.p.63.

^

1197. Coneghesheved : Cal. of Ch. D. of L., No. 81, p. 171.

?1200. Coni[n]geshevede : Furn. Ch., 420.
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?1246. Cuimi[n]geshevede : Furn. Ch., p. 348.

1276. Cuniislievid : Cal. of Ch. D. of L., No. 59, p. 168.

1306. Conyngesheved : Orig. RUs., 152.

1340. Conyngeshevede : Furn. Ch., p. 426.

Conyngeshed : Furn. Ch., p. 424.

' King's head,' or ' peak.' The first element is Norse Konungr
and not 0. E. cyning. See Konungr, sub cyning, and hedfod in

Pt. n. Doubtless the 0. E. word has influenced the Norse form,

in the above early spellings.

Coniston [kunistn]
1147-67."! ^ . , fFurn. Ch., 341.

1157-63.)
Comngeston

: ^^ ^^ ^ .^ ^ p ^ p 3^^

1196. Koningeston:{^;^^;
'^l' J; ^^

1216-72. Conyngeston : Furn. Ch., p. 2.

1311. Conyngeston, J. de : Cal. CI. Rlls., 365.

1337. Kunyngeston : Furn. Ch., p. 173.

1401. Cunigestun : Furn. Ch., p. 346 and 347.

1404. Cuningeston : Furn. Ch., p. 351.
'

' King's town.' The first element is Norse. See preceding

word.

Conyers (in Yealand C.) [jeland kunjoz]

1228. Coyneres, Will de : CI. RIL, iii. 55.

1300. Coygners, W. de : L. P., i. p. 191.

This is a French (Norman ?) pi. n. Bardsley gives the

French form as Coigniers. He quotes Lower, who says that

Roger de Coigniers came to England about the end of the reign

of William the Conqueror, and received from the Bishop of

Durham the constableship of that place. The family gave its

name to Howton Coigniers, Yorks. Cp. Bardsley's Engl, and
Welsh Surnames, p. 201.

The above spelling is obviously based upon the original

French.

Coppul
1213-15. CophiU : L. P. R., 61, p. 251.

1282. Copphul : L. Inq., p. 250.

1332. CoppehuU : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 49.

1497. Coppol : L. F., iii. p. 146.

This name is really pleonastic, since both elements mean
pretty much the same thing. The first is 0. E. coppa, ' summit,

peak, hill,' the second is O. E. hyll, ' hill.' See these elements

in Pt. n.
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Copthurst (Burnl.)

1332. Copped hurst : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc^ ii. p. 77.

' The hurst or wood which has been topped or pollarded.'

O. E. capped a participial form from cop, ' top, summit,' occurs

in 0. E. Charters, applied to trees. To )>an copjpedan Tporne (939),

C. D., V. p. 28 ; on ]?a coppedan ac (900), Thorpe's Diplomatar.,

p. 145. Both of these are quoted by B. T. I may further note

the name Copdock (Suffolk), ' pollard oak,'/cp. the forms Goppe-

doc (1285, 1290, 1361, etc.), and Coppedook (1388) ; Coppedoke

(1396). See Lidex Ch. and Rlls., p. 195.

Corney Hill Farm (Caton)

1332. R. de Cornay : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 91.

Perhaps'from Cornhxg, cp. hsege, ' hey,' in Pt. II., or the second

element may be -ey from O. E. ea, ' water-meadow.' See remarks

under -ey (2) in Pt. II.

Cottam (near Lancaster)

1525. Cottom : Due. Lane, i. p. 24.

1632. Cottam : Due. Lane., i. p. 95.

Probably an old dat. pi. of O. E. cot, ' dwelling '
(q. v.), thus

meaning ' at the dwellings.'

Cowburg (Mossley)

1189-94 : Couburugh Ch., i. x., L. P. R., p. 346.

Either ' cow city,' or ' Col's city.' See cu and hurh in Pt. II.

It is possible that the first element is the pers. n. found in Cow-
ford ante (q. v.). In this case we have a Norman spelling in the

early form.

Cowden (Clith)

1332. Couden, R. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 76.

Apparently ' cow valley,' but M. E. and Mod. am- is sometimes
misleading, and may stand for earlier col-, and not cu-. See nest
word, and the elements cu, and denu in Pt. II.

Cowford
1322. Colleforthe (twice) Forest Peramb. : (Exch. Q. R.), i.

No. 49, cit. L. P. R., p. 425.

Fords were so often named after animals (Oxford, Catford)
that but for the old form one would have had no hesitation in

assuming that the first element was really what it seems to be.

As it is, we must assume that the first element is either the O. E.
pers. n. Col, or the corresponding 0. N. Kollr. Bjorkman,
pp. 84 and 85, gives various references in the 0. E. period for

this name, and also in D. B. Why he should assume that Col is
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probably Norse, I do not understand. The second element is the

Scandinavian equivalent of the English ford (q. v.). This inter-

change of the English and Scand. forms of the word is common in

Lanes, pi. ns. Cp. Camforth and its older forms.

Cowhill

1258. Kuhul : L. Inq., p. 213.

1332. Couhull : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 75 ; also J. de

Coule, ibid., p. 82. (Is this the same name ?)

1594. Coohyll : Due. Lane, i. p. 62.

' The hill of the cow.' Cu and hyll in Pt. II.

Oowpe [kaup]

S^opheued:Wl-^-'T-—i-P-154.
1294. Couhoppe:l„ ,. ^ (5.

1305. Couhope: JDe Lac. Comp.,|jQj

1311. Kouhope : De Lac. Inq., 12.

The ' hop ' or ' retreat ' of the cow. See hop, and cu in Pt. II.

Lench is a ' slope ' ; see 0. E. hlenc in Pt. II.

With this name ep. Oxenhop, Yorks. The name, A. de Oxen-

hope occurs in the Feudal Aids, Edw. i., see K.'s Inq , p. 380.

Crake (River)

1190. Craic: L. F., i. p. 4.

Graikerlith : L. F., i. p. 5.

1614. Creake, piscaria : Due. Lane., i. p. 78.

1629-30. Crakeaqua et piscaria : Due. Lane., i. p. 47.

Perhaps connected with 0. E. cracian, ' quake,' with which
crecca {=*craccja), ' creek, bay, wharfe,' is connected. See

Jellinghaus's remarks (Anglia, xx. p. 300), under creek. Dutch
kreek is a ' small river, or bay ' ; E. Fris. kreke is a ' small,

winding river.' In Flanders the word kreken is translated as
' eaux stagnantes.' Thus theword shows considerable differentia-

tion of meaning. Cricklade in Wilts, contains a form of this

element. It appears as Crecca geldd in the Parker Chron.,

ann. 905, Plummer's ed. i. p. 92. Curiously enough Crayford

(Kt.), is called Crecganford (Parker Chron. ann. 457, Plummer's
ed. i., p. 12). Crake may mean either ' the sluggish river,' or the
' quaking,' that is rippling (?) river.

Crimbles, Great and Little

1080. Crimeles : D. B., 3016.

1206.| c^ieg
. }l. F., i. p. 26 (separate Fines).
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1209. Crumeles : L. ¥., i. p. 39.

Crumbles: T. de N., 408.

1350. Crymblis: Knt.'sFees,23Ed.m.(cit.Baines,iv.p.763).

This name may be the possessive case (with, an English

sufiSx) of an O. N. pers. n. Grimaldi. This occurs in the pi. n.

Orammdtvet, earlier GrimaMay>weith. Cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers.

Navne, p. 94. For development of 6 between m and I, cp. Engl.

thimble, from O. E. Tpymel, oblique case }>ymles, etc. On the other

hand, the name Grimbald, Grimbold occurs frequently in D. B. in

the list of persons holding land before the survey (ElUs, Introd.,

p. 132), and were it not for the D. B. form we might assume

this name rather than Grimaldi. For change of initial G to 0,

see Introd., § 22.

See now Bjorkman (N. Pers. ia Engl.) for further examples of

the pers. ns., Grimbald, and Grimwald in Engl, documents.

It must be admitted, however, that it is unsatisfactory to

explain a pi. n. as merely the gen. case of a pers. n. unless we
assume that some ending has been lost.

Oringlebarrow Wood
rCringleborthan : Lane. Ch., 177.

13th c.-^ Cringelborhanes : Lane. Ch., 182.

ICringelbroghan : Lane. Ch., 186.

Cringelbroghanes : Lane. Ch., 188.

The above forms do not throw much more light than the Mod.
form. There can be little doubt, however, that the first element

is the Norse pers. n. Grimkd, earlier Grimketil, a common name
in Norway, and in Iceland. Rygh (Gamle Pers. Names, p. 94)

gives a pi. n. Grinkelsrvd earlier Grimkdsrvd, which is very

suggestive of the first element in the Lanes, name before us. The
change from Grinkd-, to Gringel is natural. For the change of

initial G to C in this names, cp. Ounliffe, etc. below. For -barron

see O. E. beorh in Pt. II. The first form from the Lanes. Ch. has
apparently a scribal error, -borthan, for -borghan. The other

early spellings of the second element are probably thirteenth

century copies from earlier documents, and may represent O. E.
beorgum, dat. pi. M. E. *bergen. The full name Grimkytel occurs

in the Will of Alfwold, Bishop of Crediton (Crawf . Ch., No. x. 1. 14,

p. 23). The name Gringdthorp occurs (L. Inq., p. 99, 1212), and
Farrer there quotes form Grimchilfor]> (115-18) from Lindsay's
Survey (p. 25) ; further in T. de N., 4076. This, of course, con-
tains the pers. n. Grimkdil. Gringdeia (Notts.) occurs D. B., and
is Mod. Qringley. Cp. also Gryngdey (2 Edw. i.), Plac. Abbrev.,

p. 187. The following forms of the name occur in Ellis's hst of
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persons who held land previous to the Doomsday Survey : Grim-

chel, Orimchil, Grinchel, Grinchellus, Qrimchil, Grinchetel (Ellis,

Introd., ii. pp. 132, 133). Grimcil occurs as a witness to a Ch.

of 1160-80, cp. L. P. R., p. 407. Since one of these Grimchels

held land in Notts., it is a reasonable supposition that Gringeleia

in that county already referred to contains his name. We have

thus a complete chain of forms to show the development of the

Lanes, name :

—

Grimkel, Grinkil (or -kel), Gringel ; while the

change of the initial GtoCis paralleled by other cases in Lanes,

names. Cp. Gander, Cumeralgh, Gunliff, etc. The -ch- in the

D. B. forms is written for the (k) sound.

The form Grimgelege may also be mentioned, although the

document in which it occurs is of uncertain date. It is found

in a Ch. which purports to emanate from King Alfred, though

this and other spellings show, I think, that this copy could not

have been written so early (cp. C. D., v. p. 136). See now the

remarks on and the forms of 0. N. Grimkel, given by Bjorkman,

pp. 51 and 52.

Cringleber

This I take to be identical in origin with preceding name, and
to correspond to an earlier Grimketiles beorg.

Croft

1201-02.1
. JL. P. R., p. 152.

1235. J
^''°"

• 11. P., i. p. 70.

1272. Crofte: Lane. Ch., p. 181.

1330. Crof : Lane. Ch., p. 472.

The ' farm.' See croft in Pt. II.

Cromblebottom
1295. Crumbwelbothum : L. P., i. p. 179.

Late 13th c. Crumwell bothom : Whall. Ch., T. iv. xii.

p. 145.

1311. Cromelywel : De Lac. Inq., 20.

The ' bottom,' i.e. valley or hollow ofihe ' bent,' or in this case

winding (?) spring. The first element is 0. E. crumb, ' bent,'

etc. See wella and botm in Pt. II.

Crompton [kromptn]

1276. Crompton : Whall. Ch., T. iv. xxxiii. p. 164.

1278. Cromton : L. P., i. p. 154.

1319. Crompton : L. P., ii. p. 35.

The ' bent ' or ' curved ' tiin. See preceding name and tun

in Pt. II.
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Cronton

1241-42. Growynton : L. Inq., p. 157.

1258. Croenton : Whall. Ch., T. de BuU., xi. p. 179.

1292. Crawynton : Plao. Q. Warr., 3816.

1332. Croynton : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 6.

1333. Crouwenton : L. F., ii. p. 92.

1320-46. Croynton : Wap. Sur.i, 33.

1478. Croenton : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 336.

The ' tun of crows.' ^ee Crowe and tun in Pt. II.

Crookells (Mawdsl.)

1212. Crokholes : L. I., i. p. 75.

1604. Crokehall : Due. Lane, i. p. 72.

The first element appears to be the pers. n. Krok (0. E. or

O. N. ?), which see under Croodeth below. The second element

appears to be the pi. of O. E. halh, hdlas (from halhas), M. E.

holes, ' corner,' etc. Evidently confusion with O. E. heall, hall,

' hall,' took place. See these elements in Pt. II.

Crosby [krozbi]

1176-77. Crossebi : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

12th c. Crosseby : Lane. Ch., 13.

1314.1,.^^, „ , fL. F., ii. p. 19.
j3^g|Little Crosseby:

|l. F., iii p. 6.

' The hamlet of the cross.' See kross and byr in Pt. II.

Crossens (Southport)

1240. Crosseness: Ch. of Will. del. Coudray, Hist. Par
Meols, p. 11.

c. 1246. Crosnes : Sear. Ch., 10, p. 262.

1327. Crosnes : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 104.

The ' ness,' i.e. headland or cliff of the cross. See nxss and
cros in Pt. II.

Crossfield (Eccles)

Crossefeld : Whall. Ch., Tit. ii. p. 65.

' Field of the cross.'

Crostou

1094. Croston : Lane. Ch., 9.

Early 12th c. Crostuna : Penworth Ch., 4.

1401. Croxtum : Furn. Ch., 203.

Croxton :\rr, , ^^j /408, 4086.

Croston: J^-^^^^--, 1405.
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If we may believe the testimony of Furn. Ch. and T. de

N., then this is not the ' tun ' of the ' cross,' or shaped like a

cross, but the tun of Croc or Krokr. See this gentleman's name
in Croxteth below. In Staffs., the names Croxall, Croxden, and
Croxton occur, and the early, as indeed the later, forms of all

point to Graces (gen.) as the first element. Cp. Duignan, Stafis.

PL Ns.). For other examples of loss of k before another cons.,

see p. 33, § 19 (4) above. For vowel-shortening, see p. 24, § 9 (3).

Croxteth

1228. Croxstath : Whall. Ch., T. vi., Per. Lane, p. 372.

1257. Crocstad : L. Inq., p. 210.

1326. Croxtat : Lane. Ch., p. 459.

1534-43. Crostaffe : Leland, v. p. 42.

1624. Croxtaffe : Due. Lane, i. p. 88.

The first element is the pers. n., O. E. Croc, 0. N., Krokr. The
second element is 0. N. sta^r, ' place, abode.' The 0. E. o was
shortened before the consonants

—

est- ; cp. §9 (3), p. 24 above.

D. B. has Crocshi, 11. 3616 and 366a. Note the occurrence of a

form in -staffe, with which cp. Bickerstaffe above. Cp. also Croxton

(Cambs.), which in D. B. is Grochestone (Skeat, Cambs. PI. Ns.,

p. 8). Cp. also Bjorkman's remarks on the pers. n. Groc, p. 89.

Crumpsall

1242. Curmisale : L. Inq., p. 245.

1444. CurmeshaU : L. F., iii. p. 111.'

1518. Curmyssall maner : Due. Lane, i. p. 16.

1558. CrumsaU : Due. Lane, i. p. 45.

'The halh of Komi' ? The pers. n. is Scand. Cp. Rygh,

N. Gdn., i. p. 229. For halh, see Pt. II.

./
^I'^^'^^aie:

Icockersnd. Ch., pp. 518-19.

Caerdale

1189-94.

1190-1220.

1203-04. Kerdel : L. P. R., p. 179.

1292. Keverdale : Plae Q. Warr., 379.

1311. Keuresdeale : De Lac. Inq., 16.

,„_„ /Kyverdale : L. F., ii. p. 135.

^'^^''•iKyuerdale : L. P., ii. p. 148.

l^'^Keuerdale •
(L- F., iii. p. 2.

1431./^^"^'*^^^ • \L. F., iii. p. 125.

1511-12. Curedall : Due Lane, i. p. 18.
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Perhaps from 0. E. *cefer, ' pine tree,' and dxl, ' dell.' See

ce/er and dxl in Pt. II.

The development of first element must have been kefer<

kever<keuer<kjwar-

.

Cuerden

1190-1279. Kerden : Cockrsnd. Ch., passim pp. 488-93.

1292. Kerden : Plac. Q. Warr., 375&.

1319. Kerdyn : L. F., ii. p. 34.

1352.1 {^- ^•' "• P- 1^2-

1358. \ Kerden : \ L. F., ii. p. 157.

1390. j II. F., iii. p. 36.

' Wooded valley ' ? From the Mod. form one would be in-

clined to assume for the first element a similar origin to that of

the preceding name. But the old forms do not encourage this

view. I can make no suggestion except that ker- may represent

O.N. kjarr, 'wood,' etc. (q. v.), and that the Mod. spelling is

influenced by that of the preceding name, and perhaps by that of

the one which follows. For the second element, see denu, Pt. II.

Cuerdley

1331. Keuerdelegh: Ind. Ch. and RUs., p. 214.

1320-46. Cuerdesleghe : Wap. Sur., 38.

1411. Kiuei-deley : L. F., iii. p. 65.

The early forms suggest a pers. n. as the first elements, though
I am unable to suggest any for which authority exists, from
which it might be derived. One might hazard a guess that, if

not a pers. n., the first element is a shortened form of the O. E.
compound cu-hyrde, ' cow-herd,' or ' cow-keeper.' Cow-keeper's

field has a convincing smack about it. The only form which
really squares with this suggestion is the second above
quoted.

Culcheth [kilja wud. Heard by Dr. Hirst]

Type I.

1200-01. Culchet : L. P. R., 47, p. 131.

Kulchet, G. d. : T. de N., p. 396.

1300. Cnlchyt : Scar. Ch., 41, p. 272.

1311-

g
jculcheth :/^---^-' "• P- 10 =

Wap. W. Der., 36.
1320-46.]^^'"^^^'^ IWap. Sur., i. p. 36.

i^SS;>^-'"-p-i«-
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1358.
] fL. F., ii. p. 159.

1386. [ Culchith : ] L. P., iii. p. 28.

1402-03. J IL. F., iii. p. 67.

1558. Culketh : Due. Lane, i. p. 45.

Type II.

1303. Kilchif : L. F., i. p. 207.

1402-03. Kilchith : L. F., iii. p. 67.

The only thing which appears to me quite certain about this

name is that it has absolutely nothing whatever to do with O. E.

cealch0, which would be (tjoki]?) in Mod. Engl. This sugges-

tion, which Harrison (Liverpool District PI. Ns.) says has been

made by many, is sheer nonsense, and does not require the ' care-

ful study ' which H. says he gave it before dismissing it. I fear

that an equally short shrift must be given to H.'s own etymology

of the name, which derives the first element from an 0. E. pers.

n. Cul, and the suf&x from O. E. cete, ' cabin.'

In the first place no such O. E. name as Gvl is recorded, though

Cula apparently existed in the local Gulanfen (see Searle), and
Col certainly existed. Cp. Cowford above, and Searle. As regards

ceie, only two out of the twelve forms collected above end in t,

and these can be explained as the mistakes of Norman scribes,

while that the final consonant was an open one, and not a stop,

is estabhshed not only by the numerous forms ending in -th, but

by the spelling with / above recorded.

I have not the faintest idea what the elements originally were,

beyond the fact that the early forms go to show that the word
began with Cul- in M. E., and ended in -th. I can make no
plausible guess as to what the component parts were, and leave

the solution of the problem to others. Either the first element

must have been O. E. *cyl6, or the second must have been *-ce)',

since the genuineness of the medial ch is established by the local

pronunciation {kilja) recorded by Harrison. Unfortunately no
such elements are known, nor have we any ground for recon-

structing them, and assigning to them a meaning.

Cumeraigh in Whittingham
1292. Gumberhalgh : Plac. Q. Warr., 375.

1468. Cumbrol : L. F., iii. p. 134.

1497. Cumberall : L. F., iii. p. 146.

1519. Cumberall : Due. Lane, i. 10.

1610. Combrall-in-Whittingham, R. Albine of : Rich. Wills,

p. 4.

The ' halh ' of Gunnbjorg— ' a universal female name in Norway
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in the Middle Ages ' (Rygh, Gamle Pers. Navne, p. 104). From
Gunnbjorg to Gumber- is a natural development. The change of

initial G to Gib not unknown in Lanes, names. Cp. next place.

Rygh mentions the Norse pi. n. Gunbjorrud and Gunborgsdalen,

which contain this name. A Gumperga, niece of King Luitprand,

is mentioned by Paul. Diac. (cp. Die. Christ. Biog.). This pers.

n. does not occur in Bjorkman's N. Pers. Namen in Engl.

Canliffe

1278. Gundeclyf : L. F., i. p. 156.

1282. Cundechue : L. Inq., p. 244.

1288. Cundeclif : Whall. Ch., T. m. xxxv. p. 102.

14th c. Cundechue : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixxxiv. p. 318.

,_„. JCunchfi (personal name) : L. F., iii. p. 158.

^"^'-iGuncliff : L. F., iii. p. 159.

' The cliff of Gunnhildr.' The more primitive form GuncUffe

still persists as a family name. Cp. Bardsley, Surnames, p. 224.

For change of initial consonant, cp. preceding place, and the

following, and § 22, p. 34 above. A form, Kunesdiue (pers. n.),

occurs Feod. Pr., Dunelm, p. 54, n. (probably early fifteenth cen-

tury). For notes on Gunnhildr, cp. GunndVs Fold below.

Gunscougb
Type I.

1184-90. Cuniggescofh : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 334.

1190. Conigscofh : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 3.

1280. Quonesche, Simon de : Scar. Ch., 31, p. 269.

1300. Cunsco : Scar. Ch., 4, p. 260.

1302. Cunscow : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 550.

1320-46. Conescoughe : Wap. W. Der., 34.

1451. Conscogh : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 1240.

Type II.

1246-47. Cunnescok : L. A. R., p. 118 (twice).

Apparently ' the wood of the king' (O. N. Konung). Type
II. introduces the mysterious -cok as a suffix. See remarks on
this in Pt. II. below. The spelling of the 1280 form above is

very eccentric, and must be due to confusion with some other

element. The spellings in -scofh are attempts of foreign scribes

to express the native English sound of a back open voiceless

consonant. For -acovgh, see skogr in Pt. II.

D
Dalton [dotn]

(1) 1127. Daltonam : Furn. Ch., 123.

(2) 1157-63. de Daltona : Ch. ix. iv., L. P. R., p. 311.
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(3) 1202. Dauton : L. F., i. p. 19.

(4) 1228. Dalton : L. F., p. 54.

(5) 1346. Dalton : L. F., ii. p. 122.

(6) 1370. Dowton : Fum. Ch., 145.

Harrison may be right (p. 42) in explaining this name as the
' farmstead in the dale,' that is O. E. Dsdtun, and Dxlham occurs

in a ch. of 966 (C. D., vi. p. 80) ; on the other hand, Rygh (Gamle
Pers. Navne., p. 57) quotes DaUa as a woman's name, and gives

six different names in which it occurs, e.g. Dallervd, Doltorp,

etc. Cp. also same authority (Norske, Gn. I. p. 44).

Nos. 3 and 6 above represent a type of pronunciation which
diphthongised al to aul, and dropped the I, and would lead to

Mod. (dotn). Probably the dal- spellings in M. E. were tradi-

tional, and copied from older documents. For this change, cp.

Avdenshaw, and § 7 (5) above.

Damas Gill

1228. Dameresgill : Ch. ii., xix., L. P. R., p. 421.

' The gill, or glen of Darner,' perhaps 0. E. Dxgmmr or an O. N.
equivalent. I am unable to trace this pers. n. in early English

records. Cp. however Dagmdr, cit. Heyne from old continental

L. G. sources.

Darwen
12th c. Dyrwente : S. of Durham, p. 148.

1332. Derwent : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 76.

1332. Netherderwent : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 81.

C. D., iii. p. 484, has on Deorwentan (Nthants, 989).

Dean
1292. Dene : Plac. Q. Warr., 3816.

' The valley.' See O. E. denu, Pt. XL

*Deepdale (near Preston)

1228. Dupedale : Peramb. Lane., L. P. R., p. 421.

1270. Depedale : Scar. Ch., 24, p. 267.

1336. Depdale : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., n. p. 113.

' Deep dale or valley.' The 1228 form probably represents,

in the first element, the O. N. djwpr, ' deep,' ; the others, and the
Mod. form, O. E. deop, M. E. depe.

Deer Play Moor (Rosse'ndale) [dXpli moe. J. H. H.]

1294. Derplaghe : De Lac. Comp., pp. 4, 100.

1397. Derplegh, R. de : Recog. RUs., i. p. 145.

O. E. plega, whence Engl, play means 'quick movement, sport.
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play.' It is often used in poetry, of fighting, especially in com-

pounds, such as Mnd-plega, wig-plega, etc. The verb plegan has

the corresponding verbal meanings. The same word in the form

plaga, is used in O. N. in the senses of ' cultivate, to be used,

wont.' Cleasby-Vigf. suggest that the 0. N. word is borrowed

from German or EngHsh. The H.-G. plegen is closer in meaning

to the 0. N. than the English word.

The compoimd Deerplay may mean either ' deer's fighting

place,' or the place where the sport of stag-hunting was pursued.

The 1294 form suggests an 0. N. origin, though the Mod. name
has reintroduced the Enghsh form.

Dendron
1412. Denrum : Furn. Ch., 81

Denton
1278. Denton : L. A. R., p. 155.

1305. Dentone : De Lac. Comp., p. 62.

There is a Denton in Hunts., on which Skeat (Hunts. PI. Names,

pp. 342-43) remarks :
' the prefix may either represent denu, a

valley, or the gen. pi. Dena, of the Danes, of which the pi. nom.
was dene.' Skeat also notes D. B. denetu'm=Denton in Kent
in a ch. of the latter half of tenth century (C. D., ii. p. 380).

There is nothing to add upon this rather uninteresting name.

Derby (West)

1196-97. Derebi : L. P. L., 43, p. 97.

1251. E. of Dereby : L. F., i. p. 112.

1321. Derby : L. F., u. p. 45.

Derby Brook (West)

1246. Derby brok : L. F., i. p. 101.

Dewsnape
1284. Dewysnape : L. F., i. p. 159.

Unless this means ' the pasture land belonging to David,' I can
offer no explanation. Deivy is a Welsh form apparently. See
snxp in Pt. II.

Deysbrook (West Derby div.)

There are a considerable number of pers. ns. in O. E. which
begin with Dmg-, e.g. Dseghelm, DiegbeorM, Dsegfrili, or Diegfri^,

etc., etc. The latter occurs in a local name

—

Dasgfer^esea (cp.

Searle). The first element of Deysbrook may quite well be a
shortened form of one of these names. See broc in Pt. II.
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Dicconson Lane (Wigan)
Dickinson=the son of little Dick, i.e. Richard, is a fairly old

name. Thorn. Dykinnessone occurs Penworth Ch., p. 57 (1386).

The name may have been confused sometimes with ' Deacon's

son.' Cp. Deconson, Penworth Ch., p. 60, 1321. Variants of

Richard, Richards, Richardson, Dick, Dickson, Dickens, Dickins,

Dickon, etc., have always been popular in England since the

time of King Richard i.

Didsbury (par. Manchester)
1246-47. Dedesbiri : L. A. R., pp. 71, 74.

1249. Diddesbur. : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 345.

1259-60. Diddesbhi : L. A. R., p. 295.

TDyddesbyry :

1276.^i'¥^t^^
1 Dydesbyri

:

iDidesbyri :

L. A. R., p. 133.

L. A. R., p. 142.

1277. Diddisbyry : L. A. R., p. 147.

Deda was Abbot of Parteney about 720 ; and there are several

O. E. names beginning with D^d—Deedheah, Dmdmser, DMdwine,
etc. See Searle. A somewhat similar name occurs inM Dydden-

hamme (C. D., ii. p. 527 (956 Somers)). The first element of

Didsbury is clearly a pers. n. of some such kind as one of these

—

the early forms are not very consistent—and the suffix is the

dat. sing, of O. E. hurg (q. v. in Pt. II.).

Dilworth
Type I.

1227. Dilworth : L. P., i. p. 53.

1284. Dillesworth : L. A. R., p. 176.

1292. Dylleworth : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1313. DiUeworth : L. P., ii. p. 14.

1332. DiUeworth : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 87.

Type II.

1311. DoUeworth : De Lac. Inq., 17.

The ' worth ' of Dil or Doh, ? The former is mentioned by
Searle as an element in Dilion, Dilmun, Dilra. These names only

occur once each. Dola seems only to occur once. Dolfin is

much better established. It is unsatisfactory to have no better

evidence than this.

Dinckley

TDunkythele, G. de : L. A. R., pp. 84, 86.

Dinkedelay : L. A. R., p. 89.

Dinkidele : L. A. R., p. 92.

.Dingele : L. A. R., p. 100.

1246-47.
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Late 13th c. Dynkedley : Whall. Ch., T. m. Ixvii. p. 132.

1311. Dynkeley : De Lac. Liq., 16.

1350. Dyneley : Feod. Mil. 23 Edw m., Baines, iv. p. 358-59.

1369. Dynkedelay : L. F., ii. p. 176.

1506. Dynkley : L. F., iii. p. 158.

*Ditchfarlong (field near Stalmine)

c. 1256. Dichfurlong : Lane. Ch., 374.

Ditton

1193-94. Ditton : L. P. R., 40, p. 78.

1246-47. Dithon : L. A. R., p. 118.

1298. Dicton : Lane. Ch., 334.

1311. Dighton : De Lac. Liq., 18 (=Ditton).

' Ditch town.' The 1298 form is the most primitive and re-

presents O. E. Die tun. The 1311 form represents another de-

velopment of the combination -ci- (cp. p. 32, § 16 above). See

Skeats's note on Ditton in Cambs. PI. N.

Docker (Borwick Carnf.)

1547-48. Docker : DucLanc, i. p. 36.

The first element may be the pers. n. Docca, which occurs in

Doccangrdf in Birch andC. D. (cit. Searle), and the second kjarr,

' wood, swamp.' We should expect M. E. *Docke{n)ker. See
also Duckworth and Duxhury below.

Downham [dseanam]

1294. Dounam : De Lac. Comp., 11.

1302. Dounum : L. F., i. p. 199.

i^"{S:ron;h^--i'^^-'^-

Perhaps a dat. pi. of 0. E. dun (q. v. Pt. II.), and thus meaning
' in the hills.'

DownhoUand
1292. Dounholond : Plac. Q. Warr., 375&.

1298. Dunholand : L. Inq., p. 288.

See use of <U)wn- in compound names under dun (Pt. II.), and
Holland below.

*Down Litherland

1320-46. Dounfitherlande : Wap. Sur., 34.

See Doum- in Pt. II. and Litherland below.
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Dragley Beck (Ulv.)

Cp. Drakelawe (T. de N., 409), which, however, probably is

Drakelaw in Derbysh., also Drakelawe (Lane. Inq., 27). Drac-

tone occurs inD. B., a,n.dDraghton in K.'slnq. for the Mod. Yorks.

Draughton. The first element of the names may either be O. E.

draca, ' dragon,' or it may be a pets. n. 0. E. *dracan Ixh would
normally become Mod. Engl. *Drakdey, but if we assume an early

M. E. form *drak-lei, with the loss of sense of the meaning of the

first element, the voicing of k before -I- is comprehensible,

though I cannot give another instance of it. The Yorks. form

Draghton, above quoted, implies an earlier *drak-tuii.

Droylsden

1240-59. DriUsden : Ch. vi. vi., L. P. R., p. 333.

1443. Drilesden Moor : Due. Lane, i. p. 111.

1501. Drilsden : L. F., iii. p. 152.

1619-20. Droylsden : Due. Lane, i. p. 52.

1625. Droylesdale : Due. Lane, i.p. 106 (probably same place)

.

Obviously the ' dene ' or valley of one Drygel. The normal

development of this name in standard Engl, would be M. E.

(gen.) Dri'idea—Driles, whence Mod. (drailz-). The spelling of

Droylsden probably represents an earUer stage in the develop-

ment of the word. The pronunciation may survive in Lanes.

The pers. n. *Drygel is one that may well have existed in O. E.

I assume it to be from the base *drug- with the suffix -il. O. E.

has from this base the common word dryhten, ' lord,' both

heavenly and earthly. There is further the strong vb. dreogan,

dredh, drug-on, ' carry out,' ' perform.' Cognate with this is

Gothic driugan, ' perform military service,' drauhtitwn, ' fight,'

etc. The O. E. pers. n. drycg-helm, from *drug-ja-, occurs Liber

Vitae, 96, cp. Miiller, p. 104. The prefix of this name is our

word drudge. The name *Drygel, then, would mean ' com-

panion in war,' or something of the kind, just as dryhten origin-

ally meant ' war-lord.' Compare the cognate Russian drug,

' friend,' originally ' comrade in arms.' Drudge has undergone

degeneration in meaning, Cp. denu in Pt. II. for second element.

Drnmmersdale
1609-10. Dromblesdale : Due. Lane, i. p. 76.

The Mod. form must be popular etymology, and a new forma-

tion if the 1609 form is genuine and primitive. This looks as

if the first element might be a pers. n. *Drumol which, however,

is not found, and the only base from which it could be derived

H
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is O. E. dream, ' joy,' which exists in all Gmc. languages, that

is if this be cognate with O. H. G. traum, ' dream,' etc., which is

denied by many, e.g. Skeat, Cone. Etym. Die.

Duckworth

I9di
/Ducworth : \L. P., i. p. 85.

•\Ducworthley :JL. F., i. p. 81.

1296. Dukword : Whall. Ch., T. v. xvi. p. 200.

' The worth of Docca.' Searle cites the names Dacca and Docco.

Duxford (Essex) occurs as Dokesworth in Cal. Inq. Hen. m.. No.

744, p. 240 (1268). Cp. also Duxbury below, and Docker above.

Daddon
1157-63. Duden(a) : Ch. ix., iv., L. P. R., p. 312.

1196. Duthen (twice) : L. F., i. p. 4.

poden: "|

c. 1292.JDodyne : VFurn. Ch., pp. 325, 330, 332.

[Dodine : J

1307. Dudden, R. de : Pari. Writs, 2, p. 9.

Dumplington
1229. Dumplinton : L. F., i. p. 56.

1623. DumpHngton : Due. Lane, i. 84.

The ' tiin ' of *Dumela, *Dumola. As often happens, the weak
gen. suflSx -an appears to have been preserved in M. E. and later

changed to -irvg. The pers. n. suggested is not found recorded in

O.E.

Dunkenhalgh (Manor near Blackburn)

1557.(S"'^"'^^^Ste :|j)^^ j^anc, i. p. 157.
(Dunkynhawghe:J ^

The ' haigh ' of Dun(n)eca. The first element is a diminutive
form of the O. E. pers. n. Dunn or Dunna, both of which forms are

mentioned by Searle. He further quotes the form Dunnic, as

occurring once. Dunkenhalgh appears to contain a weak form

—

gen. Dunnecan. Cp. Dunnockshaw below for the strong form
Dunnoc. This name occurs also in Dunkeswell (Dev.), which is

written Dunekeswille in Cal. of Inq. Hen. in. No. 139, p. 34.

Here again we have the strong form of the name.

Dunnerdale

1300. Donerdale : L. F., i. p. 191.

1404. Donesdale : Fum. Ch., 351.

1496. Donnerdale : L. F., iii. p. 145.

1522. Dunnersdale : Due. Lane, i. p. 26.
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The dale of Dunnere,^ earlier Dunhere. This pers. n. occurs

in the O. E. poem known as the Battle of Maldon (c. 993),

I. 255. Cp. also first element in next word.

Dunnerholm (Dalton)
1219-20. Dunreholm : Furn. Ch., 50.

' Dunheres's holm.' For firste lement see preceding name ;

for second see holmr in Pt. II.

Dunnockshaw (Rossendale)
1295. Dunnockschae : Se Lac. Gomp., 32.

1305. Dunnockschaghe : De Lac. Comp., 78.

1332. Dunnokshagh, J. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii.

p. 76.

i^^^-JDo^ockshf -l^^y
^°*- ^"^ pp- ® ''"^ '•

The ' wood of Dunoc' The second element is O. E. sceaga,

' wood ' (q. V. Pt. II.). For the first element cp. under Dunken-

halgh. The second element of the 1535 forms shows confusion

with O. E. Jissge. Cp. forms of Grimshaw and Nutshaw.

*Dustyshaw (in Fishwick)
1254. Dustescahe : L. Inq., p. 192.

See 0. E. dust and sceaga in Pt. II.

Dutton
1102 in Dotona : Ch. i. xv., L, P. R., p. 382.

1302. Dutton : Orig. RUs., 124.

1380. Dutton : L. P., iii. p. 7.

Duxbury
1202. Deukesbiri : L. F., i. p. 18.

1203-04. Dokesbire : L. P. R., 50, p. 180.

1227. Dukesbiri : L. F., i. p. 52.

1294. Dokesbyry : De Lac. Comp., p. 10.

1321. Dokesbury : L. F., ii. p. 42.

1336-42. Dochesburi : Pr. Pen., p. 10.

The burg of Ducca or Docca. Cp. Duckworth above and burg

in Pt. II. The change from a weak to a strong type is common
in Pers. Ns.

E
^Earlsgate (a road near Lancaster: see Farrer's L. P. R.

p. 422).

1332. Erlesgate : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. 57.

This use of gate is Norse. Op. under geat in Pt. II.
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Earnshaw (Preston)

1323. Emeshaigh : Pr. Pen., 53.

The first element is either O. E. earn, am, ' eagle,' or a short

form of some pers. n. compounded therewith, such as Arnulf ;

the second element in the above M. E. form is obviously not

that which has given the Mod. form. It is quite possible that

Jialh preceded by the -s- of the gen. and O. E. sceaga, were levelled

under the same pronunciation in unstressed positions. In this

case O. E. earn- sceaga and earneskalh both became M. E. {arnes-,

or ernes-aw), the only difference being that the former was
generally (emejau), the latter (ernesou).

Eaves (Whalley parish)

O. E. efes (sing.) is used in the sense of border or edge or end
of anything—a wood, a house. The verb efesian means to cut
the nails or the hair !

Ecclestou

1086. Eglestun : D. B., 3016.

1194. Eggleston : L. P. R., 41, p. 90.

1203. Ekeleston : L. F., i. p. 12 (Leyland).

1224. Echelton : L. P., i. p. 45.

1241. Eccliston : L. P., i. p. 84.

1296. Great Eccleston : L. F., i. p. 181.

1305. Ecclestone : L. P., i. p. 205 (Prescot).

Edgworth (Bolton)

1246. Eggewurth : L. A. R., p. 14.

1325. Eggeworth : L. C. R., p. 157.

The ' worth ' on the ' edge ' or ridge of a hill. See ecg, and
vMr\> in Pt. II.

Eea (River, Cartmel)

1679. Easide in Cortmel, Henry Barrow of : Rich. Wills,

p. 21 ; also Ayside, three times on same p. of
Rich. Wills.

1689. Eadale, cp. (Derby) : Due. Lane, i. p. 285.
This word is apparently simply the 0. E. word ei, ' water,"

' river.' Easide and Ayside may mean what it seems, but com-
pare other suggestions under this name itself.

? Egacres (stream near Ormskirk)
1189-96. Egaoras : Ch. i. xi., L. P. R., p. 349.
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*Egger

1152. PLBoariiim de Eggre : Fum. Ch., p. 594.

*Eggergaxth (near Lydiate ?)

0. 1260. Ekergart : Scar. Ch., No. 18, p. 265.

1320-46 : Egger-garth : Wap. Sur., 36-38.

Egfton (par. Ulverstone)

1246. Egtone : Fum. Ch., 349.

1266. Egeton : Fum. Ch., 417.

1277. Eggettane : L. A. R., p. 147.

1340. Eggeton : Fum. Ch., 413.

' The tun on the edge ?
' In this case the first element in

Norse.

Ellel

1086. Ellhale : D. B., 332a.

1163-6. Elhale : L. P. R., p. 392.

1206-07. Helhale : L. P. R., 53, p. 217.

1208. Elhale : L. F., i. p. 26.

1254.1 TL. F., i. p. 115.

[EUale : ^Cockrend. Ch., p. 762.

1292.J iLanc. Ch., 42.

1346. Ellehale : Wap. Sur., 81.

1497. EDal : L. F., iii. p. 146.

The second element is evidently the dat. sing, of fialh (q. v.).

The first element is very doubtful. It may possibly be a form

of O. E. a^el, and a shortened form of one of the many pers. ns.

beginning with this prefix. See under Elston below. I doubt,

however, whether, if this were the case, we should find el- written

as early as D. B. At this early date the shortening must be

due to Norman scribes.

EUerbeck (Chorley)

1333. EUerbek : Scar. Ch., 62, p. 279.

' The stream that runs by the elder trees.' O. E. ellen, ellern,

' elder tree,' M. E. eller{n), elren, etc.

EUesmere Park (Eccles)

For first element, cp. Elston. The second element is, perhaps

0. E. gemxru, ' boundary '
(q. v. Pt. II.).
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EUiscales (Dalton in Furuess)

1206. Alaynscheles : Cat. Anc. Dds., i. No. B. 13, p. 218.

1227-36. Alinscales : Fum. Ch., p. 250.

1270. Alineschales : Fum. Ch., p. 261.

1299. Alingschalis : Cal. of Ch. D. of L., No. 73, p. 170.

1382. Alynscales : L, F., iii. p. 13.

1591. Elyscalles : Rich. WUls, p. 17.

The second element is 0. N. skali (q. v. Pt. II.), ' shed,' ' sheal-

ing.' The first element I now take to be the O. E. pers. n.

JEMwine, whence Mlwine, and in M. E. Alin-. Another possi-

biUty for the first element is Mftmne, which, however, one would

expect to become Elfin-, ElpMn, as in Elphinstone. Cp. Alvin-

tune in D. B. cited by Duignan under Alton. See also under

AUithwaite above. ^Iwin apparently occurs in Aduuinnae in a

ch. of 723-37 (C. D., i. p. 100). The full form of the name
occurs in a ch., dated 1001, but probably a late copy, in

JEMmnes imdre C. D., iii. p. 321), and immediately below

Mlftmnes imdre occurs twice, once written ^Iphurines,

Elston

1212. Etheliston : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 30.

1241. Etheleston : L. A. R., p. 5.

1301.1 T,,, , , /L. F., i. p. 192.

1334.r*^^l^«**'^=|L.F.,ii.p.94.

1395. Ethelston : L. F., iii. p. 46.

1446. Elleston : L. F., ui. p. 112.

Certainly not the tiin of the ' nobleman ' (O. E. «t$eZ, eSe?),

nor of the ' native country ' (0. E., gSei), but of some person, of

whose name this eSe? is the short form. Any of such names as

j^dstdn, M^dwvlf, jE^dbe{o)rht, etc., might be so contracted.

But we might regard Ethd- simply as a normal M. E. form of

0. E. A^ulf- in which contracted form JE^dumlf is found already

m the 0. E. period. Cp. A^ulfestreow in a ch. of 1005,

(C. D„ iu. p. 343), to A^ulfesheale, sum. 938, (C. D., v. p. 234), to

Adulfes^orne, ann. 948, (C. D., v. p. 321). See also the name of

A^ulf, Bp. of Hereford (951-1012), which occurs four times in

Crawfurd Ch. according to the Index.

Elswick
1086. Edelesuuic : D. B., 3016.

1159-64. Hedthelsiwic : Ch. i., xiv., L. P. R., p. 374.

1245. \ „., ,. . /L. Inq., p. 160.

1200-46.)
Etheliswic

: (coekrlnd Ch., p. 187.
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1238-58
}-^*^®^®^^'° {c'ockrsnd. Ch., pp. 187-88.

1245.\„., ,. , L. Inq., p. 160.

1283.r*^«^^«^'^=L.P.,i.p.l60.
1295. Etheleswyk : L. F., i. p. 178.

End 13th c. Etheleswyke : Lane. Ch., 358,

1311. Ethelleswick : De Lac. Inq., 22.

1324.] EtheUswyk : L. C. R., p. 37.

1322. 1 Ethelswike : Cal. Inq. A. q. D., p. 271.

1378. (EtheUswyk : L. F., iii. p. 4.

1413.J L. R, iii. p. 72.

1489. Elleswik : L. F., iii. p. 142.

The ' wick ' of A^ulf, earUer JE^elioulf. See under Elston.

Elton (Bury)

1332. Eltonheued, H. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 16.

(Is this the same Elton ?)

This is a very widespread pi. n., which has given its name
to an ancient and distinguished English family. Skeat produces

copious early examples of the Huntingdonshire Elton (vide

Skeat's Hunts. PI. Names, pp. 349-50)

—

Addintune from D. B.,

and Adelyngtona, Athdintone, Mfhdingtone, etc. (Gt. Ramsay
Chartulary). As Skeat remarks, these forms point unmistakably

to 0. E. jE^dinga tun, ' Princes' town,' as in ^^elingaig,

Athelney (Somers).

Emmott (Nelson)

1295. Emot, H. de : De Lac. Comp., p. 22.

^English Lea (near Preston)

1256. EngUsshe-le : L. F., i. p. 123.

1292. Lee Engleys : Plae. Q. Warr., 380.

1385. Englissh lee : L. F., iii. p. 25 (cp. Frenssh lee, same
Fine).

1388. Le Lee Anglica : L. P., iii. p. 32.

1631-62. English Lea, French Lea : Due. Lane., i. p. 95.

' English field.' Cp. Frennsh Lee (q. v.)

Entwistle [entisl]

1277. Ennetwysel, E. de : L. A. R., p. 138.

1334. Entwisill, John de : L. F., ii. p. 94.

1327. Entewysel, J. de : Lay Subs., Farrer's MS., 25.

1497. Entwisdle : L. F., iii. p. 146.
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The second element is 0. E. twisla, ' fork of a river.' The first

is apparently O. E. ened, ' duck.'

Eskrigg (Carnf.)

1332. Eskrige, Joh. de : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 97.

'Ash-tree ridge.' O.N. askr and hryggr. The English

equivalents are iesc, and hrycg (q. v. in Pt. II.).

Esprick

1254. Esbrio : L. Inq., p. 196.

1332. Askebrek, J. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 56.

1514-15. Esbrek : Due. Lane, i. p. 18.

1577. Estbrecke : Due. Lane, i. p. 47.

The early forms, especially that of 1332, suggest ' ash slope.'

Cp. xsc and brekka in Pt. II. Both elements are Norse, for the

first see preceding name. The 1577 form is probably a popular

(or ' learned ') etymology, signifying ' east breck.' The form

Esbrek must be from the metathesised form ask- brek, with loss

of -k- before the following consonant. Askebrek has an inflected

form of the first element, the vowel of which preserved the -k-

sound. The modern form shows the unvoicing of the -b- to -p-

after the voiceless -s-.

Esthwaite Water
1326. Estwayt : Orig. Rlls., 2936.

1241-42. Euckeston : L. A. R., p. 5.

1246. Eukiston : L. A. R., p. 20.

13th c. Euchestona: Pr. Pen., 6.

1292.1 _, , ^ fL., F., i. p. 172.

1337.r"^"«*°"=tPr.Pen.,31.
1311. Huxton : De Lac. Inq., 24.

Everton
1094. Evretonan : Lane. Ch., 10.

1190. Everton : Lane. Ch., 112.

1297. Everton : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 136, No. 51.

The first element is probably O. E. eofor, ' wild boar,' here

used, as it often was, as a pers. n. In such inflected forms as

that of 1094, the vowel would not undergo lengthening in M. E.

Otherwise O. E. eofore{s) tun would become M. E. *everetun. Mod.
(ivaton).
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ETesbrook

1252. Evesbrok at Ribelton Scales : Cal. Ch. RUs., i.

p. 406.

' The brook at the edge '—of a forest ? Cp. efes in Pt. II.

Eztwistle [ekswisl mua]
1242-43. Extwisil : Scret. of Garc. L. Inq., p. 150.

1260. Extwille : L. A. R., p. 234.

1261-62. Extwelle : L. A. R., p. 303.

1323. ExtweaU : L. C. R., p. 50.

Exthwisil : T. de N., 399.

Extwisil : T. de N., 397.

14th c. ExthwisU : T. de N., p. 399.

The first element is, perhaps, O. E. egesa, egsa, ' terror,'

that which causes terror
—

' sprite.' This is apparently the basis

of the first element in at least three O. E. pi. ns. in C. D. E.g.

betweonum Egsa{n)forda. C. D., iii. p. 400. Of course the

assumption that ex- can be derived from an 0. E. egsa-

is open to the objection that it involves the change of

O. E. -gs- to -hs-, which many may doubt ; but forms like

M. E. sikst, ' seest/ O. E. eihst, tend to show that the change
took place in the south at any rate. It is difficult to establish

it for the North Midlands (cp. my Contributions to Hist, of Engl.

Gutturals, Trans. Phil. Soc, 1899, p. 122), we should rather expect

*EistwiHle as the Mod. form. If we reject this suggestion, as

Napier and Stevenson do, for egeaan treo (Crawf. Ch., ii. 30, p. 4),

we may, perhaps, accept their suggestion that Egesa is a personal

name, ' a shortened form of some name in Egis-, like Egis-

berht, Eges-nSS, Agesmund.' See the note on p. 63 of Crawf. Ch.

For -tmstle, see Entmstle above, and Tmsla in Pt. II. below.

Facit (Rochdale) [fesit]

1561-62. Fawcyd : Due. Lane, i. p. 44.

The suffix may be -head. Cp. Skeat (Hunts, PL Names, p. 328),

who gives the old forms Faresheved, Feavreshefde=' bull's head,'

for the Mod. Farcet. I can offer no reasonable suggestion as to

the origin of the first element, beyond saying that the c must
belong to it, and represent the -s of the gen. if the above view of

the suffix be correct. In Cal. Ch. Rolls., i. p. 314, in a Ril.

dated 1247, occurs the name Faxide, which is said in the Index

to be modem Fawcet in Westm.
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Failsworth

1212. Faileswrthe : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 67.

1292. Fayllesworth : Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

1501. Faylsworth : L. F., iii. p. 152.

The ' worth ' of *Fegd, or *Fsegd. I cannot find this pers. n.

recorded in O. E. or any other Gmc. language. But it is neces-

sary to assume its existence. Nor need this be a difficulty, -ih,-,

-il is a common suffix in O. E. pers. ns., and the first element one

would identify with the root *fag-,
' joy,' ' pleasure,' found in

0. E. fsegn, ' joyful,' fxg{e)nian, verb ' rejoice,' fseger, ' fair,'

' beautiful ' ; Goth., fagrs, faginon, etc. This root also occurs in

the Lombard name Facho. Cp. Meyer, Spr. d. Lombarden, p. 285.

Fairclough

1328. Fairclogh : L. F., ii. p. 72.

1332. ffairologh : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 25.

O. E. fieger and cloh, ' beautiful clough.' See both words in

Pt. II. Or perhaps the first element is O. N. fxr, ' sheep.' Cp.

Fair Snape below.

Fairfield

1523. Faghfild : Due. Lane, i. p. 23.

1578. Faghefelde : Due. Lane, i. p. 46.

Either what it appears to be, or possibly the first element is

O. N. fxr, ' sheep.' Cp. next name. The above sixteenth

century forms do not shed much light, and whether the first

element be O. E. fseger, or O. N. fmr, they are bad spellings.

Fair Snape (Garstang)
' Sheep pasture ' ? In the absence of early forms I hazard the

conjecture that the first element is O. N. far or fxr ' a sheep.'

The second element means 'poor, boggy, pasture land.' Cp.

Snape in Pt. II. below.

Falinge Bo.
?13th c. ffalenge : \ Tp. 155.

13th-14th. ffalenges : [whall. Ch.,] p. 125.

ffaUng : J Ip. 164.

1623-24. Fallinge : Due. Lane, i. p. 84.

Perhaps O. E. fealwe or fealu, ing, ' fallow field.' See these

elements in Pt. II.

Fallowfield

1530. Falowfelde : Due. Lane, p. 27.

1563-64. Falowfeilde : Due. Lane, p. 42.
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Farington

Early 12th. c. Farinton : Pr. Pen., 3.

1246. Farington : L. F., i. p. 102.

1516. ffaryngton : Pr. Pen., p. 76.

A favourite way of explaining such a name would be to say it

was the tun of the family of the Farings. I do not believe much
in these bogus ' families,' which are produced so often by writers

on nomenclature. We have no evidence of their existence,

except in very few cases. Besides, if we take the above early

twelfth century form seriously, it at once disposes of the Faring

myth. There is an O. E. pers. n. Fara, and we may assume

an O. E. form from it

—

*Faran tun, which later became Farentun,

Farintun, and Faringtun, as we should expect. On -ew- be-

coming -ing-, see p. 35 above. The initial fE's in some of the spel-

lings mean nothing. CapitalF was formerly often written thus.

Cp. preceding names.

Farleton

Hen. n. Pareltun : Ind. Ch. and RIIs., p. 273.

1208. Farletones : L. F., i. p. 31.

1229.\„ ,, ,^, .,,, /L.F., i. p. 56.
j246.|Farleton (Okemth)

:|j^ ^ .

J ^^^

1253. Farlton : CI. RUs., iv. p. 309.

Farelton : T. de N., p. 406&.

The first element must be a pers. n., but I am unable to suggest

anything but O. N. Fjorleif, from which Rygh (G. Pn., p. 71)

derives several Norw. pi. ns.

—

Fjseresttad, Fjorelstad. R. , however,

says that he only holds out this derivation as a possibility, and

that he himself has previously suggested as the first element of

the latter name, and of one other which I do not quote here,

the 0. N. fifrildi,
' butterfly,' used as a man's name, and in a form

similar to that of Sw. fjdril. Whatever may be the origin of

Fjorelstad, the first element is very like the first of Farleton,

for which one might assume an earlier *fSrdtun. This does not

satisfy me at all, however.

Farnworth [fanajj]

1184-85. Famewurd : L. P. R., 31, p. 55.

. f Famwurth : \L. A. R., p. 25.

^'^•^'tFarenwurth :/L. A. R., p. 73.

1253. Farnworth : L. F., i. p. 151.
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1255. ffemeworth : L. F., i. p. 116.

1292. Fernworth : Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

1295. ffarneworth : Whall. Ch., T. ii. xxxviii. p. 67.

1295. Farneworth : Orig. Rlls., p. 92.

The ' wor)> among the fern,' O. E. fearn. Many names begin

with this word in 0. E. and Mod. Engl. See Skeat's remarks on

p. 12 of Beds. PI. Names, on Farndish. Cp. also Farncombe

(Somers.), Fernhurst (Surrey), Fearnleage, Thorpe's Diplomat,

p. 146 (ann. 900) the modem Farleigh (Hants.), etc., etc.

Fazakerley

1277. Fasakerlegh, H. de : L. A. R., p. 136.

1376."! , „ , , "JL.F., ii. p. 190.

1381./ ^^ ^^^^^"^^^^
JL. F., iii. p. 11.

I cannot agree with Harrison in his interpretation of the first

element of this name, as O. E. foes, ' fringe.' The name has the

appearance of a rather late compound of the name of a certain

' field ' or acre, with the further suflSx- ledh. Thus the compound
was, I take it, Fasansecer—leak ; that is the ' ley ' by or near
' Fasa's acre.' In C. D., iii. p. 316, we have to fasandxles hyllse,

' the hill of Pasa dale ' ; in C. D., 10, p. 157, on Fasingafeld.

Here we appear to have the name Fasa well estabUshed ; in the

first case the form is a genitive fasa-n dsel, ' dale of Fasa ' ; in

the second we have the usual form of a weak noun before the

patronymic suflSx -ing- fasing=fasa-ing. It is not exceeding

the bounds of legitimate conjecture to assume a *Fasana!eer,

parallel to Fasandxl.

Fearnhead (Warrington)

1467. Fernyhed : L. F., iii. p. 132.

1512. Fernehede : Due. Lane, i. p. 18.

1565. Fearneheade juxta War3mgton : Due. Lane, i. p. 43.

' Fern-covered hill.' Cp. Farmoorth above.

Feasandford (near Burnley)[fez8ntfu9d]

1496. Feasandford : L. F., iii. p. 145.

1608. Fezhantforthe in Brunley.

I suppose this means what it appears to mean. Animal names
are common in connection with fords.

Featherstall

The first element of this and the following name is very rare

as an element in Engl. pi. n. Besides these two places in Lanes.,

Bartholomew's Gazetteer mentions only three other places whose
name contains it—all Featherstone's, in Northumb., Yorks.,
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and Staffs, respectively. It is difficult to see what sense the

element could have in a place name, taken in its obvious sense

—

0. E. fe6er, ' feather,' unless we assume that ' the place of

feathers ' meant either a place frequented by birds, or one where
there had been a celebrated slaughter of birds, say by hawks,

and in which quantities of feathers had been scattered about.

I can find no example of the word as an element of pi. ns. in the

O. E. period. Again there is no evidence available that either

0. E. /eSer, or O. N. Fjd^r were used either singly or in com-
position in pers. ns. The Yorks. name appears as Fedherstan

in an early thirteenth century document. Cp. Ind. Ch. and
Rlls., p. 277.

Is it possible that the element was originally *feder, a mutated
form of fodor, ' fodder,' which underwent shortening of the first

vowel in oblique cases in M. E.—e.g. jMre- etc., and that this form

feder was altered to /eSer, feather, by popular etymology ? In
this case *feder- might mean ' pasture ground,' ' pasturage,' or

the place where ' keep ' for cattle was stored. I must admit that

this is purely conjectural, and the evidence, even for O. E. fodor

in a pi. n. is very meagre. Cp. early forms of Furness below. The
second element of the word we started from is O. E. steall, ' cattle

stall,' ' stable.'

A more probable solution than either of the above is that

the first element is the pers. n. recorded by Searle Ln the form
Feader, the name of a person who according to S. was a huscarl

of King Harthacnut, and was killed at Worcester, 1041. This

pers. n. is assumed also by Duignan as the first element of the

StafEs. Featherstone (Staffs. PI. Names, p. 60).

This pers. n. is exceedingly rare, since the above worthy is

apparently the only recorded bearer. It is rather curious that

so rare a name should occur in several place names in different

counties. The spelling Feader is ambiguous, and leaves us in

doubt as to its origin. It suggests O. E. Fmder, but certainly

not FeSer. Cp. also next name.

Featherstone

1277. R. de Fayrstan : L. A. R., p. 135.

? 14th c. fEetherstan : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixxxv. p. 318

For first element see preceding name. The second appears

from the early forms to be 0. E. stdn, ' rock,' ' stone.' The first

form given above is clearly unconnected with the Mod. form of

the name. It may have arisen from an early popular etymology

of the name, on different lines from that which ultimately

became fixed, i.e. fe^er for feder (cp. suggestion under preceding
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name). It must be noted that -stan for M. E. -ston, in the early

forms above, must have been copied from an earlier document

than the reputed date of the above, unless we assume that 0. E.

Stan underwent here the regular shortening in unstressed

syllables, before the rounding of a to o. In most cases, however,

-ston is restored from the independent word.

Feniscowles

1277. Feinycholes : L. A. R., p. 146.

' The hut, or shealing among the fens.' Cp. Fenton in Duignan's

Staffs. PI. Ns. For the second element, see O. N. scdli, etc.

in Pt. II.

Finsthwaite

1337. Finnesthwait : Fum. Ch., p. 173.

1401. Fynnestwait : Furn. Ch., p. 205.

' The thwaite of Finn.'' See the former element in Pt. II.

On the pers. n., see Bjorkman (Nord. Pers. N. in England, p. 40),

who says that although the name is found in England before the

Danish period, it has always then a more or less mythological

character. In D. B. it occurs (Fin and Phin), but has danus,

or dacus after it, showing the origia of the bearer. In the

pi. n. before us, we need not hesitate to ascribe to it an O. N.
origin,' seeing that thwaite only occurs in Scandinavian, and is

unknown as an 0. E. element. See Tfveit in Pt. II.

Firbank (Lane.)

1283. Frithebancke : L. Inq., p. 258.

1301. Frithebank : L. F., i. p. 215.

' Forest hill or slope.' See etymology of and remarks on
O. E. fyrhSe in Pt. II., also banc.

Fishwick

1086. Fiscuic : D. B., 3016.

1202. Fiswick : L. P. R., 49, p. 169.

1203. Fiskwic : L. F., i. p. 12.

1225. Fischwic : L. F., i. p. 45.

1252. Fiswic : L. Inq , p. 187.

1297. Fixwyk : L. Inq., p. 298.

1311. Fysshewyke : L. F., ii. p. 7.

1320-46. fEysshewyke: Wap. Sur., p. 48.

1385. de Fisshewyke : L. F., iii. p. 17.

icAc fFisshewik :1 T t-i ••• ^nr.

l^«^-|Fisshwik:}^-^-'"^-P-160-
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' The abode of Fish.' The first element is pretty certainly a

pers. n., though it may refer to the creature. See this element,

and wic in Pt. 11.

Fleetwood
1538-39. ffletewoode : Pr. Pen., p. 79.

1543. fletewod : Pr. Pen., p. 112.

Flixton

1327. ffluxton : Lanes, and Ghesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 104.

1506. Flixton : Due. Lane, i. p. 10.

1500. Flyxton : Due. Lane, i. p. 36.

Flookburgh
Type I.

1246-47. Flokeburg : L. A. R., p. 11.

1389. Flokeburghe : Furn. Ch., 430.

1394. Flokesburgh : L. F., iii. p. 44.

Type II.

1395. Flokeberew : Furn. Ch., 428.

1412. Flukeburwe : Furn. Ch., 66 (orig. doc, 1389).

This name is evidently a compound of the Norse pers. n.

Floki, and Engl. burh. Rygh (Gamle Pers. Navne, p. 72) men-

tions Flokeland, Floketveit, Flokenes, all pi. ns. contaioing this

element. Of the two types represented above, the former

is from the nom., the latter from the oblique cases. For another

example of the first element, cp. Flokesthorp alias Floxthorp (now

called Hardingham, Norf.), Inq. of Hen. m., No. 443, p. 122.

This name is not mentioned by Bjorkman (Nord. Pers. Names
in Engl.).

Folds (Chorley)

1593. Foldes: Due. Lane, i. p. 63.

1612-13. Folds : Due. Lane, i. p. 75.

' The sheepfolds.' Cp. fdld in Pt. II.

*Fordbottle

1227. Fordebotle : (fr. Furness Ch.) Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 18.

1229. Fordbotle : Cal. Rll. Ch., p. 36.

Formby
1203-04. Formebi : L. P. R,, 50, p. 175.

1227. Fomeby (twice) : Cal. Rll. Ch., p. 40.

1269. Fomebi : L. A. R., p. 245.
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loftofi? u Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1297. Fornethby : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 137, No. 51.

1509. Formby : L. F., iii. p. 167.

The ' dwelling of Forni: Rygh (Gamie Pers. Navne, p. 73)

says that Forni is a frequent man's name in Iceland. In

pi. ns. it seems often to appear as Fonne-, e.g. Fonnervd,

Fonstad. He quotes, however, the name Fornebu, which is

identical with our Lanes, name. According to this Nos. 2 and

3 above are the most primitive forms. The change from n
to tn before b is natural. See byr in Pt. II.

Another Norse word, which in composition is indistinguishable

from the pers. n., is forn, ' old ' (Rygh, loc. cit.). Harrison, who
wrote before Rygh's work was published, interprets Formby as
' old village,' which is less likely than above suggestion. Bjork-

man has numerous references to the occurrence of the pers. n.

in England. See his N. Pn. in Eng., p. 420. The form
Forneth- of 1297 given above is puzzling. I have no suggestions

to offer.

Forton
1086. Fortune : D. B., 3016.

1262. fforton : L. F., i. p. 141.

1292. Fortan : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

Foulridge [fourig]

1218-19. Folric, A. de : L. A. R., p. 259.

1246-47. Fokigge, H. de : L. A. R., p. 87.

1252-56. Folrich, A. de : L. A. R., p. 264.

1261. Fokig : L. A. R., p. 235.

1296. Folrig : Whall. Ch., T. v. xvi. p. 206.

1311. Folrigg : L. F., ii. p. 6.

The spelling of the early forms throws some doubt upon the

obvious explanation suggested by the Mod. spelling.

*Fonr-oak-shaw (near Rainford ?)

1315. Fourocschagh : L. F., ii. p. 21.

1327. Ffourokeshagh : F. M. S., p. 3.

1366. ffourokshagh : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 116.

' Four oak wood.' See dc, and sceaga in Pt. II.

Foshonses
1661. Foschowes, E. Baines of : Rich. Wills, p. 14.

It looks rather as if the Mod. form were a popular
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etymology, and. the second element were originally 0. E. hoh,
' hill.' The metathesis shown in the form Fosc- for fox (sk)

for (ks) is curious. Cp. remarks on p. 34 of Introduction.

Freckleton
Type I.

1086. Freckeltun : D. B., 3016.

1199. Frekeltun : L. F., i. p. 7.

1201-1202. Frekelton : L. P. R., 48, p. 151.

1246-49. Frekelton : L. A. R., pp. 34, 54.

1294. Frekiltone : De Lac. Comp., p. 10.

1311. Freckleton : De Lac. Inq., 22.

1320-46. ffrikelton : Wap. Sur., 44.

1326. Frekilton : Orig. Rlls., 296&.

Type II.

1201-02. Frekenton : L. P. R., 47, p. 132, and 48, p. 150.

1202-03. Frequinton : L. P. R., 49, p. 166.

Type III.

1200. Freketon : L. P. R., 47, p. 132.

French Lee (Preston)

1292. Lee Fraunceys : Place Q. Warr., 380.

1385. Frensshelee : L. F., iii. p. 25.

Cp. English Lee above.

*Frith-brook (near Quernmore)

1094. Freibroc : Ch. i., ii., L. P. R., p. 289.

12th c. Freybroic : Lane. Ch., 12. ^

1287. fErythbroke : Ch. m., ii., L. P. R., p. 298.

1228. fEridbrok : Whal. Ch., Peramb. Lane, p. 370.

' The brook in, or near the forest.' For first element cp.

Firbank above, and fyrMe below.

Fulshaw Head (Burnley)

1332. ffulshaghe, Henr. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 2.

The name has the same meaning as the following
—

' foul wood.'

The u of 0. E. ful is here shortened before the combination (IJ).

Fulwood
1228. ffulwod : Whall. Ch., T. vi. p. 371.

1285. Fulewode, R. de : L. A. R., p. 207.

1373. Foulwode : J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii. 191.

' Foul wood.' See ful and wudu in Pt. II.

The 1373 spelling Foul- conclusively establishes M. E. ful for

I
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first element. Its length here is due to the independent word.

Normally it was shortened in this position. Cp. § 9 (5), p. 25.

Furness
Type I.

?1127. fEudemesio : Ch. I. N., L. P. R., p. 302.

1398. de Podernesio : Fum. Ch., 185.

1401. Fudemesio : Furn. Ch., 200.

Type II.

1168-69.\Fumeis : L. P. R., 15, p. 13.

1196. jFumez : L. P., i. p. 4.

1228. Fumeyse : CI. RIL, iii. 38.

1235. Pumeis : L. P., i. p. 68.

1247. Furness : L. Inq., pp. 51, 181.

1249. Pumeus : L. Inq., p. 176.

1259. Fumeys : Lane. Ch„ 45.

1298. ffumeys : Lane. Ch., 334 and passim (sixteen times).

1346. ffoumeux : Wap. Sur., 66.

1401. Foumess-felle : Fum. Ch., 206.

All the forms in Type II. suggest the French word for ' fur-

nace.' On the other hand Type I. suggests 0. E. fodor, ' fodder
'

as the first element. Is it possible that the name was fodder-ness,

and that Type II. is the result of popular etymology ?

*Fylde-Plumpton
1320-46. fEylde plumpeton : Wap. Sur., 46.

G
Gabbets (Clith)

1216-1307. Gerbot : T. de N., 3986.

Gaits Water (Coniston)

Oeit is an 0. N. pers. n. It is also found in Rtl. Hundr. and
Freemen of York. See Bjorkman, N. Pn. in Engl., pp. 44 and
45). It occurs in another pi. n. in a document of 1332, Gaytscale :

Lane and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 93.

Rygh, Gaarda., ii. p. 322, gives the Scand. pi. n. Gjeitsad as

derived from this name.

Gale (near Tunstall)

1465. Gale : Rymer's Feed., v. Pt. II. p. 132.

Gambleside
1685-89. Gamblesyde : Due. Lane, i. p. 301.

The second element may be either O. E. heafod (cp. Amside)
;

or M. E. sMe (cp. Cadishead). The first element is the wide-
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spread 0. N. name Gamall, ' the old one.' It occurs in such

Norse pi. ns. as Gammdsrud, Gammelsrod, Gammalsgardr. Cp.

Rygh, Gamle Pers. Navne, p. 79. It occurs also in a pi. n. in

an 0. E. Charter of 957—Gamafeld (C. D., v. p. 392)—and as the

name of a sacristan, Gamel—in a grant of land in Norfolk (c.

1150), Crawf. Ch., No. xvi. 1. 35, p. 33 ; also in Birch's Ch. in

1033, as a witness, and in C. D. 975 as that of a serf. See Searle.

The name is frequent in D. B. as that of various persons holding

land (T. R. E., EUis, Introd., ii. p. 115). D. B. has it in a pi. n.

in Notts., Gamdestun, 290. 2. The name further is found in the

pi. n. Gameleslegh (Gamley, Cumb. ?) in a MS. transcript of Lay
Subsidies, p. 24, ann. 1327, kindly lent me by Mr. Farrer ; also

in 1269, Gamelishy, Cumb., Inq. of Hen. m., p. 278, No. 811.

It is represented by the Mod. English family name Gamble.

For further information concerning it, see now Bjorkman,

pp. 45 and 46.

Garstang [gjastin]

Type I.

1086. Cherestanc : D. B., 3016.

1204-05. Geirstan : L. P. R., 51, p. 192.

1206. Guegrestang : Lane. Ch., p. 386.

1208. Geersteng : L. F., i. p. 26.

1230. Gerstang : Lane. Ch., p. 302.

1246. Gayersteng : L. F., i. p. 106.

1249. Gayrestange : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 5, No. 43.

1256. Geyrstang : L. F., i. p. 121.

1304.1 „ . ^ fL. F. i., p. 204.
^gggJGairstang: j^. p^ y^^p 39

1320-46. Gerstang : Wap. Sur., 30.

1505. Garstang : Due. Lane, i. p. 4.

1535-43.{^^^^^°^|Leland, iv. p. 9.

1567. Gairstange : Due. Lane, i. p. 41.

Type II.

1204-05. Greston : L. P. R., 51, p. 190.

Type I., from which the Mod. form is derived seems to be pure

Norse. The first element is the pers. n. Geirr, which in Mod.
Norw. occurs in several pi. ns. in the form Gjek, as in Gjeksrud>

Geirsrvd, Gjekstad>Geirssta^. Cp. Rygh, N. Gn., ii. p. 38, On
the name Geirr, cp. also Rygh, Gamle Pers. Navne, p. 85. The
second element is O. N. *stang, ' spear or goad,' cp. vb. stanga,

' prick, goad.' The word here probably refers to a pike-staff,
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or pole, set up as a boundary or landmark. The D. B. spelling

is merely a foreigner's attempt to render an unfamiliar collection

of sounds. The other spellings express the 0. N. diphthong in

first element. Type II. is a confusion with the old form of

Garston (q.v.).

Garston
1093-94. Gerstan : Ch. i. i., L. P. R., p. 224.

1142. Gerestan(am) : Ch. vm. i., L. P. R., p. 279.

1153-60. Grestan : Ch. xiv. i., L. P. R., p. 286.

1205-06. Gahersteng : L. P. R., 52, p. 204.

1297. Garstan : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 137, No. 51.

ri315.] ("L.T., ii. p. 21.

- 1377. [Garstan :] L. F., iii. p. 2.

(.1509.J II. p., iii. p. 167.

The above spellings point to the fact that the second element

was originally not -tun, but -stdn. The first element is apparently

O. E. g^s, grses, ' grass.' On the other hand it is possible that it

is a form of Oeirr (see preceding name). Even if this be the

original source of the first element, No. 3 seems to show that it

was confused with the O. E. word for ' grass,' and we should

hardly get metathesis in the Norse name. Ores-, and gers- would,

however, both be quite normal, as representing the two 0. E.

forms given above. No. 4 shows confusion of the second element

with that of Garstang.

Garswood (Wigan)

1479. Gartiswode : L. P., iii. p. 137.

1644. Garsewood : Due. Lane, i. p.

The ' wood of Gar^r.' This name was according to Rygh
(Gamble Pers. Names, p. 79) a universal name in Norway.
The Mod. Norw. names generally have Gars- in first syllable

—

Garsegg, Garsvik, Gastad, Garshol.

Gascow (near Dalton)

1220-46. Garthscoh-lac : cit. Farrer. L. P. R., p. 300, ' in a
Ch. ofWiUiam de Lancaster

' ; no further reference.

1412. Garscowe : Furn. Ch., p. 63.

The ' wood of Garth.'

Gateacre

One of these names whose elements are comparatively easy to

determine, and which suggest so little. The first element is

certainly not 0. E. gat, which would give Mod. Engl. goal. It

is apparently 0. N. gata, ' road, way.' ' Road acre ' does not
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convey much meaning. Does it mean a field with a road

through it, or one at the side of a road ? Cp. Gateley in W.
Norfolk.

It is of course possible that the first element may be the

0. N. pers. n. Geit (cp. Oaifs Water above), or the Norse geitr, a
' goat,' though the present spelling is rather against this.

Gathurst (Wigan)

c. 1509-1520. Gatehurst : Due. Lane, i. p. 191.

For first element of remarks under Gateacre. For the second,

see hyrst in Pt. II.

Gawthorpe Hall (Burnley) [goJ)rap, J. H. H.]

The first element is probably the same pers. n. as in succeeding

word. For the second see forp in Pt. II. Note, however, that

Yorks. Gawthorpe, or Gowthorpe, appears in K's Inq. as Golthorp,

GotUhorp. The latterform also occurs, Cal.Rotl.Ch. (1275),p.l06.

Gawxholm (Rochdale)

-_„, fGawkeholme : Due. Lane, i. p. 23.

\Gaukeholme : Due. Lane, i. p. 4.

1523-24. Gaukholme : Due. Lane, p. 21.

1588. Gawckhowe, Robt. Herrison of : Rich. Wills., p. 146.

The first element is apparently the O. N. pers. n. Gaukr.

Rygh (Gamle Pers. N., p. 81) cites GauksTforp, Gaukstad,

Gauksaasen, Gauksdai, etc. See holm in Pt. II.

Bjorkman says the pers. n. Gauk is frequent in the Hundr.

Rlls., and Freemen of York (N. Pn. in Engl., p. 49).

Glasebrooke

1227. Glasbroc : L. F., i. p. 47.

1301. Glasebrok : L. F., i. p. 193.

1340. Glasebroke : L. F., ii. p. 196.

Probably ' glassy brook.' In 0. E. glxs is used as a symbol of

brightness. Cp. beorhtre Tfonne glses, Tfiet neb Kxe]> swa glses oSSe

gim, cit. B.-T.

Glasson [glazw] (Thurnam, Lane.)

1587-88. Glasson : Due Lane, i. p. 50.

Gleaston

1246-47. Cleston : L. A. R., pp. 100, 101, 103.

1 OAQ / Gleston : \L. A. R., p. 243.

^'^'"'iGleseton :JL. A. R., p. 247.
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It is rather curious that Olistun, one of the Devonshire places

now called Clyst, is found ann. 1001, Parker Chron., Plummer's
ed., i. p. 132. G. is certainly written for c here, and the name
may perhaps be related to 0. E. clyster, Engl. ' cluster,' in which
case *Clyst-tun would perhaps mean ' a group or collection of

dwellings,' thus having the same meaning as Iporp, which see in

Pt. II. Glesston has, perhaps, the same origin, though there

are difficulties connected with the form. In the first place the

change of initial G to is, puzzling, although, if the 1246 form
be genuine, it has actually occurred in this name. The converse

change oi O to G (K) is fairly frequent in Lanes. Names, cp.

Cunliffe, Gringleber, Conder, etc. above. Again the vowel offers

difficulties. I do not understand how O. E. y could be repre-

sented by e in Lanes, in a stressed syllable, in the thirteenth

century.

Glest (no longer exists)

1276. Glest, A. de : L. A. E., p. 130.

1339. Glest : L. P., ii. p. 110.

1537. Glest : Duo. Lane, i. p. 155.

See remarks on Gleaston above.

Glodwick
1246-47. Glothicke, E. de : L. A. E., p. 72.

1307.\p„ ,, , fL. P., i. p. 210.
^34^[Glotheyk:

j^_
._^

25.
;:}Gioi^eyk:{J;:^;;!:^;

None of the earlier forms suggest the Mod. suffix, which is

probably a mere map-maker's form. The name is probably
pronounced (glodik), locally in any case. I can make nothing

of the word.

Godwinscales (no longer exists ?)

1283. Godwinscales : L. Inq., p. 256.

' The huts, or shealings of Oodwine.' See 0. E. scale, Pt. II.

Golborne (Wigan) [goubarn]

1246-47. Goldburne, H. de : L. A. E., p. 115.

1276. Golbume : L. A. E., p. 131.

1320. Goldebum:
1334. Goldburne : Pr. Pen., p. 15.

1639. Goulbome : Due. Lane, i. p. 97.

' Golden stream ' ? See burne, etc. Pt. II.
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Goodber (Roebumdale)

1588. Goberthwayte : Due. Lane, i. p. 55.

The Mod. name appears to be a shortened form of an original

compound. It is probably a pars, n., and one would be inclined

to suggest 0. E. *G6dbeorg, or O. N. *OSSbjorg. Unfortunately

neither of these names appears to be recorded so far as I can

discover. Godbeorht, it is true, is mentioned by Searle, but only

as the name of a Lombard king, and once more from a late

source, in the time of the Conqueror.

Goosnargh [guznsr]

Type I.

1086. Gusansarghe : D. B., 3016.

1206-20.J2°'^^°^^\'*^i jcockrsnd. Ch., p. 234.
|_Gosenarghe, de :J

^

1226. Gosannesareghe : P. R. Hen. ni., I. Inq., p. 139.

1241. Gosnar: L. F., i. p. 86.

1 9A(i in
/Grozsenarch : \L. A. R., p. 12.

\Gosenharegh :J L. A. R., p. 15.

1283. Gosenare : L. P., i. p. 160.

1292. Gosenargh : Plac. Q. Warr., 375&.

1315. Gosenargh : L. P., ii. p. 22.

1320-46. Gosenarghe : Wap. Sur., 2, 56.

1322. Gosnargh : L. P., ii. p. 47.

1330. Gosenarch : Lane. Ch., p. 446.

1411. Gosenare : L. P., iii. p. 83.

1468. Gosnergh : L. P., iii. p. 134.

1593. Goosnargh, Jenet Bayliffe of : Rich. Wills, p. 25.

1597. Gousnor : Due. Lane., i. p. 63.

1680. Goosnergh, Thos. Bateson of : Rich. Wills, p. 24.

Type II.

1226. Gosanesarwe : P. R. Hen. in., L. Inq., p. 139.

1270. Gosenarw : L. A. R., p. 250.

1290. Gossenarwe : L. Inq., p. 274.

' The hearh or hill, or temple of Oosa.' Gosanwelle, C. D., iii.

p. 415, and Birch Ch., ii. p. 479 (cit. Searle) contains this pers.

name. A Gos is mentioned ia D. B. among the landowners

previous to the Survey (Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 130). The same
name apparently is the first element in the D. B. pi. n. Goseford

(Shrop.) ; Gosewelle (Devon). Cp. also perhaps Patricius de
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Gosemshe, Feod. Pri. Dunelm, p. 228. The first element in

Goseford may, however, refer to the bird, as fords appear to be

often named after animals. For the second element, see hmrh,

Pt. II.

Gorton (Manch.)

1332. Gorton, Thorn, de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 10.

Perhaps the ' tun of Gort,' a pers. n. mentioned by Searle as

occurring in D. B.

*6osfordsiche

1200. Gosfordesich, A. de : Scar. Ch., 5, 261.

1283. Gosefordesiche : L. Inq., 259.

1324. Gosefordsiche : L. C. R., p. 46.

1336. Goseforsich : Scar. Ch., 64, 266.

1332. Gosefordsik : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 5.

The sike, or runnel by Gosford, which itself is probably simply

Gooseford. Fords are often named after animals, but the

element may be a pers. n. Cp. under Goosnargh above. See
Gos and ford and sic in Pt. II.

Graythwaite (Hawkshead)

? 13th c. Grathpeyte :\Lanc. Ch., p. 177 (the p in this form,

Grathwayt : jLanc. Ch., p. 189 perhaps for O. E.

p=w).
1337. Graythwat : Pum. Ch., 173.

1401. Graythwait : Fum. Ch., p 205.

' The grey farmstead.' See grieg and pveiti in Pt. II.

Greenhalgh [grinal]

1086. Greneholf : D. B., 3016.

1212. Grenhole : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 37.

121fi 20 /Gfrenhole :\Ch. ni. xxi., L. P. R., p. 440.

iGrenol : J Ch. iv. xxi., L. P. R., p. 441,

1242-43. Grenele : Sc. of Garc. L. Inq., p. 153.

1244. Grenehol : L. Inq., p. 159.

13th c. Gemole, R. de : Lane. Ch., 403.

1315. GrenehuUes : L. F., ii. p. 22.

1332. Grenolf : Lay Subs., L. and C. Misc., ii. p. 2.

1421. Grenehalgh : Cat. Anc. Dds., C. 2222, vol. ii. p. 495.

{Grenehowe :

]

alias hDuc. Lane, i. p. 47.

GrenehoUe : J
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1607. Greenall, Thos. Kirkham of : Rich. Wills., p. 177.

1618. Greenall, Will Whitehead of :]

1623. Greenoe, Henry W. of : [Rich. Wills, p. 307.

1678. Greenough, Rich. W. of : J

1662. Greenhalgh, Thos. Kirkham of : Rich. Wills, p. 177.

1668. Greenalgh, Jeneta Kirkham of : Rich. Wills., p. 176.

The evidence of the above forms points to the present spelling,

being on the whole a very late one. There is only one example

of it before the seventeenth century. The identity of the second

element in the early forms is doubtful. The forms in -hole, die,

-hoi, -ol, are apparently from 0. E. hale (obUque case of halh).

-olf is probably from the nom. of same word. The forms in

-how, -oe, ough, appear to be due to confusion with 0. E. hoh

(q. v.). The -halgh spelling is imitated from some other name
containing the element in this form. See discussion under halh

in Pt. n. The D. B. spelling is difficult to account for. The
final / may be a Norman scribe's attempt to represent 0. E. h

in this position. The o at this date I cannot account for.

Greenholm Farm (Barrow-in-Furness)

1205. Greneholm : Cal. Roll. Ch., p. 22.

See gren and holmr in Pt. II.

Greenscoe (Dalton)

1339. Greneschow : Fum. Ch., p. 175.

1401. Grenescogh : Fum. Ch., p. 206.
'

' Green wood.' 0. N. skogr. The first form, in -schow seems to

be a mixed form between the 0. N. word and the O. E. cognate

sceaga. Cp. next name.

Greenshaw (Nelson)

1265. Grenesho : L. A. R., p. 239.

' Greenwood.' The second element in the thirteenth century

form appears to be due to a confusion between 0. E. sceaga and
the 0. N. cognate skogr, having the initial consonant of the former,

and the vowel of the latter. Cp. preceding name.

Greeta River (Tunstall)

1332. Gretebrek, Joh. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii.

p. 91.

This form refers to the slope by the side of the river, or perhaps

simply to the banks, and not to the river itself. River names

as a rule are not English, though some undoubtedly are. The
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final syllable of Greeta Toasbj easily be O. E. ed, 'river, water,' and
the first element, if not a Celtic word, may be either O. E. great,

' great,' or connected with 0. E. gretan, ' to weep,' and may
refer to the sound of the water. Or it may be 0. E. great,

M. S. grit, 'gravel, shingle.' These are pure guesses, quite

unconfirmed by any documentary evidence.

Gressingham
1086. Ghersmctone : D. B., 3016.

1202. Gersingeham : L. F., i. p. 12.

1212. Gersi[n]gham : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 96.

Ante 1225. Guersingham : Lane. Oh., p. 20.

1235.1 „
1,

/L. F., i. p. 71.

l2Q2.j^^^^^S'^^'^ -{l. f., i. p. 172 and Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

1346. Gersingham : Wap. Sur., 3, 66.

Ante 1372. Girsingham : Fum. Ch., 224.

1537. Gressyngham : Due. Lane, i. p. 35.

The suffix here is probably 0. E. ham (q. v. in Pt. II.), since it

appears to replace an earher tiin (cp. D. B. form). The question

remains, what is gersing- ? In spite of the prejudice which
appears to exist against ever explainiag -ing as a noun meaning
' field,' I can have little doubt that Gersing- means simply ' grass

field.' See 0. E. gxrs, and ing in Pt. 11.

Greystoneley
1200-01. Grimestonlyd : L. P. R., 47, p. 131.

1662. Grastonlee, R. Parker of : \Rich. Wills., p. 207.

1671. Graystonleigh, Agnes Parker of : J p. 208.

The ' slope hy Grimmestun.' The final element is 0. E. hli^

(q. V. in Pt. II.). This is a remarkable instance of an absolute

change in the form of a name, due probably to popular ety-

mology.

Grimsargh
Type I.

1086. Grimesarge : D. B., 3016.

1189. Grimesherham : Ch. i. xxi., L. P. R., p. 437.

1242-43. Grimisharg : Sc. of Gasc, L. Inq., p. 151.

1244. Grimsarche : L. Inq., p. 158.

1245. Grimsharg : L. Inq., p. 160.

1249. Grimisharg : L. Inq., p. 170.

1251. Grimisharg : Inq. Post Mortem, 35 Hen. ni., No. 5
(cit. Hist. Meols., p. 10).

1257. Grimesharche : L. Inq., p. 204.
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1297. Grymeshargh : L. Inq., p. 289.

1301. Greymesargh : L. F., i. p. 192.

1320-46. Grymesarghe : Wap. Sur., 38.

1351. Grymesargh : L. F., ii. p. 131.

1378. Grymser : L. F., iii. p. 5.

1572. Grimsore : Duo. Lane, i. p. 48.

1597. Grimsargh, Geo. Rogerson of :")

1632. Grimser, Jas. R. of : [Rich. Wills., p. 236.

1672. Grimsargh, Grace R. of : J

Type II.

1246-47. Grimeshark, R. de : L. A. R., p. 87.

Type III.

1246-47. Grimesaruwe, W. de : L. A. R. (RU. 21), i. p. 61.

' Grimm's temple, or grove,' cp. hxrh in Pt. II. Grimm and

Grlmr were both common 0. N. pers.'ns. See evidence of their

frequent occurrence in England in the early period, in Bjorkman,

N. Pn. in Engl., p. 50.

Grimshaw (Blackburn)

1284. Giymeschawe, A. and R. de : L. A. R., p. 181 (2cl.).

1311. Grimeschagh : De Lac. Inq., 12.

1441. Grymeshagh : L. F., iii. p. 108.

1535. Grymshay : Townley Rll., p. 2. (Refers to place,

also occurs as proper name, George Grymshay,

p. 4.)

The ' shaw ' or wood of Grimm. See O. E. sceaga in Pt. II.

The early spellings with -schawe, schagh make this certain.

BJorkman's conjecture that the form was Grimes haga is appar-

ently based only on the modem form. See BJorkman's N. Pn.

in Engl., p. 51. The 1535 form, however, certainly looks

as if confusion had taken place between the original suffix

and the O. E. word hiege, ' enclosure,' though as this is a late

form it proves nothing with regard to the original form of the

suffix.

Grisehead

1259. Griseheuet : L. Inq., p. 224.

1261. Griseheued : L. A. R., p. 235.

1292. Gryseheued : Lane. Ch., p. 42.
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1306. Griseheued : L. Inq., p. 320.

1332. Grisehed : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 99.

For first element see next word. For second element see

0. E. heafod in Pt. II.

Grizedale

1332. Grisdale, Simon de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. iii.

p. 94.

1337. Grisedale : Fum. Ch., 173.

1401. Grizedale : Fum. Oh., 205.

The first element is the 0. N. pers. n. Griso, known in Iceland

and in Denmark (cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., p. 97). Norse pi. ns.

are Griset, eariier Grisetter ; Gresli ; earlier Griislidh ; Gristad.

Bjorkman (N. Pn. ia Engl., p. 52) finds this pers. n. ia the Rot.

Hundr., ii. p. 119, and in the Register of the Freemen of York,

p. 120, etc. The pi. n. Grysethorp, Griseby, Grisethwaite also

occur in D. B.. Cp. Bjorkman.

Grubhead ?

1224. Grubbeheued : L. F., i. p. 44.

The first element must be a pers. n.

—

*Grviba, or some such

form. It is not recorded in old documents, but exists in the

Mod. family name Grubbe, etc.

Gummer's How or Gunner's How (hill near 'Windermere)

We have here, apparently, the Scand. n. Gunnar, which is

found in many English documents of the Old and Middle period

For references, see Bjorkman (N. Pn. ia Engl., pp. 54 and 55.).

The corresponding Old EngUsh name is Guphere. For How see

Hoh in Pt. n. below. For another Lanes, pi. n. containing

Gunnar, see Gunnerthwaite below.

Gunnell's Fold (Wigan)

1258. Gunnildisford : L. Inq., p. 214.

Gunnell is the 0. N. feminine pers. n. GunnhiMr. The second
element shows an interchange between O. E. fdld (q. v. Pt. II.)

and ford. Rygh (Gamle Pers. N., p. 104) give several Norse
pi. ns. containing this pers. n. Gunnildrud, Gunnildgaard, Gun-
nildstad. Gunild occurs as the name of a tenant in chief at the

time of the Doomsday Survey (ElUs's Introd., ii. p. 136.) The
name is also found written Gunnyld in 1332. Exchequer Lay
Subsidy, Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 93. It occurs further in

the Yorks. PI. N. Gunthwaite, which is spelt Gonnildthweyt in a
grant of 1334. Cp. Ind. Ch. and Rlls., i. p. 319.
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Gunnell's Moors
1329. Gonolfemores : Whall. Ch., T. v. xliii. p. 268.

Guimolvesmore : T. de N., 403.

Cp. also Farrer's notes, L. P. R., p. 375.

Gunnulfr was a common O. N. pers. n. Rygh (Gamle

Pers. N., p. 106) gives several pi. ns. compounded with it

—

Gunnelsby, Ghinnulfestrond, Gundelstad, Gunnilsbu, etc., etc. The
form Gunnulfus occurs D. B. as that of a person holding land at

the time of the Survey (Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 138). The name
also occurs in the pi. n. Cfunnulfestone, etc. (Notts.), D. B.,

293. 2 ; and Gunnolveston, Plac. Abbrev., p. 23, 1 John. In

addition to the D. B. reference above given, Bjorkman (N. Pn.

in Engl., p. 58) gives also Gunnolf from Liber Vitae.

Gunnerthwaite (Mailing)

1633. Gunnerthwait, Geo. Beakbaine of : Rich. Wills, p. 26.

The ' thwaite of Chinnar.' On this pers. n. cp. Ounner's How
above. I came across a person ia Berkshire quite recently

bearing the name of Guntrip, which must be from *Chmnar'prep.

Habergham Eaves or Habringham [sebagm eivz, sebedzm,

J. H. H.]

1269. Habercham : L. Inq., p. 235.

13th c. Habringeham : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 322.

1406-07. Habryngham : L. P., iii. p. 68.

The first element is apparently the pers. n. HeSSbeorh (cp.

C. D., iii. p. 391 (849) ; or HsgSburh, cp. HeSburge dene, C. D., iii.

p. 135, and HaiSeburge hledwe, C. D., v. p. 313 (947). The second

element is O. E. ham (q. v. Pt. II.). See also 0. E. efes ia Pt. II.

Hackensall
Type I.

1199-1200. Hacumeho : L. P. R., 46, p. 116.

1199. Hacunesho : L. P., i. p. 9.

1200-01. Hacumesho : L. P. R., 47, p. 129.

1201-02. Aykenesho : L. P. R., 48, p. 152.

1205. Hacunshow : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 67, and passim to

1286, pp. 67-86.

1206-35. Hacuhshaw : Cal. Ch. D. of L., No. 10, p. 163.

1227. Hacunesho : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 39.

1246. Hakonesho : L. P., i. p. 96.
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1256-57. Hacueshou : Lane. Ch., p. 411. (Haconeshu

usual form in Lane. Ch.).

1261. Hacunesho : L. Inq., p. 229.

?1276. Haeuneshawe : Lane. Ch., 25.

1292. Hakuneshou : Plac. Q. Warr., 377.

1297. Haueoneshawe : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 137, No. 51.

1335. Hacunsowe : L . F., ii. p. 95.

1320-46. Hakenshow : Wap. Sur., 2, 54.

1357. Hacomeshow : L. P., ii. p. 151.

1395. Haeoneshowe : L. P., iii. p. 45.

Type II.

1245. Hakinshal : L. Inq., p. 160.

The orginal name was evidently the ' hoibgh' O. E. hoh, or
' hillock ' of Hdkon. It is curious that the type which has survived

in the Mod. name should be so Uttle represented in M. E. docu-

ments. The -hal in the present name must be referred either

to 0. E. heall, ' hall,' or to O. E. -halh, on which see remarks

in Pt. II. For the O. N. pers. n. Hdkon, cp. Rygh (Gamle Pers.

N., pp. Ill and 112). Norw. pi. n. containing Hdkon- are
—Haakenhy, Haakenstad, Haakensgaarden, etc. See hoh in Pt. II.

Hacking
1246-47. Hakun, J. de : L. A. R., p. 98.

1278. Hackyng : L. F., i. p. 153.

1283. Hakkyng : Whall. Ch., T. v. iii. p. 191.

The earUest form goes to show that the sufi&x -ing is not

original, though this is perhaps not conclusive. It is possible

that the real sufiix may have been lost leaving only the gen. sing,

of a pers. n. Hacca. Haccan broc is noted by Searle as occurring

in C. D., No. 1151. Hdken would become Haking quite nor-

mally. Cp. p. 35 above. In this case the name would mean simply
' Hacca's.' Mod. designations of fields, houses, bams, etc., are

often popularly formed on this principle, but I am not convinced

that they are common in early times. Cp., however, Wigan
below, which is a possible case of a weak gen.

Hagg (B. in F.)

1339.\Hagg : Fum. Ch., 175.

1597.J Due. Lane, i. p. 63.

0. N. Hagi corresponds to 0. E. haga, ' fence, fenced place '

(q. V.) Pt. II.), and means a ' garden,' also a ' fenced field or
pasture.' Cleasby-Vigf. says Hagi is frequently the name of

a farm in Landnamabok.
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Haigh

1278. Haugh : L. A. R., p. 162.

1292. Haghe : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1312. Hagh : L. F., ii. p. 9.

Haighton

1086. Halctiin : D. B., 3016.

(1) 1212. HaHcton : Gt. Inq., I. Inq., p. 51.

(2) 1245. Halgton : L. Inq., p. 160.

(3) ;^"-| Haighton : (^ l' ."; ?'
f,f,

Amounderness).
^ '

1446.J ® I^L. P., m. p. 112 (nr. Preston).

According to forms 2 and 3 above, the original name would
mean the -tun by or near the halh (q. v. Pt. II.). No. 1 above
seems a fanciful and ignorant Spelling, which suggests 0. E.

hdlig, ' holy.' It is very doubtful whether M. E. Halghtun could

ever have developed naturally into Haighton, and I am inclined

to think that the Mod. form is due to a compound entirely

different from the above forms, i.e. with M. E. haigh. See this

form under pi. n. Haigh, and 0. E. haga in Pt. II.

Hale

1094. ad Halas : Lane. Ch., 10.

1176-77. de Hales : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

1262.-1 fL.F.,i.p.l38.

1292. J
* \Plac. Q. Warr., 3756, 3786, etc.

1292. Haigh : Plac. Q. Warr., 3876.

1327. Hale : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 104.

' At the halgh.^ See discussion on this word in Pt. II. It is

difficult to account for the Mod. form unless we assume that it

arose in a compoimd. The oblique cases of O. E. halh would be

hale (dat.), etc. This would give M. E. hole, as explained in

Pt. II., if it preserved its stress. In such positions as -hale,

however, it would be shortened in M .E., though still written

-hale. A spelling pronunciation of this would lead to (heil) in

compounds. Another possibility is that an 0. E. hale may
have arisen, on the analogy of halh, side by side with the normal

hale. This analogical form would be lengthened to hale in M. E.,

and would give hale (heil, hel), etc. as a Mod. form.

Halewood
1524-25. Halewood.

See remarks on preceding name, and vmdu in Pt. II.
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Halliwell

1246. Haliwell : L. A. R., p. 7.

1292.1 „ ,. ,, fPlac. Q. Warr., 379.

1295.J
^^'i^all

: l^yj^^u Qi^^
rp

jj xxxviii. p. 68.

1332. Haliwalle : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 38.

' Holywell.' See 0. E. hdlig, and wella in Pt. II. The vowel

in first element of Mod. form is accounted for by early shortening

of a to a in 0. E. inflected hdlge<Mlge. For interchange of

M. E. -well, and -wall, op. Aspinall above.

Hallsall

1224. Haleshal : L. F., i. p. 24.

1312. Halesale : Orig. RUs., 1916.

1320-46. Halsale : Wap. Sur.i, 36.

1394. HalsaUe : Pum. Ch., p. 532.

Presumably either the ' halh,' or ' hall ' of Halla ; see next

name.

Hallstead
Type I.

1246-47. Hallestud : L. A. R., p. 20.

1256-58. Hallested : Lane. Ch., p. 207.

1292. Hallestede : L. P., i. p. 168.

Late 13th c. Hallestud : Lane. Ch., 191.

1329. Hallestudes : WhaU. Ch., T. v. xlii. p. 257.

1333. Hallested : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixxviii. p. 313.

1397. Halestedes : L. P., iii. p. 53.

Type II.

1347. Hausted : Furn. Ch., p. 139.

The ' place of Halla.' This name, accordiag to Rygh (Gamle
Pers. N., p. 112), is only foimd in one instance in Norway, but
was universal in Iceland. It occurs in the pi. n. Holleby.

Type II. shows diphthongisation of a before -I. See stede in

Pt. n.

Halton [hotn]

1233.") rL. F., i. p. 58.

1311. [ Halton : ] L. P., ii. p. 7.

1376.J II. P., ii. p. 191.

1270 or end 13th c. Hauton : Lane. Ch.
The ' tun ' of Halla ? See the two preceding names.
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? Haltonsty (land in Bolton)

End 13th c. Haltunesty : Lane. Ch., 177.

' The footpath,' or ' pass,' by Halton. See O. E. stig in Pt. II.

Hambleton
1086. Hameltune : D. B., 3016.

1229. Hamelton : CI. RUs., iii. 158.

1262. Hamelton : L. F., i. p. 137.

Cp. also Lane. Ch., 377, and Fum. Ch., p. 685,

documents of about same date as above.

1292. Hamelton : Plac. Q. Warr., 377.

1320-46. Hamelton : Wap. Sur.^, 52.

The ' tun ' of Hamela (O. E.). Hamhledon (Hants.) appears

in an 0. E. Ch. as Hamdendun (C. D., iv. p. 114.).

Hampsfell

1282. Hamesfelle : Furn. Ch., 381.

{Hamefel

:

HamefEeld :

1314. Hamesfell : L. F., ii. 16.

1307. Hamefiel, J. de : Pari. Writs, ii. p. 15.

A name Hdma or Hama ? occurs L. V., 210, Sweet's O. E. T.,

p. 159, and Miiller, § 37, 1, and the name is recorded several

times besides in O. E. documents, coins, etc. (See Searle.) I

do not know on what grounds the name is included by Sweet
under O. E. a. If the above pi. n. had contained a, in the first

syllable, the M. E. forms would have been Homesfell, etc., unless

shortening had taken place before the period of rounding. It

is quite possible that such forms as the gen. Hdmes- in pi. ns.

may have been contracted to *Hdms- before the suffix, as early

as the late 0. E. period, in which case shortening to Hams- would
take place in M. E. There is also a name Hama recorded by
Searle as occurring in D. B. One or other of these names, if

indeed they be different, is apparently the first element in

Hammespol, C. D., i. p. 85 (Kt., 724) ; Hamesbei (Norf.), D. B.,

p. 197 ; HamMuna, D. B., i. p. 184 (Norf.). For the second

element of Ham/psfell, see 0. N. fjall in Pt. II.

Hapton [septan]

1246-47. Hapton : L. A. R., p. 24.

1296. Hapton : Whall. Ch., T. v. xvi. p. 205.

Note that Hapesburc (Norf.) occurs D. B., 1336 ; Hapinga,

D. B., 1336.
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Harbarrow (Aldingham) ?

Hardhorn

1298. Hordern : Lane. Ch., pp. 70 and 76.

1320-46. Horderne : Wap. Sur., 2. 54.

1349. Horderne : Cal. RoU. Ch., p. 180.

1384. Horderne : Lane. Ch., p. 527.

1590. Hardhorne : Due. Lane., i. p. 59.

1603-70. Hardhorne, Silcoeke of : Rieh. Wills., passim,

cp. p. 252.

1676. Hard Home, Jas. Silcoeke of : Rich. Wills, p. 252.

The early forms seem to point clearly toO.^. hord sern, 'treasure

place,' ' treasury.' See hord, and mm in Pt. II. On the other

hand there are grounds for beUeving that -rd-, as in the first

three forms might have developed out of O. E. -r]?-, just as -Vp-

in pi. ns. became -Id-. Cp. Souldern (Oxf.) from earlier Sul^orn

(English Ch., passim), and Souldrop (Beds.), from earlier Sulporp

(cp. Skeat's Beds. PL Ns.). An O.E. hdrlforn, hdryyrne, ' ancient

or boundary thorn,' might become M. E. *hordorn, *hdrdirn.

In any case, the later forms show a change which can only be

due to popular etymology of some kind. See remarks under
Mr, and forn in Pt. II.

Thorns were frequently used as boundary and landmarks, and
we find

—

ongean fone hdran forn in C. D., v. p. 194 (931).

*Hardshaw

1536. Hardshaghe in Wyndle : Due. Lane, i. p. 54.

Hare Appletree

1202. Herdhappetire [sic] : L. P., i. p. 15.

The Mod. name suggests 0. E. Mr, ' old ' (see under Hard-
horn above, and in Pt. II.), as a first element. The early form
seems badly spelt all round.

Harterbeck

1609. Hartherbeck, Joh. Bateson of

1680. Harterbeck, Rich. Bateson
°j^"|Rich. Wills, p. 24.

Hart's Barrow (Grange) ?

1332. Hertbergh : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 102.

' Hart's hill.' 0. E. heorot means ' a stag, hart.' See beorq in
Pt. II.
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Harwood, Great

1227. Harwude : L. F., i. p. 48.

1298. Great Harewoode in Blakeburneshyre : L. F., i. p. 183.*

1328. Harrewode : L. F., ii. p. 49.

' Old wood.' See hdr and wudu in Pt. II. There is a Hare-

wood in Worcs.

Haselhurst

1332. Haselhurst : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 38.

' Hazel wood.' See hxsel and hyrst in Pt. II.

Haskayne (Ormsk)

1366. Haiskeen, Emmot de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii.

p. 112.

Apparently the same as Heskin below. I can make nothing

of either form.

Haslingden
fAselindene : ") y a r> nn

1246-47.- Heselindene :
-^- ^- ^^ P" ^^-

(.Haselendene : J L. A. R., p. 74.

Aschihng, H. de, ofAsehndene ^ 1 t a tj

Also Capil of Asohelindene. J
' '

'' ^'

1296./ Haslingden : \ „„ „ „, „ fxvi. p. 206.
1 orio 1 XT 1 J f Whall. Ch., T. V. -^ mj1298. [Haslyngden : J l^xxi. p. 214.

1332. Haselinden : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 74.

1400. Hasselyngden : Minister's Accts., p. 78.

' The dean of Askelin ' ? or simply the ' hasd dene ' ? The
above forms are somewhat confused. It is possible that the

L. A. R. forms throw most light, and that the first element is

Askelin- a variant of 0. N. Asketill, Askell, q. v. under Astley

above. On the interchange of suffix -il, and -in in Norse names
in -ketill, see remarks below under Rossendale. See also discus-

sion of this point by Bjorkman (Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., pp. 17-

20), where the various forms of Askel, etc., will be found. I note

that Bjorkman, loc. cit., points out the existence of some degree

of uncertainty as to the identity of Askelinus with Askel, Askil,

etc., siace in the former we have both endings, -il and -irnis.

I think the doubts are set at rest by the fact that Mr. Round
(Feudal England, p. 158) identifies the person called Azelinus

(D. B., 221&), with Ascdinus, of Descriptio militum de Abbatia

de Burgo, which document also refers to this person as Asketillus.
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For this man, D. B. by the side of Azdinus above mentioned

has also the very primitive Anschitillus, 2216 and 3456.

^ As regards the Mod. form of the pi. n. before us, it is clear that

if the suggested explanation of the first element be right, an early

confusion with M. E. hasel, ' hazel tree,' took place. The un-

stressed -in becomes -ing as in Adlington, from *A'6elwin-.

Cp. this name above. See dene in Pt. II.

Perhaps, however, the more likely explanation is that the first

element is simply hiesd, ' hazel,' with the adjectival suffix -en.

Cp. Withen-tun<Withmgton, Hole(g)nworth<Hollingworih, and

the form Hasellenhirste, Oh. ii. Ser. xix., L. P. R., p. 422. The
adj. hseslen is found in 0. E.

Hassock
1249. Haskestoc : L. Inq., p. 172.

[N.B.

—

Haskescoc alias Hayescoc in Gal. Inq. of Hen. in., p. 37,

No. 153. I suspect that the editor has misread s<x>c for stoc here.]

' HasheVs, or HoshuMs landmark.' O. E. stoc, ' stock, trunk,

log,' is common in early forms of pi. ns. B. T. suggests that it

means a fenced, or staked-in place. This may certainly be so,

but may it not also mean simply a stock set up as a landmark
or boundary ? Skeat takes Leverstock to mean probably ' Leof-

here's log-hut,' but says the meaning of the suffix is uncertain

(Cambs. PI. Ns., p. 70). The first element in Hassock may be

the O. N. pers. n. Hoskuldr, on which see Rygh (Gamle Pers. N.,

p. 140). Cp. the form Haskesmores from Testa de Nevil, 372,

cited tentatively under Hoskinshire below. It should be noted

that a pers. n. Hascwulf, Hascolfus is mentioned by Searle from
Ellis, Introd. D. B. has several pi. ns. beginning with Haske-,

Haschetorp, E. R. Yorks., D. B., 3326 ; Hascetuna (Suff.), D. B.,

3156, but these spellings may represent 0. N. Askil-. Cp. in

Yorks. Haisthorpe, of which D. B. has the forms Ascheltorp, and
Haschetorp. See Index of K.'s Inq.

? Hasty GiU(tJlv.)

1368. Hastigale : Furn. Ch., 430.

Hatlex (Hest Bank, Lancaster)

THakkelak :

]
13th c.JHakelakes : VLanc. Ch., pp. 204, 231, 233.

(.Hakelake : J

1346. Hakelaker, T. de : Wap. Sur. 3. 80.

1528. Haclaks : Due. Lane, i. p. 29.

1550. Hacklack : Due. Lane, i. p. 36.
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' Hackel's oaks ' ? The first element looks like some Norse

pers. n. like *Hse'6kd, or *HakeU, the second is probably 0. E.

dc, ' oak' (q. v. Pt. 11.). Shortening would normally take place,

of the vowel in an unstressed position. The 1346 form has

expanded the name to the ' acre ' of the afore-mentioned person.

Note Hachelintone (Northants.), D. B., 2206, 2. The change

of -kl- to -tl- occurs in Astley from *Ask{e)llei and Artie Beck for

*Arkle Beck.

The spelling with final -x must be quite modern, and is rather

disconcerting, until we see the early forms. For a name with

a similar termination and spelling, cp. Ruxox in Beds., which
Professor Skeat explains as ' Rook's oaks ' on the strength of

the forms Bokesac, Bokeshoc from Annal. Monast.

Haughton (near Ashton-under-Lyne)

13th c. Halghton : Whall. Ch., passim, e.g. p. 59.

1311. Haughton : De Lac. Inq., 16.

The tun at or near the ' hulh '
(q. v. in Pt. II.). The form of

1311, from which mod. spelling, and form too (if really pro-

nounced hotn), shows a quite normal diphthonging of a before

I, which was then lost. Cp. §§ 7 (4) and 19 (6) above.

Haughton, Houghton

1194. Hauton in Lindsay : L. F., i. p. 2.

1253. Halughton (Par. Eccles.) : L. P., i. p. 151.

The first element is evidently halh (q. v.), and the second tun,

which see also in Pt. II.

Haverigg Holme (Coniston)

1332. Haueryngg : Whall. Ch., T. v. xxix. p. 225.

Ed. ni. Haverrigge : Fum. Ch., p. 320.

A 'ridge (of land) sown with oats.' See^a/r,and^r2/g^SrrinPt. II.

*Haversegge

1283.(g*""'^'"S^=|L.Inq.,p.260.
(Hauessege :J

^ ^

More probably the 'sedgy land belonging to Hdvar^^ (see next

name), than ' sedgy land in which oats are grown.' Cp. precediug

name, and hafr in Pt. II. See also secg. On the other hand

the second element may be ecg, ' hill,' or ' ridge,' the s being the

gen. suffix. Cp. Liversedge inYoTk8.=*Leofheres ecg, on which

see my remarks under Liverpool below.
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Haverthwaite

1337. Haverthwait : Furn. Ch., p. 173.

1401. Haverthwait : Fum. Ch., p. 205.

1584. Harderthat, Will Rawlingson of : "j -^^^^ Wills
1639. Hauthwat, E. Rawlingson of

:

| p 226
1641. Harderthwait, Mr. Rawlingson of :J

The ' thwaite of Hdvar^r.' For this name, cp. Rygh (Gamle

Pers. Ns., p. 119), who enumerates a considerable number of

pi. ns. compounded with it, e.g. Holstad, earlier Haftiardhstadom

;

Haavards-Rotnes ; HaavaarsUen, earlier HafuordzUd ; Havar-

gaard, etc. This derivation is certainly more probable than an

identiQcation of the first element with O. N. hafr. Cp. Haverigg

ante. The forms of 1584 and 1641 may represent a slightly

difierent form of the first element *Ha{v)arder. Note the re-

tention of the 0. N. gen. sufSx.

Hawkley (Makerfield)

1332. Haukeslegh : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 18.

' Hawk's field.' See succeeding names, and iBh in Pt. II.

Hawkshaw (Lane, Bury)

1218-19. Hauekesheghe : L. A. R., p. 259.

iSs!^^'}
Haukeschagh :

jwhall. Ch., T. iii.
}P;

JJg."

1287. Haukeshag : Whall. Ch., T. iii. p. 125.

1285. Haukeseye : L. A. R., p. 206.

' Hawk wood.' See O. E. hafoc, and sceaga in Pt. II. Of

course it is quite possible that the first element is a pers. n.

Haukr was a common man's name in Norway and Iceland, and

appears in pi. n. in the forms, Hok-, Hauk-, Hog-, Hauk- (cp.

Rygh, Gamle Pers. Ns., p. 1 18.) The first of the early forms of the

Lanes, name above is certainly English—^M. E. hauek, havek=
0. E. hafoc. The other might equally well be Norse or English.

O. E. hafoc occurs unmistakably as a pers. n. in a pi. n. Hafoces.

hlsew (C. D., iv. p. 93). The early forms above show confusion,

in the second element between O. E. sceaga, ' wood,' and hsege and
haga, ' enclosure.' Cp. now Bjorkman's remarks under O. N.
Hauk, Nord. Pers. N. in. England, p. 66. The form cited above

from C. D. disposes, I think, of B.'s statement that 0. E. Hafoc

is never used as a pers. n. The 1218 form of Hawkshaw shows

that we have the English and not the Norse name. The other

forms are ambiguous.
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Hawkshead
1198-1200. Hookesete, de : Ch. iv. xii., L. P. R., p. 362.

1208. Howkeset : Furn. Ch., p. 438.

1337. Haukeshed : Fum. Ch., p. 173.

1407. Haukeshevede : Furn. Ch., p. 205.

The probabilities are all in favour of the first element here

being a pers. n., even more so than in the preceding word (q. v.).

The second element was evidently sMe, ' seat ' (q. v. Pt. II.),

originally. For interchange of 0. E. sMe and hedfod, ' head,' in

the unstressed element of pi. n., cp. Cadishead above. The
substitution took place early in this name, and points to the

fact that initial h in unstressed syllables was not pronounced in

the fourteenth century.

Hawkswell (Ulv.)

13th c. Hokeswelle : Lane. Ch., 182.

Haukeswelle : Lane. Ch., 245.

' The well or spring, of Haukr ' (0. N.), or Hafoc (0. E.). The
first element certainly a pers. n. See the two preceding names.

For second element, see well in Pt. II.

Haydock [hsedok]

1168-69. Hedoc : L. P. R., 15, p. 12.

1170-71. Heddoch : L. P. R., 17, p. 20.

1286.1„ , , L.F., i. p. 164,

1383.r^y*^°^= L.F.,iii p. 15.

1565. Heghdyk : Due. Lane, i. p. 31.

The last form looks like a popular etymology, suggesting
' high dike.' In reality the second element was, perhaps, the

word ' oak,' 0. E. dc, M. E. ok, though this usually appears

as -ak ia M. E. in unstressed syllables. I cannot suggest a

reasonable explanation of the first elements. It is probably

a pers. n.

Heald (near Garstang)

1332. Held, Wil. del : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 11.

Probably ' the slope.' B. T. quotes OS Sas cUfes nor^hyldan

from C. D., iii. p. 418. The 0. E. verb hyldan means ' to in-

cline,' and heald, ' bent, inclined.' We may take the C. D.

hylde to be a W. S. form from *haldi, which would give hielde.
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hylde in W. S., but helde in the non-W. S. dialects. Jellinghaus

(Westfal On., p. 43) has the form halde, and Dutch helde in the

sense of ' height, mound,' and further ' valley, depth.' etc. He
does not seem to mention O. E. hylde either here or in Anglia, xx.

Heilig. (Ortsn. d. Grshrzgtms., Baden, p. 27) has halde 'Berg-

abhang,' and mentions Brvderhalden, Kirnhalden, Nordhalden

as pi. ns. in which it occurs.

Healey (in Rochdale) [jeli wad, J. H. H.]

1217-18. Heley, P. de : P. R., Hen. m., L. A. R., p. 255.

1221-22. Heleg, P. de : P. R., Hen. m., L. A. R., p. 661.

1260. Hayleg : L. P., i. p. 133.

1292. Heleye : Plac. Q. Warr., 378.

?1327. Heleychalewes : Whall. Ch., T. v. xlii. p. 260

{=St. Helens).

1346. Haylegh : Wap. Sur., 3. 66.

The early forms beginning hey-, hay- suggest that the first

element is O. E. hmge, ' enclosure ' (q. v. Pt. II.), in which case

the name would mean ' enclosed field.' But this does not square

satisfactorily either with the majority of thirteenth century

forms, or with the Mod. form.

Heap Bridge (on the Roch, near Bury)

1199. Hepedale : Cal. Roll. Ch„ p. 6.

Searle mentions a pers. n. Heppo, which occurs in D. B.

and in ' Piper.' It seems also to occur in the pi. ns. Hepworda
(Sufi.), D. B. 3656 ; Heppastebe (sic Dev.), D. B., 1146.

Heapey
1218-19. P. de Hepeie : P. R. Hen. in., L. A. R., p. 258.

1292. Hepay : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

i3oo.(H«pp^y=jJ'- !:'!•?• 1^1-

I.
Hepay : J L. P., i. pp. 190-1.

Is the first element the same pers. n. as in the preceding name ?

The second element may be either 0. E. hsege, ' enclosure,' or O. E.

ed, ' water,' or ' meadow.'

Heath Chernock
1282. Hetchernock : Chorley Doc, p. 225.

1288. Hetcheroke : L. Inq., p. 270.

1292.(5;"*!:'=^™' |L.F.,i.p.l76.
(Hethe-chemoc :J

^

1356. Hethchemok : L. P., ii. p. 148.

See Hxlf in Pt. II. and Gharnock above.
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H«aton
l^^^;]

Lane.

1086. Hietune : D. B., 3016.

1196. Hetton (Heaton Norris).

1235. Little Heton (Prestwiok) : L. F., i. p. 66.

1286. Heton : L. P., i. p. 160.

1327. Heton Norrays : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., u. ii. p. 104.

Henthorn

1258. Hennethym : Inq. Hen. m., No. 418, p. 116.

1276. Hennethyrne : L. A. R., p. 140.

1296. Henthorn : Whall. Ch., T. v. xvi. p. 105.

1332. Henthem : A. de Lane, and Chesh. Misc., il. ii. p. 86.

Perhaps ' the thorn-(tree) of Hei^inn.' This was a name of

frequent occurrence in Norway. It appears as Hen in Norse

pi. n.

—

Hensrud, Henstad, earlier Heidinsfadhom, also as Heden-,

Hes- etc. Cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., pp. 120-22. For second

element, see y>orn, Tpyme in Pt. II. The earliest examples have
a mutated form of the second element, 0. E. fyrne, ' thorn tree.'

A simpler, and perhaps more probable origin for the first element,

is 0. E. henn, ' hen,' which occurs in several English pi. ns. See

this word in Pt. II.

Hesketh

1283-92.1 „ , ^, fWhal. Ch., T. m. xlix. p. 117.

1323. |^^^'^^y**^=lL.F.,ii.p.49.
1292. Eskeyth : Plac. Q. Warr., 3876.

1303. Heskayth : Scar. Ch., 47, 275.

1311. Haskayth : De Lac. Inq., 15.

1332. Heskeith : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 42.

1332. Heskaith : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 42.

1346. Heskeith, H. de : Feudal Aids, iii. p. 88.

' Race course,' from O. N. Hestskeilp. See Hest in Pt. II.

The change from the 0. N. word to the early forms above in-

volves no more than the dropping of t between two s— Hestskeif,

*Hes{f)shei^, *He{s)skei\>. The element skei^ appears to have
been used in several Scandinavian local names—e.g. Ulski,

probably the same name as the earlier UlfaskeHi, Ulfvesked

(Rygh, Norske Gaardn., ii. p. 21), Duski, earlier Dynjandaskei^

(ibid., p. 141). See also Rygh's remark (N. G., iii. p. 75), on the

meaning of the element in pi. ns. He says it is uncertain, but
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may have been given to places which were actually used for

races, or which were merely suitable for such.

Heskin

1332.1 TT 1 fLanc. and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 43.

1334./^^^'^y^=|pr.Pen.,15.

Hest Bank
1176-77. Hest : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

13th c. Este : Lane. Ch., 178 (generally with H.).

1279.\
.
/Orig. mis., 33b.

1346.J
"^^^ \Wap. Lons., 62.

The 0. N. name Hei^in (cp. under Henthorn above) was often

written Hest- in composition. Cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., p. 120.

This is recorded for what it is worth—not very much. 0. N.

Hest meant ' horse.' Dr. Hirst says ' Hest Bank is the place

from which travellers crossed Morecambe sands, on horseback,

to the opposite bank of the Eent.^

Hestham (Morecambe)

1346. Hestham : Wap. Sur.3, p. 72.

Is the first element the contracted form of the O. N. pers. n.

Heitinn mentioned under Henthorn, and Hest above ?

Hey
1162-82. de Haya : Whall. Ch., T. m. vu. p. 78.

' The fenced-in, enclosed place.' See O. E. hsege in Pt. II.

The form from the Whall. Ch. looks like a fanciful attempt to

disguise a famUiar English word, and to give it a foreign appear-

ance. This Chartulary is not very convincing in its forms as a

rule.

Heysham [hisam]

1086. Hessam : D. B., 3016.

1094. Heseym : Ch. i. ii., L. P. R., p. 290.

1216-22. Hesam: U t
1222-26. Hescam:r- 1^1' P- 122.

1332. Hesham : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 99.

1382. Hesham : L. P., iii. p. 15.

1463. Hesame : L. P., iii. p. 131.

The modern spelling is late, and ham is evidently not the

original sufiix. The word is perhaps an old dat. pi.—of what
I cannot say.
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Heywood [jaiad]

1311. Heywood : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixxxiii. p.

The ' wood by the hey,' or the ' enclosed wood.' See Hey
above, and 0. E. hasge and wudu in Pt. II.

Hillam (Lane.)

1086. HiUun : D. B., 3016.

' In the hills ' ? An old dat. pi. of 0. E. hyll (q. v. Pt. II.).

Hindley

1292. Hyndeleye : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1300. Hindelegh : L. P., i. p. 194.

1320-46. Hyndeleghe : Wap. Sur.i, 36.

' Doe field.' 0. E. Hind occurs in several pi. ns., Hindeleia

(W. R. Yorks.), D. B., 3166 ; Hivdeford (Dev.), D. B., 109 ;

letHyndehlypan, C. D., iii. p. 421 (944).

Hoghton

1241. Hocton : L. P., i. p. 84.

1311. Hoktun : De Lac. Inq., 22.

1334. Hougton : Pr. Pen., 19.

1335. Hoghton : Ibid., 20.

1346. Hoghtona : Fum. Ch., 398.

1320-46. Hoghton, Adam de : Wap. Sur.2, 57,

1320-46. Houghton : Ibid., 54.

The first two forms can scarcely leave any doubt that this

name means the tun of Hoc. This was an O. E. pers. n., and
appears also in pi. ns. in 0. E. charters

—

e.g. HoJcetun (written

-ton), C. D., ii. p. 417 (this Charter is dated 966, but is obviously

much later in the form here given) ; Hochyll (Brks.), C. D., iv.

p. 124 (1050) ; Hocslew {=Hoceshlsew), C. D., iv. p. 92, etc.

For the change of M. E. k, to -gh-, before -t, cp. Brotighton

above, and remarks and references there given.

Holden

1339. Holden : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixi., p. 292.

O. E. holh denu, 'hollow valley ' ? See both elements in Pt. II.

Holebiggerah

1332. Holbigwra : Fum. Ch., 497.

The suifix is evidently O. N. wd, ' comer, nook,' Mod. Eng.

wray (q. v. in Pt. II.). Hole- is probably 0. E. holh, ' hollow

'
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and big is either connected with 0. N. bygging, etc., ' habitation,'

or is 0. N. byg, ' barley.' Thus the name means either ' hollow

barley-wray,' or ' hollow house-wray.'

Holker

1321. Holker : L. F., ii. p. 43.

O. E. holh, ' hollow,' and 0. N. kjarr, ' swamp,' etc. See

these words in Pt. II.

Holland or Downholland

1193. Holland, de : L. P. R., 4c, p. 78.

1202. Hollande : L. F., i. p. 14.

1224. Holand : F. L., i. p. 47.

1283. Haland, R. de : Plac. Abbrev., p. 274.

1292. Holaund : L. F., i. p. 173.

13th c. Hoyland : Lane. Ch., 279.

1325. Dounholand : L. F., ii. p. 71.

Harrison says (L'pool District PI. Ns.) that ' a ninth century

document was discovered, in which the spelling holtland oc-

curred.' It is a pity that he does not tell when the document
was discovered, where it is, and what place is referred to. State-

ments of this kind are worthless. It is conceivable that H.'s

suggestion that Holland is from Holtland is correct, but all the

evidence afforded by the above forms is rather against this view,

or quite unconfirmatory of it. Until I have seen that ninth

century document, I am inclined to assume holh as the first

element. See this word in Pt. II., and the preceding names.

HoUeth (Lancaster)

1520. HoUoth : Due. Lane, i. p. 25.

1586. Holoweth : Due. Lane, i. p. 51.

The first element is probably 0. E. holh again. The second is

very doubtful in the absence of really old forms. It may be

either 0. N. vi^r, ' wood,' or 0. N. wS, ' ford ' (q. v. in Pt. II.).

HoUingworth

1278. Holyenworth : L. F., i. p. 155.

The ' worth of the holly trees.' See 0. E. holegn, and wurTf in

Pt. II.

*Hollinhey Clough (near Burnley ? known in 1603 ?)

1535. Ye hollyn heugh : Townl. RIL, p. 7.

' Holly hill.' Cp. preceding name, and hoh, ' hill,' in Pt. II.

Ye is an Early Mod. spelling for M. E. }>e.
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HoUowforth (Bilsb.)

1332. Holughford : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 67.

• Hollow ford.' See holh and ford in Pt. II.

Holme, Hulme

1199. Ea-land called Holm : L. F., i. p. 9.

See Holm in Pt. II.

Hoole

1204.|^JJ}[®. -Jl. F., i. p. 23. (Much Hoole.)

1223. Holes : L. F., i. p. 44. (Much Hoole.)

1260. Much Hole : L. P., i. p. 132.

1292. Hole : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1320. Great Hoole : L. P., ii. p. 33.

1256. Little Hoi : L. P., i. p. 124.

O. N. holl a form of hvdll, ' a hill.'

Hopwood
1283. Hopwood : Whall. Ch., T. iv. xviii. p. 151.

1292. Hoppewode : L. P., i. p. 171.

1332. Hopwode : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 36.

' The wood in the valley.' See 0. E. hop in Pt. II., also wudu.

Hornby [honbi]

1227.\„ , JL. P., i. p. 51.

1292.
j^°™®"y

• \PIac. Q. Warr., 377 and 3806.

1316. Homeby : Orig. RUs., 2946.

1346. Homebye : Wap. Sur., 3.

The 0. N . horn has the meaning of ' nook, corner ' of land,

also the ' outskirts of a country,' and 0. E. horn has pretty much
the same meaning, and also implies ' tongue of land '

; but the

above name is much more probably the ' by of Horn ' than the
' 6y in a comer.' The personal name is not mentioned by
Rygh, nor any pi. n. compounded with it, but Cleasby-Vigf.

mention several 0. N. pi. ns. with Horn—from Landnama
b5k.

Horwich

1254. Horewiche : L. Inq., p. 193.

1332. Heton in Horewich : L. P., ii. p. 89.

1332. Horwlche : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 54.

0. E. horu means ' dirt, filth.' There is a Horham in Suffolk

which is mentioned in Bp. Theodred's Will, Thorpe's Diplomat.
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p. 513. There is also a horpytt, ' dirty pit,' cited by B.-T. from
C. D., iii. p. 37. If the above name contains this element, it

must have been ' dirty place.' Cp. mc in Pt. II.

Hoscar Moss Wood (Ormsk)

1332. Horskar, Joh. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 5.

' Horse swamp.' Cp. 0. E. hors, and 0. N. kjarr, Pt. II.

The first element may, of course, be a pers. n.

Hoskinshire (Garstang)

Cp. Haskesmores, T. de N., 372, and remarks on first element

of Hassock above.

Hothersall

1200-1201. Hudereshal : L. P. R., 47, p. 127.

1205-06. Huddeshal : L. P. R., p. 205.

1257. Hudereshale : L. Inq., p. 204.

1313. Hodirsale : L. F., ii. p. 14.

1320-46. Hordreshale : Wap. Sur., 2. 58.

1352. Hodersale : L. ¥., ii. p. 132.

The pers. n. *Hu1phere is not recorded, but it is difficult to see

\\hat else the first element in this name can be. The second

element is evidently halh (q. v. Pt. II.). The o is a M. E. spelling

for M, see § 2, p. 20, above. Cp. for the first element, also Yorks.

Huddersfield, D. B. Oderesfelt. See Index Locorum, I. of K.'s

Inq. '

Howcroffc Barn (Burnley)

1332. Holecroft, Adam de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 4.

' Hollow farm,' that is the ' farm in a hollow ' ? The first

element is apparently holh, ' hollow.' See this word in Pt. II.

and other instances of its appearance as How- in Mod. names.
0. E. croft is a farm. See this also, Pt. II.

Howgreave (Clith)

Perhaps = hole griUf. Cp. Howcroft above and grief in Pt. II.

Howick
Type I.

1096-1122. Hokewike : Ch. i., v., L. P. R., p. 318.

1149. Hocwica, de : Ch. n. v., L. P. R., p. 319.

1202.1 „ . fL. F., i. p. 16.

1210.P*'°^*'=lL.F.,i.pp.36and37.
1256. Hocwyk : L. F., i. p. 120.
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1322. Hogwike : Cal. Inq. A. q. D., p. 271.

1323. Hougwyk : Pr. Pen., 53.

1292.^

1329.

1373.

1431.

rWhall. Ch., T. ni, 1. p. 1 18.

Hoghwyk: ^ f!; i"' p.' Ji.
II. p., iii. p. 126.

, c„„ jHoughwik :\L. F., iii. p. 159.

^""•iHogwik : J L. P., iii. p. 161.

Houghwyke : Pr. Pen. 67.

Type II.

1335. Howyk : Pr. Pen., 20.

This is clearly the ' wick of Hoc' See this name under Hoghton

above. The k was apparently lost before the -w, producing the

form in Type II. The spellings with Hcmgh- may be due to the

fact that whUe the -h had been lost the first element was indis-

tinguishable in pronunciation from one of the forms of hoh

(q. V. in Pt. II.). It was then identifiedby the scribes and others

with this element, and Hogh, Hoiigh, etc., were written. Or it is

possible that scribes who knew the forms Hoktun, Hoghtun,

thought that a name formerly written Hokwik, should later be

written Hoghwik, etc.

*Hudds Bank
1332. Huddesbank, Joh. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii.

p. 88. Cp. Huddslee, Ribchester.

The pers. n. Hud is recorded by Searle as occurring in the

local Hvddesig, C. D., 77, 234 ; Hudshope Burn is foiuid in Co.

Durh., and Hudswell in Yorks. This last, however, is Hudreswell

in D. B., but Hoddeswell, Huddeswell in K.'s Inq. See Index

Locorum, I. The D. B. form looks more as if the first element

were *Hu\>here, cp. Hothersall above.

Hulme
1190.

]
[Whall. Ch., T. ii. xviii. p. 49.

1202-03. VHulm :] L. P. R., p. 160.

1310. J IL. P., ii. p. 3.

1320-46. Hulme : Wap. Sur.i, 1, 36.

1412.1 XT 1
fPurn. Ch., 367.

1506.r'^^^"=lL.F.,iii.p.l62.

Cp. Holme above, and Holmr in Pt. II. The two forms Holme

and Hulme (hiim) must be explained as derived respectively

from M. E. Nom. with shortening, and are oblique case without
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shortening. The latter would normally become (hum), and the

Mod. pronunciation is probably due to the spelling. The spelling

with u as early as the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, I must
confess is a puzzle, if the above explanation is correct, m for

0. E. is common in the fourteenth century in Nthn. texts, where

it represents an entirely different sound from (m), but it is un-

known, I believe, in Midland forms. This fact renders the

assumed connection between Holme and Hulme very doubtful.

Hulton

1199-1200.1 (L. P.R., p. 112.

1200-01. [Hilton :] L. P. R., pp. 126 (3), 128.

1201-02. j IL. P. R., p. 147, and passim down to

1215.

1235. Hylton : L. P., i. pp. 121-22, and passim.

1311. Hulton: L. P., ii. p. 11, and passim during four-

teenth century.

1480. Hulton : L. P., iii. p. 139.

1501. Hulton : L. P., iii. p. 150.
' HUl town ' ?

The Hilton form occurs (as proper name) 1384, L. F., iii.

p. 21 ; 1439, L. P., iii. p. 105, etc. This form is confined to

persons after beginning of fourteenth century. Whall. Ch. has

Hulton in thirteenth century, cp. pp. 42, 60, 89.

Cp. hyll and tun in Pt. II.

Huncoat
1241. Hunecotes : L. P., i. p. 80.

1256. Hunnecotes : L. P., i. p. 129.

c. 1290. Hunecoat : Whall. Ch., T. v. xvi., p. 206.

, „, , THuncotes \\ De Lac. Inq., 14.
"^ JHoncotes :[Cal. CI. RUs., 315.

iHunkot : J Peod. Mil., cit Baines, iv. p. 758.

1390. Huncote : L. P., iii. p. 36.

' The abode of Hun.' Both Hun and Hunna are recorded as

O. E. pers. ns. by Searle. For second element, cp. 0. E. cot,

Pt. II. Hunesdune is found C. D., v. p. 322 (948) ; Honesworde
(Staffs.) occurs D. B., 250, and Hunesioorde (Oxon.) D. B., 1576.

Hundersfield

1202. Hunnordesfeld : L. P., i. p. 17.

1235. Hunewrthefeld : L. F., i. p. 69.

icAo Af7 fHunneswurthefeld T at. nr.
1246-47.|

Honeworthesfeld :
j^" ^- ^' ?' ^^-
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13th c. Hunresfeld : Whall. Ch., T. iv. p. 160.

1311. Hundresfeld : De Lac. Inq., 20.

1327. Hounersfeld : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 105,

1388. Honeresfeld : L. F., iii. p. 31.

It looks as if this name were a contracted form of Hunworthts-

feld. Hunresfeld is an intermediate form to Hundresfeld. For
-nr- becoming -ndr-, op. Dendron from Denrum.

Huntingdon Hall (Rochester)

1332. Huntingden, Thos. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii.

p. 84.

The form stands for O. E. Huniandenu, ' hunter's dene,' or

possibly for Huntena denu, ' hunters' dene.'

Hurleton

1292. Hurlton : Plac. Q. War., 379.

/Hurleton \\

'\ Hurlton :

1320-40. Hurdelton : Wap. Sur., 1. 42.

1597-98. Hurdleton: Due. Lane, i. p. 68.

e. 1300.r^"r-f;}scar. Ch., 4, 260.

Hurst

1194-1211. Hurst : Whall. Ch., T. i. xix. p.

' The wood.' Cp. 0. E. hyrst in Pt. II.

Hurst Brook

1329. Hurstebrok : Whall. Ch., T. v. xlii. p. 254.

' The brook in or near the wood.' See both elements,

Pt. II.

Hurstwood

1370. Hirstwode : L. F., ii. p. 178.

See 0. E. hyrst and mudu in Pt. II.

*Husted

("Husted : Lane. Ch., 204.

13th. c.] Houstedes : Lane. Ch., 212.

IHoustydes : Lane. Ch., 218.

O. E. hus-stede, ' site of a building.' 0. N. husa-sta^r

is defined by Cleasby-Vigf. as ' a housestead, the site of a

building.'
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Hutton (Penwortham)

1180.^ /-Scar. Ch., i. p. 259.

1219. L. ¥., i. p. 41.

1246. [Hoton :] L. F., i. p. 105.

1266. Whall. Ch., T. i. xxxi. p.

1292.] Ipiac. Q. Warr., 3736.

1564. Hotton : Pr. Pen., 128.

The first element may be 0. E. hdh, ' hill.' Farrer has an

interesting note on Hutton Moof (Kirkby Lonsdale), L. F., i.

p. 19. He says, though he gives no reference, that Roof here was

earlier Bolf. This is a shortened form of 0. E. pers. n. Hro^ulf,

q. V. under Roddlesworth below.

Huyton
1202. Hiton : L. F., i. p. 21.

1321. Huyton: L. F., ii. p. 41.

Neither of the above spellings can represent O. E. hedh, ' high.'

as suggested by Harrison (L'pool District PI. Ns.) . Mr. Sephton's

explanation in Otia Merseiana, vol. iv., that it represents O. E.

hwU appears to me to be quite impossible. It might pass muster

for the second spelling, but will not do for the spelling Hi-, which

occurs also in D. B.

Idridge (Scarisbrick)

First element probably pers. n. Id- or Id.

Pt. II., for second element. Cp. Idbury, Oxon.
Cp. hryeg.

1305.

Ightenhill

1241. IghtenhUl : L. Inq., 2, p. 156.

1251. IghtenhuU : Whall. Ch., T. iii. p. 77.

1278. Ictenhulle : Due. Lane. Anc. Dds. in H. P. Meols,

p. 13.

fichtenhil : \De Lac. Comp., p. 1.

\lchtenhille :jDe Lac. Comp., p. 114.

1311. Ightenhill : De Lac. Inq., 10.

Does Ighten- represent O. E. igtun- ? Cp. Igtune, C. D., v.

p. 74 in a Charter dated 825. This compound means the tun

on the islet ?

Ince Blundell

1300. Ynes, R. de : Scar. Ch., 41, 273.

1301. Inis (near Crosseby) : L. F., i. p. 195,
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1320-42.J
"^^ IWap. Sur., 36.

1367. Ines Blundell : L. F., ii. p. 155.

1379. Inesblundell : L. F., iii. p. 6.

1479. Insse : L. F., iii. p. 137.

Inglebreck (Bolton)

1236-56. Ingelbrek : Lane. Ch., 195.

Ingelbrecdale : Lane. Ch., p. 180.

For the first element, see Ingol below. The seeond is the

0. N. hrekka, ' slope,' etc. See this element in Pt. II.

Inglehead (Broughton)

1332. Ingolhed : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 67.

1459. Ingolhed, R. Siagleton de : Preston G. RUs., p. 11.

1658. Ingolhead : Due. Lane, i. p. 107.

1606. Ingollhead, Henry Beesley of : Rich. Wills, p. 27.

Inglewhite

1675. Ingewhite, Ellen Wilson of : Rich Wills, p. 316.

Undoubtedly ' Ingulfs thwaite.' See Ingulf above, and
Ipveit in Pt. II. There is no difficulty about the identification of

-white with -thwaite. Cp. Hebblethwaite and Hebblewhite, Ajyple-

thwaite, and Applewhite, which are now all family names, origin-

ally pi. ns. in -thwaite. On this point, cp. Bardsley's Engl, and
Welsh Surnames, under Hebblethwaite. Cp. also forms of

-thwaite, under AUithwaite above.

Inglewood (Blackburn)

Ingelwode, R. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 10.

Ingmire
1236-56. Engemyre : Lane. Ch., 180.

13th ci^"^^"^^
'

JLanc. Ch., pp. 177, 237.
I^Yngemyre :J

^^

' The swamp in the ing, or meadow.' The spelling eng- repre-

sents the Seand. form of the word. Cp. Ing, and myre in Pt. II.

Ingol (Preston)

1199-1206 1^^°'®' ^- ^^ • ^^- °- ''"•' ^- ^- ^•' P- ^^*-

\lngool, W. de : Seal of same Charter, p. 335.

1327-77. Ingoldmelles : Wh. Ch., i. 88, S. D. Linos, 7 Ed. iii.

1390. Ingols : Wh. Ch., i. 57.

IngoU : Wh. Ch., i.

Ingulfr is a common pers. n. in 0. N. Rygh (Gamie Pers. N.,
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pp. 144-45) mentions a considerable number of Norwegian pi.

ns. containing this element—e.g. Ingulstad, Ingelsrvd, Inguls-

land, Ingulsfjord, etc. The occurrence of a pi. n. consisting of

a pers. n. simple and uncompounded is difficult to under-

stand. The above early forms throw no light. The name
must have been used possessively, meaning the ' land of

Ingulfr,' or something of the kind. See Inglebreck and Inglehead

above. The 1327 form suggests Ingvald as the first element.

Cp. Thos. de Ingoldestorp, etc., Inq. Hen. in. No. 23, and

Ingaldestorp, ibid.

Inskip

1086. Inscip : D. B., 3016.

1246. Inskyp : L. ¥., i. p. 99.

1272. Inscyp : Cal. Anc. Dds., ii. No. c, 1912, p. 462.

1285. Lisckyp : L. F., i. p. 164.

1292. Inskip : Plac. Q. War., 3756.

Ireby

1086. Irebi : D. B., 3016.

1241. Ireby: L. F., i. p. 91.

1292. Hyrby : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1346. Irebye: Wap. Sur., 62.

_ ' The by of Yrr ' ? Kygh (Gamle Pers. N., p. 285) mentions

Trr ' an old female name, which can only be shown to exist in

Iceland m the period of colonisation.' He mentions only one

pi. n.— Yrstad as derived from it. It looks as if we have
this name in Ireby, Ireleth, Irlam, and Irwell (q. v.),

Ireleth (Dalton)

1086. Gerleuuorde: D. B.

1247.\^ ,. , Furn. Ch., 604.

1290.J
• Furn. Ch., 661.

1292. Irelith : Furn. Ch., 634.

1401. Irlythe : Furn. Ch., 205.

1619. Ayreleth, Kirkby, Hery Atkinson of : Rich Wills,

p. 10.

' The Idilf or slope of Yrr.' See preceding name, and O. E.
hliy in Pt. II. TheD. B. form does not square with the others.

Irlam

1184-90. Urwilham : Cockrsnd. Ch., p, 719.
1325. Irulham : L. C. R., p. 160.
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1332. Irwelham, A. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 41.

1448. Irwilham : L. F., iii. p. 114.

_ The early forms make it pretty certain that this name is

Trioyllanhdm, that is the ' ham ' or homestead by the Irwell.

See next name. It is of course impossible to say whether the

-ham here is really O. E. ham (q. v. in Pt. II.) or O. E. hamm
(q. V. Pt. II.).

Irwell

Late 12th c. Irewel : Whall. Ch., T. iv. p. 154.

The ' weU, or spring of Tr.' See this pers. n. under Ireby

ante and O. E. wella, etc. in Pt. II.

E
Kearsley

1186-87. de Cherselawe : L. P. R., 33, p. 64, and 34 do.,

p. 68.

The second element, as appears from the above early forms

was originally O. E. hlxw, ' mound,' etc. The first element is

evidently a pers. n., but I am unable to trace it.

Eelbrick (Garstang)

,„ , jKeldebrek :\Lanc. Ch., 228.

iKelbrick : J Lane. Ch., 232, 269.

1332. Kelbrok : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 85.

0. N. Kelda, ' spring,' and 0. N. brekka, ' slope,' ' hill '—the
hill of the spring.' Cp. Kellet below.

Eellamergh
Type I.

(1) 1189-94. N.B.—Kilgrimol : Ch. i. x., L. P. R., p. 346.

(2) 13th 0. Kelgrimesargh : Lane. Ch., 331.

(3) 1200-01. Kelfgrimeshereg[h] : L. P. R., 47, p. 132.

(4) 1236. Kelgrimisarhe : Close R. 20 Hen. m., L. Inq.,

p. 144.

(5) 1246-47. Kergrimesarh : L. A. R. (Rll. 404), i. p. 40.

(6) 1249. Kelsunshargt : L. Inq., p. 171.

")'2a4. {;^i'^-,jL.I„,.,p.l04.

1301. Kelgrimesargh L. F., i. p. 194.

1336. Kelgrymesargh : L. F., ii. p. 101;

1320-46. Kilgrymesargh : Wap. Sur. 2. 46.

1682. Kellamer, W. Crooke de : Preston G. Rlls., p. 185.
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Type II.

(10) 1246-47. Kelgrimesarewe : L. A. R. (RU. 404), i.

pp. 39, 52.

' The hxrg or temple, of, or built by (?) Keifgrim. No. 3 is

clearly the most primitive form. What are we to make of the

name Kelfgrim ? There are a considerable number of pi. ns.

in Norway, which begin with the pars. n. Kjdl- (Rygh, Gamle

Pers. Ns., pp. 248, 249), which Rygh derives from an original

Tpjoiolfr, which, he says, is a widespread man's name. See also

Rygh's remarks ia Norske Gaardn., i. p. 269. The change from

Ipj- to kj is a matter for Norse phonologists to settle, but any

phonetician with a knowledge of the pronunciation of the living

Scandinavian languages, especially Swedish, can imagine how
it might come about. If Rygh is right, then Kjdl- in

Kjolstad, Kjosvik, Kjolsrvd, etc., stands for *Kj6lf- from

iijolf- etc. The name yiodolfsass is found ia a document of 1308.

According to this, Kelfgrim would stand for an earlier yjodolfgrim,

an unusual, and perhaps a late form of compound pers. n. We
may suppose that Tfjodolf- had already become Kjolf- before the

further suffix grim (a very common Norse man's name) was

added, and that Kjolfgrim arose, as a name, in England itself.

This is the form represented by Kelfgrim- above. The loss of

the / is a natural development, and so is the change of 6 to e.

Type I. is from the nom.. Type II. from a locative, 0. E. hserge.

See the element hairg, hearg in Pt. II.

Kellet [kelt]

(1) 1086. Chellet : D. B., 3016.

(2) 1198-99. Kelled : L. P. R., 45, p. 107.

(3) 1206. Kellet : L. P., i. p. 25.

(4) 1212. Kelleth : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., pp. 91-2 (five times).

Cp. GerneiA=Gerne<.

(5) 1227. Keldelith : Lane. Ch., 150.

(6) 1228. Kellet : Whall. Ch., T. vi.. Per. Lane, p, 370.

(7) Kelleth : T. de N., 4066, 407.

(8) 1307. Oure Kellet (Over KeUet) : L. P., i. p. 21L
' The slope, or hill of the spring.' No. 5 is the only form which

throws an unambiguous light on the first element, and seems
to point conclusively to 0. N. Kelda, ' spring '

(q. v. in Pt. II.).

The second element is clearest in No. 5, but the original -th is pre-

served also in Nos. 4 and 7. It is evidently 0. N. hllp, ' slope,'

etc., q. v. in Pt. II. The above list of forms is a good illustration
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of the fact that the earliest documents, especially when they are

the work of foreign scribes, are much less valuable for EngUsh
pi. ns. than later ones, written by Englishmen. The former,

indeed, are generally worthless for our purpose, unless the scribe

strictly copies from an old source. Of course it is probable that

by 1227, Keldlith had already become Kellith, but the writer of

the Lane. Ch. evidently had access to much earlier documents

with proper spelling, and followed it. The final t in the Mod.
form, if indeed it really exists in local pronunciation, is certainly

due to copying unreUable M. E. documents, and continuing to

pronounce according to the spelling of these.

Kenyon

Late 13th c. Kenyan : Whall. Ch., T. ii. xxi. p. 51.

1310. Keynyan : L. P., ii. p. 6.

1320-46. Kenean : Wap. Sur., i. p. 36.

Kersall

1199. Kereshall : Gal. Rotl. Ch., p. 4.

1199-1200. Kershall : L. P. R., 46, p. 115:

1212. Kereshole; : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 72.

The first element probably a pers. n., but I cannot trace it.

For the second element, see hcM, Pt. II.

Kidsnape (Ribch.)

Probably a ' boggy pasture land for kids.' Cp. Snwpe in Pt. II.

O. N: ZiS, Swed. Kid.

Kirby Irleth

1086. Gerleuuorde : D. B.

1175-76. Karkebi : L. P. R. 22, p. 31.

/Kyrkeby Yrlith : L. P., i. p. 52.

^^^''iKirkeby : L. P., i. p. 50.

Ante 1253. Kirkeby in Irlid : Pum. Ch., p. 486.

1284. Kirkebirlith : L. P., i. p. 162.

1292. Kirkeby Irlyth : Pum. Ch., p. 310.

1327-77. Kirkeby Irelith : Pum. Ch., p. 132.

See preceding name, and Irleth above.

Kirkby (Liverpool)

1320-46, Kirkebye : Wap. Sur., 38.

' Church town.' See Kirkja (0. N.) and byr (ibid.) in

Pt. II.
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Eirkdale [karts]

1241. Kirkeham : L. F., i. p. 84.

1292. Kirkedale : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1320-46. Kyrkedale : Wap. Sur., 40.

' Church valley.' See Kirkja and dxl in Pt. 11.

Eirkham

1086. Chicheham : D. B., 3016.

1093-94. Chercheham : Ch i. i., L. P. R., p. 270.

1120-22. Chercheam : Ch. n. i. p. 272.

1136-38. Chircheham . Ch. v. i. p. 275., L. P. R.

1138-41. Kirkeham : Ch. vi. i. p. 276.

1144-47.1 T.. ., fCh. IV. i. p. 280.
,,__ h Kirchehara : i „, . „o^1155. J [Ch. IV. 1. p. 284.

1196. Kirkeheim : L. F., i. p. 2.

1249. Kyrkeham : Whall. Ch., T. v. Ixx. p. 300.

1292. Kyrkham : Plac. Q. Warr., 3836.

r Kirkhame : 1 Furn. Ch., 282.

1382.] Kyrkhame : ^Fum. Ch., 283.

{ Kirkeham : J Furn. Ch., 284.

The above ch- spelling are probably Norman spellings for k, the

first two certainly are. Note the spelling of second element in

Kirkeheim above, which shows that the Norse form instead of

Engl, -ham was in use in this name, and was probably the original

form, as the first element in Norse and not English. It is, of

course, quite possible that Norse speakers called the place

Kirkeheim, and Enghsh speakers Chircheham.

Knotshill

12th and 13th c. Cnouthull : Whall. Ch., T. iv. xvi.

p. 149.

Some people have supposed the first element to be ' Canute,'

O. N. Knutr. The Mod. form is rather against this, as we should

expect *Knuthill or *Nuttle (natl) in that case. The writer of

the above form apparently thought the name was Knut-, and
intended to express the m by om in the French way, but I place

very little reliance on Whall. Ch. when unsupported by other

documents. As it stands, the Mod. name might with propriety

be derived from 0. N. Knottr, on which pers. n., see Rygh
(Gamle Pers. N., p. 163). For second element see O. E. hyll in

Pt. II.
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Enowsley
1086. Chenulweslei : D. B.

1199. Knuvesle : L. F., i. p. 8.

1246-47. Knouwesley : L. A. R., p. 119.

1252. Knusley : L. F., i. p. 114.

1292.|^°^^^^j^^^^y ijpiac. Q. Warr., 379 and 387.

1311. Knowsley : De Lac. Inq., 23.

1325.^ j-L. C. R., p. 82.

1332. VKnouselegh -A L. F., ii. p. 88.

1355.J [l. F., ii. p. 146.

1500. KnoUesley : L. F., iii. p. 150.

The above D. B. form for a wonder at once puts us on the

right track regarding the origin of this name. The scribe must
have copied from a good 0. E. document. The name is 0. E.

Genulfes Ixh. A longer form of this pers. n. is Cen{e)wulf, or

Cynewulf. The ch- in D. B. is the regular symbol for the k-

sound. The modem ' polite ' pronunciation is clearly based on

the spelling. Know- spells (nou) in Engl., hence the sound in

this name. The normally developed pronunciation is (nauzli),

still preserved in the district. The ordinary (nouzli) is an im-

possible development from M. E. {knuwesli). The M. E. forms

show a shifting of accent (stress), from (kenulfeslei) to (k(e)nul-

veslei) whence (knu(l)veslei)<(kniiweslei), etc. This il is re-

gularly expressed in M. E. by ou, ow, which survives in the Mod.
spelling.

Enuzden Brook (Blackburn)

For first element, cp. Knowsley ; for second, cp. dene in Pt. II.

L
Lancaster

1169-70. De Lancastra : L. P. R., 16, p. 16.

1196. Loncastre : L. F., i. p. 7.

1202. De Lancaster : L. F., i. p. 18.

1310. Lancaatre : L. F., ii. p. 8.

Langden (River on Lane, border)

1157-63. Langedene (little) : Ch. ix., iv., L. P. R., p. 310.

' Long valley or dene.' See lang and denu in Pt. II. The form

lang in first element is not like the same form in Northern names.

0. E. lang. was lengthened in 0. E. peiiod to lang, and this
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normally becomes long in M. E. in Sth. and Mdlnds. In the

present case, the 0. E. of Early M. E. form of the name must
have been Ldngdene, and the a was shortened to a before the

combination of consonants, before the period of the rounding of

a to o in M. E.

Langthwaite (Lancaster)

13th c. Langethwayte : Lane. Ch., p. 336.

' Long thwaite.' See lang and ]>veit in Pt. II. Cp. remarks

on lang- under preceding name.

Langtree
Type I.

1189-94. Longetre : Ch. ni. xiv., L. P. R., p. 378.

1200-40. Longetre : Cockrsnd Ch., pp. 512-15.

1282-1316. Ibid. : Pr. Pen., p. 54.

Type II.

1305 (

^^^^^^^ '

I

^® ^^^- C'o'^P-'l 97'

' Long tree.' Cp. lan^- in the two preceding names, and treo

in Pt. II. The Mod. form is from Type 11. Type I., with long-

represents the imshortened form of the word, O. E. Idnga, M. E.

longe. There must always have been two types of pronunciation

—the inflected Ldngatreo, which gives M. E. Longetree, and the

uninflected Ldngtreo, M. E. Langtre, which gives Type II. and

Mod. form.

Larbrick
1212. Lairbrec : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 2.

1190-1260. Leyrbrec : Cockrsnd Ch., passim, pp. 185-86.

1292. Layrbrecke : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

Lairbrec: JT. de N., 4016, 408.

Leyrebrec :\ 3996.

1609. Larbrecke, Robt. Kirkham of : Rich. Wills, p. 177.

-.acr. fLabrecke, John Kirkham of :1t). , „,.,, ,„„
1829.-^ T 1- • 1 Tj T^- 1 u c fRich. Wills., p. 176.

|_Labrick, Henry Kirkham of : J
^

Both elements of this name are Norse. The first element is

0. N. leir, ' clay, earth, loam, mud,' and the second 0. N.

brekka, ' slope.' See both these words in Pt. II. Thus the name
means ' clayey,' or ' muddy slope.' There is a Leresbi (Lines.),

D. B., 355, but in this name the first element looks like a pers. n.

Cp., however, Leiruryth, ' muddy wood ' (?) in J. of Gaunt's

Reg., No. 1800, ii. p. 348.

Lark Hill (Nelson)
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Lark Holme (Fleetwood)
Cp. Lawerke : T. de N., 4026.

The first element is 0. E. Ldwerce, ' lark.'

Lathom
1086. Latune : D. B., 2696.

1201-02.1 rL. P. R., 48, p. 149.

1221-32. [Lathum :\ Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 595.

1236-56.J iLanc. Ch., pp. 23, 28, etc.

''''-'' {^^Zmh^^^' PP- ''' «•

'At the barns.' (Cp. Byrom above='at the byres.') This

name seems to be a dat. pi. from the 0. N. loan-word, hla^a
' barn.' The meaning of the name would thus be ' at the barns.'

Another spelling of this word in Mod. names is Laiih. See this

element in Pt. II. below.

The D. B. scribe evidently could not pronounce (lajpum), and
mishearing the word, identified the second syllable with the

common tun, which was not a bad popular etymology. D. B.

has another name Lathum in Suff. 4026.

Laverick Hall (Cawforth)

Cp. Lawerke : T. de N., 4026, and the names Lark Hill, Lark
Holme above.

Layton (Blackpool)

1086. Latun : D. B., 3016.

1320-46. Laton : Wap. W. Der., 58.

'^'""{ut^^^'^^ ^- ^' "• P- 1^1-

The early forms show that the Mod. spelling with Lay- is bogus.

We must suppose M. E. La-tun. The M. E. forms above throw

no certain light, and one is left to conjecture as to the origin of

the first element. We might assume 0. E. *Lac-tun (iac=pond,
or pool), but this would give M. E. *Lahtun, *LauMun, Mod.
*Laughton, with, perhaps, a by-form M. E. Heitun, Mod. Leyton,

or Layton. The M. E. forms which I have found, however give

no justification for such an etymology, and still less for an identi-

fication of first element with the familiar lea, ley, etc., O. E.

leak, Imh. I can make no suggestion from the materials before

me. The early forms give no encouragement to the idea that

0. E. leac, ' vegetable,' was the first element.

Lea (near Preston)

1086. Lea : D. B., 3016.

0. E. ledh, Iseh, q. v. in Pt. II.
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Leagram (Bowland near Whally)

jggg
|Lathgryin|j^^

Ch. and Rlls., p. 439.
ILagram )

^

msll^y^^^^'l'^^ JDuc. Lane, i. p. 6L
[Laygrim Park :J

-^

1629. Laythgrim : Due. Lane, i. p. 91.

1665. Laithgrim, Rich. Berby of : Rich. Wills, p. 30.

1669. Laygrim, Edm. Barthurst of : Rich. Wills, p. 22.

The &st element looks like 0. N. hla'Sa, ' bam.' (Cp. under

Lathom above, and below in Pt. II.) The sixteenth and seven-

teenth century spellings are, I think, possible as representing this

element. I am unable to make anything of the second element

here. Of course if the order of the elements in the 1593 form

were reversed

—

*Grimlayth, there would be no difficulty, but

one can hardly assume a pers. n. as a second element in an

English, or any other Germanic pi. n., except, of course, in late

formations like Stanton Harcourt, where the English name
Stanton is qualified by the name of the Norman owner Harcourt.

I know of no such inversion, however, ui a genuine English

compound.

Leek
1086. Leek : D. B., 3016.

IIQO 12ni f
Lee :-^CockrsndCh., pp. 894-95.

1252. Lee : L. Inq.. p. 187.

1262. L. F., i. p. 136.

1292. Leek : Plae. Q. Warr., 3796.

1332. Leek : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 89.

Lee
1236-56. Lee, Dom Joh. de : Lane. Ch., 29.

1320. Le Lee : Wap. Surv., p. 36.

' The field.' 0. E. lieh, etc., q. v. in Pt. II.

Leigh (Bolton) [leifi] [lecx heard by Mr. Sephton
, „^_ /Lyeghe :1 De Lac. Comp., p. 97.

'\Leigh : jDe Lac. Comp., p. 111.

Lench (Coupe)
1289. Lenche : Whall Ch., T. iii. p. 96.

1305. Lenke : De Lac. Comp., 67.

' The slope ' ? Cp. 0. E. Menc, Pt. II.

Leven (River near Coniston)

1196. Leven: L. F., i. p. 4.
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Lever (Bolton)

Type I.

12th c. Leuer : Whall. Ch., T. ii. p. 40.

1212. Little Lefre : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 57.

1282. Leuir : L. Inq., p. 244.

1292. Lever : Orig. Rlls., 736.

1331. Little Levere : L. F., ii. p. 78.

Type II.

1227. Leoure : L. F., i. p. 48.

1292. Little Leure : L. F., i. p. 167.

1310. Little Leure : L. F., ii. p. 4.

1326. Great Leure : L. F., ii. p. 62.

Leyland

1086. Lailand : D. B., 270a.

1140-49. De Leilande : Ch. ni. v., L. P. R., p. 320.

(De Leilandia :"! ^, t n t. ooo
De LeUanda : P" ^^- ^^ ^- ^- ^•' P" ^^S-

De Lailanda : J Ch. v. v., L. P. R., p. 325.

1187-88. LaUand : L. P. R., 34, p. 68.

1229. Leiland : CI. Rlls., iii. 221.

1256. Layland : Orig. Rlls., 156.

1301. Laylande : L. F., i. p. 194.

1305. Tho. de Leyland : de Lac. Comp., p. 106.

1334. Laylond : Pr. Pen., 19.

1337. Leylond : Pr. Pen., 31.

1478. Leylond : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 336.

I have no suggestion to offer as to the first element beyond
the trite and obvious one that it may be 0. E. Ixh, ' field.'

Linacre

1292. Linacre la More : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

' Flax field.' See lin and lecer in Pt. II.

Lindal

1292. Lindale : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1346. Linneldale : Wap. Lons., 72.

The first element may be either 0. E. lin, ' flax,' as in Linacre,

or lAnd, ' lime tree.'
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Lindeth
1346. Lyndeheued : Wap. Lons. Survey 82.

r Lindith :

]
1606-07.] alias [Duo. Lane, i. p. 71.

Uyndell: j

' Lime-tree peak ' (hmfod), or ' slope ' (hlip).

Litherland
Type I.

1086.gJ^^^^*:}D.B., 269&.

1176-77. De Liderlanda : L. P. R., 23, p. 36.

1202. Litherlande : L. F., i. p. 11.

1212. Litherland : L. Inq., p. 13 (twice).

1251. Lytherland : L. Inq., p. 186.

1256. Litherlond : L. P., i. p. 119.

1317. Dounlitherlond : L. F., ii. p. 28.

1322.1 T 4.1, 1 .q fL. F., ii. p. 46.

^3^2.
Mlierlond:L

J, ../p^g3

1384.J Lythyrlond : II. F., iii. p. 20.

Type II.

1598. Letherland : Map of Lanes, given in Baines Hist, of

Lanes., vol. i. facing p. 253.

Type III.

1211. Liuerland, R. de : C. RIL, No. 79, cit. L. F., i. p. 43.

'Place of the slope.' 0. N. Mipar. Gen. sing. Cp. pp.

179-180 below.

Littledale (Caton)

1332. Lytindale, Joh. de : Lanes, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 88.

Liverpool
' Leofhere's pool

'

Type I.

1190-1194. Liuerpul : Lanes. Ch., No. 4, Series xx. in

Farrer's Lanes. Pipe Roll, L. P .R., p. 432.

1207-08. Liverpul : L. P. R., p. 220 ; also 1208 in King
John's Charter, Muir and Piatt, p. 154.

1210-11. Liverpol : L. P. R., p. 239, No. 57.

1226-67. Lieverpol : Pipe RU. Hen. ni. ; Lanes Inq.,

pp. 126-27 ; and Record Soc, v. 27,
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Liverpool

1254. Liverpol : Cal. Pat. Rlls. Hen. m., 1247-58, p. 366.

1279. Lyverpol : Cal. Pat. Rlls. Edw. i., p. 328.

1285. Liverpol : Cal. Close Rlls. Edw. i., 1279-80, p. 210.

1292. Lyuerpol : Plac. Q. Warr. Rlls., 3816.

1297. Liuerpol : Lanes. Inq., p. 300.

1298. Lyverpol : L. Inq., p. 286.

1306. Liverpol : L. F., vol. i. p. 208.

1307. Lyverpol : Cal. Pat. Rlls., Edw. i., 1301-07, p. 505.

1320. Liverpol : L. P., ii. p. 39.

1324-27. Lyverpul : Cal. Pat. Rlls. Edw. ii.

1331. Lyverpol : Cal. CI. Rlls. Edw. in., Pt. II. p. 398.

1333. LiverpuU : Cal. Pat. Rlls. Edw. in., 1330-34, p. 441.

1340-43. Liverpul : Pat. Rlls. Edw. in.

It is unnecessary to multiply examples of these forms. They
are overwhelmingly more frequent than any of the other types

in all periods except in a certain kind of document of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (cp. remarks under Lither-). In

the three volumes of Lancashire Fines, edited by Mr. Parrer,

this appears to be the only type, and it occurs about forty

times. I have examined many dozens of volumes of charters

and documents, besides those quoted above and below, and

by the side of the hundreds of examples of this tjrpe which I have

found in all ages, the representatives of the other types which

I found are practically all accounted for in the statistics given

below. Perhaps a dozen or so more examples of Type II. could

be given from the charters and other documents of the seven-

teenth century, printed by Professor Muir and Miss Piatt.

Type II.

1189-99. Leverpol. [Cited by Harrison without reference.

I have not succeeded in tracing the document.]

1229. Leverepul : CI. Rlls. Hen. ni., p. 221 ; and Pat. Rlls.

Hen. ni., p. 242 (twice) ; also in Charter of same
date, cp. Muir and Piatt's Hist. Munic. Govt,

p. 155.

1292. Leverpol : Plac. Q. Warr., p. 380.

1309. Leuirpole : Chorley Docs., Hist. Soc. Lane, and

Chesh., 1889, p. 215.

1319. Leverpole : Rlls. of Parliament, 13 Edw. n., m. 14

(cit. Baines, v. p. 105).

1337. Leverpol : Cal. Pat. Rlls. Edw. in., 1334-38, p. 580.

1338. Leverepol : Cal. Pat. Rlls. Edw, m. Pt, iii„ p. 184.
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Liverpool

?14th c. Leuerpol (three times) : Chorley docs., p. 208.

1436. Leverpole : RUs. of Pari., 15 Hen. vi., vol. iv. p. 55

(cit. Baines, v. p. 119).

1546. Leverpole : Pleadings of Duchy of Lanes., N. D.
vol. iii., M. N. ii. (cit. Baines, v. p. I2l).

1588. Leverpole : Castle Accts. Harl MS., fol. 5286 (cit.

Baines, v. p. 123).

1626. Leuerpoole : Ch. of Charles i., Muir and Piatt, pp. 167-

81 (at least eight times).

1654. Leverpole : Morton's Map in Camden's Britannia.

1693. Leuerpoole (four times) : Muir and Piatt, pp. 192-93.

c. 1709. Leverpool : Account by Rev. Francis Brooksby,

written to Thos. Eame, of the Bodleian (cit.

Baines, v. p. 131).

Type HI.

1222-26. Litherpol, R. de : T. de N., p. 371 (cit. also

L. F., i. p. 43).

1361. Litherpole : Rymer's Foedera, iii. Pt. ii. p. 617.

1546. Lytherpole : Pleadings, Duchy Lanes., vol. xi., L. N.
1 (cit. Baines, v. p. 121).

1586. Litherpole : Camden, p. 429, 1st ed. See Type IV.

below.

1629. Litherpole (four times) : Deed of Charles i. (cit. Baines

V. p. 125).

This was the commonest type in a certain class of documents
from the middle of the fifteenth century to the middle of the

sixteenth : thus in a number of Fee Farm leases ranging from
1444 to 1555, 1 have counted 83 Lither- and Lyther- forms, but

only 8 Liver-, Lyver- forms, 1 Lever- and 1 Lether-form. See

Muir and Piatt's Charters, etc., pp. 313-62.

Type IV. (variant of Type I.)

Henry vi. LierpuU : Dodsley's MS., vol. 87, p. 39 (cit.

Baines, v. p. 119).

1529. Lyrpole (twice) : Duchy Pleadings, i. pp. 186,

187.

1535-1543. Lyrpole, alias Lyverpoole : Leland's Itinerary,

vol. V. pp. 25, 40, 41.

1586. Litherpole, commonly called Lorpoole : Camden,
p. 429, 1st ed. (cit. Baines, v, p. 122), and
Harrison.
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Liverpool
Type V. (Variant of Type II.)

1598. Lerpoole : Fr. old map of Lanes, given in Baines,

vol. i. facing p. 253.

L'erpoole : Drayton's Poly-Olbion, song 27, p. 373, in

fol. ed. of 1747.

From the documentary evidence here set forth, I consider

the following conclusions justified :—(1) Types I. and II. are of

equal antiquity, and both were in use at the same time, from
the earUest period in which the name stands recorded

; (2) Type I.

is incomparably more frequent in official documents than
Type II., and it is the ancestor of the modern form in general

use ; (3) Type III. is imquestionably a genuine form, and was
in use alongside of the other two, but, so far as my evidence goes,

it came into existence later than these (I. and II.). It is not so

common as either of them till the fifteenth century, and it is not
developed by ordinary phonetic change from either—^it has an
independent origin which must be sought ; (4) the remaining
types are of later development than any of the other three. That
they really did exist is proved by the documentary evidence, and
by the fact that the Welsh Llerpwll is apparently derived from
Type V. ; (5) the development by phonetic change of these forms
from Types I. and II. can be explained.

The Suffix Pool.

Before passing to the real problem, to explain Liver-, Lever-,

Lither-, it may be as weU to say a few words about the sufSx -pool.

A glance at the early forms shows that this element is variously

spelt, pul, pol, poole, etc. In O. E. (Anglo-Saxon) there were
two forms of the word for pool

—

'pul with a short vowel and 'pol

with a long. The latter shows its normal development in the

modern EngUsh word ' pool ' as an independent word. It is a

well-estabhshed law in early M. E. that long vowels in unstressed

syllables were shortened. If therefore the second element in

our name was originally the long poZ it would in any case be

shortened by the period of the earhest recorded forms. If it

was originally the short pwZ it would remain practically un-

changed. In the spellings above it appears that the short jmZ is

the more usual, but the shortened form of 'pol is probably repre-

sented by the spellings 'pol, and in any case by 'polU. The spelling

'podk, represents a new pronunciation, not developed in the com-
pound Liver'pul, etc., but reintroduced from the independent

word which always preserved its long vowel. This long o sound

(written oo in M[. E. to express length) developed in early Mod.
E. into a long u sound as in pool and hundreds of other words.

M
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The prefixes Livee- and Lever-.

I take types Liver- and Lever- to be two different forms of the

same thing, namely, the 0. B. pers. n. Leofhere. I shall hope to

estabhsh (1) that this name really existed, (2) that it had later

the two forms Levere and Livere, (3) that it is used as a first

element in other pi. ns. and local designations in English. The

name Leofhere is not common in 0. E., but it is perfectly well

authenticated. Cp. Searle's Onomasticon, p. 328. It is found

in a Ch. of iEthelred of 995, in the boundaries of land given in

Kemble's Codex Diplomaticus, vi. p. 243

—

set Leofereshagan—
literally ' at Leofhere's haw.' Heyne cites the L. G. cognate Liaf-

heri, Lief-heri. Cp. Altniederd. Eigeimamen, 9-11 Jhrh.

There are several other O. E. pers. ns. with the word leof-

(' dear ') as a first element, and they all show a variant lif-.

Thus Livegar by the side of Leofgar in a Manumission, cp. Thorpe,

Diplomatarium, p. 633 ; Lifing instead of Leafing in a Ch. of about

949, Cod. Dipl. ii., p. 300 (see also numerous other references in

Searle) ; Lyefea instead of Leofheah (Searle) ; and finally, our

name Leofhere appears as Lifere on a coin of Cnut (ibid.). We are

therefore justified in inferring that during the 0. E. period the

two forms Leof(h)ere and Lif(h)ere existed side by side. The
reason for the development of the Lif- forms of this and other

names, is not clear. It can hardly have been a pure phonetic

development, but from the moment that the existence of the two

forms is established the fact that we cannot explain the reason

for one of them does not affect our argument. It remains to

show the occurrence of this personal name in names of localities.

Though this is not essential to the argument, it strengthens the

case if we find the name Leofhere elsewhere. Not only can this

be done, but in the place names in which it occurs we find among
the old forms, when such exist, exactly the same alternation

between Liver- and Lever- as we do in the old forms of Liverpool.

In the Pat. RUs. of 1222, p. 325, 1 find Livredal, and in the same
Rolls, in 1225, 1 find Leveresdal twice, on p. 313 and p. 578. This

name means the ' dale of Leofhere.' The name Leverstock Green

in Bedfordshire is said by Professor Skeat to contain the name
Leofhere (Beds. PI. Ns., p. 70). The same scholar also assumes
this name as the first element of Leverington (Cambs. PI. Ns.,

pp. 15 and 16). The Yorks. Liverton appears as Liuerton in

D. B., as Leverton in K.'s Inq. (see K.'s Inq., pp. 125 and
128) ; as Lyverton in the Knt.'s F.'s (K.'s Inq., p. 236). The
name Liversedge in Yorks. appears as Liuresech, Liuresec in
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D. B., as Leversege in K.'s Inq., p. 30, as Liversege in the Knt.'s Fs.

and Nomina Villarum (see K.'s Inq
, pp. 225 and 360), as Lyver-

sege in the F. A. (K.'s Inq., p. 280). I take this name to mean
' the edge,' or hill, of Leofhere—0. E. *Ledfheresecg.

In view of these facts, I think I am justified in assuming that

Liverpool goes bax5k to an 0. E. *Ledfhere{s)'pul, which we should

expect, on the analogy of the other names just quoted, to appear

in the M. E. period as Livrejml and Leverepul, which forms we do
actually find. It will be noted that the s of the genitive in the

first element of pi. ns., when this is a pers. n., is sometimes

retained, sometimes lost. Cp. § 29, p. 36 above. It is necessary

to say a few words on the quantity of the vowels in the M. E.

forms Liver-, Lever-. Of the former we can say nothing definite

with regard to the assumed 0. E. form Lifere or Lifhere, since we
do not know by what process the i was developed here. All the

modern names, however, point to a short vowel. Assuming,

then, that O. E. had originally Lifhere, the shortening could be

explained either by virtue of the combination -fh-, or, before -fr-

or -vr- in the later forms lAvre-, etc. The forms (M. E.) Levhere,

Lefhere had undoubtedly a long e originally, representing the

0. E. eo. But here again shortening would take place before

the combination of consonants. If, on the other hand, the h—
as is possible—^was lost before the period of shortening, then we
should get a form Levere, and alongside of it a shortened form
Levre-, since such variants or doublets always occur in the M. E.

period.

The Lithee- Type.

As already stated, there can be no doubt of the genuineness

of this form, nor any doubt that it is quite independent of Types I.

and II. How did it arise, and what did it mean ? I believe it

to be due to what is known as popular etymology. The name
Lefere, never very common, was probably quite unknown as a

pers. n. by the thirteenth century—the period in which we have

the first occurrence of the Lither- forms. When a name is

meaningless there is a tendency to alter it to something else which

does mean something. Liverpul was meaningless, but Litherpul

meant something. Its first element, which occurs also in Lither-

land, might mean, to the people of the thirteenth century, either

' foul ' (from 0. E. lyther), or ' a slope,' from 0. N. Hlth. I am
inclined to agree with Mr. Harrison that Lither- was the 0. N. gen.

hlifhar, meaning a ' slope,' and not the 0. E. word, which, as a

matter of fact, was chiefly used in a moral sense. I take it that

the name arose somewhat in this way. People said ' What

;
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Liverful ? What does that mean ? It must be Litherpul, of

course, the pool by the slope, like Litherland, a few miles down
the river.' If we assume this origin of Lither-, whether in Lither-

jml or Litherland, we must explain the short vowel, for N. hlith

was long, and this would have produced a pronunciation with a

diphthong, as in lithe, in modern times. We must have recourse

to the law whereby vowels were shortened before two consonants

(th being of course only one sound=f), and assume that iMhre-

was shortened to Lithre-. The fact that the vowel in Liver-, the

commonest type of the name, was also short would help to

establish the form with the short vowel, and to introduce this

into the variant Lither- where shortening would not normally

take place.

The Lie- and Ler- Foems.

The law seems to have been that v in M. E. was retained

beween vowels, but lost before another consonant. Hence
Livere-, Levere- retain their v, but early Livre- and Levre- become
Lir- and Ler- respectively.

Harrison mentions a form Letherpole ia the Ministers' Account

of the Duchy of Lancaster, 1509, and I have also found the spell-

ing in a fee farm lease of 1545 (cp. Muir and Piatt, p. 340) . These

are the only examples of this form I know, but I find Mr. John
Lefhurland in 1659, in the Accounts of Plundered Ministers,

Pt. II. p. 300. It is not difficult to explain. Lether- forms occur

also in the early spellings of Litherland, and the probable ex-

planation is that we have here confusion of the O. N. hlith with

the O. E. hlifu, hleo]>u, ' slope,' which latter form would become
lethe in M. E. The 0. B. and 0. N. forms meant the same thing,

and would be equally intelligible. Were it not for the -er ter-

mination, which represents the 0. N. gen. ending -ar, we might
assume Lither- to be English.

Othee Pools named aftee Peesons.
In conclusion, it may be asked whether as a matter of fact

there are other cases where a pool has been named after a person.

In answer to this I would adduce the O. E. form Offeptd, which
occurs in a Ch. dated 709, but of which this is a M. E. copy. The
Ch. is found in the Codex. Dipl., i. p. 70, and the above form in the

boundaries which are given, C. D., iii. p. 376. The form would
be Offanjrul in 0. E., and means ' Offa's Pool.' Again, Otterspool

—earlier Oterejnd, etc.—is in my opinion ' the pool of Ohthere.'

Sterespool, in Lancashire, q.v. below, is the ' pool of Ster,' a per-

sonal name which is well established in 0. E., 0. N., and M. E.
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The above account explains each of the various forms of our

name in a manner that is in keeping with the known laws of

sound change in English. The method here followed of con-

sidering each type by itself is the' only way to prevent confusion

and error. I ought, perhaps, to add that were we so fortunate

as to discover examples of the Lither- type in documents at

present inaccessible or unknown to us, of, say, the eleventh or

twelfth centuries, this would in no way affect the explanation

which I have given of the origin and development of this and
the other types. It would simply show that the popular etymo-

logy, which from the evidence before me I conclude to have been

made in the thirteenth century, was made one or two centuries

earlier. That is all. I should not bo in the least surprised if

this were really the case, but I very much doubt whether we
shall ever get evidence to prove it.

Livesay
Type I.

1227. Liveseye : L. P., i. p. 48.

1242. Liveshey : Scut, of Gasc, L. Inq., p. 150

1246-47. Liveshay : L. A. R. (RU. 404), i. p. 19.

1257. Lyvisay : L. Inq., p. 213.

1301. Lyvesaye : L. F., i. p. 192.

Liveshey. : T. de N., 399.

1377. Lyvesay : L. F., iii. p. 2.

Type II.

1305. Levesay : De Lac. Comp., p. 111.

1311. Levesay : De Lac. Inq., p. 15.

1393. Leuesay : L. F., iii. p. 41.

The first element is probably a short form of one of the 0. E.

pers. ns. in Leaf-, possibly Leofhere (q. v. under Liver'pool above).

The second may be either 0. E. eg, ' watery land, etc.' (q. v. in

Pt. n.), or, as I think more probably, O. E. hsege, ' fenced-in

place,' ' dwelling,' q. v. in Pt. 11. under haga. It is the Mod hey.

Locka Farm (Borwick)

1346. Lokehaghe: Wap. Sur.^, 66.

The ' haw,' or enclosure, dwelUng, of Locca, or Loc. Cp. haga

in Pt. II. Searle mentions Loc from Gruber's Catalogue of

EngHsh Coins. Crawf . Ch. have Lucan weortig, which looks like

a weak gen. The name Loc, Locca, apparently occurs in the

Berks. Lockynge. D. B. has Lockebroc, 106 (Devon), Lochesbere,

103, 2 (Devon), Locheshale (Staffs.) 224.7, LokesfoH (Suff.) 333.
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Longford (Manch.)

1320-46. Longeford : Wap. Sur.2, 58.

The ' long ford.' See La-ng and ford in Pt. II.

Longflands (Cartmel)

13th c. Longelondes : Lane. Ch., 68.

No explanation required. See both elements in Pt. II.

Longridge (Preston)

1246. Langrig : L. F., i. p. 102.

' Long ridge.' See lang and hrycg in Pt. II.

Longton (Preston)

Type I.

1274. Langeton : L. P., i. p. 152.

1339. Langeton : Whall. Ch., T. iii. p.

-„.„ /Langetuna :\Pr. Pen., p. 4.

\Langton : J Pr. Pen., p. 56.

1320-46. Langton : Wap. Sur., 1, 36.

Type II.

1200. Longeton : Scars. Ch., 3, p. 260.

, p.„

,

VLongeton : Pr. Pen., pp. 23, 128.

The ' long town.' For explanation of lang- and long- forms,

op. under Langden above.

Longworth (Hall, Durwen)

1520. Longworthe : Due. Lane., i. p. 20.

Either the ' long ' worth or ' enclosure,' or one belonging to

a person called Langa, a nickname noted bySearle, meaning 'tall.'

Lonsdale
Type I.

1086. Lanesdale : D. B., 332a.

1168-69. Lonesdale : L. P. R., 15, p. 12.

1225. : Whall. Ch., T. vi. p. 367.

1283. Lonnesdale : L. F., i. p. 160.

1312. Lon(y)8dale : Cal. CI. RUs., 474.

1346. Lonnesdale : Lons. Survey, 76.

Type II.

1292. Lounesd(ale) : L. Inq., p. 294 (cp. Loun = R.).
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1205. Lostok : L. F., i. p. 24.

See remarks under *hlos, and stocc respectively, in Pt. II. below.

Lowick

1202. Lofwic : L. F., i. p. 10.

1256. Lowyk : L. F., i. p. 124.

De Lafwyk -A

Laufwik : Ipurn. Ch., p. 435.

Laufwyk : J

The first element appears to be a pers. n.—either the 0. E.

man's name Lufa, or the O. E. woman's name Lufu. Both of

these are well authenticated (cp. Searle). Lufandun occurs in

a Ch. of 1052, C. D., v. p. 103 ; Lufan mere in C. D., iii. p. 381,

ann. 381. Duignan (Worcs. PI. Ns.) derives Lovington, Worcs.

from O. E. *Lufantun, and mentions (without reference)

the above quoted Lufandun as representing the Mod. Lov-

ington ia Somers. from a Ch. (?) of 854. Cp. further

Lovecote (Dev.), D. B., 115 ; and Lovetone, D. B., 166 ?

The Yorks. Louithorp has an entirely different origin for

its first element. See discussion of this Low- under Lowkm
below.

Lowton (Wigan) [lotn, M. A. B.]

1320. Lauton : Wap. W. Der., 36.

1332. Lauton : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 13.

The Yorks. Lowthorpe appears as Louthorp, Knt.'s Pees,

p. 249, Lowthorp, in K.'s Inq., p. 59, in D. B. as Laugetorpe,

Logetorp, Loghetorp. The first element both in the Lanes,

and the Yorks. name may be 0. N. lau^, ' hot spring,'

which, according to Cleasby-Vigf. is a common element

in pi. n.

On the other hand the first element may be the pers. n. Luhha,

Luha, for which Searle gives authority. The name occurs also

in several pi. ns. in 0. E. Luhan treow occurs in Crawf. Ch., ii.

1. 4, p. 3. Napier and Stevenson in their note (p. 49) give

several other instances of Luhan-, etc. ; Luhhan beorh, Birch, iii.

p. 227 ; Luhesford, Birch, iii. p. 176 ; Luhes^eat, Birch, i. p. 515,

etc. Low- ia Lovjfxm and Lowthorpe appear to be from a weak
form of the name

—

Luha or Luhha.
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Lune (River)
Type I.

12th c. Loun : Lane. Ch., 13.

1346. Loon : Wap. Lons., 64.

Type II.

1228. Lona : Peramb. Lane, Whall. Ch., p, 370.

1292.\t -c . t a ^ '^ JPl^c. Q. Warr., 386&.

1301.r°''^
( "" Lonesdale

) :|j^ ^ j ^ ^g^

Lunt
1318. Lont, J. del : Scarisbr. Ch., 49, 275.

1544. Lunt : Due. Lane, i. p. 32.

Lydiate

1086. Leiate : D. B., 269&.

1190-1220. Lydiate : Cockrsnd. Ch., pp. 634, etc.

1292. Lydyate : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1300. Lideget : Scarisbr. Ch., 4260.

1315. Lidyate : L. F., ii. p. 20.

1323. Liddeyate : L. F., ii. p. 54.

1320-46. Lidiate : Wap. W. Der., 36.

Lydyathe : T. de N., 396, 398&.

From O. E. hlydgeat, ' turnstile.' Cp. this element in Pt. II.

Lynholm (Marton cum-)

1249. Lynholm or Lynolm : Inq. Hen. in.. No. 153,

p. 137.

' Flax valley.' See Un and holmr in Pt. II.

Lytham
Type I.

1086. Lidun : D. B., 3016.

1200-01. Lithum : L. P. R., 47, p. 130.

1292. \j .. \Plac. Q. Warr., 3866.

1320-46. J
^y*^"'" = /Wap. W. Der., 44.

Type H.

1374. Leethom : J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii. p. 240.

1461. Lethum : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 1264.

1506. Lethum : L. P., iii. p. 159.

All the early forms point to the second element being originally

the dat. pi. suffix as in Lathom (q. v. above). The name is appa-

rently the dat. pi. of 0. E. hliy, ' slope,' and would mean ' on the

slopes.' The forms with i represent the O. E. sing, type, those
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with e (M. E. e), the O. E. Merc. PI. type, hleoyum, etc., M. E.

lejmm.

M
MaghuU [m§l]

(1) 1086. Magele : D. B., 2696.

(2) 1190-1220. Mahhalepul : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 635.

(3) 1255. Mahhale : L. Inq., p. 202.

(4) 1292. Maghale : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

(5) 1303. Maghhal : L. F., i. p. 202.

(6) 1312. Maghale : Orig. RUs., 191&.

(7) 1320. Mael : Wap. W. Der.,

(8) 1332. MagheU : Lay Subs., Farrer MS., 2.

(9) 1327. Maghall : Lay Sub?., Farrer MS., 14.

(10) 1526. MaghuU : Due. Lane, i. p. 130.

(11) 1615. Maghall alias Male (= m«l) : Due. Lane.,

1 Edw. m., i. p. 78.

The first element is possibly O. E. mxg, ' woman,' ' maiden '

—

here referring to the B. V. Mary. The second element, to Judge
from the early forms, was originally 0. E. healh, halh (q. v.),

which was later confused with 0. E. hyll, in this name. I take

the name to mean then ' hill,' or ' halh ' of the Virgin. The Mod.
spelliag is a survival of a M. E. spelling, magh- being the first

element. Side by side with this form, M. E. had mei, mai, etc.

This type is represented in No. 6. The local pronunciation is

what one would expect O. E. Mseg-hyll or Mxg-halh, M. E. meihyll

at meihal(e) to become. The ordinary pronunciation (magal) is

entirely misleading, and based purely upon the M. E. spelling

seen in Nos, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 above.

Makerfield (Ashton, Wigan)

1168-69. Mackesfeld : L. P. R., 15, p. 12.

1203-04. Makeresfeld : L. P. R., 50, p. 174.

1248. Makefeld : Orig. RUs., 10.

1292. Makerfeld : Plac. Q. Warr., 3736.

1338. Makrefeld : L. F., ii. p. 108.

The first element is presumably a pers. n. It might be 0. E-

Maccus (cp. ' Battle of Maldon,' 1. 80), but though this would
suit the 1168 form above, it is rather difficult to square with the

others. There is a Mackerfeld mentioned, Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 72

(1252), as occurring in Staffs., but I find no corresponding name
either in Duignan or the Gazetteer. There is also a Macretone

in D. B., 1006 (Devon). The name Macus is found in D. B. as

that of persons holding land in Yorks. and Lines., and Machus is
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recorded as a Cornish landholder, as well as a variant of the

Lines. Macus (op. Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 182). Makeaeye occurs,

C. D., No. 984. I can make nothing of such a name as Maker-.

Manchester
1086. Mamecestre : D. B., 270a.

1177-78. Mammecestra : L. P. E., 1. 4, p. 38.

1227. Mamecestre : L. P., i. p. 48.

13th c. Manecestr(e) : Lane. Ch., p. 115.

1323. Mamchastre : L. P., ii. p. 55.

1358. Mamcestre : L. P., ii. p. 157.

1382. Mamchestre : L. P., iii. p. 14.

1384. Mancestre : L. P., iii. p. 23.

1480. Manchester : L. P., iii. p. 139.

1505. Mancestre : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 1069.

The first element is clearly a pers. n. Mammium is suggested

by Mr. Bradley in his article in the English Hist. Rev., July 1900.

A similar name seems to occur also in Mansfield (Notts.),

D. B., 281. *Mamesfeld, Mamesfeud in 1271, Inq. of Hen. ni.,

No. 761, p. 247, though it occurs as Malmefeud in another Inq.

(No. 157), p. 89, about twenty years earlier. Cp. also Mamme-
havede, Inq. Hen. in.. No. 474, p. 134, of the year 1260, which is

modem Mamhead (Devon). The change from m to w before ch is

a natural one. Cp. a similar change before k, in Oringel>Qrimhil,

under Gringlebarrow above.

The precise form of the Celtic name is a question for Celtic

scholars. Professor Kuno Meyer says ' it looks Uke a diminutive

derived from mamma, ' mother,' or it might be derived from the

name Mamus, which also occurs, if that stands for Mammus.
On the other hand Holder prefers Mancunium for Manchester,

though Manuc(t)io seems also to occur for it. We have Mancius,

Mancillus, Mancia, Manciacus, which seems to support Man-
cunium'.

Marcroft Gate (Kochdale)
c. 1290. Morkroft : Scarisb. Ch., 34, 270.

1318. Morcroft : Scarisb. Ch., 51, 276.

1624. Marcroftgate : Due. Lane, i. 89.

The M. E. forms mean the ' farm on the moor.' See Croft, and
Mor in Pt. II.

Marland
1305. Merlande : De Lac. Comp., p. 115.

1332. Merlond : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 16

1685-89. Merland : Due. Lane, i. p. 40.
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The forms throw no certain light. The first element may be

either 0. E. gemSsru, ' boundary,' q. v., or 0. E. mere, ' lake.'

Maraden, Great and Little

1196. Merkesden, R. de : L. P. R., p. 93.

1241 4-2
/^i**l® Merkestene :\L. Inq., p. 156.

\Mercle8den major :JL. Inq., p. 157.

1292. Pva Merchesdene : Plac. Q. Warr., 381.

1305. Merkelesdene : De Lac. Comp., p. 73.

,„,, fMerclesdene :"l -p, t t o
131liMerclesdone:P^^°-I°*l-^-
1332. Merclesden, R. de : Cal. Inq., A. q. D., p. 298.

Probably the ' dean ' of Marculf. This name appears in

D. B., 3736 as that of a person holding land previous to the

Survey. Cp. Ellis, Introd., i. p. 184.

Marshaw Fell (Wyresd.)
Marshaw Head

c. 1360. Marchshagh : Forest Proceedings (Exchequer

T. R.) Lancaster, No. 59 (cit. L. P. R., p. 426).

Marschasheued, Peramb. in MS. Brit. Mus., Lansd.,

f. 559, 51. (cit. L. P. R., p. 427).

The first element is either 0. E. merce, ' dark,' or merce (mierce),

' boundary, march ' (q. v.). The second element is 0. E, sceaga,
' wood,' q. V.

Martholme (Clitherce)

1498. Merkethholme : Due. Lane, i. p. 13.

' Market meadow,' or ' hill.' The first element is the French
(Picard), market, which appears to have got into English before

the Conquest. It occurs in the Laud MS. of the A.-S. Chron. under

the year 963. Cp. Plummer's Ed., i. p. 116. It must be remem-
bered, however, that this MS. was not written till the first half of

thetwelfth century. The second element isN. holmr, q. v. inPt. II.

Martinscroft (Wigan)

1332. Martinescroft : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 12.

The farm or ' croft ' of Martin. See Croft in Pt. II. The
pers. n. Martin, also in the form Mmrtin appears quite early in

0. E. sources. Searle gives Masrtin as the name of a serf (c.

995) from Birch's Ch,—no reference— and Martin as that of

an abbot, 970 ; of a landowner, c. 980. A Martinus is re-

corded in D. B. as holding land temp. Edw. Conf. in Northants.

(Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 184.)
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Marton

insfi
jMerreton : D. B., 2696.

"* tMeretun : D. B., 3016.

1175-76. Mertona : L. P. R., p. 31.

1249. Marton cum Lynholm (alias Lynolm) : Inq. of

Hen. ni., No. 153, p. 37. Cp. also under Lynholm.

For first element see remarks on Marland above.

Mawdesley
1286. Moudesley : L. Inq., p. 270.

1295. Maldislei : Rymer's Feed., vol. i. Pt. II. p. 830.

(Document relating to John of Scotland, and the

king of France.)

1371. Maudeslegh : L. F., ii. p. 180.

1372. Maudeslegh : L. F., ii. p. 183.

The first element is probably the female pers. n. which in 0. E.

appears as Ms^TpMld (cp. Deor's Song, 14), the Latinised form of

which is Mat(h)ilda. The Norm.-French form of this name was
Mauld, Maud. For the second element, cp. 0. E. IxTi, etc., Pt. II.

Mearley
{L[ttie

(Wtalley par.)

1241. Merlay : L. F., i. p. 82.

J296
Jparua Merlay : j^^y ^ ^
(magna Merlay :J

> c

1302. Great Merleye : L. F., i. p. 199.

1311. Great Merley : De Lac. Inq., 17.

The first element is possibly 0. E. gemMru (q. v.), in which case

the name would mean ' boundary field.' Cp. for second element
0. E. Ixh in Pt. II.

Medlar
Type I.

1190-1220. de Midelare : Cockrsnd Ch., pp. 168 and 170.

1215. Midleharye : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 29.

1226. Middelarghe : P. R. Hen. in., L. Inq., p. 140 (and
R. S., vol. 27).

J235
/Midelergh : \L. F., i. p. 63.

[in Middelare :/Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 169.

1250-75. de Midelare : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 171.
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13th c. Petit middelhargh : Lane. Ch., 353.

1320-46. Midelarghe : Wap. Sur.2, 52.

1332. Mithelarghe, G. and W. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc.,

II. ii. p. 71.

Type II.

1227. Middelerwe : P. R. Hen. in., L. Inq., p. 140.

The ' middle hearh, or temple.' See middel and hearh in

Pt. II. Type n. represents an oblique case.

Melling
1086. Melinge : D. B., 2696.

1201. Moiling : L. P. R., 48, p. 153.

1229. Melling : L. F., i. p. 56.

1246. Melling : L. F., i. p. 94.

Mellor
1265. Meluer : L. A. R., p. 239.

1311. Mellore : De Lac. Inq., 16.

1512. Meller : Due. Lane, i. p. 16.

1555. Mellour : Due. Lane, i. p. 153.

There is a Milverton in CD., iv. p. 256 (Milverton, Somers.,

11th c), which is Milverton in D. B., 866, 2, the prefix of which
rather suggests that of the 1265 form above, but this does not

help us much. I cannot explain either Meluer, or Milfer-.

Meols, North
1086. Mele : D. B., 2696.

1094. Molas : Lane. Ch., 10.

1177-78. Mieles : L. P. R., 24, p. 38.

1190. Mueles : Lane. Ch., p. 112.

1236-37. NortmoUs : L. A. R., p. 80.

1236. Nordmoles : CI. RUs., iii. p. 346.

1241-42. Mohs : L. Inq., p. 156.

1244. G. de Melis : L. Inq., p. 158.

, „„„ jMoeles : \PIac. Q. Warr., 3726.

^^'^''•(.Northmoles :jPlae. Q. Warr., 382.

'»*-{SL.l»:h'--''»°P-^^"'
1311. Mels : De Lac. Inq., p. 21.

Meols is from 0. N. mdr, ' sandhill.' See this element in Pt. II.
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Mere Olough (Ross)

1228-{"c :}^--- C^-' -- 2, L. P. R., p. 421.

See both these elements in Pt. II. under mere, and *ddh

respectively.

Mersey

1086. Mersham : D. B., 2696.

1141-42. in Merse : Ch. vii. 1, L. P. R., p. 277.

1210-11. Merseia : L. P. R., 57, p. 242.

1228. Mersee : Peramb. Lane, Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 372.

1232
}^®^®® : CI. RUs., iv. 169, iii. 221.

1236. Marseye : L. P., i. p. 75.

1292. Mersee : Plac. Q. Warr., 383.

Michael's-, St., on-Wyre

1086. Michelescherche : D. B., 3016.

1336. Michaelis super Wyre : Lane. Ch., 454.

Middlegill (Roseb.)

1235. Midelgile : L. P., i. p. 67.

This name needs no explanation. Cp. gill in Pt. II.

Middleton (Carnforth)

1094. Middeltonam : Lane. Ch., 10.

? Midgehalgh (Bilsborrow)

1326.|^^g^^^|gMLanc. Ch., 454.
(Mygehalgh :J

1623. /Midghall, J. Lund of : 1„. , „,.„

1637.iMidghalgh, Anne Lund of -.r""^-
^^"«' ?' ^^^

Yorks. Midgley is Micleie in D. B., 46 (see Index Locorum of
K.'s Inq.), and the first element in the above name may repre-

sent 0. E. micel, with voicing of the front cons. In this'case the
name would mean ' the great halgh, or corner.' Of course, it is

possible that confusion with 0. E. mycg, ' midge,' has occurred,
which would imply that the place was regarded as ' the
murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.' The latter is

the view taken by Moorman of the first element of the
Yorks. name.
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Mitton
1102. Magnam Mitton : Ch. n. xv., L. P. R., p. 385 (in

Yorks.).

1208. H. de Mitton : L. P., i. p. 34.

1228. R. de Myton : C. RUs., iii. 29.

1283. Little Mutton : L. P., i. p. 161.

1292. Mitton : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

Professor Moorman believes that this name in Yorks., an early

form of which is cited above for comparison, contains as its first,

element 0. E. {ge)m0e, ' meeting of two rivers '
(q. v. in Pt. II.)

but I am not quite convinced.

? *]y[onkflat (land near Bolton-in-Furness)

,„,, jMonckeflat :\Lanc. Ch., 189.
idtn c.|j^^j^^^g^^

. |j^^^^_ ^^j^^ 212.

Monkroyd (Nelson)

1295. Munkerode : De Lac. Comp., p. 21.

The ' royd ' or ' clearance ' of the monks. See Rod in Pt. II.

Monton
1190-1218. Mawinton (twice) : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 702.

1259. Mawynton : L. A. R., i. p. 233.

1537. Mavnton : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 1241.

1568. Mawentun : Due. Lane, i. p. 49.

The pers. n. Mawa, spelt Mauua, occurs in D. B., 4196 as a
' liber homo ' of Suffolk, Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 184 (cit. also Searle),

and Searle also cites the name Mawa, as that of a woman from

the Liber Eliensis. I have no instances of these names from

0. E. sources, unless indeed it occurs in the pi. ns. Mawpul, C. D.,

iii. p. 79, in a Ch. of Eadgar dated 972, and in Mavmri {—
Mawa{n)wur'6), C. D., iv. p. 300.

Moor House (Haml. near Ulverston)

1332. Morhouses, J. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 8.

Requires no interpretation.

Moreton
1292. Morton : Plac. Q. Warr., 375&.

The first element may either be 0. E. mor, ' moor,' etc., or 0. E.

gemdre, more usually gemsere, ' boundary.' See both these

elements in Pt. II.

MoBsley (Manchester) [Mezli, J. C. H.]

1332. Moseleghe, Rich, de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 3.

' Boggy field.' See 0. E. mos and iBh in Pt. II.
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Moston
1302. Moston, R. de : Orig. Rlls., 1246;

1332. Moston : L. F., ii. p. 84.

The first element is apparently O. E. mos as in preceding name.

The second requires no explanation, but cp. O. E. tun in Pt. II.

Mowbrick
Type I.

1249. Moulebrek, alias Mulebrek: Inq.Hen.m.,No.l53,p.37.

1287. Molebrecke : L. Inq., p. 265.

1328. Moulebreke : L. F., ii. p. 78.

Type II.

1320-46. Moulbroke : Wap. Amond., 54. •

The first element must be the pers. n. Moll, which occurs on

coins and in other O. E. documents (Searle). Moseley in Staffs,

appears to contain this name, since there are early forms such as

Mollesley, etc. (Duignan, Staffs. PI. Ns.). Similarly, the Yorks.

Mowthorpes (E. and W. R.) appear as Muletorp in D. B., 85, etc.,

and in Multhorp, K.'s Inq., p. 73, Nomina Villarum (K.'s Inq.,

p. 324), etc. I see that Bjorkman derives the D. B. name from

O. N. Mali, etc., for whose existence in England he gives evid-

ence (N. Pn. in England, p. 96). The second element of Mow-
brick appears (Type II.) to have been confused with broc. See

this word and brekka in Pt. II.

Musbury Heights (Darwen)

1311. Musbirry : De Lac. Inq., 19.

' Mouse burgh ' ? The first element may be O. E. mUs,
' mouse,' the second is O. E. burh (q. v. in Pt. II.). We have
Musberie (Dev.), D. B., 108, 2 ; Musedme (Staffs.), D. B., 2466,

2 ; Museli (Bucks.), D. B., 1466.

Myerscough [maska]

1379. Myrescogh : J. of Gaunt's Reg., ii. p. 240.

1455. Mirscowe : Feod Mil., cit. Barnes, iv. p. 758.

1535-43. Merscow : Leland, iv. p. 9.

' Swamp wood.' Cp. O. N. mi/rr and skogr, Pt. II.

? Mythop Lodge (Blackpool)

1086. Midehope : D. B., 3016.

1317. Midhop : Whall. Ch., p. 876.

1332. Mithop : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. 2, p. 65.

1338. Midhop : Whall. Ch., p. 256.

Either ' the middle valley,' or a place in ' mid valley.' Cp.
hop in Pt. II.
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N
Nateby

(Called Aschebi in D. B. 3016.)

1204. Natebi : L. P., i. p. 22.

The first element is apparently a pers. n. Searle gives Naia
as occurring in a pi. n. The reference is to Natangravas, which

occurs in dat. pi. Natangrafum in C. D., i. p. 108, in a Ch. of

iESelbald, 716-43. If Kemble is correct in identifying this

with Mod. Notegrove (Glos.), we must assume that the name was
Ndta. This cannot be the name in Nateby, since 0. E. Ndtanhi

would give Mod. *Noteby. With the form in Kemble, D. B.

Nategrave is apparently identical. The same name, as in Nateby,

probably occurs in D. B., 165, Natahie (45), Hants., which is

Mod. Nateley. Here as in the Lanes, name, we must assume

O. E. Ndta. The names Nata, *Ndta are not recorded, so far

as I know, apart from above pi. ns. Searle gives Nato from

Forstemann, but this does not help us in the present case, since

we do not know the quantity of the first a. I can throw no
light.

Nether Burrow (Tunstall)

1678. Nether Burrow, Will. Batty of : Rich. Wills, p. 25.

' Lower burgh,' or village. The latter word here may have

the sense of fortified place or fortress. See 0. E. burh in Pt. II.

Nether Eellet

13th c. Nutherkellet : Lane. Ch., 177.

Cp. neofor in Pt. II., and Kellet under this name above.

Netherlee Water

1190. Nedreleebrok : Whall. Ch., T. ii. p. 48.

This name stands apparently for 0. E. *nxddranlseh, ' adder's

lea.' to NBdran beorge occurs, C. D., iii. p. 412, in the boundaries

of a Ch. of JESehtan, dated 938. See C.D.,i.p. 209; and in C. D.,

V. p. 45. NxMxrheall and Nedderheale (dat.), occurs, C. D., iv.

p. 103, in a Ch. dated 1045.

Nethermyrescoughthwate (Ulverston)

1670. Neithermerscowthwayte, Anna Lindow of : Rich.

Wills, p. 184.

See neo1i>or, ' lower,' in Pt. II., Myerscough above, and Tpveit,

' division of land,' in Pt. II.

N
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Newbiggin

1292. Neuwebigging : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1320-46. Newebyggynge : Wap. Sur.2, 52.

' New building, or house.' 0. N. hyging, ' house, building.'

Newburgh (Liv.)

1189-94. Novo burgo, R. de : Lanes. Ch., xix. 1, L. P. R.,

p. 419.

1601. Newborough : Due. Lane., i. p. 69.

This name needs no comment, as both elements are common
in pi. ns. and perfectly intelHgible. Newbury in Berks, has

precisely the same origin, but the second element here is in the

dat. sing.—0. E. byrig, whereas the Lanes, name is nom.

Newby
13th c. Nuby : Lane. Ch., 369, 373, 374.

' New town.' See hj-i in Pt. II. Newby is the Norse equiva-

lent of Newburgh. Cp. Germ. Neustadt, and Russ. Novgorod.

Newsham
1086. Neuhuse : D. B., 3016.

1195-96. Neusum : L. P. R., 42, p. 94.

1282.^ (1,. P., i. p. 158.

1292. [Neusum -.l L. P., ii. p. 175.

1388. j II. P., iii. p. 30.

This is apparently a dat, pl.=0. E. xt niwum husum, ' at the
new houses.' We should expect the M. E. forms to be -housen,

and the final syllable to have disappeared in Mod. Engl. The
M. E. spellings doubtless represent approximately the pronun-
ciation, and we may explain the ending -um instead of -en as

due to confusion with the suffix -horn (q. v. Pt. II.). The Mod.
form shows apparent confusion with -hum. See the earUer forms
of Oldham for instances of confusion of these endings.

Newton

1086. Neweton : D. B., 2696.

?1094. Neutona : Ch. i. ii., L. P. R., p. 282.

1185-86. Niweton : L. P. R., 32, p. 60.

1298.\ „ , /Lane. Ch., 70.

1318.) N^"*«°=iLanc.Ch., 494.

1320-46. Newton : Wap. Amond., 54.
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This name needs no comment. See Niwe and Tun in Pt. II.

The spelling from L. P. R. above is probably copied from an
earUer document.

Nibthwaite

1202. Thomebuthwait : L. F., i. p. 13.

1208. Thomubythuieitht : L. F., i. p. 26.

0. E. nebb means ' nose,' ' beak,' whence ' promontory,' or
' ridge ' of rock. The Mod. form has apparently lost a prefix.

Are we to understand the two early forms quoted as '^or-nebb-

Tpveit, ' the thwaite near (the rock called) Thor's neb ' ? Or do
they stand for something entirely different

—

Tporne hy y>weit—
Thomby thwaite ? In any case the spellings are corrupt, especi-

ally the second.

Norbreck

13th c. Northbrek : Lane. Ch., 434.

1292. Northbrec : Plac. Q. Warr., 387.

1378. Northbrek : L. F., iii. p. 5.

1490. Norbrek : L. F., iu. p. 143.

1667. Nor Breck, J. Hull of : Rich. Wills, p. 161.

The ' North hill or slope.' The early forms are self-explana-

tary. See norlp, and brekka in Pt. II.

Norcross

1513-14. Norcross : Due. Lane, i. p. 18.

The first element is north as in preceding name, the second is

Scand. See Kross in Pt. II.

Nuthurst (Lancaster)

1302. Notehirst : Orig. Rlls., 1246.

' Nut wood.' See Hnutu and Hyrst in Pt. II. Cp. O. E. xl

Hnuthyrste=Nuthurst, Warwcs., C. D., i. p. 63 (dated 704-09).

Nutshaw (Whalley par.)

1^35.{Seshay ^'^^ ^^'- ^"•' P?" ' ^^^ '

' Nut wood.' See hnutu and sceaga in Pt. II. The sixteenth

century spellings apparently show confusion with -hay, 0. E.

-hxge, ' hedge.' A near cognate of this word was haga, M. E.

-haw (vide hsege, haga, etc., Pt. II.). A doublet 'shay ' of M. E.

-shaw may have arisen on the analogy of the pair, hay-haw.
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Cp. Dunnockshaw and Grimshaw above. It is just possible that

the first element may be a pers. n. Hnotta. Cp. Hnottanford,

C. D., iv. p. 25 (ann. 968) ; on Hnottan mmrm, C. D., v. p. 112

(dated 856). If the first element be a pers. n. then we might

assume an 0. E. Hnottan haga or Hnottan hxge, the M. E. forms

above showing a natural ehmination of the old weak gen. sing.

in -an in favour of the more usual one in -as. Cp. § 29, p. 36

above.

Oakenhead (Carnforth)

1305. Okenheved : De Lac. Comp., 87.

' Head ' or ' peak ' of oak trees. See 0. E. oc and hedfod in Pt. H.

Oakenshawf^"^"
Clayton cum Le Moors\

\and near Breigntmet /

1332. Akesfiagh, Will de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 59.

1332. Okeshaghe, Eha de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 21.

' Oak wood.' See Ac and sceaga in Pt. II. The substitution

of the adjectival oaken- for the eariier simple oak- is apparently

modem.

Ogden

1294. Uggedene : De Lac. Comp., p. 5.

1305. Ugdene : De Lac. Comp., p. 101.

1332. Okedene, R. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 30.

' Oak dene.' The second form above points to 0. E. dc (a) denu

as the original name. This is the most primitive form. No. 1

represents another type, with voicing of k before d. Both forms

show shortening of O. E. a to a before the period of rounding of

this sound to o in M. E. Of the forms from the De Lac. Comp.,
I can make nothing, and suppose them to be corrupt spellings.

The Mod. type, for which I have found no M. E. representative

is due to the retention, or, more probably, the restoration of the

O. E. dc type, M. E. ok. The k has been voiced before d. See
remarks under dc in Pt. II.

Oglet (Hale)

1512. Oglat : Due. Lane., i. p. 10.

1525. Oglett : Due. Lane, i. p. 24.
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The first element is from 0. E. dc, ' oak ' (cp. Ogden) ; the

second may be a word quoted by Middendorff

—

gelMe, ' going

out, ending, meeting '—cp. to wega gelsetum. Matt. xxii. 9 ; xt

^aera wega gelxte. Gen. xxxviii. 21 (cit. B.-T.). The same usage

occurs in the Chs., see M., p. 57.

In this case Oglet would mean ' cross-roads with oaks growing

near.' Middendorff further identifies gelMe with lete, ' farthest

point, boundary.' This word, the only authority for which is

a late ch., but which may nevertheless be a perfectly genuine

word, M. connects with O. E. lettan, ' hinder,' and 0. H. G.

lezzan, ' hinder, enclose,' Bavarian letze, ' stockade.' The second

element of Oglet may possibly be this lete, in which case the name
would mean ' oak-boundary.' This element may occur in Yorks.

Hunslet, which has practically this form in D. B., K.'s Inq. and
Knts.' Fees, and Feudal Aids, though it appears as Hunseflet

in the Wapentake hsts. Cp. K.'s Inq., p. 360.

Oldham [audam]
1222-26. Aldholm : (T.de N.), L. Inq., p. 133.

1307-08. Oldhun : Orig. Rlls., 100.

1307. Oldum : L. F., i. p. 210.

1324. Oldoum : L. C. R., p. 150.

1332.1 „, , fLanc. and Chesh. Misc., n. ii.p. 31.
j3g2|01dom:|j^

J,
„
p J32

1366. Oldome, W. de : Lay Subs., Lane and Chesh. Misc.,

ii. p. 113.

1441. Oldom : L. F., iii. p. 106.

The early forms show that whatever the second element may
have been originally, it was not what the Mod. spelling would

lead us to expect. According to the first form above, it was

-holm (q. V. in Pt. II.). The form of 1324 may also represent

-holm with loss of h, as we should expect in an unstressed syllable,

and mvm (dipthongal) for -olm-. The other forms are am-
biguous. They may all be meant for the shortened form of

-holm, or they may represent 0. E. homm (hamm), q. v. in Pt. II.

The first element is, of course, most obviously 0. E. eald, did,

' old,' but may also represent the short form of some pers. n.,

Ealdhelm, etc.

Ollerton (Leyland)

1282. Alreton : L. F., i. p. 160.

1329. Oketon : Whall. Ch., T. v. 268.

1497. Ollerton : L. F., iii. p. 146.

1631. Owlerton : Due. Lane, i. p. 95.
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The first form points to 0. E. alra-tun, ' town of the alders.'

The other spelUngs may represent M. E. 6 from O. E. a. But
I am not clear as to the cause of the lengthening here. The 1631

form is probably a popular etymology, which connected the first

element with the ' owl.' Such a derivation is not justified by the

earUer forms. It may be noted that Owler Bottom occurs in

Bury parish.

Openshaw [opnjg]

1282
/Opynsawe : \L. Inq., p. 244.

\Opinschawe:jL. Inq., p. 245.

' Open wood '=one that is not fenced in or enclosed ? I can

offer no other suggestion. See sceaga in Pt. II.

Ordsall

1176-77. de Ordeshala : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

1202-03. Ordeshal : L. P. R., 49, p. 163.

1292. Ordeshale : Orig. Rlls., 736.

1360. Ordeshall : L. F., ii. p. 162.

1405-06. Ordesall : L. F., iii. p. 67.

1431-32. Ordesale : L. F., iii. p. 125.

The second element is 0. E. halh, ' nook, corner,' see Pt. II.

The first element is a pers. n. There are many names beginning

with Ord- in O. E.

—

Ordbeorht, Ordgar (very frequent), Ordheah,

Ordwulf, etc., etc. Cp. Searle, pp. 367-70. Ord- in pi. ns.

may stand for any of these pers. ns. We have apparently the

same name in a ch. of 963

—

Oredes hamme (dat.), C. D., iii. p. 463.

The uncompounded name Orde occurs, D. B., 92, as that of a

person holding land in Somerset previous to the Survey (Ellis,

Introd., ii. p. 191). Ordeshale (Notts.) occurs D. B., 281
;

Ordeslede (Norf.), D. B., 2166. For other instances of Ord- as

an original prefix in pi. ns., see Orford below.

It should perhaps be mentioned that the Norwegian pi. n.

Olerud had an intermediate form Orde-rud, though its original

form was Olaffurudt, etc., i.e. Olafs rud. Cp. Rygh (Gamle,

Pers. Ns., p. 179.)

Orford (Warrington)

1511. Orford : Due. Lane, i. p. 10.

1546. Orforthe : Due. Lane, i. p. 31.

It seems probable that the first element of this name is also

Ord-, though the above forms are too late to retain the d. The
Staffs. Orgreave, a form of 1195 Ordgrave, and fourteenth century
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forms Ordgrave, Ordegrdve. Cp. Duignan, Staffs. PI. Names.
The Cambs. Orwdl appears as Orduuelle, Oreduuelle by the side

of Orewielle. Skeat, however, regards the d in these forms as
' a Norman insertion ' (Cambs. PI. Ns., pp. 36-37). Most
early forms of this name as given by Skeat certainly have Ore-

in the first element, but see remarks and examples above under

Ordsall.

The second element in Orford is explained under ford in Pt. II.

The spelling with -th represents the Scand. form of the word.

Ormerod
1305. Ormerode : De Lac. Comp., 109 and 114.

The first element is the widespread 0. N. pers. n. Ormr. A
person of this name, or probably more than one, was a great

Lanes, landowner. The name occurs also in Norw. pi. ns. (see

Rygh, Gamle Pers. Ns., pp. 191-92), amongst which an almost

exact counterpart of the Lanes, name occurs, Ormsrud. In
Norske Gaardn., p. 93, Rygh gives the precise corresponding

Norse name Ormerud. The second element, -rod, means a forest

clearing, and is a very common ending in N. pi. ns. An 0. E.

rod is also foimd in the chs. The N. of England -rod's and
-royd's point rather to the 0. E. rod, than to the 0. N. ritS. See

0. E. rod, etc. in Pt. II. There are several names beginning with

Orm in England and Scotland

—

Ormes Bay (Carnarvon) ; Orma-
thwaite Hall (Cumb.) ; Ormesby (Yorks. and Nrflk.), etc., etc. See

also the Lanes, names in JJrm- below.

Ormskirk
Type I.

c. 1200. Ormaskirke : Scar. Ch., 6, 261.

1318. Ormeskirke : L. F., ii. p. 31.

1324. Ormiskerk : L. C. R., p. 98.

1320-46. Ormeskirke : Wap. Sur., 40.

1357. Ormeskyrk : L. F., ii. p. 154.

1384. Ormyskirk: L. F., iii. p. 20.

Type II.

1189-96. Ormeschirehe : Ch. i. xi., L. P. R., p. 349.

1292.(^™"'°J!''°J
= jpiac. Q. Warr., 370.

l^
Ormeschirehe :J

' The church of Orm,' i.e. built by him (?) Type I. has the

pure 0. N. form of the second element ; Type II. substitutes
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the :flnglish equivalent. It is curious that the oldest example

we have found should belong to the EngUsh type.

Orrell

1201-02. HorhiU : L. P. R., 48, p. 152.

1204-05. HorhuU : L. P. R., 51, p. 190.

1205-06. OrhUle : L. P. R., 52, p. 205.

1292. OrhuU : L. F., i. p. 173.

1320-46.\ ^ „ JWap. Sur., 36.

1356. J

^'®"
\L. P., ii. p. 153.

This name is one of the cases where the D. B. forms, inaccurate

as they often are, put us on the track. These spelltugs are

evidently attempts to represent the Norse pers. n. Au^grimr,

in the first element. This name, says Rygh (Gamle Pers. N.,

p. 21), was often used inNorway as late as the sixteenth century,

when it was written Udgrim. He quotes the pi. n. JJdgrimarud

which contains it. Whether Au'^grimr, or *Odgrim, or whatever

the eleventh century name may have been, was normally shor-

tened to the later or-, or whether a substitution took place we
cannot, or I cannot, decide. The second element, according to

the clear testimony of the early forms, with the exception of

D. B., was 0. E. hyll, ' hill ' (q. v. in Pt. II.). The D. B. form
-de does not oppose this. Harrison's suggestion based, on
D. B. forms, is, I fear, worthless. It shows the ingenuity of

despair.

It is satisfactory to find that this pers. n. is actually recorded

in D. B., 2846 (Notts., cp. Elhs, Introd., ii. p. 199), in the

form of Oudgrim, as that of a person holding land before

and during the Survey. With regard to the second D. B.

form above, I do not believe that we are justified in consider-

ing it to be merely a scribal mis-writing, or whether we
have not here an entirely different name. D. B. has several

names with this prefix, to wit

—

Otrinberge and Otringeberge

(Kt., 8b, 2) ; Otrinctun (Yorks. and Kt.), 299 ; and Otrintona,

3226. ; Otringe M (Yorks.), 304, 2 ; with these cp. Ottringham
(E. R. Yorks.) and Otterington (N. R., Yorks.), and probably
Oughtrington (Chesh.). We must therefore take D. B.
Otringemele as a genuine form of a name with a different

first element. For the explanation of Otring-, see under Otter-

spool. [Since the above was written Bjorkman has collected

numerous examples of Oudgrim, etc. from EngUsh sources,
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including that given above. Cp. Nord. Pers. N. in Engl.,

p. 107.]

Osbaldeston

1256. Osebaldreston : L. P., i. p. 123.

1323.\ n T, M f i^- C- R-> P- 49-

1332./
^sDaiaeston .

|j^^^^ ^^ ^^^^j^ j^.^^_
..

^ ^^

The tun of Osbald. Osbeald, Oshald was a well-known O. E.

pers. n. It occurs in the Yorks. pi. n. Osbaldmck, D. B. Os-

boldemc (l6, 12, etc.), Nom. Vill. Osbaldeivyk, K.'s Inq., p. 368.

The form of 1256 recorded above looks like a double gen. of the

first element, with the O. N. -r- suffix, and the Engl, -s- ; or it

may be due to the influence of the 0. E. pers. n. Baldhere.

*Oselscroft

1153-62. Osolvescrovt : Ch. i. xvii., L. P. R., p. 403.

' The croft or farm of Oswulf. Osvmlf, later Osulf, was an
exceedingly common name in 0. E. as a glance at pp. 380-81, of

Searle will show. As the first element of pi. ns., note Osulvestone

(Leics.), D. B., 2366, Osulvestune (Shrops.), D. B., 233. The
Norse form of the pers. n. Asulfr is recorded by Rygh, Gamle
Persnavne, p. 70, and Bjorkman, Nord. Persn., p. 21, gives

examples of it from English documents. So far as the form

Osulf is concerned, it might be either O. E. or 0. N. The drop-

ping of w initially in unstressed syllables is normal.

*Oselslach

Osueluslache : Ch. vi. ii.,'

L. P. R., p. 329,

Ossellache : Ch. vi. vi.,

. L. P. R., p. 332,

O. So. Asulf (M.) in Aaserud. Rygh, Gamle Persnavne, p. 20,

sub Asa.
' The stream of Osumlf or Oswald.' See liece in Pt. II. Cp.

Oauluescrovt ante.

Osmotherley

1260-72. Osmunderlawe, S. de :^

1269. Asemunderlai, W. de : I Cal. Ch,

1276-90. Asmunderlauue

:

jD.ofL.,'

1297. Asmimderlegh

:

J

0. 1300. Osmunderlaw, Walter de : Furn. Ch., ii. p. 351.

1440. Asmunderlaw, Ywan de : Furn. Ch., ii. p. 383.

1588. Estmotherlie, Leonard Hyggyn of : Rich. Wills,

p. ]63.

1190-1212. \
(Blk. Bk. of Sr.

J. Byron).

(•No. 118, p. 175.

No. 4, p. 162.

No. 59, p. 168.

No. 62, p. 168.
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1595. Osmunderley, Gamat of : Eich. Wills, p. 120.

1597. Osmuderley, Joh. Askew of : Rich. Wills, p. 1.

1618. Osmotherlow, \Leonard Jackson of: Rich. Wilis,

1620. Esmotherlane, J p. 166.

1667. Osmonderley, J. Higgin of Netherhouses in : Rich.

WUls, p. 147.

1670. Osmotherlow, Joh. Seele of : Rich. Wills, p. 247.

1676. Osmotherley, Garnet of : Rich. Wills, p. 121.

It is impossible to say for certain whether this name was

originally, 'the mound, or hill of Asmund' or his ' field.' We have

here an early confusion of the suffix -ley, as from 0. E. l^h, with

hlxw, hlaw (q. v. Pt. II.), and a curious alteration of the pers. n.

A parallel to this treatment of a name ending in -mund occurs

in the Yorks. Amotherby, the D. B. forms of which are Edmund-
rebi and AimundreU, for which K.'s Inq. has AymunderM
(K.'s Inq., pp. 110, 112, etc.). As vnU. be seen from the above

forms of the Lanes, n. a practically unaltered form of the pers.

n. occurs as late as 1667, and that the suffix -low is used as late

as 1670. There is another Osmotherley, in Yorks., and for this

K.'s Inq. (thirteenth century) has Osmunderley, and D. B., 3006 2,

Asmundrelac (=leeh). The pers. n. in the first element is pretty

certainly the O. N. Asmund, with the gen. suffix -er. The

corresponding Engl, form Osmund occurs, C. D., v. p. 74, in a ch.

dated 825

—

ad Osmundms gartunxs hyrnan. The pers. n. Asmund
occurs in a list of Danish worthies in England, written c. 1066.

Cp. Yorks. Dial. Soc. Trans., 1906, p. 44. The D. B. form of the

Yorks. Osmotherley is unquestionably the 0. N. and not the 0. E.

pers. n. See now Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., p. 21, for

other examples of the occurrence of the Scand. form ia England.

There is an O. Dan. name Asma^, recorded by Bjorkman, without

English references. If it existed in this country, it may have

had some influence on the curious form of the second element

of the pers. n. element, which has existed since the sixteenth

century in the pi. n. See principally, Bardsley on the family

name Osmotherley—Engl, and Welsh PL Ns.

Oswaldtwisle

1241. Oswaldtuisil : L. F., i. p. 81.

1296. Oswaldestwysel : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 206.

1309. Osewaldtwysil : L. F., ii. p. 5.

1422. Oswaldestwysell : L. F., iii. p. 82.

1 cnn fOswaldwesell : 1 L. F., iii. p. 148.
1500.-;^ , , "

. h\Oswaldwesyll : JL. F., iii. p. 149.
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0. E. ttoisla (q. v. Pt. II.) is the fork of a road or a stream.

The first element is the common 0. E. man's name Oswald. The
Yorks. Oswaldshirk, which has the same form in K.'s Inq.,

appears as Oswaldeschcrca in D. B., 166 and 336, etc.

Otterspool
rOtrepul :

]
Late 13th c] Otirpul : [Purn. Ch., pp. 325, 330, 335.

lotterpnl :J

1311. Otrepoll: De Lac. Inq., 21.

On the face of it, this may simply be the ' pool of otters.' The
second element contained originally the 0. B. short form pull,

and not the long pol, whence Mod. Eng. pool. See these words

in Pt. U., and compare early forms of Liverpool.

On the other hand, a more probable origin of the first element

is the O. E. pers. n. Ohthere, which occurs in Beowulf, and Alfred's

Orosius.

The later form of the name, identical with the first form above

from the Fum. Ch., occurs among the landowners in D. B. Otre,

which occurs four times as that of a man holding land in Devon,

and three times as that of one holding in Yorks. Otro, which is

probably the same name, occurs as a landowner in Shrops. Cp.

EUis, Introd., ii. p. 199.

Outhwaite (Roeburndale)

1202. Ulvesthweit : L. P., i. p. 12.

1312. Wlfthwayt : L. P., ii. p. 10.

1520. Ulthuayte : Due. Lane, i. p. 22 {n for u in text).

1597. Ulthwait : Due. Lane, i. p. 64.

' The thwaite of Ulfr.' This pers. n. is the regular 0. N.

equivalent of 0. E. vmlf. Ulfr was a very widespread man's

name in Norway, and there are many pi. n. derived from it.

Rygh (Gamle, Pers. N., pp. 270-71) gives among others,

Ulsby, Ulsnid, Ulshus, Ulsnes, etc. The Mod. form in the

Lanes, names is due to the lengthening of u after the loss of I.

It is quite normal for an / to be lost in this position. Cp. also

the Norse names above. The 1312 spelhng may represent either

the Engl, form of the pers. n. Wulf, or W may be written for U.

Out Rawcliffe

1377. Outerouthclif : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 107.

;«?=• n^*T?f"'JGeo, Bennet of : Rich. Wills, p. 28.
1678. Outratclme, J

See at, ' outer,' Pt. II. and Bawcliff below in Pt. I.
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Ovangle (Morecambe)

1486. Ovaogle : Duo. Lane, i. p. 24.

1665. Oveangle, Job. Muggald of : Rich. Wills, p. 198.

Overburrow

1591. Over barro, Ellen Battye of :

1629. Over burrowe, Agnes Battye of :

1634. Overbarrow, Thos. Batty of

1671. Overburrow, Gilb. Batty of

1677. Overbarrow, Eliz. Batty of

Rich. Wilis., p. 25.

Note the confusion between 0. E. beorg and burg in the six-

teenth and seventeenth century forms. Cp. both these elements

in Pt. II.

Over Kellet

1325. Overkellet : Orig. RUs., 2896.

Ante 1372. Overkellet : Purn. Ch., 226.

See Kellet above. Over in pi. n. may imply ' up country,' i.e.

away from the river or sea.

Overton [ovatn]

1086. Ouretun : D. B., 3016.

1216-22. Ouerton: ^

1222-26.
gff^^^^°°^ |L.Inq.,p.l23.

1246. Overton : Lane. Ch., 127.

1292. Overton : Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

1342. Overtona : Purn. Ch., p. 272.

As this place is on the River Lune, it is probable that the first

element is the 0. E. ofer, ' river bank, land bordering on water
'

(q. V. Pt. II.). There are a considerable number of Overtons in

England, and some of them may have a different origin, namely

O. E. ofer, ' over, upper,' etc. The Hunts. Orton (on the Nene)

has, according to Skeat, Hunts. PI. Ns., p. 345, the same

origin as our Overton. The earlier forms are Ouretune, D. B.

Overton in Feudal Aids, etc. It should be noted that there is

no proof that the o in these forms is long, that we can only

assume from the position of the places that the first element was

ofer, ' bank,' and not ofer. In order to account for the Mod.
forms (ouvotan) and not (iivotan), we must assume a M. E.

shortening to owe- before -vr, and a later lengthening.
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Oxcliffe

1086. Oxenclif : D. B., 3016.

1176-77. de Oxicliua : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

1201-02. Oyseclive : L. P. R., 48, p. 152.

1202-03. Oxeclive : L. P. R., 49, p. 169.

1212. Oxecliue : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 87.

1254. Oxclifve : L. F., i. p. 115.

1300. Quxclive : Fum. Ch., p. 525.

1325. Oxclif : L. C. R., p. 92.

1325-26. Oxclife : L. C. R., p. 133.

1397. Ouxclif : Fum. Ch., p. 291.

1440. Oxclif : L. P., iii. p. 105.

1666. Oxliff, John Bell of : Rich. Wills., p. 28.

(As a proper name, we find Osdiffe (1569, Osdiffe, 1626,

OsMef, 1591, Osliffe, all in Rich. Wills, p. 205).

The name needs no explanation. Cp. the elements in Pt. II.

Oxen House Bay (Carnforth)

1332. Oxenhous : Fum. Ch., 498 ?

This name requires no comment. Cp. such names as Oxenhop
(Yorks.), Cowpen in Northumb., Cowfold in Sussex, and Oowpe
in Lanes.

Padiham

^2^*-SdSghi^h^-c-p-'pp-«'i^-
1296. Padiham : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 205.

1305. Padingham : De Lac. Comp., 104.

1324. Padiham : L. C. R., p. 32.

'The ham of Padda.' This name {Padda) occurs in Bede's

Hist., Bk. iv. ch. 13. Cp. Sweet's 0. E. T., pp. 143, 276, and
Searle also notes that it occurs as a pers. n. in D. B. The forms

quoted above, of 1294, point to a weak gen. Paddan-, Padding-

being a common type of M. E. substitution for Padden (cp. p. 35,

§ 28 above, and under Pilkington below. The form of 1296 is

suspicious, occurring as it does in Whall. Ch. It is rather curious

that the Mod. form should be what it is. We should rather ex-

pect either *Padding}iam or *Paddenham. The form Padintone

(Staffs.) is found D. B., 247. There is a possibility, though not

a strong one, that Padirig- may stand for Paddan ing, ' Padda's

field.' The form Padinc (Derby) occurs in D. B.
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Parbold [plbat]

1192. Iperbold : L. P., iii. p. 172.

1202. Perebold : L. F., i. p. 19.

1282. Parbald : L. Tnq., p. 248.

1292.|p^J°j^
:|piac. Q. Warr., 3756, 379.

1327. Perbold : L. F., ii. p. 67.

1344. Perebald : L. F., ii. p. 120.

Parlick (Chipping)

(PI • 1 T P R 423 (^^°^ forest Perambu-

•n^ ?V fT ' T.' r. ' ,1 OKI lations cit. by Fairer
Pirelolie : L. P. R., p. 425. .

i, ,
j

' r
I m above place.

' Pear orchard.' 0. E. Piriije, ' pear tree,' and loca, ' an

enclosed place.' The first element occurs in Pirton (Oxon.),

which is pirigtun in D. B. Cp. also Duignan's remarks on

Perry Barr and Perton, or Purton (Staffs. PI. Names, p. 118, and

Skeat, Herts. PL Ns., pp. 48-49), on Pirton, which has a D. B.

form Peritone. The forms above represent the O. E. pirige,

the word for the tree. The Mod. Parlick seems to represent a

M. E. pere-, which owes its vowel to 0. E. pere, 'pear.' This

confusion between two forms is not uncommon in tree-names.

Cp. remarks under Tporn in Pt. II. The distinction between the

name of the fruit itself and that of the tree which bore it was lost

in M. E. in many cases.

Pemberton (Wigan)

1200-01. Penberton : L. P. R., 47, p. 132.

1202. Penbreton : L. F., i. p. 38.

1323. H. de Pemberton : L. C. R., p. 50.

The above forms leave undecided, the point whether Pen- is

the Celtic word meaning ' head,' ' hill,' or whether it is an ab-

breviation of Penda (q. v. below under Pendleton). The second

element is perhaps 0. E. beorh, ' hill,' etc. (q. v. Pt. II.) ; the

third is the familiar tun. The change of w to m before 6 is a

natural development. Penbeorh- is a pleonasm. Cp. next word.

Pendle

1294. Pennehille : De Lac. Comp., p. 8.

,„„- jPenhul :\De Lac. Comp., p. 71.

^'^"^•IPenhil : JDe Lac. Comp.,'p. 103.

Were it not for the early spellings, one would be inclined to

suggest an 0. E. *Pendan hyll. It is difificult, however, to get
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over the three forms quoted. As it stands Pen looks like the

Celtic word for ' hill,' etc., so that the name is pleonastic—^not

an uncommon thing in names which preserve a Celtic element.

Op. preceding name.

The EngUsh speakers probably did not know the meaning of

Pen, and took it to be the name of a particular hill. If the name
be really pen- hyll, we can only account for the development of

d by assuming a form *j)en{n)le, or *penl, in which the original

syllabic nature of hill had disappeared, leaving n and I in contact.

Pendlebury
1198-1208. PeniBri : Ch. iv. xi., L. P. R., p. 355.

1190-1212. Penulbery : Ch. m. vi., L. P. R., p. 329.

1205-06. de Penlebire : L. P. R., 52, p. 204.

?1241. Penhulbury : Whall. Ch., T. ii. p. 62.

1300. Penilburi : L. P., i. p. 188.

1316. Pennylbury : L. P., ii. p. 23.

1337. Penhulbury : L. P., ii. p. 103.

1410-11.1 r, lu /L. P., iii. p. 70.

1423. I ^"^^^^^L. P., iii. p. 89.

See preceding name. If the explanation there given is correct,

this name simply means the burh, or ' fortress,' or fortified place

of Penhill. The forms of 1241, and 1337 give the name in full.

Note that bury, hiri, etc., are datives (O. E. hyrig).

Pendleton
Type I.

1135-41. Penelton Wode : Ch. iv. xv., L. P. R., p. 388.

1246. Penelton (Gt. P.) : L. P., i. p. 105.

1294
/Pe™yi*oii«

(Penniltone : VDe Lac. Comp., pp. 7, 75.

1305. Penhiltone : J

1321.]

1333

1357

L. P., ii. p. 41.

Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 312.

L. P., ii. p. 154.
(Great Penhulton :

-

.L. P., iii.'p. 74

Type II,

1311. Penhilberton

:

The tun by or at the Penhill. See preceding names. Type II.

would give *Pendleburyton did it survive. This is obviously a

late formation. 0. E. *fenhyllbyrgtun would be an almost

inconceivable coinpound.
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Penketh [pegkij), near Rimmer, J. E. : per)kit, J. E. G,]

1292. Penketh : Plac. Q. Warr., 386 ; and Orig. Rlls., 736.

1296. Penket : Orig. RUs., 97.

1320-46. Penketh : Wap. Sur., 36.

1541-42. Penkyth : Due. Lane, 33.

I can give no very satisfactory explanation of the first element

in this name. It is apparently a pers. n., but which ? There

is a name Pinca recorded by Searle from the chs. collected by
Birch, and by Kemble, and there is a pi. n. Pincanhamm in

C. D., iii. p. 406 (ann. 929). Duignan suggests that this name
Pinca is the first element in PenkhuU (Staffs. PL Names, p. 115).

There is a form Pankerforda (Norf.) in D. B. 129. I know of

no reason, however, why an original Pinca should become Penk-,

and I should expect to find an old form *Penca, which unfor-

tunately is not forthcoming. Harrison's derivation of the first

element from Penninga- may be right, but at present there is

no evidence for it of any kind. The second element may be

either O. E. 0, 'water,' or %tS, 'landing place,' which see

in Pt. II.

Pennington (in Furness)

1086. Pennigetun (Amoundemess) : D. B., 3016.

1202.1^"^*°^= |L.F.,i.p.l0.
[Pemnton :J

1382. Pynynton : Pr. Pen., p. 57.

Harrison (L'pool District PI. Ns., p. 61) suggests, with

regard to the other Lanes. Pennington, that the first element

may be 0. E. pennig, the name of a coin. He says that in pi. ns.

this element may have reference to a rental. This may be so, but

he gives no authority. The early forms above put out of court

the other suggestion that which H. makes concerning the other

place of the same name, that it is the tun of the ' Penning family.'

Was there ever such a ' family ' ? The -ing in this name is

clearly late, and must represent an earlier (M. E.) -en-, 0. E.

-an-, a weak gen. sufBx. Penig or Peniga may have been used

as a pers. n.

Penwortham
1140-49. Penuerthan : Ch. m. v., L. P. R., p. 320.

1201-02. Pelwrdham : L. P. R., 48, p. 152.

1204. Penwrtham : L. P., i. p. 23.

1242. Penwirtham : Orig. RUs., 36.

1294. Pennewortham : De Lac. Comp., p. 8.

1305. Penwurtham : De Lac. Comp., p. 105.
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Pex Hill

1296 1,___ yPexhille : De Lac. Comp., pp. 45, 48, 59.

The ' hill ' named after a person called Pxcc, or Pecc. Skeat,

under Paxton (Hunts. PI. Ns., p. 345), refers to Paccelade in a
spurious ch., C. D., v. 5, and to the tribal Pxccingas, C. D., iii.

p. 347, in support of the existence of the above pers. name.
Under Pegsdon or Pegsden (Beds. PI. Ns., p. 15) Skeat gives such

early forms as Pechesdone. (D. B., Pekesdone) from Feudal Aids.

This pers n., however, for some reason, he identifies with

Peaces del. Early Lnd. Ch., p. 226. The fact is that while

Peaces has almost certainly a long diphthong, it is absolutely

impossible to determine the original quantity of the vo\v^el in the

other names. Duignan assumes Psecc as the first element in

Paxford, Paxton (Worcs. PL Ns., p. 125). In any case none
of these names present features of much interest.

Pickup Bank (Blackburn)

1295. Pycoppe : De Lac. Comp., p. 30.

The second element is undoubtedly cop, ' hill,' etc. See cop,

Pt. II. The first element is perhaps the same word which

survives in the north country pike, ' sharp pointed hill.' There

is a Pickworth in Lines. See Bardsley under Pickworth. If this

suggestion is right the above is a bad spelling ; it should be

Pic{k)coppe.

Filkington

1190-72. A. de Pilkynton : Ch. m. vi., L. P. R., p. 329.

1202. A. d. Pulkinton : L. P., i. p. 18.

1292. Pilketon : Plac. Q. Warr., 369.

1303. Pilkenton, R. de, also Pilkiuton: Feudal Aids., iii.p. 81.

1311. Pilkerington : De Lac. Inq., 20.

1320. Pilkyngtoh: L. F., ii. p. 33.

1346. Pilkynton, R. de : Feudal Aids, iii. p. 87.

1431. Pylkynton : Feudal Aids., iii. p. 96.

1535-43. Pilkenton : Leiand, i. p. 43.

The tun of *Pilkin ? This pers. n. does not now exist as far

as I know, but Pyll-ing is a well-known 0. E. pers. n., and Pilkin

would be a M. E. diminutive, like Wai-kin, Wil-kin, etc.

Bardsley has an example of Wikchin {ch—k) as early as 1167,

and of Perkynson (which implies the existence of Perkin, ' little

Piers,' or Peter), in 1379, and the name Alice Pillechun, perhaps

=Pilkin, occurs Cal. Ch. D. of L., No. 130, p. 176, in 1249.

o
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A form Pilchetone (Northants.), which I cannot identify with

a Mod. representative, occurs D. B., 2216, 2.

It is possible that the pers. n. in the first element may have

been the weak O. E. diminutive *Pyllecca, in which case the

forms Pilkin, etc., would represent the gen. case, and the Mod.
-ing- would be the common treatment of this suifix. Cp. p. 35,

§ 28 above.

The History of the Pilkington Family, by Col. J. Pilkington,

1894, throws no light on the origin of the name. The author

apparently assumes the -ing- to be original.

Pilling [pilin]

1292. Pyhn : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

Either the 0. E. patronymic Pylling, ' descendant, son of Pyll,^

or the ' ing,' or field of this worthy, ^ee ing in Pt. II., and
Pilstvorth below.

Pilsworth (Middleton)

1618. Pillesworth : Due. Lane, i. p. 82.

Pill must be a short form of one of the few 0. E. names be-

ginning with this element. The best authenticated of these is

Pilhmrd, ' comis regis merciorum coenulfi,' Sweet's 0. E. T.,

p. 430, ch. xii. (799-802) ; Pilheorn, Pilgrim, Pilhild, Pilyrff^, are

all cited by Searle with the reference ' Piper,' and nothing more.

As there are two men of this name who published documents in

1862 and 1884 respectively, this is not enhghtening. Pileuuin

(0. E. Pilwine) occurs D. B., 2836 and 291, as the name of one

holding land in Notts, previous to the Survey (Ellis, Introd.,

ii. p. 200).

Cp. also Pilkington above, and for the second element see

wurTp in Pt. II.

Piltona, Piltun is found, C. D., i. p. 88, in a forged ch. dated

725, and D. B. has several names which contain the name Pill-

as a first element :

—

Pilleworde (Beds., 2126) ; Pillesdune (Heref.,

p. 184) ; Pillei (Yorks., W. R., 308, 2). Mod. names are Pilham
(Linos.) ; Pilsdon (Dorset) ; Pilsley (Derb.), etc.

*Pimiington Manor
1332. Pynynton : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 104.

1622. Pinnington : Due. Lane, i. p. 83.

1640. Piaington : Due. Lane, i. p. 102.

Piatt

1292. Plat : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.
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Pleasington

1208. Plesinton : L. F., i. p. 36.

1284. Plesyngton : Whall. Ch., T. iii. p. 108.

The tun of Plesa.' Ploesa and Plesa as pers. ns. occur in the
Charters. See Searle, p. 390. D. B. has a Plesinchon {=-hom)
in Essex, 276 ; and a Plestuna in Norf., 2146, but I cannot
find the Mod. equivalents in Bartholomew. The 1208 form
above evidently represents the weak gen. ending—0. E. -an-.

For the change of this to -ing-, cp. remarks, p. 35, § 28 above.

Plumpton
1086. Plunton : D. B., 3016.

1230. Plumpton (R. de) : CI. Ells., iii. 371.

' Plum orchard.' There is no reason why this should not be
from 0. E. plume, ' plum.' See tun in Pt. II.

Poulton

1086. Poltun : D. B., 3016.

1196. Pulton : L. P., i. p. 6.

1246. Polton : L. P., i. p. 100 (Poulton Warrington).

1330. Kirke-pulton : L. P., ii. p. 76. (Poulton-le-Pylde).

1594. -jp >Duc. Lane, i. p. 63.

The first element may be 0. E. jml or pol, ' pool.' See also

Harrison (L'pool District PI. Ns., p. 61). If this is so, the Mod.
spelling seems absurd, unless it may be explained as a blend

of such a form as Pouton, and a reminiscence of the older forms
with I. If the suggested etymology is correct, poltun ought to

give a Mod. pronunciation (poltan) and pultun a pronunciation

(palten, pultan) or, assuming that the Due. Lane form is genuine,

and that there really was a form in which the I had been lost,

and the u lengthened, we should get from late M. E. puton a
Mod. (pautan). I do not know what the pronunciation at the

present day really is.

Preesall [priza]

Type I.

1086. Pressoude : D. B., 3016.

?1099. Pressout : Lane. Ch., p. 10.

1168. Presoura : L. P. R., 15, p. 12.

1176-77. de Pressora : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

1189-94. Preshouere : Ch. m., xx- p. 431.
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Type II.

1199. Presho: L. F., i. p. 9.

1246. Preshou : L. F., i. p. 96.

1261. Presho : L. Inq., p. 229.

1205-1284. Preshow : Cockrsnd. Ch. (passim), pp. 67, 85.

1297. Preshowe : L. Inq., p. 289.

1335. Preshou : L. F., ii. p. 98.

1355. Preeshow : L. F., ii. p. 148.

I cannot hazard a guess as to what the first element is. As
regards the second, Type I. points to 0. E. hofer, ' hillock,' or

O. E. ora, ' shore,' while Type II. is clearly O. E. hoh, ' hill.'

See these words in Pt. II. The Mod. form may be entirely

bogus, and if I am correctly informed as to the local pronunciation

there seems to be no warrant for it at all.

Preese

1086. Pres : D. B., 3016.

1190-1212. Frees : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 201.

1371. Frees : L. F., ii. p. 180.

Prescot

1177-78. de Prestecota : L. P. R., 24, p. 38.

1189-96.1
p_t.„.,. .

/Ch. I. xi., L. P. R., p. 350.

1254. J

^"^estecote .

|j^ ^^ . ^ ^ ^^

1337. Prestecotes : L. F., ii. p. 104.

1344. Prestecote : L. F., ii. p. 121.

This name corresponds to an 0. E. Preosta cot, the ' house

'

or ' habitation of priests.'

Preston

1086. Prestone : D. B., 3016.

^^^*- |preston-|^^°"-^^-'9-
1175-76./

^^®s*o°
• \L. P. R., 22, p. 31.

1 1 7q sn /Presteton : \L. P. R., 26, p. 42.
'*^

Ide Prestona :JL. P. R., 25, p. 40.

1196. Preston : L. F., p. 6.

1279. Prestaton : L. Inq., p. 242.

The first element is the same as in Pres-cot (q. v.). For the
second see Tun in Pt. II.
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Prestwich
1193-94. Prestwich : L. P. R., 40, p. 77.

1201-02. Prestwic : L. P. R., 48, p. 152.

1292. Prestwych : L. F., i. p. 171.

1311. Prestwych : L. F., ii. p. 12.

' The priest's abode.' Cp. preceding names, and wic in

pt.n.

Priest Hutton (near Berwick)

1313. Presthoton : Orig. Rlls., 201.

The first element needs no explanation. To judge from the

1313 form, Hutton may be from 0. E. hoh tun=' hill farm.' Cp.
hoh and tun in Pt. II. If this suggestion is correct, then the 6 in

0. E. hoh has apparently not been shortened as it normally
would have been before -ht-, nor has diphthongisation taken

place as in Houghton (q. v.). The development must have been

approximately (h6tun<hutun<hutun<hatan).

Q
Quarlton (Derw.)

1505. Qhemeton : Due. Lane, i. p. 14.

?1569. Quemelton : Due. Lane, i. p. 37.

1592. Quarneton : Due. Lane, i. p. 65*.

The forms are too late to throw any certain light, seeing how
they differ among themselves, and that only the second is

apparently at all reconcilable with the Mod. name.

Quernmore [warmar]

1320-46. Quememore : Wap. Sur., 60.

1575.1!^^'^™°'^"= JDuc. Lane, i. p. 47.
(.Whamemores :J

^

If the qu in the fourteenth century form were really original,

and stood for 0. E. cw-, the first element might be 0. E. cweorn,
' mill.' But a change from initial cw- to later wh- (w) is strange

(though cp. whick, mck, etc., in the dialects for 0. E. cmc),

whereas if we assume tha^ the original initial was 0. E. hw, this

might quite weU be written qu in Nth. Midland in M. E. (cp. § 3 (2)

above), and would certainly be written wh in the Mod. period.

But in this case I can throw no Ught at all on the meaning of an
original *hwem-. No such base exists in 0. E. or 0. N.

It is interesting to find the n omitted from the spelling as

early as 1575, which shows the antiquity of the present pro-

nunciation.
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B
Radcliffe

1086. Radeclive : D. B., 270a.

T 1 Qo o« \ tj ^ 1- A /Cb. I-, xi. L. P. R., p. 350.
1189-96. y Radechue deiiy p i d 10

1202. Rodeclive : L. F., i. p. 10.

1227. Radclive : L. F., i. p. 47.

13th c. Radeclyf : Lane. Ch., 528 ?

1294. Radeclive : De Lac. Comp., 5.

1305. Radecleve : De Lac. Comp., 100.

1309. Radeclif : L. F., ii. p. 5.

Professor Skeat discusses the element Bad- in his monographs

on the PI. Names of Cambs. (p. 61), Herts, (p. 53), and Beds,

(p. 62). He says that the element may be either Rxda-, a pers.

n. or O. E. redd—later rxd, ' red,' but that there is nothing to

prove which it really is either in Cambs. Radfield, or in Radfield,

a name which occurs both in Herts, and Beds. A name Baddes-

well is foimd in Whal. Ch., p. 306, in which the first element is

certainly a pers. n., if the choice lies between this and the adj.

There is a Radehi (Lines.), D. B., 340& and 360, in which the

probabihties are also perhaps in favour of a pers. n., though there

is not reason why there should not be ' A rose-red city,' just as

there is a Whitby, and a Belgrade (white city). In BadcKffe the

evidence is as ambiguous as in the names which Professor Skeat

treats. D. B. occasionally renders both O. E. M (e) and ed by a,

though c is more frequent for the latter. Cp. Stolze z, Ltlehre in

D. B., § 19, and § 8.

Stolze, § 19, takes D. B. Bade in Badeclive, with which he com-

pares BeadancUf in C. D., Badeflot, for which C. D. has Beddan-

flod (Somers.) to be from 0. E. redd-, and there can be no doubt

that he is right. I think we are justified in assuming the same

origin for the first element of the Lanes, name. Professor Skeat

takes the same view apparently in the case of Herts. Badwell.

He also cites the example Radnor, which he identifies with 0. E.

readan ora, ' redbank,' Birch Ch., ii. p. 167. At the same time

it is curious that there should not be a single case of rede- among
the M. E. forms above given, and the form Bodeclive, if it is more
than a scribal error it is rather disconcerting, butmaybe explained

as a substitution of 0. N. rau^r for 0. E. redd. Thus it rather

confirms the view taken here of the origin of the first element.

It seems to show at least that there was a period when this was
felt to mean ' red.'
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Rainford

1189-98. Raineford : Ch. n„ xi., L. P. R., p. 353.

1202.\ „ . . , /L. F., i. p. 15.

1208.P^"»^^°^^=lL.F.;i.p.29.

1272 I

^^y^^foJ"*! '•

\
Cockrsnd. Ch., pp. 614-15.

1292. Raynford : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1293. Rayneford : Orig. RUs., 79.

1312. Ryneford : Orig. RUs., 269&.

The first element is probably a shortened form of a pers. n.

beginning with Ragn-. Cp. under Rainhill. For second element,

cp. ford in Pt. 11.

RainMU
1190. Raynhull : Scar. Ch., 12, 263.

1246-47.\Reynhill : JL. A. R. (Rll., 404), i. p. 44,

1256. J ReynhuU liL. F., i. p. 125.

1292. Reynel (R. MoUneus de) : Orig. RUs., 736.

1383. Raynhull : L. F., iv. p. 18.

Apparently the ' hill of Ragnhildr,^ or ' Rognvaldr.' The former

was a well-known Norse woman's name from the oldest times.

Cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., p. 197. R. quotes Ragnild/rvd,

Bangnildatad, etc., as pi. ns. derived from this name. D. B.,

f. 304, gives a place Bageneltorp as occurring in Amounderness.

This name evidently contains either Bagnhildr- or the very

common O. N. man's name Rognvaldr {Rognvaldr). This

appears in pi. ns. as Rord-, Ravel-, Rang-, Rorelstad, Ravelsnes,

Rongestveit, etc. Cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., p. 210. The
name Raganaid Asbeom's son, occurs in a list consisting chiefly

of Scandinavian names written probably about 1023 on a page

of MS., given in facsimile in the Lay ll'olk's Mass Book., E. E. T. S.,

1879. See also Trans. Yorks. Dial Soc, vol. vii. p. 44, where this

Ust is reprinted in an article by the late George Stephens, with

additions by Rev. E. M. Cole. D. B. contains several pi. ns.

which have either RagenMldr-, or Rognvaldr- as the first element

:

—Ragenaltorp, Lines., 3766 ; Rageneltorp, Yorks., 304 ; also

what look hke contracted forms of one or other of the above

pers. n. in Ragendole, Leics., 2346 ; Ragenehil, Notts., 281

;

Ragintone, Dors., 826. Enough has been said to show that the

first element is well estabhshed in pi. ns., and that the pers. ns.

suggested were known both in Scandinavia and this country.

See further Bjorkman's N. Pn. in Engl, for other examples

of the pers. ns. in this country.
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Rampside (Dalton)

1623-24. Rampside, Thos. Hutton of : Rich. WUls, p. 163.

The element -aide is suspicious, and often stands for earlier

sele, or -sheafod. The first element may be a form of the pers. n.

Hrxfn (q. v. Pt. II.).

Ramsgreave (Blackburn)

1294. Romesgreve :

|j^^ ^^ 1^2
1305. Rommesgreve : J

1311. Romesgrave : De Lac. Inq., 11.

First element a pers. n. Bam-, Bom, ' the ram,' and the second

element 0. E. griefa, a ' bush,' etc. (q. v. Pt. II.).

Ramsholm (Ribchester)

1229. Ramesholm : 01. Rlls., iii. 385.

' Hrsefn's Holme.' The first element, probably Hrsefn, here

a pers. n. See discussion of this word in Pt. II. For the second

see holmr in Pt. II.

Ravensmeols (now lost)

1246. Ravenesmeles : L. F., i. p. 102.

1292. Ravenesmeles : Plac. Q. Warr., 369.

1320-46. Rauenismeles : Wap. Sur., 36.

1529. Raynmeles : Due. Lane, i. p. 25.

' Hrsefn's sandbank.' See hrmfn and mdr in Pt. II.

Raven Winder (Cartmell)

1609. Ravenswinder, Jenet Barrowes of : Rich. Wills, p. 22.

See preceding name for first element. I cannot explain

-winder.

Rawcliffe, Upper [rokli]

1086. Rodeclif : D. B., 3016.

1205-06. Boutechue (B for B) : L. P. R., p. 202.

1212. Routheclif : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 37.

1222-26. de Routhclive (T. de N.) : L. Inq., p. 129.

^ „Q- /Rouceclive : Plac. Q. Warr., 375&.^ (Routheelyve : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

? 1295. Roclif, A. de : De Lac. Comp., 35.

1301. Rothechf : L. F., i. p. 214.

1318. UpperouthechfE : L. F., ii. p. 26.

1323. Uproutheclyf : L. F., ii. p. 51.
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1369. Uprauclyf : L. F., ii. p. 177.

1382. Uprouclif : L. F., iii. p. 12.

1423. Rouolif : L. F., iii. p. 88.

c. 1466-69. Uprauclif : L. F., iii. p. 132.

1635-43. Raudeclif : Leland, iv. p. 9.

The first element is the 0. N. rau'Sr, ' red ' (q. v. Pt. II.), the

second, the common word cliff, which also see Pt. II. For the

loss of -th before consonants, see § 19 (5) in Introduction. The
Yorks. RawcUffe has the same origin, and appears as RoudecUfe in

D. B., 76. Cp. K.'s Inq., Index Looonim, p. 522, and Rouclyff,

Nom. Vil., p. 364. The first element may possibly be the 0. N.

man's name Rau^ (q. v. in Bjorkman's N. Pn. in England,

p. 114). Cp. further Routhesthorn (A. de), Lane, and Chesh. Misc.,

II. ii. p. 36 (ann. 1332).

Read
1201-02. Revet (twice) : L. P. R., p. 154.

1298.\„ , JL. F., i. p. 186.
1311./^^''^'^ -iDe Lac. Inq., 15.

1332. Reuid : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 86.

l^«*;}Reued
:{ L. F., ii. {^

''^
1368. J

"""""
•

j^

-. -
., ".

i^p J7^

1407. Rede : L. F., iii. p. 68.

The first element is perhaps a pers. n. Rxf- a shortened form

of a name such as Rxfudne, Riefndy>, et&. As to the second I

caimot hazard a guess regarding an element which in 1201 is

-et, and ever after merely -ed, or id. There is a place Refham in

C. D., V. p. 7, and Refam (Lines.) occurs in D. B., 376, 2.

Reddish

1205. Redieh : L. P. R., p. 205.

1262
/^^'^^c^

=

Y"-
^' i- P- 134.

\Rediche : / (another fine same page).

1311. Redvche : L. F., ii. p. 11.

1314. Redieh : L. P., ii. p. 15.

1381. Redieh : L. F., iii. p. 11.

The early forms all point to ditch, 0. E. die (q. v. Pt. II.), as

the second element. The first element may be O. E. read,

' red,' q. v. above under Radcliffe.

Reedyford House (Nelson)

1332. Rediford, Joh. de, and Henry de : Lane, and Chesh.

Misc., ii. p. 63.

This name explains itself. See hreod and ford in Pt. II.
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Reedy Snape
1588. Readysnape : Due. Lane, i. p. 162.

' Reedy pasture.' See Snape in Pt. II.

*Reeve Holm (Land in Bolton-le-Sands)

1203-04. Gerefholm : L. P. R., 50, p. 180.

' The Reeve's Holm.'

Renacres Hall

0. 1200. Ruhinacres : Scar. Ch., 6, p. 261.

("Ruynacres i] Scar. Ch., 20, p. 265.

c. 1260.j Runacres : Y 14, p. 263.

IRoynaeres : J 16, p. 164.

c. 1265. Renacar : Scar. Ch., 22, p. 266.

c. 1280. Rowynacres : Scar. Ch., 27, p. 267.

1284. Runacres, A. de : L. P., p. 163.

1334. Rynacres : L. P., 63, 280.

1366. Ruynacre, T. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii.

p. 114.

1539. Reynacre maner : Due. Lane, i. p. 30.

Some of the early forms above seem to indicate a dat. of

O. E. ruh as the first element
—

' at the rough fields '—but I cannot

reconcile with this the forms in Euyn-, Royn-, Byn-, and Ben-.

Ribble

1142. inter Riblam : Ch. vni., i., L. P. R., pp. 278-9.

1174-76. inter Ribbile : Ch. n., vi., L. P. R., p. 327.

1188-98. Ribbel : Lane. Ch., 111.

1229. Ribbel : CI. RU., iii. 221.

1292. Ribel : Plae. Q. Warr., 383.

1311. Riblewater : De Lac. Inq., 18.

Ribbleton

1202. Ribelton : L. P., i. p. 21.

1202-03. Ribbleton : L. P. R., 49, p. 171.

1224. Ribbelton : L. P., i. p. 45.

1292. Ribelton : 3756.

1320-46. Rybbleton : Wap. Sur., 48.

Ribby
1086, Rigbi : D. B., 3016.

?1094. Ribi : Ch. i., ii., L. P. R., p. 290.

1168-69.1 T>=„u: . JL- P. R-, 15, p. 12.

12thc.7^'^^'-lLanc.Ch.,13.
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1248. Rygeby : L. Inq., p. 185.

1292. Riggeby : Plac. Q, Warr., 388,

1380. Riggeby : L. F., iii. p. 7.

' The ridge, or rig hy ' ? The first element is probably from
the O. N. form, which see under 0. E. hrycg below. D. B. has
a name Eigesbi (Lines.), 3396, 2. The first element here looks

like a pars, n., but I cannot trace it.

Ribchester
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Ritherham (Fleetwood)

1570. Rotherholme : Due. Lane, i. p. 45.

' Cattle Holme.' See hrl'Ser in Pt. II. One is rather tempted

to identify the Due. Lane, form with the O. E. pers. n. HrS^here.

It is difficult to explain how the Mod. form could have developed

out of this, and it is equally difficult to square the 1570 form

with the 0. E. form. The pers. n. occurs perhaps in Yorks.

Botherham, D. B. Rodreham, K.'s Inq., Roderham, p. 230.

Rivington
1202. Rowinton : L. F., i. p. 18.

1202. Revington : L. F., i. p. 22.

1332. Rouynton : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. ii. p. 104.

1344. Rovyngton : L. F., ii. p. 121.

The inconsistency of the early forms, and the incompatibility

of the last two, and even the second to some extent, with the Mod.

form makes it rash to conjecture without further information.

We might, however, suggest that the Revin- form represents 0. E
{ge)-refan (gen.), ' steward,' and that the Rovin- forms, are 0. E.

(ge)-r6fan, an unmutated form which is not recorded in 0. E.

Rixtou (near Warrington)
1320-46. Ryxton : Wap. W. Der., 36.

1332. Ryxton : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 103.

1332. Rixton : L. F., ii. p. 86.

I think the first element is O. E. rysc with metathesis *rycs,

written ryx. Cp. under Rishton above, and rysc in Pt. II. D. B.

has Ricstorp (Yorks.), 326, 2.

Robey
1086. Rabil : D. B., 269&.

1184-85. Rabi : L. P. R., 31, pp. 55, 57, 59.

1311. Rabi : De Lac. Inq., p. 23.

1320-46. Robye : Wap. Sur.i, 38.

1376. Robi : L. F., ii. p. 190.

Rochdale [rsetSde]

Type I.

1 1 Sfi
Jl^scedham : D. B., 2a, 24.

iRecedha : D. B., 270a.

1241. Rachedale : L. Inq., p. 157.

1276. Reehedale : Plac. Abbrev., p. 266.

, „q_ /Racchedal : Cal Ch. RUs., i. p. 362.

\Raehedale : L. F., i. p. 179.

1286. Rached : Whall. Ch., T. de Bull., v. p. 170.
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Cf. Whall. Ch., passim for Eachedale.

\fc5'\-o I, A 1
/Plac. Q. Warr., 387&.

1294. ^Rachedale : ^ -P, t /^ e ne nn
jgQK I De Lac. Comp., p. 6, 96, 117.

1311. Ratchedale : De Lac. Inq., 20.

1324. Rachendale : Orig. RUs., 270&.

1642. Ratchdale, Thos. Holt de : Preston G. Rlls., p. 113.

Type II.

1292. Rochedale : Plac. Q. Warr., 3816 and 382.

1617. RocMale : Due. Lane, i. p. 79.

The Essex Bochford appears as Racheford in an Inquest of

Hen. m., No. 873, p. 298.

Roddlesworth (Stream near Blackburn)

1159-64. Rodtholfeswrtha : L. P. R., p. 374.

1332. Rothelesworth, R. de : Lane. Ch., xiv. No. 1, Lane.

and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 44.

1497. Rothelesworth : L. F., iv. p. 146.

1558. Roddillesworthe : Due. Lane, i. p. 41.

' The worth of Hro^ulf.' This pers. n., which the form from
the ch. makes quite certain here, is well established in O. E. both
in history and fable. Hro^ulf is a nephew of King Hr&Sgar in

Beowulf, and his name occurs twice in the poem—1018 and 1182.

The name is also found in the same form as in Beowulf in Laud.
MS. of the A.-S. Chron., ann 887, Plummer's Ed., i. p. 81. This

name is identical with the H. G. name Rudolf. The full form
Latinised is found in D. B.

—

Rodulfus, an under-tenant of lands

in Sussex, at formation of the Survey (Elhs, Introd., ii. p. 383),

and the contracted forms Rolf and Roulf—the latter only once

—

as the name of persons holding land in the time of the Confessor

(Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 207). From this contracted form the

Oxfordsh. Rousham is derived, which in early documents appears

as Rodulweshanm, Gal. Ch. Rlls., ii. p. 69 (1267). I owe this form

to my pupil, Mr. H. Alexander. The Yorks. Rawlston appears in

D. B. as Roluestun, 526. and Roolfestone, 876. This name was
also in use among the Norsemen, O. N. Hrolfr, and from this

type come the Norman Raulf, Rolf, etc. Oxfordsh. Rowsham, and
Yorks. Rowlston apparently have this form of the name in their

first element, though, as the above quoted form of the former

shows, the English type was also used, and was no doubt the

original. See also Bjorkman's remarks on Hro^ulf, N. Persn. in

Eng., p. 113.
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This name occurs in the form Roof, in Hutton Roof (Kirkby

Lonsdale), formerly Hviton Rolf according to Farrer, L. F., 1.

p. 19 note.

Roeburndale
1362. Rebournedale : L. F., ii. p. 169.

1560-61. Roborondall : Due. Lane, i. p. 41.

1671. Roberindale, Marsh of : Rich. Wills, p. 190.

' Valley of the red stream ' ? The ' dale ' is presumably

named after the river Roeburn. The first element, as appears

from the 1362 form, may have been ' red,' M. E. red- from 0. E.

redd. The later forms rather suggest the Scand. form rau'S, ro^.

As regards the second element, it must originally have come
from O. E. burna, etc. (q. v.), though in the later forms it appears

to have been altered on sAme analogy, the nature of which I am
unable to suggest.

Roseacre

1249. Rasaker : L. Inq., p. 172.

1283. Raysacre : L. F., i. p. 160.

1286. Raysaker : L. Liq., p. 264.

1633. Rossacre : Due. Lane, i. p. 98.

' The field of the cairn.' See 0. N. hroysi in Pt. II. for the

first element.

Rossall

1086. Rushale : D. B., 3016.

, „„„ JRoshale : L. F., i. p. 55.

\Roshal (twice) : CI. RU., iii. 62-3.

1228. Roshale : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 78.

1265. Rossale, Sir T. de : Cal. Ch. RUs., ii. p. 53.

1292. Roshale : Cal. Ch. RUs., ii. p. 418.
' Horse nook.' I take the first element to be 0. E. hros,

' horse,' since aU the early forms except that of D. B. point to

this. The second element is 0. E. Iialh (q. v. Pt. II.).

Rossendale

1292. Rossendale: Plac. Q. Warr., 3876.

1294. Roscyndale : L. F., ii. p. 3.

1296. Rosendale : De Lac. Comp., 46.

1305. Roscindale : De Lac. Comp., 76.

1307-08. Roscundale : Grig. RUs., 160.

1310. de Roscyndale : L. F., ii. p. 3.

1323. Rossyndale : L. C. R., p. 29.

1329. Rossendale : WhaU. Ch., p. 203.

1374. Rossyndale : J. of Gaunt's Reg., i. p. 236.
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' The dale of Roskil or Raskin ' (0. N.). The name Roscetell,

Boskell, etc., is mentioned by Bjorkman (N. Pn. in Engl.), p. 16,

as oocurring in several English documents, e.g. Roachil, Raschil,

etc. in D. B., and in the form Roskitil in a Runic inscription in the

I. of Man. The pi. n. Boscheltorp is also quoted by B. from D. B.

Roschintone (Derby) occurs D. B., 305. As regards the form
of the name with -in suffix instead of -il, see B.'s remarks on the

variants Asketill, etc., Asketin{us), Askil and Askin, loc. cit.,

pp. 17 and 19. The family name Ruakin is apparently from
this Scand. name, with the change of suffix as in Roscyndale

above.

Rowley (Kelson)

1535. Roley : Twnley. RIL, p. 2.

Probably ' rough lea.' Rowley Regis in Staffs, has among
other early forms, Rohele, which may point to 0. E. ruh, ' rough,'

as the first element. More conclusive is Staffs. Rownall, which
has the forms Rugehala (D. B.), and in thirteenth century

RoughemJiale, Rowenhale. See both names in Duignan's Staffs.

PI. Ns. Rowey in Hunts. Skeat thinks contains a pers. n.

Ruga, which means ' the rough one.' Skeat, however, assumes
the adj. in Rowney in Beds. The older forms of this name,
however, prove nothing at all. The only 0. E. authority for

the existence of the pers. n. Ruga is the landmark on rugandic

in a ch. of 933, C. D., v. p. 215. The Yorks. Rowton appears

as Rugeton, D. B., 53 ; and Rugheton, D. B., 876. It should be

noted that the unioflected form of O. E. ruh becomes Mod.
rov/gh (raf), while the inflected rugan, etc., becomes row- (rau).

The Lanes. Rowley may be pronounced (rouli) for all I know.

If so this is a spelliag pronunciation.

Royley
1294. Reyleye : De Lac. Comp., 1 and 2.

1305. Rylay: De Lac. Comp., 88.

1332. Rylegh : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 32.

' Rye field.' Other names which may contain this element

are Rietone (Warwos.), D. B., 240&, 2 ; Ritone (W. R. Yorks.),

D. B., 3276. Cp. 0. E. Ryge in Pt. II.

Royton
1260. Ryton : L. F., i. p. 133.

1434. Ryton : L. F., iii. p. 98.

' Rye enclosure.' The first element is the same as in the

preceding name.
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*Rudgate (Prescot)

1497-98. Kudgate, juxta Prescote : Due. Lane, i. p. 13.

' Red road ?
' 0. N. rawtSr and gaia.

Rufford

1318. Roughford : L. F., ii. p. 26.

1332. Rughford : Lane, and Chesh. Mise., ii. pp. 43 and 48.

The above forms make the origia of the first element quite

elear. The meaning of the whole is ' rough,' or ' difiSeult ford.'

Cp. Fairford in Glos., whieh means just the reverse—a ' favour-

able ' or ' easy ford.'

Rumworth [rama]?]

1205. Rumwrth : L. F., i. p. 24.

1310. Rumworth : L. F., ii. p. 4.

1332. Romworthe, A. de : Lane, and Chesh. Mise., ii. 2,

p. 38.

' The worth of Ruma.' This pers. n. is recorded by Searle

only as occurring in the pi. n. Bumanliel, C. D., 474. Other

pi. ns. containing the same name are Bumburgh, Cal. Ane. Dds.,

ii. A. 3289 (1409, Rumburgh, Suffolk), Rumholt (Norf.), 1293,

Cal. Anc. Dds., ii. A. 2784, p. 120.

Sabden

1296. Sapedene : De Lac. Comp., p. 40.

A name Saba (Moore MS.), or Sxha (Namur MS.) occurs in

Bk. II. ch. 5 of Bede's History, and is cited by Sweet, O. E. T.,

p. 135, 1. 70. Searle points out that this is a diminutive of the

better known name Smbeorht, or SsebryM. To judge from the

Mod. form, this pers. n. might be the first element of Sabden.

On the other hand, there is no reason for doubting the greater

primitiveness of the 1296 form. If this be the genuine earlier

form of the name, the only pers. n. I can suggest is the O. N.

Sappi, whieh says Rygh may be a form of Ssebjorn (Norske

Gaardnavne, i. p. 3). This pers. n., according to R., occurs in

the name Saktmoen, whieh is found as i Sappamonum in Diplom.

Norveg., i. 715 (ann. 1497). The voicing of p before d is natural.

The second element is 0. E. denu, 'valley' (q. v. Pt. II.). It

is perhaps worth noticing that the place now spelt Sawbridge-

worth in Herts, contains the 0. E. pers. n. Ssebryht, as the old

forms clearly show (Skeat, Herts. PI. Ns., pp. 56 and 57),
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and that it is now said to be pronounced ' Sapsworth,' and even
' Sapsed.'

The name Sa/piston occurs in SufEolk, and this appears in

D. B. as Sapestuna, which presumably has the gen. of the pers.

n. Sa/p-, or Sah- as its first element.

Another possibility for the first element of Sa/pden is that it

may represent O. E. Smjype, ' spruce fir.' This origin is assumed

by Skeat for the first element of Sapley (Hunts. PL Ns.,

p. 334), and by Duignan for the Worcs. Sapey Pritchard, which

the latter takes to represent O. E. Ssepige, ' fir tree ' (Worcs.

PI. Ns., p. 145).

Salesbury

1235. Saleby : L. P., i. p. 70.

1250. Salebury : Whall. Ch., p. 157.

1259. Salebiri : Inq. of Hen. m., No. 418, p. 116.

1311. Salesbury : De Lac. Inq., p. 18.

1329. Salebury : Whall. Ch., p. 264.

1503. Sailebury : L. P., iii. p. 154.

The first element is probably a pers. n., but I cannot trace

it. There is a Saletun in D. B., 846, which is Mod. Saltan

(Yorks.).

Salford
Type I.

1086. Salford : D. B., 270a.
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Salwick (Preston)

Type I.

1086. Saleuuio : D. B., 301&.

1200-01. Salewic : L. P. R., 47, p. 130.

1256. Sallewyke : L. P., i. p. 123.

1320-46. Salwicke : Wap. Amond. Sur., 46.

1662. Salwicke, Will Hankinson of : Rich. Wills, p. 135.

1678. Solwick, Robt. Hollinghead of : Rich. Wills, p. 153.

Type II.

1562. Sawick, G. Duddell de : Preston G. RUs., p. 31.

1630. Sawicke, Will Bayne of : Rich. Wills, p. 26.

1672. Sowick, Joh. Hardman of : Rich. Wills, p. 135.

The first element is either the pers. n. which apparently occurs

in Salesbury above, or the word for willow as in preceding name.

Cp. mc, ' place,' etc. in Pt. 11.

Samlesbury

1178-79. in Samesberia : L. P. R., 25, p. 40.

,io«oo J C5 11, 1 L. P. R., 34, p. 69.
1187-88. de Samelesbure : V no

) p. la.

1189-94. SamUsburi : Ch. m., xiv., L. P. R., p. 378.

1227. Samlesbiri : L. P., i. p. 53.

1228. Samlesbyr : Orig. RUs., 586.

1246. Samelesbiri : L. P., i. p. 99.

1259. Samelebir : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 89.

The first element is undoubtedly the Hebrew pers. n. Samuel.

This does not appear to have been popular amongst the English

in early times—Searle only records one instance of its use,

namely, as ' Alcuin's name for Beornred, Archbishop of Sens.' It

is not recorded by Bjorkman, On. Pers. Ns. in Engl., as

having been adopted by any Norseman in this country, but

Rygh mentions a Norw. pi. n. Sarmielrud (Norske Gaardn., ii.

p. 201). In vol. i. the same writer records Samerud (pp. 7 and 9),

but says that this is possibly a Mod. name.

Sankey
Type I.

1175-82. Sonchi : Ch. xv., i., L. P. R., p. 287.

Soneky : T. de N., p. 398.

1292. Sonky : Plac. Q. Warr., 386&.

1296. Sonky, Robert : L. P., i. p. 180.
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1320.^

1325.

1350.

1380.

1425.J

•Great Sonky

:

(L. P., ii. p. 40.

L. C. R., p. 118.

L. F., ii. p. 128.

L. F., iii. p. 8.

IL. F., iii. p. 124.

Type II.

1202. Sanki : L. F., i. p. 15.

1228. Sanky : Peramb. de Forest., L. P. R., p. 422.

1292. Sank : Plao. Q. Warr., 386.

1220-46. Sankye : Wap. W. Der. Sur., p. 36.

I am inclined to think that the -k- belongs to the first element,

as it is difficult to account for an element -key. There is a place

called Stiffkey (Norf.), for which I find a form Stivekeye in Cal.

Ch. RUs., ii. p. 169. This I take to be 0. E. *Steofecan eg (or ed).

The same pers. n. occurs also ia Stukeley (Hunts.), which is found

as Styvecle, Cal. Anc. Dds., B. 3019, and Stevide, B. 3000 and
3017. Cp. also Stevicesworde (Herts.), D. B., 1396. As regards

Sankey, one might perhaps assume a pers. n. *Sanec or *Sanoc,

though I can find no confirmation for this conjecture. The
second element is either O. E. eg, or ed (q. v.).

Savick Brook (Preston)

1252. Savok : Cal. Ch. Rlls., i. p. 406.
' SaefEa's oak ? ' The early form points to O. E. dc, M. E.

6c as the second element, which, however, has been changed to

ick in the Mod. n. This is due, no doubt, to a vowel of

uncertain quality and character being pronounced in an un-

stressed position, so that the primitive origin of the sufiSx was
disguised. Cp. Parlick above from Perloc. The first element

may have been a pers. n. Smffa, etc., which Searle mentions as

occurring in C. C, 650, in Sxffanmor.

Sawrey (Hawks)

1597. Sawrey, Joh. Setherthwaite of : 1 t,. , .™..,

1606. Sawrey, Ellen Setterthwaite of : J
^^°^- "^"'^' P' ^*-

Scaleber (Tunstall)

1202. Scaleberge : L. F., i. p. 151.

' Skalle's mound or barrow.' One would expect the first

element to be a pers. n. We might assume a form Scald, the

loss of d before a following consonant being common. Cp. p. 33,

§ 29 (5) above. There is very little evidence, however, for such a
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name in 0. E. the nearest approach I have found being the form

Scealdan ford in a ch. of 940, C. D., v. p. 256. This is cited by
Searle as the only example of a pers. n. Scealda, but one may
suspect that we have here the 0. E. representative of M. E
scheld, etc., ' shallow.' This is doubtless the case in the thir-

teenth century Schaldeford (cit. Duignan, Staffs. PI. Ns.), the

Mod. Staffs. Shallowford (see further under Skelwith below).

However the first element in Scaleber can hardly have been a

word meaning ' shallow,' and we are therefore driven back on

the conjecture of a pers. n. Probably the same name occurs

in the first element of the Yrks. Scalhy, D. B., Scallebi and
Scalebi, see Index of K.'s Inq. The evidence is inconclusive

and imsatisfactory. I now note that Bjorkman assumes a

Norse pers. n. in Scallebi, and ScaVSorp, which he quotes from

Birch's Ch., No. 22. An old W. Norse name, Skelle, exists, cp.

N. Pn. in Eng., p. 121. This seems to confirm my con-

jecture. I think 0. E. Scalu, and 0. N. Skdli are hardly likely

elements here, though the former should, perhaps, not be ex-

cluded as a possibihty.

Scales

c. 1200. Scalis : Scar. Ch., 3.

? 1329. Scales : Whall. Ch., p. 253.

' The huts.' Cp. 0. E. scalu, Pt. n.

Scarisbrick
Type I.

1200-38.] Scaresbrec : ^ Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 551.

1238-45. [Scaresbreck : Y p. 552.

1268-79.J Scarisbrec : J p. 553.

1298. Skaresbrek : L. Inq., p. 287.

1320. Scaresbreke : Wap. W. Der. Sur., 42.

1324. Skarisbreek : L. F., ii. 58.

1333. Scaresbrek : L. F., ii. 90.

Type II. (?)

1292. Skareghbrek : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

Type III.

1200. Scharisbrec : Scar. Ch., 5, 261.

c. 1260. Scharesbrec : Scar. Ch., 16, 264.

' The slope from the scar.' See 0. N. Skjer and 0. N. brekka
in Pt. II.
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Scolefield (Nelson)

1342. Scholefeld : Whall. Ch., p. 326.

1374. Scolefeld : L. F., i. p. 188.

' The field of the shed or hut.' The first element is the M. E.
form of 0. E. Skdli, ' shed, hut,' which see under 0. E. scealu, etc.

in Pt. II.

Scotforth

1086. Scozforde : D. B., 332a.

,„„. fScoteford :\L. F., i. p. 22.
"^^

-tScozford : J 23.

fScotford :

'IScotfiord

:

1319. Scotford : L. F., ii. p. 37.

The first element is the pers. n. Scott, which means originally

the Irishman. It is recorded by Searle as occurring on a coin

of the time of iEtheked, and also in the 0. E. pi. n. Scotteshealh,

C. D., 1218. The z in D. B. and L. F. is a t3rpical Norman
spelling for the sounds ts.

Sefton

1086. Sexton : D. B., la, 13, and 2696.

1236. Cefiton : CI. Roll. Hen. m., L. Inq., p. 144.

1249. Cefton : L. F., i. p. 110.

1318. Sefton : L. F., ii. p. 31, and Scar. Ch., 49, 275.

The first element is almost certainly the O. E. pers. n. Sx§a,

etc. Cp. first element suggested for Samck above. D. B. has

Sevesbi (Leics.), 232& ; Sevewelle (Oxon.), 1566, and a curious

name Sevacoorde (Berks.), 586. The Rev. John Sephton takes

quite a different view in his article in Otia Merseiana, vol. iv.

See also Harrison (L'pool District PI. Ns.), who suggests 0. N.

sef, ' sedge,' for the first element.

Selside, Top o' (Hawks.)

1227. Sellesec : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 36. (c written or printed

by mistake for t ?).

' The seat of Selwa.' The sufSx in the Cal. Ch. RU. form above

is almost certainly a misreading for -set, O. E. sMe. In un-

stressed positions this element is confused with side, cp. Barnside

above, from BerneseUe, or with head, just as we get Arnside

(q. V. above) for an earher Arnulvesheved. As regards the pers. n.

in the first syllable, Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., p. 116,
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gives Seltia from D. B., -which he takes to represent the 0. West N.
Solvi, Solfi. Cp. also under Silverdah below. If sec above does

not represent M. E. site, then the first element may be the gen.

of the name

—

Selles, and the second element may be O. E. ecg,

' edge ' (q. v. in Pt. II.).

Shaw
c. 1260. Scahe (S. del) : Scar. Ch., 15, 264.

c. 1320. Schaw : Scar. Ch., 277, 53.

1327. Shagh (W. del) : Scar. Ch., 57, 278.

' The wood.' See 0. E. sceaga in Pt. II.

Shevington
1200-33. Shefinton : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 216.

1268-79. Shevinton ^ , j ^ fP- 517.

1292. Cheuington: |
Cockrsnd. Ch.,|J ^^^3

1322. Skeventon : Cal. Inq. A. q. D., p. 244.

1328. Shevyngton : L. P., ii. p. 72.

1347. Shevynton : L. P., ii. p. 125.

The pers. n. Scedfa occurs in Widsiy>, 32, as the name of a king

of the Lombards. Here the form is English, though we cannot

call it an English name. The name occurs further in the A.-S.

Chron. (B. and C. texts), ann. 855, Plummer's Ed., p. 67, in the

mythological pedigree of King .^Selwulf— ' Bedwig Scedfing id

est filius Noe, se wees geboren on Jjsere earce Noes '
(!). Further,

in Beowulf the ancestry of King Hr6]7gar is derived from Scyld

Scefing. There is no evidence that the name was ever widely

spread in England, but there are one or two pi. ns. in which it

seems to be the first element

—

Scevintone (Shropsh.), D. B., 2586,

2 ; Sceudeia (Suff.), D. B., 287a and b. Sciofingden, C. D., i.

p. 273 (822), is more doubtful, and the vowel ia the first element

may be a mutated form of a name in a different ablaut grade

—

*Sceufa-ing—*Sciofing. I take Shevington to represent an 0. E.

*Scedfantun.

Shireburn House (Ribchester)

,Q<.u fShirebume, R. de :"ILanc. Ch., 354.
A^tii

^-Ishirbume

:

/ 356.

1320-46. Shirebume, W. de : Wap. Sur., 52.

' Bright stream.' 0. E. sclr, ' bright,' is also the first element
in Shyreborne (Durh.), Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. B. 3089, p. 366, also

mShirburn (Yorks.), ibid.,ii. B. 3677, p. 429, Mod. Sherboume.
Wherever we find an early scir- in the Nth. and Midlands it must
have this origin. In W. S. territory -scir in O. E. might represent

scier- connected with scieran, non.-W. S. sceran, ' divide.'
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Sholver

1202. Solhher: L. F.,i.p.21.

1278. Sholver : L. P., i. p. 154.

1291. Sholgher : Cal. Ch. RUs., ii. p. 390.

I cannot suggest any other explanation of the second element
than 0. E. hxrh, etc., ' temple ' (q. v. Pt. II.). The problem is,

is the -V- developed out of /, which itself developed out of an
earlier -h-, medially before a vowel—as the forms of 1202 and
1291 suggest ; or did the first element originally contain / which
was voiced between vowels as the 1278 form suggests ? In
other words, was the name *Sceolfes hserh, or simply *Sceoles or

Sceolan hierh ? The 0. E. pers. n. which corresponds most
nearly is Scula, which is recorded by Searle as occurring several

times in tenth century chs. in C. D. and Birch, and also in later

sources. See the latter examples of the name in Bjorkman,
Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., p. 124, from which it seems pro-

bable that the name was Scandinavian, or at any rate borne

by Norsemen in England. According to G., Skuli is the O. N.

form, Scule being an Anglicised form. It is quite possible that

the name may have been pronounced by Englishmen as Sceol-,

M. E. Shol-. B. cites the pi. n. Sculthorpe (Norf.) as containing

the name, and to this we may add Sculcoates (Yorks.), which is

Sculcotes, K.'s Inq., p. 79, and Skulcotes, Knts.' Fees in K.'s Inq.,

p. 261.

The interesting point in the form Sholver, if the fijst element

be really Sceol-, etc., is the ' labiahasation ' of a medial h, which is

in reality the initial of the second element. It should be men-
tioned that a form Scolfstona (Yorks.) occurs in D. B., 326, 2,

but I have no other evidence of the existence of a pers. n. *Scolf-,

M. E. *Sholf-, or *Sholv-.

Shorrock Green (Pleasington)

1283. Shorrok : Whall. Ch., p. 111.

The second element is perhaps 0. E. dc, ' oak.' The material

throws no hght on the origia of the first element.

Shuttleworth

1227. Suttelesworth : L. F., i. p. 49.

1241. Shyotlesworth : L. P., i. p. 80.

1311. Shotlesworth : De Lac. Inq., p. 19.

1333. Shutelisword : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 313.

1343. Shotelisworth : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 329.

1377-78. Shutelesworth : L. F., iii. p. 56.
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The first element must be a diminutive form of the 0. E. pers.

n. Scytta, which Searle notes in the pi. n. Scyttandun, C. D., 123.

A name *Scyttel is a very probable form, from earlier *Scuttil-,

diminutive of Scott. This seems to occur in Scuttelhanger, Cat.

Anc. Dds., ii. No. B. 2873, p. 343, date 1334-35, now Shut-

langer (Northants.). The o spellings above represent an u-

sound. For the second element see wory> in Pt. II.

*Sidebight or *Sidbight

1278. Sydebiht (manor of Rishton) : L. F., i. p. 156.

1637. Sidebight : Due. Lane, i. p. 102.

' Broad bay.' O. E. sld and byht.

Silverdale (near Carnforth)

1241. Siuerdelege (bis) : L. F., i. p. 82.

1246. Selredal : L. F., i. p. 108.

1292. Celverdale : Plac. Q. Warr., 376&.

1346. Siluerdale : Wap. Lons. Sur., p. 82.

1382. Silverdale : L. F., iii. p. 15.

1508. L. F., iii. p. 163.

The ' dale of Sigeweard, or SigwarS.' All the forms of this

name which begin with Silver-, etc., are apparently due to a

popular etymology, or to confusion with a gen. form Selver- of

O. N. Solvi, which see under Selside. The 1241 form above

shows conclusively the real origin of the name as the ' dale ' of

Sigeweard. The normal Mod. form of the pers. n. is Seward,

as it is found indeed in Seward's Bridge (Hants.), and Sewardstone

(Essex). D. B., 278, has a form Siwardingescotes (Derb.) Mod.

Yorks. Sewerby appears as Siwardbi, T>. B., 86&, and Seuerdby,

Knts.' Fees (K.'s Inq., p. 377), Swardeby, Knts,' Fees (K.'s Inq.,

p. 249), Sywardhy, Nom. Vill. (K.'s Inq., p. 313). D. B. has also

a Yorks. pi. n. Siwartorp, 29, not found at present time (Turner,

Yorks. PI. Names, p. 58).

The first element in Silverley in Cambs. is derived by Professor

Skeat from 0. E. seolfor, ' silver,' but I am inclined to think

that here we have a popular etymology in all the forms which

he quotes except that of D. B., which has Severlai. This looks

very much like severd with the d omitted. I note that Professor

Skeat mentions the Lanes. Silverdale as an instance of a pi. n.

beginning with Silver- from 0. E. Seolfor-. This name shows

how misleading the Mod. forms of names are apt to be. In fact

but for the accident of the preservation of the L. F. form, there
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would be nothing to contradict the obvious explanation of the

first element as ' silver.' (Though see remarks on pers. n. Selua

under Selside above.) The 0. E. pers. n. Sigeweard is of frequent

occurrence, Searle has numerous examples of it from the

chs. and other early sources. Seuvard, Semmrdus, Sewardus.

Siuerd, Siuerdus, Siuuard, Siutiardus are forms of the same pers,

n. recorded in D. B. as those of persons holding land previous

to the Survey. See Ellis, Introd., ii. pp. 213, 215, 218. With
regard to our name Silverdale, it may be noted that the earliest

L. F. form has not dal but iMh as the second element. See now
also Bjorkman's remarks on the O. N. form Sigwar^ (p. 118).

Simondstone
1259. Simondiston : Inq. of Hen. m.. No. 418, p. 116.

1292. Simunston : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. Ill, No. 49.

?1296.)„ J ^ fWhal. Ch., T. v., p. 205.
1333.1®^'^°°'^^'*°°=! 313.

J3JJ
jSymondston : Ij^^^ ^^
(_Symondstone :J

^ ^

1332. Symoundeston : Lay Subs. Lane, and Chesh. Misc.,

ii. p. 106.

The first element is the O. E. pers. n. Sigemund, a name
frequent in O. E., and common to most Germanic peoples.

D. B. has Simondesberge, 78 (Dors.) and Simondeshale, 163

(Glos.). Cp. also Simonswood below.

Simonswood
1206-07. de Simundeswude : L. P. R., 53, p. 217.

1228."l„- J J fWhall. Ch. Peramb. Lane, p. 372.
, „„ >Simondeswod : ^ T ,- „,^

^

1257.J I^L. Inq., p. 210.

1297. Symmondeswode : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 136, No. 51.

1372. Symondeswode : J. of Gaunt's Reg., i. p. 99.

1405-06. Symondeswode : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 196.

The ' wood of Sigemund.' See preceding name, and umdu in

Pt. n. The first element has nothing to do with the Biblical

Simon.

Singleton

1086. Singletun : D. B., 3016.

1094. (date genuine ?) Synglentonam : Ch. i., ii., L. P. R.,

p. 290.

1168-69. de Schingeltona : L. P. R., 15, p. 12.

1176-77. Singelton : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.
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1189-93. Syngelton : Ch. m., ii., L. P. R., p. 299.

1200-01. Singelton : L. R R., 47, p. 130.

1245. SingUton : Inq. of Hen. m., No. 41, p. 10.

?1270. Sengleton, A. de : Lane. Ch., 25.

The first element must be a pers. n., though nothing at all

corresponding to it is recorded by Rygh, Searle, or Bjorkman.

One might suggest an O. N. *Singulfr. For second element, see

tun in Pt. II.

Skelmersdale [skjomezde, S.]

Type I.

1202. Skelmaresden : L. F., i. p. 38.

Type II.

1086. Schehneresdele : D. B., 170a.

1202. Skelmersdale : L. F., i. p. 38.

1321. Skelmardisdale : L. F., ii. p. 42.

' The devil's dale,' imless 0. N. Skelmir be also used as a pers.

n.,for which I have foundnoevidence. Cp., however, such names

as the Worcs. Shughorough or Shuckbwgh from 0. E. Sciiccan

burh (Duignan), and perhaps DawUsh earher Doflisc^Deofiisc.

Cp. Napier and Stevenson's note, p. 63 of Crawf. Ch. It is

curious that Mod. Yorks. Skelmanihorpe, which is Skelmanthorp

in Nom. Vill. (cp. K.'s Inq., p. 363), as though from the pers. n.

0. N. *8kalkmann corresponding to the, 0. E. Scealcmann, re-

corded by Searle, p. 410, should appear in D. B., 39, as Scelmer-

in Scelmertorp, as though from the simple word Skelm-, with the

O. N. gen. in -ar. (Turner, Yorks. PI. Names, p. 66.)

It will be observed that the earliest form of Skelmersdale has

-den as a second element. There can be no double that the Mod.
family n. Shelmerdine goes back to this variant.

Bardsley (Engl, and Welsh Surnames) is unable to identify

the place from which this name sprang, as he was unaware of the

L. F. form of Skelmersdale. He, however, rightly assumes that

-dine^-den and cites HaseUine from Haselden.

Skelwith [skela)?

1332. Skelwath, Adam de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 93.

1617. Skelwith, Michael Benson of : "!„.
, ,„.,, „.

1625. Scelleth, Mabel Benson of : r"^'
^'"'' P" ^^-

' Shallow ford.' The earliest form shows that confusion took

place at a later date betewen 0. N. mtS, ' wading place, ford,'

and 0. N. vitr, ' wood.' See both these words in Pt. II. The
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loss of w is normal in an unstressed part of a compound, cp.

p. 35, § 26 above, and the lack of stress would doubtless reduce the

vowels of both to a common sound. The 1625 form is probably

a very fair phonetic representation of the pronunciation. I take

the primitive form of second element to be va^, ' ford.' The first

element is probably a Norse pronunciation of the 0. E. word
sceald, ' shallow,' though there is apparently no genuine 0. N.

equivalent of this word, the nearest being skjalgr, which has the

meaning ' crooked.' The Cambs. Shelford has precisely the same
meaning as Skelwith, and Skeat (Cambs. PI. Names, p. 62)

records such early forms as Sceldford, SceMeford. There are

several Shalfords, all of this origin, in the country. Skeat refers

to the forms Scealdeforda, Sceldeforda, in C. D., iv. 157 (ann.

1062). Cp. also Schaldeford (thirteenth century) for Mod.

Staffs., ShaUowford (Duignan, Staffs. PI. Names, p. 133).

Skerton [skiatn]

1094. (date genuine ?) Escartonam Ch. i., ii., L. P. R., p. 290.

12th c. Scarton : Lane. Ch., p. 13.

1202. 1 „, ^ fL. P. R., 49, p. 164.
1216-22./®'^"'^*°'^ ^lL.Inq. p. 123

1227. Scherton : Pipe Roll. Hen. rn., L. Inq. p. 140 (also

in R. S., vol. 27).

1292. Skereton : L. F., i. p. 175.

1324. Skirton : Orig. RUs., 275&.

From O. N. Sker, ' rock,' and 0. E. tun, enclosure,' etc. See

both elements in Pt. II.

Skippool Bridge (Poulton)

1330. Skippoles : Lane. Ch., 471.

1670. Skippoole, Robt. Barton of : Rich. Wills, p. 23.

Slyne (slain)

1086. Sline : D. B., 3016.

1094. (date genuine ?) Asselinas : Ch. i., ii., L. P. R., p. 290.

1176-77. de Slina : L. P. R., 13, p. 35.

1184-85. de Slin : L. P. R., 31, p. 56.

1222-26. Scline : L. Inq., p. 127.

1246-48.1
.
/L. Inq., p. 169.

1292. J
^^^""^

• IL. F., i. p. 167.

1310. ScUne : L. F., ii. p. 3.
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1324. de Slyne : L. C. R., p. 92.

1374. de Slene : L. ¥., ii. p. 187.

1519-20. Sleyne : Due. Lane, i. p. 20.

Cp. Sdeneforde, D. B., 3036, 2; SUndone, D. B., Slindon
(Stafifs., see Duignan).

Smallshaw (Ashton-on-Lyne)

1366. Smalshagh,Godithde: Lane. and Chesh.Misc.,ii.p.ll8.

' Narrow wood.' 0. E. smsd, ' narrow,' and sceaga, ' wood '

(q. V. Pt. II.).

Smedley

0. E. smetSe Ixh, ' smooth j&eld.' See both words in Pt. II.

Smithdown (Road)

Type I.

1086. Esmedune : D. B., la, 22.

1288. Smethesdune : CI. Rll. 12 Hen. ni., Rolls Ser., p, 101,

and L. Inq., p. 21.

1297. Smitheden : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 136, No. 51.

1298. Smetheden : L. Inq., p. 288.

1301. Smethedon:
1396. SmetMon Hundr. : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 193.

1655-56. Smethden : Due. Lane., i. p. 98.

Type II.

1184-85.1 „ A J fL. P. R., 31, p. 56.

1205-06./
Smededon :

|j^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ^ 204.

1212. Smeddon : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 21.

' Smooth or flat down.' The now old-fashioned pronunciation

(smedn) is perfectly normal from such a type as Sme&dun, and
shows shortening of e before -6d- and the assimilation of this

combination to {d)d, exactly comparable to Sutton from Suftun.

The usual Mod. pronunciation {smij>daun) is from the old type

SmeSedun, and shows probably a confusion of the unfamiliar

first element smeS- Mod. (smiS) with ' smith.' Cp. the same
change in Smithdls.

Smithhills (Dean Parish, Salford)

1505. SmythehiU : L. F., iii. p. 158.

1505. Smethehylls : Due. Lane., i. p. 10.

1531. Smethellys : Due. Lane, i. p. 25.

' Smooth hiUs.' See remarks on first element under Smith-

doivn above and under smSSe in Pt. II.
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Snape and Snape Green (Ormskirk)

c. 1260.
]

rScar. Ch., 16, p. 264.

1303. [Snape :] Scar. Ch., 45, p. 274.

1511-12.J IDuc. Lane, i. p. 3.

' Pasture.' See M. E. Snape in Pt. 11.

Snellshow

1294. Snelleshowe : De Lac. Comp., p. 14.

1311. Snelleshow : De Lane. Inq., p. 18.

1339. Snelleshow : Whall. Ch., T. v., p. 276.

1617-18. Snelsve House : Due. Lane, p. 79.

' The how or hill of Snell.' This is a very common Scand.

pers. n., see Bjorkman's N. Pn. in Eng., pp. 125, 126. On the

other hand the name was also EngHsh, and B. quotes such

pi. ns. as Snellesham, Snellescumb, Snelleshlinc from C. D. to show
this. In these names, the second elements are genuine and un-

mistakable English words. I see no reason for assuming Snell-

to be Scand. in Snellshow, where how>h6^e is a genuine 0. E.

word. Cp. Snelleshale, Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. No. C, 2087, p. 480,

Snelsham (Bucks.) ; Sneleshunt (Lines.), D. B., 3536, 2 ; Snelles-

tune (Derby), D. B., 273, 2. The first element in Snellewelle

(Cambs.), D. B., 199, 2. Mod. Snailwdl is O. 'E.Snegel-. Cp.

Skeat, Cambs. PI. Ns., p. 37, who points out that the D. B.

spelling in this case is misleading, as other M. E. documents
have Sneylwelle, etc.

Snodworth (Clith)

1242-43. Snodiswrth : Scut, of Gasc, L. Inq., p. 150.

1332. Snoddesworth, R. de : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n.

ii. p. 81.

Both Snodd and Snodda, evidently 0. E. pers. ns., appear as

first elements of pi. ns. in 0. E. Snoddeshyri, C. D., 570 ; and
Snoddanfleot, C. D., 1196 (see Searle) ; Snodesbyrie (Worcs.)

appears also in D. B., 1746, 2 ; Snodhull (Heref.), Cat. Anc. Dds.,

ii. B. 3366, p. 395, Mod. Snodhill. The weak form of the pers. n.

appears in the D. B. Snodinfone, 456, 2 (Hants.).

Soutergate (Ulverston)

1332. Soutergate : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 92.

' Shoemaker's gate.' Cp. O. N. sutari, M. E. soutare. It is

possible that gate here is 0. N. gata, ' way, path,' which see under
0. E. geai, ' gate,' in Pt. II.
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*Souterthwaite (Hawkshead)

1629-30. Southerthwaite : Due. Lane, i. 93.

I can make no other suggestion regarding the first element

than that it may be 0. N. sviari, ' shoemaker,' as in Soutergate

above.

Southworth

1212. Suthewrthe : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 78.

1300. Sotheworth : L. P., i. p. 189.

1350. Sudworth : Feod Mil., cit. Baines, iv. 760.

Sowerby (St. Michael-le-Wyre par.)

1086. Sorbi : D. B., 3016.

1256.1 c. u fL. F., i. p. 128.

1292./
^°^"^y '

jpiac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1497. Sawrby : L. F., ii. p. 146.

Speke

1086. Spec : D. B., la, 25.

1340. Speek : L. F., ii. p. 113.

1509. Speake : L. F., iii. p. 167.

' Swine pastures ? ' The 0. E. word spic means ' bacon,

land,' etc. This word, or one identical with it in form, occurs in

several 0. E. pi. ns., e.g. Holan-spic, C. D., i. pp. 115, 137, etc.

Kemble, C. D., iii. p. xxxvii, suggests that it may refer to places

where swine were fed. Cp. B.-T. and Harrison, L'pool District

PI. Ns., p. 65. This is purely conjectural, and does not seem

probable. If Speke is to be derived from this element, which

I doubt, we must assume a dat. pi. spicum, Merc. *speocum,

whence specum, M. E. speke{n). I find it as difficult to beUeve

that the name has anything to do with 0. E. sp{r)ecan, ' speak,'

which is suggested by Harrison as an alternative. These un-

compoimded names are very difficult.

Spellow

1306. de Spellowe : L. F., i. p. 208.

1321. deSpellawe: L. F., ii. p. 45,

' Spell's burial mound.' I cannot find any record of an 0. E.
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pers. n. Spell, or Spella, occurring independently, but cp. Speles-

berie (Warwcs.), D. B., 2836. Yorks. Spaldington appears in

D. B. as Spellinton (Index of K.'s Inq.), but this may be merely

a bad spelling, as in K.'s Inq. itself, p. 83, etc., the name is spelt

as at present. The second element is 0. E. hlMw, hldw, q. v. in

pt.n.

Spotland

1299. Spotland : L. F., i. p. 188.

1311. Spotland: De Lac. Inq., 20.

The pers. n. Spot is not well authenticated. A female name
Spothild is also mentioned by Searle, quoted without any refer-

ence to documents, from Forstemann.

Stainall

1176-77. (de) Steinola : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

(^Staynhole :J Lane. Ch., p. 355.

Jgy Staynole: |l. Inq.,}?;
^J^-

1256. Staynol : Lane. Ch., p. 53.

13th c. Staynhol : Lane. Ch., p. 357 .

1297. Stainel : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 137, No. 51.

1324. Staynolf : L. C. R., p. 115.

1320-46. Staynolfe : Wap. Amond. Sur., p. 56.

' Steinn's haDi,' or ' the stone halh.' The 0. N. pers. n.

Steinn is mentioned by Bjorkmann, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl.,

p. 129, with various examples of its occurrence in English
docimients. Por the second element, see halh in Pt. II. and cp.

a similar variety of forms to those above under Greenhalgh.

The pers. n. seems also to occur in Steinesberne (Leics.), Cat.

Anc. Dds., ii. B. 2275, p. 284 (thirteenth century), in Steinesbi

(Derby), D. B., 293&. Op. also Yorks. Stainsby, which has a
similar form in D. B., 15, etc., and Steintun (Yorks.), D. B., 305,

Standi (Yorks.), which in D. B., 786 is Steineshall, etc., etc.

Staining (Blackpool)

1297. Stenenge : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 137, No. 51.

1298.(l*^y^S"' =JLanc. Gh.P-
'^^

tSteynmges:J '[lip. 85.

1320-46. Stayninge: Wap. Amond. Sur., 54.

Stony ing, or field.' The first element is O. N. steinn, ' stone,'
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and the sufl&x is ing, ' field.' . The earliest form above represents

probably an O. N. eng. See first element mider 0. E. stdn,

and jwgr in Pt. 11.

Stainton (Dalton)

1256. Steynton : L. P., i. p. 124.

1292. Stenton : Plac. Q. Warr., 375&.

' Steinn's tun.' For first element, see preceding name. See

tun in Pt. 11.

Stalmine [stomin]

1086. Stalmin : D. B., 301&.

1212. Stalmin : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 47.

1235. Staleminne : L. P., i. p. 68.

1256. Stalmin : L. P., i. p. 120.

1262. Stalmyn : L. P., i. p. 135.

' The place at the meeting of two roads or rivers.' See

0. E. steall, and 0. N. minni in Pt. II.

*Stanbury (= Ashton-under-Lyne)

1094. apud Estaneberian : Ch. v., ii., L. P. R., p. 290.

' Stone town.' See 0. E. stdn and burg in Pt. IE.

Standeu

1294. Standen : De Lac. Comp., p. 14.

1311. Standene : De Lac. Inq., p. 5.

' Stone vaUey.' See 0. E. stdn, and denu in Pt. II.

Standish

1177-78. Stanesdis : L. P. R., 24, p. 38.

1180-95.) rCh. IV., xvii. (Twnley MS. Brit. Mus.),

[Stanedis :\ L. P. R., p. 411.

1206. J IL. P., i. p. 24.

1211-13. Stanedich : L. P. R., p. 247.

1294. Stanedisse : De Lac. Comp., p. 10.

1304. Standigh : L. P., i. p. 203.

1332. Standissh : L. P., ii. p. 89.

' Stony pasture.' I take the second element to be 0. E. edisc

' pasture, park, warren.' Professor Skeat in Beds. PI. Ns.,

pp. 12, 13, takes the suffix of Beds. Farndish to be 0. E. disc,
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' dish, cup, LoUow, concave place in a field.' The forms which
S. gives of the Beds, name show pretty much the same variety in
the suffix, as do those of Standish above. A form Farnedissh
occurs Plac. Q. Warr., 18, which S. has not included. Some of
the forms of both names point to disc, as the suffix, others to die,
' ditch,' others are reconcilable either with edisc or disc.

Stanworth

1258. Stanword : Whall. Ch., p. 179.

1329. Stanword : Whall. Ch., p. 268.

1478. Standworth : Whall. Ch., p. 336.

See both elements in Pt. 11.

Stapleton-Terne

1086. Stopeltieme : D. B., 3016.

1094.(^*^Pi*^^7=
JLanc. Ch., 10.

I^btapelton tame
:J

'

0. E. sta/pol means ' pillar, colunm.' Therefore Stapleton

must be the ' enclosure with the pillar.' Tarn is a small lake.

See this under 0. N. tjorn, tjorn, in Pt. II. There are many pi. ns.

containing Stwpol m. England—e.g. Stanestaple (Middles.), D. B.,

128 ; Staplebrige (Dors.), D. B., 78 ; Stapleford (Chesh.), D. B.,

267, 2, etc., etc. The pUlar or column referred to in these

names was no doubt a land or boundary mark.

Steerspool (Barrow-in-Furness)

1235. Styrespol : L. P., i. p. 59.

Obviously the ' pool of Stir, or Ster.' Cp. Stirzaker below.

The pers. n. Ster occurs in D. B., 361, 6, as that of a person

holding land in Lines, previous to the Survey, and that of Sterr,

D. B., 298, as a landholder in Yorks. at the same period (ElUs,

Introd., p. 229). The name Stir is cited by Searle from Fl. of

Worcs. as the major domus of Harthacnut, c. 1040. The name
Stir, or Ster as that of a person is thus well established. The
name occurs also in other pi. ns.

—

Stearsby in Yorks. is Steresby

in Elnts.' Fees, K.'s Inq., p. 324, Sterisby, K.'s Inq., p. 108 ; and
Stirsbi in D. B., 85 (Turner's Yorks. PL Names, p. 141). Stires-

torp also occurs, D. B., 476 (Turner, p. 73). Cp. also Steresburgh,

Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. 500 (ann. 1404), Sterborov^h, Survey. Steers-

pool is another example of ' pool ' (O. E. pol, etc., q. v.

Pt. n.) with a pers. n. in front of it as in Liverpool and
Otterspool, q. v.

Q
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Stephen's Head (Nelson)

c. 1350. Littelsteudensete : PorestProoeedings{Exch. T. R.)

Lancaster, No. 69 (cit. L. P. R., p. 426.)

Date ?. Steuensete : Perambulation in Brit. Mus. MS.
Lansd. 559, f. 51 (cit. L. P. R., p. 427).

The fourteenth century forms show that the original name was
' Stephen's Seat.' This is another example of the confusion of

unstressed second elements, such as we have in Gadishead, earlier

Stirzacre (township, Oatterall)

1332. Steresacre : Lay Subs. Lane and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 94.

1342. Stiresacre : L. P., ii. p. 114.

1443. Styresacre : L. P., iii. p. 108.

1641. Sturzaker : Due. Lane, p. 105.

' The acre ' of a person called Stir or Ster. See 0. E. xcer in

Pt. II., and the pers. n. under Steerspool above.

Stodday [stoda]

Type I.

1190-1240. Stodhae (place and persons) passim : Cockrsnd.

Ch., pp". 805-13.

1190-1220. Stodhaih (Wfflelmo de) : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 807.

1427.1 f^- ^•' ^- P- ^^
1440. \ Stoday : \ L. P., iii. p. 105.

1440.j II. p., iii. p. 114.

Type II.

1255. Stodhag(h) : L. Inq., p. 199.

1301. Stodhagh : L. P., i. p. 214.

1325. Stodagh : L. C. R., pp. 134, 135.

1354. Stodagh : L. P., ii. p. 141.

1496. Stodagh (Laurence) : L. P., iii. p. 146.

Type III.

13th c. Stodale : Lanes. Ch., 39.

This name means ' an enclosed, or fenced field for a stud of

horses.' See 0. E. stod, ' stud ' in Pt. II., and the word haga

and hxg. The early forms of the name show that either of the

two latter forms was used indifierently.

The word stod occurs in other EngUsh pi. ns. besides the old

forms mentioned under it in Pt. II. Thus Stvdham, 0. E.

Stodham is found in Herts. (Skeat, Herts. PI. Ns.) ; Stodden,
* stud valley,' and Stodstoke in Beds. (Skeat. Beds. PL Ns.)

;
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Studham in Beds, is Stodham, Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. 456 {J.361). See
other forms, Skeat, loo cit., p. 26.

Strangeways (near Cheetham, Manchester)

1326. Strangwas, Th. de : Abbrev. Plac, p. 355.

1424. Strangways, James : Cat. Anc. Dds., vol. ii. p. 238,

No. B 1860.

1527. Strangewaies in Chetham : Due. Lane, i. p. 87.

The suffix is probably originally 0. E. wxsc or gewxsc, ' wash-
ing up ' or ' overflow of water ' (B.-T.). 0. E. *wxs, assumed
by Jellinghaus in Angha, xx. p. 326, as the origin of names ending
in -was—Broadwas, Hopwas, etc., is not found. In any case

*wxs, wsesc, and wseter are all related. The forms of 1424, and
1527, and the Mod. form show a complete change of suffix

—

probably a popular etymology. The first element may origin-

ally have been O. E. Strang, ' strong,' but this has also been
changed by popular etymology to {streindz.)

Stretford

1278. Stretford : L. F., i. p. 155.

1292. Stratford : Plac. Q. Warr., p. 386.

1304. Stretford : Orig. RUs., p. 137.

1500. Stretford : Due. Lane, i. p. 14.

1601. Streitford : Due. Lane, i. p. 69.

Stratford and Stretford are common pi. ns. in England. See
0. E. strM, ' street, paved road,' and ford in Pt. II. The mean-
ing is simply ' the ford crossed by a street.' Duignan (Worcs.

PI. Ns., p. 157) with reference to Stratford in Worcs. says,
' the road here crosses a small stream.' This may have been
the case with the Lanes. Stretford.

Subberthwaite

1597. Soberthat, Joh. Kirkbie of : Rich. WiUs, p. 175.

1664. Suberthwaite, Agnes Besbrowne of : Rich. Wills, p. 31.

There is a Sowber Hill in Yorks., the D. B. form of which is

Sdlherge, and which appears as Solbergh, K.'s Inq., p. 176.

This may be the same word as the prefix of Subberthwaite.

Solberg means ' miry, marshy hiU '—0. E. sol, ' mire, miry place,'

and beorg, q. v. in Pt. II. Souldrop in Beds, means ' mity thorpe,

or village ' (Skeat, Beds. PI. Ns.). Duignan identifies the first

element in the Worcs. Solham/pton with O. E. sol. The loss of

1, and consequent diphthongisation of the preceding vowel is

fairlycommon (cp. p. 33, § 14 (6) ante), and this stage appears to be

represented in the Yorks. name cited above. The Lanes, name
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has undergone a shortening of the vowel, due, perhaps, to an
early assimilation of /6 to bb. The precise development of the

form is not clear. For the meaning of thwaite, see J>we»Y in

Pt. II.

Sudden (Castleton)

1329. Sudden : Whall. Ch., T. v. pp. 271, 273.

The above form sheds no fresh light. I am inclined to suppose

that the name means ' south dene ' from an O. E. *Su^dene.

For the vowel shortening see remarks under Sutton below. The
name SuMene is found in a Ch. dated 930, C. D., iii. p. 433.

Sutton

SvMon in Ch. n., xvii., L. P. R., p. 407, is hardly a plausible form

for date of original ch. (1160-80). The version given by F. is

from a seventeenth century copy.

1292. Sutton : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

Most, iE not all, Suttons in the country go back to Suytun,
' South town.' Cp. Harrison on the Chesh. SvMon (L'pool

District PI. Ns.), Duignan on those in Worcs. (PL Ns., p. 158),

Skeat on those ia Cambs. (Cambs. PL Ns., p. 13), and in

Hunts. (Hunts. PL Ns., p. 55). D. B. has also Svdtun for

the various Yorks. Buttons. For loss of J> {th) before another

cons., see p. 32, § 196. above. The vowel of 8u^ was shortened

before the combination '^t in any case (cp. p. 25, § 9 (4) above),

but here the combination yt may have become tt, a double

consonant, before the vowel shortening, and a double consonant

had also the same effect of shortening the preceding vowel.

Swainshead (Wyresdale)

1086. Suenesat : D. B., 3016.

1561-62. Swyneshede : Due. Lane, i. p. 44.

The D. B. form points to an earher Sveines or Swegenes eMe,
' The seat of Swain.' For another example of confusion of
' seat ' as a second element with ' head,' cp. the early forms of

Gadishead above. The Yorks. Swineside has also sete as its

second element, cp. Swinesate, Inq. Hen. ni., No. 743. The
Norse diphthong ei was written eg in 0. E., and this very pers.

n. appears in the Laud Chronicle, arm. 1049, as Swegen. See

now copious examples of this pers. n. in England in Bjorkman's

N. Pn. in Engl., p. 139. B. points out that the form swen

instead of swein is East Norse. On the other hand, as he says,
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in England, it may represent a form with loss of the g, from the

Enghsh form Sweg{e}n. Cp. 0. E. ren, yen for regn, '^egn. The
name occurs also in various English pi. ns. B. rightly cites

Swenebrok, which is the Oxfordsh. Swiribrook, and Swenesford—

Swinford. The spelling of the Mod. Lanes, name would represent

the Engl, type Swegen. The D. B. form, whatever its origin,

would have produced (swinzed). The Due. Lane, spelling shows

confusion with O. E. Swln, ' swine,' such as we have in Mod. Oxf.

Siviriirook.

Swarbrick
1249. Svartebrec : L. Inq., p. 172.

1286. Swartebreke : L. Inq., p. 265.

' Black slope.' The first element may be either 0. E. sweart,

or O. N. svartr, ' black.' See brekka in Pt. II.

Swinden (Manor in Great Marsden, Whalley)

1233. Swinden : CI. Ells., iv. 297.

1472. Swynden : L. F., iii. p. 92.

' Swine valley.'

*Swinebrigg (= Bowgrave Bridge, Garstang. Of. Farrer,

L. P. R., p. 348)

1189-94. Sumebrigg : Ch. i., x., L. P. R., p. 346.

Swinton
13th C.I Q ^ fWhall. Ch., T. iv. p. 165,

1292. r'^*"^ IPlac. Q. Warr.. 375&.

' Swine enclosure.'

T
Tarbock

Type I.

1086. Torboc : D. B., 2696.

1190. Tarboc : Scar. Ch., 12. 263.

1242. Thorboc : Scut, of Gasc, L. Inq., p. 148.

1252. Thorebok : Lane. Ch., 34.

1292. Turbok : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1324. Terbok: L. P., ii. p. 58.

1354. Torbok : L. P., ii. p. 139.

1613. Tarbock : Due. Lane, i. p. 85.
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Type n.
1311. Talbok: De Lac. Inq., p. 24.

The first element is probably the Norse female name yora,

from which Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., p. 254, gives numerous
derivatives—e.g. Toreby, Taarset, Tortveit {poraTpveit), Torset,

Tomes, Torsted, etc.

Tarleton

1530. Tarleton : Due. Lane, i. p. 26.

The ' tun of yorvaldr ' (0. N.). See preceding name. Rygh,

Gamle Pers. N., p. 255, says that Ifdraldr, of which the full form

was Tporvaldr, was a man's name of frequent occurrence. Of
pi. ns. derived from it he cites, among others

—

TaraldrudTaralds-

vik, and Tarleho, where the contraction is similar to that in

Tarleton and Tarlscoiigh. The development of the Lanes, names
must have been yarald- Tparald-, Tparal-, farel-, Tarel-. See this

name, with a different development in Torrisholm below. Cp.

remarks of Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., under

Thorel, p. 150, furold, etc., p. 160.

Tarlscough (Rufford)

1189-96. Tharlescogh : Ch. i., xi., L. P. R., p. 350.

Probably ' the wood of Thorvaldr.' See remarks on this

pers. n. under Tarleton and Torrisholm. For the second element

see 0. N. skogr, ' wood,' in Pt. II.

Tarnacre (Garstang)

1596. Tamaker : Due. Lane, i. p. 64.

1630. Tamiker: Due. Lane, i. p. 91.

1685-89. Tomacre : Due. Lane., i. p. 38.

' The field with the tarn.' See 0. N. tjorn, tjorn, and 0. E. xcer,

Pt. n.

Tatham
1202. Tateham : L. F., i. p. 38.

1213-15. Tathaim : L. P. R., 61, p. 249.

Early 13th c. Tathaym : Lane. Ch., p. 306.

1241. Tatham : L. F., i. p. 91.

1463. Tateham : L. F., iii. p. 131.

1467. Tatam : L. F., iii. p. 133.

Tata is an 0. E. pers. n. of which numerous instances are

found. Cp. Searle, who mentions also a local Tataribeorh, C. D.,

366. Cp. the strong form of this pers. n. in Tateshale, Cat. Anc.
Dds., ii. B. 3805, p. 442. The spellings of the early forms above
show alternation of 0. N. heim with 0. E. Mm in the second

element.
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Thingwall

1176-77. de Tingwella : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

CTyngewelle : Whall. Ch., Peramb. Lane, p. 372.

1228.] Thingwell : Peramb. Forest, Ch. n., xix., L. P. R.,

I p. 421.

1297. ThingweUe : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 136, No. 51.

1320-46. Thingewall : Wap. W. Der. Survey, 30.

The ' well of 'jpengill.' This name appears to be Icelandic, and
is not much used as a pers. n. in Norway (Rygh, Gamle Pers. N.,

p. 246). R., however, mentions several N. pi. ns. which contain

this element

—

Tingulstad, Tingstad (which shows a contraction

similar to that of the Lanes, n.), Tengsiveit, Tengesdal, etc. See

well, etc., in Pt. II. The 1320-46 form above shows the con-

fusion of the second element with -wall, which we found in

Childwall, Aspinall, etc.

(A quite different interpretation from above might be sur-

mised if the early forms did not appear to be against it, namely

0. N. yingvollr, lit. 'parhament-field,' the place where the 'thing'

or council sat. Cp. Tpingvollr in Cleasby-Vigf.)

Thistleton

j Thistleton : L. P., i. p. 42.

^"^^^'tThwisilton : T. de N., p. 399.

1292. Thistleton : Plac. Q. Warr., 375&.

1332. Thistelton : L. P., ii. p. 88.

1467. Thystylton : L. P., iii. p. 133.

Thorburnshead

,„ , /Thorebrandesheved : Lane. Ch., 19 (five times).

\Thorebrondesheved : Lane. Ch., p. 223 (twice).

' The height or head of Thorbrand.' This 0. N. name was

borne by many Norsemen in this country. See examples of it in

BJorkman, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., p. 155.

Thornley (par. of Chipping)

1202. Thorenteleg : L. P., i. p. 10.

1262. Thornedelegh : L. P., i. p. 137.

1289. Thomedeley (three times) : Plac. Abbrev., p. 219.

1611-12. Thornley : Due. Lane, i. p. 75.

The first element is the pers. n. Thoran, cp. the following

name (1). The spellings of all the early forms are rather peculiar,

and those of the forms of 1262, 1289 suggest a different prefix.
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though I cannot give a satisfactory explanation of them. By
the seveateenth century, doubtless, the first element was felt

as meaning ' thorn tree.'

1. Thornton (in Amoundemess)
1086. Torenton : D. B., 3016.

1245. Thorenton : L. F., i. p. 92.

1246. de Thorinton : L. F., i. p. 103.

1258. Thorinton : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 110, No. 406.

1316. Thornton : L. F., iii. p. 22.

2. Thornton (Sefton par.)

1246. Thometon : L. F., i. p. 104.

1249.\ ™ . /L. F., i. p. 109.
1303.1^°™*°°=! 201.

1320-46. Thometon : Wap. Sur., 32.

1379.1 m, ^ , c! fi \ fL. F., iii. p. 6.

1380./
Thometon (par Sefton) :

\^ ^^ j.._ ^ g_

If the two places be really properly distinguished in the above

forms, there can be no doubt that the first contains the O. N.
pers. n. Tkoran, etc., which see in Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N.

in Engl., p. 147. The early forms of the second Thornton

point rather to the O. E. Tporn, ' thorn tree ' (q. v. in Pt. II.).

Tborpinlees

1228. Thorpincoles : Whall. Ch., Per. Lane, 371.

The first element is evidently the O. N. Pers. n. Thorfinnr,

which appears in England in various forms

—

Torphin, Thurfin,

etc. Cp. Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., p. 156. The
suffix in the present-day pi. n. probably represents 0. E. Ims,

' meadow,' which has nothing whatever to do with 0. E.

ledh, lieh, though in its Mod. form it is often mistaken for the pi.

of lea, leeh, etc. I cannot account for -coles in the 1228 form,

unless it is a misspelling on somebody's part—scribe or editor

—

for -cotes, in which case there is no difficulty.

Threlfall (Bibsboro' ?)

1086. Trelefelt : D. B., 301&.

1685-89. Threlsfall : Due. Lane, i. p. 39.

' Jporelf's field.' The first element is the 0. N. pers. n. forelf.

cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., p. 57. This is found in the Norw.
pi. n. yorelforrvd, Tporelftiorgardr (Rygh, p. 257). The D. B.

form shows that the suffix was originally O. E. feld, ' field.'

The later forms show an alteration of this to fail.
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Thurnham (Lancaster)

1086. Tiemum : D. B., 3016.

1254. Thimum : Lane. Ch., 44.

1282. Thimum : L. ¥., i. p. 158.

1292.|^^^^;|piao. Q. Warr., 3746 and 3796.

1518-19. Thumam maner : Due. Lane., i. p. 21.

1587. Thumehame maner : Due. Lane., i. p. 50.

' Thorn tree meadow, or ham ' ? The early forms appear to

go back to the 0. E. mutated form yyrne, ' thorn tree.' The
sufiBx in the earUest forms may either be the dat. pi. suffix -um,

or, more likely, I think, 0. E. homm (q. v. in Pt. 11.)

.

Thursden (Nelson)

1324. Thirsedeneheved : Plac. Abbrev., p. 347.

' Giant's valley.' The early form makes it pretty certaiu that

the first element is O. E. Tfyrs, ' giant,' and not any pers. n.

connected with Thor as one might have imagined from the Mod.
speUing. The early form refers to the ' head ' of the ' dene.'

Such mythological elements in pi. ns. are not uncommon, though

there are few in Lane. Cp. such names as Dwarradale, from

O. E. dweorgadiel, ' dwarves' dale,' and the family name Dwerry-

house from dwergahus, ' dwarves' house.'

Thurstan Water (Coniston Lake)

1154-63. Turstini watra : Ch. ix., iv., L. P. R., p. 311.

1196. Thiurstaine water : L. P., pp. 4 and 5 (four times).

The ' water of Tporstein,' a widespread man's name in Scan-

dinavia from the earhest times to the present day. Rygh,

Gamle Pers. N., p. 263. R. quotes several pi. ns. contaioing

this element—e.g. fostieinsstbrond, Torsteinsvik, etc. D. B. has

several pi. ns. compounded with this name, e.g. Turstanestone

(Leics.), 235 ; Turstanetone (Chesh.), 2646, 2, etc.

The second form above actually presevres the 0. N. at in

-stain-.

That the name was still used as a pers. n. in Lanes, in the

thirteenth century appears e.g. from the name Thurstan de

Holand (thirteenth century), Chorley Documents, Hist. Soc.

Lane, and Chesh., 1889, p. 213.

See numerous examples of its occurrence in this country in

Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl, p. 161.
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Tilberthwaite

1157-63. Tillesburc : Ch. ix., iv., L. P. R., p. 311.

1196. Tildesburgthwait : L. P., pp. 4 and 5.

Cp. Tildeshurgethwaite in Pum. Ch., p. 16, n. (This is appar-

ently the form in the MS. which the Editor has been good
enough to ' correct ' in the text. This is the genuine form,

inasmuch as it is the fullest and most primitive.) The ' cor-

rected ' form is that given by Parrer.

1695. Tiberthwaite in Marsh's map in the Ed. of Camden of

this year.
' The thwaite of *Tildburg.' I cannot find any old pers. n.,

Norse or English, which exactly answers to this. Cp., however,

Tidburga uxor Warbaldi, Birch. Ch., No. 206. See fveif in Pt. II.

Tockholes

1285. Tokholes : Whall. Ch., T. iii. p. Ill or 116.

1294. Tockholes : De Lac. Comp., p. 14.

1311. Tokholes : De Lac. Inq., 15.

1497. Tocholes : L. P., iii. p. 146.

The first element is probably the Norse pers. n. Toki, which

see also under Toxteth below. Rygh (Gamle Pers. N.,

pp. 252-3) gives Tohi and Toka as a pers. n. which occurs in the

names Tokerud, Toketorp, etc. Tockwith in Yorks. also contains

this name (=the wood of ToH'), which is written Tokewyth in the

Knts.' Pees (K.'s Inq., p. 222, ante 1290), also Toccesham, Cat.

Anc. Dds., ii. B. 3485, p. 409. The man's name itself was estab-

Ushed in England before the Conquest for an Askyl Takes sune

signs a Ch. of Edw. Conf., 1060, cp. C. D., iv. p. 143. See now
other examples of the occurrence of this name in England in

Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., p. 142.

Tonge
1227. Tonge, E. de : L. P., i. p. 52.

1285.|^°^^ -Jl. A. R., ii. pp. 198, 203.

1322. Twenge : Orig. RUs., 270.

Perhaps from 0. E. tunge, ' tongue,' also ' tongue-shaped

thing,' here apphed to a piece of land.

Toppinrays (Ulverston)

1606-07. Toppinraise, Eliz. Lindowe of : Rich. Wills, p. 184.
' The cairn of *Toppa, or Toppi.' The former pers. n. is given

by Searle in the forms Topa, Tope ; he also gives Topp, in the

pi. n. ToppesJiam, C. D., 369. Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N.
in Engl, mentions Toppi, etc., as occurring in D. B., and takes
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it to be a Scand. name. The second element is 0. N. hr&ysi,

Mod. Engl. Dial, raise (q. v. in Pt. II.)

Torrisholme [torisem]

1086. Toredholme : D. B., 3016.

1200. Torolesham : L. P. R., 47, p. 132.

1201-02. Thaurrandeshal : L. P. R., 47, p. 152.

1205-06. Turoldesholm : L. P. R., 52, p. 205.

1206. Thoraldesholm : Lane. Ch., 385.

1212. Thorouldesholm : Gt. Inq. Lane. Inq., p. 4.

1225. Thorollhesserin : Lane. Ch., 21.

A „.„ 1 „QQ Thordesholm : L. P., p. 58.
Ante 1^66.

Toroldesholm : T. de N., p. 410.

1277. Thorishohn : Lane. Ch., 277.

1297. Thoresholme : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 137, No. 51.

1310. Thorishohne : L. P., ii. p. 6.

1324, Torisholm : Orig. RUs., 275&.

The ' holm ' or valley of 'jforaldr, earher Tporvaldr. For this

pers. n., see Tarlscough, and Tarkton ante. See holmr in Pt. II.

The name ToroldesU (N. R. Yorks.) occurs D. B., 300, 2. This

pers. n. appears as the basis of several pi. ns. in Yorks. Thoraldehy,

K.'s Inq., 71, 274, 315, Mod. Thoraldby (E. R.), Thoralddhorp,

K.'s Inq., Mod. ThoUhorfe. In the latter name some confusion

seems to have occurred, since D. B. has Turohiestorp and Turulf-

estorp from Tporulfr. The forms Torol, Turoldus, Turold of the

pers. n. occur as those of tenants in chief in D. B. Cp. Elhs,

Introd., pp. 242, 246, 247. See now copious examples of Thurold,

etc. in England, in BJorkman, p. 160.

Torver

1202. Thorwerghe : L. P., i. p. 17.

rThorfergh : ^ L. P., i. p. 97.

1246.] Thorveregh : [l. A. R. (Rll. 404), i. p. 42.

iTorvergh : J L. A. R. (Rll. 404), i. p. 44.

This name is pecuUar in form, the only suggestion I can make
is that the first element is Thorulf, and the second 0. E. hasrh,

' temple,' q. v. in Pt. II.

Tottington (Burnley)

1233. Totington : L. P., i. p. 145.

1274. Totynton : L. P., i. p. 152.

„ jTotinton : \Plac. Q. Warr., 3816.

^^^'^•iTotyngton :J Plac. Q. Warr., 3876.

1294. Totingtone : De Lac. Comp., p. 5.

1322. Totingdon : Orig. RUs., 2706.

1400. Todyngton : Ministers' Accts., p. 16.
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' The tun of Totta,' or Tota. See examples of this pers. n. in

Searie. He also cites the pi. n. Tottanstoc, C. D., 486.

Towneley
1328. Tounley : L. F., ii. p. 75.

1332. Tunlegh : Lane, and Cihesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 51.

1381. Tounlay : L. F., iii. p. 11.

The field near the tun or enclosure. See tun and Imh in Pt. II.

Toxteth

1086. Stoohestede : D. B., 2696.

1206-07. Tokestat : L. P. R., 53, p. 217.

1212. Tokestath : Gt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 14.

1228. Toxstake : Ch. n., xrx., L. P. R., p. 421.

;5?J|Toxtath:|I'-!;-''-.P-l«f-
1315.J I^L. F., u. p. 21.

1535-43. Tokstaffe : Leland, v. p. 40.

1623-24. Foxteth alias Toxteth : Due. Lane, i. p. 88.

This seems to be a pure Norse name

—

Toki stoSr, the home-
stead or abode of Toki. See this pers. n. under Tockholes above.

The pi. n. Tokstad actually occurs in Norway in several districts.

Cp. Rygh, Gamle Pers. N., pp. 252-53. For the second ele-

ment see 0. N. staSr, and 0. E. stede, stief in Pt. II. Tochebi

(Leies.) occurs, D. B., 2306, and Todi (W. R. Yorks.), 329a.

TrafFord (Old) (Manchester)

1292. TrafEord : Plac. Q. Warr., 386.

1304. Trafford : Orig. RUs., 137.

The first element may be 0. E. troh, ' trough,' as is the case

with the Chesh. Trafford, q. v. under troh in Pt. II. See also

ford in Pt. II. For another Lanes, pi. n. containing troh, cp.

Trawden below.

Trawden (Nelson)

,„„_ fTrochdene:"!-, ^ „ fp. 20.

1295-{Trochden: p Lac. Comp.,|J ^3

1305. Troudene : De Lac. Comp., p. 68.

1374. Troweden : J. of Gaunt's Reg., i. p. 233.

1624. Trodenforesta : Due. Lane, i. p. 86.

' Trough vaUey.' The first element is undoubtedly 0. E.

troh, ' trough ' (q. v. in Pt. II.). For the second element, see

0. E. denu in Pt. II.

Treales [trelz. D]

1086. Treueles : D. B., 3016.
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1205-06.1 [L. P. R., 52, p. 202.

1219. [Treueles -A L. P., i. p. 42.

1228. J Ici. RUs., iii. 126.

1242-43. Turwel : Scut, of Gasc, L. Inq., p. 152,

1286. Trevell : Gal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 91.

1320-46. Treweles : Wap. Amond. Sur., 54.

1637. Treales : Due. Lane, i. p. 95.

Trinkeld (Dalton)

1180. Hindekeld (=Trindekeld ?) Ch. i., xi., L. P. R., 353.

1295. Trandekeld: Pat. RU. of Edw. n., cit. Farrer,

L. P. R., p. 357, note.
' The spring of Throndr.'

The 1295 form is apparently reUable, and the first element
in it bears a close resemblance to that in Norw. Trandum, for

which Rygh (Norske Gdnavne., i. p. 22) gives such early forma

as i yrondmimi, Trondhiem, etc., and later Trandeim. The
O. N. pers. n. Thrond is quoted by Bjorkman, Nord. Pers. N.
in England, p. 153, from PI. of Worcester, where it refers to

Harthacnut's executioner.

The second element of Trinkeld is, of course, O. N. Edda
(q. V. Pt. II.)

Tulketh (part of Preston)

1252. Tulkid : Gal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 406.

Temp. Eliz. Tookith : Due. Lane.

The first element may be a pers. n. hke *Tulleca, formed from
Tvlla, which is recorded by Searle. The second element is badly

spelt in the early form, if the Mod. form preserves its original

termination. Assuming this to be the case the suffix may have
been 0. E. hx]>, ' heath.'

Tunstall

1086. Tunestalle : D. B., 301&.

[L. P., i. p. 15.

-Tunstall

:

1202.

1227.

1236-56.

1245-48.,

1284.

1311.

' The dwelling,' or ' hut in the enclosure.' See t-un and steall

inPt.n.

Lane. Gh., pp. 150, 181, 286.

H Tunstall : jorig. Rlls., 486 and 1816.

Turton (Darwen)

1257. Thurton : Gal. Gh. RUs., i. p. 474.
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1285. Turton : L. A. R., ii. p. 198.

1311. Turton (G. de) : Orig. RU., 1816.

1498. Turton : Due. Lane, i. p. 11.

The first element is almost certainly a shortened form of a
Scand. pers. n. compounded with for-. Of these there is a large
number, and it is of course impossible to say what the full name
originally was. The second element is the familiar 0. E. tun.

Twiston
1296. Twyselton : Whall. Ch., p. 206.

1300. Twesilton : L. Inq., p. 306.

1302. Twyselton : L. P., i. p. 199.

1311. Twiselton : De Lac. Liq., p. 18.

1346. Twisilton (J. de) : Wap. Lons. Sur., p. 66.

1528. Twyston : Due. Lane, i. p. 141.

The first element is 0. E. twisla, the fork of a river, or a road.
See this word in Pt. II., likewise tun.

Tyldesley [tinzli]

1292. Tyldesley : Plac. Q. Warr., 3726.

1301. TUdesleye : L. P., i. p. 197.

1322. TUdesle : Orig. RUs., 270.

1357. Tildeslegh : L. P., ii. p. 151.

The early forms throw no fresh light on the origin of the first

element, which is obviously a pers. n. Cp. perhaps the first

element in Tilberthwaite above.

u
Ulnes Walton (Bretherton)

1284. Uhieswalton : L. A. R., ii. p. 191.

1320. Ulfneswalton : L. P., ii. p. 33.

1443. Uhieswalton : Due. Lane., i. p. 2.

1519. Oneswalton : Due. Lane., i. p. 25.

The Scand. pers. n. Ulfr is certainly the first element. The
syllable -nes- must be a separate element, as it cannot possibly

be the gen. case of the pers. n. The whole name looks as if it

meant ' the foreigners' town ' on Ulf's ness ? See 0. E. niess in

Pt. II., and Walton below.

Ulverston [ustan]

1196. Olueston : L. P., i. p. 5.

1202. Vlveston : L . P., i. p. 10.

1230. Ulveston : CI. Rlls., iii. p. 347.

1232. Vlueston : L. P., i. p. 143.

1266. Ulvreston : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 94.

1284.,tJluerston : L. A. R., p. 178.

I
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1292. Ulvestonam : Plac. Q. Warr., 371.

1302. Ulverestone : L. P., i. p. 199.

1306. Ulvereston : L. P., i. p. 209.

1311. Ulverston : L. P., ii. p. 7.

1346. Vluerston : Wap. Sur., 76.

1512. UUerston : Due. Lane, i. p. 25.

' The tun of Ulfhere.' This pers. n. is recorded by Bjorkman,

Nord. Pers. N. in Engl., p. 167, as occurring in D. B. in

the form Ulfar, and in Norway as TJlfarr, by Rygh, Gamle Pers.

N., p. 269, etc. It is a hybrid formation, the first element

being typically Scand., while the second is English. It is in fact

a partially ' Norsified ' form of 0. E. Wulfhere. Cp. also the pi.

ns. Ulferlan (Heref.), D. B., 1836, 2 ; Vlverhi, D. B., 244, 2

;

Ulvrestun (W. R. Yorks.), D. B., 302.

*Unsworth (near Salford ?)

1522. Undesworth : Due. Lane, i. p. 25.

Upholland
1320-46. Vpeholande : Wap. Sur., 42.

Cp. Holland, and Down Holland above. Vp- here means ' up
country,' i.e. away from the river or sea, ia distinction to

Dotonholland.

Uplitherland

1320-46. Vpelitherlonde : Wap. Sur., 40.

Upton (Farnworth)

1311. Upton : De Lac. Inq., 23.

Urmstou
1212. Urmeston : Gt. Inq. L. Inq., p. 71.

1218-19. A. de Wurmeston : L. A. R., p. 258.

1285. Ormiston : L. A. R., p. 211.

1284. Ormeston : L. A. R., p. 180.

1296. Urmeston : Plac. Q. Warr., 3726.

The first element is a form of Orm, an 0. N. pers. n., 'q. v.

under Ormskirk, etc., above. It is not remarkable that we
should get a spelling with V in this name. The pronuncJation

of 0. N. 6 was like that of Mod. Swed.—an over-rounded vjowel,

which to English ears would sound much more like u, than o.

Cp. Thursda,y from 0. N. Thor-.

Urswick [osik. Br.]

Type I.
'

1189. Hursewic : Ch. i., xxi., L. P. R., p. 437.
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1202. Urswic : L. F., i. p. 22.

I^Ursewich : Ch. iv., xu., L. P. R., p. 362.

1277. Urswyk : L. A. R., p. 144.

1285. Urswyke : L. Inq., p. 261.

13th c-jursS^- }-'"^^°- ^^•' PP- ^^' ^^^

1346. Vrswicke : Wap. Sur., 68.

1460. Ursewyk, T. : Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. C. 1784, p. 449.

Type II.

1283. Hurstwike : L. Inq., p. 257.

w
Walkden [wogdan]

' Puller's Valley.'

The first element is most probably the same which is found

in Worcs. Walk-wood, Walk Mills ; Walk Mill also occurs in

Staffs., and Walkern in Herts. These names are explained by
Duignan (Worcs. PI. Ns., p. 170, and Staffs. PL Ns., p. 158),

and by Skeat (Herts. PL Ns., p. 34) as containing the O. E.

word weaJcere, 'a fuller,' a word which is still used in many-
provincial dialects. For the second element of Walkden, see

denu, etc., in Pt. II.

Walney [wani]

1127. Wagneia : Lanes. Ch., i. iv., L. P. R., p. 302.

1189-94. Wageneia : Lanes. Ch., xi. iv., L. P. R., p. 315.

1227. Wagneia (Forest of Fumess and) : Cal. Ch. Rlls., i. p. 18.

The early forms point to the O. E. pers. n. Waga, which Searle

records as occurring in the 0. E. period, and in T>. B. If the

pi. n. were originally *Wagan ed or eg, we should expect to get a

Mod. form (woni) in standard Engl., and indeed a modified form

of this is the genuine local pronunciation. The normal spelling

for such a name at the present day would be *Watimey, and the

accepted spelling is probably quite modem, but in the absence

of more material it is impossible to be sure. For the second

element, see ey in Pt. II.

WaL'jden
^235. Walseden : L. F., i. p. 69.

Tb'e Herts. Walsworth is explained by Skeat (Herts. PL Ns.,

p. 5^7) as derived from O. E. wealeswory>, ' homestead of the

styanger,' and the prefix in Walsall (Staffs.) is explained by
Duignan in the same way. The 1235 form Walseden does not

favour such an explanation in this case, and one is inclined to

suggest a pers. n. such as *Waisa,whioh, however, is not recorded,
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or Wds which occurs in Beowulf (897), while the patronymic
WmlMTig formed from it occurs not only ia Beowulf (877),

but also in the pi. n. Wielsingham. Cp. the Will of Wulfgy]>, 1046,

Thorpe's Diplomat., p. 563, etc. Op. further Wsdslegh, C. D.,

iv. p. 164(1065).

Walshaw Hall (Bury)

1342. Walsehagh : WhaU. Ch., T. v. p. 325.

1591. Walshawe : Due. Lane, i. p. 64.

The first element is possibly the pers. n. Wmls as in Walsden

above, or it may be the O. E. Walh-, etc., ' foreigner,' cp. Walton

below. The second element is either haga, ' enclosure,' or

sceaga, ' wood.' It is impossible to determine which.

Walthew House (Wigan)

This appears to be the 0. E. name WaMlfedf. Bjorkman (N.

Pn. in England, pp. 173, 174) regards this name as having a

Norse origin. In the N. form Valy>jofr, it is found fairly fre-

quently both in Norway and in Iceland. In the EngUsh forms

Walthef, Waltef, etc., and in the Latinised form Waldevius it is

famiUar to students of D. B. and the early chs. In the form
Walthew as above the name still survives as a surname in

Lancashire.

Walton
1086. Waletone : D. B., 2696.

1093-94. Waleton : Ch. i., i., L. P. R., p. 269.

1162-82. Walton : WhaU. Ch., T. ni. vii. p. 78.

1176-77.1
f^-

^- ^•' ^^' P- ^^•

1202. [Waleton :] L. F., i. p. 13.

1295. J II. p., i. p. 179.

1350. Qualton : Feod. MU. cit Baiaes, iv. p. 756.

' The tun of the foreigner(s).' The first element is probably

0. E. wealh, walh. See other pi. ns. containing this element

under Walsden above, which, however, does not itself contain this

element. See tun ia Pt. II.

Warbreck
1138-41. Wardebrec Ch., v. i., L. P. R., p. 276.

1155. Wardebrech Ch., xii. 1, L. P. R., p. 284.

1249. Warthebrec : L. Inq., p. 172.

1340. Warthebrek : L. F., ii. p. 195.

N.B.—Le Warthe occurs as the name of a pasture in Cuerdly

in 1282, L. Inq., p. 247.

R
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' Beacon hill,' or ' slope.' See O. N. var^a, and brekka in

Pfc. II. Cp. next two names for first element.

Wardle, Wuerdle-with- (Rochdale) [widl, E. A. H.]

? 13th. "I „ , , „ f^. „ ^, /T. iv. p. 157.
o 1 -lA^i. r Wordehull : { Whall. Ch., {„ . ,««
? early 14th. J ( (T. iv. p. 156.

1329. WardhuU : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 262.

1500. Wordhill Parva : Due. Lane., i. p. 12.

1558. Wardehill in Hundresfelde : Due. Lane., i. p. 45.

1622. Werdill : Due. Lane., i. p. 85.

' Look-out hUL' The first element is 0. E. weard, which see

in Pt. II., and compare with the Scand. var^a, ibid. For the

second element see O. E. hyll in Pt. II.

Wardleworth (Rochdale)

1329. Worthsworth : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 257.

' The farmstead on the outlook hill.' See preceding name,
and iDorTp in Pt. EE.

Warington
1086. Waliatune : D. B., 2696 and 270a.

1175-82. Wlinton : Oh. xv. 1, L. P. R., p. 287.

1255. Wherinton : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 451.

1277. Werington (bis) : Cal. Ch. RUs., ii. p. 205.

1285. Werington (ter) : Cal. Ch. Rlls., ii. p. 326.

1517. Weryngton : Due. Lane, i. p. 19.

1518. Waryngton maner : Due. Lane, i. p. 20.

' The tlin of the Warings.' The name Ware seems to occur

in 0. E., though Searle's reference is merely ' Grueber.' There
is a Weringetone (Somers.) in D. B., 482. The interchange of I

for r, which occurs in the D. B. and 1175 forms above, is noted
by Zachrisson (A.-N. influence on Engl. PI. Ns.), pp. 138,

139 as due to Norman s cribes. See several other examples
quoted by Z.

Warton [wartn]

1086. Wartun : D. B., 3016.

1153-60. de Wartuna : Ch. iv., v., L. P. R., p. 323.
1208. Wartun : L. F., i. p. 29.

1292. Warton : Plac. Q. Warr., 383 6.

The early forms throw no Hght. Wara (Warwcs.) occurs,
D. B., 2426 ; Waras (Heref.), D. B., 1386 ; Wareberg (Notts.),
D. B., 286, 2 ; Warham (Norf.), D. B., 143.
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Watershedding
1102. Watersdeles (watershed on summit of Pendle) : Ch. ii.,

XV., L. P. R., p. 385.

1135-41. Wittershedeles : Ch. iv. xv., L. P. R., p. 388.
' Watershed.' See M. E. schedding in Pt. II. The early forms

appear to show a suffix -els-, which occurs in several 0. E. words
—e.g. rsedels, ' counsel,' byrgels, ' burial place,' etc.

Wavertree [wotri and weivatri]

1086. Wauretreu : D. B., 2696.

1176. (de) Wauertre(a) : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

1195-96. Wavertre : L. P. R., 42, p. 94.

1200-01.(W-^«t'' = 1^- ^- ^-^ *'' ^- S-(.Wavertree :J p. 126.

1292. Wau'tre : Plac. Q. Warr., 3826,

1297. Wavertre : Cal. Inq. P. M., i. p. 136, No. 51.

1547. Wartre : Due. Lane, i. 165.

1635. Wawtry : Harl. MS., 2130, 49, cit. Baines, iii. p. 738.

The ' waver tree ' theory which Professor Skeat suggested

to Mr. Harrison (L'pool District PI. Ns., p. 70) does not seem
very convincing. It is possible that the first element may be
the 0. E. pers. n. Weerfer^, as it apparently is in Waverley Abbey
(Surrey), of which I have found the form Waverdlei in a M. E.

record the reference to which I am now unfortunately unable

to find.

The two pronunciations (weivatri) and (wotri), the latter of

which is still heard among many older (educated) people in

Liverpool, go back to two distinct M. E. types

—

Wavertre and
Wauertre respectively.

Weeton
1086. Wideton : D. B., 3016.

1205-06. Whiteton : L. P. R., 52, p. 202.

1249. Witheton : L. Inq., p. 172.

1292. Wytheton : Plac. Q. Warr., 385.

1329. Wytton : Whall. Ch., T. v. xliii. p. 263.

1537. Weton : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 1263.

The early forms are ambiguous. The D. B. form, if reliable,

would point to the first element being 0. E. wld, ' wide,' as in

Widness below ; the 1205 form would imply that the first element

was 0. E. hunt, ' white,' and the 1249 and 1292 forms suggest

0. E. witig, ' willow,' as the first element. None of these possi-

bilities square with the present-day form, and the form of 1329

suggests nothing at all. In the face of such varying testimony

I forbear to make any suggestion.
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Welsh Whittle

1242-43. WakewythuU : Scut, of Gasc, L. Inq., p. 150.

1354. Walssh-withall : L. F., ii. p. 139.

1418. Whalswhetyll : L. F., iii. p. 83.

1497. Walch whitle : L. F., iii. p. 146.

1506
/Walsshwhetill :} L. F., ui. p. 160. (Different docu-

'\Welchwliitle : / ments.)

The prefix is the O. E. wdisc, ' foreign,' the adj. formed from

the 0. E. noun walk, ' foreigner.' A confusion has taken place

in the early forms between the noun and ad] ., hencewe get walsh-,

etc. instead of welsh-. The second part of the name contains the

two elements, 0. E. hwit, ' white,' and hyll, ' hill ' (q. v. in Pt. II.).

Wellington

1086. Wininctune : D. B., 3016.

1202. Wenigton (twice) : L. F., i. p. 12.

1227. Wenington : L. F., i. p. 51.

1247. Wenynton : L. F., i. p. 150.

1292. Wenyngton : Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

The first element is apparently a patronymic formed from

the 0. E. pers. n. Wenna, which Searle records as occurring in

the pi. n. Wennan stan, or it may be simply the gen. case. The
latter is rather more probable, as in the former case the M. E.

forms ought to be Wenningeton. Cp. Wennigetun (W. R.

Yorks.), D. B., 3016. At the same time it must be admitted

that the early forms rather point to -ing- as being primitive.

Werneth Park (Oldham)

1558-59. Wyemyth : Due. Lane, i. 45.

1572. Wyreneth : Due. Lane, i. 45.

1686-87. Wiemith : Due. Lane, i. 39.

The above forms are too late to throw much Ught, and I can

make no reasonable suggestion.

Wesham
1235. Westhus : L. F., i. p. 72.

1262. Westesham : L. Inq., p. 231.

1524. Wessom : Due. Lane, i. p. 22.

1581. Wessham, Gregory Mason of : \p. , ™..,, ^.„

1672. Westhouses, Gabriel Mason of
:j^^''^- ^^^^' P" ^^''

The above forms make it pretty certain that this name is a

contraction of West husum, ' at the west houses.'
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Westby

1086. Westbi : D. B., 3016.

1292. Westby : Plao. Q. Warr, 380.

West Derby

1176-77. Westerbi : L. P. R., 23, p. 35.

1200-01. Westderebi : L. P. R., 47, p. 131.

1338. Westderbishire : L. P., ii. p. 110.

Westhead (Ormskirk)

1189-96. Westhefd Ch. i. xi., L. P. R., p. 349.

1313. R. del Westheued : L. P., ii. p. .15.

1657. Westhead in Lathome : Duo. Lane, i. p. 98.

There is no doubt as to the meaning of the first element, but

in such cases the question always is—west of what ? See hedfod

in Pt. II.

Westhoughton [westaut(9)n]

1331. Westhalghton : L. P., ii. p. 80.

1609. West Halghton : Due. Lane, i. p. 10.

1546. West haughton : Due, Lane, i. p. 31.

See under Houghton above.

Westleigh

1292. WestlayinLegh: L. P., i. p. 170.

1315. Westelegh : L. P., ii. p. 20.

1329. Westeleye : Whall. Ch., T. v. xUii. p. 268.

Westwood (Seat near Wigan)

Late 13th c. [Westewod ^ Whall. Ch., T. ii. p. 50.

1 q9Q 1 Westwod : \ T. v. p. 259.
i^^»-

[westewod J p. 286.

1685-86. Westwoode : Duo. Lane., i. p. 40.

Wetshaw
1246-47. R. de Wetesshagh : L. A. R., p. 71.

1285. Richard Of-the-Wetschawe : L. A. R., p. 198.

1322. Weteshagh : L. P., ii. p. 47.

1382. Wetteshagh : L. P., iii. p. 13.

' Wet wood.' Prom O. E. wBt, and sceaga, ' wood.' Cp.

Yorks. Wetwang, which means ' wet field,' or ' plain.'
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Whalley
c. 1121. set Hweallsege : A.-S. Chron. MS. Laud, under year

798. Cp. Plumnier's Ed., vol. i. p. 57, or Thorpe's

Ed., vol. i. p. 101.

? aet Hwaelleage : A.-S. Chron. MS. Cott. Tiber., B. iv.

Cp. Thorpe, p. 101.

The above forms are placed first, as preserving the genuine tra-

ditional O. E. spellings, infinitely more valuable for the present

purpose than the even earlier spellings of Norman scribes.

The Norman and M. E. spellings are :

—

1086. Wallei : D. B., 2a, 3, 270a.

1184-85. (de) WaUeg(a) : L. P. R., 30, p. 52.

1257. Qualley : L. Liq., p. 204.

1293. Qualley : L. Inq., p. 281.

^^^HwhaDavl^-^^-'P-2^^-
1298.J

^^aliay
.^-^ ^^

.

^ ^g^

1302. Walleye : L. Inq., p. 319.

' Hillfield,' or ' plain.' O. N. htmU, ' a hill.' Qeasby-Vigf.

says ' not much used, holl being the common word ; but is stiU

used of a dome-shaped hill, and in local names of farms lying

imder such hills.'

Wharles
1249. Quarlous: L. Inq., p. 172.

1286. Warlawes : L. Inq., p. 265.

The curious form Paries is printed in Lane. Ch., 21 (before

1225), the explanation of which probably is that the scribe has

misread the O. E. p=w ; cp. the same mistake in Grathpeyte=

Grathweyte, Lane. Ch., 77 (thirteenth century).

The first element may be O. N. hverr, ' kettle, hot spring.'

Mod. Dial, were, ' pool,' cp. Wher-weU (Hants.), Middendorff,

p. 79. Cp. also to Hwerfel dice, C. D., iii. p. 316 (1001), and

Huerueles (Norf.), D. B., 113. The early forms do not disclose

with any certainty the identity of the second element.

? Whartsgate
1228. Huartesgait : WhaJl. Ch., 371.

Wheatley
1086. Watelei : D. B., 3016.

1292. Wheteley : Plac. Q. Warr., 375.

1591. Wheatley : Due. Lane, p. 56.

' Wheat field.' The D. B. spelling perhaps arose from tiie

scribes ignorance of the O. E. symbol se—Hwseie—^if he copied
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the form from a document, or if he took it down from the spoken
form, from his inability to render the O. E. sound.

Wheelton
1159-64. Weltonam Ch., i. xiv., L. P. R., p. 374.

1288.\„ ,. fL. Inq., p. 273.

1292.)
Q"^^*°'^

= IPlac. Q. Warr., 369.

1294. Weltone : De Lac. Comp., p. 10.

1318. Quilton : L. P., ii. p. 14.

1305. Queltone : De Lac. Comp., p. 97.

1329. Whelton : Whall Ch., T. v. xUii. p. 268.

*Whelpside, or *Whelpshead (Do the forms below refer to

Whelprigg near Kirkby Lonsdale, Westm. ?)

1235. Welpesat : L. P., i. p. 60.

13th
jQ^^lp^satecrag : Fum. Ch., p. 326 (nr. Broughton).

\Qulpsatecrage : Pum. Ch., 332.

*Whickleswick (Barton-on-Irwell)

1505. Whickleswicke : Due. Lane, i. p. 47.

1598. Whiklesweeke : Due. Lane, i. p. 67.

*Whmscalesherth (?) (Par. of Kirkham)

l^»{£SltS^e:K o. Hen. n,., No. 15,,, p. 37.

Whiston
1190. 1 r

j

1202-33. muistan -J Cockrsnd. Ch.,-|

1226-31. J [

1292. Quitstan : ibid., p. 1113.

1385. Whistane : Due. Lane, p. 3.

1516. Whistan : Due. Lane, p. 19.

The early forms show that the second element was originally

O. E. Stan, ' stone.' The first may be O. E. hwU, ' white.'

Whitaker (Burnley)

1212-42. Quitaker : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 162.

1246. A. de Quitacre : L. A. R., p. 90.

1 272 I
^^^^^^ '• J Lane Ch., pp. 252 and 256.

13th e J Wedeacre: [ p. 338.

1296. Whitacre : Whall. Ch., T. v. p. 205.

1315. Wedakre, R. de : L. P., ii. p. 21.

1441. Qwytacre, J. de : L. P., iii. p. 48.

' White field.' Cp. O. E. hwU and ascer in Pt. II.
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*Whitecross Street

1553-58. Whitecrosse Street in Lytherpole : Due. Lane.,

i. 263.

? *Whitelands (Land in Barrow-in-Furness near Cringle-

barrow)

1236-56. Whitelandes : Lane. Ch., 195.

„, fWhitelondes : Lane. Ch., 188.
idth

c-|^yteiands : Lane. Ch., 247.

Whiteray (in Tatham)

1235. Wytewra : L. ¥., i. p. 67.

' White comer.' The second element is 0. N. vrd. (q. v. in

Pt. II.).

Whitewell Bottom (Ross.)

1283. Quitewell : L. Inq., p. 256.

See the elements hmt, and well in Pt. II.

? Whitfallhead

1307. Wytfalheud : L. Inq., p. 321.

Whitfield (Rochdale)

1182-83. Witefeld : L. P. R., 29, p. 50.

1292. Whitefeld : Plac. Q. Warr., 369.

. 1514. Whitfeld : Due. Lane., p. 18.

1640. Whitfeild (in Crompton) : Due. Lane, p. 101.

This name means what it appears to mean, and presumably

refers to the colour of the soil.

Whittingham (Ribchester)

1086. Witingheham : D. B., 3016.

1292. Whytingham : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1311. Whityngham : L. P., ii. p. 12.

Whittington (in Lonsdale)

1086. Witetune : D. B., 3016.

1259. Quitanton : L. P., i. p. 131.

13th c. Whityngton (H. de) : Lane. Ch., 306.

1301. Whytington : L. P., i. p. 197.

1329. Qwytington : Whall. Ch., 270.

The first element is probably the 0. E. pers. n. Hwita, the

original form of the whole being *HwUantun. Cp. Hwitan beorh,

C. D., 373, cit Searle. On the other hand the first element may
be simply the adj. hwit, ' white,' here used in the dat. sing, in

such a phrase as *iet tsem hwitan tune.
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Whittle-le-Woods

1221. Withul : L. F., i. p. 43.

1241. Wythalg (perh. Wh-1-Woods) [Paxrer].

1257. Withulle : Cal. Ch. Rlls., i. p. 474.

1292. Quitehalhe : L. Inq., p. 275.

1478. Whityll : L. P., iii. p. 136.

1497. Withel (Whittle le Woods) : L. F., iii. p. 146.

Either ' White hill,' or ' White halgh.' Confusion has ob-

viously arisen between the two suffixes. Such Mod. family

names as Whitehalgh, Whethall, which are variants of the above

show a fuUer form of the second element. The first element in

Whethall shows confusion with 0. E. hwMte, ' wheat.'

Whitworth
hyteword :\ ,,,^„„ ^^ JT. de

T. v., p. 256.

' The white homestead,' or ' White's homestead.'

*Wibaldeslei (near Whiston ?)

1086. Wibaldeslei : D. B., 2696.

The Iseh of Wighald. This is a common 0. E. pers. n. (see

Searle). Wibaldiis occurs in D. B. as the name of a person

holding land in Bucks, as an under tenant at the formation of

the Survey (Ellis, Introd., ii. p. 410). The pi. n. Wyboston

(Beds.) appears in D. B., 210&, 2, as Wiboldestone (Skeat, Beds.

PL Ns., p. 56) ; and Wyboston in Hunts, is similarly derived

by the same writer (Hunts. PL Ns., p. 348) ; Wobaston in

Staffs, represents an older Wibaldestun, a form quoted by
Duignan (StaflFs. PL Ns., p. 173) with no reference to any

document.

Widnes
1241-42. Wydenes : L. Inq., p. 157.

1256. Wydnes : L. P., i. p. 120.

1257. Widnes : L. Inq., p. 203.

1292. Wyddenes : Plac. Q. Warr., 3816.

? 1294. Wythus : De Lac. Comp., p. 5.

1295. Wydenesse : De Lac. Comp., p. 49.

1305. Wedenes : De Lac. Comp., p. 62.

1322. Vydnes : Orig, Rlls., 2656.

' Wide ness, or promontory.' See wid and nasss in Pt. II.
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Wigan

1245.(!Sj7^^y" =|cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 284.

1258. Wygayn (bis) : Cal. Ch. RUs., ii. p. 6.

(.Wygan :J Lane. Ch., 279.

lOQo w fPIac. Q. Warr., 3716.
1292. Wygan:|^^.g^jj^

,^3j

The above forms throw no light, and I can offer no satisfactory

suggestion. Harrison's identification with O. E. wig, ' war,' or

mga, ' warrior,' seems to me an absurdity. First, places are

not named in this way ; secondly, these 0. E. words are

poetical words, and would not be used in pi. ns. even if such

designations were used ; thirdly, the Mod. form absolutely

prohibits such an etymology. If H. were right the Mod.

name would be *Wine or *Wyon={waia, waien), or something

of the sort.

There is a Wigginton in Herts., which Mr. Skeat (Herts. PL
Ns., p. 49) derives from the pers. n. Wicga, common enough

in 0. E. The difficulty is that eg in 0. E. generally represents

a front stop from which we should expect Mod. Engl. *Widge-.

Such trifles do not, usually stand in the way of writers on pi. ns.,

and if we brush it aside here we might say that Wigan stood for

O. E. Wicgan- (gen. sing.), and that -ham, -tun, -cot, or some
other word of the sort has been left out. This does not satisfy

me.

Wilpshire

End 13th c. Wlipshire : Whall. Ch., T. m. Ixiii. p. 128.

1313. Wlypshire : L. F., ii. p. 17.

1508. Willipshire : L. F., iii. p. 165.

Windermere

1157-63. Winendemere : Ch. ix., iv., L. P. R., p. 310.

1196
/W™^'i'i^^®i^er :K j, .

'\WiQandermer :J
" ''

' "'

The first element appears to be a pers. n. with the 0. N.

genitive suffix -ar. The O.N. name *Vignandr does not seem

to be recorded otherwise, but its exact O. E. equivalent Wigno]>

occurs several times according to Searle. For the second ele-

ment see mere in Pt. II.
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Windle
1202. WindhuUe : L. F., i. p. 37.

1305. WyndhU : De Lac. Comp., p. 117.

1354. WyndhuU : L. P., ii. p. 143.

There is no trouble about the second element—O. E. hyll, but

what is the first ? The obvious suggestion that it is 0. E. wind is

probably wrong.

Wingates (Wigan)

1318-19. Windgates : Scar. Ch., 56, 276.

? Winkedley
1292. Wynkedeley : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

Winmarleigh

1212.feWy^°^^f1"S^ = JGt. Inq., L. Inq., p. 3.
(_Wynermerisle : J

^ ^ ^

1241.\ „,. , [L. F., i. p. 82.
j242.|Wimerleg:|j^^^^^^

32

1262. Wynnemerley : L. F., i. p. 135.

1292. Wyndmerlegh : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1409-10. Wynnarlegh : L. F., iii. p. 69.

1504-05. Wyrmerley : L. F., iii. p. 170.

1535-43. Wimmerlaw : Leland, iv. p. 10.

1537. Wynmerlyght : Cockrsnd. Ch., p. 1275.

The first element is the O. E. pers. n. Winemser which occurs

as a man's name in D. B., and in the pi. n. Wimarspol (Notts.),

D. B., 2896. For the second element see O. B. iMh, Pt. II.

*Winscarthmire (Broughton-in-F. ?)

13th c. Wyndscarthmire : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., 231.

Winstanley
1205-06. Unstanesle, R. de : L. P. R., p. 205.

1252. Wynstaneslegh : L. F., i. p. 114.

1292. Wynstanesleye : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1327. Wynstanesleye : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 104.

' The lee of Winestan.' On Wynstanesham occurs, C. D., vi.

p. 137, ia a ch. dated 996 ; and to Winstanes stapole in C. D., v.

p. 184 (Somers.), c. 916.

*Winsterthwaite. Cf. R Winstar (Cartmel)

1283. Winstirthwayte : L. Inq., p. 256.

Winton (Eccles)

1622. Winton : Due. Lane, p. 87;
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Winwick [winik]

116940. Winequich : L. P. R., 16, p. 16.

1170-71. Winequic : L. P. R., 17, p. 30.

1184-85. Winewich : L. P. R., 30, p. 52.

1200-01. Winequiq : L. P. R., 47, p. 130.

1208. Wenequec : L. P., i. p. 33.

1227. Wynquic : Lane. Ch., p. 150.

' The wick, or dwelling of Wineca.' The above forms seem to

prove that the first element is the pers. n. Wineca, which is found
in mt Winecan felda, Birch Ch., ii. p. 515, and C. D., v. p. 276 (Ad.

942). This name occurs also as Wynekfelde, F. A., i. p. 48 (1316).

*Wirplesmoss (near Cross Hall, Liverpool. Cf. Farrer,

L. P. K, p. 351)

1189-96. Wirplesmos : Ch. i., xi., L. P. R., p. 349.

Cp. Werplesgrave (Oxon.) : D. B., 1566.

Wiswall
1207. Wisewell : L. P., i. p. 27.

1281. Wysewell : Orig. RUs., 39.

1292. Wysewelle : Plac. Q. Warr., 3786.

1298. Wysewall : Whall. Ch., T. v. xxi. p. 213.

1331. Wisewall : L. P., ii. p. 80.

The ingenious and suggestive remarks of Professor Skeat

(Cambs. PL Ns., p. 46) on the prefix of Wisbeach seem to

apply to the first element of Wiswall. He takes Wis- to be a form

of a river name, later known as the Ouse. There is, I believe, no

river called Ouse in Lanes., but ivis- may well be a form of Celtic

uisge, ' water,' or ' river.' This is confirmed by its association

with the suffix in the present case, which the old forms show to

have been well, ' spring.'

*Withengreave

13th c. Wythingreue : Lane. Ch., 219.

' Withy grove.' See 0. E. wi^ig and grief in Pt. II.

Withington

1249. Wytintun : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 345.

1292. Witington : Plac. Q. Warr., 377.
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Perhaps ' withy town.' See the two preceding names. The
change of the suffix -en-, when retained, to -img- is pretty common.
Cp. Honiv^worth, HasUngden, and the remarks p. 35, § 28, above.

Withnell
1159-64. WithinhuU : Ch. i., xiv., L. P. R., p. 374.

1292. Wythenhull : Whall. Ch., T. iii. 1. p. 118.

1306. WythenuU : L. P., i. p. 207.

' Withy hill.' The -en suffix is adjectival as in oak-en, etc.

Witton
1205-06. Whiteton : L. P. R., 52, p. 202.

1288. Wytton : Whall. Ch., T. iii. p. 111.

1548. Witton : Due. Lane, i. p. 9.

' White, or White's Town.'

*Wolfal (?) (near Cronton)
1242. J. de la Wulfhal : L. P., i. p. 76.

1262. J. de Wolfal : L. P., i. p. 138.

1323. H. de Wolfall : L. P., ii. p. 54.

1353. T. de WoKall : L. P., ii. p. 138.

1546. Wolfall : Due. Lane, i. p. 30.

1594. Woofall : Due. Lane., i. p. 62.

1624. WooKall : Due. Lane., i. p. 88.

The second element is apparently 0. E. halh, ' nook,' ' comer
'

;

the first, if it does not refer to the animal, is a pers. n. Wulf-.

Wolstenholme (Family name called wuzngm, cp. Bardsley)
1278. Wlstanesholme : L. P., i. p. 154.

1290. Wolfstonesholme : Cal. Rotl. Ch., p. 121.

1291. Wolstonesholm : Cal. Ch. Rlls., ii. p. 390.

1326. Wolfstanesholm : Abbrev. Plac., p. 355.

1332. Wolstonholm : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., ii. p. 33.

The ' holm ' of Wulfstan. See holm, Pt. II. Wulfstan is very

common O. E. pers. n., and is found also in local designations in

0. E., Wulfstanesdic, Wulfataneshegesbyht, Wulfstanes mearc, all

occur in C. D.

Wolvemore
1202. Wolvemor : L. P., i. p. 16.

This may either mean the moor infested or haunted by wolves.
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or the first element may stand as a shortened form of Wvlfatan,

or some other of the many O. E. pers. ns. beginning with Wulf-.

Note that the first element is an infiected form 0. E. Wulfa-,

etc., otherwise the Mod. form would be *Woolmore. Cp. Wo(o)l-

sten- for Wulfstdn- in Wolstanholm above.

Woodplumpton
1336. Wodeplumpton : L. F., ii. p. 101.

1545. Woodeplumpton : Due. Lane, i. p. 174.

See Plumton above, and umdu in Pt. II.

Woolston
1257. Wlston : Cal. Ch. RUs., i. p. 458.

loqo /Wolston : Plac. Q. Warr., 3736.

^^^'Iwiston : Orig. RUs., 736.

1309. Wolston (and Glasebroke) : L. P., iii. p. 34.

1310. Wolstoun : Orig. RUs., 1726.

This is either the ' tun ' of Wulf (pers. n.), or, more probably,

it represents a compound name such as Wulfstdn- or Wulfmxr,
etc. See remarks under Wolvemore. It is, however, impossible

to be certain what these contracted pers. ns. stand for if the

older and fuller forms are not forthcoming. Woolstone. in

Berks, is Wulfrices tun.

Woolton
1086. Vluentone : D. B., 2696.

1292. Wolneton : Plac. Q. Warr., 379.

1292. Wolveton : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1292. Little Wolveton : L. P., i. p. 166.

1398. Little Wolueton : L. P., iii. p. 51.

1423. Wolveton : L. P., iii. p. 88.

, ,.„_ JMich Wooton : \WiUs and Inventories, Ed. Piccope,

JLittle Wooton :J Chetham Soc, 33. p. 76.

1614. Wulton : Due. Lane, i. p. 83.

The tun of Wulf (pers. n.), or of Wulfstdn, etc. (cp. remarks

under Wolvemore, and Wolstenholm above). In spite of the M. E.

spellings which suggest an inflected form, we have undoubtedly

an uninflected form as the source of the Mod. name.

Worsley (Eccles) [wazli]

13th
/WoJ'*'ieleye :\Whall. Ch., T. n. xxxv. p.

"IWordelay : J xiii. p.

1292. Wordelegh : Plac. Q. Warr., 3756.

1657. Worseley in par. de Eccles : Due. Lane, i. p. 101.

' The field by the homestead.' See 0. E. wor^p and Ish in Pt. II.
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Worsley

rWykerdley : L. F., i. p. 41.

L. F., i. p. 42.
1219.[^ikf

!,7
=

I

Wirkedley

;

VWyrkedley :,

1292. H. de Werkedley : Lane. Ch., p. 64.

1311. Workeslegh : L. F., ii. p. 11.

1378. Workeslegh : L. F., iii. 4.

1413. Workesley : Due. Lane., i. p. 1.

1501. Workeslegh : L. F., iii. p. 150.

l««'^-««-{word2y J^"^-
L^'^-' ' P- 39-

There are several puzzles among the early forms of this name.
What have the Wyker-, Wiker- forms to do with the others, and
how did they arise ? How and why did a d develop in the form

Wirkedley ? I cannot answer these questions.

If we take the forms in Workes- to be the real ancestors of the

Mod. form, we may take this element to be either an O. E. pers.

n., as Searle does in Weorcesmere, though I doubt very much if

this be correct, or as meaning a fort, or earthwork, 0. E. geweorc.

Worsthorne [wAstoen]

„ „ rWorthesthom :\L. F., i. p. 22.
"^^ IWrdestom : jL. F., i. p. 18.

1296. Worston : WhaU. Ch., T. v. xvi., p. 206.

1328. Wursthom : L. F., ii. p. 75.

1370. Worstom : L. F., ii. p. 178.

' The thorn tree near the homestead.' See O. E. vxyr'^ and
jxwM in Pt. II.

Worston
1241-42. Wrdeston : L. Inq., p. 156.

1251. Wurchestun : Cal. Ch. Ells., i. p. 357.

1292. Wortheston : Plac. Q. Warr., 3816.

1295. Worchestone : De Lac. Comp., p. 15.

1305. Wurchestone : De Lac. Comp., p. 97.

1320. Worston : L. F., ii. p. 33.

1340. Worsthone : WhaU. Ch., T. v. xci. p. 324.

1370. Worston : L. F., ii. p. 178.

'The enclosure, or yard of the homestead.' See W(yr\> and
tun in Pt. II. The earlier forms show confusion between W£Wj>,

and 0. E. geweorc, ' earthwork.'
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Worthington

1190-1219. 1„, ,,. , 1 rp. 513.

1200-35. IZ"^)'^^^
= Cockrsnd. Ch.J p. 512.

1212-40.
jWorthmtoii:J '|^ ^^^

1227. Wurthington : L. F., i. p. 48.

' The enclosure of Wor^a.'

Wrampool (Garstang)

1342 I
^"^^"^^P"^

(

^o^'^^'^'l- ^'
fp" 383

' Crooked pool.' 0. N. {v)rangr, ' wrong,' ' awry.' See jml

Tinder pol in Pt. II. Cp. Wrangbrook, Moorman, W. R. Yorks.

Wray or Wrea [re]

1229. Wra : L. F., i. p. 56.

1292.|^JJ|^®.
-jpiac. Q. Warr., 380&.

1380. Wraa : L. F., iii. p. 7.

1513. Wrae : Due. Lane, i. p. 16.

1520. Wraa : Due. Lane., i. p. 22.

1568. Wraye : Due. Lane., i. p. 41.

1618. Wraie : Due. Lane., i. p. 79.

' The comer, nook.' See 0. N. vrd in Pt. II.

Wrayton (Tunstall)

1285. Wraton : L. Inq., p. 261.

1292. Wraiton : L. F., i. p. 56.

1332. Wraton : Lane, and Chesh. Misc., n. ii. p. 97.

1512. Wraton : Due. Lane., p. 17.

1561. Wrayton : Due. Lane.

' The enclosure by the comer or landmark.' See vrd in Pt. II.

Wrightington

1195. Wrstincton : L. F., iii. (Appendix), p. 172.

1202. Wrichtington : L. F., 1. p. 19.

1256. Wrightinton : L. F., i. p. 128.

1262. Wrythinton : L. F., i. p. 136.

1292. Wryghtyngton : Whall. Ch., T. iii., 1. p. 118.

1314. Wrightyngton : L. F., ii. p. 21.

The place, habitation, etc., of the smiths. O. E. vyyrhta,

' workman, smith.' The s in the 1195 form is a Norman-French

device to express the Engl. U sound.
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Wrynose Hause

1157 6S
JWreineshals :\Ch. ix. iv., L. P. R., p. 310.

\Wraineshas : /Same Ch. Endorsement, p. 312.

1170-83. Wranishals : Ch. v., xxi., L. P. R., p. 442.

1196. Wreneshals (three times) : L. F., p. 4.

' Vreini's Pass.' The early forms show that the Mod. name
is a new formation. The first element is almost certainly a

pers. n., and from the earliest spellings of all an 0. N. name.
O. N. *Vrein- is not recorded as a pers. n., but the word {v)reim,
' stallion,' exists, and this is a very likely name. Cp. O. E. Hengist,

Horsa, etc., which have the same meaning. The suflSx may be

either O. E. heah, hals, or O. N. hdls, ' neck,' ' pass between

mountains.' See remarks under heals, hals below.

Wyre (River)

13th c. Wyre : Lancast. Ch., 375.

1330. Wyre : Lancast. Ch., 471.

*Wyresbank

1305. Wyrisbanke : De Lac. Comp., 60.

Wyresdale

1194-98. Wiresdale : Ch. i., viii., L. P. R., p. 336.

1228.] ^Whall. Ch., T. vi. p. 367.

1319. [Wyresdale : [l. F., ii. p. 38.

1326. j J Orig. RUs., 2936.

Yealand (Conyers) [jeland, kunjaz]

1206. Yaland : Lane. Ch., 385.

1227. Yeland : Lane. Ch., 150.

1292. Yealaund : Plac. Q. Warr., 3796.

1600. Yelland Conniers : Due. Lane, i. p. 66.

' ViUage land.' See 0. E. ged in Pt. II.
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OCCUR IN LANCASHIRE PLACE NAMES





THE PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS IN LANCA-
SHIRE PLACE NAMES

THE PRINCIPAL 0. E. AND 0. NORSE PERSONAL
NAMES IN LANCASHIRE PLACE NAMES

Adda (Addington)

/Edelwine (Adlington)

iEdel-

^genulf (Ainsdale, Aintree 1)

^Ifwine (AUithwaite, EUiscales)

Allimund Ealhmund, (Al-

mond's Fold)

^Ifgeat (Altham)

^Ifheah (Alveden)

^sc (Ashfcon, Ashworth, Askam)

Agmundr (Amounderness)

Aldwine, Ealdtoine (Andenshaw)

AldgyJ" (Audley)

Ani (Ancoats)

Anlaf (Anglezark)

Arnjiorr (Anderton)

Arngeir (Angerby)

Arnketill (Artie Beck)

Amulf, Ewrnvmlf (Arnside)

Asketill (Astley)

Audgrimr (Orrell)

Bacca (Baxendale)

Becc or Becca (Beswick)

Baldhere (Balderstone)

Bardi (Beardwood, Beardsall)

% Beorhried (Bardsea)

1 Beornulf (Barnside)

Bill (Billing, Billington, Bils-

borough)

Brocwnlf (Brocklehurst)

Carl (Carleton)

Ceadwalla (Cadishead)

Carl (Car)

Oatt (Catlow) 1 See also Kathi

Ceadd (Chadworth, Chadwick)

Cearn (Charnock)

Ceatt (Chatburn)

Ceata (Chetham)

Cenewulf (Knowsley)

Ceola (Chowbent)

Claca (Clacton)

Coupmau 0. N. Kav§ma^r (in

Capernwray)

Croc (Croston, Croxteth)

Dsegm^r (Damas Gill)

Dalla (Dalton)

Deor (Derby ?)

Drygel (Droylsden)

Dunhere (Dunnerdale)

Dunneca (Dunkenhalgh), also

Dvmnoc in Dunnockshaw

Dumela (Dumplington)

:^dburh (Abram)

Eadgar (Adgcrley)

Egis (Extwistle).

*FaBgel (Failsworth)

(?) Fjorleifr (Farleton)

Fasa (Fazakerley)
277
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(?)Feader (Featherstone, Fea-

therstall)

Finn (Finsthwaite)

(?) Fisk (Fishwick)

Floki (Flookburgh)

Fomi (Formby)

Gamall (Gambleside)

Geirr (Garstang)

Gardr (Garswood, Garseow)

Gaukr (Gawksholm, Gawthorpe)

Godwine (Godwinscales)

Godburh (Goodber)

G6s(a) (Goosnargh)

Grimaldi (Crimbles)

Grimr or Grimm (Grimsargh,

Grimshaw, Greystoneley)

Grimketill (Gringlebarrow)

Griss (Grisedale, Grisehead)

Gunnar (Gunner's How, Gunner-

tbwaite)

Gunnbjorg (Cumeralgh)

Gunnhildr (Gunnell's Fold)

Gunnulf (Gunulfs Moors)

(?) Hadbeorg, Haedburg (Haber-

gham)

Hffldkell (Hatlex)

Hafoc (Hawksbead, Hawkshaw,
Hawkley)

Eakon (Hackensall, Hackin's

Hey)

Halla (Hallhead, Hallsall, Hal-

ton)

Hamela (Hambledon)

(?) Havardr (Haversedge, Haver-

thwaite)

(?) Heidin (Henthorn, Hest)

Hok (Hoghton, Howick)

Hrsefn < Hramm (Rampsfield,

Ramsgreave, Eamsholm)

Hrsefn (Ravenmeols, Ravens-

winder)

(?) Hrodhere (Ritherham)

Hrodwulf (Eoddlesworth)

Ingulfr (Inglehead, Inglewhite,

Inglebreck, Inglewood)

*Kelfgrimr (Kellamergh)

(?) Knottr, Knutr (Knotahill)

Komi (Crumpsall)

Leofhere (Liverpool)

Lufa (Lowick)

Marculf (Marsd6n)

Martin (Martinscroft)

Michael, Saint

Moll or Muli (Mowbrick)

Ohthere (Otterspool)

Ord- (Ordsall, Orford)

Orm (Ormerod, Ormskirk, Orm-

ston)

Osbald (Osbaldeston)

Osmund (Osmotherley)

Oswulf (Osselscroft)

Oswald (Oswaldtwistle)

Fadda (Padiham)

Psecc (Pexhill)

Pilleca (Pilkington)

Pyll (Pilsworth)

Kagnald (Rainhill)

B5skinn (Rossendale)

Saba (Sabden)

Saeffa (Sawick, Sefton)

Sceafa (Shevington)

Scott (Scotsforth)

Selwa (Selside)

Sigeward or Sigvardr (Silver-

dale)
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Sigemund (Simonstone, Simons-

wood)

Singulfr (Singleton)

Skalli (Scaleber)

Snell (Snellshow)

Steinn (Stainall)

Styrr or Ster) Steerspool, Stir-

zaker)

Svein (Swainshead)

Tata (Tatham)

*Tilburli (Tilburthwaite)

Toki (Tockholes, Toxteth)

Totta (Tottington)

Pengill (Thingwall)

Porr (Turton)

or Pora (Torbock)

Porbrandr (Thorburnshead)

Porfinn (Torphinlees)

Porun, poran (Thornton)

Porvaldr (Tarlseough, Tarleton,

Torrisholm)

Pondfr or porelfr (Threlfal,

Torver)

Porsteinn (Thurstanwater)

Ulfhere (Ulverston)

Ulfr (Owthwaite, Ulneswalton)

Val>j6fr (0. N.) or Waldpeof

(0. E.) (Walthew House,

Wigan)

*Vreinni (Wrynose Hawse)

Wsels (Walsden, Walshaw)

Waga (Walney)

Wigbald (Wibaldsley)

Winecca (Winwiek)

WinemSr (Winmarleigh)

Wiuestan (Winstanly)

Wulf- (Wolvemore, Woolston,

Woolton)

Wulfstan (Wolstenholme)



B. OTHER WOEDS IN LANCASHIRE PLACE
NAMES

Ac, 0. E., ' an oak-tree ' ; 0. Fris. ek ; 0. Sax. ek ; 0. H. G.

eih. Common element in Engl. PI. Ns. Appears in

various forms in the present day :

—

Oak- the full, unaltered

form ; Ock- with shortening in M. E. period ; Ack-, Ac- if

shortened in 0. E. period ; Og-, with M. E. shortening of

vowel and vowel, of -ck before following voiced cons. ; Ag-

with 0. E. shortening, and voicing. TheMod. forms Aik- etc.,

may be of English origin when found in the North of

England, and in Scotland, but when they occur in Midlands

(Lanes., etc.) must be of Norse origin, representing 0. N.

Elk. The Norse forms also appear with voicing of final -k

as in Aig-huTth (q. v.).

English Examples.—0. E. Ac-ledh, C. D., i. p. 227 (804)

;

Zc-ofre (Oakover, Staffs.), C. D., iu. p. 333 (1004), etc. Mod.
names :

—

Oakham, Rutl. ; Oakley, Beds. ; Ockley, Surrey
;

Ackley, Montgom. ; Agden, cp. Skeat, Hunts. PI. Ns. ; Agg-

berrow, Worcs. ; Ogbury, Wilts (?). North forms :

—

Aikton,

Cumb. ; Aikenhead, Lanark.

CoNTENBNTAL Names.—Low German Eckwert, Groningen

;

Eikelborn, Westf. ; Ickddhl, Diisseldorf ; High Germ. Aichen,

Baden ; Eichbach, Baden ; Eichendorf, Bavaria. Norse

:

Eikeberg, Eikeland.

Lancashtre Names.—^Ackhurst Hall, Wigan ; Aigburth

;

Aikengill ; Aighton, Rib. ; Aughton, Rib. ; Pair Oak Fell, Chip.

;

Oak Gate, Bury ; Oakenclough Fell, Garst. ; Oakenhead,

Garst. ; Oakleigh, Nels. ; Oaklands, Nels. ; Ogden.

JEcer, ' field, land, sownland ' ; 0. Fris. ekker ; O. Sax. akkar ;

0. H. G. achar accar ; 0. N. akr.

Very common in 0. E. as independent word in the above

senses, e.g. for'Sam is se lecer gehaten acheldemagh (Matt, xxvii. 8)

;

Her ysseo bot, hu Sm meaht Ipine seceras betan, Lchdms., i. p. 398, 1. 1.

0. E. Pl. 'NAM-ES.—Oflingmcer, C. D., iii. p. 48 (964) ; Kytel-

aceras, C. D., iv. p. 92 (1044).

280
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The element is so common and obvious in Mod. names that

it does not need illustration.

CoNTiNEN'TAL Names.—Low Germ, de Gersikkers, seat near

Marrum ; Ikkerwalde, village in Danlumadeel. High. Germ.
Bonacker, Westf

.
; Siebenacker, Westf

.
; also in shortened form

-ack, in Karnack, Westf., etc, etc. Norwegian Akerhus;

Oreaaker.

Eakcashieb Names.—Acre, Ross ; ? Accrington, Blackb'n

;

Bamacre, Garst. ; Birkacre, Chorl. ; Fazakerley, Liv. ; Gate-

acre Brow, Liv. ; Stanzaker Hall, Bilst. ; Stirzaker, Garst.

;

Tarnacre Hall, Garst. ; Weed Acre, Chip. ; Whittaker, Littleb.

;

Whiteacre, Ribch. ; Woodacre, Garst.

Aid, ecdd, 0. E., ' old ' ; O. Fris. aid, al, etc. ; 0. Sax. old ;

0. H. G. alt.

0. E. Pl. l^AMBa.—Ealdeburg, C. D., iv. p. 153 (1062), Alburg
;

on ealdan die, C. D., iii. p. 428 (948), in 8a ealdan street, C. D., iv.

p. 70 (1042).

Mod. Names.—Aldenham, Herts. ; Oldbury, Worcs. ; Old-

castle, Chesh., etc.

CoNTTNENTAii Names.—Low Germ. Allendorp, Westf.

;

Oldenburg, Oldendorf, Hann. ; Oldentrup, Westf. ; High. Germ.

:

Altenbeuren, Baden ; Altenstein, Baden.

Lancashire Names.—AldchfiE, Oldham.

Alor, air, O. E., ' alder tree
'

; O. Fris. idren ; M. Dutch else

;

O. H. G. dira ; O. N. dri.

0. E. Pl. 'Names.—Alarbroc, C. D., iii. p. 343 (1004) ; Alresford,

C. D., iv. p. 144 (c. 976).

Mod. Engl. Names.—Allerthorpe, Yorks. ; Allerdale, Cumb.

;

Alderton, Glos. [but this perh.= 0. E. aldor, 'prince,' etc.];

Alrewas, Duignan, Staffs. Pl. Ns.

CoNTESTENTAL Names.—Low Germ. : Elsenburg.

iEppel, 0. E., 'apple'; 0. Fris. appel; 0. H. G. apfiU, afful;

0. N. epli.

In O. Ej Pl. NKwms.—Mppelford, Brks., C. D., ii. p. 130

(Alford) ; Eppelhyrst, Hants, C. D., v. p. 48 (749) ; set Apeltune,

C. D., iv. p. 284 (1049-52).

In Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Appleford, Brks. ; Applegarth

Forest, Wstmlnd. ; Eppleton, N. R. Yorks. ; Eppleworth,

E. R. Yorks.

Continental Names.—Low Germ. : Appdland, Nth. Fries.

;

Apehnerk, Bolswan. ; Apeldoorn, Gelderl. ; Aplerbeck, Westf.

;
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High Germ. Apfelbach, Wiirtemb. ; Apfeldorf, Bav. ; Norwegian

:

Apeland, Abelso.

Lancashike Names. — Applebury Hill Farm, Cartm.

;

Appleton, Warr. ; Appletree Worth Beck, Con. ; Appletree

Holmes, B.-in-F. ; Appletreethwaite, Appley Moor, ? Wigan.

iErn, 0. E., ' place, secret place, habitation, house, cottage '

;

O. N. rann, ' house,' Gothic razn, ' house.'

Occurs in numerous compounds :
—here-sern, -em, ' bam,'

eorjj-sem, grave ' ; dom-erw, ' judgment-place ' ; hedd-ern,
' store-house '

; hord-ez-w, ' treasury ' ; slsep-erw, ' sleeping

chamber,' etc., etc.

In 0. E. Pl. Names.—on J-a Tigdiernan, C. D., iii.

p. 150, which Kemble says probably means ' lime-kilns,'

C. D., iii. p. xvii, and perhaps in on JErnedene, C. D., vi.

p. 168 (1014).

It is possible that the element may occur in the following

Mod. Engl. pl. ns. :—Tintem (?), Monm. ; Minterne Magna,
Dors. ; Askerne, W. R. Yorks. ; Crewkerne, Somers.

In the absence of early forms, however, it is doubtful.

Lancashtbe Name.—The early forms of Hardkorn, Poulton,

rather point to this word as the second element. See, however,

discussion under this name in Pt. I. above.

(1) Msc, O. E., ' ash tree.' Mod. Pris. esk ; M. Dutch esche

O. H. G. ask ; M. H. G. asch ; 0. N. ashr.

In 0. E. sesc is also used for a ' spear,' in poetry especially,

and also for a particular kind of ship, such as was used by the

Scandinavian invaders of England, and in imitation of them
by King Alfred also (cp. A.-S. Chronicle, ann. 897. A. Text).

In pl. ns. the word is a common element, always apparently

meaning the tree, unless it be the pers. n. referred to below (2).

O. E. Pl. Names.—to sescbeorge, C. D., iii. p. 204 (984) ; set

mschyrste, C. D., ii. p. 204 (937) ; sesctoylles lace, C. D., ii. p. 205

(937).

Mod. Engl. Names.—Ashhury, Berks. ; Ashdean, Hants.

;

Ashstead, Surrey ; EsMon, W. R. Yorks. Forms in Aak-

may be of Scand. origin, though they are not necessarily so.

The following probably are Scand. : Ashmih, W. R. Yorks.

;

Askrigg, W. R. Yorks. ; Aahkam, Notts.

Continental Forms.—Low Germ. leskwert, Friesl. ; High
Germ. Ascherfeld, Rhn. Prov. ; Eschbach, Rhn. Prov. ; Esachen-

tal, Bav. ; 0. Icel. Eskikolt. ; Mod. Norw. Eskelund, Eskevillen.
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(2) :M8C, a pers. n. This personage is named in the pedigrees

of the A.-S. Chron. as a son of Hengist (e. g. under year

455). It is probable that this name is an element in several

pi. ns. though it is not always possible to distinguish it from
^sc (1), In the following 0. E. pi. n. the inflection of the

element tends to show that it is really the man's name, and
not that of the tree :—set JEscesbyrig, C. D., v. p. Ill (856)

;

in Escesdune, C. D., v. p. 41.

(3) 0. E. *sesG or *esc, cognate with Gothic atisk, is not foimd

as an independent word, nor recognised as an element in

EngUsh pi. ns. It appears, however, in Germ, dialects in

the form each, 0. H. G. ezzisc, ' an unfenced in tilled field,'

a sort of common land, as distinct from ^amj)=private
property. Occurs in many German pi. ns. Cp. Kluge,

Etym. Worterb. ; Jellinghaus, Westfal. Ortsn., p. 30 ;

Leithaeuser, Berg. Ortsn., p. 199.

. Lancashtbe Names.—(It is impossible in many cases to say

whether the prefix refers to the tree, or is a pers. n.) (1) fronted

sc :—^Ash Gill Beck,Con. ; Ashbournes Garst. ; Ashurst's Hall,

Wigan ; Ashlack Hall, Binf. ; Ashley, Rib., etc. ; pi. n. Ashton,

Garst, etc.
;
pers. n. Ashworth, Rochdale. (2) back sc :—^Askam,

Dalton ; ? Asmagh, Rib. ; ? Asmall, Liv. ; Escowbeck, Caton
;

Eskam, Garst ; Eskrigge, Camf. ; Esprick, Garstang.

.Xsp, xps. O. E. ' aspen tree ' ; 0. Fris. espe ; O. H. G. aspa ;

O. N. osp. (The adj. sespen also occurs in pi. ns.)

O. E. Pl. Names.—^ps^awgrra, C. D., vi. p. 33 (961) ; ^Eps-

ledge, C. D., ii. p. 396 (Apsley, Suffolk), 963.

Mod. Pl. Names.—Apse Castle, Warw. ; Asphill, Sufif.

;

Espley, Northumb.
Continental Names.—Low Germ. Espe, Westf

.
; Espenhagen,

Westf. ; High Germ. Asbach, Baden ; Espenheim, Saxony

;

EspenscMed, Hessen-Nass ; Mod. Norw. Asfelund, Espenes.

Lanoashiee Names.—^AspuU Moor, Wigan ; Esps, Ulv.

;

Aspinall.

B
Biel, O. E., ' Fire, fire of funeral pile, funeral pile.' O. H. G. bdl,

' flame,' ' glow ' ; O. N. bal, ' flame, funeral pile.'

Common in 0. E. poetry as independent word :

—

Hsefde landwara lige befangen, hcde and bronde.

BeoTT., 2321-2.

hml bia onseled.

Phoemx, 108.
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0. E. Pl. Name.—to Bmlesbeorge, C. D., i. p. 209, GIos. (716)

;

Belesham, C. D., iv. p. 245, Cambr. (Edw. Conf.).

Mod Engl. Ball Mill (Worcs.)=0. E. Bide. Cp. Birch, 462
(851) ; 962 (1086). Quoted by Duignan, ubi BaU Mill.

Bale is used in Mod. Engl. Dial, in the sense ' blaze, flame, large

fire, bonfire, signal of alarm ' (Scotl. Nrth Engl. Staffs.). Bale-

hills (Nrth. Cy. and W. Yorks) are ' hillocks on the moors where
fires have formerly been ' (E. D. D.).

CoNTTNENTAL Names.—Low Germ. Balhorn, Westf. (=
Leichenbrandwinkel ?, Jellinghaus, p. 53) ; High Germ. Baal-

born ?, Pfalz ; Baalsdorf ?, Sachsen.

Lancashiee Names.— ? Bailrigg, ? Balshaw.

*Balg, *balh, cp. balge, ' trough, a hollow in the ground, gutter

channel,' in Westf. PI. Ns. (Jellinghaus, p. 3), an der Balge,

Waldeck. Perhaps the basis of BaU in Ball Mill (Worcs.),
' on a stream now called Grimley Brook.' Cp. Duignan, p. 1 1

.

The German word may be cognate with Goth, balgs, ' skin

bottle '
; O. H. G. balg, ' bag ' ; Dutch balg (cp. Franck ' baJg,'

and Kluge, ' balg '). With these words 0. E. bylff, belg, ' bag,

bellows '
; and Mod. Engl, bdly, beUows. The original meaning

seems to be something swelling, blown out. In a figurative

sense this meaning exists in 0. E. belgan, ' to be angry.' We
may imagine for the substantive perhaps such a development

of meaning as ' something swelled out, something round, some-

thing hollow, hollowed out, thus a hoUowed-out piece of ground,

a water course. On the other hand Germ, balg seems also to

mean a ' swelling ' of the ground. Cp. Leithaueser, p. 34.

0. E. Pl. Name.—(? ) Balgandun, C. D., iii. p. 374 (704-9).

Some of the Lanes, forms seem to point to an 0. E. balg, balh

(vide early forms of Ballam, Balshaw).

With the above meaning of Germ, balg, cp. Ball, ' a knoll

or rounded hill ' in Somers. dialect (E. D. D.).

Bali, 0. N., 'a soft, grassy bank, especially if sloping down to the

shore,' Vigf.

Mod. Norw. Bale (pl. n.).

Lancashibb Names.—? Bailrigg, ? Ballam.

Banc, O. E., ' a hiUock, tumulus '
; 0. Fris. banc, bouc ; 0. Sax.

bank; 0. H. G. banch, panch; 0. N. bakkr, ' bank of a river.'

Apparently not found in ordinary use in 0. E. as an inde-

pendent word. In Mod. Engl, dialect bank means ' Mil, hillside,

slope, precipitous rocks ' (E. D. D.).
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In Old Engl. Pl Names.—to bsences byri, Birch, iii. p. 187

(967), cit. Middendorf.

In the Mod. Engl, dialects bank has the sense of ' hill, slope,

undulating ground,' etc. (E. D. D.).

Mod. Engl. Names.—Bankhead, W. R. Yorks. ; Buckabank,

Cumb.
Continental Name.—Low Germ. De Steile Bank, Guaster-

land, Qudersee ; Norse. Gilsbakki. (Icel.) ; Sta^arbakki ; Mod.
Norw. Bj(j)rkebakke ; Grasbakke.

Lancashire Names.—Bank End, Burnl. ; Bank Ground,
Hawks ; Bank Sides, Cartm. ; Bank Top, Bolt. ; Bankfield,

Poulton ; Brow Bank, H'gh Sport ; Broughton Bank, Bolt.

and Cart. ; Daisy Bank, Morcambe ; Greenbank, B.-in-F.

;

Green Bank, Ribch. ; Hollin Bank, Hawks. ; Holme Bank, Dalt.;

Horse Bank, S'port ; Kents Bank, Grange ; Kiln Bank (High),

Con. ; Madgell Bank, Rib. ; Meal Bank Bridge, Wray ; Mort
Bajik, Alv. ; Moss Bank, Wigan ; Pickup Bank, Blackb.

;

Pretty Bank Im., Burnl. ; Red Bank, Carnf. ; Sales Bank Wood,
Stad. ; Stewnor Bank, Dalt. ; Stockabank Fur., Lane. ; Straw-

berry Bank, Grange ; Sunderland Bank, Lane. ; Sunny Bank,

Carnf. ? Tottle Bank, B.-in-F. ; WaUbanks, Chip. ; Windy
Bank, Ross.

Bar, 0. E., ' boar ' ; O. Sax. 6er(smn) ; M. Dutch beer ; 0. H. G.
b&r, p&r.

O. E. Pl. Name.—to bares anstigon, C. D., ii. p. 172 (931)

;

on bares stigan, C. D., v. p. 116 (863).

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Boarhunt, Hants. ; Boarstall,

Bucks.

Continental Names.—Low Germ. Berliorst, Westf.='Eber-
horst.' Cp. Jellinghaus, p. 167.

Lancashire Names.—Boar Bank, Cartm. ; Boarsgreave

Roch.

Beacen, ' a beacon, sign, token, standard,' B. T., p. 69 ; 0. Fris.

baken, beken, Feuersignal, Richthofen, A. Fris., W. T.,

pp.617 and 622; Mod. Fris. ftea^em, biken, 'beacon,' Dijkstra.,

i. 88 ; E. Fris. baake (see Richthofen, loc. cit.) ; 0. Sax.

bdcan, Schade, i. p. 81 ; O. H. G. poukhan, pouchan

;

M. H. G. bouchin, bouchen, zeichan signum portentum,

Vorbild., Schade, loc. cit. ; 0. N. bakn, ' season ' (said to be

a foreign word), C. and V., p. 54.

Lancashike Names.—Beacon Fell, Garstang ; Beacon Tarn,

Brought'n-in-F. ; Becconsall, Hesketh.
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Beam, 0. E., ' tree ' in the sense of a living, growing tree, not

a ' beam ' ; 0. Fris. 6am ; O. Sax. bom ; O. H. G. haum.

This element may possibly exist in one or two Lanes, pi. ns., but

even then it is doubtful (v. Bamford, Bamfurhng). Treo (q. v.),

' tree ' on the other hand is common ; Beam is certainly found

in several 0. E. pi. ns. ; on Bedmbrocan, C. D., iii. p. 426 (948) ; to

Bedmstede, C. D., iii. p. 404 (Hants. 956) ; on Bedmleage, C. D.,

V. p. 179 (910). None of these have been identified beyond a

doubt.

Bampton (Dev.) ? appears as Bedmdun in two MSS. of the

A.-S. Chron., but Parker and Laud have Bedndun. Cp. Plum-
mer's Ed., vol. i. p. 23 and Note.

Bam in Bamborough is from an old pers. n. Bebban—Bebban-

byrig, Chron. sub ann. 926 ; 0. E. Beamfleot (Chron. 894) is Mod.
Engl. Benfleef. Plummer's Ed., vol. i. p. 86.

CoNTnsTENTAii Nambs with boum, bom

:

—Grossenbaum, Rhn.
Prov. ; Ostersbaum, Barmen ; Bongard, Aachen.

Lancashire Names.—Bamford, Bury ? ; Bamfurlong, Wigan.

(See, however, early forms in Pt. I.)

Beam, gen bearwes, 0. E., 'a wood, grove of trees,' originally

perhaps cognate with beran, ' to bear ' ; apphed primarily

to a grove of fruit-bearing trees (e.g. O. E. leppelbearu),

which includes oak and beech. On this point see Leo,

p. 103, etc., and Middendorf, p. 13.

The word does not appear to exist outside of O. E. except in

0. N. borr, which Cl.-Vigf. explain merely as ' a kind of tree.'

LjfDEPENDBNT USE IN O. E.

—

Sc fiigol of fms bearwes bedme-

gemtey. Ph. 122.

O. E. Pl. Names.—Bearwe=Barrow (Glos.), C. D., i. p. 109

(716-43) ; set Bearwe, C. D., i. p. 255 (Kent, 814) ; Bearuwe=
Barrow-upon-Humber, C. D., iii. p. 101 (973). ; Barwe, C. D., iii.

p. 93 (972) ; in Mapelesbaruwe (=Mapleborougb, Kent), C. D.,

ii. p. 6.

Note.—The O. E. bearwe forms are datives, and give rise to

Mod. Engl, -barrow ; this form has often been confused with

-borough in Mod. and M. E. spellings. The Mod. names in

-barrow of this origin are indistinguishable from these derived

from O. E. beorg (q. v.).

The nom. would become M. E. beare, bere, Mod. Engl, -beare,

etc., cp. Kigbeare, Devon ; Loxbear, Devon.

(1) *Beord, *beard, 0. E., cp. Westfal, borde— ' ein b ist ein

Bezirk, urspriingUch Jurisdiktionskreis, im Gegensatz zu
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seiner Stadt, von boren, Gefalle heben,' Jellinghaus, p. 4.

J. mentions several places, Borde, Borde in Westf

.

According to the above statement, assuming the bard- in

Lanes. Bardsea to be cognate with borde, it would mean a dis-

trict, or area over which a certain jurisdiction exists, for the

laying of taxes, or payments of one kind or another. The 0. E.

verb gebyrian, ' to belong to, pertain to, be fitting,' would be a
cognate of 0. E. *beord.

(2) Bosworth-ToUer, under Beordanig (=Bardney, Lines.)

suggests that beord=brid(d), ' a young bird,' with metathesis of

r. On this word cp. remarks under bridd.

(3) It is conceivable that M. E. Berd- (cp. Bardsea) may be

a shortened form of a pers. n. Beared. Cp. aet Beoredes treowe,

C. D., ii. p. 428 (948). The full form Beorhred occurs in Birch,

Ch., ii. p. 521 (A. D. 827).

Bee, biec, ' brook, rapid stream,' O. E. ; 0. Sax. beki ; M. Dutch,

beke ; 0. H. G. pah, pack ; Mod. Germ, bach ; 0. N. beklcr.

Very rare in independent use in O. E., but cp. in Goddan
hrycges bece swa andlang beces ; to Bricgburnan fordes, C. D., iii

p. 461 (870). It seems only to occur in boundaries. Not un-

common inplacenames, orprecededbyawordto designatea specific

beck, e. g. earna biece, Birch, loc. cit ; heafca bsece (hafoca), C. D.,

iii. p. 121 (975) ; in cse.rsa bmce ; of S«m bxce in pipan, C. D., iii.

p. 380 (770) . Note, Kemble prints bset, bide in the text, but refers

to the word in the passage, as biec in vol. iii. p. xvii. Probably

he read the O. E. c as i in the first instance, and saw the mistake

too late to correct the text] ; to Drsegelesbsece, C. D., v. p. 136

(King Alfred).

In Mod. Engl, names the word beck is now confined to the

North, and in the surviving becks we have probably the Scand.

word and not the Engl. Beck, ' brook, small stream of water,' is

used to-day in Durh., Cumb., Westm., Lanes., Yorks., Norf.,

Suff., Sund. (E. D. D.).

CoNTiNENTAii Nambs.—Low Germ. Allerbeck, Westfal.

;

Deitenbecke, Westfal. ; High Germ. Eberbach, Baden ; Bohr-

bach, Baden ; Anspach ? Scand. Ilabmk, Norw. 1334 ; Dyr-

bsek, and Sandbseck, Norw., present-day forms.

Professor Skeat has an interesting and valuable note on the

sufiSx beach in his Cambs. PL Ns., pp. 44. 45, which has some

bearing on the O. E. form bmc, referred to above. Professor S. is

of opinion that bee, ' stream,' is always a Norse loan-word, and

quite distinct from biec, which he takes to mean ' a valley or a
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river bank.' He thinks that hec never occurs palatahsed in

0. E. or in any Mod. Engl, dialect, whereas hsec is represented

by batch as in Pulverbatch, Salop. With this he connects

Beeccesvoyrfh Baichworfh and the sufSx -beach in Wisbeach, Land-
beach, Waterbeach. He says ' it seems likely that the original

sense of beach was a shore or river-bank, on which in some cases

stones were deposited, giving it a secondary sense of pebbles

or shingle.' Note forms Stonenerubech, Ulvedalebech, near

Penington, Lane, Cal. Ch. D. of L., No. 41, p. 166, 1189-1209
;

Merebeh (Dalton in Furness), ibid., No. 144, p. 177, 1421.

Lahcashiee Names.—^Above Beck, Wray ; Artie Beck,

Caton ; Ash Gill Beck, Con. ; Beck Pane Wood, Hawks.

;

Beck Side, Cart. ; Beck Side, Stav. ; Beck Side, Ulv. ; Beck
Stones, B.-in-F. ; Beckthwaite Beck, Bork. ; Black Beck, Stav.

;

Brant beck.. Lane. S. ; Broughton Beck, Ulv. ; Bryan Beck,

Grange ; Bulls Becks, Dalton ; Cant Beck, Timst. ; Church
Beck., Con ; Colton Beck, Stav. ; Cunsey Beck, Hawks. ; Dale

Beck, Roch. ; Dragley Beck, Ulv. ; EUerbeck Hall, Chorley

;

Foxdale Beck, Caton ; Grizedale Beck, Hawks. ; Harterbeck,

Roeb. ; Hole Beck, Con. ; Old Hole Beck, Aid. ; Roosebeck, Aid.;

Tambeck, Con.

Bellus, Low Latin, ' fair, beautiful.' The Old French spellings

are bel-, beat-, beau-, etc. When this word is found in

Enghsh pi. ns. in any form (e. g. Belmont, Beaulieu) it was
probably introduced by a Norman landowner, who chose

to name part of his Enghsh estate after a domain in Nor-

mandy. The word must not be confused with the Gaelic

or Irish Bel-, Bah, which is Celtic, and has no connection,

whatever with the form imder consideration.

Lancashire Name.—Beaumont.

Beonet, 0. E., ' bent-grass,' also land overgrown with bent.

E. Fris. bente ; 0. Sax. binet ; O. H. G., binuz, pinuz ;

Mod. Germ, binse.

0. E. Pl. Name.—to Beonetlegie (=Bentley, Hants.), C. D., iii.

p. 113 (976) ; at Benetleye, C. D., iv. p. 268 (no date, but clearly

M. E. in spelling); Bentley, Su£E. ; Beonset in Hamtunscire, C. D.,

V. p. 176 (909).

Bent in the Mod. Engl, dialects has the same meaning as those

given above for the 0. E. word. It has also the sense of ' the

slope or hollow of a hill ' in the Nth. in Lanes, and Shrop.

(E. D. D.).

Mod. Engl. Names.—Bentfield, Essex ; Bentworth, N. Hants.

;

Bentley a name which occurs all over England.
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Continental Nambs.—Low Germ. Der Bent (name of

lands in Detmold and Cloppenburg) ; uppen Benthe, 15th c.

Westf. ; BehbeM, Lippe ; Bentlage (Paderborn, corresponds to

Engl. Bentley) ; Bentfeld, Paderb., cp. Jellinghaus, pp. 2 and 3.

Middendorf, p. 13, points out that the name Bentinck contains

this element. High Germ. : Binsfeld, Bar. ; Binsdorf, Wur-
temb. ; Binzen, Bav.

LANCASfflBE Names.—Bent Bam, Caton ; Bent Laith, Nels.

;

Bentley Hall, Bolt. ; Flass Bent, Nels.

Beorh, heorg, berh, etc., O. E., 'hill'; also ' grave mound '

;

O. Fris. berch ; 0. Sax. berg ; O. H. G. berg ; O. N. bjarg.

In frequent use as an independent word in O. E. in sense of
' hill '—e.g. ast Tpmm beorge fe mon Athlano nemncS (Oros. Sw.,

p. 10) ; in sense of funeral tumulus

—

Worhfon mid sianum anne
steapne beorh him ofer (Jos. vii. 26).

In O. E. Pl. Names.—It is rare as a defining word in com-
pound names, but very common as a basal element (Midden-
dorff, 13). Baidheresberge, C. D., i. p. 110 (Somers. 744) ; to

^lesbeorge, C. D., iii. p. 388 (898) ; on blacmanne bergh, C. D.,

iv. p. 8 (1019) ; of ^are on braden bergh, ibid.

In the Mod. dialects bargh (baf) means a long, low ridge or

hiU, generally isolated (E. D. D.) (N. Cy. Yorks., Lines.).

Mod. Enol. Names.—^Appears as -bergh, -ber in some names in

North Sedbergh (N. R. Yorks.) from O. E. nominative ; as

-barrow in other names, from obhque cases, e.g. -beorgum (dat.

pl.) ; probably also as -borough through confusion with O. E.

burg (q. v.). Berrow (Worcs.), and Bromsberrow (Glos.) may also

represent an obhque case, M. E. berwe. In Aigburth (Lanes.),

(q. v.), O. E. -beorh has been confused with, and influenced in

form, by -umry (q. v.). See, however, remarks under Beory>

below. The Continental forms are common in pl. ns. in all

Gmc. speaking countries, e.g. Heidelberg, Dillsberg, etc. Out-

side England the word has the sense of ' hill ' only.

Lancashiee Names.—^Forms from nominative : (1) Aigburth,

Liverpool (Old forms

—

bergh, etc.) ; Flookburgh, Cartmel.

(2) Cringleber, Silverdale ; Goodber, Roeb. ; Scaleber, Tunst,

;

Standerber, Tunst. Forms from obhque cases ; Alderbarrow,

Nels. ; Backbarrow, Stav. ; Barrow, Catt. ; Barrow Wood, Con.

Barrow House, Hawks ; Barrow Hollin, Grange ; Barrow Nook,

Ormsk. ; Barrowford, Nels. ; Barrow Bridge, Bolt. ; Barrow
Hall, Warr. ; Birkland Barrow, Carm. ; Burnbarrow Wood,
Cart. ; Cinderbarrow, Ulv. ; Cringlebarrow Wood, Silverdale

;

T
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Gnit barrows, Silverdale ; Goadsbarrow, Aldingham ; Harts

Barrow, Grange ; Howbarrow, Cart. ; Middle Mt. Barrow, Dalt.

;

Legbarrow Point, Ulv. ; Raven's Barrow, Grange ; Scarbarrow

Hill, Hev. ; Yew Barrow, Grange and Stav.

Beorht, hyrht, bryht, birht, briht, 0. E., ' bright, shining, clear '

;

O. H. G. beraM ; Goth, bairhts ; O. N. bjartr.

This word is also a common element (1st and 2nd) in pers. ns.

e.g. ByrhtnoTp, BriUhelm, M^elbecyrht, etc. Therefore it is often

difiScult to decide, without a very full collection of the forms of

a pi. n., whether the prefix beorht-, briht-, etc., is really the ad-

jective meaning ' bright,' or a short form of a pers. n. which

contained the word as a first element of the compound. The
Mod. Brighton represents an old Brihthelmestun.

All the pi. names in Beorht-, etc., in C. D. are apparently from

pers. ns. except Beorhtanwellan {=Brightwell, Oxon.), C. D., iii.

p. 400, etc.

Laijcashibe Name.—Breightmet.

Beorjj, O. E., =' resting-place, place of abode'? Cp. pro-

vincial berth, also the entry in a ch. of Edgar (976), ^eet in

on ione to brocenxn beor^, C. D., iii. p. 131.

This word is not found in the dictionaries (?). Were it not for

the early spelUngs of Aigburth, we might suspect its presence as

the second element of that name.

Berth in the Mod. Dial, has the meanings, ' position, settled

home.' See, however, the word in N. E. D. and Skeat's Cone.

Etym. Die.

Bere, O. E., ' barley ' ; Goth. *baris, cp. barizeins, ' barley,'

adj. ; O. N. barr.

In O. E..Pl. Names.—on Bereforda, C. D., iii. p. 394 {Barford,

Warw.).

There are several names in beran- in C. D., one of which, at
least, has given bar- in Mod. Engl., but this may=6era (wk.),
' a bear,' e.g. set Beranfor^a, C. D., i. p. 197 (792, Barford, Beds.) ;

set Beranbyrig ; there is also Bereford in the Oxfordsh. Doomsday
(Facsimile, col. v. 3rd line from bottom), which apparently is the
Mod. Barford.

Mod. Pl. Names.—Barcot (near Faringdon, Berks.) ; Barlow
W. R. Yorks.

Beretun.—The independent compound beretun occurs in O. E.
=' barley enclosure, courtyard, threshing-floor, corn farm,
grange,' etc. (cp. B. T., p. 88). Roger de Bertune occurs in
Crawf. Ch., xvi. 13 (1150, Norfolk, cp. Index).
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' The barton and the beretvick are settlements connected with

bams for the collection of corn and other produce, with no
special agricultural plots attached to them ' (Vinogradof,

Growth of the Manor, p. 224). Cp. remarks on tmi infra.

Barton is naturally widespread as a pi. n. all over the country.

Lastcashiee Names.—^Barley Bum ; Barlow Moor, Manch.

;

Barton, Bilsb. ; Barley Bank, Wray.

Beresern, bem, 0. E., Ut. ' barley place, bam.' See preceding

word, and xrn ante.

Independent use in O. ^.—Nabbap he heddern ne bem,

Lk. xiii. 24, Corpus MS.
Mod. Engl.—Bamfield (Kt.).

Lancashebe Nambs.^—Bamcroft, Wray ; Bamgates, Hawks.

;

Bamsfold, Ribch. ; Howcroft Bam, Burn ; New Bam, Fleet-

wood.

Berewic, O. E., lit. 'barley place.' An important appanage

of the manor. Cp. Vinogradof's remarks on Barton quoted

above.
' The expressions benvick and herdvnck,' he says (p. 224), ' are

indeed found commonly as subdivisions of manors, as sub-

sidising centres for groups of holdings under manorial sway. . . .

In many cases, the mansion itself may not mean more than a

counting-house or storehouse, and there may be on the other

hand a piece of demesne attached to the barton or the berewick.'

Cp. below imder herdmc.

Berwick is found as a pi. n. all over England, and this is

natural enough from what Vinogradof says.

Seeing that the word is thoroughly Enghsh, it is strange that

there are not more cases of it recorded in the 0. E. period.

It is very common iudeed in D. B.

Lancashtrb Name.—^Borwick, Camf.

Birce, bearc, O. E., ' birch tree,' adj. bircen, ' of birch' ; Mod.

Fris. bjirk ; O. H. G. piricha, pircha, bircha ; O. N. bjork.

The first O. E. form above is the most usual form of the word ;

it presupposes an earlier *birki- and develops into Mod. Engl.

birch. The second form presupposes earlier *berka-, and would

produce Mod. Engl, berk- or bark-. It appears as the name
of a nmic letter.

O. E. Pl. Names.—of biricgaran, C. D., vi. p. 182 (c. 1020)

;

on Byrcmsere, C. D., vi. p. 4 (958) ; Beorcham, C. D., ii. p. 302

{Barkham, Berks, 952).
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Mod. Engl. Names.—Birchacre, Worcs. ; Birchfidd, Staffs.

;

Birchover, Derby ; Berkeley, Glos. ; Barkston, Linca. ; Birbeck

Falls, Westm. (Scand.) ; Birkdale, Westm. (Scand. ?) ; Birstell,

W. R. Yorks (Scand.?).

Continental Names.—Birkendorf, Baden; Birkenfeld, Bav.;

Birchau ; Barken, Rhn. Prov. ; Berkenberg, Westfal. ; Leuchten-

birken, Rhn. Prov. ; Barkhausen, Barkhorn, Barklage [corresp.

Engl. Berkley] (Westfal., Jellinghaus, p. 2). Mod. Norw. Bjorkaas,

Bjorkeskog.

Lancashiee Names.—(1) Birchen Lee, Nels. ; Birchley Hall,

St. Hel. ; (2) Birk Bank, B.-in-F. ; Birk Knott, Stav.

;

Birkacre, Chorl. ; Birkdale, Sport. ; Birkrigg Common, Dalt.

;

Birkwray, Hawks.

Biscop, bisceop, 0. E., ' Bishop '
,• 0. Fris. and O. Sax. biskop;

O. H. G. piscof, biscof ; O. N. biskup.

In pi. ns. this element refers to a bishop's house, seat, or land,

etc. Cp. use of priest, monk as elements.

0. E. Pl. Names.—Biscopes uuic, C. D., i. p. 104 ; Biscepes

land, C. D., ii. p. 65 (855) ; Bysceopes stocc, C. D., iii. p. 207 (984)

;

Biscopes dune, C. D., iii. p. 366 (1016. According to Kemble,

C. D. Judex,=Bishampton, Worcs., but this is disputed by
Duignan, Worcs. PI. Ns., p. 20, on what appear to be insufficient

grounds.) The word occurs compounded with -ham, in the

sense of ' bishop's village, bishop's estate,' in the Will of Alfwold,

Bp. of Crediton (1008-1012). See Crawford Ch., p. 23. Cp.

also N. and S.'s note thereon, C. Ch., p. 132.

Mod. Pl. 'NAMMS.—Bishopsgate, Surr. ; Bishopstone, Suss.

;

Bishopswood, Heref. ; Bishton, Staffs., cp. Duignan. Also per-

haps Bishampton, Worcs. ; and several other names beginning

with bis-, bish- ; cp. further Bispham among Lanes, pl. ns.

Continental Pl. Names.—Low Germ. Bisskopswyk, near
Bekkaveen. High Germ. Bischofferode, Hessen-Nassau

;

Birckofsburg, E. Prussia ; Bisckofswerde, Saxony.
Lancashike Names.—Bishop Woods, Hawks. ; Bispham.

Poulton.

Blac, blxce, 0. E., ' bright, shining ' ; 0. Sax. blek ; Mod. Fris.

bleck, ' pale, colourless '
; 0. H. G. pleih, bleih ; Mod. H. G.

bleich, ' pale ' ; O. N. bleikkr.

The adj. has been lost in Mod. Engl., though the verb
' bleach ' survives. The Mod. Engl, form of bloc would be *bloak.

Engl, bleak with a rather different meaning is a loan-word from
bleikkr. The form blxce probably survives in some pl. ns. with
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Blatch-, Bletch-. 0. E. pi. ns. in bide are difficult to distinguish

with certainty (cp. remarks under blase). There are several

names in blascan-, blseccan- in C. D., but failing their identi-

fication with Mod. forms they are hot decisive. Middendorf

mentions a blechemere as containing blxce, but this is not an O. E.

spelling, though it may be the same place which occurs C D.,

iii. p. 394, as Bleccan mxre. This form is inconclusive without

a Mod. form in Bletch-.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.— We probably have blMce in

Bletchley, Bucks., and possibly in Bletchington, Oxfordsh.

;

Blatchington and Blatchinworth occur in Sussex.

Blaec, blaca, O. E., ' black, dark
' ; 0. N. blakkr ; also O. E.

blsec (sub.) ; O. H. G. black, ' ink.'

The word is often used in pl. ns. in O. E. to designate streams,

lakes, woods, valleys, etc. Cp. on this point also Middendorf,

p. 15. The word is often indistinguishable in 0. E. pl. ns. from

0. E. bldc=' bright, shining,' and apart from the Mod. develop-

ment of the names, and the relative appropriateness of the terms

in particular cases, there must always be some doubt as to

whether O. E. blac, blaca should be taken as =' dark,' or ' bright,'

when they occur in O. E. pl. ns. The adj. exists only in O. E.

and O. N. In W. Gmc. schwartz, swart, ' black,' corresponds

to 'blsBc' Schwartz, etc.=0. E. sweart, swart, 'black' (q. v.).

0. E. Pl. Names.—blacan broce, C. D., v. p. 99 (854) ; blake-

burneham, CD., v. p. 89 (Kt. 832) ; of blacan dmne, C. D., v. p. 217

(Hants. 934).

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Blackdown, Kt. and Surrey

;

Blockenhurst, Worcs. ; Blackheaih, etc.

Lancashiee Names.—^Blackburn ; Blackden, Roch. ; Black-

ford, Bury ; Blackgate lane, Tarleton ; Blackleach, Garst.

;

Blackley, Bury ; Blacko, Nels. ; Blackrod, St. Hel. ; Black-

sticks, Chip. ; Blackstone Edge.

Blsese, blese, O. E., ' blaze, flame, torch ' ; M. H. G. bias.

I am unable to produce any certain examples of the use of this

word as an element in a pl. n. either in Engl, or other Gmc.

tongues. I hazard the conjecture that it is the first element in

Lanes. Bleasdale. Brand (q. v.) refers to the fire used in clearing

land, and is appUed to land so cleared. The blaze connected

with such an operation may quite well have so impressed the

imagination of those who saw it from afar, as to have served as

a permanent appellation for the spot where the fire was burning.

The word blaze is used in Mod. Engl, dialects in various senses.
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all, however, closely allied. (1) Fire ; (2) white mark on a horse's

face ; (3) mark made by slicing off piece of bark from a tree.

All these meanings are known to all educated people, and there

is nothing particularly ' dialectal ' about them. The funda-

mental idea seems to be ' something white like flame,' a white,

obvious mark, whether caused by fire or otherwise. A scar on

a hillside originally caused by flame might well be called a

hlaze long after the fire itself had been forgotten.

Bla(w), ' blue,' O. E.

A very rare form in O. E. which is only found in 0. E. Texts,

p. 588. The colour-words in old languages always present

difficulties in determining their precise meaning. The O. N.

cognate hlorr meant ' dark blue, hvid,' and we may probably

assign such meanings as ' dark, dusky ' to the O. E. word. The

O. E. cognate (with different ablaut) bled was a sub. meaning

simply ' hue, colour.' Presumably, Mod. pi. n, in bla- (=ble)

are Northern forms from O. E. (or 0. N.) hid ; those with Uo

Midi, or Sthn. forms of the same, while those which are derived

from this root, and have the pronunciation ' blaw ' (bl5) are

from the O. E. nom. hldw [itself formed on the analogy of the

oblique cases (blawe)], etc. through M. E. hlau-.

The following names possibly contain this element :

—

O. E. Names.—5Mewe, Birch Ch., i. p. 320 (cit. Middendorf,

p. 13).

O. N. Names.—Bldskogr, Sturl. Saga.

Mod. Engl. Names.—Blowick, and Lanes. Blawith (q. v.).

[Note.—There existed also the adj. hlxwen in O. E., with i-

mutation. It is possible that a form on the analogy of this

*hlse may have existed, which would give rise to a Mod. *blee-]

Blea Tarn (Cumb.) may be of this origin, though this might be

simply a Nthn. form of bid. The word ' blue ' must be from

M. E. bleu, O. E. bledw-.

Lancashtbe Names.—Blawith, B.-in-F. and Grange. Further

—Blue Moor, Garstang ; Blue Pits, Rochd.

Bol, O.N.,' reclaimed and cultivated land, a farm, abode,' Cl.-Vigf

.

In Icel. bol and bxli denote the lair or lying places of beasts

or cattle ; the place where sheep or cows are penned (Cl.-Vigf.

under bol). According to this authority bol is common in pi.

ns.

—

Ssebol, BolstaSr, etc. Possibly an O. E. bol also existed,

though it is not found as an independent word. This may be
the element in Booley (N. Shropsh.). Boylstone (Derbysh.),

may contain either the Engl, or Norse word.
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Normally, O. E. or O. N. bol would produce Mod. bool-, or in

some dialects, boil-, bull. If the vowel were shortened in M. E.

before the initial consonant of the second element, we should

now get bol-, and this if lengthened again later would give bole,

bmd in pronimGiation. Do some of the numerous Boltons

contain this form ?

According to Cl.-Vigf. the Norse word is cognate with O. E.

iotl, and if this is so, it disposes of the possibility of an English

bol.

Lancashire Name.—Boyle Snape, Ribch.

Borr, 0. N., ' a kind of tree
' ; Cl.-Vigf., Edda. GL, ' an arbour.'

Bos.-Toller sub beam. Cognate with O. E. beam (q. v.).

Possibly the first element in Burtree Ford (Durh.), and in

Buertrekeld, Whit. Ch., p. iii., note.

Baurtree (bur), ' elder tree ' is used in Scotl. ; (bor) in Nthmb.,

Cumb., Westm., Lanes. (E. D. D.).

Lancashcbe Names.^—Boretree Stile, Ulv. ; Boretree Tarn,

Stav.

Botm, O. E., ' bottom, lowest part of anything, abyss, depth '

;

O. Sax. bodme (dat.) ; O. Fris. boden ; 0. H. G. podum
bodem ; O. N. botn.

The Mod. dialectal meaning of the word, as apphed to a feature

of the ground is ' hollow, valley, lowest part of a valley.'

O. B. Independent Use.—Satan on botme stod {=the lowest

depth of heU) ; heo to fennes botme com.

O. E. Pl. Name.—Twigbutme del. Birch Ch., i. p. 554.

Mod. Engl. Names.—Baggaby Bottom, Yorks. ; Crag Bottom,

W. R. Yorks.

CoNTrNBNTAL Names.—Low Germ. De Goudene Boatjem ;

Bodenthal, Westfal. ; Erleboden, Waldeok ; H. Germ. Gras-

boden, Kaltboden. O. N. Hafsbotnar, Trollabotnar (=Polar

Sea between Greenland and Norway). Mod. Norw. Kjese-

botn ; SfBerrebotn.

Lancashebe Names.—BacksbottomFur., Wray ; Bottomdale,

Cam. ? Bottom of th' Moor, Bolt. ; Bottoms, Ribch. ; Bottom

Head, Roeb. ; Brook's Bottom, Rochd. ; \
Whitewell Bottom,

Ross.

*Braca, O. E., M. E. brake ; Dutch braak ; H. G. brack.

The Dutch and H. Germ, words mean the breaking-up of land

after harvest (cp. Kluge and Franck). Skeat (Etym. Diet.)

gives bush as the meaning, and compares Low. Germ, brake,

' willow-bush ' ; he adds ' also stumps of broken trees, rough
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growth.' Skeat thinks the sense 'fern' is 'modified from

bracken '
(q. v.). Middendorf under ' hrsece, brece ' compares

Mod. dial, breck, ' a piece of unenclosed arable land ' from

Wright, and quotes pis brece from a Ch. The expression on

fearn braca occurs Birch Ch., ii. p. 295. There seems to be great

confusion between separate words, i.e. O. E. *6roca='f6m,'

or some kind of rough bush, and 0. E. *brece ?=' rough, broken

ground.'

Kemble has BracconJmd, C. D., v. p. 277 ; and Bracdeage^

dat. (cp. Mod. Brackley, S. Northants.), C. D., iii. p. 13 (937).

Jellinghaus (Westfal., O. N., p. 6) says brake in Westf. pi. ns.

has nothing to do with the word meaning ' fern,' but means
' rough, uncultivated land.' If J. is right in saying that the word

contains original long a, it cannot be on all fours with the Engl.

brake, which in this case ought to appear as broak, broke.

Enghsh ' brake ' may apparently mean either ' fern, bracken,'

or may refer to the nature of the land. In Mod. Norw. brake=
' juniper,' and in Sw. dial. ' reed.' Cp. Aasen, p. 74.

Brake, according to Wright, besides meaning common bracken,

means also ' copse, thicket, strip or piece of rough land covered

with gorse, furze, etc. (Scotl., Northmb., Worcs., Shropsh., Glos.,

Oxf., Dors., Somers. and Devon). (E. D. D.)

Bracken, ' fern.' Skeat (Cone. Etym. Die.) says this word is

of Scandinavian origin. The O. N. form, however, is not
found. It appears in M. E. broken, and a form brdken

exists in Mod. Sw.

On the other hand the 0. E. pi. n. Braccanheal, quoted above
under Braca, may contain the element, and it may be a genuine
Engl. word.

It is a fairly common element in Mod. Engl. pi. ns. in the
North. Cp. Brackenbar, Westm. ; Brackenfield, Derb. ; Brac&n-
foot, W. R. Yorks. ; Brackenkolm, E. R. Yorks. ; BrackerUhwaite,

Cumb. [Bracken may represent the 0. E. adj. from *braca.

Cp. oak—oak-en, etc., etc.]

Lancashire Names.—Bracken Lea, Garstang ; Bracken-
thwaite, Silverdale ; Brackinscall, Poulton.

Brad, O. E., ' broad, wide, open
' ; O. Sax. bred ; O. Fris. bred

;

Mod. Fris, brie ; O. H. G. breit, preit ; O. N. breitr.

Very common element in pi. ns.

0. E. Names.—bradanham, Bradham, Berks., 956 ; C. D., v.

p. 374 ; bradan fleot, C. D., iii. p. 179 (Hants., 980) ; brddan msere,

0. D., vi. p. 221 (Worcs. 709) ; Bradanfdda, C. D., i. p. 34 (Berks.;
690) ; Bradanforda {Bradford, Dorset, 705), C. D., i. p. 62.
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Continental Names.—Low Germ. Brewaet, Friesl. ; Brede-

lar, Westfal. ; Bredenborn, Westfal. ; H. Germ. Breitenbrunn
;

Breitenfeld ; Breitenhagen. ; Scandinavian Old Forms Brei^a-

bolstaSr, Brei^a-fjor'Sr (Sturl. Saga) ; Mod. Norw. Broholt,

Brevik, Bredegg.

In Mod. Engl, names this element is very common, both as

broad-, and brad-. The former represents an inflected form,

O. E. brdda-, etc., or brad- before a vowel ; the latter goes back
to an uninflected O. E. brad- with shortening of a before the -d,

followed by another consonant, e.g. Broadway, Bradfield, etc.

Lancashire Names.—^Unshortened form : (1) Broad Clough,

Ross ; Broad Halgh, Bury ; Broadbent Moss, Oldh. ; Broad-

field, Blac'b'n ; Broadgate, Garst. ; Broadhead, Dar. ; Broadith,

Ribch. ; Broadley, Rochd. ; Broadoak, A-u-L. ; Broadcroft,

Ribch. ; Shortened form : (2) Bradley, Chip. ; Bradford,

Manch. ; Bradkirk, Garst. ; Bradshaw, Bolton : (3) Brathay

(q. V.) Pt. I. contains O. N. 6m6r in first element.

Brier, brer, O. E., ' briar, bramble.' Not found, apparently,

in the other Gmc. languages.

Independent Use in O. E.—genim brer, Se hiopan on weazalp,

Lchdms., ii. 96, 15 (cit. Bos.-ToUer).

O. E. Pl. Names.—ow brerhimw, C. D., iii. p. 82 (972) ; on
hrer^yrnan, C. D., vi. p. 221 (the Saxon boundaries of Ch. 61,

vol. i. p. 70. This ch. is dated 709, but the language of the

boundaries is obviously very much later).

Mod. Engl. Name.—Brereton, Staffs.

[Note.—Names in Brier-, which are far more frequent than
those in Brere-, cannot be derived from O. E. brer- without
further explanation, any more than briar itself is from brer-.

Many of the brier- names were earlier brer- names. The Mod.
forms are substitutions.]

Lancashibe Names.—Briercliffe, Nels. ; Brierfield, Nels.

;

Brierleys, Clith.

Brand, brand, O. E., ' torch, brand,' also 'a flame, flre' ; 0. Fris.

brond, brand; O.'R.G.brard; O.N. brandr.

The word is applied in O. E. pl. ns. to fire used for the purpose

of clearing land of bushes and scrub, and bringing it into bearing
;

then to the land itself which has been so cleared. Cp. Midden-

dorff, p. 17.

The word occurs in Continental pl. ns. to forest land that has

been cleared by fire (cp. Heilig, p. 67, brand, brende, also Leit-

haeuser, p. 188). In more modem names the element refers to

tile and charcoal burning ; ibid, and Jellinghaus, p. 7.
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Is O. E. Pl. 'Mamies.—Brandune, G. D., iv. p. 245 (a late ch.

of the last Saxon Edward) ; to fan brandan stane, Birch Ch., ii.

p. 462 (cit. Jellinghaus).

Continental Names.—Low Germ. Brandenberge, Brand-

horst, Brandkamp, Westfal. ; H. Germ. Brand, Langeribrand,

Baden ; am Qebramnten, Elberfeld ; Brandenberg ; Brandenburg ;

Brandscheid, Priim. ; Brandswald, St. Goar.

Mod. Engl. Names.—Brand End Plot, Lines. ; Branderburgh,

Elginsh. ; Branderburton. The name Brandon {=Brand-dun)

occurs in Northumb., Durh., Warw., Glos., and Norf.

Lancashibe Names.—Brandrigg, Lancast. ; Brand Wood
Moor, Rochd.

Brant, O. E., ' high, steep.'

In the Mod. Engl, dialects of Nthumb., Cumb., Westm., Yorks.,

Lanes., and Lines, brant keeps its original meaning, and is applied

to a hill (E. D. D.).

The cognate is also used in Norw. pl. ns. Cp. Brantlokken.

Lancashibe Names.—Brantbeck, Lancaster ; Brantwood,

Hawks.

Brekka, O. N., ' slope.'

This word is cognate with EngUsh ' brink,^ which is not re-

corded in O. E., although it may have existed. M. E. brink

may be a Scand. or Low Germ. loan. Cp. Swed. and Dan. brink,

in the former language=' descent of a hill,' in the latter, ' pre-

cipice '
; M. Dutch brine, ' edge of a field, grassland, edge of a

hill, hill.' Cp. Franck under 6nmfc. There seem to be no 0. E.

names in ' brink,' so we are pretty safe in considering it to be

a loan-word. The element -breck in Warbreck, etc., and -brick, in

Scarisbrick, etc. (q. v.), both in Lanes., are almost certainly

from O. N. brekka. On the other hand, the -breck forms may be

identical with the Engl. dial, breck, noted above under brake.

But the origin of this word itself is not clear, and it may belong

to the form we are considering, and not to those connected with
brake. The Norse Brekka does not, of course, figure in pl. ns.

of the O. E. period.

Scandinavian Pl. Names in brekka, brekke.—Old Forms :

HofiSabrekka, Vvenna brekka, Sturl. Saga. Mod. Norw. Lange-
brekke, Sandbrekke, Vandbrekke.

Lancashire Names.—Green Breck, Lane. S. ; Breck Hos.,
Poulton ; Esprick, Garst. ? ; Playbrick Hill ; Harbreck House,
Liv. ; Kelbrick, Garst. ; Kelbrick's, Fleetw. ; Larbreck, Garst.

;

Lembreck Pnt., Cartm. ; Limbrick, Riv. ; Mowbrick Hall,
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Garst. ; Norbreck, Poult. ; Norbrick, Lane. S. ; Scarisbrick,

Liv. ; Towbrick, Poulton ; Sunbrick, Dalton ; Swarbrick Hall,

Blackp. ; Warbreck, Poulton.

Brine, 0. E. See discussion under Brekka above.

The name Brinkeior^a (Brinkworth, Wilts.) occurs in a late

ch. of 1065, C. D., iv. p. 107.

Continental Names.—Steinbrink, Singerbrinck, and Spiel-

brink, all Westfal.

In the Mod. Engl, dialects brink means ' edge of a hill,' and
' bank by the side of a river ' (Durh., Camb., Notts., Lanes.,

Leies., Nthants., Warwcs., Heref.).

Broc, O. E., ' brook, rushing stream.'

The word is very common as an uneompounded form in the

chs., and is well established in the old glossaries, where it is

explained as ' latex, torrens,' and on one occasion is given as the

alternative for the commoner hterary word burna, ' burna oJ>J>e

broc latex,' (W. W.). The precise meaning in the Chs. is difl&cult

to establish, but the word would seem usually to imply a running

stream. On the other hand the cognates in the other Gme.
languages have a very different meaning. Dutch broek, M. Dutch
broec means ' marshy land, morass,' and brok, in Westfal., is a
low-lying flat, covered with stagnant water, sometimes covered

with scattered trees (cp. Jellinghaus, p. 8). In Frankish Saxony,

brvch, broich, brok have such varied meanings as ' water-meadow,

bog-land, bog, watery-land, island.' On the lower Rhine, the

word means a low-lying flat, with water lying in it, and over-

grown with wood (cp. Leithaeuser, p. 129). Bruch in literary

Germ. (O. H. G. bruoch) means ' bog, marsh, fen.'

In the English dialects, e.g. Kent, and Sussex, brook means
' a water-meadow, pi. low, marshy ground, not necessarily

containing running water or springs ' (Wright, cit. Middendorff,

p. 18). It would appear from all this that the ordinary meaning

of brook is not original, and is confined to our own country,

while the Mod. Engl, dialects, and probably also many pi. ns. in

this country, retain, or originally retained, the word in its more
widespread meaning. Brookside in Sussex is said by Midden-

dorff to be a case in point. He quotes Lower's Hist, of Stissex,

1870, which states that ' brook is applied in Sussex, not to an
ordinary rivulet, but to the marshes formed by the deposit of

alluvium near the courses of rivers.' This meaning of broc,

brook, was pointed out already by Kemble, C. D., iii. p. xviii.

In Continental Pl. Names.—Borkbrok, Ellerbrok, Stuken-
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broh, etc. in Westfal. ; Bruchhausen, Oberbruch, etc., in Baden ;

Griesenbruck, Diisseld. ; Besenbruch, Barmen ; Karrenbroich,

Dtisseld., etc., etc.

In Mod. Engl, brook- occurs very commonly both as a first and

a second element in pi. ns., and need not be illustrated. It

must be pointed out, however, that before the t of -tun the c

became h in late O. E. with the result that in M. E. a diphthong

6u developed, whence in Mod. Engl, the sound (5). Thus the

numerous Broughtons all over England appear to go back to

Broctun, through the forms *Brohtun, *Br6uhtun, etc. Cp.

Broctun in Index of C. D. and Duignan's remarks (Worcs. PI.

Ns.) under Broughton ; see also this name in same writer's

Staffs. PI. Ns., Broughton, and in Skeat's Hunts. PL Ns. The

Mod. names with this element sometimes have Brock-, which

implies an early (M. E.) shortening of the o before the c, followed

by the initial cons, of the second element. Cp. Brockholes in

Lanes. This word occurs in a Ch. of 1046, C. D., iv. p. 10— ' of

hole broc swa into broc holes. (This, of course, does not refer to

the Lanes. Brockholes, q. v. Pt. I. above.)

Lancashiee Names.—Black Brook, St. Hel. ; Brockholme

House, Lane. ; ? Brookfoot, Bum. ; Brooklands, Bilsb. ; Brook

Bottom, Ashton-u-Lyne, and Garstang ; Brookhouse, Caton
;

Brookhouse, Clith. ; Brook Side, Chth. ; Brook Wood, Chip.

;

Broughton ; Brown Brook, Chip. ; Car Brook, Mossley

;

Cheesden Brook, Roch. ; Cocker Brook, Blackb. ; Deysbrook,

Liv. ; Ditton Brook, Liv. ; Duddee Brook, Rib. ; EUenbrook,

Eccl. ; Hads Brook, Chipp. ; Luxley Brook, Oldh. ; Mellor

Brook, Blackb. ; Radbrook, Burn. ; Tuebrook, Liv. ; Tun
Brook, Rib. ; Savick Brook, Preston, N. W. ; Savick Brook,

Rib., W. ; Swillbrook, Bilsb. ; Whittlebrook.

Brocc, ' badger.' Celtic loan-word in O. E.

It doubtless occurs in several Mod. pi. ns. beginning with
Brock-, but this might equally well be a shortened form of broc-

(q. v.). O.E. brochyll, CD., i. p. 97 (Worcs. 736), perhaps
contains the name of the animal. Cp. Middendorff, p. 19.

Some Mod. names beginning with Brock- are derived from an
old pers. n. Brocwulf, or Brochmrd ; Broxham (Devon) appears as

Brdchedrdes hamm in Crawf. Ch., iv. 1. 46, p. 7. The same name
occurs in Brocardes-cote (D. B., Leics.), and Brochardes ford,

Birch, iii. 588, 38. The name Brocimlf (not recorded in O. E.
by Searle) is found in the pi. n. Brozlowe (Notts.), one D. B. form
of which is Brocholvestow. On these names, see Napier and
Stevenson's note in Crawf. Ch., p. 70.
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The Lane, names in Brock- are of uncertain origin.

Brom, O. E. ,
' broom, genista '; Dutch brame, ' thorn bush '

;

Mod. Fris. bram-boas, ' raspberry ' ; O. H. G. bramo, prdmo,
' bramble ' ; O. E. bremel, ' bramble,' is derived from this

root= *brom-ilo-.

The Westfal. bram has the same meaning as the Engl, word,

and differs from the H. Germ. (Jellinghaus, p. 7).

0. E. Pl. Names.—aet Brombrigce, C. D., iii. p. 404 (Hants.

908) ; Brdmgeheg, C. D., i. p. 160 (Kent 778) ; on bromhyrste,

G. D., iii. p. 132 (Hants. 976).

Continental Names.—Braam, farm in Westfal. ; Bransel,

Rhn. Prov. ; Bramstedt, Hanover ; Brambach, Anhalt.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Broomfkld, Cumb. ; Bromley, Kt. ;

Broomhall, Chesh. ; Brormoich.

Lancashebb Names.—Bromiley, Riv. ; Bromyhurst, Eccl.

;

? Broom's Gill, Ulv. [cp. Whin's Beck] ; Broomfield, High.

Brow (of a hill). The O. E. hru, ' the brow,' is not used in this

sense, which appears to be Scandinavian. O. N. brun,
' eye-brow,' it means also ' brow of a fell, moor,' etc.,

Cleasby-Vigf . See also brun in Rygh (Norske Gaardn., iii.

p. 46), where it is defined as a ' sharp slope.'

Lancashieb Names.—Black Brow's Close, Hawks. ; Brow
Bank, S'port ; Chauntry Brow, Wigan ; Cinnamon Brow,

Wigan ; Eaves Brow, Wigan ; Gateacre Brow, Liverp'l ; Lythe
Brow, Caton ; Mere Brow, Ormsk. ; Red Brow, Liv. ; Seddon's

Brow, Liv. ; Brow Top, Bilsb. ; Seattle Brow, Cart.

Brun, O. E., ' brown.'

The precise shade of colour implied by this word in 0. E. is

doubtful. It is constantly applied in poetry to a sword, brad

ond bruneccj (e.g. Beow., 1546)=' brown of edge ' ; and to the

sea

—

sio brune «/S (Met. Boeth., 26, 29). The Ethiopians are

called ' brown people,' brune leode (Exod. 70). In pl. ns. the

element obviously means ' sombre, dark.'

O. E. Pl. Names.—o/ brunan hylle, C. D., iv. p. 179 (910).

Continental Names.—^Friesland, Brundyk ; Brunsherne.

Lancashiee Names.—Brownedge, Preston ; Brownlow, St.

Helens ; Brownsills, CUth. ; Brown Howe, B.-in-F. ; Brown
Edge, Sthp'rt.

Brycg, O. E., ' bridge ' ; 0. Fris. bregge, brigge ; O. Sax. bruggia

;

Dutch brugge ; O. H. G. prucca, prucga, brucka, etc.

Common element in O. E. boundaries ; occurs fourteen times
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in Hants. (Middendorff, p. 19). Bromhricg (oit. above sub

Brom) ; to Bricgburnan fordes, G. D., iii. p. 461 (963). See list in

Jellinghaus for additional examples.

Continental Names.— Delbruck, formerly in L. G. form

-hrugge; Osnabruck, earlier -&rMgfgre ; Rhebnigge, Bargebregge ; Breg-

leat, Friesl. H. Germ. Behiiinicken, Hambrticken, Hagevbruck.

Mod. Engl, forms are too frequent to need illustration.

Lancashire Names.—Skippool Bridge, Poulton ; Smithy

Bridge, Littleb. ; Spook Bridge, Ulv. ; Thickelford Bridge,

Bolton, etc., etc.

Burg, burh, burug, dat. byrig, O. E., ' fortified place, fortress,

walled town, castle, town, city ' ; 0. Fris. burck, burick

;

O. Sax. burg, burug ; 0. H. G. burg, purg.

Applied in 0. E. independent use to Babylon (Oros., p. 74,

Ed. Sw.) ; to Rome, constantly ; to London, e.g. Chron., 851, p. 64,

Plummer's Ed. So common in compounded pi. ns. in O. E. and

at the present time, that illustration is superfluous, but cp.

Middendorff, p. 21, for O. E. examples. The name is used not

only for important towns, but also for villages. The original

meaning seems tohave been a ' fortress,' or ' fortified place,' round

which the village grew up. Cp. on the word, Kemble, C. D., iii.

p. xix ; Leo, pp. 41, 42. burg is a common element in female

names in O. E. e.g. Eadhurg, q. v. under Abram in Pt. I.

It remains to be pointed out, that in Mod. names, the word
appears as Bur- before consonants, e.g. Burford, O. E. Burhford,

Burley, O. E. Burhledh ; Burton, O. E. Burhtun, etc. ; as -burg

(bare) or (bro), as -borough from buruh, now undistinguished

in pronunciation from the preceding form ; and finally as -bury,

-berry from the dative case byrig.

Lancashire Names.—Bury ; Cowbury Dale, Mossley ; Glaze-

bury ; Littleborough ; Mossborough, Liv. ; Newburgh, Liv.

Bnrna, burne, 0. E., ' brook, stream, river,' impUes running
water ; O. Fris. burna ; 0. H. G. prunno, brunno ; O. N.
brunnr.

O. E. Independent Use.—^e/e up ydne hand ofer call yxt
flod, and ofer burna, and ofer moras, Exod. viii. 5.

In Mod. Engl, dialects, bourn (in Herts., Kt., Surrey and Wilts.)
means ' an intermittent stream ; a valley between the chalk
hills, generally appUed to the valley and the stream jointly.'

In the Nth. and in Scotland, burn simply means ' stream, brook.'
Cp. Middendorff, p. 21, who also gives long list of O. E. pi. ns.
containing this element, and Wright (E. D. D.).
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0. E. Pl. Names.—Burne, Burnan are fairly frequent, by
fchetnselves in C. D. (cp. Index), also—oS xsdmrnan, C. D., i.

p. 258 (814) ; to burnes stede, ibid. ; on bromburnan, C. D., v. p. 84

(826).

O. E. *brynn is mutated form of brun-, with metathesis.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Bournmouth, Eastbourne, etc.

Continental Names.—The form born prevails in Saxony, as

in the Netherlands. In Germany, born is Prankish, bronn

AUemannish and Thuringish. Northern Hesse has born, and this

form stretches southwards to the Taunus (JeUinghaus, p. 5).

Blindenbom, Derborn, Eschbom, Paderborn, Svbbern {^=Sutheborne

in 1288), etc. in Westfal. ; Breitenbronn, Kdtenbrunn, Kiesdbronn,

.

Baden. Cp. Heilig, pp. 15, 16.

Lancashibe Names.—Blackburn, Brindle ; Brun (River),

Burnley ; Bumden, Bolton ; Bum Edge, Roehd. ; Bum
Hall, Fleetw. ; Bum Knotts, Stav. ; Long Bum, Blackb.

;

Bum Moor, Con. ; Bumbarrow Wood, Cart. ; Bumley ; Bum-
slack Fell, Chipp. ; Chatbum, Clith. ; Chelbum Moor, Littleb.

;

Golbome, Wig. ; Greenbum, Con. ; Hyndburn Br., Blackb. ;

Roebum (River) ; Roebumdale.

(1) Butte, O. French, ' a small mound.'

(2) But, French, ' a target.'

E. D. D. gives under bvtt{s), ' groimd appropriated for archery
;

earthen mounds used for archery practice ' (Scotl., Cumb.,
Yorks.).

There seems to be a confusion or blending of both words in

the latter definition.

Lancasheee Names.—Buttsbury, Butts Green ; Buttyetts,

Wray ; Butt Hill, Garstang ; Goose butts, Clith.

Bygg (Scand. O. N.), ' barley.'

Occurs in Sturl. Saga in the pl. n. Byggholm. Possibly present

in Biglands (Cumb.).

Bigg is used for ' a coarse kind of barley ' in Scotl., Shetl.,

Cumb., Westm., Yorks., Derby, N. Lanes. (E. D. D.).

Lancashibb Names.—Bigland Hall, Cartm. ; Bigthwaite.

By-(r), Scandinavian ' town, village.' According to Cl.-Vigf.

(under bmr), the Icelandic form is bxr, the Norw. bo, Swed.

and Dan. by.

This suflfix in a pl. n. is a sure sign of a Danish settlement, as

the word does not exist in 0. E.

The suffix occurs twice in a Lines. Ch. dated 833, but obviously,

as the spelling of the English names shows, a post-Norman copy
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at any rate, (C. D., No. ccxxxiii.)

—

Badbij, G. D., i. p. 306

;

Kyrkeby, ibid. Cp., however, Baddariby in a Ch. of 944, Birch,

ii. p. 542, which has all the appearance of being genuine. Other

names with this ending occur in eleventh century Chs.

—

Ormiahy

(Norf.), C. D., iv. p. 295 ; Houcbig, C. D., iv. p. 289 (c. 1086) ;

Kytlebi, Willabyg (same vol. and page), all in Leics. and Lines.

Deoraby (Derby) is found in A.-S. Chron. ann. 917, C. Text,

Plummer's Ed., p. 101.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names in -by are very frequent in Nth. and

Midlands. In many cases the first element of the name is also, un-

mistakably Scand., e. g. Kettleby, Asgardby, Ormsby, Kirkby, etc.

Lancashire Names.—Breastby Haw., Ulv. ; Crosby, Liv.

;

Derby West, Liv. ; Formby, Liv. ; Hornby, Wray ; Ireby,

Tunst. ; Kirkby, Liv. ; Nateby, Garstang ; Ribbj^ Kirkham
;

Roby, Liv. ; also Nibthwaite=(*}>omby >veit). Cp. early

forms in Pt. I. above.

Byre, O. E., ' dwelling, shed, cattle shed.'

The word is found as an independent word in the Corpus

Glossary, 1292 and 1294, where it glosses ' mapalia and magaUa.'

Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 274, gives a Mod. Engl. pl. n. which
contains the element and its 0. E. equivalents

—

Chcdkbyre (Kt.),

O. E. cealcbyras, further 0. E. Crangabyrum, Thorningbyre (Kt.),

0. B. Thorningabyra. The word is a mutated form of 0. E.

bur, ' dwelling, bower.' J. says it is widespread in Lower Ger-

many and the Saxon provinces of Holland in the forms biiren,

bere, beer, in the sense of a separate dwelling. See examples of

this in Jellinghaus, Westfal. Ortsn., p. 8.

In Scotland, Lindsay ' of the Byres ' was an honourable
appellation.

Lancashire Name.—Byrom.

c

Cald, 0. E., ' cold
' ; 0. Fris. kald ; 0. Sax. cald ; O. H. G.

Jcalt, chalt ; 0. N. kaldr.

0. E. Pl. Names.—to caldan wellan, C. D., iii. 246 ; ofcealdan
Mine, Crawf. Ch., iv. p. 7, 1. 45 (930).

Continental Pl. Names.—Frisian Kaldehoal, Kaldehusen.
Westfal. Callenhardt, Kalknbeck. Rhn. Pr. Kaltenbach,
Kaitenborn. Baden : Kaltbrunn, Kaltenberg (Bav.), Kaltendorf
Pr. Sax.).

Lancashire Names.—Coldcoats, Chip. ; Coldshaw Booth,
Buml. ; Cold Row, Fleetw.
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Catt, 0. E. ' cat ' ; O. Fris. Icatte ; 0. H. G. cazza, ckazza.

O. E. Pl. NAMiss.—Catleage, C. D., v. p. 401 ; Gatham, C. D.,

vi. p. 12 (958) ; Gatmere, C. D., iv. p. 66 (1042).

Continental Pl. Names.—De grouwe Kat (Farm r Arun,
Priesland ; Katsyl, Friesl. ; Kattenburch ; am KaMepol, Rhn.
Prov. ; Kattenvenne, Westfal. ; Katzepol, Diisseldorf ; Katzen-

hach, Rhn. Prov. ; Katzensteig, Baden ; Katzbach, Silesia.

Mod. Enbl. Pl. Names.—GatUy, Heref. ; Gatmer, W. Essex
;

Gatmore, Berks. ; Gatsfield, E. Sussex.

It is very doubtful whether all these English names refer to

the animal. GcUt was an O. E. pers. n., and existed as such also

ia O. N. For examples of pl. ns. which probably contain this

pers. n. cp. Gailow and GaMerall above. On the other hand the

animal certainly figures in the interesting name Wilde Katteheges

in the Cambs. Pedes Finium, p. 275.

Lancashiee Names.—Cat Bank, Con. ; Catforth, Garst.

;

? Catlow, Nels. ; Catley, Rochd. ; ? Catshaw, Wyres. Perhaps
pers. ns.

6eap, cep (1), ' sale, bargain, business, market ' ; O. Fris. kap
;

O. Sax. kop ; O. H. G. kouf, chouf.

Connected with the above O. E. word, there are a number of

others, several of which occur as elements in pl. ns. (2) Gepa,
' merchant ' ; (3) the verb ceapian, cepan, to bargain, to trade,

sell ' ; (4) ceping, ' traffic, marketing,' and thence ' a market-

place '
; (5) cmpmann, ' merchant, chapman.'

O. E. Pl. Names.—andlang cypstrsde, C. D., vi. p. 135 (996)

;

Ghepstede, C. D., ii. p. 193 (dated 933, but spelliag with ch shows
document must be a much later copy) ; on cypmanna [del],

C. D., V. p. 48 ; chypmannaford, C. D., iii. p. 431 (dated 949,

see vol. ii. p. 298). A name, to Gyppan hamme occurs in the

boundaries of a Ch. of the eighth century, C. D., iii. p. 385=
Ghippenham, Wilts., and also in Crawf. Ch., p. 7 (dated 939).

Napier and Stevenson in their note on this name (p. 73) are of

opinion that the element here is a pers. n.^-Cyppa.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—There are numerous Ghippings

outside Lanes., e.g. Chipping Gamden, Glos. ; Ghipping Norton,

Oxon. ; Ghipping Sodbury, W. Glos., etc., etc. Further Ghip-

stead, Kt. ; Ghepstow (=either O. E. cepan-, or cep-) ; Ghep-

stead (another form of Ghipstead above).

Lancashiee Names.—Chipping Lawn. (Chippendale pro-

bably contains a pers. n. See this name in Pt. I. above.)

u
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*Cefer, 0. E. ' pine tree.'

I am led to reconstract this O. E. form by the early forms of

the Lanes, pi. n. Cuerdale (q. v. Pt. I.), Keverdale, etc.

High Germ, has a word kiefer, ' pine tree,' used since the

sixteenth century. This appears to be a form of the com-

pound Men fohre, ' pine fir.' It appears that there is a

Silesian dialect form Kienfohre, an East Frankish Kimfer, and

Nth. Bohemian Kinfer. So far Kluge (Etym. Worterb. sub

kiefer). Now if we go a step further, and assume *kenfuhri-

to be an old compound, we should get in O. E. first *kenfur{i)<

then *ce{n)fer with loss of n before /. Thus O. E. *cefer from

*cmfer would be a disguised compound. The High Germ. Kiefer

must be borrowed from a Low. Germ, dialect.

Lancashebe Names.— ? Cuerdale, ? Cuerden, Preston

;

? Cuerdley.

Chel-

The origin of this prefix is ambiguous. It may be (1) from
O. E. ceole, ' throat ' ; Dutch keel ; O. H. G. kela • Mod. Germ.
kehle. MiddendorfE suggests the further meaning ' narrow
valley ' for this word (cp. p. 26), a sense which it has in the Germ,
pi. n. Kehlheim, on the Danube. This is perhaps the element
in to ceolan heafdan, C. D., iii. p. 462 (cit. also Middendorff from
Birch).

(2) Ceol, ' a ship ' (always, in O. E.» in independent use), but
perhaps also ' keel,' whence ' ridge ' when applied to geographical

features. Middendorff makes this suggestion, and cites to ceoles

cunib, cp. C. D., iii. p. 455, as a possible example of this element.

(3) The O. E. pers. n. Ceola is common, and a form ceolla is

found in L. V. (cp. Miiller, §13, b.). The former, one would
expect to produce *Cheel- in Mod. Engl., but the latter would
become Ghel. Ceol- is also a first element in several 0. E. names,
e.g. Ceolbald, CeoBriht, Ceolmund, Ceolwulf. Chel- might be
the shortened form of any of these, the shortening of the vowel
being due to the consonant of the second element following the
1-. (4) Chel- might represent an O. E. (non-W. S.) cele, ' cold,

chUl.' Many of the O. E. names beginning with ceol-, etc., are
themselves of doubtful origin, but failing any 0. E. forms, it

seems impossible to arrive at a definite decision regarding the
origin of Mod. pi. ns. ia Chd-.

Examples of O. E. pi. ns. which either do or might develop
Chel- or Chil- in the Mod. forms -.—Celicot {Chilcot, Somers.),
C. D., iv. p. 164 (1065) ; in Chdleivr^a, C. D., iv. p. 166 {Chel-
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worth, WDts., 1065) ; ceolan hyrat, 0. D., iii. p. 216 (Kent

939).

Laijcashire Names.—Chelbum Moor, Littleb.

dirce, 0. E., ' church ' ; O. Fris. kerke, sziurke, tsiurike ; O. Sax.

kirika, kerika ; O. H. G. kiricha, chirihha, etc.

Is 0. E. Pl. Names.—C2/nces«Mm, C. D., iv. p. 78 (825) ; get

Hmtancyrican,C.'D.,n.Tp.ll4o{S80, Dorset 1).

In Continental Names.—Aldtsjerk, Readtsjerk, Friesland.

H. Germ. Bergkirchen, Westfal. ; Sudkirchen, Westfal.

;

Kirchheim, Baden ; Eirchberg, Baden. Mod. Norw. Kirkeby,

Kirkerud.

Many pi., ns. in Nth and Nth. Mdlands have the element

kirk instead of church. Kirk may always be taken as Scandi-

navian.

Lanoashibe Names.—(1) Church Clough, Nels. ; Church

Scar., Lytham and Oldham ; Churchtown, Poulton. (2) Kirkby,

Kirkdale, Liverpool ; Kirkham, Kirkland Wood, Garstang

;

Bradkirk, Garstang ; Ormskirk.

Clseg, 0. E., ' clay, mud, slime ' ; M. Dutch clei& ; Mod. Dutch
klei ; H. Germ, klei is a Low Germ, loan-word.

O. E. cognates are dam, and with much the same meaning, Mod.
dial, cloam ; also the verb cleofian, ' cleave, adhere.' Outside

Gmc. the root is found in Gk. 7X0409, ' sticky, moist,' Lat. glUs

{=glut-8). The original meaning of clay then, is ' that which

sticks or clings.'

In O. E. Pl. Names.—on clxgbroc, C. D., vi. p. 52 (Worcs.

962) ; of westbroce in clxgwyllan, of clsegwyllan in—, etc., C. D., iii.

p. 80 (Worcs. 972). MiddendorfE further quotes clsRg weg. Birch.,

1282, clseghyrst, 887, ibid.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Claydon is a common pl. n., and is

found in Oxon., Berks., Suffolk ; Clayton is even more frequent,

and is found in Lanes., Staffs., Sussex, Yorks. ; Claythorpe,

Lines, and Westm. ; Clayhanger, Devon, Staffs., Chesh. ; Gkty-

pole, Lines.

Lancashire Names.—Clay Lane Head, Garstang ; Clayton,

Preston ; ? Clegg, Littleb.

Cleofa, ' slope, chasm, den, cell, chamber.' M. E. cUve.

Perhaps in Ckvedon (Somers.), Cleveland (N. R. Yorks.), and

Clevetoade (Worcs.). For the last-mentioned, Duignan gives as

earlier forms (generally without any references) Clyvelode (1275,

Subsidy Rlls.) ; Clivelade (1300), and Clevehade (1595). The
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last of these is the type from which the Mod. form is derived,

and it might equally well be from either the present, or the

preceding word.

Wright, under Cleeve, gives ' steep side of a hill, sloping ground,

a small ravine, a cliff.' The word as an independent element

seems to be confined to the south-west of England.

LANCASHmE Names.—Cleveley Bank, Garstang ; ? Claife,

Hawks.

Clif, O. E., ' cliff, rock, steep descent, promontory ' ; O. Sax.

cUf, clep, -chlep ; O. N. klif.

In 0. E. Pl. Names.—aet Clife, C. D., p. 181 (769) ; Biccen-

clife, C. D., iii. p. 4 ; to piohs clifan—andlang pioles clifes, C. D.,

iii. p. 82 (972).

[Note.—The oblique cases of this word are deofa, cleofum, etc.

in O. Mercian. These forms in M. E. give deve, whence Mod.
Engl, deeve, etc. These forms are indistinguishable from those

which arise from the preceding element, q. v.]

Continental Pl. Names.—Low Germ. : It Beade klif, Bea-

klif, Klijrak, Friesland ; Clef, near Elberfeld ; Klefberg, Rhn.
Prov. ; Hdhnen Klee, Bothen Klee, Harz country. H. Germ. :

Babenklippe, Silberklippen, Steinklippe.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Arndiff, W. R. Yorks. ; Clifford,

Heref. ; Coldiff, N. R. Yorks. ; Bawdiffe, W. R. Yorks.

;

Bockdiffe, Cumb.
Lancashiee Names.—Aldcliffe, Lane. ; Ancliffe Hall, Carn.

;

Baycliffe, Dalton ; Briercliffe, Nels. ; Castle Cliff, Nels. ; Funs-

cliffe, Blackb'n. ; Montcliffe, Wigan ; Oxcliffe, Morec. ; Rad-
cliffe, Bury ; Rawcliffe, Garst. ; Rockcliffe, Roch. ; Scartcliffe,

Black. ; Stonycliffe, Bury ; Thomcliffe, Roch.

*Cl6h, O. E., ' clough, a ravine, chasm, narrow glen, deep, wooded
valley ' (Wright, E. D. D.). The above O. E. form from
which clough would naturally develop stands for Gmc.
*klanh, cognate with Fris. klinge, ' hill ' ; Dutch klinge,
' hill ' ; O. H. G. dingo, klinge ; Westfal. klinge, ' valley,

moist place near a river ' (Jellinghaus, p. 86).

The above etymology of dough, undoubtedly the correct one,

was first proposed by Mayhew, Academy, Aug. and Sept. 1889.

Middendorff, p. 27, mentions the element cldh- in O. E. which
he finds in wi^ ddhgraues, Birch, No. 499, ii. p. 105 (860), which
Ch. is also printed in C. D., ii. p. 68. The boundaries belonging
to this Ch. are to be found in C. D., iii. p. 395, at which place
ddhgraues occurs. It is, however, impossible to identify this
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form, as MiddendorfE does either with the Continental klinge, etc.

or with Mod. Engl. cUmgh, since *klanh can only give 0. E.

*cloh, and the latter alone could develop into dough.

I have found no example of cloh- in the O. E. Chs.

CoNTiNBNTAL Pl. Names.—De Klinge, Friesl. ; Aufder Klinge,

Lippe ; Der Klingen Kam/p, Hesse-Nassau ; Klingenberg,

Saxony ; Porstemann gives Dreschklingen, KuhHingen.

Lancashtre Names.—Bowerclough Hd., Mossley ; Broad-

olough, Ross ; Church Clough, Nels. ; Clough, Littleb. ; Clough,

Oldh. ; Dry Clough, Nels. ; Clough Fold, Ross ; Higher Clough,

Nels. ; Lower Clough, Nels. ; Clougha Cottage, Nels. ; Clougha

Pike, Caton ; Clougha Scar, Caton ; ? Clows Br., Garst. ; Dean
Clough, Clith. ; Deep Clough, Caton ; Deer Clough, Wyres.

;

Fairclough, Rib. W. ; Fox Clough, Nels. ; Gallows Clough,

Wyresd. ; Gavells Clough, Wyresd. ; Gilvert Clough, Nels.

;

Greave Clough Hd., Garst. ; Harper Clough, Blackb. ; Hough-
clough, Chipp. ; Lichaclough Br., Wigan ; Lambing Clough,

Chth. ; Love Clough, Ross ; Mere Clough, Ross ; Oakenclough,

Garst. ; Ogden Clough, Buml. ; PUsworth Cough Mill, Bury
;

Rams Clough, Chip. ; Ratten Clough, Bum. ; Tamsyke Clough,

Wyres. ; Thrush Clough, Wyres. ; Shawelough, Roch. ; Siss

Clough, Ross ; Stone Clough, Bolt. ; Sweet Clough, Nels. ; Wall-

clough. Chip. ; Windy Clough, Caton ; White Stone Clough,

Chip. ; Clow Bridge, Fleetw.

Clos, doos, ' an enclosed place, field,' M. E. from O. Fr. dos,

p. p. of clore, Lat. daudere, p. p. dausum. Cp. Skeat, Cone.

Etym. Diet.

In the Mod. dialects dose means ' an enclosed place fenced in
'

(Scot!., Nthmb., Cumb.), and ' an enclosed field, generally of

pasture land, a small field near the house' (Cumb., Westm.,

Yorks., Lanes., Derby, Notts., Lines., Rutl., Leics., etc., etc.)

(E. D. D.).

Lancashire Names.—Close House, Blackb. ; Hodge Close,

Con. ; Salter Close, Scar Close, Silverdale ; Water Close, Stav.

;

West Qose Brook, Buml.

Gnsep, cnsepp, O. E., ' top, cop, vertex.'

B.-T. refers to two passages from the O. E. Old Testament

which illustrate the use of this word :—Uppan tSaes muntes

cnxp, Exod. xix. 20 ; Hig astigon to Saes muntes cnxppe, Num.
xiv. 44.

Wright, under knap gives (1) ' protuberance, knob,' (2)
' a

small hill, mound, knoll, hillock, brow or top of a hill.' He
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further appears to identify kna'pe with knah or waft, and under

this word gives
—

' summit of a rock or hill, steep hill, abrupt

terminjrtion of a hilly range ; rocky headland or promontory.'

I have only two references to the use of the word in pi. ns. in

O. E., Effihgknap, C. D., vi. p. 236 (dated 963, but probably

about twelfth century), also in Birch, iii. p. 338 ; and Mappille-

knap, Bkch, ii. p. 438, dated 938, but as Mr. Alexander tells

me, to whom I owe this reference, ' obviously at least as late

as the eleventii Century.'

In Mod. Engl. Pl. Names we have

—

Knap Castle Hill, Surr.

;

Knapthorpe, Notts. ; Knaptoft, Leics., etc.

Lancashire Names.—Cross napend.

*Coc-, O. E.

Middendorff explains this element to mean, ' gurgel, schlund,

schlucht.' The first of these words means ' throat,' which is

the meaning of O. N. kok, with which M. identifies the Engl,

word. The other two mean, ' ravine, glen, chasm, valley

between hills,' etc. Napier and Stevenson in their note to

coccebyle (Crawf. Ch., p. 115) remark :
—

' Cock is not uncommon
as the first part of local names, generally on or near hills.' There

is nothing beyond Conjecture to confirm MiddendorfE's ex-

planation, which may nevertheless be correct. It is not over-

stepping the limits of possibility to assume that a word which

originally meant ' gullet ' could, when appUed to geographical

features, come to mean, a narrow gorge, or valley. For other

similar applications of the names of parts of the body to land

cp. tongtie, neck, head, how.

On the other hand cock- (from cocca-), as N. and S. point out

(loc. cit.), may sometimes be a pers. n. Again it may occasionally

simply be the name of the bird (gallus).

Examples feom O. E. Chaetbes.—^Up on Coccan burh, C. D.,

iii. p. 385 (769-785) (probably pers. n. here)=CocJAurg, Glos.

(Kemble) ; coobroc, G. D., iv. p. 198 (931, Berks.). Middendorff

cites the latter from Birch, and also from same source

—

coc rod,

No. 969 ; cockes ^orn, No. 708 ; to weg cocce, No. 762.

Lancashebb Names.—Cockden, Nels. ; Cock Leach, Nels.

;

Cochleach, Rib. ; Cockley Beck, Con. ; Cockridge, Nels. ; Cock-
shades Hill, Lane. ; Cockshotts Wood, Wray ; Cocktakes, Ulv.

Cop, cp. Pris. kop ; 0. N. koppr ; H. G. kopf.

Mod. Engl. dial, cop, ' head, top, summit, hill, peak, crest.'

Also used in N. E. Lanes, as a ' " hedge-bank " ' (Wright).
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In 0, E. Pl. Names.—Gopcmora (Copnor, Hants.), C. D., v.

p. 49 (760) ; Coppanege, C. D., iii. p. 160 (977).

In Continental Names.—L. G. : Heikop, Friesl., perhaps

also Francop, Westfal. H. G. : Auerkopf, Barmen ; Viehkopf,

Westfal.

Lancashiee Names.—? Bacup, Ross ; Gorsey Cop, L'pool

;

Copp, Garstang, S.-W. ; Coppul, Chorley ; Cross Cop, Morec
;

Pickup.

Corn, O. E., ' com, grain, seed ' ; O. Fris. korn ; 0. Sax. corn ;

O. H. 6. korn.

In 0. E. Pl. Names the prefix corna- is found in several

names

—

corna broc, coma wudu, corna KS, which all occur in the

boundaries of a late Ch., C. D., iv. p. 287, and which correspond

to the present day Worcs. pl. n. Cornbrook, Cornwood, Gornlyth.

It is argued by some that the prefix here has nothing to do with

0. E. corn. Cp. remarks under Cornbrook, etc. in Duignan,

Worcs. Pl. Ns. ; cp. also Middendorf, under corn, who suggests

that the element may be Celtic com, ' winkel, ecke,' or even from

cweorn. The latter idea appears to me very improbable. I see

no reason why in Cornbrook, Cornwood, at any rate, we may not

assume to Engl, word corn to be the origin of the first element.

In Continental Names Kornan, Kornhoon (Westfal.), Rom-
berg (Hesse-Nassau) occvir, and among H. G. Kornbach (Bav.),

Korntal (Wiirtemb.).

In Engl. Pl. Names though there is certainly some doubt

as to the origin of the element in some cases, we can hardly

hesitate to ascribe cwn- in Cornrigg (Durh.) to the above O. E.

word.

Lancashire Names.—Com Clove, Nels. ; Comey Hill Farm,

Caton ; Cornbrook, Manchester.

[I do not assert unhesitatingly that the prefix in the above

names is O. E. C(wn.'\

Cot(t), O. E., ' dwelling, house, cot
'

; Mod. L. G. kot ; Mid.

Dutch cot ; 0. Sax. kot, ' cottage, hut, small farm ' ; cp.

also Mod. Fris. koaterboer, ' cottar, small landowner.'

O. H. G. chute, ' sheep hut.'

0. E. Independent Use.—Cfif hvrile man forstolen fpingc ham
to Ms cotan bringe, etc.. Laws of Cnut., ii. 76, Schmid, p. 312

;

ingd in cotte iinum, Lindisfame Gospels, Matt. 6, 6 ; ofer 3«ot

forda ollunc strsete ^let onbutan ia cotu, C. D. Ch., 561, iii. p. 35

(ann. 969).
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In O. E. Pl. Names.—»t Cuiacot, C. D., ii. p. 53 (854) ; on

Gyllincg cotan, C. D., iii. p. 75 (aim. 972) ; min litle land on

CoteuoaUune, Thorpe's Diplomatar., p. 546.

In the Mod. Engl, dialects the word has somewhat varied

meanings— ' cottage of humble construction, small shed for

sheep, pigs, etc., an outhouse, an isolated farm-house, enclosure.'

Cp. E. D. D. sub cote. Originally, the word had a general

sense, and if applied to a man's house did not necessarily imply a

humble abode.

Continental Names.—Fris. Koaten, Koaterhuzen. Other

Low Germ. Zuydkote, Dunkirk, Holland ; Kotvnjh, Dunk.

;

perhaps also in Salzkothen, Westfal. Cp. Jellinghaus, p. 87.

In Mod. Enol. Pl. Names the element is very common

—

e.g. Alvescoi, Kencot, Rycote, etc., in Oxon. ; Buscot, earlier

Burhwardescot, Berks.

The forms in -cot are from the 0. E. nom., those in -cote, and

coat, from the oblique cases.

LANCASHraE Names.— Alkincoats, Nels. ; Ancoats, Man-

chester ; Beamont Cote, Morec. ; Coldcoats, CUth. ; Cote

Stones, Camf. ; Cottam, Huncoat, Ross ; Leathercoat Wood,
Garstang ; Standish Cote, Dalton.

Crag (Celtic ?) Skeat gives Welsh cragg, ' rock,' careg, ' clifE '
;

O. Irish carric, ' rock.'

In the Mod. dialects of Scotl., Nthmb., W. Yorks., Westm.,

Cumb., crag means ' a rocky place, the steep side of a hill.'

—

E. D. D.
Lancashire Names.—Benrcrag, Ulv. ; Buck Crag, Grange

;

Crag End, Lane. ; Crag Wood, Hawks. ; Cragg Wood, Caton

;

High Crag, Hawks. ; Long Crag, Wyres. ; Craggs, Bum. ; Hell

Crag, Wyres. ; Long Crag, Hawks. ; Middle Crag, Lane. ; Sea-

mew Crag, Hawks. ; Sprout Crag, B.-in-P. ; Under Crag, Con.

Orawe, O. E., ' crow ' ; O. Sax. krdia ; Mod. Fris. Arte ; O. H. G.
crda, kraja, krawa.

In O. E. Pl. Names.—on ofdwan j>om., Birch Ch., 216, i. p. 304
(ann. 774) ; on cravxin crundul. Birch Ch., 391, i. p. 545 (ann.

826) ; to crawan hylle, C. D., iii. p. 455 (ann. 961).

Continental Pl. Names.—Kragenberg, Rhn. Pr. ; Krahen-
hohe, Rhn. Pr. ; Krefeld, Rhn. Pr. ; Kreienhiitt, Westfal.

;

Krdheneck, Baden ; Krainfeld, Oberhess.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Crowborough, Staffs, and Suss.

;

Crawford, Somers. ; Crowhurst, Suss, and Surr. ; Crawley, Hants.,
Oxon., Suss.
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The Mod. names with crow (krou-) presuppose an O. E. era ;

those with craw- (kro-) an O. E. cram-.

Lancashiee Names.—? Crawford, Wigan ; Crawley's Cross,

Garst. ; Crawshaw Booth, Ross ; ? Cronshaw, CHth. ; Cronton,

Liv. ; Crow Buts, Morec. ; Crow Trees, Blackb. ; Crow Woods,
Roch.

Croft, O. E., ' small, enclosed field ' ;
' prssdia, foreburga, wordius

croftas,' Aldh., Gloss., 3790, Napier, O. E. GL, p. 100 and
note ; Mod. Dutch krocht, kroft, ' stony hill, high and dry

land, field among dunes,' Franck, p. 520.

In Mod. Engl. dial, croft means— ' a small enclosed field or

pasture attached to the dwelling-house, a small common, field in

which furze is grown, a small holding or farm.' Croft head=
' the end of the croft or small field adjoining dwelling-house.'

Wright, E. D. D., under croft.

As an independent word, according to W. it is in use in Sctl.,

Irel., Staffs., S.-E. Worcs., Shropsh., Norf., Cornw., and in form
Croat, also in Wilts, and Somers.

0. E. Usage.—^onne vt mt ^ses croftes heafod, C. D., iii. p. 37

(ann. 969) ; ondlong ofre ^set in ^one croft, C. T>., iii. p. 161 (after

ann. 972).

O. E. Pl. Names or Boundaries.—bercrofte, C. D., iii. p. 260

(after 972) ; horsa croft, C. D., iii. p. 464 ; calfre croft, C. D., iii.

p. 52.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Grofton, Cumb., Yorks., Lines.,

Hants., ; Rycroft, W. R. Yorks.

Lancashiee Names.—^Agecroft, Eccl. ; Bamcroft, Wray.

;

Bradcroft, Rib. ; Brimmicroft, Blackb'n. ; Croft, Warr. ; Croft

End, Con.; Higher Croft, Blackb'n.; Hen Croft, B.-in-F.

;

Howcroft Bam, Bum. ; Marcroft Gate, Roch. ; Martinscroft,

Wigan ; Patricoft, Eccl. ; Stone Croft, Rib. ; Under Croft, Lane.

Cu, O. E., ' cow ' ; O. Sax. ko : O. Fris. ku ; M. L. G. ko

;

Dutch koe ; O. H. G. kuo.

0. E. Pl. Names.— ' of ^ane fenne, seft ^sere ealdan die to

cuforde,^ C. D., iii. p. 73 (ann 971) ; adun cousled. Birch Ch., 610,

ii. p. 270 (late copy) ; in '

—

on su\> healfe pass hiredes land ast cuhy-

rum,^ which occurs in the boundaries of an eleventh century Ch.,

C. D., iv. p. 77, we have what might become a permanent name.

Cp. Byi-es Boad in Glasgow. Another landmark in same Ch. is

Oxena gehseg, two hnes lower.

The prefix Cow- is not uncommon in Mod. Engl. pl. ns., but
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it is doubtful how far it may be referred to O. E. cm, and when

the older forms are not available this cannot be determined with

precision. Cowsdcnon (Worcs.) is deceptive, for its older forms

are Collesduna (1108), Gouleaden (1300), Coulesdone (1332), etc.

Cp. Duignan, Worcs. PL Ns., p. 45. On the other hand D.

assumes the name of the animal in Cowbach, though he gives no

early form of the name at all (p. 44). Similarly, Cowthorpe

(W. R. Yorks.) is from an older Coleforp (D. B.), Colthorp (K.'s

Inq., p. 45, and Knt.'s Fees, same vol., p. 203, etc.), and Cowton

(N. R.) appear as Cudtun in D. B., and as Gouton (Nth. and Sth.)

in K.'s Inq., p. 177. If the D. B. spelling means anything, Cud-

may be a short form of CuTpbeorht. The Cow- in Gowlees (field

name in Berks, near UfSngton), and the Lanes. Goupe (q. v.)

appear to refer to the animal.

CoNTiNENTAi Pl. Names.—De KouspTong, De Kouhagen,

Pris. ; cp. with ending of last name O. E. Oxena gehseg above.

Kuhhamp, Diisseldorf ; Kuhknippen, Rhn. Prov. ; Kuhbruch,

Silesia ; Kuhhorst, Brandenb.

Lancashtbe Names.—Cow Hill, Rib. ; Cowbury Dale, Moss.

;

Cowden, Clitheroe ; Cowfield, Nels. ; Cowhill, Cowpe, Cowbury.

Dsel and Well, 0. E. ; O. Fris. del ; O. Sax. dal ; 0. H. G. tal.

The word dxl, 'valley,' etc., is common as an independent

word in O. E. It also occurs in pl. ns. The form *dell is only

found in pl. ns. and boundaries. If such an independent element

existed, we must assume an earUer *dalja, by the side of *dal-.

Middendorff treats dxl and dell as distinct forms, and under the

latter quotes, from Birch, such forms as beran dell, 638, byrstse

dell, 796 ; cypmanna dell, 628, 905 etc. ; deopan delle, 629. On the

other hand, he gives several forms containing dsel, under dell.

Were it not for the -II in O. E. which suggests an old -ja stem,

we might assume dell in Mod. names to be a weakened, imstressed

form of dxl. Probably all names in -dale are actually pro-

nounced (del) or (dl) in local speech at the present day.

The long form dale, which undoubtedly occurs in mediaeval

spellings, is, of course, due to lengthening of a in M. E. in open
syllables, obhque case da- le.

Dale is such a common element in pl. ns. that it is hardly

necessary to illustrate its use.

The O. N. dalr, an extremely common element in Scand. pl.
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ns., may have given rise to some—perhaps many—of the north

country -dales, especially if the preceding element is a Norse
pers. n. as in Uldale (Cumb.) from Ulfdale. So far as the form

is concerned the O. N. and the O. E. words are indistinguishable.

Lahcashibe Names.—^Ainsdale, Liv. (earlier -dene) ; Bleas-

dale, Garstang ; Bottomdale, Carn. ; Cowbury Dale, Mossley ;

Cuerdale, Preston ; Dale Bams, Cam. ; Dale Beck, Roeb.
;

Dale Head, Con. ; Dale Hey, Rib. ; Dale Side, Caton ; Dallam,

Warr. ; Dalton, Fumess, etc. (see also remarks under Dalton in

Pt. I) ; Duimerdale, Con. ; Foxdale Beck, Caton ; Grassendale,

Liv. ; Kersal Dale, Manch. ; Kirkdale, Liv. ; Lindal, Dalton

;

Lindale, Dalton ; Lugsdale, Liv. ; MaUowdale ; Ormidale,

Oldh. ; Roebumdale ; Rossendale ; Siddal Moor, Bury ; Skel-

mersdale, Ormsk. (earUer -dene) ; Silverdale ; Stony Dale,

Cartm. ; Swarthdale, Cam. ; Troutall, Con. ; Udale Beck,

Caton ; Wraysdale Cottage, Con. ; Wyresdale ; Yewdale,

Con. ; Ansdell, Lytham ; Red Dell Head, Con.

Dam, ' an obstacle to stop the flow of water ' ; does not occur

in O. E. as a noun, but the verb demman is found. The
noun is found in M. E. (Ps. xvi. 35), Early English Psalter.

The cognates are O. Fris. dam, dom, Richthofen, p. 689
;

Mod. Fris. daem, ' agger, dam ' ; Middle Dutch dam{in),

Frank ; Dutch dam ; M. H. G. tarn, ' damm, teich,' Sohade ;

O. N. dammr, ' hain.'

In ContinentAi Names.—Mildaem, de lange Daem, Friesland
;

Dam, near Omabriick ; Dambeck, Mecklenburg.

Lancashire Names.—Carr Mill Dam, Wigan ; High Dam,
Stav. ; Damhead, Lane. ; Dam Side, Garstang.

Denn and Denu (O. E.).

These two words are very probably cognate, and both occur as

independent words in O. E. The former glosses lustrum ferarum

(vdldeora holl and denn, Wright-Wiilker, 187, 1) ; the latter

means ' a plain, vale, dale, valley,' e.g. xlc denu bip gefylled,

omnis valUs implebitur, Lk. iii. 5 (cit. B.-T.)

Both of these words occur in pi. ns. in the 0. E. period, but

it is not always certain that confusion has not taken place. A
very large number of names in 0. E. charters end in -denn,

-dxnn, a considerable number in -den, very few apparently in

-denu and its variants. (On this see Middendorff, pp. 38, 39.)

Such spellings as -denn and -denu are unambiguous, but -den,

if it represents the former, shows the shortening of a final long

or double consonant, which might be the result of its position
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in an unstressed syllable. It is difScult to account for -den from

-denu in the O. E. period, unless we assume confusion in form

with -denn. It is probable, I think, that this confusion did take

place, and that all these sufiQxes in O. E. denoted a valley.

It must be noted that denu would undergo lengthening of the

vowel, in the independent word, in M. E. -dene, which gives

Mod. Engl. dean. This lengthening would not occur, however,

in compounds where the element was unstressed, unless the

connection with the independent dene were preserved. Denn
would retain its short vowel in aU positions, at all periods.

Denn has the following cognates :—Mod. Fris. dinne- in dinne-,

' beam, abies.' Mod. Dutch dann, ' forest, lonely place sur-

rounded by bush, etc., hence a hiding-place, hermitage, wild

beast's lair,' Verwijs and Verdam, ii. p. 55.

The exact cognates of denu are very doubtful.

The original meaning of den{n) offers some difificulty. It is

true that the glossarial explanation quoted above is clear enough

as to one at least of its meanings. But this may be secondary.

If the Dutch word above quoted be really identical, then the

primary meaning is ' forest ' or ' wooded land.' Kemble notes

that it is ' mostly used in words denoting the pasture of swine,'

C. D., iii. p. xxi. He also notes on p. xxii that denbsero is ' a

pasture for hogs.' See also bearu above.) Thorpe, Diploma-

tarium, remarks in the glossary that denbxru means ' particularly

one (a hollow grove) affording mast for swine,' and refers to a

Ch. of 958, p. 119, of his collection, where occurs the passage
' hec sunt pascua porcorum, quot nostra lingua denbera nomi-

namus.' This is repeated by Middendorff. The meaning of

denn would seem to have developed as follows :—first the name
of a certain kind of tree (oak ? or beech ?), then a forest, then a

place where mast suitable for swine was found, then a pasture

for swine generally, then a secluded place in a forest where wild

beasts had their lairs—^in fact a den in our sense. All this

amounts to the probability that some of the places ending in

-den may have been originally pastures for swine. In spite of

this, there can be little doubt that the element was also applied

in the general sense of ' den,' and further that it was confused
later on with the word denu meaning ' a valley.' Skeat in PL Ns.
of Beds., p. 10, and of Herts., p. 20, notes that denu, ' valley

'

is much confused with -don in the Mod. names. He cites Ravens-
den, Stagsden, WiJden in Beds, with original denu, and Battlesden,

Maulden with earlier -don.

In Lanes, pi. ns. earlier -den (English) is sometimes replaced by
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-dale (perhaps Norse) in the later forms of the same name. Cp.
the early forms of Skdmerdale, and Ainsdale.

The following words and meanings are recorded by Wright
for the Mod. dialects :—(1) den, ' dell, glen, deep hollow between
hills ' (Scotl,, Nthmb., Cumb.)

; (2) dean, ' deep wooded valley

or dell, especially a valley through which a stream flows

'

(Scotl., Nthmb., Durh., Westm., Yorks., Lanes., Berks., Kt.,

Hants., Somers.) ; (3) dene, ' sandy tract on the seashore,'

applied to the low sandhills north and south of Yarmouth
(Nrfk.).

Lancashire Names.—Ainsdale (see older forms) ; Baladen.

Rochd. ; Baxenden, Blackb'n. ; Blackden, Roch. ; Brogden
Fm., Burnl. ; Cockden, Nels. ; Cowden, Clith. ; Cuerden,

Preston ; Dendron, Aid? ; Denton, Auld. ; Haslingden, Ross ;

Hoddlesden, Darw. ; Hodden Br., Clith. ; Holden, Nels.

;

Horden, Blackb'n. ; Norden, Roch. ; Ogden, Bum. ; Sabden,
Bum. ; Skelmersdale (earlier -dene) ; ? Spodden (Riv), Roch.

;

Standen, Clith. ; Stiperden Moor, Ross ; Stockden Br. House,
Garstang ; Sudden, Roch. ; Swinden, Nels. ; Thursden, Nels.

Trawden, Nels. ; Walkden, Eccl. ; Walsden, Roch. ; Woolden
Hall, Eccl. ; Worden Hall, Chorley.

Deop, O. E., ' deep ' adj. ; O. Sax. diop; O. Fris. diap, diep;

O. H. G. tiuf.

O. E. Pl. Names.—Deping, C. D., i. p. 269 (Deeping, Lines.),

819 ; Deopandene, C. D., iv. p. 34 (1026) ; Deopford, Birch Ch.

1281, 972 (cit. Duignan, Worcs. PI. Ns.).

Continental Names.—Frisian De Djippe Wei ; It Kennings

Djip (sub.). Low Grerm. Diepenbach, Schliirscheid ; Diepen-

hroich, Rhn. Prov. H. G. Tiefenbach, Baden. Norse Djupedal,

Djupvik.

In Modem English names, this element occurs somewhat
disguised, in the form Defford (Worcs.), older forms of which are

Deopford, Deopanford, Depeford (D. B.). Cp. Duignan, Worcs.

PI. Ns. under Defford.

Lancashire Names.—^Deep Clough, Caton ; Deeply Vale,

Rochd.

Die, O. E., ' ditch,' appUed not only to the trench, but also to

the earth thrown out to make it, therefore also ' bank,

vallum ' ; O. Sax. dik ; Mid. Dutch dik, ' fossa
' ; O. Fris.

dik, ' damm ' ; Mod. Fris. dyk, ' ditch, water-course
' ; Low

Germ, deich ; M. H. G. tich, ' teich, sumpf, kanal
' ; Mod.

Germ, teich, ' pond.'
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Independent Use in 0. E.
—

' ya, scipo . . . [i.e. the crews]

dulfon ya ane mycele die on Sa suShealfe, and dragon heora scipa

on west healfe faere brycge, and bedicodon sySSan Tf>a, burh uton

J>set nan mann ne mihte ne inn ne ut,' Laud. Chronicle, 1016,

cp. Plummer's Ed. i. p. 149.

O. E. Pl. Names.—Dic&sgiafe, C. D., ii. p. 16 (842) ; Dictunie,

C. D., iii. p. 272 (=Ditton Kt. ?) ; Dicweg, C. D., v. p. 126.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Ditchet {='Ditch head ? Somers.)

;

Ditchford, Worcs. ; Ditchhampton, Wilts. Cp. also Shoreditch,

Houndsditch, etc. Possibly also in Digheih Farm (Worcs., cp.

Duignan, p. 50). The final cons, often disappears. Cp. Lanes.

Ditton.

Continental Names.—^Fris. Diken, Dijkshvarne, etc. Low
Germ. Dickerstrasse, Barmen. ; in Deich, Diisseldorf ; also with

H. G. t—Froschenteich, Diisseld. H. G. Teichdorf, Brandenb.
;

Knappenteuch, Brunnenteuch, Wiirtemb.

Lancashire Names.—^Ditchfield Green, Liv. ; Ditton

;

Boulsworth Dyke, Nels. ; Stone Dikes, UIv.

Dub, Mod. Engl. Provincial, ' pool of rain water, puddle, small

pond.' Occurs also in Scotch in the form Dib.

The word is not found in 0. E., nor in any of the Germanic
languages, but it may nevertheless be an old word. I am re-

minded by Professor Strong that the word duhus, ' pool,' exists

in Lithuanian. I should propose the following etymology,

which includes both words :—Idg. : *dheuhh-, *dh'ubh, meaning
' mist, steam, steaming heat,' etc., from which base we get

Gmc. *SmB-, and also Gk. Tvcf)o<;>*6v(jio^, dij-/j,6<; ; hat. fumvs.

With these words the Goth, dauns is cognate, and also 0. E.

dust from *dunst. The meaning of Dub according to this ety-

mology would be ' smoky, steaming pool.'

LiiicASHniE Names.—Amside Dub, Crow Dubs, Morec.

;

Dub How Farm, Hawks. ; Out Dub Tarn, Hawks. ; Wash Dub
Wood.

Duce, O. E., 'a duck '
; M. L. G. duker, ' mergus '

; Mid. Dutch
dukere ; Mod. Dutch duker ; Mod. Fris. duker ; O. H. G.
tuhkari, d'&chiri, ' taucher, mergus.'

In the boundaries of Ch. 308, C. D., iii. p. 399, mention is made
of a ' duck pond ' called ducan seap. The name Du^tun occurs
in Ch. 134, C. D., p. 160, which Kemble identifies as Doughton in
Glos. The diminutive duceling occurs in the Mod. DucklingUm
in Oxfordshire, the old name of which was Ducelingdun Cp
C. D., iv. p. 92, in a Ch. of Edward of 1044.
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(1) Dun, ' mountain, hill, down.' (0. E.—an early Celtic loan-

word). The 0. E. word seems also to be used for a fortified

hill.

Independent Use in O. E.—and ^sst wseter wes fiftyne fsi6-

ma deop ofer tSa hehstan duna, ' the water was fifteen fathoms

deep above the highest hills.'

Cp. Dttcelingdun cited under preceding word.

The Mod. development of the independent word is dotvn

(dflun). As a suffix, -dun was shortened to dun long before the

period at which u was diphthongised, and this suffix appears as

(-dan), and is often written -don in Mod. pi. ns. The o instead

of M is an M. E. speUing explained above (§ 2). Grendon (Devon)

is explained as =(on) Grenan dune, Crawf. Ch., p. 55. Of course

the existence of a range of downs, and the common use of the

independent word often restores the full form in compounded
names. As has been pointed out under Denn above, -den and
-dim are often confused.

(2) Down before a name as in Down Holland means ' lower,'

or ' on the river,' ' on the sea.' Cp. also Down Ampney (Glos.)

on the Thames.

Lancashiee Names.—Hameldon, Nels. ; Huntingdon Hall,

Ribch. ; Skeldon Moor.

Diist, O. E., ' dust ' ; O. Fris. dust ; 0. Sax. dHa ; 0. H. G.

tunst, ' steam, smoke,' etc.

The adj. ' dusty ' is, of coxirse, formed from this word. I

cannot find that either noun or adj. occur in English pi. ns,

apart from the M. E. form=' dusty shaw,' cited above in Pt. I.,

and the Mod. Dusty Olough.

E
(1) -Ey= Ea, ' stream, water, river ' (O. E.) ; 0. Fris. a, e; 0.

Sax. aha ; O. H. G. aha ; Norw. (south only) aa.

A VBBY COMMON WORD IN O. E. IN INDEPENDENT UsE.—On
taam lande syndon twa mycele ea ISaspes and Arbis, Oros., ii. 1

(cit. B.-T.).

Constantly used in land boundaries, in compoimds, and other-

wise, to denote specific brooks and rivers

—

Innon cyrnea, and-

lang ea to mxrcumbe. Birch, 299 (800) ; o/ 8a«i eadenv£. seft in

dunne die, ibid. 229 (779), etc. (cit. Middendorf, p. 46).

The Mod. form of this ea is -ey or ea in pi. ns., and it is thus

indistinguishable from 0. E. leg, eg, ' island,' etc. (q. v.).

The corresponding German -aeh is common in Mod. Germ. pi.
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ns., especially in Baden :

—

Neckar Steinach, Eschach, Wolfach,

etc. ; Dornoch, Rhn. Prov. Mod. Norw. : Bjorkaa, Sandaa,

etc.

(2) -Ey or -ea= 0. E. *m; O. H. G. ouwa; M. H. G. ouwe;

Germ, -au, ' water, watery land, water-meadow,' etc.

This word is not generally recognsied in O. E., but one can

hardly believe that O. E. ed, usually explained as above under

-Ey (1), may not in reality have had this origin also. Of course

this view implies that there were two distinct words in O. E.

(1) From Gmc. ahwa, ' water ' ; (2) from Gmc. auwo- ' water-

meadow,' etc. Both of these would develop into m in 0. E.

-au is an exceedingly common suffix in German—HeUig, Ortsn.

d. Groszherzogtums von Baden, p. 14, says there are more than

fifty in that province alone. Leithaeuser, Bergische Ortsn.,

p. 150, etc., considers aha and ouwe as developed both from the

same Idg. *akwa-. In this case, we must assume for the latter,

a form Idg. *akwa-, Gmc. *ayo-. From this base O. E. leg-, etc.

' island ' may also be derived. In any case the words all have

a meaning connected with ' water.' In cases where O. E. ed

means not ' water,' but ' watery land,' I should prefer to

consider it as cognate with ouwe. In H. G. the two forms aha

and ouwe were very early differentiated in meaning as in form.

See also, on ea and ey, Jellinghaus in Anglia, xx. p. 279.

(3) Ey= 0. E. leg, eg, ' island,' etc.

It meant not only ' island ' in the modem sense, but any
elevated piece of land, wholly or partially surrounded by marshy
country or flooded depressions (Skeat, PI. Ns. of Herts., p. 24).

leg is the W. S. eg the non-W. S. form.

Independent Use in O. E.—wulf is on lege, ic on o^erre, fssst

is ^M eglond fenne beworpen ; sindon wielreowe weras ^xr on Ige,

Riddles of Cynewulf , i. 4, 6 (cit. B.-T.)

.

In Sweet's O. E. T. Glossary, pp. 608-609, six pi. ns. in -eg,

from Bede's History, and from Chs. are mentioned—e.g. Cerotes-

eg (Chertsey) ; Heorot-eg (Hartlepool) ; SUes-eg- ' quod dicitur

latine insula vituli marini,' etc.

It is practically impossible to distinguish the origin of the
suffix -ey after the O. E. period, but probably in the greater
number of cases it was -eg, or ea (2), and means marshy, swampy
land, and of course in some names, literally an island.

I think it probable that even in the O. E. period all those
words were confused, certainly in form, and possibly in meaning,
except that ed (from ahwa) meant ' water,' and not ' land.'
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Lanoashiee Names.—Bardsea, Dalt. ; ? Bewsey, Warr.
;

Sawrey, Hawks.

Earn, 0. E., ' eagle ' ; M. Dutch aren, aern ; 0. H. G. am

;

0. Sax. orn.

The ordinary 0. E. word for eagle. In pi. ns. such examples
as Eamdeagh, C. D., v. p. 52 (780). Eamesdune, C. D., v.

p. 365 (956) ; Barnes heorch, C. D., iii. p. 301, probably represent

shortened forms of some Jjers n. in Earn- such as Earnnmlf,

Earnwig, etc., or Earn by itself may have been a pers. n.

Cp. also Napier and Stevenson's note on p. 51 of Crawf. Ch. for

further examples of O. E. pi. ns. in Earn- both as a pers. n. and
meaning 'eagle.' Many Continental names beginning with
Ams- {Amsberg, Westfal ; Arnstein, Hesse-Nassau, etc., etc.)

probably contain rather a pers. n. than that of the bird.

Among Mod. Engl. pi. ns. Arley (Staffs.) appears to contain

the bird's name ; cp. under Lanes. Arley in Pt. I. above.

Lancashieb Name.—(Pers. n.) Eamshaw Bridge, Preston.

East, O. E., ' east' ; 0. Fris. asfa, ost ; O. H. G. ostan ; 0. N. avMr
A very common prefix in 0. E. pi. ns., e.g. Eastcot, Eastham,

Eaatcroft, Easton, etc. In M. E. this element appears as Eat-

in pi. ns., especially in D. B. Later on Ast- is the common
form in some cases. Cp. Duignan, under Aston (Staffs. PI. Ns.).

PL ns. in East- and Ast- are so common that examples are

superfluous.

Laitcashire Names.—Eastham, Lytham ; East Plain, Cart.

Ecg,O.E., 'sharpness, edge'; O.Fris.egr,*gr; O.Sax. eggia; O.H.G.
ekka, ' ecke, kante, winkel,' cp. Schade, i. p. 130 ; 0. N. egg.

The 0. E. word in ordiaary speech, refers chiefly to the edge
of swords and axes. In poetry it is used alone to signify a sword,

as distinct from ord, ' point,' which is used for pointed weapons,

spears, etc. Ecg is common in 0. E. as a first element in pers.

ns.—e.g. Ecgldf, Ecgyeow, Ecgheard, Ecgbeorht.

This element does not appear very common in 0. E. pi. ns., or

ia specifications of landmarks, boundaries, or features of the

landscape. Jellinghaus, Angha xx. p. 279, says it often occurs,

but gives no examples. We have, however, ecgraw croft, CD.,
iii. p. 170 (ann. 979) ; egcean Ixa, C. D., iii. p. 344 (1005).

Middendorff quotes (p. 43), siva adun ofer 6a ecge ; Birch, 356

(ann. 816) ; of ^am geate ondlong ecge, ibid. 541 (ann. 875) ; of

brocces slmd ondlong ecce, ibid. 1299 (ann. 974) ; be Ses Minces

ni^er ecge, ibid. 782 (ann. 943), etc. M. remarks that bill, gara, ord,

X
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scedt, sweord, which all occur in O. E. pi. ns. or designations of

locaUty are in that case synonymous with ecg. Whether this be

so is perhaps open to question, but in any case, ecg in pi. ns., etc.,

appears to mean ' edge, point, cliff, declivity,' also probably
' ridge,' although Jellinghaus (loc. cit.) says this meaning does

not seem to have developed in English.

In the Germanic speaking countries the word is common in

pi. ns. In Baden about twenty-five names occur containing

this element, both in its H. G. form -eck, and L. G. egg ; e.g.

Krahenech, Stolzeneck, Geroldseck, Steinegg, Elmenegg, Loubegg,

etc., cp. Heihg, O.N. d. Grsshrztms Baden, pp. 22, 23. See

also on -egg and -eck, Leithaeuser's remarks and examples,

Bergische Ortsn., p. 23, and Jellinghaus, Westfal. Ortsn., p. 29.

Lancashiee Names.—Bum Edge, Roch. ; Edge Fold, Bolt.

;

Edge Green, St. Hel. ; Edge Hill, Liv. ; Blackstone Edge.

Efes, 0. E., ' Eaves of a house, border, edge, side, overhanging

edge of a wood,' Kemble, C. D., iii. p. xxiv. ; O. Fris. Ose,
' Dachrinne ' ; M. L. G. ovese, ' Vorsprung des Daches

'

;

M. Dutch ose, oyse, ' eaves
' ; 0. H. G. dbasa, opasa, obosa,

ohisa, ' Vorhalle ' ; Mod. Bav. ohaen, etc., ' Vorhalle der

Kirche ' ; 0. Swed. opsddrup, ' Dachtraufe ' ; 0. Sax.

ups, ' eaves.'

In O. E. oedinaby Use.—geworden ic eom swa swa spearwa
anhoga oS6e antvuniende on efese oSSe on 'pecene (cit. B.-T.).

In local designations efes is used as the ' edge of a field ' (?) in

C. D., ii. p. 172 (931), cit. B.-T.

—

tonne west ut turh henna leak

o6 hit cimet to tsere efese ; and in Crawf. Ch., iv. 50, p. 7

—

]?on

up on stream oTf xsculfes weortig, nor'S yanon sceaftryht oJ> efes.

Napier and Stevenson refer to this passage, in the Index, by
the entry, ' efes, edge ' (of a wood ?). But may it not mean
' edge of the weorthig ' in the passage cited ? Be Cilternes

efese occur in a late copy of Edward Conf., C. D., iv. p. 232
(cit. Jellinghaus, Angha, xx. p. 280). Here the word may refer

either to the forest or the hills.

In M. E. the word occurs as evese, eovese, ovese, etc., cp. Strat-
mann-Bradley, p. 204, where various uses of the word are illus-

trated, e.g. \>e evese of Tf>e Ml, Wicl. Job. xi. 5 ; the wode efese,

Wright's Vocabularies (not Wright-Wiilker), 159.

It should perhaps be added that the word is a singular (fern.)

in 0. E. and in M. E., although the Mod. speech-sense feels it

as a pi.

LANCASHmB Name,—Habergham Eaves.
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Ende, 0. E., ' end, corner, part
'

; 0. Fris. enda, eind ; 0. Sax,

andi ; 0. H. G. aTidi, anti, enti, etc.

Independent Use in 0. E.

—

a butan ende ; ^set hi ^xs ge-

winnes aumne ende gedyden, Oros., 2, 2 ; xt sylfe wseter tSe hie

6a ban mid ywogan, gvian in mnne ende ^xre cyricean, Bede, iii.

11 ; Ofer ealle eor]>an endas, Ps. Thorpe, 18, 4 (all these passages

cit. B.-T.).

This seems very rare in old pi. ns. Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx.,

does not mention the element at all. Middendorff only cites

—

iisque cweokende, 59a.

Lancashire Names.—Bolton Town End, Carnf. ; Crag End,
Lane. ; Croft End, Con. ; Nook End, Eccl. ; Town End, Con.,

etc. ; Town Ends, Chip. ; Low Water End, B.-in-P.

Eofor, ' wild boar ' ; O. H. G. ebur, epur, eber.

Besides the animal itself, eofor (in poetry) designates in 0. E.

the crest on a helmet, which was frequently made in the shape
of a boar—as a symbol of vigour. Is it possible that the word
may have had the secondary sense of ' crest of a hill,' etc., in

pi. ns. ?

Eofor occurs in Beowulf as a pers. n., cp. 2487 and 2965, also

in the form efor, 2994 and 2998. There are several 0. E. pers.

ns. with Eofor as a first element

—

Eoforheard, etc. See Searle.

It is therefore possible that it is a pers. n. in some pi. ns. in which
it occurs. See also Skeat, Beds. PL Ns., pp. 1 and 2.

Eburleah (identified by Kemble as Everley, Wilts.) occurs in

a very ancient Ch. of Ine, ann. 704., C. D., i. p. 57. Eoforaol

(Uterally the ' hog's wallowing-place '
?) is found in a Ch. dated

934, C. D., ii. p. 195 (cit. also Middendorff, p. 48, from Birch).

The 0. E. name of York was Eofonaic, which is doubtless a

popular etymology of Eboracum.

Eberbach (Baden) apparently contains the German cognate

of Eofor.

Lancashiee Name.—Everton, L'pool.

ErJ>, non-W. S., Yr]p (=E. W. S. ierTp), ' plough land, arable

land,' etc. (0. E.).

This word generally occurs in 0. E., in the forms yrlf and «>J>.

and in a Kt. Ch. (Thorpe, p. 477) as xrf. These forms point

to an earlier *ary>i-, E. W. S. ierTp. This is confirmed by the

Middle Dutch form art, ' ploughed land,' and M. H. G. art,

' ploughing,' etc. Cp. also O. N. ar^r, ' small plough.' The
M. E. form erye, ' ploughing,' occurs in Palladius, iv. 68 (cit.

Stratmann-Bradley). These words are all cognate with 0. E.
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trian, ' to plough,' and eor}>e, ' earth,' though they represent a

different form of the base,-*a»--, from that in the last word which

has original *er-. 0. E. card, 'home, dwelling, native land,'

is probably also cognate.

Independent Use in 0. E.—tSorewe is Ses londes 8e ic higum

selle xvi gioc xr^e londes ond medwe (Will of Badanoth, ann. 837,

Thorpe's DipL, pp. 477) ; Ic aweste yine buruh and geioyrce to

yrtlande, ' I will lay waste thy city, and turn it into ploughed

field ' (jElfric's Metrical Lives of Saints, Ed. Skeat, 3, 224 ; cit

B.-T.).

I have no certain examples of this element in pi. ns., in docu-

ments of the 0. E. period, unless we have one in the phrase

—

yanon on er^kmdes hege, C. D., v. p. 117 (ann. 863). It is, of

course, dififtcult at this stage to draw a hard and fast line between

a casual descriptive epithet and a permanent pi. n. For ex-

ample of similar cases of occurrence of this element in 0. E.,

see Middendorff, sub ear^, yr^, p. 47. In H. G. pi. ns. the

element occurs as -ert as in Sondert, Husbert, Stuppert, etc. Cp.

Leithaeuser, Bergische Ortsn., pp. 178 and 179.

Lancashire Name.—^Arbuiy, Wigan.

Fseger, 0. E., ' fair, beautiful, pleasant,' etc. ; 0. Sax. fagar

;

0. H. G. fagar.

In C. D., iii. p. 187, in a Ch. which purports to be of 982, but

which is obviously a much later copy, or a forgery, we find—usque

ad locum primo scriptum, scilicet fegerani yorne, which Kemble
takes to be in Wilts. In any case a Fairthorn exists now in

Hants. In Birch Ch., ii. p. 151, at Fagranforda occurs (cit.

Middendorff). Is this the Mod. Fairford in Glos. ? In the latter

name, fseger doubtless means ' easy to cross, convenient,' etc.

Staffordshire Farewdlis,, according to Duignan (Staffs. PI. Ns.),
' 13 c. Fayrwell, Fagereswell, Fagrewelle, Fagerwelle,' etc. The
source of these forms is not given. The spellings point to

0. E. fseger. The second of these spellings rather suggests

a pers. n. for the fij:st element, but I carmot find that the

word was used as such in 0. E. The Mod. family n. Fair is,

according to Bardsley (Engl, and W. Surnames), of local origin,

but this is supported only by the name John de Fayre, 29 Edw. i.;

it may surely also have another origin, and refer to the personal
appearance.

Lanoashibe Names.—Fairclongh, Rib. ; Pairrigg, Stav.

;
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Fairfield, Liv. ; Fair Snape, Garst. [See, however, names in

Fair- in Pt. I. for another possible explanation of this element.]

Fald, earlier falud, 0. E., ' fold, sheepfold, oxstall.'

In C. D., ii. p. 195, both Byringfalod, and Fmstanfahd occur

(ann. 934) ; falodleah is found C. D., v. p. 70 ; MiddendorfE cites

to ^een ealdan falde, Birch, Ch., No. 620, ii. p. 284 (ann. 909), etc.

Jellinghaus (AngUa, xx. p. 282) suggests, as is very probable,

that the 0. E. fald contained a dwelling for the shepherd. Such
dwellings may have become the starting point of larger settle-

ments.

Examples of Mod. names with this termination are

—

Ashfold,

Surr. ; Gowfold, Sussex. Cit. Jellinghaus.

0. E. folde, ' earth, dry land, region, territory,' etc., is indis-

tinguishable, in spelling at any rate, from the above, after the

M. E. period, since 0. E. fald becomes fold. 0. E. folde would
have a different 6- sound in the M. E. period, and would normally

become Mod. Engl, (fuld), but as this was a poetical word, it is

improbable that it was used in pi. ns. As a second (unstressed)

element, it would be shortened in 0. E., but might be lengthened

later, on the analogy of the other fold, -fold, in Gowfold, etc.,

owes its long vowel to the influence of the independent word.

Lancashire Names.—Barrack Fold, Bolt. ; Captain Fold,

Bury ; Clarkson's Fold, Rib. ; Dixon Fold, Bury ; Fold Houses,

Garst. ; Folds, Chorley ; Fold Yeat, Hawks. ; Gunnell's Fold,

Wigan ; Green Fold, Wray ; Kitchen's Fold, Bury ; Hindle

Fold, Clith. ; Hoole Fold, Bilsb. ; Horrock's Fold, Bolt.

;

Kenyon Fold, Bury ; Keyfold, Bilsb. ; Knowe Fold, Dar.

;

Lowhouse Fold, Littleb. ; Marking Fold HiU, Roeb. ; Rantree-

fold, Wray ; Rawfold, B.-in-F. ; Sandfold, Ant. ; Sheardley

Fold, Bilsb. ; Showley Fold, Blackb'n ; Tewitfold, Silverdale ;

Thomham Fold, Rochd. ; Withnell Fold, Blackb'n ; Woodfold
Park, Blackb'n.

Feld, ' field, plain, open country ' (0. E.) ; O. Fris., 0. Sax.,

feld ; O. H. G. feld, veld, felth, etc.

This word is in ablaut-relation to 0. E. folde, ' country,' etc.

but has nothing to do with O. E. fald, falod, Mod. Engl. fold.

Its original meaning seems to have been ' campus,' land natur-

ally open, as distinct from ledh (q. v.), which was land which

had been cleared from forest, etc. Thus feld in pi. ns. often

impUes old pasture, natural grazing land.

Feld was further applied to unenclosed land (cp. Kemble
Pref. to C. D., iii. p. xxiv. and Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 281)
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as distinct from tun, wcrrTp, haga, hamm, etc. (q. v.), which, all

imphed enclosures of some kind. Later on fdd came to have a

much more general meaning, and was applied both to enclosed

' fields,' and those which had been cleared of scrub, etc. Midden-

dorfE (p. 49) points out that the Mod. names in -fiM in England

are far commoner than in the O. E. period, which means that

many of them are of later origin. The reason of the comparative

rarity of the suflBx in 0. E. pi. ns. is that primeval open, clear

pasture was much rarer than forest land.

The Continental use of the word in pi. ns. leads to the same
conclusion. In Westfal. feld is defined by Jellinghaus (Westfal.

On., p. 32) as ' Urspriinglich eine unbewaldete Flache ' ; and
Leithaeuser (Bergische Ortsn., p. 200) says, 'feld bezeichnet

freies, oflEnes Land im Gegensatz zu Berg, Wald, and ist oft

gleioh Boden, Elache, Flur.' Cp. also the Boer-Dutch use of

veldt at the present day.

Several of the Mod. Engl, names ia -feld occur iu the 0. E.

Chs., e.g. Brddanfeld (Bradfield, Berks) for which references to

five different Chs. are given in the Index of C. D. ; Liccedfeld

(Lichfield, Hants.), Birch Ch., 310 ; to clxnefelda (Clanfield,

Hants.), Birch Ch., 620—the two last are referred to by Midden-

dorff, etc.

As a first element feld- is comparatively rare, but it is found

in the compounded felden, fylden, etc. (Middendorff).

Lancashibe Names.—Belfield, Roch. ; Brierfield, Nels,

Broadfield, Blackb. ; Broomfield, High, Bork. ; Cantsfield;

Tunst. ; Cowfield, Nels. ; Downey Field, Morec. ; Edenfield

Roch. ; Field Broughton, Cart. ; Fairfield, Liv. and Aught
Fallowfield, Manch. ; Field Head, Caton ; Foxfield, B.-in-F,

Freshfield, S'port ; Gawith Field, Ulv. ; Greenfield, Nels.

Hampsfield, Grange ; Highfield, Carnf. ; Hundersfield, Rochd.
Infield House, Garst. ; Limefield, Bury ; Longfield Wood,
B.-in-F. ; Makerfield, Wigan ; Moorfield, Kirkham ; Newfield
Wood, Con. ; Oldfield Carr, Poulton.

Fell (Scandinavian). Vigfusson gives 'fell, a fell, wild hill.'

In Icelandic, fell is a single hill, and in pi. a range of hills.

O.'E.fjall; Swed. fjail ; Ban.fjsdd. This word is unknown
in West- Germanic.

It is common in England in areas such as Cumberland, West-
moreland, Lanes., where there were Norse settlements.
Lancashiee Names.—Abbeystead Fell, Wyres. ; Above Beck

Fells, Con. ; Black Fell, Caton ; Dunkenshaw Fell, Wyres.

;
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Dunnerdale Fells, Con. ; Fair Snape Fell, Garstang ; Fell Bam,
Garstang, Fell End, Garstang ; Fell Foot, Chip. ; Fell Side,

Garstang and Tunst. ; Furness Fell. ; Grit Fell, Caton ; Harris-

end Fell, Garst. ; Haylot Fell, Caton ; HiU Fell, Hawks.

;

Holme Fell, Con. ; Lee Fell, Wyres. ; Leek Fell, Wyres. ; Low
Oxen Fell, Con. ; Luddah's Fell, Garstang ; Marshaw Fell,

Wyres. ; Park Fell, Hawks. ; Parlick Fell, Chipping ; Salter

Pell, Roeb. ; Snape Fell Fair, Garstang ; Tumbrook Fell,

Wyres.; Tatham Fells, Roeb. ; Winfold Fell, Wyres. ; Whiteray
Fell, Roeb. ; Wolf Fell, Chipping ; Yewdale Fells, Con. [N.B.

Dr. Hirst says there are no fells south of Wyresdale.]

Fisc, O. E., ' fish
' ; O. Fris., O. Sax. fish ; 0. H. G. fisc, vise,

etc.; O.'N.fiskr.

There are several names in C. D. which contain this element :

—

Fiscu'Se, id est 'partus piscis, C. D., iii. p. 354 (ann. 1006-12) ; fisc

mere, C. D., iii. p.' 373. This form is in the boundaries of a Ch.

given C. D., i. p. 23, which is dated 680 (!). Adiecto una pis-

catorio on Taemise fiuuio uhi dicitur Fiscnaes (Fishness, Kent),

C. D., i. p. 216 (ann. 801).

Fisc appears to have been used as a pers. n., through the only

example known to Searle is that found, Elhs, Introd., ii. p. Ill,

of a person described as ' liber homo ' of Norf., T>. B., 2086., who
held land in the time of Edward the Confessor. This pers. n.

perhaps is the first element in Fiscesburna, C. D., i. p. 59 (ann.

704). Kemble's Index gives references to four other Chs. which
contain this name. MiddendorfE cites also a Fiscestun from
Birch (ann. 958).

0. E. fi^cere, ' fisherman,' also enters into 0. E. pi. ns. Cp.

C. D., V. p. 392 (ann. 957), o5 Fisceresdene ; Fiskertun (Fisherton,

Lines.), C. D., iv. p. 141 (ann. 1060). The sh in this name is

probably due to Scandiaavian influence, which we might expect

at this date and in this locahty ; several Norse names occur

among the signatories of this Ch., e.g. Askyl, Tokes sune (see the

name Tolci under Tockholes above Pt. I.), and laulf Maltes sune.

Fishermck (Staffs.) has a twelfth century form Fischereimch

(cp. Duignan, Staffs. PL Ns.).

Lancashirb Names.—Fish House, Cart. ; Fishnet Point,

Lane. ; Fishpool, Bury ; Fishwick, Preston.

Ford, O. E., ' a ford ' ; O. Fris. forda ; 0. H. G. furt ; 0. N.

fjor^r, ' firth, bay '
; Mod. Norw. fjord.

In 0. E.

—

neh y>sem forda >e mon hxt Welingaford, Oros., v. 12,

ed. Sweet.
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In Pl. Names, etc.—Fordstreta, C. D., i. p. 31 (aim. 686 ?)

;

set Forde, C. D., ii. p. 47 ; Fordeuuicum, C. D., i. p. 12 (675)=
Pordwich, Kent.

There are innumerable places on rivers, with names ending in

ford all overEngland ; it is unnecessary to enumerate them. Those

which end in -forth (Camforth), etc., simply have the O. N. form

of the word instead of the 0. E. Most Lanes, pl. ns. in -ford

have earUer forms in -forth as well ; similarly, those in -forth have

forms in -ford, showing that the Engl, and Norse forms of the

word were used indiscriminately.

Continental Pl. Names.—Altenforde, Westfal. ; Drievorden,

Hann. ; Hahnenfurt, Rhn. Prov. ; Niederfurth, Rhn. Prov.

Old Norse forms : Austfir^ir, Sturl. Saga ; Borgerfjor^r, Sturl.

Saga (op. Burford in Oxon. ?) ; Bretafjor^r, Sturl. Saga (cp.

Bradford).

Fot, 0. E., ' foot,' also used as a measure ; O. Fris. fot ; 0. Sai.

fot ; 0. H. G. /waz, ftiez, etc. ; 0. N. fotr.

The word foot in the sense of the ' bottom of a hill,' etc., is

probably not an old usage. MiddendorfE doubtfully cites to tS^re

gearn loindan fset, from a ch. of 960 (?) in Birch.

Among Gmc. pl. ns. on the Continent, we have apparently this

element in Fussholden, Rhn. Prov.; and Fuetzen, Bondorff,

Baden.

Lancashiee Names.—Broadgate Foot, Morec. ; Brookfoot,

Bum. ; Browfoot, Silv. ; Carefoot, Bilsb. ; Fellfoot, Chip, and
Stav. ; Field Foot, Ribch. ; Lightfoot Green, Bilsb. ?

Prijj, Fyrh>e, O. E., ' forest, forest land.'

Middendorff (/n'S) gives ' buschwerk, unterholz,' and quotes.

fritSaeleah, from Birch (316) (ann. 804) ; this occurs also in C. D.

—Fri^esleah, No. 187, FriSseleah, 1049. The early form of this

name points to a pers. n. ? C. D. also has FriStun, No. 782,

Fritton, Norf. Middendorff's FritStSingden, B. 459, and fritSes-

leas, ibid., are nothing to the point. Under fri]>geard, ' enclosed

space, habitation of peace,' B.-T. surely confuses two distinct

first elements : (1) Gif friSgeard sie on hwes lande, abuton stan
oStSe treow, oStSe wille, etc., L. N. P. L., 54 ; and (2) friSgeardum
on, Chr. 399. There is no connection between the two words
frito, fri^, ' peace,' and /nS or fyrh'de, primarily ' fir forest,' then
perhaps ' enclosed space '=enclosed by a hedge. M. also gives

/2/r^tS, firh^, ' Geholz (von Fohren ?) sieh furh ' ne Dial firthe

'geholz, Hain,' of cincges fyrhSe on offahamesgemsere, Birch,

No. 779 ; andlang ]?ses fyrh^es, Earle, p. 158. M. also cites ye
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huntiej) i«es Kinges fritSe, La^- 1432 (Strat-Bradl.). fwh, ' fir

'

does not occur in 0. E., but furhwudu does [Lchdm., iii. 327, 39,

col. i.] (B.-T.).

fnth=' wood or wild land,' Duignan, Staffs. Cp. also Skeat,

Herts. PI. Ns., p. 23. Mod. Yorks. Firby, E. R., is Frytheby

in K.'s Inq., 146, 268 ; and the same place in N. R. Yorks. is

Frethebi, 154, Fridheby, 336, K.'s Inq. In D. B. the latter is

Fridebi, 296, the former Friebia, 70.

E. D. D. gives the following uses of frith in the Mod. dialects

which are very much to the point : (1) ' a wood, plantation,

coppice, clearing in a forest or wood ' (Scotl., Nthmb., W. Yorks.,

Lanes.) ; (2)
' an enclosure surrounded by a wreathed or wattled

hedge ' (W. Somers.)
; (3)

' unused pasture land ' (Cumb.,

Lanes.) ; (4) ' brushwood, underwood suitable for wreathing or

wattling ' etc. (Yorks., Glos., Worcs., Sussex, Hants., I. of W.,

Wilts., Dors., Somers., Der., Cornw.) ; (5)
' a hedge, especially

a wattled hedge or fence ; a gap in a hedge filled up with watt-

ling ' (Kt., Somers., Dev., Cornw.).

I derive 0. E. fyrMe and /nS (with metathesis) from Gmc.
*furhilf>d, and take the primary meaning to be ' collection of fir

trees.' Cp. furh, etc. above. I further identify the suffix -ifo

with the Latin -etuin as in quercetum, pinetum, etc. See my note

on this eytmology in M. L. R. for July 1910. The general mean-

ing of ' forest,' or ' forest land,' is that borne by /ntS and fyrhSe

in O. E. Cp. he smtte mycel deorfri^ (Laud MS. A.-S. Chron.,

1086, Plummer's Ed., p. 221). Gmc. furh from Idg. *j»-k''os is

cognate with Lat. querciis. Therefore the word under discussion

has nothing whatever to do with 0. E. /n6, ' peace, protection,'

which goes back to an Idg. base *pri-, ' love,' etc. Of course

in such compounds as fri^land the prefix might be either of the

two O. E. words, and the whole might mean either ' protected

land ' or ' forest land.'

[Note. Professor Toller has had the kindness to write to

me on my interpretation of the Chronicle deorfri^. While not

disputing the etymology of fyrh^e, etc., which I have suggested,

he is convinced that the word does not mean ' deer forest ' in

this passage, but simply ' immunity from pursuit for deer.']

Ful, 0. E., ' foul, filthy ' ; Goth, fuls O. Fris. ful ; 0. H. G.

fm.
0. E. Pl. Names.—in FvJebroc, of FvJebroc, C. D., iv. p. 71

(ann. 1042) ; set Fulanpettx, Will of AMfleedu, C. D., iii. p. 272

;

on fulan yge, C. D., iii. p. 49 (ann. 960).
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The last name is that of a place in Hants, according to Kemble.

The Mod. form would be Fulney, which is not recorded by-

Bartholomew as existing in Hants., though he gives a Fulney

in Lines. In Mod. names which begin with Foul- we cannot be

sure whether we have the representative of 0. E. Jul- or O. E.

fugol-, ' bird,' unless we have some old forms. Similarly in the

case of Mod. names beginning with Ful- this may be either a

shortening of O. E. ful- or may be 0. E. full- ' full.' Fulford

in Staffs, has thirteenth century form Fuleford, and this accord-

ing to Stevenson (cit. Duignan, Stafis. PI. Ns.) contains 0. E.

fill, and the same is probably true of Fulfen, Staffs. Fulbourn

in Cambs. is also of this origin as its earlier forms seem to show.

Cp. Fulehurna=' foul stream ' in the Ely Inquest. See Skeat,

Cambs. PL Ns.

Lancashire Names.—Fulshaw ; Fulwood.

Furhlang, 0. E., ' a furlong, stadiuim.'

O. E. USE.—S^wom on tset lange furlang, CD., iii. p. 97 (ann.

973) ; Bethania is gehende Hierusalem ofer fyftyne furhlang,

St. John's Gosp., ii. 18, cited by B.-T.

Lancashiee Name.—Bamfurlong, Wigan.

6
Gap, 0. N., ' gap, empty space '

; M. E. gappe.

There is no doubt that this is a loan-word, and there is no
genuine English cognate. The word is related to 0. N. gapa,

to ' gape.'

Gap is used in various senses in the Mod. Engl, dialects

many of which are to the point in considering the word
in pi. ns.

E. D. D. gives the following : (1)
' Opening in a fence, a gate,

a large breach in a hedge ' (Scotl., Lakel., Cumb., Westm.,

N. Lanes., Lines., Shropsh., Dors.)
; (2)

' an opening, a pass

amongst mountains or hills, a cleft in a chff ' (Lakel., Cumb.,
N. Yorks., Lines., Kent, Sussex. Cp. Birling Gap on the Downs
near Eastbourne).

Lancashieb Names.—Bough Gap, Nelson ; Stainton Gap,
Ulv. ; Whitemoss Gap.

Gardr, 0. N. 'yard, enclosed space, courtyard, court and
premises.' This loan-word is cognate with 0. E. geard,
' yard,' etc., and with 0. Sax. gard, ' enclosure, dwelling '

;

0. H. G. gart, ' enclosure
' ; Goth, gards, ' house.' The

word occurs as a farm name in Iceland (Cleasby-Vigf.).

In the Mod. Engl. dial, garth means : (1) ' a small piece of
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enclosed ground, usually, beside a house, a field or paddock,
garden, yard, a fenced place ' (Scotl., Nthumb., Cumb., Westm.,
Yorks., Lanes., Notts., Lines., Northants.) ; (2)

' house with

land attached to it, homestead (Sootl. and Orkn., Lanes.,) ; (3)

' court or alley of houses ' (N. Yorks. This must be a very

recent application, going no further back than the development

of slums in Yorks.) ; (4) ' fence or hedge ' (Yorks.).

There are a good many names ending in -garth, in the Nth. of

England. Arkengarth Dale, W. R. Yorks. ; Dalegarth, Cumb.

;

Hallgarth, Durh., etc.

Note that 0. N. gar^r is also used as a pers. n. Cp. under

Gascon) in Pt. I. above.

Lancashire Names.—Cresgarth, Caton ; Hall Garth, Cam.

;

Lingart ; Lopper Garth, Dalt. ; Peol Garth, Grange ; Pull Ga,rth

Wood, Hawks. ; Sidegarth, Carn. ; Moorgarth, Caton.

*Gea, 'village, district.' This word is not found in 0. E., as an
independent word, although it must have existed. O. Fris.

has gd, go, ' village
'

; Mod. Fris. gea, ' village
'

; O. Sax, gd,

go, ' village ' ; O. H. G. kaivi, goui, kem, gewi, etc. ; Goth.

gatei ; Middle Dutch gouw ; Mod. Germ, gau, ' district,

province.' Miller (PI. Ns. in Bede, pp. 59 and 60) suggests

that the element existed in the original forms of Ely, Elige,

Eliga, and instances Old German names, such as Ailihc-

caugia, Eilacgawe, which seem to show that Elia has an old

Germanic, and not merely a local origin. M. thinks this

element was lost in Enghsh, and confounded with -ea, and
eg, etc., in names where it originally occurred. Cp. remarks

loc. cit. p. 40, on Bede's forms Lsestinga e, Lxstinga eu, etc.

English yeoman is not found in 0. E., but occurs in M. E.

as yeman, ydman, cognate with 0. Fris. gdman, ' villager ' ;

Middle Dutch goymannen, ' arbitrators appointed to decide

disputes ' (Skeat, Cone. Etym. Diet.).

The suffix -gau occurs in several Continental names :

—

Ober-

Ammergau, Bav. ; Breisgau, Baden ; Knetzgau, Bav., etc.

Lancashiee Name.—Yealand Conyers, Y. Redmayne, Y.

Storrs, Silverdale.

Geat, Get, etc, 0. E., ' gate, door.' The 0. N. gata means
' thoroughfare, way, path, road,' senses in which the O. E.

word is never used.

The E. D. D. gives an enormous niunber of different meanings

attached in various parts of the country to the two forms (Jet)

and its variants, and (get), etc. and its variants. They appear

all to be, either identical with, or slight modifications, of either
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the 0. E. or the O. N. meanings. As regards the form of the

Mod. Engl, words, it is best to be quite clear. The (jet) forms

can only be derived from the O. E. word, and must represent the

sing, type, giet, get. The (get), etc., forms may be derived,

either from the 0. E. pi. type

—

gatu, gatum, etc., or from the

0. N. Thus the 0. E. pi. type and the 0. N. are indistinguish-

able in form, and the only guide to the decision of whether a

(get) form in Engl, or N. is really the meaning.

geal is found in O. E. local names :

—

Gyrtlangeat, 'also of

Gyrtlangate (g and a on analogy of pi.), Crawf. Ch., i. 6, 19 and

20, p. 1 ; Dicesgeat and Dicesgate, ibid. 1. 37, p. 2 ; of hagan gate,

Crawf. Ch., ii. 4, p. 3, and ibid, on hagan get, ibid. 33, p. 4.

This suffix is not always readily recognisable in the Mod.

ns., thus N. and S. point out in their note, Crawf. Ch., p. 62, that

Dicesgeat, appears as Ditchett in Devon, and Ditcheat in Somers.

Cp. also Lidiate pronounced (UdJiit), etc., in Lanes. As a prefix

this element is fairly common, e.g. Gatehouse, Chesh. ; Gateley,

Hants. ; Getminster, Dors. ; Gateley, Chesh. It is possible that

some of the names in Gate, especially in the north go back to

0. N. geitr, or 0. E. gat, ' goat.' The former was used as a pers.

n. Cp. Bjorkman, Nord. Persn. in England, p. 44.

Lancashiee Names.—(1) Autley Gate, Nels. ; Bamgates,

Hawks. ; Brynn Gates, A.-in-M. ; Fell Gate, Cartmel ; Gataere,

Liv. ; Gate-rigg Wood, Carn. ; ? Gat-hurst, Wigan ; Greengate,

Littleb. ; Oak Gate, Bury ; Outwood Gate, Bury ; Palegate

Farm, Ribch. ; Sidegath Gate, Cam. ; Trough Gate, Roch.

;

Watery Gate, Chip. ; White Gate, Mossley ; Wingates, Wigan.

(2) Butt Yeats, Wray ; Hang Yeats, Lane. ; Pott Yeats, Caton ;

Water Yeat, B.-in-F. ; Yates, Garstang.

Gil, 0. N., ' a deep, narrow glen with a stream at bottom

;

brooks and tributary streams flowing through clefts in the

fell side to the main river at the bottom of a vale are in

Iceland called giV—Cleasby-Vigf.

E. D. D. gives the following uses of the word in the Mod. Engl.

dials. : (1) ' ravine, a narrow valley or glen with precipitous

or rocky banks, generally wooded with a stream running at

the bottom, a dingle ' (Scotl., Cumb., Westm., N. Yorks., N.

Lanes., I. of M., Derby (obs.) ; Kent, Surrey, Sussex)
; (2)

' a
rivulet or mountain stream, the bed of a stream ' (Aberd., Roxb.,

Westm., N. Yorks.).

The Sturl. Saga has Branda-gil, Hrafna-gil, Vikinga-gil, Icel.
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Among Mod. Engl, forms we find : Admergil, Ramsgil, W. R.
Yorks. ; Goatgill, Ellergill, Howgill, Outhgill, etc., Westm.
Lancashirb Names.—AikengDl, Wray ; Anac Gill, Caton ;

Antley Gill, Roeb. ; Ash Gill Beck, Con. ; Crossgill, Caton ; Gill

Bam, Garst. ; Gill Head, Hawks. ; Gillmoss, Liv. ? ; Hall Gill,

Wyres. ; Hamstone Gill Wood, Wray ; Hasty Gill, Ulv. ; Long
House Gill, Con. ; Low Gill, Roeb. ; Middle Gill, Roeb. ; Scar-

gill Fm., Cam. ; Summersgill, Roeb. ; Thrushgill, Roeb.

Gold, 0. E., ' gold.' The same in mostGmc. languages ; 0. Sax.,

O. Fris. gold, the latter also goud ; O. H. G.
,
golt, gold ;

0. N. gvM.

In pi. ns. seems generally to refer to colour. Perhaps some-

times a pers. n.

Goldhanger, Ess. ; Goldthorpe, Notts.

CoNTiKENTAL.

—

Golducker, Diisseld., cp. Goldenacre, nr. Edin-

burgh ; Goldenstedt, Vechta ; Goldbach, Bav. ; Goldberg,

Brandenb. ; Goldene Ane, Pr. Saxony. Mod. Norw. : Guldhang

{hang=' hill, height ').

Lancashiee Name.—Golbourne, Wigan.

Gorst, 0. E., ' gorse, furze, bramble.'

Mod. dial forms (gos, gost, gost). Duignan, Staffs. PI. Ns.

gives Goscote, earher Gorsticote and Gorscote. Gosmore in Herts,

might well have this word in the first element, though Mr. Skeat

(Herts. PI. Ns., p. 69) assumes this to be gos-. Failing any old

forms, this is of course mere conjecture. It may be right, but

there are other possibilities.

Garst Hill, Worcs., and Gorsley, Glos., seem certainly to

contain our element.

Lancashire Name.—Gorsey Cop.

Gos, 0. E., name of the bird, ' goose ' ; Mod. Fris. goes ; 0. H. G.

gans.

This word seems to occur in the following O. E. local

names :

—

Gosdsene, C. D., v. p. 148 (900) ; gosleage wege,

C. D., V. p. 195 (931) ; gosebroc, C. D., iii. p. 215 ; Gooseig

(Berks., Goosey, dated 821, but must be a late copy), Thorpe's

Dipl., p.64.

In many names beginning with Goose- it must be open to

question whether the first element is the name of the bird, or

a pers. n. O. E. Gosa, q. v. under Goosenargh, Pt. I. above.

However geese play an important part in the domestic economy

of a rural population, and it is natural that the rights of feeding
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in this or that place should find a record in the name. E. D. D.

gives goosegarth, ' enclosure in a farmstead for geese ' (Nth.

Country and M. Yorks.), and goose gait, ' a right of pasturing

geese on a common ' (Cumb., M. Yorks.). Oosbrook, Staffs,

contains this word, Duignan, Staffs. PI. Ns., p. 68.

We find such names as Ooosekam/p and Gosenbach, Westfal.

;

and Gansgriin, Saxony ; Oansheim, Swabia, etc.

In Mod. Norw. there is Gaasviken and Gaasoien (cp. Goosey

above), etc.

Laijcashibe Names. — Goosebutts, Clith. ; Goose Green,

Cockerham.

Grsef, O. E., ' ditch, trench.'

Lancashire Name.—^Wargrave, St. Helens.

Griefa, 0. E. wk. fem., ' bush, bramble, brushwood, thicket,

grove.'

This word does not find a place in B.-T., but see the long

and important note on it in Crawf. Ch., p. 61. N. and S. give

several examples of the word from Wright-Wiilcker, and refer

to passages in Birch's Chs. where it occurs.

The word is found in M. E. in Ormulum, 1. 9210, in the sense

of an impenetrable thicket, and in a well-known passage in

Chaucer's Knight's Tale, 1. 637—:

And witli his stremes dryeth in the greves,

The silver dropes hanging on the leves.

Both of these passages are cited by N. and S.

The length (greves) is proved by the verse of Ormulum, and
the quality of the vowel also by Chaucer's rhyme. Lives is from

O. E. leaf, and therefore had an ' open e ' (e) in M. E. This

shows that the » in 0. E. grwfa is a mutated form of earlier a,

Gmc. ai, as in the 0. E. word grdf (q. v. below). The normal
development of grxfa is greave, and the spelling of this word also

points to M. E. (5), and 0. E. mutated a. The Mod. dialects use

greave in the sense of ' a grove, a division of a wood ' (E. D. D.).

In 0. E.—on Sa hlacangrsefan. Birch, ii. 364 (931) ; Ceefcan

grsefan, Crawf. Ch., i. 1. 35, p. 2, and Ch. ii. 1. 26, p. 4.

Lancashiee Names.—Barcliff Greave, Dalt. ; Boarsgreave,

Roch. ; Bowgrave, Garstang ; Caldshaw Greave, Garst.

;

Gargreave, Ulv. ; Greave, Ross. ; Greave Clough Head, Garst.

;

Greaves Town, Preston ; High Greaves, Ulv. ; Howgreave,
Clith. ; Ramp Greaves, Cart. ; Ramsgreave, Blackb'n ; Rose
Greave, Chip.
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Grseg, Greg, 0. E., ' grey ' ; O. Sax. grojo, gre, ' grau ' ; O. Fris.

gre ; 0. H. G. grd, era, ; 0. So. grdr, ' grey.'

Dial Usage.—Greybeds, ' arenaceous shale, generally grey

or buff-coloured' (Northumb.) ; Grey'port='' grey sandstone'

(Northumb.) ; grey-slate, ' a sandstone
' ;

grey-stone
;

grey

wedlers, ' so-called Druid stones, large blocks of sarsen stone on
Beds, and Wilts, downs

;
grey whin = ' a hard, dirty brown

quartzose stratum ' ;
grey-yoads, ' a circle of stones near Cum-

whinton, Cumberld.

Lajstcashiee Names.—Graythwaite, Hawks. ; Gray Stones,

Buml. ; Grey Wood, Wray.

Grses, Gsers, 0. E., ' grass ' ; O. Fris. gera, gres ; 0. Sax. gras
;

0. H. G. gras, eras.

In O. E. Pl. Names we find Oersdune, C. D., i. p. 56 (701) ;

Gresvtyyllanhroc, C. D., v. p. 367 (956) ; Grestune, C. D., vi. p. 170

(1015), etc.

Staffs. Grazeley (Duignan, Staffs. PI. Ns., p. 70) shows the

voicing of 0. E. s between vowels in the oblique cases. No
doubt many Engl. pl. ns. beginning Ores-, Grass-, and Oars- con-

taia this element, but it is dangerous to speculate without seeing

the early forms. See for instance the early forms of Garstang,

which throw a very different light on the meaning of the name.

Lancashire Names.—(1) Grassgarth, Cartm. ; Grass Guards,

Coniston ; Gressiagham. (2) Garston, Liverpool.

Graf, 0. E., ' grove.'

Constantly used as an independent word in 0. E. in land

boundaries. See examples given in B.-T. This word appears

to have no precise cognates in the other Gmc. languages. It

would be *greif in 0. H. G. and *gref in 0. Sax., but these forms

are not found. It is rather remarkable that although the word

so commonly occurs in pl. ns., and although it is in common use

in standard Engl., the E. D. D. examples of the usage of it in

the Mod. dialects seem for the most part to be due to confusion

with grave and groove, which are quite independent words, pro-

bably in no way connected with 0. E. grdf. It is possible that

some name ending in -grave reaUy has this word with M. E.

shortening of a in the unstressed syllable, and subsequent

speUing-pronunciation.

There are no lack of names in -grove :
—Bromsgrove, Worcs.

;

Eagrove, Somers. ; Hengrove, Kent ; Warpsgrove, Oxon.

A closely related suflftx is -greave, which see above.

I note that N. and S. point out that *grofe would be a more
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normal Mod. form of graf than grove (cp. hldf—loaf), and suggest

that the final voiced cons, may be due to the influence of greve

(see above). But surely the v is due to the inflected forms

(

—

grafe, etc.) in a strong no less than in a weak noun.

Lancashiee Names.—Firgrove, Littleb. ; Hargrove, Burnley

Hollen Grove, Nels. ; Poplar Grove, Garstang ; Rose Grove.

Ross ; Throstle Grove, Cam. ; Water Grove, Littleb.

Grene, 0. E., ' green,' the colour ; 0. Sax. groni ; O. Fris. grene.

0. H. G. gruoni, hruoni, etc. ; O. N. grienn.

In 0. and M. E. the word is always an adjective express-

iug colour. The derived sense of ' common land,' etc., is pre-

sumably quite modem.
In 0. E. we find Qrenstede, C. D., iii. p. 272 (Greensted, Essex)

Greneburgan, G. D., iv. p. 254 (1043) ; on grenandune, Crawf,

Ch., i. 1. 27, p. 2 (probably Orendon, Devon, N. and S.'s note

p. 55) ; in Greneford (1066) {Greenford, Middles.), Thorpe's Dipl

p. 403, and C. D., iv. p. 177.

In Mod. names this element often appears as Gren-, cp. Grendon

above, and Grin-, cp. East Grinstead ; Grindly, Staffs., thirteenth

century Grendeye; and Grindon, Sta,Ss.,D. B. Grendone; Duignan,

Staffs. PL Ns. Note further that Greenwich is pronounced

(grinidz) in spite of its archaic spelling.

Lancashiee Names.—Green Bank, Rib. ; Green Hows, Stav.

;

Greenbank, B.-in-F. ; Greenbum, Con. ; Greenhalgh, Garstang.;

Greenodd, Ulv. ; Greenslaek, B.-in-F.

Grund, 0. E., ' ground, bottom, foundation.' Common to all

Gmc. languages.

The following Mod. dial, uses of ground, noted by E. D. D.,

have a bearing on this element in pi. ns :—(1) ' field, piece of

land enclosed for agricultural purposes ' (Northants., Warwcs.,
Worcs., Shrops., Glos., Oxf., Wilts., Dors., Somers., Dev.)

; (2)
' a farm, especially an outlying one,' generally in pi. (Scotl.,

Galloway, Lakel., Warwcs., Northants.)
; (3) ' land or landed

estate in a particluar district ' (Dumbart., Gallow., Cumb.)
;

(4) ' plantation of willows ' (W. country).

In Germany there are Amsdgrund, Saxony ; Hildegrund

;

HoUegrund, etc.

Lancashiee Names.—Atkinson Ground, Hawks. ; Bank
Ground, Hawks. ; High Ground, Con. ; Low Ground's Wood,
Hawks. ; Holme Ground, Con. ; Keen Ground, Hawks. ; Park
Ground, Con. ; Roger Ground, Hawks. ; Sand Ground, Hawks.

;

Sawrey Ground, Hawks. ; Whineray Ground, B.-in-F.
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H
(ge)hsege, 0. E., Mod. Hey, ' land fenced in, paddock, garden.'

Cp. also the 0. E. verb gehsegan, gehegan, ' to surround with a

hedge.' These words are cognate with 0. E. kaga (q. v.) and hecg.

geheege or hxge is the form which gives rise to the common
hay or hey in Mod. pi. ns. Originally, no doubt, hieg(e) meant
' hedge, fence, boundary,' and gehmge that which was fenced in.

In M. B. hei or hay, meant both ' hedge,' and that which was
enclosed thereby.

The 0. E. word occurs apparently in the 0. E. pi. n. Hxglea

(955), C. D., V. p. 530, and Hmghylles, C. D., v. p. 153.

According to E. D. D. Hay in the Mod. dial, means (1) 'hedge

fence, boundary,' in which sense it is used in E. Angl., W. Yorks.,

Lanes., and Derb. ; and (2)
' a place fenced round, an enclosure,'

which meaning it has in Lanes, as well as in the south and south-

west of England.

Lancashiee Names.—Abbey Hey, A.-u-L. ; Carry Heys,Nels.

;

Harpurhey, Manch. ; Haigh, Wigan ; Hey, Rossendale ; Dale

Hey, Ribchester ; Hey Hurst, Ribchester ; Moor Hey, Garst.

;

Heyrod, Mossley ; Heyroyd, Nels. ; Heysham, Lane. ; Hey-

side, Oldh. ; Heywood. Bury ; Ingheys, Nels. ; Oxhey, Rib.;

Peacock Hey, Chip. ; Pool Heys, Southpt. ; Ridding Hey, CHth.

;

Roger Hey ; Clith. ; Storrock Hey, Blackb'n ; Wood Heys, Ribch.

Haerg, hierh, ' heathen temple, place of worship, also idol,' ; other

O. E. forms hearg, hearh, herg,. etc. 0. H. G. haruc, haruch
;

0. N. horgr ; M. E. -ar, argh, -ark.

The word is common in 0. E. as an independent word, e.g.

heora hergas towearp—templa subvertit, Oros., p. 114.

The word is also found in pi. ns. in 0. E. Chs., etc., e.g.

Besingahearh, Cod. Dipl., v. p. 35 (688) ;
gameninga hergae, ibid,

i. p. 142 (767) ; D. B. has Piperherge, Survey, 36=Peper-

harrow ; set hearge in the Ch. of Wulfred, 825. Cod. Dipl., i.

p. 282, refers to Harrow. Cp. Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx., ubi

hearh ; also Middendorfi, p. 70.

The word appears hardly to occur in Continental pi. ns., but

Miillenhof (quoted by Jellinghaus, loc. cit.) suggest its survival

in Holstein Harrie.

In Norway we find the Mod. names Horgen, Horgjem, cp.

Rygh, i. p. 299,

Mod. Lancashire names containing the element.—
Anglezark, Goosnargh, Grimsargh, Harrowslack, Kellamergh,

Medlar, Torver, Sholver (q.v.).

Y
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The Middle and Mod. Engl, forms in -harrow are from the

oblique cases and presuppose the O. E. set herge, etc.

Hsesel, 0. E. ' hasel ; O. Sax. hesli ; 0. H. G. hasal, hasul, etc.

The O.E. adj. hseslen also exists.

There are plenty of pi. ns. in the 0. E. Chs. with this word as

a first element

—

Hasulhurst, C. D., v. p. 19 (a very late copy of

a Ch. dated by K. ' before 675 '
!) ; Hmslmc, C. D., v. p. 313

;

HeeselhoU, C. D., v. p. 243 (late copy of Ch. dated 939) ; Haesel-

daen, C. D., i. p. 248 (811), etc., etc. Other examples are given

by MiddendorfE, p. 66.

In Continental names we find field names such as Auf dem
Hassel, in den Hasseln (Westfal., see Jellinghaus, Westf., 0. N.,

p. 42) ; Hasalbelle (in 1050, now unidentified), Hasselberg (near

Diisseldorf), etc., cp. Leithaeuser, p. 209. This element is

found also in Mod. Norw. pi. ns.

—

Hesleskog, Hesleberg.

LAiircASHTBE Names.—Hasel Rigg, Stav. ; Haselhurst, ;

Haselwood, Silverw. (Haslingden, Ross, probably contains

the adj. hseslen. See this name in Pt. I. above.)

Hafoc, heafoc 0. E. ' hawk ' ; 0. Sax. haboc ; M. Dutch havic

havk ; Mod. Fris. hauke ; 0. H. G. hahuh, hapuh.

This word was used in 0. E. and probably in most other old

Gmc. tongues as a pers. n. It is often difficult or impossible to

say whether in any given pi. n. it referred originally to the bird,

or to a gentleman of the same name. See remarks above imder

Hawkshead. It seems probable that in names which retain the

-s of the gen. the element was a man's name, though the absence

of this suffix does not prove the contrary.

Is 0. E. Pl. Names we have Haboccumb (716-43), C. D., iii.

p. 378 ; Hafucford (854), C. D., v. p. 103 ; heafuchrycge (962),

C. D., iii. p. 459 ; and—in this case certainly a pers. n.

—

hafoces

hlewe (969), C. D., iii. p. 48=' Hawk's burial mound.'
In Continental Pl. Names this element is found

—

Havich-

beck, Westfal. ; Habighorst, Westfal. (cp. Engl. Hawkhurst);

Habichtstal, Bav.
; perhaps also in Habsburg. Haukesleat is the

name of a stream in Wymbritseradeel, Dijkstra, iii. p. 148.

Lancashiee Names.—Hawkfield, Dalton ; Hawkley Hall,

Makerfield ; Hawkshaw, Bury. [In Hawkswell and Hawkshead,
the first element is very probably a pers. n. See, however, these

names in Pt. I. above.]

Hafri, 0. N. ' oats '
; M. E. havir, cp. 0. Sax. havaro ; 0. H. G.

hdbaro, habiro, etc. ; Mod. Norw. havre, hmvre (Aasen, p. 271).
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The word is not found in 0. E., though it may well have existed

in the form *hxfer or *hafor. It occurs in Mod. Engl. dial.

—

haver, meaning ' oats ' both wild and cultviated ; in the former
sense, in Yorks. and Lines ; in the latter in Northumb., Durh.,

Cumb., Westm., Yorks., Lanes., and Lines. Cp. E. D. D.
The prefix Haver- occurs in several Mod. Engl. pi. ns., but

without examining the early forms it is dangerous to assert its

origin. Probably Havercroft in W. R. Yorks. contains this word.

Lancashiee Names.—Haverholt, Nels. ; Haverigg Holme,
Con. [In Haverthwaite, Stav., we may have this element, or

more probably an 0. N. pers. n. See the name in Pt. I. above.]

Haga, 0. E., Mod. Haw-, ' a place fenced in, an enclosure, a

dwelling in a town.'

B.-T. quotes from a ch. in C. D., iv. 86, in support of the last

definition

—

se haga binnan port Se JEgelric himsylfan getimbrod

hmfde. Dutch Haag, and 0. H. G. hag, hoc, which are cognates,

mean ' Einhegung, Verzaunung.'

The Mod. dial, usages of haw, according to E. D. D., are :—(1) ' a

small piece of land adjoining a house, a close, a small yard or

closure '
; (2)

' a small wood or coppice
' ; (3)

' a dwelling en-

closed by wood ' ; (4) ' a depression in a wood.' Apparently,

however, the independent word is not used in Lanes., though it

is in Yorks.

The independent word is used in the sense of ' courts, dwell-

ings ' in Beowulf, 2961
—

' sy^^an HrSSlingas to hagan Tprungon.'

In Rl. Names, cp. haganleahe (Hawley, Worcs. ?), C. D., iii.

p. 79. The Yorks. Haworth, which in D. B., 626, appears as

Hageneuiwrde, may contain this word, unless indeed the first

element here be a pers. n. According to Duignan (Worcs. PI.

Ns.), The Hawn in Worcs. represents the dat. hagan, but some
explanation is required in that case of the survival of the

final -n.

CoNTTNENTAii Names in the cognate hagen are common :

—

Auenhagen ; Hagenbusch, Barmen. ; Eothenhagen, Westfal.

;

also in the variant hahn—Altenhahn, Waldberg ; Grune Hahn,

Rhn. Pr. ; Wolfhag, Baden ; Hagenau, Alsace.

Lancashire Names.—Hawthwaite, B.-in-P.

Hagajjorn, ' hawthorn,' 0. E. ; M. H. G. hagedorn, hagdorn

;

0. Low. G. haginthorn.

This like other trees was used as a boundary-mark, though the

name does not occur in C. D. (Index"! except in the form hsegy'Se
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yorn ; nor does it seem common in Mod. pi. ns. Hawthorn occurs,

however, in Durh., and Hawthcyrnden just outside Edinburgh.

Hagedorn, Hagdorn, and Hahdorn all occur in the Rhn. Prov.

LANCASHroB Name.—Hawthomthwaite, Wyresdale.

Halh, healh, O. E. ; Mod. forms hale and haugh.

It is impossible to determine the precise and original meaning

of this 0. E. word, for although it occurs fairly often in pi. ns.

and designations of locaUties, the passages throw no very clear

light upon its significance. Cp. for instance, to east heale,

Crawf . Ch., xi. 53, p. 25. Bede in Bk. iv. Ch. 23 explains Streones-

halh to mean ' sinus fari,' and if this be taken literally, halh

would mean a ' bay,'in this case a sea bay. See also discussion

and further references in Miller's PI. Ns. in Bede, pp. 38 and 39.

In a ' Vision of Leofric,' edited by Napier, Trans. Phil. Soc,

1908, the word occurs in the phrase and gefeall Mm in anan

heale, pp. 183-4, where the context makes it certain that a ' comer

'

of a room is meant.

We might perhaps assume from this rather unsatisfactory

evidence that the word in 0. E. when used in local designations

meant a hoUowed-out area, a ' bay,' a ' retreat.'

MiddendorfE connects the word with Latin calx, ' heel,' and

says it means ' Erdvorsprung, Eels Anhohe, Abhang,' but this

is a mere guess, and Walde, Latein. Etym. Wb., does not

mention halh as a possible cognate of the Latin word. If

it be true that the word is cognate with calx, then the name
may refer to the shape of the land, and might imply

either a small hill, or a field in the fancied shape of a hough
or heel. The etymology is obscure, but one might assume

a Gmc. halh from Idg. *kolk°'os, and identify the latter with

Greek ^oXtto?. (For another explanation of the latter word, see

Prelwitz, Etymol. Wb.) Seeing that koXtto? means both ' lap

or bosom,' and ' creek or bay of the sea,' the identification of

this word with halh is tempting

The evidence for the Middle English usage does not help us

much. Stratmann-Bradley under halh, gives ^ haiigh, meadow.'
The word occurs in the form hawch in Gavin Douglas's Enid, iv.

168, and Barbour's Bruce, xvi. 336.

The Modebn eorms and their meanings.—Corresponding
to the above M. E. form which is from, the old nom. or ace, we
get Mod. dial. haugh=(ho, hah, haf), and from the O. E. inflected

cases

—

hedle, hale, the Mod. form hale. Of course 0. E. hale

would become M. E. hole, but since the Mod. hale undoubtedly
exists, we must necessarily assume a M. E. hale, which may have
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arisen from an 0. E. *MZe, instead of hale, with a short vowel,

on the analogy of nom. halh. The regular M. E. hole from O. E.

hSLe actually occurs sometimes. Cp. Grenole under Greendlh.

The E. D. D. gives the following meanings of haugh and hale,

which, among many irrelevant ones, seem to concern us :—(1)

haiigh (variously pronounced), 'low-lying level ground by the

side of a river ' (Scotl., Nthumb., Durh., Cumb., Westm., Yorks.,

Lanes.) ; (2) hule, ' a piece of fiat alluvial land by the side of a
river, a sandbank ' ; also ' a triangular corner of land, a gair, a

bank, or strip of grass separating lands in an open field ' (Lines.).

See fiuther under Hale, Skeat, Herts. PL Ns., p. 29. For the

possibilities of development of this element in unstressed position,

cp. the early forms of Greenall or Greenhalg. The Mod. pronuncia-

tion of this element as (hseldz) is due apparently to the spelling.

Laijcashibe Names.—(1) As -halgh : Broad Halgh, Bury

;

Cumeralgh, Whitt. ; Dunkernhalgh, Black. ; Femyhalgh. Rib.

W. ; Greenhalgh Garst. ; Mdghalgh, Bilst. ; Whitehalghfield,

CUth. ; Whittle le Wood ? (2) As -all : Caterall ; Cihisnall,

Wigan ; Crumpsall, Manch. ; Downall, Green. ; Ellel, Lane.

;

Gamall Lane End, Perst. ; Hackensall, Fleetw. ; Hallsall.

Liv.; Halsnead, Prescot; Hothersall, Rib. ; Ightenhall, Bun?.
;

Nuttall, Rochd. ; Ordsall (Lane), Manch. ; ?Preesall, Fleetw.

;

?Rossall, Fleetw. Stainall ?, Fleetw.

Ham, 0. E., ' home, house, abode, estate
' ; 0. Sax. hem

;

O. H. G. kaim, heim ; Goth, heims ; O. N. heimr.

Outside Gmc. this word is related to 0. Prus. caymis ; Lith.

kemas, ' village.' It was formerly assumed that all these

words were related to Gk. Ket-fiai, ' I He down,' etc., and Kcofirj,

' village,' but this is now disputed. The Gk. Kei- goes back to

Idg. *kei-, whence also Lat. civis and O. E. hlw, Goth, heiwa-

;

KwfiT), haims, caymis, are from Idg. *k'°oi-. (Cp. Hirt Bezzenber-

gers Beitr., xxiv. p. 286, and Walde, Latein Etym. Wb., ubi clvis.)

A very common element as a suffix in English pi. ns. In a

few cases the identity of the suffix hum in 0. E. pi. ns. as O. ^.

ham and not ham{m) is assured in 0. E. by the spelling -haam

(cp. Middendorfif, p. 53), otherwise, as stated above (Hamm (1)),

it is impossible to be certain. When unstressed, as it was when
used as a suffix in names, the word ham became, probably during

the 0. E. period, levelled under the other words, in form. Since

hamm (1) meant an enclosed bit of land, and this conception

was the root idea of another common suffix -tun, which got to

mean ' settlement, village, etc.,' it seems probable that ham and

ham{m) were often confused, even in the early period both in
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form and meaning, and that the originally distinct words became

merged in a single form having the idea of ' village, hamlet,' etc.

In Lancashire we sometimes find the Norse form heim written

in pi. ns. in the early period, instead of English -ham, and this

would seem to imply the existence of -ham originally in these

names, or of course they may be Norse from the start. [N.B.

—

In the following hsts of names in -ham and -am, no attempt is

made to distinguish the three words -ham.m 1 and 2, and -ham.

Note further that in some cases the early forms show confusion

between -horn and -holm, cp. under Oldham in Pt. I.].

Lancashire Names.—(1) Appearing as ham : Aldingham,

Barrow ; Altham, Bum. ; Askam, Dalt. ; Avenham, Poulton

Bispham, Poulton ; Chesham, Bury ; Cockerham ; Coolham,

Burn. ; Cottam, Preston ; Dallam, Warr. ; Downham, Burn.

Eastham, Lyth. ; Eskham, Garst. ; Frigham (Chaf.), Nels.

Habergham Eaves, Burn. ; Hestham, Morec. ; Heysham, Morec.

Higham, Burnl. ; Hillam, Lane. ; Inghams, Bum. ; ? Irlam,

Eccl. ; Kirkham ; Marsham, Wyres. ; Newsham, Bilsb. ; Old

ham ; Padisham ; ? Penwortham ; Ritherham, Fleetw.

Skittam, Garst. ; Spunham, B.-ia-P. ; Tatham, Wray ; Thorn

ham, Rochd. ; Thurnham, Lane. ; Waitham Hill, B.-in-P.

Wesham, Garst. ; Whittiagham, Rib. W. (2) As -am : Coolam,

Garst. ; Hillam, Lane. ; Irlam, Eccl. ; Skittam, Garstang.

(1) Hamm, homm, 0. E., ' piece of land, dwelling, enclosure

'

[Sweet] ;
' dwelling fold, enclosed possession ' [B.-T.]

;

' that which surrounds, encloses, hems or defends something

'

[Kemble, C. D., iii. p. xxviii.]

Kemble identifies the base of this word, no doubt correctly,

with 0. E. -homa, ' coat, covering.' The 0. E. word hem{m),
' hem or border,' also exists, which looks like a mutated form

from Gmc. *hamja-. From the same source is Germ. hemmm>
*hammjan, ' to hem in, set a hmit or border to,' etc.

Kemble (loc. cit.) says that this element {hom, etc.) in local

EngUsh names is probably a ' place hemm^, surrounded, and
defended ' : it can thus mean only a dwelling, fold, or enclosed

possession.' Again : . . .
' it is so frequently coupled with

words implying the presence of water as to render it probable,

that, like the Friesic hemmen, it denotes a piece of land sur-

rounded with paling, wickerwork, etc., and so defended against

the stream which would otherwise wash it away.'

It is impossible to distinguish this element in O. E. PL Ns. from
Homm (2), and indeed either of them from the element ham
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(q. v.), unless we get the spelling -homm or -hamm, in which case

it is at least certain that the element is not -ham. According

to N. and S. it occurs in Cyppenhamm (Chippenham, Wilts.),

Crawf. Ch., iv. 64. Cp. note on p. "77. As an independent word
homm (1) occurs in boundaries, ^onne geute ic Mlfwine and
Beortvltfe tSes leas and Ses hamm^s be norfan ^cere littlan die,

C. D., iii. p. 421.

In Mod. Engl. dial, ham means (1) ' flat, low-lying pasture

near a stream or river ' (Notts., Northants., Glos., Suss., Wilts.,

Dors., Dev., Comw.) ; (2)
' a stinted common pasture for cows.'

In Minshew's Guide into Tongues occurs the phrase ' a hamme
or a Uttle plot of ground by the Thames side.'

See also Jellinghaus on this word, Angha, xx. pp. 286 and 287.

J. apparently assumes a common origin for hamm (1) and (2),

though he distinguishes the meanings. Cp. further Skeat, Cambs,

PL Ns., p. 19, and Herts. PI. Ns., p. 30, and MiddendorfE, pp. 63-4.

(2) Hamm, homm, 0. E., ' the ham, iimer or hind part of the

knee.' The word is also used to denote the bend of a river.

Jellinghaus (Westfal. Ortsn., p. 40) says that the Continental,

Low German ham means the bend of the knee or ' ham,' thence

the bend in a river or stream, then a bay in a river, then a resting-

place for ships, then a comer of land by the water, generally

overgrown with grass and serving as pasture. Thence, he says.

Middle Dutch ham, hamme, meant ' pratum, pascuum.' Leit-

haeuser (Bergische Ortsn., p. 32) takes the root meaning of ham
to be ' something bent or crooked,' whence on the one hand the

meaning ' knee, etc.' and on the other an enclosed pasture. The
element is common in Low German pi. ns. L. cites from Dom-
kaat, the 0. Fris. names, Fertmareshem [Farmsam), Fresbrah-

teshem {Freepsum), Paweshem (Pewsam), etc. Jellinghaus men-

tions several Hams but none in compoimds. Among English

pi. ns. Fulham, for which Parker Chron. (ann. 879 and 880)

has set Fullanhamme be Temese, and on Fullan hamme, and pre-

sumably Eastham, on the Mersey, in Cheshire, may be mentioned.

It will be observed that both Jelhnghaus and Leithaeuser

appear to regard our Hamm (1) and (2) as the same word differ-

entiated in meaning. Skeat (loc. cit.) under Hamm (1) makes

no distinction. Both Sweet and Bosworth-ToUer, however,

treat them as separate words.

Those Lanes, pi. ns. which have their earliest forms in -horn, -om,

and -um, probably belong to one of the HomrrCs and not to -Mw.
The last two suffixes, however, may also stand for an old Dat. PI.
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Har, 0. E., ' hoar, grey, old.'

This word is mucli used in 0. E. with words indicating boun-

daries, for instance to hdran Tfome, Crawf. Ch., xi. 55, p, 25 (1007)

;

to tSam hdran stane, C. D., iii. p. 389 (816). In the Worcester

MS. of the A.-S. Chronicle it is stated that when Harold heard

of Duke Wilham's arrival at Hastings he ' com him togenes H
y>sere hdran apuldran (Plummer's Ed., i. p. 199). On the use

of hdr see also Middendorff, who refers to this passage from the

Chron. See also Duignan, Worcs. PI. Ns., under Hoarstone,

who cites N. E. D. in support of the view that hdr in 0. E. simply

meant boundary in such contexts as the above. The same

element occurs in the names Harborne and Hoar Cross (Duignan,

Staffs. PL Ns.).

Lancashire Names.—? Hardhom (see discussion under this

nameinPt.I.above); Hare Appletree.Wyresd.; Harwood,Blackb.

Hafod, O. E. ' head ' ; 0. Sax. hobid ; O. Fris. haved ; O. H. G,

houpit ; Goth. haubiTp ; O. N. hofu^.

In reference to topographical features, 0. E. hedfod, according

to Kemble (C. D., iii. p. xxix) was ' the commencing point, or

the highest point, of a field, of a stream, a hill, etc' He instances

croftes hedfod—ut mt ^ses croftes hedfod, C. D., iii. p. 37. Heafod-

land, says K., is ' the upper portion of a field, generally left un-

ploughed, for convenience of passage,' etc. In a Ch. of Edgar

(967), C. D., iii. p. 10, there are several examples of the use of

hedfod, which refer to part of a field :
—

' Andlang dices on Sone

ealdan stoc ; Sonan on gerihte be tSam hedfdan ; . . . Sonan upp
on Sone msere ; Sanon on gerihte be Sam hedfdan andlanges

fyrh : seft be Sam heafdan andlanges furh on Sone smalan gare,

etc. Other examples of the use of this element are

—

Suinesheahde

(786-96), C. D., i. p. 201 ; to dunheafdan (955), C. D., iii. p. 434
;

Gynestanes heafod (956), C. D., iii. p. 439 ; on beran heafde (708),

C. D., iii. p. 376 ; Hengestes heafod (769-85), C. D., iii. p. 385. In
the Crawford Ch. N. and S. record six examples of the use of

hedfod after names compounded with -cumh, Byrecumbes-,
Droscumbes-, Foxcumbes-, Holancumbes-, Hurrancumbes-, and
Wulfcumbesheafod. The first of these was known as Bryg-
combes heauyd in the fifteenth century. Cp. note on p. 55 of

Crawf. Ch.

The Mod. dial, uses of head, which concern us, are—(1) ' the
higher end of a place, the upper part of a street, the upper part
of a dale, a hill or eminence '

;
(2)' the source of a spring, of a

stream, or river.'
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On the Continent such names as Berghaupten, Baden

;

Schweineshaupten, Bavaria ; Thierhaupten, Bavaria, occur.

Mod. Norw. names are Borgenhovedet, Fosshovedet. Ingulfs-

hofSi, SdjahofSi, Hof^a-brekka are O. Icel. names which occur

in the Sturl. Saga.

In Mod. EngHsh pi. ns. the M. E. Mued sometimes appears in

unstressed syllables as -et (cp. Whasshet), or has been con-

fused, when preceded by the -s of the gen. case, with side. Cp.

Arnside.

Laijoashire Names.—^Arnside (see early forms) ; Buersill

Head, Roch. ; Castle Head, Grange ; Clay Lane head, Garst.

;

Feamhead, Warr. ; Greenhead, Bum. ; Hartshead, A.-u-L.

;

Hawkshead ; Henheads, Ross. ; HoUinshead Hall, Riv. ; Mickle-

head Green, Liv. ; Oakenhead, Higher, Garst. ; Shireshead,

Garst. ; Swainshead, Wyres. ; Westhead, Ormsk. (2) Arnside,

Higher Hawks, (cp. old forms in Pt. I.) ; AfEeside, Dar. The
second element doubtful ; may be same as in Arnside :—Border

Side, Wyres. ; Ellerside, Cart.-Stav. ; Fellside, Garst., etc.? ;

Gambleside, Ross ; Hammerside Point, Ulv. ; Heyside, Ulv.

Heall, 0. E. ' hall, residence '
; O. Sax. halla ; 0. H. G. fialla.

The O. E. word glosses aula. Cp. .lilfric's Gloss., 61, 107.

It is always doubtful in Mod. pi. ns. whether the suffix -hall

really represents the above 0. E. word, or halh, etc. (q. v.). The
undoubted cases where heall occurs in pi. ns. are very few

even in 0. E. Kemble, C. D., iii. p. xxix, cites Wreodanhul,

1, p. 166, and refers to Ch. cccclii., which has of hwitan heale, on

hwitan heal, in the boundaries, C. D., iii. p. 444. The names in

-hall, discussed by Skeat (Herts. PI. Ns., pp. 29, 30) appear all

to have had halh originally.

The Mod. Dial, uses of hall are, amongst others :
—

' house,

home, farm-house, or cottage ' (Scotl., Nthmb., Durh., Yorks.,

Lanes., Staffs., Suff., Kent, Suss., Comw.).

The word was appUed in O. E. both to the chief chamber of a

great man's home, where he and his retainers feasted, and, by

extension, to the house or dwelling itself. Cp. Beowulf passim.

Lancashiee Names.—Acomley Hall, Nels. ; Agecroft Hall,

Eccl. ; Ashlack Hall, B.-in-F. ; Astley Hall, Chorl. ; Bailey Hall,

Rib. ; ? Becconsall, Hesk. ; Bartle Hall, Bilsb. ; Bell Hall, Ulv.

;

? Downall Green ; Duckworth Hall, Black. ; ? EUel, Lane.

;

Fanny Hall, Poulton ; ? Gowan Hall, Camf. ; Hall Garth, Cam.

;

Hall Gill, Wyres. ; Hall Green, Liv. and Longton ; Hall i' th'

Wood, Bolt. ; ? HalUwell, Bolt. ; ? Hallstead, B.-in-F. ; ? Hall-
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sail, Liv. ; ? Halsnead, Presc. ; ? Halton, Cam. ; Pickthall,

B.-in-F. ; ? Preesall, Fleetw. ; Prese Hall, Blackp'l.

Heals, Hals, 0. E., ' neck
' ; Goth., 0. Sax., 0. Fris., 0. H. G.

hals ; 0. Norse hula.

Mod. Engl. dial. Mlse (has, has, hSs) means (1) ' neck,' etc.
;

(2)
' a defile, narrow passage between mountains ' ; (3) ' a

narrow connecting ridge.' (E. D. D.). Used in Cumb., N. E.

Lanes. The further meaning of ' a shallow in a river ' does not

seem to be the force of the element in Wrynose Hause.

Li 0. Norse the word hcHs is used to denote ' hill or ridge,

especially in Iceland, of the low fells dividing two parallel dales
'

(Cleasby- Vigf.). We have no examples in 0. E. of this word

being appHed in a topographical sense, it therefore seems probable

that when it occurs in Engl. pi. ns. it is of Norse origin. Vig-

fusson cites the 0. N. names Olysta^a-hdls, Beynivalla-hdls
;

Kdlfs-hals occurs in the Sturl. Saga.

Lancashtee Names.—Long Hawse Gill, Con. ; Wrynose

Hause, Con.

Henn, O. E., ' hen ' ; M. Dutch henne ; O. H. G. hanina, etc.

This element appears to exist in several 0. E. pi. ns. on henna,

dene, C. D., vi. p. 41 (961) ; Hennari^ (Hendred, Berks.), C. D.,

V. p. 341 (956), cp. on this name N. and S., Crawf. Ch. Notes,

p. 72 ; oTf> henne stigele, Crawf. Ch., iv. 53 (Henstill, Devon)

;

on vri^i slssd to henna Tforne, C. D., v. p. 233 (938) ; and henne

pole, CD., iii. p. 187 (982). Other instances from O. E. Chs.

are given by MiddendorfE. Hen Brook, Henmarsh Wood occur

in Worcs. See Duignan.

Lancashire Names.—? Henthom, Clith. (see this name in

Pt. I.) ; Henheads, Ross.

Heordwic, 0. E., literally ' herd place. In later times the herdmc
is an appanage to a manor, ' in places with pastoral pursuits

;

in the centre of the dwelUngs of herdsmen, and the store-

houses for the gathering of cheese, butter and the like

'

(Vinogradoff, Manor, p. 224 ; cp. also above under Berewic

a,nd Barton).

In the Mod. dials, of Cumb. and Westm. this word was for-

merly applied to the tract of land under the charge of a herd
or shepherd. This usage is now obs. (E. D. D.).

As is natural, seeing its original meaning the name is common
and widespread in England. Bartholomew enumerates nearly

thirty examples of Hardwick and Hardivicke in all parts of the
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country. It appears, however, that some of these have a differ-

ent origin, thus Hardwick in Glos. occurs as Herdenwyk in the

Inq. of Hen. m. No. 544, p. 164, and that in Lines, occurs, ibid.

No. 791, p. 262 as Herthewik.

Hlada, ' bam,' Scand. The word is related to 0. E. hhdan,
' lade, pile up.' It occurs in the poem of Genesis and
Exodus, 2134 (about 1250) :—

' ic rede Se King, nu her bi-foren

To maken lalSes and gaderen coren.'

In Mod. Engl. Dialects the word lathe or lath, ' barn,' was
formerly widespread in Nthmb., Durh., Cumb., Westm., Yorks.,

Lanes., Derby, Notts., Lines., Nthants., though it appears

from the E. D. D. that it is now obs. or obsolesc. in most
districts.

Among pi. ns. which contain this element, are probably

Lowlaiths, E. R. Yorks., Lattam, W. R. Yorks.

Laitcashike Names.—Lathom ; Blacko Laith, Nels. ; Far-

Laith, Nels. ; Hugh Laith, Burnley ; Laithbutts, Tunstall

;

Leagram ? (earher Laythegrim), Bowland, near Whalley.

Hlaw, hlsew, 0. E., ' rising ground, an artificial as well as a
natural mound, funeral mound '

; 0. Sax. hUw, ' grabstein,'

Schade ; 0. H. G. hleo, ' mausoleum,' agger tumulus,

hiigel,' Schade ; Goth, hlaiw.

The word is common in independent use in 0. E., as well as in

pi. ns. Prentsanhlaw, C. D., ii. p. 195 (934) ; on stdnhlsewan,

C. D., V. p. 325 (953) ; Beaceshlawe, C. D., iv. p. 434 (955) ;

broccses hlsew, C. D., iii. p. 252.

Mod. Dial, forms (lo, la, lou), used in the sense of a ' roundish

hill or eminence, a barrow, tumulus, mound, heap of stones

'

(Scotl., Nthmb., Yorks., Chesh., Staffs., Derb., Warwcs., Shrops.,

Som.) (E. D. D.).

Mod. Engl. pi. ns. ending in -low, Ludlow, etc., are derived from

the 0. E. form hid (nom.), those in -law, Laidlaw, etc., from hldw,

where the w is introduced from the obhque cases. The form

with mutation 0. E. hlsew is apparently represented by -lew.

Lew Trenchard, etc. Of course when -hw and -law occur as the

second element, they owe their length to the analogy of the in-

dependent word. In unstressed sylls. we should expect (la) in

Mod. Engl, as in such names as Barhla, Whitla, etc. Probably

most names which are written -hw are pronounced (la) in the

district itself. According to Forstemann (p. 49), this element
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occurs in Bitterlohe, and in Leematt, Lechenberg, Lohbach

(F., p. 111).

Lancashire Names.—Barlow Moor, Manch. ; Killow House,

Bork. ; Lowes, Clith. ? ; Spellow ; Warlow Pike, Mossley ;

Wicken Lowe, Little. Osmotherley and Kearsley have old forms

in -law. Cp. Pt. I.

Hlid-geat, 0. E., ' swing-gate, folding-door,' related to O. E. verb

to-hUdan, etc., ' gape open.'

HUdgeat leage occurs, C. D., iii. p. 419 (943) ; also swa andlang

hecgan on Midgeat in C. D., iv. p. 108 (1046).

ibidgate, pronounced (lidgat, lidjet, liget), is still used in the

Mod. dialects in the Nth. and in Lines, in the sense of ' a swing-

gate, a gate dividing common from private land,' also in Lines,

formerly, in the sense of ' a gate between ploughed land and

meadow' (E. D. D.).

Lancashieb Name.—Lydiate.

Hlinc, 0. E., ' Unk, linch, rising groxmd, hill.'

' OS Tpone miclan hlinc ; andlang Minxes oS Sowe lytlan east-

langan Mine set nor^eweardon tarn miclan Mince ; andlang S«s

lytlan Mynces ^cef ofer Sos dene on Ses Minces heafod,^ C. D., v.

p. 194 (931) ; of Sere die on fpornMinch (dated 980, but evidently

a late copy), C. D., iii. p. 223 (cit. B.-T.) ; Sonne to grenan

Minxe westweardan, C. D., iii. p. 365 (dated 956) ; andlang

weges to FearnMince (900), Thorpe Dipl., p. 145.

Mod. dial, usage of link, linch is ' green wooded bank on the

side of a hill, between two pieces of cultivated land, a wood
garden ' (SuS., Suss.) (E. D. D.).

Lancashibe Name.—Cowpe Lench, Bury.

Hli]?, O. N., ' slope, mountain side,' Cleasby-Vigf..

The corresponding O. E. word is hliy>, ' slope, hill,' which is

shown to have a short vowel by the pi. forms hleoTpu, etc. In

many cases it is impossible from the M. E. forms to determine

whether this element is long and therefore 0. N., or short and
therefore Engl. As the second element of names, the vowel

of hllf would be shortened, though absence of stress and would
therefore be indistinguishable from the O. E. word. In some
cases where the word occurs as the first element of a name

—

as in Lytham, the Mod. pronunciation points to an original

short vowel, and we should therefore assume the 0. E. form
to be the original. In others, such as Litherland, and the

M. E. forms Litherpul, etc. of Liverpool, the suffix -er of the

first element can hardly be explained otherwise than as the
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gen. sing, of O. N.

—

hlipar. See remarks on shortening of vowel
in Lither on p. 180 above.

The Mod. form of the 0. E. word would be (li», and of the

0. N. (laiS), ' little,' which appears to have been used at any rate

in the eighteenth century in Hants, in the sense of ' a steep

pasture.' Cp. White's Selbome, pp. 171 and 202, ed. of 1853.

Mod. forms derived from the O. E. pi. hleoTpum, etc., would be

fee<A,= (lit5), or (li)>). The element is rare in actual pi. ns. in 0. E.,

but it may possibly be contained in hUlfivic (956), 0. D., ii. p. 318.

The O. N. gen. perhaps is found in Yorks. Litherskew, and the

0. N. nom. in Yorks. Lythe ; the 0. E. (hleo}?um type) in Yorks.

Leathley, earher Letteley, and in the M. E. forms Letherland Lee-

tham, etc. (q. v. sub Litherland and Lytham, Pt. I.). As a suffix,

the Engl, word (hli)? type) appears to exist in Yorks. Hanlith,

earher Haghenlith, in Nomina Villarum. Cp. K.'s Inq., p. 356.

The O. H. G. forms were lita, hllta, and according to Forste-

man this survives in the names Puntleit, Schafleuten, Holzkuten.

In L. Germ, names we have Liethberg, Hinterhid, Liedfelt

in Rhn. Prov.

Lancashibe Names.—Adgarley, D.-in-F. (cp. old forms in

Pt. I.); Arklid, Stav. ; Holleth ; Ireleth, Dalt., B.-m-F.

;

Kellet, Camf
. ; Litherland, Liv. ; Sellet Hall, Bork.

*Hlos, O. E., ?= ?

fhis element, which is so far unexplained, is fairly common
in 0. E. pi. ns. op hloslege occurs in Crawf. Ch., iv. 1. 48, p. 7.

Napier and Stevenson note various other pi. ns. with this prefix

(p. 70 of Crawf. Cii.)—Hhsstede (Dorset), Brch. Ch., iii. p. 449 ;

hhshrycg (Wilts.), Brch. Ch., iii. p. 84, also C. D., iii. p. 434 (955) ;

Hhswudu (Surrey), Brch. Ch., ii. p. 301, and several others. Los-

combe (Dorset) has apparently the same element. N. and S.

cite as name hllos sole, Brch. Ch., i. p. 565, whose first element,

they say, may be wrongly copied for hlos-. But why may it

not represent a different grade of ablaut—Gmc. *hleus- ; O. E.

*hleos (Kt., hllos) ? In this case one might connect this element

with the O. E. verb hleotan. Meat, hluton, ' to cast lots, appor-

tion.' *Hleds would represent Gmc. *hleiLs(s), Idg. *kleuf-to,

earher *Mevd-to, and Hlos{s) would represent Gmc. *hlussa- from

*kltid-to. The prefix in pi. ns. might apply either to places

where it was the custom to cast lots, or places which had been

adjudged to their owners by this method.

Lancashire Name.—Lostock.

Hlot, O. E. ' lots, portion, share,' hence ' divided rights, posses-

sions ' ; 0. Sax. Mot ; 0. Fris. Mot ; 0. H. G. Moz, fe ; 0. N. Mutr.
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In Brch. Ch., iii. p. 231, we find ^reon manna Mot.

The Mod. dial, uses are either quite modem, and the same as

in Standard EngKsh, or have no particular light to shed.

The meaning of this element requires no discussion.

Lancashtbe Name.—Greenlot, Caton.

*Hn6c, 0. E. ' a cleft in the ground ?, a nook, comer, angle of

land.'

The word nok is found in M. E. in the sense of ' nook, comer,

angle,' cp. Stratmann-Bradley. The word is not recorded in

0. E.. The Scotch neuk is the regular equivalent of Sthn. and

Midi. M. E. nok. The meaning of the word is clear enough,

and needs no discussion, although its history and etymological

relations are by no means so. See, however, Skeat, Concise

Etymol. Die. There are various words in Scandn. dialects

which resemble our word, and which may or may not be

related. Their etymological identity and connection with English

nook is too shadowy to make it worth while to mention

them.

Lancashibb Names.—Hole Nook, Fleetw. ; Radshaw Nook,

Liv. ; Water's Nook, Liv. ; Nooklands, Preston.

Hoc, 0. E. ' hook.' In the Mod. dial, hook is used of land, etc.

thus—(1) ' bend or turning in a river, the land enclosed by

such a bend ' ; and (2)
' a piece of land situated on a slope

'

(E. D. D.).

In Brch. Ch., ii. p. 463, we have to ginum hocum.

The element hoc in pi. ns. is often a pers. n, Cp. for example

under Houghton above.

LancashieeNames.—Charnock, Chorley ; Woodhock,Blackb.

;

Houghton.

Hofer, 0. E., ' hump, swelliag ' ; M. E. hover, houre, etc.

In pi. ns. the word means ' hill.'

Although none of the books on pi. ns. appear to recognise

this element, the M. E. spellings with -h- in many names seem

to prove that in many cases we have this word and not ofer,

' shore '
(q. v. below). I can give no examples of its occurrence

from 0. E. documents, but it certainly occurred in Shotover

(Oxf.). Cp. Shothouere, Eynsham Ch., ii. p. 211.

Both hofer and ofer are often levelled under -ore, -or in M. E.

pi. ns., so that unless we have spelhngs with h the two are in-

distinguishable. Again if no spellings with intervocalic / or

V are preserved, a further confusion with 0. E. ora, ' border,

edge, margin,' occurs. See this word below.
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Hoh, 0. E. ' heel, hill, promontory '
; M. E. houh, hou, how} etc.,

In M. E. the word had the meaning of ' hill,' as well as ' heel

'

or ' hough.'

It is possible that confusion sometimes occurred between this

word and the 0. N. haugr, which according to Cleasby-Vigf.

meant ' how, mound ' (often artificial mound of rubbish, etc.),

also ' a cairn over one dead.' Stratmann-Bradley take M. E.
hou-} ,' hill,' to be the 0. N. word, but so far as its form goes it

might well represent O. E. hoh. Haugr and Hoh have no etymo-
logical relation. B.-T. quotes from Narratiunculae Anglice

conscriptae, 24, 9 (Cockayne, 1861) :
' we )pa foron for)? be ^sem

sae, and Tfasv J>a hean hos and dene and garsecg Jjone sethiopia

we gesawon.' Kemble, referring to the use of 0. E. hoh in re-

lation to local designations, says (C. D., in. xxvi) :
' Originally

a point of land, formed like a hed, or boot, and stretching into

the plain, perhaps even into the sea.' See further Skeat's

references to hoh in Herts. PL Ns., p. 35, and Beds. PI. Ns., p. 29.

In the lattercountywe &adBletsoe(Bletesho),Cainhoe, Keysoe, etc.,

etc., and in Herts. Bengeo (Beningho), Queen Hoo, etc. The
O.N. andO. E. words had practically the same meaning, and in

M. E. in many cases, the same sound, that is, the diphthongised

forms of hoh were identical in sound and meaning with the Soand.

word. The M. E. forms pronounced (hau) correspond not to

the Mod. (hau), but to Mod. (h5). The Mod. forms -oe, -hoe, etc.

represent M. E. shortened forms of hd{h). The forms in how are

from oblique case ho'^e, etc., like enow, from ^eno'^e ; those in

hough (haf) are from Nom. hoh, like enough from ^enoh.

Lancashtee Names.—Blackho, Nels. ; Brown Howe, B.-in-

F. ; Ellerhow, Grange ; Cummer's How Plantn., Stav. ; Green

Hows, Stav. ? ; Lickow, Fleetw. ? ; Moor How (AUotm.),

Hawks. ; Pattison How, Grange ; Tarn Hows, Hawks. ? (but

cp. also under hals) ; Sow How, Stav. ; White Hough ; ?Hough
Clough, Chippendale ; Hough Green, Liv. ; Hough Mill, Preston

;

Hough Wood, Wigan.

Holegn, holen, 0. E. ' holly.'

This element probably occurs in Holenhyrst (940), C. D., ii.

p. 228 {Holnhurst, Glos. ?). In Mod. Engl. PL Ns. it usually

appears as Holling-, e.g. HolUngreave (W. R. Yorks.), Holling-

worth (Chesh.), Hollingdon (Bucks.) ; but also as Hollin-, in

HolUnsend (? W. R. Yorks.). On the change of M. E. -en- to

-ing-, cp. § 28 above.

Lancashibe Names.—Hollin Bank, Hawks. ; Hollinfare,
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Warr. ; Hollingworth Lake, Littleb. ; HoUiuhead, Caton ;

Hollinwood, Ashton-u-L. ; HoUins, Bolton ; Hollinshead, Riv.

;

HoUyovenbeck House, Garstang.

(1) Holh, holg, 0. E. 'a hollow, cavity, hole.' From the oblique

cases of this word -holge, etc., M. B. hol{e)we, the Mod.

hollow is derived.

(2) Hol, ' hollow, cavern, hole,' etc.

It appears to me doubtful whether these are really two separate

words, in spite of B.-T. and Sweet's Dictionaries. The oblique

cases of (1) are hole from the holh type, and holge, etc. from

holg. The examples of nom. and ace. hol, cited by B.-T., might

easily be analogical forms from hole, etc. Be this as it may, the

words have the same meaning, and the uninfleoted hol and holh

are levelled under one and the same form hol. Mod. Engl, hole

is the normal development from M. E. hole, O. E. hole, dat. of

O. E. hol. On the other hand, if we assume that holh was the

nom. the dat. would be hole in 0. E., and the M. E. hole, the an-

cestor of Engl, hole must have owed its vowel to the analogy

of the 0. E. nom.

(3) Hol, adj. ' hollow.'

This is probably the commonest of the three forms in pi. ns.,

when it occurs as the first element. In O. E. we have holan die

(959), C. D., vi. p. 8 ; Holebroces (969), HoTbrook, Glos., C. D., iii.

p. 52 ; Holancumb (998), C. D., iii. p. 310. Holborn in Hunts,

contains this word (Skeat, Hunts. PI. Ns., p. 320). In Mod.
pi. ns. hol is sometimes diphthongised to how- -with, loss of I.

This presupposes that there was no inflectional vowel between

the -I, and the consonant of the second element. Thus Yorks.

Howthorpe is Holtorp in D. B. and HoUhorp in K.'s Inq., cp.

p. 110 ; Howgill in the same county is Holgil, ' hollow valley,' in

K.'s Inq., cp. p. 19.

In Continental pi. ns. we find Hohlstein, Silesia ; Hohlmuhle,

Wiirtemb. ; Hohlenfels, Hesse-Nassau, etc.

Lancashibe Names.—Brockholes, Preston ; Fox Holes, Lan-
caster; Hole Beck, Con. ; Holehouse, Wray; Holker,(?) Cartmel

;

How Croft (?) ; Tockholes, Blackburn.

Holmr, O. N. Cleasby-Vigf. says, ' a holm, islet, especially in

a bay, creek, or river, even meadows on the shore, with
ditches behind them are in Icel. called holms.'' O. E. holm,

which can hardly apply to pi. ns., meant ' wave, ocean.
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water, sea,' so far as the evidence goes. In Old Saxon, as

B.-T. notes, it means ' mound, hill, rising ground,' and
Schade, p. 415, gives ' Berg, Hiigel.' For M. E., Stratmann-
Bradley refers to La3amon 1. 20712, where the word means
a ' hill,' and to the Prpmptorium, ' holm, place besydone a
water hulmus ; of a sonde yn the see, bitalassum vel hulmus'

pp. 243, 244 (cit. also more fully in B.-T.).

The E. D. D. gives the following usages : (1)
' small island or

islet, especially an island in a lake or river, an isolated rock

'

(Ork., Shet., Lakel., Cumb., Westm., N. and E. Yorks. N.-E.

Lanes., N. Lines., Northmb.)
; (2)

' low-lying level ground on
the borders of a river or stream, used in the compound holmland.'

In this sense it appears to be used in the same counties as above

with the addition of Notts., Norf., and Kent (formerly Derbsh.

also), and omitting Orkn. and Shetl.
; (3) ' A depression, hollow,

a narrow and deep glen ' (Aberdeen and Northumb.)
; (4) ' A

hill ' (Nthumb. and Lines.). ' Obs. except in pi. ns.'

Thus we see that the word may mean things as different as

a hill and a hollow.

In cases where the second element in older forms varies

between -holm, and horn, or ham, we may perhaps assume level-

ling of form and confusion of meaning with -ham (2) above.

Jellinghaus, AngUa, xx. pp. 292-3, has some interesting re-

marks on the word. He gives some instances from 0. E. Chs.,

showing that the word had got into English from 0. N. pretty

early, unless, indeed, it survived from primitive times in local

designations, though not recorded as an independent word.

J. cites— on Hro^lafea holm and Caeholm, etc., from Birch Ch.,

3, 454. He says that there are at least a hundred pi. ns. with

this element, including forms hulm{e), and holme{s) in England,

between thirty and forty in Yorks., circa ten in Lines., but only

a few in Cumb., Nthumb., and Lanes. The following list shows

that so far as Lanes, is concerned this is understated. The
element also occurs in isolated instances in Beds., Notts., Derby,

Hunts., Staffs., Glos., Chesh. In Schleswig close on a hundred

names contain holm and many in Holstein. J. points out that

in the O. Sax. Heliand, the word is used in the sense of a moun-
tain above Nazareth.

Lancashiee Names.—^Aynsome, Cartm. ; Ballam, Lyth (cp.

old forms, Pt. I.) ; Blake Holme Plantn., Stav. ; Dunnerholme

Ho., Dalt. ; Greenholme Fm., B.-in-F. ; Holm Nook, Poult.

;

Holme Roch. ; Holme, Grange ; Holme Fell, Con. ; Holmes

Fleetw., Tarl. ; Holmes Wood, Ormsk. ; Low Haume. Dalt.

;

z
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Hulme, Warr.? ; Hulme, Manch.? ; Hulme, Little Eccl.?

;

Hunterholme, Burnley ; Larkholme, Fleetw. ; Levenshulme,

Manchx. ; Lumholme, B.-in-F. ; Martholme, Cart. ;
Quail

Holme, Fleetw. ; Reeds Holme, Ross ; Ramsholme Wood, Rib.

;

Rusholme, Manch. ; Sagar Holme, Ross ; Silver Holme, Stav.

;

Thorney Holme, Burn. ; Torrisholme, Moreo. ; Trailholme,

Morec. ; White Holm, Rib. ; White Holme, Poulton ; Wrays-

holme. Lower, Cart.

Holt, O. E., ' wood, grove, copse.'

The O. L. G. dials, have the same word, and the O. H. G.

form is holz with the same meaning. The word exists

in practically all the Mod. Engl, dials., as it does in standard

EngUsh. Besides the ordinary meaning, it ',is used in Notts,

and Lines, for an ' osier bed,' and in Northants, and Warwcs.

in the sense of ' poor land covered with furze, or ling ; a field

in a rough, weedy condition,' E. D. D.

Li O. E. we find Ac holt, C. D., iv. 245 ; Boc holt, C. D., iii.

p. 377, in the boundaries of Ch. 72 ; to hseselholte, C. D., iv.

p. 23.

Lanoashibe Names.—Haverholt, Nels. ; Holt, Liv. ; Holt

Green, Liv. ; Holt Lane End, A.-u-L. ; Holton Mill ?, Chip.

Hop, 0. E., ? ' hollow between hills, a valley,' also (?) a ' hill.'

This word only occurs as an independent word in 0. E. ia

two compounds

—

fenhojm (Beow., 764), and mor hojm (Beow.,

450). The pi. neuter in -u enables us to say that the vowel of

hop was short, otherwise the pi. would be *hdp. It is difficult

to understand why Duignan (Staffs. PL Ns. under Hopwas)

should write the 0. E. form hop, since apart from the 0. E. pi.

-hopu, the word when independent in Mod. Engl, appears as hop,

or as hope from M. E. hopes, etc., and not as *hoop. It is true

that the Early Mod. Scotch hoip (Dalrymple Leslie's Hist, of

Scotland, i. p. 163, ann. 1596) might seem to point to 0. E. o, but

there is evidence that the M. E. lengthened o in open syllables,

also had this development. As regards the early meaning we
have only indirect evidence. Fris. hop means ' creek of a lake,'

Dijkstra, i. 537, and iii. p. 173. Stratmann-Bradley gives the

M. E. meaning as ' valley.' The Mod. Engl. dial, uses are

:

(1) ' hollow among hills, valley through which a brook runs,' in

Scotl., Nthumb., Durh., Yorks., Glos., and Somers. ; and (2)
' a

hill ' in Scotl., Nthumb., Yorks., and Glos., cp. E. D. D. In the

forms hop (from nom. or ace. sing.), and hope, (from obUque cases)

it occurs in numerous pi. ns. in the Nth, and Midlands, e.g.
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Bramhope, W. R. Yorks. ; Conhope, Heref. ; Edenope, Shropsh.
;

Kerahope Foot, Cumb. ; Ramshope, Nthumb., etc., etc.

In L. G. PL Ns. we find Ljemster Hop, Wikelder Hop, Friesland
;

and Brummershop, Schaumburg-Lippe ; Vtzenhop, Schaumburg-
lippe.

Lancashiee Names.—Bacup, Ross. ? ; Cowpe, Roch.

;

Hope Carr Hall, Wigan ; Hopwood, Bury ? ; Meadup Ho.,

Morec. ; Mythop Lodge, Blackp'l ; Pickup Bank, Black. ?

;

Widdop Cross, Nels.

Hord, 0. E., ' treasure, hoard '
; O. Sax. hord ; 0. H. G. hart.

This word may be the first element in hordwyllai, C. D., v.

p. 112 (ann. 856), which would seem to mean ' treasure spring.'

The only Lanes, names inwhich the word mayoccur is Hardhorn,

which may be 0. E. fiordsern, ' treasury ' (see early forms of the

name above), and Hoardsell (Rib.). On the other hand I now
think that the other solution suggested of the former is more pro-

bable. See discussion under Hdr, yorn, and under the name itself.

Hors, Hros, O. E. ; 0. Fris. hars, hers, hors ; O. Sax. hros, hers
;

0. H. G. hros, ros.

It must always be doubtful whether pi. ns. which appear to

contain this element do not rather contain the pers. n. Horsa.

Even the 0. E. evidence is not conclusive. On Horsa lege occurs in

Alderman i^lfred's Will (871). Cp. Thorpe's Diplomatar., p. 480,

and Sweet's 0. E. T., p. 451. Is the first element here

the gen. pi. of the name of the animal, or is it a defective or

uninflected form of the pers. n., which one would expect to

appear here as Horsan ?

Skeat records Horseheth, 1339, Ely Registers, Mod. Horse-

heath, but while he says the derivation is obvious, he expresses

no opinion as to whether this is Hors- or Horsan-.

Lancashirb Names.—Rossall, Fleetw. ; Rosthwaite, B.-in-F.

Hrsefn, hrefn, hremn, 0. E., ' raven '
; E. Fris. rafe ; 0. Sax.

hrafn, hramn ; 0. H. G. hraban.

The M. E. forms are raven, reven, rem, etc. (cp. Stratmann-

Bradley). There are two difficulties in connection with this

element. The first is to be sure whether in any given pi. n.

it refers to the bird, or whether it is a pers. n. The second is to

distinguish it from the element Ramm, ' ram,' in those pi. ns.

whose Mod. forms begin with ram-. That 0. E. Hriefn was used

as a pers. n. there is no doubt, and 0. N. hrafn was used in the

same way. For discussion of this pers. n., see under Ravens-
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meols in Pt. I. and Bjorkman, Nord. Persn. in England, p. 109.

It is in most cases a matter of pure conjecture whether in any
given name Raven- or Mam- (which can be shown to go back to

this word), is the name of the bird or of a man.
As regards the second point, only the testimony of the earlier

forms can decide whether in a pi. n. beginning with Ram- this

is original 0. E. hrsefn, or ramm.
In O. E. we have Hmfnes hyll, C. D., i. p. 264 (ann. 816,

Worcs.). On hremhrycg, Birch, i. p. 305 (ann. 774) ? ; to hremmes-

cumbes geate. Birch, i. p. 148 (ann. 701) ; to hremnes byrig (ann.

980), Crawf. Cfi., vii. 13, p. 19, is Ramsbury in Wilts. ; to

Hremmesdene (ann. 900), Thorpe's DipL, p. 146, may be

Ramsdean in Hants., cp. Thorpe's Index. Skeat notes (Cambs.

PI. Ns., p. 53) that Ramsey in Hunts, appears as Hramesege in

Thorpe, p. 598, 1. 10, where the h shows at any rate that the

prefix is not 0. E. ramm. We have further Ravensbury in Herts.,

for which Skeat gives no early forms, and Ravensden in Beds,

which has early forms, Ravenes-, etc. (Beds. PL Ns., p. 10).

I leave undecided here the question whether in some or all

of the examples given, the first element is a pers. n. or not, wish-

ing merely to illustrate the occurrence of the element in Early

and Mod. forms whatever its meaning may be.

See further discussion under Ramm- below.

Lancashiee Names.—Raven Scar Farm, Caton ; Raven
Winder, Cartm. ; Raven's Holme, Buml. ; Ravensclough,

Nelson. [The following names in Ram- are very likely from

this word—Ramsbottom, Rochd. ; Ramsgreave, Blackb.

;

Ramsholme Wood, Rib. ]

Hramsa, O. E., ' broad-leaved garlic,' allium ursinum. Occurs

once in 0. E. sources, Lchdms., iii. p. 333, col. 2, cit. B.-T.

In the Mod. dials, this word is found in the forms ramsons,

rams, roms, ramps. The latter form (Scotl., Cumb., Nthumb.,
Lanes.) has the same meaning as the O. E. word, the other forms
are apphed variously to the cuckoo-pint, the rest-harrow, and
the leaves of the purple crocus, E. D. D.

I rather doubt the occurrence of this element in pi. ns., but
it is a possibility in names beginning with Ramp-. See discussion

under Rampside in Pt. I. Other names are Rampsholme (Cumb.
and N. R. Yorks.), Rampsgill (Westm.), but it seems very im-
probable that these contain the word. The first element is

more probably 0. N. hrafn, used as a pers. n. ?

Lanoashibb Name.—Ramp Greaves, Cartm.
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Hreod, 0. E., ' reed ' ; 0. Sax. ried ; O. H. G. hriol, riot, riet ;

Mod. Fris. reid.

In the Sthn. and S.-W. Mod. dialects the word is applied to

straw used for thatching, and E. Angl. and Su£E. to a ' wood,

or woody strip of land,' E. D. D.
Hreodhurrmn occurs Crawf. Ch., viii. 1. 14, p. 20 (ann. 990),

and is the Mod. Rodbourn, Warwcs. (cp. Index and note on

p. 113) ; on hreodbroce occurs in 1. 39 of same ch., p. 21 ; Hreod-

burne is found also, C. D., iv. p. 296 (eleventh century), which

Kemble identifies with Rodbourn in Hants. ; Hreodham (ann. 778),

C. D., iii. p. 38 ; and on hreodmede, C. D., vi. p. 102 (ann. 970).

Laucashibe Names.—Reed Bam, Chip. ; Reed Row, Nels.

;

Reedy Snape, Rib. ; Reedyford House, Nels.

Hrider, hryder, O. E., ' homed cattle, ox, cow, heifer ' ; O. Fris.

hrither ; Mod. Fris. rier ; O. H. G. hrind ; O. Sax. runth.

It is necessary to say a few words on the 0. E. forms. From
the evidence of 0. Fjis. and 0. H. G. there must have been a

form *hriny>er from which 0. E. hri^er. The 0. Sax. form

points to a form *hrunTf>ir, whence 0. E. hryder may be derived.

This question of two original types is so far important that it

is desirable to know whether we are to consider O. E. hrySer as a

rounded form {i after r) of hriSer, or as an independent form

with original roimded vowel. One would expect hrlSer to

remain in all dialects in the 0. and M. E. periods, and to appear

as n(^er (with shortened vowel from hri^res, etc.) in Mod. Engl.

The other form would appear as ruier (u=y) in the Sthn. dialects,

whereas in Midi, and Nth. it would be levelled under ritSer.

Mod. Dial, (ro^er), 'homed beast' (N. Cntry., Lanes., Warw.,

Worcs., Heref., Suss.), E. D. D., is difficult to explain in the

Nthn. parts where riter must be the starting-point. In the

South the Mod. vowel is easier to understand as a dialectal

alteration of (y) through (u). Midi, and Nthn. rl'Ser must also

have undergone an unfronting process (after r ?).

Hrl^ra leak (Kt.) appears in Birch Ch., i. p. 450, ann. 805.

Without seeing the early forms it is rash to assert that any of

the Mod. Engl. pi. ns. in Rvther- or Rother- are from this element,

some may contain the 0. E. pers. n. Hrothere.

Lancashire Name.—Ritherham, Fleetw.

Hrbysi, 0. N., 'caim, mound' ; Swed. Rose (Bjorkman, Lehn-

worte, p. 67) ; Mod. Norw. dial, (roys), ' heap of stones,'

Aarsen, p. 629.

The word survives in the Mod. Engl. Dialects of Cumb.,

Westm., and N.-E. Lanes, in the form raise (rez), E. D. D.
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It appears to exist in such pi. ns. as Dunmail Raise, Westm.

;

Oreenfdl Raise, Raise-Beck, God Raise, all in Cumb. The word

seems also to occur in the form rose- in Mod. pi. ns. Cp. per-

haps Buckrose, B. R. Yorks., and Raisthwaite, Toppinrays,

and Roseacre in Lanes. See in Pt. I. above the early forms of

this last.

Hrycg, 0. E., ' back of a man or animal, ridge, high line of con-

tinuous hills, elevated surface
'

; 0. Fris. hreg, reg ; 0. H. G.

hrucci, hruchi, etc. In Germ, the word does not occur in

pi. ns. but it is used to designate a ridge of hills in berg-

riicken. Op. Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 313, O. N. hryggr,

' back,' also ' mountaia ridge.'

In O. E. we get on doddan hrycg, and of doddanhryege, Crawf.

Ch., i. 1. 15, p. 1 (ann. 739), which is Doddridge (Devon), cp,

N. and S.'s note, p. 49. On Herugestesrige (Henstridge, Somers.).

C. D., iii. 412, and Thorpe Dipl., p. 186 (ann 738) ; Heafochrycg

(ann. 956, Hawridge, Bucks.), C. D., v. p. 389 ; Hrycgleah (860

Dors.), C. D., iii. p. 395. Ridge m Mod. Engl, dials, means (1)

' strip of land thrown up by the plough, or left below furrow

'

(N. Yorks., Worcs., Shrops., Heref., Glos., Herts., Kent, Hunts.)

;

(2) ' deep waggon rut ' (Northants.).

In the Mod. dials, rig has the following usages :—(1)

' ridge, especially a long, narrow hUl, a raised road ' (Scotl.,

Nthumb., Durh., Cumb., Westm., Yorks., Derbysh., Notts.) ;

(2)
' space below two furrows in a ploughed field, measure of

land, first furrow turned in ploughing ' (Nth. Yorks., Notts.,

E. Angl.).

The element is so common and widespread in pi. ns. that it

is unnecessary to illustrate it further than by above examples,

and the list of Lanes, ns. which follows. It is probable that

we should regard -rigg as the Norse, and ridge the English form
of the word—e.g. Hazelrigg (Nthumb.), Whitrigg (Cumb.).

Lancashire Names.—(1) 0. E. Hrycg : Cockridge, Nels.

;

Idridge Scar., Aid. ; Elmridge, Ribch. ; Longridge, Wigan

;

Foulridge, Nels. ; Over Ridge, Cart. ; Ridgeling, Bum. ; Ridge

Fm., Bum. (2) 0. N. Hryggr, ' mountain ridge ' : Bailrigg,

Lane, ; Birkrigg Common, Dalt. ; Border Riggs, B.-in-P.

;

Brandrigg, Lane. ; Eccle Riggs, B.-in-F. ; Eskrigge, Cam.

;

Green-Riggs, Con. ; Fairrigg, Stav. ; Hasel Rigg, Stav. ; Have-
rigg Holme, Con. ; Mansriggs, Ulv. ; Moss Rigg Wood, Con.

;

Rigg, Garst. ; Rigg Well, B.-in-F. ; Tam Riggs, B.-in-F.

;

Whitriggs, Dalt.
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Hvall, 0. N. Cleasby-Vigf. says under tMs word :
—

' a hill, not
much used, holl being the common word ; but it is still

used of a dome-shaped hill, and in local names of farms
lying under such hills, as Hvall in Saurbmr in the west, Berg-

Tporshvdll and Storolfs-hvall in the east.'

There are several names ending in hvall in Sturlunga Saga, also

in holar, and there is Holava'S, which shows the word as a first

element. Mod. N. names have -hoi, apparently only in the
second element.

Hwses, 0. E., ' sharp, keen,' a rare word in 0. E. appUed to

thorns—' Hi hwmsne beag ymb min heafod heardne gebyg-
don,' Crist., 1444, cit. B.-T. A noun closely alUed to this

word exists in Gothic hvassei, ' Heftigkeit, Strenge,' also the

adj. itself

—

hvass is found in 0. N. with precisely the same
meaning as in O. E. Otherwise the commoner cognate is

0. E. hwxt, ' quick, vigorous,' etc.. 0. Sax. hwat ; 0. H. G.

hwaz, ' sharp '
; 0. N. hvatr, ' bold, active.' Hwxs must

go back to a Gmc. type with -ss- from Idg. -ss- from -U-

from -dt-.

Mod. Engl, dials. (N. E. Lanes, and Lakel.) have loass,

' acid, sour,' which is probably from the Norse. Since the word
is far commoner in O. N. than in O. E., it is probably a loan-

word whenever it occurs in EngUsh pi. ns. Whereas there are

several pi. ns. in Continental Low. Gmc. countries, in Wat- (e.g.

Waiberg, ' scharferberg,' Jellinghaus, Westfal. Ortsn., p. 187),

those in was-=0. E. hwms are more doubtful. Li English

pi. ns. Westm. Whasset appears to contain this element, and
perhaps also Wassend (E. R. Yorks.), but I am doubtful of others.

Hwsete, O. E., ' wheat ' ; E. Fris. weite, wete ; W. Fris. weet

;

0. Sax. hwUi ; O. H. G. hwaizi, hweizi, etc. ; 0. N. hveiti ;

Goth, hvaiteis. (0. E. adj. hwMen).
A very common prefix to pi. ns., C. D. Hwseteleage, iii. p. 379

(770) ; on hwxtedune, C. D., iii. p. 378 ; on hwetedune, Surrey

Ch., 871-89, 0. E., p. 452, 1. 24.

Among Mod. Engl, names Wheatacre, All Saints, Norf.

;

Wheatenhurst, Glos. ; Wheaton Aston, Staffs, (cp. Duignan,

Staffs. PL Ns., p. 170) ; Wheathampstead, Herts, (cp. Skeat,

Herts. PL Ns., p. 45, etc., etc.).

Among Continental names we have Weitzkamp, Rhn. Prov.

;

Weitzdorf, E. Pruss. ; Weitzgrund, Brandenb.

Lancashire Names.—^Wheat Hill, Liv. ; Wheathead, Burnl.

;

Wheatley, Rib. ; Wheatland Hill, Garst.
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Hwit, Hwita, O. E., adj. ' white, shining ' ; hwlt in all L. G.

dials. ; 0. H. G. hwiz ; 0. N. hvUr.

Not as commonly found as might have been expected, as an

element in 0. E. pi. ns.

—

hwitan floda, G. T>., v. p. 83 (826)

;

Hmtancyrican, C. D., ii. p. 115 (880-5, Whitchurch, Dors. ?)

;

Hwitfdd, C. D., iv. p. 164 (1065) ; Hmtamoyllesgeat {Whitwdl,

Derbysh.), A.-S. Chron., Parker MS., 942, Plummer's Ed., i.

p. 110. ; set Hwitciricean, Parker Chron., ann. 1001, Plummer, i.

p. 132 {Whitchurch, Hants., cp. Plummer's Index, vol. ii. p. 398).

There is a Whitwdl in Herts, which contains this element

(Skeat, Herts. PI. Ns., p. 53). Whittington in Staffs, is 0. E.

Hmtantone, according to Duignan, who, of course gives no

reference beyond the date 925. One is puzzled to know what

-tone as a suf&x is doing at such a date !

' Laitcashire Names.—^Whitaker Bum, Buml. ; Whitfield Hall,

Rochd. ; Whitmore Farm, Garst ; Whitworth, Rochd. ; Whit-

tingham, Ribch. ; Whittle Brook, Bury ; Whiteside, Fleetw.

;

Whitehalghfield, CUth. ; White Carr, Garst. ; White Lee, Garst.

Hyll, O. E., ' hiir ; M. Dutch hille. Ml, hul.

The E. D. D. notes, besides the meanings which the word has

in good EngUsh, that in East Anglia hill means ' a piece of high

ground entirely surrounded by water, a dry patch of elevated

marsh,' and further in Somers. ' a common, hence hill groimd,

unenclosed, rough, uncultivated land.' In fact any ground

shghtly more elevated than the surrounding country may be

called a ' hill,' the point to remember is that a ' hill ' need not

be high to earn this name. In the above definitions, it is the

greater or less degree of elevation in comparison with the sur-

roundings that wins the appellation, and not the presence of

marsh, or the fact that the ground is uncultivated. A ' hill

'

does not cease to be a ' hill ' because of these conditions.

As there are many ' hills ' all over England, the word natur-

ally appears broadcast throughout the country. It often loses

its distinctive form through lack of stress, and becomes merely

(1), written -h, indeed it is often pronounced so, although written

hill. Cp. Windhill (Yorks.), which is pronounced (windl), and
the Lanes, pi. ns. ending in -le in the following list. See the early

forms of Booth, Whittle, etc. in Pt. I. above. It is unnecessary

to give more than one or two 0. E. examples. Achylle, C. D.,

iii. p. 385 (779) ; Beornhyll, C. D., iii. p. 454 (959).

Lancashibe Names.—(1) Adam Hill, Wigan ; Batley Hill,

Lane. ; Chathill Em., Garst. ; Cowhill Fold, Blackb. ; Eccles-
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hill, Blackb. ; Hillam, Lane. ; Hillhouse, Liv. ; Hillock Vale
Hulton, Eocl. (2) Shortened forms : Brindle, Blackb'n.

Carl Cross, Ulv.? ; Cobble Hey, Garst. ; Coppull, Chorley

Crookells, Mawds. ; Dimple, Dar. ; Freckleton, Kirkm. ; Hindle
Fold, Clith. ? ; Knowl Fold, Darw. ; Lickle River, B.-in-F,

Machell Coppice, Hawks. ; Madgell Bank, Rib. ; MaghuU
Liv. ; Orrell, Liv. ; Pendle, Buml. ; Pendlebury, Eccl.

Pendleton, Clith. ; Rindle Road, Eccl. ; Ronklehurst Wood
Nels. ; Seatle, Cart.; Wardle, Littleb. ; Windle, St. Hel.

Windles Green, Liv.; Whittle Brook, Bury; Withnell, Blackb'n,

Wuerdle, Roch.

Hyrst, O. E., ' hurst, copse, wood.'

MiddendorfiE, p. 80, suggests that the word may have appUed
to wood-pasture for swiae. Cp. bedru above. 0. H. G. hurst,

' Busch, Gebiisch, Gestrauch ' (Schade, i. p. 434) ; M. L. G. horst,

hurst, host, ' Artland,' Host, Horst, unregelmassig gebrochenes

Gestriipp (Jellinghaus, Westfal. Orstn., p. 54). In Pomerania
horst means 'eLa erhoheter Ort im Walde' (Dahnert, cit. E. D. T>.).

In the L. G. of Gottingen the word means ' eine bewachsene kleine

Erhohung ' (Schaumbach, cit. E. D. D.), and in E. Friesland,

according to Koolman hoost, host, ' eine sandige Anhohe.'

The Mod. Engl, dialects have nearly lost the word except in

pi. ns., but it had, besides the ordinary meaning of ' wood,' and
' wooded eminence,' such meanings as

—
' little hill or ridge,

barren height, bare, hard summit of a hill in Scotl., W. Yorks.,

N.-E. Lanes., and Dors. Further, in Scotl. and in Shropsh.
' a sand bank on the brink of a river, a shallow, a shelf in a river

bed,' E. D. D. The meanings are certainly varied enough.

In O. E. we find Eppelhyrste, C. D., v. p. 48 (749) ; mschyrste,

C. D., iii. p. 394 (848) ; holenhyrst, C. D., ii. p. 228 (940) ; Lam-
hyrstse, C. D., iii. p. 176 (980), etc., etc. It is unnecessary to

give Mod. examples beyond those mentioned for Lanes. It

only remains to be said that 0. E. hyrst became M. E. hurst in

the Saxon dials., and hirst in Nth. and Midi. In unstressed

syllables the word often becomes (ast). Cp. Wadhurst, Mid-

hurst in Sussex, pronounced locally (wodost, midast).

The element hyrst also occurs in the curious-looking name Hay-

crust (Salop), which is really a metathesised form of ' Hawkhurst.'

Cp. the earfy form Hauekehurst, Inq.iof Hen. in., No. 473, p. 134.

Lancashtee Names.—^Aekhurst Hall, Wigan ; Alder Hurst,

Nels. ; Ashurst's Hall, Wigan ; Bankhurst, Clith. ; Bellhurst,

Wray ; Blindhurst^ Garst. and Riv. ; Broadhurst, Wigan

;
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Brocklehurst, Clith. ; Bromyhurst, Eccl. ; CoUyhurst, Manch.

;

Copthurst, Burn. ; Croginhurst, B.-in-F. ; Dewshurst, Clith.

;

Fairhurst, Bilsb. ; Gathurst, Wigan ; Green Hurst,' Cart.

;

Haselhurst, Auh. ; Hey Hurst, Ribch. ; Hurst, Auh. ; Hurst

Green, Clith. ; Hurstwood, Burn. ; Lickhurst, Chip. ; Mickle-

hurst, Mossley ; Nuthurst, Lane. ; Ronklehurst Wd., Nels.

;

Stadlehurst, Rib. ; Sunnyhurst, Blackb.

Ing, Inge, ' meadow, low-lying land near a stream, water-

meadow,' etc., E. D. D.

This word is not found as an independent word in 0. E., nor

in M. E., though here eng the Scand. cognate is found once

(Cathol., p. 115. Cp. Stratmann-Bradley). It must have

been in common use, however, in the two forms ing from *inga-,

and *incg from Hngja, Idg. *enkd and *enkid- respectively. Cp.

Lat. ancrae, ' convallis, vallis,' Walde, p. 29 ; and Gk. ayKo<;,

' Thai,' Prellwitz, p. 4. O. H. G. angar, ' grasland, grasplatz,

ackerland ' (Schade, p. 19), and E. Fris. inge, ' Anger, griine Wiese,

(Koolman, ii. p. 128), are obviously cognates, though the former

has a different ablaut-grade.

Many of the Mod. Engl, dials, use ing as an independent

word. According to E. D. D. it is so used in Northmb., Durh.,

Cumb., Westmorl., Yorks., Lanes., Northants., N. Linos., E.

Anglia, Kent, Surrey, Sussex. Both forms occur in pi. ns.

—

e.g. Lockynge (lokindz) and Waniage (earlier Wanetinge) in Berks.,

probably Goring, and certainly Filkins in Oxfordsh. Cp.

Alexander, Oxf. PI. Ns. Note also Applegarthenge in Cal. Rotl.

Pat., p. 93, 1. 12, ann. 1323. I note that Professor Skeat (Herts.

PI. Ns., pp. 37, 38) warns us against confusing -ing the patronymic

with this word. Professor Skeat apparently takes all the Herts,

names in -ing, -in, Temn, Tring, etc. to be patronymics. It

appears to me, however, an open question whether the latter

name, and Throcking may not contain the noun ing. Certainly

there can be no doubt about those Mod. names, which are pro-

nounced (indz) as Billinge in Lanes. This suffix (ii)) may also

be responsible for the change of the suffix -en- in M. E. to -ing-,

as in Pilkington for *Pyllecantun, and Abbingdon for Abbandun.
Cp. the early forms of Pilkington, Hollingworth, Withington above.

As regards 0. E. pi. ns. with this element, it may occur in

Ingepenne (Berks.), 931, C. D., ii. p. 175 ; Clmfring, eleventh

century, C. D., vi. p. 212. Ingliam, C. D., iv. 285 (1049-52),

perhaps contains the pers. n. Ing. See now Professor Moor-
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man's elaborate article on -ing in his pi. ns. of the W. Riding of

Yorkshire, and remarks in § 28, pp. 35 and 36 above. It

appears to me certain that ing and inge are genuine English

words, that neither of them is borrowed from O. N., and that

both forms are fairly frequent in Eng. pi. ns.

Lancashiee Names.—Billinge ; Greenings, Ormsk. ; Ing
Ends, Burnley ; Ingham, Burnley ; Ingheys, Nels. Ings Point
(Silverdale) may be really a gen. of the 0. E. pers. n. ling.

K
Kaupmadr, -mannr, ' merchant,' 0. N. This is the Scand.

cognate of O. E. cea'pmonn, q. v. under cejdng above.

The word seems to have been used, in England at any rate, as a
pers. n. (see Bjorkman, Nord. Persn. in Engl.), and also under
Caperntvray in Pt. I. above.

The Mod. Norw. pi. ns. Kommesrud, Komnes are said to have
contained this word.

Kelda, ' well, spring, stream from a well,' 0. N. ; O. Swed.
kselda, ' spring ' (Bjorkman, Lehnw., i. p. 141) ; Mod. Sw.
kdlla ; O. Dan. kelde ; Norw. kjelda, ' well, spring.'

In the Mod. Engl, dials, keld means :—(1) ' spring of water,

fountain '
; (2) ' marshy place ' (Nthumb., Lake!., Yorks.,

Lanes.)
; (3)

' the still part of a lake or river, which has an oily

smoothness ' (Cumb., Nthumb.), E. D. D.

0. Norse names contaimng this element are

—

Glmsiskelda,

(Eyrbryggja Saga) ; Maskelda, Sturl. Saga.

Mod. Engl, and Scotch Pl. Names.—Dunkeld, Salkeld, Sc.

;

Kdbrooh, W. R. Yorks. ; Keld, Kelleth, Westm.
[See remarks under CMldwall Pt. I. on a conjectural O. E.

cognate *cild, Held, ' sudden burst of water.']

Lancashire Names in Keld.—Kelbrick, Keldray, Kellet,

Trinkeld.

Kjarr, 0. N., ' copsewood, brushwood
' ; Norw. kjerr, ' swamp

marsh.' In M. E. ker is used for ' marshy ground ' (Stratm.-

Bradley).

The Mod. Engl, dials, use car in the following senses :

—

(I) ' pool, hollow place where water sometimes stands, low-lying

ground apt to be flooded' (Nthumb., Durh., Yorks., Lanes.,

Chesh., Lines., Norf.)
; (2)

' a wood of alder or other trees in a

moist, boggy place, boggy grassland ' (Lakel., N. Lanes.,

N. Yorks.), E. D. D.
0. N. Pl. Names.—Kjarradalr, IceL, Sturl. Saga ; Kjarrd,

Landn. Bok.
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M. NoKW. Pl. Names.—Aasekjier, HamUkjxr.
Lancashiee Names containing Kjarr.—Altcar, Liv. ; ? Bescar,

Liv. ; Bethecar, Stav. ; Carr Cross, S'port. ; Carr End, Fleetw.

;

Carr HuU, Clith. ; Carr Wood (Wild), Cam. ; ? Carleton, Poulton

;

Sower Carr, Fleetw. ; Coboar Nook, Bum. ; Gumming Carr,

Garst. ; Hala Carr, Lane. ; ? Holker, Cart. ; Hoscar Moss Wd.,

Ormsk. ; Jarvis Carr, Garst. ; Kearsley, Bolt. ? ; Kersa Dale,

Manch. ? ; Loud Carr, Chip. ; Oldfield Carr, Poulton ; Pea

Carr Fm., Wyresd. ; White Carr, Garst. and CUth.

Eonungr, 0. N., ' king.'

This is the equivalent of 0. E. cyning, and pl. ns. which con-

tain it can generally be distinguished from those containing the

Engl, word, by the Mod. forms in Con-, etc. The word is a

common element in Scand. pl. ns. Thus Konungsgar&r occurs

in Sturl. Saga, and among Mod. Norw. forms are Kongerud,

Eongsbakke, Kongshaug, Kongstein, etc.

Mod. Engl. Pl. Names.—Conisbrough, W. R. Yorks.

;

Conisholm, and the following

Lancashiee Names containing Konungr.—Conishead, Conis-

ton, Cunscough.

Kross, ' cross,' 0. N. Originally Celtic loan-word. 0. Irish

cros (Skeat, Cone. Etym. Diet.). This element is common
throughout the country in pl. ns.

Li Scand. pl. ns. it is also frequent. Li the Sturl. Saga there

are

—

Erossa-dalr, Krossa-nes (cp. Lanes. Crossens), Kross-holar,

etc. Among Mod. Norw. names there are Korseberg, Kattekross,

Krosby (cp. Lanes. Crosby ?), Krosnes (cp. Krossa-nes above,

and Lanes. Crossens in Pt. I. above).

Lancashieb Names containing Kross.—Annel Cross, Pendle

;

Anty Cross, D.-in-F. ; Barton Cross, Bilsb. ; Carr Cross, Sthport.;

Crosby, L'pool. ; Crossens, L'pool. ; Crossgill, Crossmoor,

Garst. ; Crossnapend, Chip. ; Cuerdley Cross, Warr. ; Hob
Cross, L'pool.

Lacn, ' pond, piece of water, lake,' also ' running water, stream.'

This word, which is closely related to 0. E. *lxce below, no
doubt exists in many Engl. pl. ns. Cp. Skeat's note on Fenlake,

Beds. Pl. Ns., p. 36.

The Mod. dial, uses of lake are these :—(1) ' a small puddle
or pool ; a pond formed by damming up a stream ' (Roxb., Midi.,

Hants., Wilts.) ; (2)
' a brook, rivulet, or stream ' (E. Cumb.,
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Hants., Wilts., Dors., Somers.)
; (3) ' a dried-up water-course

on the moors ' (Somers.).

Note that Earle, Land Charter, 465, gives ' stream of running

water,' as a meaning of O. E. lacu. Napier and Stevenson have
also a note to the effect that the word means ' stream ' not ' lake

'

in Crawf. Ch., ii. 1. 12, p. 3, and quote two passages from Birch's

Ch., iii. 624, 1. 19, and ii. 541, 1. 26, where the word is used in this

sense. Cp. also ' o8 tSaet seo lacu ut scytt on BliSan,' Sweet's A.-S.

Reader, p. 58. 75, which is the latter passage from Birch.

In Mod. pi. ns. the meaning of -lake (stream, or pond) can only

be determined by topographical considerations.

*Laece, ' stream,' perhaps also boggy ground near a stream ?

Cp. various meanings of Mod. brook iinder 0. E. broc above.

This word does not occur independently in O. E., though

it is found in O. E. charters in compounds— Lxcemere,

Lseceaford, cit Middendorff, p. 85. The O. E. verb leccan,

' moisten, lave,' is closely related to *leece. This is used in

the sense of stream watering and refreshing the land through

which it flows :

—

—'ac Jaer lagu-streamas

wundrum wrsetlice wyllan on springaS

fsegrum flod-wylmum foldan leccap

wseter wynsumu of ]>xs wuda midle.'

Phoenix, L 61, etc.

leccan is from *lak-jan, *lMce from Gmc. *lMki Abl. a—m, as

in *sat, O. E. siet ; *8mt-um, O. E. sseton, etc.

0. E. ZacM, ' pond, piece of water,' contains the same base.

See above.

An 0. N. cognate Isekr, ' brook, rivulet,' is found (see preced-

ing element).

The form latch (latj, leitj, letj) occurs in the Mod. Engl, dia-

lects :—(1) ' a pond, pool ' (Lanes., Chesh., mid-Dev.) ; (2) ' a

swamp, quagmire, dub, wet moss ' (Scotl., Nthumb.,Cumb.,

Westm., Yorks., Lanes., Chesh.) ; (3)
' spring in a field forming

a swamp ' (Chesh.) ; (4)
' an occasional water-course, narrow

ditch, deep, cut-out gutter washed by the tide on the sea-shore
'

(W. Scotl., Durh., dumb., Yorks., N.-E. Lanes.), E. D. D.

This word is said by Duignan, Staffs. PI. Ns., pp. 93-95, to

be the first element in Litchfield. Be this as it may, Duignan is

perfectly right in connecting the existence of the word and in

recognising it in such names as Lechmere, Letchlade, etc. Skeat

(Herts. PI. Ns., pp. 56 and 70) discovers a different element in
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Letchworth and Letchford, though I am not sure that our word
is not more probable in both names than the pers. n. Lxce,
' leech,' at any rate it seems to me more probable in the latter

name.

Lawcashibb Names.—Blackleach, Garst. ; Blackleach Keb,

Clith. ; Cockleach, Nels. ; Cockleach, Ribch.

LSigr, ' low,' 0. N. This is the ancestor of the Mod. Engl, word
which is thus a foreign loan-word.

In pi. ns. the word is usually a fairly modern addition as is

obvious from the Lanes, names in which it occurs. Other names
whose Mod. forms appear to contain the element in composition

may have a very different origin as is the case of Lowick (q. v.

in Pt. I. above).

Lancashirb Names.—Low Hall, Ulv. ; Low Park, Hawks.

;

Low Wood, Stav. ; Lower Fairhurst, Bilsb. ; Lowerford, Nels.

;

Lowgill, ? Roeb.

Land, 0. E., ' land,' etc.

This word is so common, and so generally understood, that

it is unnecessary to spend much time on it. The Mod. dial, uses

which are in some cases more specific than is the ordinary use

of the word are worth noting :—(1) ' an estate of land ' (dumb.)

;

(2)
' pasture-land, stinted common pasture, a piece of land in a

common field, untilled land ' (Banff, N. Irel., E. Yorks., Chesh.)

;

(3)
' arable as distinguished from pasture-land ' (Caithn., E.

Angha)
; (4)

' low-lying ground ' (Heref., Sussex)
; (5)

' un-

ploughed earth ' (Nthumb.)
; (6)

' the space between two furrows

in a ploughed field, a strip of land in an unenclosed field ' (Scotl.,

E. Yorks., Chesh., Derby, Notts., etc., not Lanes.), E. D. D.
Lancashiee Names.—Bowland, Little Chip. ; Brooklands,

Bilsb. ; Cawthwaite Lands, B.-in-F. ; Crosslands, Stav.

;

DownhoUand, Ormsk. ; Holland Moor, Ormsk. ; Ireland Moss,

Stav. ? ; Land Side, Wigan ; Leyland, Preston ; Litherland,

Liv. ; Longlands, Cartm. ; Markland Hill, Bolt. ; Marland,

Bury ; Marsland Green, Eccl. ; Newland Beck, Ulv. ; Nook-
lands, Preston ; Oaklands, Nels. ; Rusland, Stav. ; Ryelands,

Morec ; Spotland, Roch. ; Standerlands, Morec. ; Sunderland,

Morec. ; Thurland Castle, Tunst. ; Thursland Hill, Lane.

;

Williamlands, Morec. ; Woodland, B.-in-F. ; Woodlands, Ribch.;

Yealand Conyers, C^rn.

Lane, lone, ' lane,' 0. E., ' narrow and bounded path, a street in

a town '
; 0. Fris. lona, lana ; Mod. Dutch loan.

B.-T. cites from Kemble :
—

' Hit cyme]? on segles lonan ; ond-

lang Ssere lonan Sset hit cym}? eft in 8a human,' C. D., iii, 33, 7.
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By the side of lane, the Mod. Engl, dialects have also loan and
loaning, from the 0. E. Ion- form, which means not only ' lane

'

but ' an open cultivated piece of ground near a farmhouse, or

village in which the cows are milked ' (Scotl., Nthumb.), E. D. D.

I am told that Plodder Lane, Bolton, is pronounced (ploda loun),

and Danesgate Lane (Formby, =(daT)g9tlu8n).

Lanoashike Names.—Barnslane, Ribch. ; Bent Lanes, Eccl.

;

Black Lane, Bolton ; Black Gate Lane, Tarl. ; Green Lane
Farm, Bilsb. ; Wicken's Lane End, Garst.

Lang, long, ' long, tall,' 0. E. This word exists in practically

the same form in all the Gmo. languages.

It is found in many 0. E. pi. ns :

—

Longedune, C. D., iii. p. 375

(706) ; Langanleah, C. D., ii. p. 261 (814) ; Langtoft, C. D., ii.

p. 236 (806, toft=' messuage homestead, etc., perhaps Scand.)

;

Longaforde, C. D., ii. p. 267 (944-6), etc., etc.

Note that in Mod. forms long is derived from O. E. Idnga-,

M. E. longe-, while lang- represents 0. E. uninflected Idng-, with

M. E. shortening when the next element begins with a consonant.

The same interchange of a, (o) -a occurs in brada<brode—brad+
cons.<M. E. brad. See this word above, and the names in

Brad-, Broad- in Pt. I. above, also those in Long-, lang-.

Lancashiee Names.—(1) a forms: ? Lanaiag, Stav. ; Langho.,

Clith. ; Langroyd Hall, Nels. ; Langthwaite, Lane. ; Langtree,

Wigan. (2) o forms : Long Crag, Hawks. ; Longfield Woodre,

B.-in-F. ; Longford Hall ,Manch. ; Longlands, Cart. ; Longmire,

Stav. ; Longsight, Manch. ; Longton, Preston ; Longworth Hall,

Dar. ; Longworthy, Dar.

Laund, Mod. Engl. Dial, adj., ' quiet, calm, still, serene,

sheltered' 'grove.'

The origin of this form is obscure to me. The 0. N. lundr,

' grove,' could not possibly become laund (l5nd), and has but small

connection in meaniag, unless we take lundr to mean a ' sheltered

place.' The meaniag one might explain by relating the word

to 0. E. linnan, lann- lunn-, ' cease, leave off, desist,' etc., and
thence perhaps to ' spare, mitigate,' etc., but the development

of the Mod. form is inexphcable to me at any rate.

The Norse word is often used in pi. ns. See list given by
Cleasby-Vigf., p. 399. It is there stated that Oilsland (Cumb.)

contains this element.

Lancashiee Names.—Laund Block, Nels. ; New Laund Burn,

Chip. ; Old Hall Laimd, Chip. ; Laund House, Lancast.

N.B.—Dr. Hirst tells me that this element is always pro-

nounced (laund) near Lancaster, etc.
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Leah, l»h, ' lea, meadow, open space, untilled land ' ; O. Sax.

loh, ' wald ' ; 0. H. G. loh, laoh, ' niedriges Geholz, Gebiisch,

mit Gebiisch bewachsene Lichtung,' Schade.

This Gmc. group of words finds its cognate in the Latin luctis,

' grove,' and Lith. laukas, ' open country.' The original and
fundamental idea seems to be ' clearance,' land from which

forest has been cleared away, as distinct from feld, which appears

to be land which has always been clear and open. See feld

above.

Lea in the Mod. dialects is used as follows :—(1) ' pasture,

grassland, untilled land, cultivated land under grass, a field,

meadow '
; (2) a recently mown clover field, clover or rye grass

stubble.

The element is very common as an independent word in O. E.,

and also very frequent in pi. ns. :

—

Aclea, C. D., i. p. 263 (815,

Ochley, Surrey) ; Longanleag, C. D., i. p. 26 (824) ; Beonetlege,

C. D., ii. p. 59 (855, Bentley, Worcs.), etc., etc.

Too. H. G. names in -loh{e) are common, HoTienlohe, Emseloh,

Heidloh, etc., while among Dutch and Flemish names there are

EverdinMo, Schoonlo, Waterloo.

Lancashire Names.—(1) Lea, Preston ; Leagreen, Garst.

;

Lee; Leigh, Wigan; Lyeland, Preston. (For Leagrim, see

Maya.) (2) Appearing as -ley : Acomley, Nels. ; Ashley, Rib.,

etc. ; Astley, EccL, etc. ; Bailey, Rib. ; Bardsley, Auh. ; Barley,

Bum. ; Beverley, Nels; ; Blackley, Bum. ; Bleansley, B.-in-F.

;

Bradley, Chip. ; Buckley, Rib. ; Cadley, Preston ; Chaigley,

Clith. ; Cleveley, Garst. ; Cockley Beck, Con. ; Crawley's Moss,

Garst. ; Cuerdley, Warr. ; etc. Osmotherley, see sub hlxw.)

(3) Appearing as lee : After Lee, Chip. ; Birchen Lee, Chip.

;

Constable Lee, Ross ; Dolphinlee, Lane.

Leir, 0. N., ' clay, mire.' .

Cp. Leyrepitts in Gilling (Yorks.), Edw. i., Abbrev. Plac,

p. 233.

Lancashire Name.—Larbreck.

Lin, O. E. ' flax.' Also identical in form in O. Sax., 0. H. G.
and 0. N.

This element seems to occur in Linhme, in a Ch. of Edw.
Confessor (1053), Thorpe's Diplomatar., p. 352. The four
Lintons in Yorks. appear to be of this origin. Cp. K.'s Inq.,

pp. 203. 70, 324, etc. Linthorpe (Yorks.) on the other hand
appears as Levingthorpe, etc. in K.'s Inq. Lin is probably the
first element in Yorks. Lingards (cp. the form Lingarthys in the
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Nomina Villaram, K.'s Inq., p. 351), and also in Lanes. (Lower)

lAngart.

Lancashibe Names.—Linacre, and perhaps Lindal Moor,
Dalton, and Lindale, Grange, Lynholm.

Lind, linde, O. E., ' linden, lime-tree.'

There are several names containing this element in the 0. E.
Chs.—e.g. ve Lindhyrate (Lindhurst, Hants.), ann. 966, Thorpe,
Diplomat., p. 216 ; Lindenigga=*Lindhryc<J (twelfth century ?),

Thorpe, Diplomat., p. 448 ; Lindbeorge, Will of Ulf., c. 1066,

Thorpe, p. 595.

Lancashire Names.—Lindeth, and perhaps Lindale ?

M
Msd, 'mead,' O.E., this word belongs to the class of -wo- stems.

The suffix which disappears in the nom. sing, is retained in

the oblique cases—e.g. dat. rrmdwe, mSdewe, etc. From such

a form as this comes Mod. Engl, meadow. MMd is related to

the 0. E. noun mx\>, ' mowiag, that which is mown,' cp.

aftermath, and to the verb md-wan. Thus a ' mead ' is primarily

grassland kept for hay, land to be mown, as distinct from either

grazing or plough-land.

The Mod. dials, still preserve to some extent the old sense,

' a field set apart for hay in contradistinction to pasture-land
'

(Yorks., N.-E. Lines., N.-W. Derby, Linos., Glos.), E. D. D.
Wright, or his assistant, quotes Marshall, Rural Economy,

p. 1787, as giving the definition ' any low, flat grassland, which

has not been ploughed, and is usually mown, in contradistinction

to ground or ham,'

It will be remembered that in the nursery rhyme of ' Boy
Blue,' the result of inattention, the position is that ' the sheep 's

in the meadow, the cow 's in the com,' the suggestion obviously

being that a meadow was as unsuitable a place for sheep, as ' the

corn ' is for cows.

It is unnecessary to illustrate the occurrence either of the

perfectly well-known and recognisable elements in pi. ns.

Lancashire Names.—Breightmet, Bolt. ; Meadhop Hane,

Morec. ; Meadows Heads, Blackb. ; Meadow Top, Blackb.

Mffig, 0. E., ' woman, kinswoman.'

This word is commonly applied in 0. E. poetry to such persons

as Eve (Genesis, 895), Sarah (Genesis, 1850), and to the Blessed

Virgin seo eadge mmg (Crist., 87). See the above in B.-T. The
closely related word mxgTf is similarly used in O. E. The

2a
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O. H. G. cognate of this latter word is magad, and this seems to

be the first element in Magdeburg.

Lanoashebe Name.—^MaghuU.

Msre (chiefly in compoimds), also gemSsru (pi.), 0. E., ' end,

boundary, termination, limit.'

The latter word is used frequently in 0. E. Chs. in defining

the boundaries of a property. N. and S. notes to Crawf. Ch.,

viii.p. 114, note that 'the word mmre, " a meer, boundary," seems

to occur in compounds in the form masr.' They note several

examples from Birch—on mmr broc ... on mserston ... on

Sone mser pyt, iii. 150, 26 ; a be gemxre Tpset on Sa heafod stoccas,

of tSan stoccan on tSone mxrstan, of tSan stane a be gemxre.

In C. D., we find Cysseatanes gemiero, No. 700 (Keston, Kt.)

;

Gingtuninga gemxre, 1221 ; Ginghsema gemsere, 1212, etc.

The Mod. Engl, dials, use mmr in the sense of (1) ' boundary

limit, landmark' (Nthumb., Lakel., Chesh. [obs.], Yorks.,

Notts., Lines.)
; (2)

' a balk or strip of grass left as a boundary

in common fields, or between different properties, a grassy ridge

of ground' (Nthants., Glos., Berks., E. Angl., Norf., Wilts.),

E. D. D.

The other uses given, and their distribution, do not appear

important for our purpose.

Lancashire Name.—EUesmere.

Melr, 0. N., 'a kind of wild oats, especially bent grass, arundo

avenaria growing in sandy soil ; a sand-hill grown with

bent grass ; then, generally, a sand-bank, whether over-

grown or bare,' Cleasby-Vigf

.

Of the Mod. Engl, dialect usage, the E. D. D. notes that

meal (mil), means ' a sandbank, or sandhill, frequent in proper

names ' (Lakel., Lanes., Chesh., Lines., E. Anglia).

Apart from Lanes, name, the element occurs in Meols (melz),

Wirral ; Esk Meals, Mealsgate, Cumb. ; Brancaster Meals,

Blaheney Meals, Norf. [It appears always to be used in the pi.

in pi. ns.]

The Old Icelandic Sturl. Saga has Melr-akka-hvdll, Rauda-melr.

This last name seems to survive in the family name Rothmell,

which Dr. Hirst informs me still survives in the north of the

county near Lancaster. It is probably from the pi. n. which

occurs in D. B., 332, as Rodemele (Craven, Yorks.), and means
' red sand-bank,' the first element being 0. N. rauy>r.

Lanoashiee Names.—Cartmel ; Mellor ?, Black'b ; North
Meols, Southp't.
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Mere, O. E., (1) ' the sea,' (2)
' mere, lake,' (3)

' artificial pool,'
B.-T. ; 0. S. meri, ' sea '

; 0. H. G. mari, meri, etc., ' sea.'

In the Mod. Engl. dial, as in English, ' small lake, or sheet
of staiiding water,' E. D. D.

I do not profess to be able to distinguish this element from the
following m^r, etc., with any certainty.

Lancashieb Names.—Marland, Bury ? ; Marsham, Wyres. ?

Marton, Blackp'l ; Martin Mere, Blackp'l ; Mearley, Burn.

;

Meamess, Cart. ? ; Mere Brow, Ormsk. ; Mere Clough, Ross

;

Mere Tarn, Dalton ; Marton Mere, Blackp'l.

Mersc, ' marsh,' O. E. ; Mod. Fris. marsk, ' marsh land, low,
watery land '

; Mod. Dutch meersche and mersche, ' marsh,
pasture '

; M. L. G. mersch, marsch, etc., ' pasture land.'

The Mod. Engl, dials., besides the ordinary meaning, use
the word in the sense of ' rich, grazing land ' (Somers.), ' meadows
by the riverside, whether dry or marshy ' (Derby), E. D. D.
The element is apparently not very old as a permanent part

of a pi. n., hence it rarely loses its independence of form and
meaning, and this seems true of foreign as well as English names.
Lancashiee Names.—^Angerton Marsh, Ulv. ; Marsh Grange,

Dal. ; Marsh Green, Wigan ; Marsham, Wyres. ? ; Marshside,

Southp't. [Note Dunnermersk near Osmotherley, Cal. Ch. D.
of L., No. 132, p. 176, 1262-74.]

Minni, mynni, O. N., 'mouth of a river,' also in Engl. pi. ns., the

junction of two rivers ; Dan. minde, as in Kjerteminde,

etc., Cleasby-Vigf. ; O. H. G. gimundi ; Mod. Germ, germind.

The corresponding 0. E. words are mufa from *mun}>a- and
(ge)-TOyJ' from *ga-mM»}'». The former is found in A.-S.

Chronicle, ann. 893, Plummer's Ed., i. p. 84 :—and ya, comon
up on lAmene mu\>an (Lymne Harbour, Kt.), and in several

places in Orosius. Cp. B.-T. The latter word, which seems

to mean the junction of two rivers, is rarer, but occurs in Bede's

Hist., A.-S. version, bk. v. ch. vi. : . . . wses abbud on ]?am

mynstre aet J>am gemyTpum (dat. pi.), Tyne streames, p. 573 in

Schipper's Ed. Bibl. d. ags Prosa. This word survives in Mod.
Engl., The Mythe Tewkesbury, ' the name of a point of land at

the junction of the Severn and the Avon.' See N. and S.'s note

in Crawf. Ch., p. 114, on the passage in Ch. viii. 1. 33, p. 20, of

J>a mserstane to ^^sem gemyTpan. This note is important in throw-

ing light on the meaning of the O. E. word. The writers assert

that it means not only the junction of two rivers, but show that

it is used for the junction of two roads in the boundaries of
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Farnborough, Berks.—to Jjsera wega gemi/Tf>am, Birch, ii. 308, 27.

Dr. Henry Bradley points out that the Norse minni occurs in

Armin, Yorks., at the confluence of the Ayre and Ouse (Crawf.

Ch., p. 113, footnote). Professor Moorman refers me to Nidder-

minne in Beningbrough (Cal. Ch. Rlls., ii. p. 444), situated, he

says, at the confluence of the Nidd and Ouse. In the Shetland

dial, minn means ' a mouth, inlet, or arm of the sea, a deep

hollow in the bottom of the sea, a bay or gulf, the water of which

is deeper than that of the sea outside it,' Jakobsen.

J. mentions the pi. n. SwarbracVs Minn, Shetl. Talmine in

Sutherlandsh. perhaps contains the word. Neckargemund near

Heidelberg, contains the H. G. of this word. The 0. N. form
occurs in the pi. n. Dalsminni (Icel. Sturl. Saga),cit. Cleasby-Vigf.

Lancashire Name.—Stalmine, Fleetw.

M5r, 0. E., ' a moor, waste and damp land,' also ' high waste

ground, a mountain '
; 0. H. G. muor, ' bog, morass, moor '

;

M. L. G. mor, ' moor.'

In the Mod. Engl, dials, moor has various meanings :— (1)

' heath, heathy waste, unenclosed land ' (Scotl., Nthumb., Durh.,

Cumb., Westm., Yorks.)
; (2) ' hill ' (E. Yorks.)

; (3) ' wet,

marshy, swampy land ; rough, swampy piece of pasture land
'

(Chesh., Shropsh., Clos., Kent, Somers., Dev.)
; (4)

' low, marshy
meadow by the waterside ' (Shropsh.).

Lancashibe Names.—Anglesark Moor, Riv. ; Aspull Moor,
Wigan ; Barley Moor, Burn. ; Black Moor, Eccl. ; Broughton
Moor, Con. ; Coniston Moor, Con. ; Crossmoor, Garst. ; Edge-
worth Moor, Dar. ; Holland Moor, Ormsk. ; Marcroft Gate,

Roch. ; Moorfield, Kirkh'm ; Moorgarth, Caton ; Moorside,

Garst. ; Moreton, Clith. ; Whitmore Fm., Garst.
; Quememore,

Lane.

Mos, 0. E., ' a moss, a marshy place '
; M. Dutch mos, ' swamp,

morass '
; Mod. Fris. moas ; 0. H. G. mos, ' swamp.'

This word occurs singly and in compounds in 0. E.—to mosse-

tena gemsere—Sis syndon tSes landes gemsere set mosleage, C. D.,

ii. p. 52 (cit. B.-T.).

The Mod. dials, use the word in the original senses :—(1)
' bog, swamp, marshy ground, peat bog, place where peats may
be cut ' (Nth of Engl., as far south as Lanes., Chesh., Derby,
Yorks.)

; (2)
' an unweeded hill ' (Yorks and Lanes.)

; (3)
' a

lake overgrown with weeds ' (cit. by Wright from eighteenth

century glossaries, etc.), E. D. D.

The 0. E. meos, which is in ablaut relation to mos, means the
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plant ' moss ' or ' lichen.' It has been lost in Standard Engl.,

and the cognate has usurped its functions. It survives in the

dialects, as meese. Wright explains it as ' moss, lichen growing

on apple trees.'

Lancashebb Names.—^Angerton Moss, B.-in-F. ; Aughton.

Moss, Liv. ; Black Moss, Lower Bum. ; Catchdale Moss, St,

Hel. ; Chat Moss, Eccl. ; Moss Bridge, Manch. ; Moss Croft,

Wigan ; Mossborough, Liv.

Munt, This word, from Lat. montem, has the same form in

0. E., into which it was borrowed, and in Norm.-Prench.

In names Uke Beaumont, which were Norman creations in this

country, it is obviously of the latter origin. In some pi. ns.,

however, it may be of English origin.

LAiircASHiBE Names.—Beaumont, Lane. ; Belmont, Riving-

ton ; MontclifEe, Wigan ; Montford, Nelson (probably from 0. E.

munt)

.

Mylen, 0. E., ' mill ' ; L. L. mdlina ; 0. H. G. muli, mulin
;

O. N. mylna.

The Mod. form miln appears to be derived from the oblique

cases : 0. E. mylne, etc., while the 0. E. nom. mylen gives the

ordinary form mill.

Lancashiee Names.—Milnrow, Roch. ; Milnshaw, Blackb.

;

Millbank, Kirk'm.

Myrr, 0. N., ' moor, bog, swamp ' ; Mod. Engl, mire ; M. E.

mur, mir, ' mud, mire,' Stratmarm-Bradley.

The Mod. dials, use ' mire ' pretty much in the same sense

as we do in Standard EngUsh— ' bog, swamp, wet, boggy land

'

(Scotl., Lakel., Westm.), E. D. D.

Cleasby-Vigf . give the old pi. ns. Alptumyrr, Eau'Samyrr. The

Sturl. Saga has Bleihsmyrardalr, Flugumyrr.

Lancashire Names.—EUer Mire, B.-in-F. ; Feathermire,

Wray. ; Grace Mire Ho., Garst. ; HoUowmire, Ulv. ; Longmire,

Stav. ; Mire Pole, Bilsb. ; Myerscough, Bilsb. ; Swallow Mire,

Grange.

N
Nsesse, nass, O. E., 'headland, promontory, land running out

into the water.' Also ' cliff,' op. Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx.

Mod. Fris. nes in pi. ns. ; Middle Dutch nesse, ' low-lying wet

land ' ; Dutch nes ' alluvial ground ' ; 0. N. mea ; Mod,

Norw. nes, ' promontory.'
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In Mod. Engl, dials, ness, ' promontory, headland,' is

used in Sootl., Yorks., Lanes., I. of M., Lines., Shropsh.,

Kent.

The 0. E. nsess occurs in Beowulf, 1358 :

—

windige nxBsas, and

ibid., 2417

—

geaast se cyning on nxsse, etc.

In pi. n. Fiscnxss is found, C. D., i. p. 216 (801), and Herces nies

C D., iii. p. 437. In Beowulf we have also the pi. ns. earna uses,

3031, and Hrones nxs, 2805. All these pi. ns. are referred to

by B.-T.

It is highly probable that the -ness of Mod. Engl. pi. ns is the

Scandinavian word.

On the other hand the Engl, naze may represent an O. E.

*nxse, M. E. nose (oblique case).

The original meaning of the word is ' nose,' and it is presum-

ably cognate with 0. E. nosu, although the precise relationship

is not clear.

Lancashire Names.—(1) from nominative : Amoundemess ;

Crossens, S'pt. ; Fumess ; Meamess Point, Cart. ; Widnes,

Liv. (2) from oblique cases : Poulnaze, Stouhp't ; Ear Naze,

Near Naze, Morec. ; Naze Mount, Kirkh.

Nebb, 0. E., ' beak, beak-shaped thing, nose.' Apphed in 0. E.

to the beak of a bird, of a ship, and of a plough. M. Low G.

nebbe, nibbe ; Mod. Low Germ, nibbe, used in same sense as

0. E. word ; 0. N. me/, ' nose, beak.'

The O. N. word occurs in pi. ns :

—

Dufunefsskei^ (Icel.),

Landnb. ; Oir^inefsgata (Icel.), Sturl. Saga.

The development of pronunciation in the form Nah is not
clear to me.

LA:<rcASHiBE Names.—Healey Nab, Rivington ; Nab's Head,
Blaekb'n. ; Nab Point, Ulv. ; Nab Side, Clith. ; Reb Nab,
Morec.

Neojior, 0. E., ' lower
' ; Mod. Engl, nether ; 0. Sax. nidar ; 0.

Fris. nithere, nedere ; O. H. G. nidar.

In O. E. we find such forms as Neotheretune, C. D., i. p. 167

;

{Nettherton, Worcs.), neSere hmma gemxre, C. D., iv. p. 70

;

ny<Sran tune, C. D., vi. p. 144 ; ny^eran Stanforda, C. D., vi.

p. 153.

Among Mod. Engl. pi. ns. are Netfierby (Cumb.) ; Nethercote,

Warwcs.
Lancashiee Names.—Netherley Waterwks., Liv. (Gateacre)

;

Netherton, Liv. ; Netherwood, Nels.
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Nor]j, 0. E., ' north
' ; 0. Pris. luyHh, nord ; 0. Sax. nord

;

0. H. G. nord, nort.

This element occurs in Norfolk. 0. E. Nor\>f6k, e.g. in A.-S.

Chron. (Laud MS.), 1075, Plummer's Ed., vol. i. p. 210. Norwich,
0. E. NorTpwic, e.g. in A.-S. Chron. (Laud MS.), Plummer's Ed.,
i. p. 135.

Lancashire Names.—^Norbreck, Poulton ; Norbrick, Lan-
caster ; Norcross, Poult. ; Norden, Roch. ; North Moor, Liv.

;

North Wharf, Fleetw. ; Northwood, Burn.

Oddi, O. N., ' triangle, point, tongue of land,' also Oddr 0. N.,
' point of land, spot, place ' These words correspond to

O. E. ord, ' point of a weapon
' ; O. Sax. ord, ' point '

;

O. Fris. ord, ' point
' ; 0. H. G. ort, ' place

' ; Middle Dutch
ort, oort, ' uttermost part of anything, point of a weapon,
comer, place.'

Cleasby-Vigf. says that O. N. oddi is frequent in local names,
and instances Odda-statr (Sturl. Saga). A Mod. Norw. pi. n.

containing this element is Nesodden.

In H. G. ort has the quite general meaning of ' place, locality.'

Lancashibb Name.—Greenodd, Ulverston.

Pic, O. E., from Latin pica, ' pick-axe, point, pike.'

In the Mod. dial, pike means, amongst other things, ' a

pointed hill, conical top of a hill or mountain ' (Nthumb., Lakel.,

Cumb., Westm., N.-E. Lanes, etc.), E. D. D.

Lancashire Names.—Brown Pike, Con. ; Mallowdale Pike,

Roeb. ; Pike Lowe, Blackb'n. ; Piked Edge, Nels. ; Pikethom
Wood, Carn. ; Randy Pike, Hawks.

Pol, pull, O. E., ' pool, creek ' ; O. Fris. -pol ; Middle Dutch
poel ; M. L. G. pol, pul ; 0. H. G. pfuol ; 0. N. pollr.

Lithuanian bala, ' swamp,' is a cognate.

O. E. pol and pul are different ablaut grades of the same
original base. Although Mod. names generally end in pool as

from the pol form, this is in most cases a new formation from

the independent word, since in the older forms of pi. ns.,

-pul is far more common.
In pul there is in 0. E. mawpul, C. D., iii. p. 79 (972), and with

this as a first element. Pultun, C. D., iii. p. 86 (725). In pol
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there is on Mydapol, C. D., vi. p. 186. For other examples, see

in Pt. I. above, under Liverpool.

The Mod. Engl, dials, use pool in various senses :—(1)

' large sheet of natural water, small lake, wide watery ditch,

large open drain ' (Nth. Country, Cumb., Chesh., Shropsh.) ; (2)

' slow-moving rivulet ' (Scotl.) ; (3)
' watery, marshy place,

swamp ' (Scotl.)
; (4)

' small creek which affords landing-place

for boats ' (Scotl.), E. D. D.
The element is rare in H. G., but is fairly common in L. G.,

e.g. Brandpull, Rhn. Prov. ; Feschpohl, Stirzenpuhl, Rhn. Prov.

Lancashire Names.— Blackpool ; Black Pole, Bilsb.

;

Liverpool ; Otterspool, Liv. ; Pool Heys, S'port ; Poolfoot,

Fleetw. ; Poolstock, Wigan ; Poulton, Morec, etc. ; Pull Bay
Ho. ; Hawks. ; Pull Garth Wood, Hawks. ; Rusland Pool,

Stav. ; Stake Pool. ; Steerspool, B.-in-F. ; Wilderspool Ho., Eccl.

Pott, 0. E. loan-word from Latin ? As the name of a vessel the

word is found in most Gmc. languages—Fris. and Dutch pot

;

0. Icel. pottr ; Swed. pota, etc. ; Low Lat. pottus ; French pot.

Skeat takes this to be an originally Gmc. word, but there is as

much evidence against as for this view.

In Mod. dials, of the Nth. and Midlands the word is used

in the sense of ' a deep hole, especially in the bed of a river, a

pool, a moss hole from which peats have been dug,' E. D. D.

Cp. Cfrack Pot, and Soyden Pot in N. Yorks.

Lancashire Name.—Priest Pot, Erthwaite.

Preost, O. E., ' priest,' is the first element in the following

Lancashire Names.—Prescot, Liverpool ; Preston, Prestwich,

Bury ; Priest Hutton ; Priest Pot, Hawks.

R
Raw, Rsew, O. E., ' row of trees, stones, etc.' also ' boundary.'

In the Mod. dials., and indeed in ordinary English, the

word row is used of a series of houses, and often extended to

mean the street on which they stand. In Chesh. and E. Anglia,

according to the E. D. D., the word means ' a narrow passage,

covered footway.' Cp. The Rows at Chester. Originally it was
also used for a ' ridge of ground ' in Aberdeenshire. This use

is now obs., E. D. D.

Lancashire Names.—Birk Row, B.-in-F. ; Callow Row, Nels.;

Cold Row, Fleetw. ; Fisher's Row, Garst. ; Milnrow, Rochd.
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Read, ' red,' the colour ; O. Sax. rod ; 0. Fris. rdd ; O. H. G.
rot; 0. N. mwSr.

In pi. ns. it refers to the colour of earth, rocks, etc.

Lanoashieb Names.—Radcliff, Redbank, Chorley ; Red
Dell Head, Conniston ; Red Moss, Caton ; Red Nab, Morec.

;

Rawclifif {raudr, 'red,' 0. N., probably pers. n. here; op. in

Pt. I.) ; Rawfold, B.-in-P. ; ? Rothfall, Wyresdale.

Rud, Rjodr, 0. N. Both these words have the same meaning,
viz. ' a clearing in a wood.'

The Mod. dialect word royd, which means the same thing,

is apparently derived from the latter, through an intermediate

form *rdd. The change from o to (oi) is usual in Yorkshire.

Cp. Wright, WiadhUl Dialect, § 109. The suffix -royd is very
common in Yorks. Cp. Boothroyd, Dobroyd, etc.

Thus royd appears to be the normal development of the in-

dependent word. The form -rod, which also occurs in unstressed

syllables in Lanes., is merely the shortened form of *rdd in this

position, -royd iu the unstressed syllable is due to the influence

of the independent word.

In High Low Germ. pi. ns. the word occurs in the form -rode

(from *roda, from *ruda, cp. O. N. j-mS), and also as -rdde

:

Elzenrot, Obertsrot, etc., Heilig. Ortsn.Baden, p. 55; St.

Marienrode, Sax. Netherlands ; Sterkrade, Gelderland ; Becke-

rode, Osnabriick ; BuUerode, Munster ; Sellenrade, Westfal. In

Norway -rud and rod are fairly common :

—

Brangerud, Ingels-

rud, Karterod, etc.

Lancashire Names.—Blackrod, St. Hel. ; Boothroydon,

Bury ; Heyrod, Mossley ; Heyroyd, Nels. ; Huntroyde, Burn.
;

Langroyd Hall, Nels. ; Ormerod, Burn.

Ryge, 0. E., ' rye ' ; 0. Sax. Boggo ; E. Fris. rogge ; 0. H. G.

roggo, rocko, etc. ; 0. N. rv^r ; Mod. Norw. rwg', rog.

The element is not uncommon in Continental names :

—

Eoggendorf, Meckl. Schwer. ; Boggenhagen, Meckl.-Strel. In

Norway Bugland near Akershus.

Lancashiee Names.—Ryelands, Morec. ; ? Ryscar, Poulton
;

Royton, Oldh.

Rys6, rise, ' rush,' O. E. ; M. Dutch rusch ; M. H. G. rusche
;

Mod. Fris. rusk.

The element occurs in pi. ns. in various parts of England,

e.g. Biahworth, W. R. Yorks. ; Bushhrook, Suff. ; Bushlake

Green, Suss., etc., etc. On the Continent there is Buskefinne,

Frisian ; Busfort, Hanover, etc., etc.
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Lancashire Names. — Rishton, Blackb. ; ? Risley Mobs,

Warr. ; ? Rusholme, Manchester ; ? Rusland, Stav.

Sand, 0. E., ' sand, gravel ' ; O. Sax. sand ; 0. H. G. sant.

This seems a fairly common element in pi. ns. in most
Germc. languages, e.g. Sandloken, Westfal. ; Sandberg, Rhn.
Prov. Among Mod. Norwegian names are Sandhrehka, Sanderod.

Lancashiee Names.—Cockersand, Lancast. ; Sand Gate,

Cartm. ; Sand ground. Hawks. ; Sandfold, ;

Sandscale Hows, Dalton ; Sandy Brow, Liv.

Sceaga [-shaw], ' small wood, copse, thicket ' ; 0. H. G. scahho,
' promontorium, landzunge ' ; M. H. G. schache, ' Stiick

einzelnstehendes Waldes.'

The word does not seem to occur as a separate independent

word in 0. E. apart from Chs. on fam lytlan sceagan. Birch Ch.,

356, arm. 816 (quoted by Middendorff, p. Ill) ; on bremles

sceagan, Cod. Dipl., ii. p. 172, ann. 931. The word occurs with

reference to a particular ' shaw ' in morsceagan (Berks.), Cod.

Dipl., iv. p. 74, ann. 1043 ; juxta silvam qui dicunt Toccansceaga,

Cod. Dipl., i. p. 121.

Continental Use.—^N. Swiss : schachen, ' dickes Geholz von
allerlei Buschwerk an einem Flussbette, oder ein in welter

Strecke mit Gestrauchen wild bewachsenes Ofer (Schade).

Swabian : Schachen, ' kleines, zungenformiges Geholz.' Occurs

also as a pi. n. in Baden, HeiUg., p. 38.

-shaw is the English form, of which -scoiigh, etc., is the Scand.

cognate. See shogr.

In the Mod. Engl. dial, shaw has several meanings :—(1)

' small wood, coppice,' etc. (Sootl., Nthumb., Durh., Cumb.,
Yorks., S. Lanes., Chesh., StafEs., etc.)

; (2) 'a flat piece of

ground at the foot of a hill or steep bank ' (Roxb.)
; (3) ' a boggy

place on a moor ' (W. Yorks.), E. D. D.

Cp. also shogr below for Mod. names in -scough, etc.

Lancashire Names.—(N.B.—Some of the following names
may contain 0. E. haga, preceded by gen. -s.) : Audenshaw.
A. w. L. ; Balshaw, Higher Roeb., Lower Wray ; Beardshaw,
Nels. ; Bradshaw, Bolt. ; Brunshaw, Bum. ; Buckshaw Hall,

Chorley ; Cadshaw, Dar. ; Cadshaw, Higher and Lower, Rib.

;

Catshaw, Wyres. ; Catshaw Fell, Garst. ; Catshaw Greave,

Garst. ; Coldshaw Booth., Bum. ; Cowlishaw, Oldham ; Cran-
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shaw Hill, Liv. ; Cronshaw, Clith. ; Dunkenshaw, Wyres.

;

Camshaw Bridge, Preston ; Fulshaw Head, Burnley ; Good-
shaw, Ross ; Greenshaw, Nels. ; Grimshaw, Black. ; Hather-
shaw, A. w. L. ; Hayshaw Fell, Garst., N.-E. ; Hempshaws,
Ross ; Higginshaw, Oldh. ; Laneshaw (River), Nels. ; Linnyshaw
Colliery, Eccl. ; Longshaw Common, Wigan ; Marshaw Fell,

Wyres. ; Mellishaw, Morse ; Milnshaw, Black. ; Openshaw.
Manch. ; Rxinshaw Hall, Runshaw Moor, Chorley ; Shaw, Odh.

;

The Shaw, Rib. ; Shaw Edge, Oldh. ; Shaw Green, Bilsb.

;

Shaw Hill, Chorley ; Shaw Houses, Clith. ; ? Shaw Side, Oldh.

;

Shaw Wood, Wray ; Shawclough, Roch. N. ; Shawfield, Noch.
N. ; Shawforth, Roch. N. ; Shawhead Farm, Nels. ; Shaws,
Fleetw. ; Smallshaw, A. w. L. ; Stubshaw Moss, A. in M.

;

Swineshaw Moor, Mossley ; Walshaw, Nels.

Scealu, scalu, O. E., ' shell, husk.'

The compovmd on J>a stdn-scale is found in CD., iii. p. 378
(Worcs. 814). This is quoted both by B.-T. and by Jellinghaus,

Anglia, xx. p. 315. The former takes the meaning to be merely
' shale,' the latter apparently takes it to mean a ' hut,' or 'shelter,'

and compares Scotch sheal.

The O. N. skdli means ' hut, shed,' and this is undoubtedly
the origin of the Mod. element -schole, etc., and further it is no
doubt the ancestor of M. E. scale, cit. Stratmann-Bradley, from
Cursor Mundi in the sense of ' shed.' Cp. also Bjorkman, Loan-
words, i. p. 93. The Norse form would also give a Mod. Engl.

scale (skel) in the Nth. dialects, and scale in M. E. in Sth. and
Midlands. It is difficult, if not impossible, to establish a con-

nection between the O. E. and 0. N. words as a—a do not occur

in ablaut relation. On the other hand it is possible that in

later English the native word and the loan-word have been con-

fused, have influenced each other's form, and that the sense

of the latter has been transferred to the former.

The Mod. Dials, have scale (skel, skial) in the sense of ' hut

'

or ' shelter,' also skeeling (skilin), etc., meaning pretty much
the same thing (E. D. D.). These occur only in the Nth. and in

Scotland, and are pretty certainly from the Norse. The element

is used in Norse PI. Ns., e.g. in 0. N. Skalaholt (Cleasby-Vigf.),

in Mod. n. Venneskaal (Rygh Gaardn, p. 53). There are several

names in Cumb., Westm, and Yorks. which seem to contain

this element. I am doubtful whether skel- in pi. ns. has anything

to do with it.

Lancashibe Names. — Brinscall, Blackb. ; Loundscales,
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Ribch. ; EUenscales ; Dangscales ; Scale, Roeb. ; Scale Green,

Hawks. ; Scaleber, Tunst. ; Scalestones Pt., Morec. ; Sand-

scale Howiel, Dal. ; Scolefd, Nels. ? ; Skelboro Barn, Caton
;

Skeldon Moor, Ursw. ; Skelworth, Hawks. ? ; Feniscowles.

' SchSding, M. E., ' division.' This word is formed from the verb

scheden, 0. E. sceddan, ' to divide.'

In Ayr and the Nth. of Ireland, sheddings means ' the place

where cross-roads intersect,' E. D. D.

In Low German the forms scheid, schede occur in pi. ns., e.g.

Falscheide, Brenschede, and Scheidingen, the exact cognate of

the M. E. word is the name of a pi. near Soest in Westfal. Cp.

Jellinghaus, Westfal. On., p. 118. The words according to J.

mean a ' division, or boundary which may refer to hills, rivers,

and human dwellings.' Heilig, Baden, p. 67, mentions the name
Oescheid, which he says has the sense of ' Grenze,' ' boundary.'

We are famihar with the element in English in the word

water-shed.

Lancashire Name.—Watersheddings, Pendle.

Seolfor, O. E., ' silver ' ; 0. Sax. silutar ; 0. Fris. selver, silver ;

0. H. G. silubar, etc. ; 0. N. silfr.

In pi. ns. this element probably refers to the colour of the

locality. Cp. the Silver Strand on Loch Katrine.

It appears to be used in Continental names in Silberhardt, Rhn.

Prov. ; Silhernachen, Alsace and Lor. In O. N. SilfrastoSir

occurs in Stm'l. Saga, but this is perhaps a pers. n. ?

Among English names are Silver How, Westm. ; Silverhill,

Dev. ; Silverley, Camb. Cp. Skeat's PI. Ns. of Cambs., p. 66.

Lancashiee Names.—Silver Holme, Staveley. Silverdale,

Lancast., has an entirely different origin. See this name in Pt. I.

Sete, M. E., ' seat.' This word is common in M. E., though

O. E. *sMte is not found. SUe may be 0. N. sseti, which

has the same meaning, or it may be from an 0. E. form

which has not been recorded. Again the 0. E. sM, ' am-
bush, place where one lies in wait ' (B.-T.) may have had
the further and more general meaning of ' seat, settling

place.' 0. E. s^ta, ' settler ' exists, and it would indeed

be strange if no cognate for the place where the settlements

took place existed.

In the Mod. Engl, dials., Wright records the following mean-

ings for seat, which seem to our purpose ;—(1) ' dwelling, pas-

turage ' (Cumb., Westm.) ; (2)
' summit of a hill ' (Cumb,, W.
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Yorks.). [How are we to regard on Beornwoldes smtan, C. D.,

iii., p. 79 (aim. 972) ? Is this the settlers or the ' seat ' itself,

in this case a weak noun ?]

In the second element of pi. ns., the word appears in M. E. as

-sete, -sate, -sal, etc. Already in the sixteenth century we find

this element replaced by ' head,' preceded by a genitive -s,

e.g. Swyneshede, 1561, for D. B. Suenesat, Mod. Swainshead.

Names which originally contained this element often end in

-side in the Mod. period. Cp. the following list, and the early

forms of each name in Pt. I. above.

The element seems to occur in Priesland in the form safe=
' homestead, freehold property,' in Allema sate, Beintene-sate,

Eysinge-sate, etc., etc. In H. G. we have Neusass, Odengesdss,

Baden. In Norway such present-day forms as Bruset, Helset,

Langset, etc., occur.

Lancashire Names.—Barnside, Cohie ; Cadishead, Warr.

(see old forms) ; ? EUerside, Cartmel and Staveley ; ? Gamble-

side, Rossendale ; ? Hammerside Point, Ulverston ; Selside,

Stephen's Head, Swainshead.

Sic or sice (?), O. E. ' water-course '
; 0. H. G. gi-slch, ' stag-

num, lacus, palus ' ; O. N. slk, ' ditch ' ; Mod. Norw. sik,

' small swamp, bog ' (Aasen, p. 647).

In the 0. E. chs. we find Wmtansic, G. D., iii. p. 381 (757-75) ;

on Colomores sic, C. D., iii. p. 462 (963) ;
fearnhylles sic, C. D., iv.

p. 20. The first of the above and several other instances from

the chs. in which the word is used are given in B.-T.

In the Mod. dials, there are two forms

—

sike and sich. The
former means not only a ' small rill,' but also ' a ditch, a gutter,

a marshy hollow containing a stream,' and ' boggy land.' It ap-

pears to be used all over the Nth. and Midlands, including Lanes.

Sick has practically the same meanings :—(1) ' brook, ditch,

drain, gutter, ravine ' (W. Yorks., Chesh., Northants., Somers.) ;

(2)
' a spring in a field which forms a boggy place, swamp, bog

'

(Lanes., Chesh., Der., Shropsh.).

In Westphaha and Brunswick sick means ' a narrow valley

with a water-course jja it.' See Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 315,

who says that it is ' in Ortsnamen und namenthch Flumamen
iiberall haufig.'—But where ? I cannot find any allusion to

the word in J.'s Westfal. On. In Anglia he says that ther6 are

forty names containing this element in Holstein, and that it is

rarer in Sleswig.

Lancashike Names.—Black Sike, Con. ; Egg Syke, Clith.

;
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*Gosfordsike ; Harlesike, Nels. ; Syke, Lictleb., Roch. ; Syke
House, Rib. ; Syke Side, Buml. ; Tarnsyke Clough, Wyres.

Side, 0. E., ' side, flank '
; 0. Sax. sida ; 0. H. G. sita.

In ordinary English we speak of a hillside, a country side, etc.,

and there is nothing in the dialects that differs materially from

this usage so far as the application of the word to geographical

features is concerned. When we find that in those pi. ns. in

Lanes, which now end in -side, for which earlier forms are forth-

coming (cp. Arnside, Selside in Pt. I.) the origin is something

quite different, we are inclined to be suspicious of all pi. ns.

containing this element. Jellinghaus remarks that the Con-

tinental Low German forms no names with this element, which

rather points to -side in English names being quite modern.

The following names therefore are given under reserve, except

such apparently obvious ones as Fellside, Moor side, etc.

Lancashiee Names.—Affeside, Dar. ; Arnside (see under

hedfod) ; High Banksides, Cart. ; Beck Side, Cart., Stav., UIv. ;

Border Side, Wyres. ; Brook Side, Chth. ; EUerside. Cart.,

Stav. ; Fellside, Garst. ; Hammerside Point, Ulv.? ; Heyside,

Oldh. ; Quarr Side, Nels. ; Moor Side, Eccl. ; Selside (see under

hedfod) ; Sidegarth, Cam. (may contain O. E. sld, ' broad ') ;

Wyreside Hall, Wyres.

Skard, O. N., ' notch, chink,' then ' a mountain pass.' Cleasby-

Vigf. says, ' frequent in local names, Skar^, Skor^ ; SkafS-

verjar, ' the men from Skar^, Sturl., i. 199 ; Skar^a-lei^,

the way through the SkorS ; Hankaddls-skar^, Geita-skar^,

etc., etc.

In Mod. Engl. dial, this loan-word is used in the senses of ' a

place cut off, a cliff, a rock, especially a rock bare of vegetation
'

(Westm., N.-E. Lanes.), E. D. D.

There is difficulty in distinguishing for certain this element

from the pers. n. Skar'&i, a nickname for a man with a hare-lip.

This name almost certainly occurs in Scarborough, Scardeburgh in

Nom. Vill. Cp. K.'s Inq., p. 313. The form Skar^aborg is given

by Cleasby-Vigf., but without any reference. The common noun
skar^ seems to be the origin of the second element of Aysgarth

(N. R. Yorks.). This appears in D. B., 336. and 51, as Echescard,

and K.'s Inq. (cp. p. 150), as Aykescarth.

Lancashieb Names.—Scarbarrow Hill ; Scartcliffe ; Scarth

Channel, Dalt. ; Scarth Bight, Dalt. ; Scarth Hill, Liv.

[Possibly either Skar^ or Skar'Si occurs as the first element

in Scarisbrick, though the early forms throw no certain light.]
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Sker, O. N., ' a skerry, an isolated rock in the sea ' (Cleasby-

Vigf.).

The Mod. Engl, dials, use scar as—(1) ' a bare place on a
hillside, a precipice, a cliff, steep bare bank, the ridge of a hill

'

(Scotl., Irel., Nthumb., Durh., Cumb., Westm., Lanes., Chesh.,

etc., etc.) ; (2) ' a ridge of rocks, a bed of rough gravel or stones,

a spit of sand running into a lake ' (Scotl., Cumb., Yorks., N.
Lanes.), E. D. D.

In Old Norse names sker occurs in Bejarsker and Einarssker

(Landnama Bok), and in Mod. Norw. Mogneskjer, etc.

Lancashibe Names.—Barker Scar, Cart. ; Bean Well Scar,

Dal. ; Bescar, Ormsk. ; Billinge Searr, Blackb. ; Black Scars,

Ulv. ; Church Scar, Oldh. ; Cloughra Scar, Caton ; Cowp Scar,

Cart. ; Dunscar, Dar. ; Hoscur Moss Wood, Ormsk. ? ; Idridge

Scar, Adl. ; Leonard Scar, Aid. ; Mitchell-car Scar., Dal. ;

Moat Scar, Aid. ; Newbiggin Scar, Aid. ; Old Skear, Morec.
;

Raven Scar Farm, Caton ; Red Scar, Preston ; Ryscar, Poulton ;

Scar Close, Silv. ; Scarbarrow Hill, Aid. ; Skerton, Lane. ?
;

Wadhead Scar, Dal. ; Walney Scar, Con.

Skogr, O. N., 'a wood.' This is the Scand. cognate of O. E.

sceaga (q. v.) and Mod. Engl. shaw.

The word does not seem to occur in Mod. Engl, dials, as an

independent word, though common in pi. ns. in the form -scough,

-scow. A form scaw, ' a shaw, a natural coppice,' is recorded

by Wright as common in pi. ns. But does it occur independ-

ently ? This form of the word (scaw) is apparently due to a

confusion of 0. N. skogr, from which it gets its sk-, and M. E.

schawe, from which it gets its vowel.

Among 0. N. pi. ns. which contain skogr, are Dynskogar (Icel.,

Landn. Bok) ; Svinaskogr (Icel. Sturl. Saga) ; Skogtjorn (ibid.),

etc. Such Mod. Norw. pi. ns. as Bjoreskog, Gjerskog, Vildskog

also exist.

Lazstcashike Names.—Burscough, Liv. ; Cunscough Hall,

Liv. ; Escowbeck, Caton ; Humblescough, Garst. ; Myers-

cough, Bilsb. ; Myerscough, Preston, E. ; Rainscough, Manch.

;

Sarscow, Croston ; Tarlscough, Rufford.

Slsed, ' valley,' 0. E.

Thus Sweet, but B.-T. takes the word to be slsed, as does

Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 316. Por this there seems to be no

justification from the Mod. forms, slade, which is the general

form North and South. Jellinghaus (Westfal. On., p. 120) cites

a L. G. word slade, which he identifies with the 0. E. word. In
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this place J. does not mark 0. E. slmd long, but identifies both
it and the Westphalian element with slldan. Such an etymo-
logy would, of course, necessitate a long vowel in O. E., but it

would be difficult, if not impossible, to relate an 0. E. slsed from
*slaidi, with the L. G. form 5Zaie= (alade) ? or sledde. The
Westphal. slade means ' a narrow valley through which water
flows,' and sledde, ' a road cut through a forest, which is by pre-

ference laid in the depressions '—so, at least, I understand
Jellinghaus to mean (Westfal. 0. N., loc. cit.). He appears to

identify the word further with Schldde (Vilmar, Idioticon von
Km-hessen), which means the ' road down which wood is slid,'

in other words a wood-shoot. However tempting the etymology
proposed by J., the forms of the various words appear to me to

forbid it, though I can put no other in its place.

B.-T. gives plenty of examples of the 0. E. use of the word
as an element in local names and designations of boundaries

from the chs., and one, from Orosius, 76, 29, as an independent
word. Among the former are :—On slades heafod, C. D., v.

p. 148; Andlang slmdes on pyt, CD., ui-p. 48 ; onFugdsled, CD.,
iii. p. 48. B.-T. also cites various examples of slade in M. E.

See also Stratmann-Bradley, who gives the form slade, and
defines it as ' valley.'

In the Mod. Engl, dials, the word is used in various more or

less closely related senses in the Nth. and Midlands and Sth. :

—

(1)
' valley, hollow, grassy plain between hills, side or slope

of a hill ' (N. Scotl., Yorks., N.-E. Lanes., Chesh.) ; (2)
' small

open hanging wood (Suffolk)
; (3) ' strip of greensward through

a wood or plantation, a green road ' (W. Yorks., Leics., Northants,

Warwcs., SufE.)
; (4) ' piece of boggy ground ' (Northants.,

Shropsh., Surr).

Slakki, 0. N., ' slope on a mountain edge.' Cleasby-Vigf.

identifies Engl. dial, slack, ' hollow or sinking in the

ground.' According to Wright the Engl. dial, meanings
are ' hollow, especially on a hillside, shallow dell, pass

between hills,' further used of low-lying hollows between
sandhills ; again ' a hollow, boggy place, morass, shallow,

freshwater pool,' and so on in much the same sense.

If we take the 0. N. word to represent an earlier *slank-, and
identify it with the L. G. slenk, etc., which means a winding

valley, generally with water in it (cp. Leithaeuser, Bergische

Ortsnamen, p. 87), the English dials, would seem to have
preserved the original meaning better than the 0. N. The sense
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' slope ' must be a secondary meaning, and developed by ex-
tending the significance of the word from the valley itself, to its

sides. It is possible that 0. E. had a native cognate which has
been lost, and its meanings transferred to the Norse loan-word,
or the 0. N. may have lost its original meaning after the English
had borrowed it.

I suggest in any case that the 0. N. word is connected with
the L. G. words, and that these preserve a once common meaning.
The L. G. words have been connected with German schlingen,

schange, etc. The development of meaning must have been
something like this—something winding, a winding valley, a
valley, a wet valley, a wet, boggy place. I further suggest that

Engl, slough, 0. E. sloh is from *slaT)h-, and from the same base.

Cp. also the remarks of Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 317, under
O. E. ' slohher.' 0. H. G. sliih, ' water conduit,' would be from
*slur)h, and thus in ablaut relation to 0. E. sloh. Slink in West-
phalia, according to Jellinghaus (Westfal. Ortsn., p. 120), has
had a special development in meaning.
Lancashiee Names.—^Ayneslack, Nels. ; Bumslack Fell,

Chip. ; Eggerslack, Grange ; Gradwell Slack, Poultn. ; Green-

slack, B. -in-F. ; Harrowslack, Hawks. ; Heyslacks, Clough ;

Nettleslack, Ulv. ; Slack, Garst., Nels. ; Slack Ho, Garst.

;

Slackhead, Nels. ; Waterslack, Silv.

Smede, adj., 0. E., ' smooth.' This word is used in 0. E.

poetry in the sense of ' flat, level,' applied to country, as

distinct from that which is composed of hills and valleys.

Cp. the passage in the Phoenix :

—

' Beorgas peer ne muntas

steape ne stondaS, ne stan-clifu

heah hlifiaS, swa her mid us ;

ne dene ne dalu ne dun-scrafu

hlaewas ne hlincas ; ne faer hleonaS oo

untme]>es wiht, etc'

11. 20-25, cit. from Schlotterose's ed., 1908.

The 0. E. mutated form is commoner than the unmutated

smoTf, from which the Mod. Engl, comes. Wright gives smeeth

(smi6) as occurring in Nthumb., Cumb., Chesh., Derby, and E.

AngUa. In the latter part of England, he says the word is used

for a ' smooth open plain,' E. D. D.

Owing to combinative changes, the element is sometimes dis-

guised in Mod. Engl. pi. ns., e.g. Smedley>*smSS-lmh ; it occurs

shortened in Smethmck (Staffs.), D. B. Smedewich. Owing

2b
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possibly to popular etymology it also frequently appears as

Smith-, e.g. Smithill in Northants., for which Smethell occurs.

Cat. Anc. Dds., ii. p. 895, B. 3361.

Lancashire Names.—Smedley, Manch. ; Smithdown Land,

Liv. ; Smithalls Moor.

Snsed, pi. snadas, 0. E. B.-T. simply quotes from Leo

(A.-S. Names of Places, pp. 68-69), ' a piece of land within

definite limits, but without enclosures, a limited circum-

scribed woodland or pasturage.' Sweet (A.-S. Dictionary),

says ' piece of land.'

This is no doubt the original meaning of the word when applied

to land, and Leo's embroideries are rather superfluous, though

probably there is some evidence from the Chs. that the word
may have been employed in the senses he mentions. The funda-

mental idea seems to be something cut off—the word is un-

questionably derived from the base found in snilfan, ' cut,'

which has the forms sndy, snidon, etc. Cp. also in Middendorff,

p. 119. Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 317, notes the 0. H. G., and
Lombard snaida, ' incisio arborum ad limites designandos,' and
Middle Dutch snede, ' boundary.' He cites Schnathorsi near

Minden. Heilig (On. des Grossherozgtum, Baden, p. 70) gives

the element 0. H. G. sneida, which he defines as (1) ' Ausge-

hauener Waldweg ' (cp. also Schade, ii. p. 837) ; (2)
' Grenze.'

B.-T. cites various passages from 0. E. Chs., in which snxd is

used :—Be J^am grafe Sset hit cym]? into Sam snaede, C. D., iii.

p. 399 ; tSet firhSe bituihu longanleag and Sem suStune and tSa

snadas illuc pertinentia, C. D., i. p. 261 : in compounds—On
Sonelytlan snaSfeld, snadhyrst, CD., i. 273. See also Skeat's

Beds. PI. Ns., pp. 42-43. ' It meant a separated piece, a strip of

land. S. connects snsed with snipan. On the whole we may,
perhaps, assume that in 0. E. the word meant not only that

which was cut off, but also that which cut off or divided one

portion of land., etc., from another, that is a boundary. Thus
snadhyrst may have meant a dividing or boimdary wood. Cp.

the Continental names :

—

Schnaittach, Bav. ; Schneidenbach

Saxony ; Schneidenhain, Hesse.-Nassau.

Lanoashebe Names.—Halsnead, Preston ; Snodland, Clitheroe.

[Thelatter name contains the unmutated sndd].

Snape, M. E., ' winter pasture.' Cp. Stratmann-Bradley, who
suggests a connection with 0. N. snop. Under this word
Cleasby-Vigf. gives 'a" nip," scanty grass for sheep to nibble

at in snow-covered fields,' and suggest a connection with
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0. N. snafa, which means ' to snuffle, like a dog picking
up crumbs on the floor.'

In the Mod. Engl. dial, sna/pe means ' a spring, a moist, boggy
place in a field ' (Dors., Somers., Dev.). It is curious that the
word should not occur in Lanes, and Yorks. !

Jellinghaus, Angha, xx. p. 317 cites the adj. sna'py, ' marshy,'
as well as the noun which he explains as ' a spring in a field.'

If Strat.-Bradley's suggestion is correct, which seems probable,
we have an extraordinary development of meaning,in this word.
First ' a snuffling,' then a place where sheep have to snuffle, and
nose all over the ground because the food is so scarce, then winter
pasture, then a place which resembles a winter pasture in being
boggy !

The M. E. forms sTiofe (cp. under Boysnape in Pt. I.) are

difficult to explain.

Lancashieb Names.— Boysnape, Eibch. ; Crossnapend,
Dewsnape (cp. Pt. I.) ; Pair Snape, Garst. ; Haresnapes Pm.,
Lancast. ; Kidsnape, Ribch. ; Reedysnape, Snape Green,

Ormsk. ; Snape Wood, Garst.

[It seems as if several of the above names retained originally

the idea of pasture.]

Stadr, 0. N., ' place, estate.'

The O. E. stxTf which is cognate, has the meaning of bank or

shore of a river. This may be the element in Croxteth and
Toxteth (Lanes.), but the O. N. word is more likely here, as the

first elements are pers. ns. Cp. both names in Pt. I. above. The
real O. E. equivalent as regards meaning is stede (q. v.).

Laiicashire Names.—Bickerstaffe, Croxteth, Liv. ; Tox-

teth, Liv.

Stan, O. E., ' stone, rock.' Common to all Germc. languages.

This element is common both as the first and second element

of pi. ns., and requires no illustration and but little comment.
It should, however, be noted that owing to phonetic conditions

the vowel in the first element is often shortened prior to the

period of the rounding of 0. E. a. This shortened O. E. a gives

Mod. Engl, (x) as in Stanton, Stanley, etc.

As a second element, the word is often indistinguishable from

0. E. -tun, preceded by -s-, and confused with this in M. E. and
Mod. Engl, spelling. Thus Woolstone in Berks, is originally

Wuifficestun, and the Mod. spelling merely represents the

common M. E. spelling of -tun.

Lancashire Names.—Blackstone Edge, Rivington ; Feather-
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stone Edge ? , Wray ; Ford Stones Cottage, Fleetw. ; Standish,

Wigan ; Stanhill, Blackb. ; Stanworth, > Blackb'n. ; Stone

Clough, Bolton ; Stone Dykes, Ulv. ; Stony Dale, Cartmel.

Steall, stall, 0. E., ' place, position place for cattle, stall.

Occurs in practically the same form in all the Germanic

languages.

In the Mod. Engl, dials, stall means (1)
' cattle-shed, stable

'

(universal)
; (2)

' shed, temporary hut ; sheepfold or shelter
'

(Cumb., Northants.), E. D. D.

In pi. ns. we can hardly believe that this element always had

the force of ' stable,' etc. More probably it meant simply
' place, dwellings.'

Lancashibe Names.—Stalmine, Fleetw. ; Eawtenstall.

Stede, 0. E., ' place, position, site, place occupied by a person.'

A very common suffix in English names all over the country.

The meaning seems to be very general, and hardly as definite as

that of 0. N. stOiSr. Numerous examples of this suffix occur

in the O. E. chs. Cp. Jellinghaus, Anglia, xx. p. 318. The
word does not seem to have ever acquired in English the sense

of its O. H. G. cognate stacU.

In the Engl, dials., stead has the following meanings, which

are to our purpose :—(1) ' place, position, site, etc. (Scotl.,

Cumb., Westm., Yorks., Notts., Nthants., E. Anglia) ; (2)

' farmhouse and buildings, a dwelling-place (Scotl., Nthumb.,

N. Yorks., N.-E. Lanes., Nthants.), E. E. D.

Lancashire Names.—Castlestede, Wray ; Southerstead,

Conist. ; Stackstead, Rochd., N. ; Tunstead, Bilsb.

Straet, 0. E., ' street, paved road.' This is originally from

the Latin strata via, and was borrowed in the Continental

period, hence it occurs in the corresponding forms in other

Gmc. languages, e.g. Dutch straat ; H. G. strasse.

It was first applied to Roman roads, e.g. Watling Street, etc.,

and then to other paved roads : e.g. Strmt wees stanfah :

Beowulf, 320.

In the Mod. dials, street is used for a road through a village

or hamlet, and generally, for a high road. In Chesh. a country

lane is called a street (E. D. D.). It is used in the Nth. of Eng-

land, and in the Nth. of Ireland for a paved or cobbled way
leading to a farmyard. It often occurs as the first element of pi. ns.

,

with an early shortening which produced either (strsst) or (stret).

Lanoashieb Names.—Stretford, Manch. ; Street Bridge,

Lancast. ; Street Fold, Manch.
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T
Tjorn, ' tarn, small lake,' 0. Norse ; Swed. tjorn ; Norw. tjorn ;

dial, kjodn, kjonn. Wright gives the meanings of English
tarn as ' a small mountain lake; a deep pool, a sheet of water
fed by many small streams, a shallow pool fringed with
rashes' (Scotl., Durh., Cumb., Westm., Yorks., Lanes.,

also Devon), E. D. D.
The name Skogtjorn (Icel.) occurs in Sturl. Saga. Mod. Norw.

names commonly have forms with -kj-, e.g. Barnkjenn, Holk-

jenn, etc.

Lancashiee Names.—Bletham Tarn, Hawks. ; Daughtam,
Cart. ; Grisedale Tarn, Hawks. ; Standing Tarn, Dalton

;

Tarn Beck, Con. ; Tarn Hows, Hawks. ; Tarn Riggs, B.-in-F.

;

Tamacre, Garst. ; Tarnbrook Fell, Wyres. ; Tamsyke Clough,

Wyres. ; Out Dubs Tarn, Hawks. ; Orswick Tarn, Kswk.

Treow, 0. E., tree.

Lancashire Names.—^Appletrethwaite, Aintree, Wavertree.

Tr5g, troh, 0. E., ' trough, tub, basin, water-pipe, conduit
'

;

Mod. Dutch, trog ; O. H. G. trog, troch ; 0. N. trog.

The word is used in local designations in O. E., although the

precise sense is not very clear. B.-T. takes ' basin of water ' to

be the meaning in the following, but queries this :—of Ssem forda

on J>one smtroh, of J>sem troge on J>one hsej'enan byrgels, CD., iii.

p. 456. The word also occurs in the compound troghrycg, C. D.,

iii. p. 79 (cit. B.-T.).

The following uses of the word in the Mod. dials, seem

appUcable to it as an element in pi. ns :—(1) ' a dish or depression

in stratified rocks (Nthumb., W. Yorks.) ; (2) [obs.] the lower

ground through which a river runs ' (Scotl.), E. D. D.

In pi. ns. the word probably means a natural water-course

hollowed out Uke a trough, but, of course, it may also refer in

some cases to the existence of an actual trough or conduit. I

note that Tra^ord in Cheshire occurs in Inq. of Hen. m.. No. 827,

p. 287, as Troghford.

Lancashiee Names.—Trawden, Trough of Bowland ; Trough

Gate, Roch.

Tun, O. E., ' enclosed piece of ground, land surroundiag a single

dwelling, manor, hamlet ' ; 0. Sax. tun ; 0. Pris. tun,

' hedge ' ; Dutch tuin, ' garden ' ; 0. H. G. zun ; Mod.

Germ, zaun, ' hedge.'
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0. N. tun means ' hedge,' then ' hedged or fenced plot, en-

closure within which a house is built ; then the farm-house with

its buildings, the homestead ; and lastly a single house or

dwelling,' Cleasby-Vigf.

In the Mod. Engl, dials, the following uses are recorded by
Wright :—(1) ' village, hamlet, collection of houses however

small ' (Scotl., Cumb., Yorks., N.-E. Lanes., Chesh., Derb.

;

(2) ' farmstead, farmhouse and buildings, country seat, single

dwelling ' (Scotl., Nthumb., Cumb., Somers., Der., Cornw.)

;

(3) ' farmyard court ' (Devon)
; (4)

' an enclosure.'

These uses, and those recorded for the old Gmc. languages,

give us a pretty clear idea of the primitive meaning of tun in

pi. ns., and of its development. It is evident that the Mod.
Engl, ideas associated with the word town are a late development,

and are not associated with the cognates of this word in any other

Gmc. language.

The element is of such frequent occurrence in pi. ns. that it

is unnecessary to illustrate its use in the earUer language or in

Mod. names apart from those which occur in Lanes. It will

be noted that a pers. n. very often forms the first element of a

pi. n. ending in -tun.

Lancashibe Names.—As second element : Ashton, Garst.
;

Atherton, Wigan ; Aughton, Camf. and Liv. ; ? Banton,

Lane. ; Barton, Liv., etc. ; BUhngton, Clith. ; Bolton ; Brough-

ton ; Burtonwood, St. Hel. ; Claughton, Garst, etc. ; Clayton,

Manch., etc. ; Clifton, EccL, etc. ; Coniston ; Crompton,Rochd.

;

Croston ; Dalton ; Denton, Auh. ; Ditton, Liv. ; Dutton,

Ribch. ; Egerton, Darwen ; Euxton, Chorley ; Everton, Liv. ;

Farleton, Wray ; Forton, Garstang ; Preckleton, Kirkham
;

Garston, Liv. ; Gleaston, Aldiagham ; Haighton, Ribch.

;

Halton, Carnf . ; Hambleton, Pleetw. ; Hammerton Hall, Morec;

Haughton, Auh. ; Heaton, Morec, etc. ; Hilton Ho., Wigan
;

Holton Mill, Chip. ; Houghton Green, Wigan; Hutton, Little,

Eccl. ; Hurleton, Orsmk. ; Hutton, B.-in-P. ; etc. ; Huyton,

Liv. ; Knittleton, B.-in-P. ; Layton, Blackp'l. ; Leighton Hall,

Silv. ; Lowton, Wigan ; Marton, Blackp'l. ; Monton, Eccl.
;

Morton, Clith. ; Moston, Manch. ; Newton, Blackp'l. ; OUerton,

Blackb. ; Overton, Morec. ; Pendleton, Manch. ; Perming-

ton, Wigan ; Plumpton, Blackp'l. ; Preston ; Quarlton, Darw.

;

Ralton Row, Garstang ; Ribbleton, Preston ; Rinkton, Poulton
;

Rishton, Blackb. ; Rivington ; Rowton, Caton ; Royton,

Oldh. ; Scorton, Garstang ; Sefton, Liv. ; Shevington, Wigan
;

Singleton, Blackp'l. ; Skerton, Lane. ; Stainton, Dalton

;
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Swinton, Eccl. ; Tarleton ; Thistleton, Garst., S. W. ; Thornton,
Fleetw. ; Turton, Darw. ; Ulverston ; Urmston ; Walton

;

Warrington; Warton ; Weeton, Blackp'I. ; Wennington, Wray.;
Westhoughton ; Whiston, Liv. ; Whittington, Bork. ; Wihton,
Eccl. ; Wittington, Manch. ; Woodplumpton, Bilsb. ; Worston,
Bum. ; Worthington, Adl. ; Wrayton, Tunst. ; Wrightlington
Chorley.

Twisla, O. E., ' fork of a river or road
' ; O, H. G. zwisila,

' fork or forked twig ' ; O. N. kvisl, ' branch, fork of a tree.'

I have noted in 0. E. -.—Hocgetwisle, C. D., vi. p. 243 (995),

and of Sam mere on 6an lace Ser tSa brocas tmsliay> ; Ssenne of

Ssem tmslan, etc., C D., v. p. 198.

We may note here the verb tmslian, meaning ' to fork, bifur-

cate,' apphed to ' brooks.'

In the Mod. Engl, dials. Wright gives under twish :—(1)

' the part of a tree where the branches divide from the stock '

;

(2)
' a boundary,' E. D. D.

In Mod. pi. ns. the word appears sometimes as -whistle, viz.

Haltwhistle, Northumb. Tweseldovm near Aldershot presup-

poses a Merc, or Kent form Hweosul. Cp. also in Pt. I. the Lanes,

names containing this element, for the spelling -twesil, etc., in the

older forms.

The names under Twele (Lippe), Twelen (ibid.), and the same
form in Westfal. are supposed to contain the cognate of this

element.

Lancashiee Names. — Birtle ? = Birtwistle ? ; Entwistle,

Darw. ; Extwistle, Nels.

]>

Jjorn, O. E., ' a thorn,' also ' a thorn tree ' ; 0. Fris. thornen

(adj.) ; 0. Sax. thorn ; 0. H. G. dorn.

0. E. also has a mutated form Ipyrne, which means a thorn

tree.

Thorn trees are constantly used as landmarks and boundary

marks in O. E. :—On, J>a Tfyrnan westeweardes, Saer se micla

y>orn stod, C. D., iii. p. 404 ; of j^am y>orn^ on Jjone bradan stan

.... on hselnes forn ; of Sam Tporne on Sone broc, C. D., v.

p. 348 (oit.-B.-T.). The element occurs also in compounds

which are fully formed pi. ns. in 0. E.—e.g. forndssn (Kt.),

C. D., ii. p. 411 (966) ; i)orntune (Dors.), C. D., iii. p. 453 (958)

;

Croppanthom (Cropthom, Worcs.), C. D., i. pp. 167, 780, etc., etc.

The word jpyme also occurred originally in pi. ns., which now
have Thornr. Cp. the early forms of Thurnam in Pt. I. Thurn-
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iregr (Hunts.) has early forms

—

Thyrninge, Thiminge, etc., for

which see Skeat's Hunts. PI. Ns., p. 331. Op. also Jpyrwe in

B.-T. for examples of the iise of the word in boundaries, etc., in

O.E.
This element is also common in Continental Gmc. PI. Ns. :

—

Dornbach, Rhn. Prov. ; Dornenbury, Rhn. Prov. ; Dornoch,

Bav. ; Dorndorf, Hesse-Nassau, etc., etc.

Some Mod. names begioning with Thorn- appear from their

early forms to go back to the O. N. pers. n. yoren. Cp. Thornley,

Thornhaur in Pt. I. above.

Lancashieb Names.—(1) J>orn : Belthom, Blackb. ; Hen-
thorn ; Parrerthorn, Bury ; Rankthorns Plantn., Grange

;

Thorn Crag, Wyres. ; Thorncliffe, Roch. ; Thomey Holme,
Bum. ; ? Thomham Hill, Oldh. ; Thornton, Pleetw. ; *Thomton
Sefton, Liv. ; Thomthwaite, B.-in-F. (2) J'yrne : ThunJiam,
Lane. ; Worsthome, Bum.

Jjorp, Jrep, O. E., ' village, hamlet ' ; 0. Fris. therp, thorp

;

O. Sax. thorp, tharp ; 0. H. G. dorf ; Mod. Fris. terp, torp
;

Dutch dorp ; O. N. y>orp ; Goth. }>aurp.

This widespread Gere, word is generally taken as cognate

with Latin turba, ' crowd, throng of people,' an etymology given

already by Cleasby-Vigf . and quite recently approved by Walde
(Latein. Etymolog. Worterbuch, p. 642). Thus Tporp refers from
the earliest time to a village, or group of homesteads or cots,

as distinct from ham, which meant simply a homestead, and
which in pi. ns. referred to the residence or hall, or seat of the

nobleman or gentleman, round which there grew up in the course

of time, a cluster of cots for his retainers and dependents. Tporp

was in fact the group of dwellings of the tribe, and cot, or ham the

residence of a single person.

Hirt (Idg. Ablaut, p. 80) assumes that the primitive base was
*terS)-, so that the Gmc. forms Tporp, etc., go back to an original

*trb-, while }>rep would go back to *treb. In this case there is no
need to assume metathesis. Hirt, however, does not connect

turba with this base, but he includes Gk. ripafivov (from *t6-

pa^vov), and Oscan triibrum ' house.' 'porp and tuun {tun) occur

in the Corpus Glossary as the English equivalents of competum
(0. E. T., pp. 53, 557), which shows that Tforp and tun, however
different their original meaning, were very early used for the

same thing. In the Laud Chronicle (written twelfth century),

under the year 963, King Edgar is recorded as saying—' Ic

Eadgar geate and gife todsei toforen Gode and toforen J^one
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sercebiscope Dunstan freedom Sancte Petres mynstre Medham-
stede of Kyng, and of biscop and ealle ]?a Iporpes ]>e tJserto lin,

J>aet is iEstfeld and Doddes^orp, etc' (Plummer's Ed., cit. B.-T.,

i. p. 116).

I see no reason to assume with Moorman (PL Ns. of W. R. of

Yorks. p. xlv.) that the word, when it occurs in English pi. ns.,

is a Norse loan-word. It is a thoroughly sound 0. E. word, and
Moorman's statement that it occurs chiefly in those districts

where there are Scandinavian settlements is surely not fully

Justified by the facts. Of course, the 0. N. and O. E. forms
being identical, it is absolutely impossible to distinguish them.
It is rather remarkable that so few thorps occur in Lanes. The
word appears to be obsolete in the Mod. dials, as an inde-

pendent word. It appears in pi. ns. all over the country in

various forms :—Oorp) AUhorpe, Northants. ; Calt?iorpe, Norf.

;

Ingthorpe, Rutl. ; as (—Sgrgp) in Southrop, Glos. (=saSar9p)

;

Hatherop (=h8eS8rap), as (-trap) in Eastrop, Hants., Wilts ; as

(trip) in Williamstrip, Glos. ; Eastrip, Somers., etc.

The element is very common in Continental pi. ns.—^Frisian :

Friesenterp, Greonterp, Kolluntorp, Achtrup. Low. Germ.

:

Hensingdorp, Westphal. ; Vogelstorphove, Miinster ; Daldrup,

Westph. H. Germ. : Schwandorf, Baden, etc., etc. See on this

element JelUnghaus, Anglia, xx. pp. 321, 322, and Westfal On.,

pp. 15-25 (ten pages chiefly consisting of names containing dorp)

;

also Skeat, Beds. PI. Ns., p. 46, and Hunts. PI. Ns., p. 341.

The element is very common in Scand. pi. ns., cp. e.g. Rygh's

list of names, p. 447, of Norske Gaardnavne, vol. i.

Lancashire Names.—Gawthorpe Hall, Burnley ; Thorp,

Oldh. ; Thorpe Green, Breston.

Jjweiti, jjweit, O. N., ' piece of land, paddock, parcel of land
;

originally used of an outlying cottage with its paddock.'

Cleasby-Vigf. Norw. and Swed. tved, ' piece of land.'

The word is cognate with 0. E. 'pwUan, ' cut,' and evidently

originally means land separated, or cut off from that which

surrounds it.

There is no corresponding cognate noun in 0. E.

Mod. Engl, thwaite has the following meanings in the dials.

:

—(1) ' a forest clearing, piece of land fenced off or unenclosed ;

a low meadow, a fell ' (Lakel., Westm., Cumb., N. E. Lanes.)

;

in N. Yorks=' a meadow near a river ' ; W. Yorks. ' unenclosed

land of soft earth and usually low-lying '
; (2) ' a single house,

a small hamlet ' (N. E. Yorks.).
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The word is found in English documents as early as the

eleventh century

—

de J)weyt, C. D., iv. p. 111. ; also in 1186 in the

form Ingulvestvet, C. D., iv. p. 111.

Its use in pi. ns. seems equivalent to that of ham.

Lancashibb Names.—Allethwaite, Cart. ; Beanthwaite, B.-

in-F. ; Beckthwaite, Bork. ; Boothwaite Nook, B.-in-P. ; Caw-
thwaite, B.-in-F. ; Easthwaite, Hawks. ; Finsthwaite, Stav.

;

Gawthwaite, Ulv. ; Gunnerthwaite, Bork. ; Graythwaite,

Hawks. ; Haverthwaite, Stav. ; Hawthomthwaite, Wyres.

;

Hawthwaite, B.-in-F. ; Heathwaite, B.-in-F. ; Langthwaite,

Lane. ; Loanthwaite, Con. ; Nibthwaite, Stav. ; Outerthwaite,

Cart. ; Outhwaite, Roeb. ; Raisthwaite, B.-in-F. ; Rosthwaite,

B.-in-F. and in Cart. ; Thornthwaite, B.-in-F ; Tilberthwaite,

Con. ; Thwaite Head, Thwaite Moss, Stav. ; Satterthwaite,

Hawks. ; Seathwaite, Ulv. ; Seathwaite, Con. ; Walthwaite,

Dalton.

Vad, 0. N., ' wading-place, ford.'

The 0. B. cognate is wied which has the same meaning, and
which survives in pi. ns. ending in -wade. E. D. D. records

the compound heck-wath, ' place where the stream is forded

'

(Yorks.).

The name Brei^ava^ (Icel.) occurs in Landn. Bok.

It is not always possible to say which Mod. pi. ns. once con-

tained this element, as it appears to be levelled under -mth,

which is the normal form of 0. N. wZr, ' wood.' Lanes. Skdwith

(q. V. Pt. I.) is a case in point, and so is probably Yorks.

Bramwifh, for which D. B. has Branwat, 81&., and Branuuef,

446., but which appears as Bramfwyth, Nom. Vill., K.'s Inq.,

p. 364.

Lancashiee Names.—Broadith ?, Colwith ?, Skelwith.

Varda, 0. N., ' beacon, pile of stones or wood to warn a way-
farer ' (Cleasby-Vigf.).

This word is of course cognate with O. E. weard, ' watchman,'

and wearda or wearde, ' watch.' Cp. 0. E. fram weardan hylle

(cit. B.-T. without reference). Cp. also German Wartburg.

D. B. has Wardebi (Liacs.), 3556, 2 ; Wardhilla (Yorks.),

D. B., 306, 2 ; Wardburgetone (Warburton, Chesh.), though in

the last Wardburg is possibly a woman's name.

In Warboys (Hunts.), D. B., Wardebuse the first element is
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explained by Skeat (Hunts. PI. Ns., p. 320) as either ' a place

guarding the wood, such as the forester's hut,' or as referring

to the forester himself.

Cleasby-Vigf. cite the pi. ns. Vor^u-fell, Holtavor^uheitr.

Lancashikb Name.—Warbreck.

Vidr, 0. N., ' tree, wood, forest.'

Cognate with O. E. widu, wudu, q. v. below. Several Mod.
pi. ns. which end in -with are shown by the early forms to con-

tain 0. N. waS (q. v. above). It is as certain as any connected

with pi. ns. can be that Askwith (Yorks.) is ' ash-wood ' as all the

earhest forms point this way. The element is also perhaps

contained in the 0. E. pi. n. Hodesui^ (Leics.), C. D., ii. p. 351

(958).

See further examples in Jellinghaus, AngUa, xx. p. 329.

Lancashiee Name.—Blawith, B.-in-P.

[Possibly all the Lanes, names enumerated under va^ above
were really from this element with the exception of Skdwiih,

q. V. in Pt. I.]

VoUr, O. N., ' field.' Frequent in local names, according to

Cleasby-Vigf. Norw. voll, ' lawn, meadow, old unploughed

land ' (Aasen).

It is possible that some Engl. pi. ns. ending in -wall or -all in

the Mod. spelling, may originally have contained this element

—

e.g. Thingwall (q. v. in Pt. I.), though in most of these names,

when the early forms enable us to form an opinion, 0. E. well,

etc., seems the more probable element. Cp. Aspinall, Childwall

in Pt. I.

Jellinghaus, AngUa, xx. p. 327, takes 0. E. weall, Mod. Engl.

weall, to be cognate with 0. N. vollr in local names, and to have

the force of ' campus.'

Vra, or Ra, O. N., ' landmark, comer, nook.' Obs. in Iceland,

but used in early Swed. (Cleasby-Vigf.). Dan. vraa

;

Swed. vra.

In Cumb. toray means ' landmark,' E. D. D. The form wray,

which survives also in pi. ns., must be explained as either a Nth
Engl, form, or developed in recent times from the shortened

form *{v)ra in unstressed syllables. Threllauura, D. B., 3716

(Su£E.), probably contains this element.

Lancashire Names.—Bella Wray, Hawks. ; Birkwray,
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Hawks. ; Bland's Wray, B.-in-F. ; Gowrey, Tunst. ? ; Keldray,

Ulv. ; Sawrey, Hawks.? ; Toppin Rays, Ulv. ? ; WMteray
Fell, Eoeb. ; WMnerey Ground, B.-in-F. ; Wray, Caton and

Hawks. ; Wraysdale Cottage, Con. ; Wraysholme Tower, Cart.

;

Wrayton, Tunstall ; Wraywood Moor, Roeb. ; Wrea Green,

Kirk'm.

w
Walh, 0. E., ' foreigner, Welshman.'

This word occurs in 0. E. xmcompoimded, as a proper name,

and also in compounds to form proper (pars.) ns. -.—Wealh-

beorht, Wealhheard, Wealhhere, Wealhlfeow, etc.

The word further occurs in 0. E. in local names :—to Weales-

hv!6e, C. D., v. p. 17 ; to wealagate, C. D., v. p. 17 ; to Wealadene

(Walden Essex), Thorpe's Diplomat., p. 649, etc.

Of the Lanes, names which begin with Wal-, Walton probably

contains thi& element, possibly also some others, but in several

the prefix is a pers. n. See these names in Pt. I. above.

Weard, O. E., ' watch, watchman, guardian ' ; 0. H. G. warto
;

Goth, wardja.

There is no word corresponding to Mod. Engl, ward, that is,

originally, something over which watch is kept, preserved in

0. E., but in pi. ns. the suffix weard- presumably refers not to

the man who keeps watch, but to the. watch itself, so that

Weardburh, Thorpe's Diplomat., p. 175, means ' look-out tower,'

or something of the sort. Cp. also Weardora (Wardour, Wilts.),

Thorpe's Diplomat., pp. 170, 171.

The 0. N. var'Sa (q. v. ante) had the same meaning as the

O. E. word, and the latter appears to have been substituted

for it in several Lanes, pi. ns., where the early forms point to the

O. N. element being the more primitive. Cp. Warfbwg, Eise-

nach ; Wartenfds, Bav. ; Warthausen, Wiirtemb.

The Mod. ward has several meanings in the dials, which are

applicable to local names. According to Wright it means :

—

(1)
' a division of a county, a district ' (Scotl.) ; (2)

' a piece of

pasture land enclosed on all sides '
; (3) ' a common.' In Shetl.

and Orkn. the word formerly meant (4)
' a tumulus or hill on

which a beacon was Ughted,' but this is now obsolete. The
word Wardhill, now likewise obsolete, was ' a hill on which a

beacon was lighted as a sign of danger ' (Orkn.), E. D. D.
Lanoashibe Name.—Wardle, Wardleworth.
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Well, Welle, O. E., ' well, spring, fountain.'

This element is very common in 0. E. pi. ns., and generally

denotes not a ' well ' in the ordinary sense, but a ' stream,' or
' spring.' Cp. Norton of dune on ^ms welles heafod in a oh. of

iEdelwulf, 847. Sweet's 0. E. T., p. 434, No. 20, 1. 6. It is

unnecessary to illustrate the use of this element in 0. E., or Mod.
pi. ns., as it is so common. It may be noted, however, that the

early transition and M. E. forms of names often make it clear

that the second element was originally -well, whereas the later

spelling is -wall or -all. Cp. Childwall and Aspinall in Pt. I.

Whether this is due to confusion with wall, or whether it arises

from a variant wall of well, it is difficult to say. Wright gives

(wal) as a dial, form of ' well ' in the sense of a ' spring of

water,' etc., as occurring in Scotl., Westm., Chesh., Staffs., Derby,

Shropsh., etc.

Lancashiee Names.—Aspinall ; Bastwell, Blackb. ; Bean
Well Scar., Dalton ; Chadswell, Chip. ; Childwall, Liv. ; *Crom-

well bottom ; Gradwell Slack, Poult. ; Haliwell, Bolton

;

Hawkswell, Ulv. ; Holme Well, Hawks. ; Irwell River, Manch.
;

St. Ann's Well, Bilst. ; Thingwall Hall, Liv. ? ; Well Bank,

Ross; Well Wood, B.-in-F. ; Wellfield, Bum.; ? Winewall,

Nels. ; Wiswell, Clith. ; Whitewell Bottom, Ross.

WiC, O. E., ' dwelling-place, abode, lodging,' also ' collection

of houses, village ' ; O. Sax. wlk ; 0. H. G. wlch ; Goth.

weihs.

This word is stated by Skeat (see all the works on pi. ns. by
this scholar) to be a Latin loan-word from vlcus. This view

is commonly held, but is by no means certain. It is quite

possible that the Gmc. forms may be not borrowed from Latin,

but cognate with vlc^is and with Gk. ot«o9, Scrt. ve^as, viq,

and derived from a form *weikno-. Cp. Walde, Latein. Etym.
Wb. ubi vicus. This view is strengthened by the Gothic form

which represents an Idg. *weik-, and cannot therefore be

equated absolutely with the other Gmc. forms. This question,

however, does not affect themeaning anddevelopment of . E . wic .

A difficulty which Professor Skeat has not faced is the occurrence

of Mod. vAck, side by side with -wich (witj) and (waitj), e.g.

in Nantwich (nsentwaitj). Both the fronted and unfrented

forms occur in Lanes, pi. ns., the former being the normal de-

velopment from O. E. wlc. I do not profess to explain the

wick form, unless it has been influenced by the Scand. mk,
' creek, bay,' which has nothing to do apparently with the
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0. E. work, vlk, not occurring in the sense of ' homestead,' etc.

in 0. N.

The Mod. Engl, wick may, of course, represent either the 0. E.

or the 0. N. word, so far as its form goes. In the dials, it has,

or had, the sense of ' farmstead, village,' for it is now obsolete

in this sense according to Wright. It is further used in the

Scand. sense of ' creek, small bay,' etc., and in Cumb., in the

form (waik) of ' a narrow opening between rising grounds.'

There is nothing in the history of the word which connects

it in any way with salt mines. If it does so occur in several

pi. ns. (in the form waitj), Droiiwitch, etc., this is a mere coin-

cidence. See Duignan's remarks, Worcs. PL Ns., under Droit-

witch.

The Mod. (waitS) forms represent M. E. inflected forms -wlche,

etc. ; those in (witj) must exhibit a M. E. shortening before

-ch (tS), when this occurs finally, as in Nom. imch<wich.

Lancashire Names.—(1) Unfronted forms : Ardwick,

Manch. ; Beswick, Manch. ; Borwick, Carnf. ; Chadwick

Green, St. Hel. ; Pishwick, Preston ; Glodwick, Oldh.

;

Howick, Hutton ; Lowick, Ulverston ; Salwick, Preston

;

Urswick, Dalton ; Winwick, Warr. (2) Fronted forms

:

Horwich, Wigan ; Prestwich, Bury.

Wid, 0. E., ' wide, broad.'

In O. E. we have Widancumb, C. D., iii. p. 378 (743) ; on

mdan dene, C. D., iii. p. 460, etc.

The word is often shortened to wid- in Mod. pi. ns. as in

Widford, Essex ; Widley, Hants.

Lancashibe Name.—Widness, Widdop Cross, Nels.

Wor]?, weor)), wyr)), also wurjje, ' enclosed homestead, habi-

tation with surrounding land.'

This is one of the great sufiSxes denoting human habitation,

and ranks therefore with cot. Mm, tun, Tf>ory> and wlc.

There are plenty of examples of the use of weorf, etc., in O. E.,

in pi. ns., and as an independent word, ^gelesuur^e C. D., iii.

p. 428 (948) ; Geadelanwyr^, C. D., ii. p. 360 (960).

Another O. E. word which has apparently the same meaning
is weorTfig. Cp. Msculfes weorpig, Crawf. Ch., p. 71, note.

The etymology and primary meaning of these words are un-

certain. Skeat, Cambs. PI. Ns., p. 25, suggests a connection

with ' weor)*, worth, value.'
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Lancashibe Names.—Ainsworth, Bolt. ; Boulsworth Hall,

Nels. ; Cleworth Hall, Eccl. ; Dilworth, Riboh. ; Duckworth,
Blackb. ; Edgeworth Moor, Dar. ; Failsworth, Manch. ; Fam-
worth, Bolt. ; HoUingworth, Littleb. ; Langworthy ; Lentworth
Hall, Wyres. ; Longworth Hall, Dar. ; ? Penwortham, Preston

;

Roddlesworth ; Blackb. ; Shadworth Hall, Blackb. ; Shuttle-

worth, Rochdale ; Snodworth, Clith. ; Southworth, St. Hel.

;

Stanworth, Blackb. ; Tottleworth, Blackb. ; Unsworth, Bury
;

Whitworth, Rochd.

Wudu, ' wood, forest.' This word is cognate with 0. N. vi^r.

It is naturally common in pi. ns. in all periods.

Lancashibb Names.—^AUwood Farm, Eccl. ; Baines' Bark
Wood, Wray. ; Bottling Wood, Wigan ; Brandwood Moor,

Roch. ; Brantwood, Hawks. ; Burtonwood, St. Hel. ; Carr

Wood, Liv. ; Fleetwood ; Pulwood, Prest. and Oldh. ; Gars-

wood, Wigan ; Halewood, Liv. ; Hartwood Green, Chorl.

;

Harwood, Bolt., Blackb. ; Haselwood, Silverd. ; Heywood,
Bury ; HoUinwood, Auh. ; Houghwood, Wigan ; Hurstwood,

Burnl. ; Inglewood, Blackb. ; Merlewood, Grange ; Middle-

wood, Burnl. ; Netherwood, Nels. ; Northwood, Burnl.

;

Simonswood, Liv. ; Woodacre ?

Wulf, ' wolf,' the animal.

In the great majority of names in which Wool-, Wol-, etc.

occur, e.g. Woolton, etc., the element is part of a pers. n. such

as Widfric, Wulfgar, Wulfstan, etc. In some few cases, the

names of places may record the former existence of wolves in

the neighbourhood. This is probably the case in such a name as

Woolpits (Surrey), which means, perhaps, a trap to catch wolves.

The only Lancashire name in which the name of the animal pro-

bably occurs is Wolf Fell (Chipping).

In the same way the 0. N. ulfr was used as a pers. n., and this

is usually the first element in names in Ul- or Ow-, Vines Walton.

Owthwaite, etc.

Wyrhta, 0. E., ' wright, workman.'

This element is not common in pi. ns., but cp. Sara Wyrhtena

land. Birch Ch., 795 (944), cit. Middendorff. There is a Wright

Green (Cumb.), and Writtle (Essex). This last may be *Wyrh-

tena hyll, * ' Wright hill.'

Lancashiee Name.—Wrightington, Chorley.
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Yd, 0. E., ' water, spring, stream.'

I am very doubtful whether this element really occurs in pi.

ns., but it may be the suffix of some of the following.

Lancashieb Names.— ? Broadith Lane, Ribch. ; Gragareth

Fell, Tunstall ; ? Lindeth, Dalton-in-F. ; Penketh, Talketh,

Werneth Park, Oldh. ?

The suffix of Broadith may be vi^r, or va^ or ifS, the ending

in this and in all the above names are exceedingly uncertain.
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